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ADVERTISEMENT. 

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the 

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully 

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated 

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of 

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till 

the Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any 

further in their publication than by occasionally recor nending the revival of them to 

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the 

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems 

principally to have been done with a view to sat’ j the public that their usual 

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of 

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Boyal Charters, and which 

they have ever since steadily pursued. 

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more 

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be 

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as 

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was 

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, 

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the 

advantageous manner of treating them : without pretending to answer for the 

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers 

so published, which must still 'rest on the credit or judgment of their respective 
i* 

authors. 

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of 

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body, 
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upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the 

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of 

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose 

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of 

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The 

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of 

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society; the authors whereof, or those 

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the 

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. 

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and 

public notices; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the 

dishonour of the Society. 

♦ 
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS. 

I. On the Instability of the Pear-shaped Figure of Equilibrium of a 

Rotating Mass of Liquid. 

By J. H. Jeans, M.A., F.R.S. 

Received March 21,—Read April 6, 1916. 

1. The main result obtained in this paper is sufficiently indicated by its title. In a 

recent paper* I showed that the stability of the pear-shaped figure could only be decided 

on after the figure itself had been calculated as far as terms involving the cube of the 

parameter e, which is used to measure the deviation of the pear-shaped figure from 

the critical Jacobian ellipsoid. In the present paper these third-order terms are 

calculated, and the pear-shaped figure is definitely shown to be unstable. 

A statement of the results obtained, and a discussion of their bearing on the wider 

question of which this problem forms a part, will be found at the end of the paper 

(§§23-27). 

2. The discussion lias to begin with a determination of the potential of a distorted 

ellipsoid, carried as far as the third order of the small quantities involved. With a 

view to shortening very lengthy computations, it is convenient to arrange the algebraic 

solution in a form somewhat different from that previously given. The solution now 

given can readily be extended to any order of small quantities, and appears to lead to 

the most concise series of computations for terms of all degrees above the second. 

Potential of a Distorted Ellipsoid carried to the Terms of Third and 

Higher Orders. 

3. As before, the undisturbed ellipsoid (which will ultimately be supposed to be the 

critical Jacobian) is taken to be the surface X = 0 in the family of surfaces 

- ^2 , v2 , ^ 

— a2 + A b2+A c2 + X (1) 

while the disturbed ellipsoid whose potential we require (which will ultimately be 

* “On the Potential of Ellipsoidal Bodies, and the Figures of Equilibrium of Rotating Liquid Masses,” 

‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 215, p. 27. 

VOL. CCXVII.—A 549. B [Published July 11, 1916. 
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supposed to be the pear-shaped figure) is taken to be the surface X = 0 in the more 

general family, 
2 2 2 

.(2) f + <p — —-— + 7 c/ J-2 + 0 ” 1 — 0. 
a+X 62+X c +X 

Here <p is a function of x, y, 2, and X, different values for 0 representing different 

distortions of the fundamental ellipsoid. 

If Vf, V0 are the internal and external potentials at x, y, z (or their analytical 

continuations as explained in the previous paper, § 3), we have seen that Vis Vy must 

be of the form 

— yp- (x) (f+ <p) dX, (3) 

where 

= 

V — [ ^ 0) {./+$) ^.(4) J v 

7rpCtbc _ 7Tpctbc 

{(«2+x)(63 + x)(c2+x)}1/2 A 
• (5) 

In these integrations, x, y, 2 are treated as constants while X' is the value of X at 

the point x, y, z as determined by equation (2). Furthermore, 0 must not be selected 

at random ; equations (3) and (4) will only give the true potentials if <p is chosen so as 

to satisfy 

-(l+l)I>wv!^x+^(x)[42ito+43|+2(fe)8] = a • ■ (6) 

This equation, as before, is most conveniently solved by a solution 

0 = u+fv, . .. 

in which u, v must satisfy the equations 

\p (X) V-(u+f v) d\ +4:\p (\)v = 0,. 

4 (1 +v) 
y x du du\ r(y x_dv dv 
'^Adx ax/ \ a dx ax 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

4. We attack the second equation first. As in the previous paper, let us introduce 

new co-ordinates £ »/, £ defined by 

. x x » 
b 2.x A 5 , 

a +X A 

and the equation is found to reduce to {cf. equation (37) of the previous paper) 
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Iii this equation we may put f+<f> = 0, or, since </> = u+fv, we may put 

/ = 
1 +u’ 

although of course it would not be legitimate to equate differential coefficients of these 

equal quantities. The equation reduces to 

u 

3 a \i + v 
+ 2 

u 

3£U + u 
= 0, (10) 

and this may be readily solved in powers of the parameter e on assuming a series of 

the form 

u 

l+v 
= egi + e?g2 + e3SL + eY/i + • (11) 

Equating coefficients of the different powers of e we obtain 

= o 
Sx ’ 

3(72 _ 1^ 1 /3<7i 
3a ~ 4^A2\3£ 

3x 4-J A2 \ 3f 3£/ 
so on. 

To satisfy the first of these equations, gi must be a function of f, £ only, say P. 

To satisfy the remaining equations, write 

A = — —i-, &c., so that ^ = -k, &c. 
a2 A’ ’ 3a A2’ 

Then if Pf is written for 3P/3£ the equation for g2 is 

3</s _ jly p 2 
d. ^ -t £ ? 

3A 3a 

of which the solution is 

g2= -i(AP/+BP/+CPf2)+Q,. 

where Q is a function of £ >?, £ only. Proceeding in the same way, we find 

g, = * (A2 Pf2 P« + ... + 2BCP„PfP,t + ...)-i(APtQ{+ ...) + R. 

where Id is another function of £ >?, £ only, and so on. 

b^2 

(12) 

(IS) 
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5. We now return to equation (8). By a transformation given in the previous paper 

(p. 37), it is found that this is satisfied by taking 

and 

v = 0 when X = 0, 

V2u+fV2v + 4 
v X dv dv 

a dx ax. 
3 

a oar 

= Aav- 

(14) 

(15) 

where <x may be any function of x, y, z and X, which vanishes when X = 0 and when 

X = Xf For equation (15) we may try provisionally a solution 

v = w -4- fw' +f2w" + ...-+-fnwn + ... 

where w, iv\ w" ... are quantities satisfying 

2 A ^ 
Aax' • 

/ 
[ 2 

X 

A 
dw 

dx 

dw\ 

dx/ ~ “ 

1 X a w' dw'\ 

A dx ax/ 

/z 
X Sw.4 9ws\ 

\ A dx ax / n+ I 
&c. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

After a good deal of simplification, the left-hand member of equation (15) is found to 

reduce to 

V2u+fV2v + 4(z£~+|^)= -A# 
J \ A dx ax/ ax 

0 + j^(fw'+ 2f 2w" + ... + nfnwn + ...) (20) 

The quantity 6 is so far undetermined. Let it be given by 

0 = 
4 / u 

(w'+2fw"+...+nfn hvn+...),.(21) 
A \1 +v; 

so that, the quantity in the square bracket on the right of equation (20) becomes 

.(22) i (/+ fid T"’+2fw"+-"+nf'~ x + ■ • •) 

When X = X', this vanishes through the factor f-\——. It will vanish when X = 0 
1 ~h V 

through the last factor if we make 

w' — w" = w'" — ... = 0, when X = 0. (23) 

If this last condition is satisfied, expression (22) satisfies completely the conditions 

which have to be satisfied by a in equation (15). Hence the value of v given by 
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equation (16) will be a solution of equation (15). Moreover, if iv\ tv", w'" ... all 

vanish when A = 0, v will also vanish when X = 0, so that equation (14) will also be 

satisfied. It follows that equations (16) to (19), with (23), contain a complete 

solution of equation (8). 

6. These equations can be solved in powers of the parameter e. Let us assume for 

u, v expansions in the form 

u = eu\ + e2u2 + e3u;i + ebq + ... , 

v = ei\ + e2v2+eiv3 + eivi +... , 

and for w, w\w", ... &c., expansions 

w = ewi + e2w2 + e3ws + eiwi + ... , 

w' = ew\ + eW2+63w'3 + eW4 +..., 

The coefficients in the expansions of u, v are of course not independent of those 

in the expansion (ll) already assumed for u/(l+v). We find easily enough the 

relations 

Ui = Qi = T, 

u2 = g2 + vigi, 

u-s = gs+v1g2+v2g1, 

^ = gi+Vig:i+v2g2 + v3g1, &c. 

The value of 0 (equation (21)) is found to be 

0 = ^ \e2gi (ut\ + 2fw'\ + 2>f2w"\ + ... ) 

+ e3{g2{w\ + 2fw\ + Sf2wm1+ ... ) +g1{w’2 + 2fw"2+ ...)}]. 

On equating coefficients of different powers of e in equations (17)—(19), we obtai am 

y x_ 9u\ 0wq\ _ 

i (0C 0IV i CtV i p 

4(~a aWvvU 

(24) 

(25) 

«!!?*!?)--’'--“I f^(w\ + 2fw'\+ ... ) (26) 

1 
A I V' 2 . CIV 2 \ 1 r-72 P (27) 
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There are an infinite number of such sets of equations, of which we shall need only 

the set for w3, w'3, ... in addition to the two sets above. To simplify the equations as 

much as possible, let us limit ourselves to the type of distortion which leads to the 

pear-shaped series of figures of equilibrium. For this, as we saw in the previous 

paper, ux is of degree 3 in £ >?, f, so that w1 must by equation (-24) be of degree unity, 

and from equation (25) w\ must vanish. Similarly u2 is of degree 4, so that w2 is of 

degree 2, w'2 is of degree zero, and w"2 = 0. Again u3 will be of degree 5, ^v3o^ degree 

3, w\ of degree unity, w"3 = 0 ; and so on. 

The set of equations for w3, v/3 ... now reduces to 

4 = — V2w3 —4A ^(^-2 

1 4 2 

A dx + ax/ 

x dw'i dv/. 

A dx + 3x ' ~ 2 Ws 

w" = w"' = ... = 0. 

(28) 

(29) 

7. Let us now introduce the operator D, already used in the previous paper (§ 14), 

defined by 
32 32 32 

(30) . r .51 D “ + Ba,f+ c sf 

By differentiation with respect to A, we have 

0A A2 0f + B2 0,?2 C2 0f 

so that 0D/0X is the same "as V2 transformed into £ ??, £ co-ordinates. We can now 

solve equations (24) to (29) at once by transforming into £ co-ordinates. 

Equation (24) becomes in £ >?, £ co-ordinates 

. dwj 0D 0D jy 
4 = —yr u\— w- B, 

oX 0X 0X 

and since P is a function of £ f only, this has the integral 

Wl=-|DP.(31) 

No constant of integration must be added, for D vanishes when A = 0 and iv1 must 

also be made to vanish when X = 0 (cf. equations (23)). Thus equation (31) gives 

the true value of wx and we have also seen above that w\ — w"2 = ... = 0. 

The value of vx is accordingly 

vx = ivx = — ^DP = — t (APf|+BP^ + CPK) (32) 
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From §§ 6 and 4, we now have as the value of u2. 

u2 = g2+v1g1 

=: —i (APj»+BP/ + CP/) + Q -±P (APtt + BP„ + CPtt) 

= — iDP2+Q. (33) 

The value of w2 can next be found from equation (26). The right-hand member 

reduces to — V2u2, and the equation, expressed in £ »/, f co-ordinates, becomes 

. dw2 3D 

4aC = -ax U2 

— 1 ^ DP2 O 
“*3a 

of which the solution is 
Wo = P4 D2P |DQ 

and similarly equation (27) leads to 

w'2 — — tbV« D P- + Pj- DQ. 

(34) 

(35) 

These values for w2 and w'2 are identical with those obtained in the earlier paper, 

although obtained by a slightly different method. We now proceed to the third order 

terms. 

On substituting for u:i its value as obtained in § 6, we find, in place of equation (28), 

-4(2i^ + + + 

which, after a good deal of simplification, 

= V2 (g,+v,ga) +V2 («r,P) +MV*P + 4 P dw'2 

dx 

= V2(g,+v,ga)+22ip(% + («,+/«/,) V«p-4P^.. 
3X 

(36) 

Introducing the various values which have been obtained for g:h g2, v1} w2 and iv'2, 

we find, after simplification, that 

v2 (g3+v^) + 22 A Pf^| + w2V!P 

»9 3A A 2 3B _ A T, 3A A -n 3C 
= pk' 3x+?ATx + ,'ABaA+sABa); + - 

. 3A , 3B , 30 3A 
+ ®A_+pATx + aA—+...+«—+. (37) 
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where 

P ~ 3 2 

q = &' = W2 

fip3) _ p J-L {ip2) 

3“ (iP) - p AA GP) 

s =  1 
1 6 

06 

P = - 4 

a4 

(IP8) - p 

0f0>/ 

06 

0f0,20^ 

04 

(IP3) &c., 

^,a,(PQ) -PdfeiQ Lcfdr 0fS, 
, &c., 

a = Rff, &c. 

Relation (37) can accordingly be put in the form 

v2 (g3 + nsO + 22 T Pf ||2 + W2V2P = | [»VD» (£P2) - -J-D2 (PQ) + DR + 8P«'J. 

Equation (36), after transformation to £ >?, £ co-ordinates and integration with 

respect to A, gives 

w, = - i [*D» (i-p) - iD2 (PQ) + DR] -«/„ P - i f/«4 V2P <i\.. . (38) 
Jo 

Let us now put 

fw'2V2PdA = £A,.. (39) 
Jo 

so that A will be a function of A only. We then have 

f/»'2VsPdx = =/fA-f(f2 + ,2+C) f AdX, . 
Jo Jo 0A Jo 

• (40) 

whence, on operating with V2, 

V2|/W'V2PdA=^|^+| + 5jjoA^|. . 

Equation (29), transformed to £ >/, f co-ordinates, now becomes 

= AffMA's • (41) 

dwf, 
0A 

3  - IV2w9 

_ i 
— 32 fe ® D» (JP) -i ^ D2 (PQ) + ^ DR ax ax 

+ i J; (?N + *f |; {(| +1 +1 )1A dx}- 
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giving on integration, 

«/, = * Mr D4 (iP“) - A D:i (PQ) + 1D2K] 

+ i#A + *f(f+ |+|r 
A' 

A dx. 

8. The solution is now complete as far as third order terms, but can be expressed 

in a more convenient form. We have found for the whole value of v3, 

v, = ws +/w'„ 

= -i[AD3(iF)- 3 D2 (PQ) + DR] -w'aP 

+*/MtD*«F) -*D»(PQ) +JD*R] + 4 .... (42) 

where Z is formed of terms involving the function A, and has its value given by 

2 = (t“ + v + f2) I A dX—^f gA 

+ «y € 
2A + 2B + 2C /J 

rW 
AdX. 

The term Z in rq gives rise to a term e:yZ in 0, and this in turn leads to a term 

/(X) ejz = - c-yz, 

in the function (see §§ 4, 11 of the previous paper), from which the whole solution is 

derived. Using the value for Z which has just been obtained, we readily find that, in 

x, y, ^ co-ordinates, 
i abc 

=-*,«**, A dX f. (43) 

We found, however (see footnote to p. 32 of previous paper), that for a given 

potential problem, the value of T* is not unique. If any function <t> gives a solution of 

the potential problem, then it was found that any other function of the form 

*+5HfJ>4.(44) 
will give a solution of the same problem, provided that F is any function of x, y, z, and 

X, which vanishes when X = X7 (i.e., when x, y, z, and X are connected by relation (2)), 

and u is any function of X whatever. Consistently with these conditions we may 

take 

u — A, F = 1 s^P abc e3 ' , 
AA 

and the new solution (44) becomes 

$ + Wabce' A £ A d\ |.(45) 

VOL. CGXVII.-A. C 
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In this solution, fi> already contains a term involving A, namely that given by 

expression (43). Combining this with the remaining term in expression (45), we find 

that the new solution can be put in the form 

fit i + -g-7-pcibces 
0 (f<f)X 

ax' 1 AA 
A dX (46) 

where fi>0 is the old solution fi> with the terms in A omitted. The last term in expres¬ 

sion (45), being proportional to e*<p, is of the fourth order of small quantities. Thus 

in a solution as far as e3 only, this term may be omitted, and fi> = fi>0 will be a solution. 

In other words the term Z may be omitted entirely from equation (42), and the 

remaining terms will still give an accurate solution for v3. 

Omitting this Z-term, we obtain for the third order terms, 

«j+,A’s = U3+/(w,+/w',) 

= ADsUP*)-iD(PQ)4-E 

- i/{*Ds (■ F) - JD3 (PQ) + DR} 

+ */* -*ir(PQ) + iDsB}.(V) 

This completes the solution of the general potential problem. 
* 

« 

Potential of the Pear-shaped Figure. 

9. Collecting the results obtained in §§ 3-8, we have found that as far as terms of 

the third order of small quantities, a value of <j> which satisfies the necessary 

differential equation (6) is 

4, = k (u, +/v,) + /r (u, +,/;■») + e~ (m, +fo3) 

= e[P-*/DP] 

+^[Q-JDP*+/{*D*(P^-*DQ}+/»{-iA»D,P*+AD,Q}] 
+ «3 [R-J/DPQ + TfeD2F-i/ {S},D*P-i-DVQ + DR} 

+ A/3 {AorD‘Pa-*DsPQ + iD!R}].(48) 

At the boundary A = 0, this value of 0 reduces to 

0= eP + e2Q + e3R,.(49) 

and since P, Q, Pt are entirely at our disposal, this is capable of representing the most 

general displacement possible, as far as the third order of small quantities. We have, 

however, to save the printing of additional terms, already assumed that P is of a 

degree not higher than the third in x, y, z and Q of a degree not higher than the 

fourth. Subject to these limitations, the potential of the ellipsoid deformed in any 

way can be obtained by inserting the value (48) for <p into equations (3) and (4). 
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10. We shall now limit ourselves to the distortion which was found, in the earlier 

paper, to lead to the pear-shaped figure of equilibrium. For this particular distortion 

we found (cf. equations (93) and (94) of the earlier paper), 

P — £ (af" + /3>;2 + y<,"“ + K),.(50) 

Q - |[L^+M,74 + Nr + 2^2 + 2m^2 + 2^V + 2 (pf + qj + r^ + s]. . (51) 

We shall now assume for R the value 

R = i^[iL^4 +W+^4+2h72f+ 2m£2f+2nfr,2+2 (^2+qv2+rf)+s], (52) 

this being found adequate to satisfy all the conditions for a figure of equilibrium of 

a rotating liquid mass. 

11. The values of u1+fv1 and of u2+fv2 were calculated in the former paper (see 

equations (121), (122) and (132)). In the same way the value of u3+fv3 as given by 

equation (47) is found to be 

u3 + fv3= f [15|A V + 2fABa2/3 +2fA(Vy + p2a/32 + pCa/3y + |C2ay2] 

+ fV [131AV/3 +7UBT/1 + 2iACa/3y+lp2/33 +pC/32y + |C2/3y2] 

+ [l3|AVy +2|-ABa/3y + 7|-ACay2 + |B^2y + fBC/3y2 + l|C3y8] 

+ G;4 [ ifA2a/32 -(- if AB/33 + fAC/Ty] 

+ ^4 [ lfA2ay2 + fAB,dy2 +lfACy3] 

+ i,T [ 3fA2a/3y + 2fAB/32y + 2fAC/3y2] 

+ ?k [l3fAV + 2fAB a/3 + 2-gACay + |B2/32 + fBC/3y + f€2y2] 

+ fr2K [ 3fA2a/3 + 2yAB/32 + fAC/Sy] 

+ #c [ 3fA2ay + |AB/3y + 2fACy2] 

+ ^2 [ l|A2a + fAB/3 + fACy] 

-£5 [ 2§ALa + p(L/3 + 2na) -l- fC(Ly + 2ma)] 

— f"rf [ if A (L/3 + 2ymx) + fB (Ma + 2n/3') + fC (^a+tyi(3 + ny)~\ 

— g3£2 [ lfA(Ly + 2ma) + fB (la + m/3 + ?ly) + fC(Na + 2fty)] 

-£/4 [ fA(Ma + 2 np) + lfBM, (3 + fC(My + 2//3)] 

-^4 [ |A(Na + 2ny) + fB(N/3 + 2 ly) + lfCNy] 

-£>iT[ fA(Za+m/3 + ny)+ p(My+2Z/3) + fC(N/3 + 2?y)] 

— f3 [ lfA(L/c + 2ap) + fB (n/c + ag + /3p) + fC (mic + yp + an)] 

[ 4A (?nc + + /3p) T fB (M/c + 2/3g) + fC (Z/c + yc^ + /3n)] 

" [ 7A (nnc + yp + an) + fB (//c + yg' + /3r) + fC (N/c+2yn)] 

£ [ is A (2p/c + sa) + fB (2qic + s/3) + fC (2r/c + sy)J 

+i£ \%t+iH>74+Wf4+2l^2 + 2nR2f+ 2n£V+2 (pf+%2+tf2)+s] 
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- ff [26±A V + P *CV + 6 A A2Ba2/3 + 6 A A2Ca2y 

+ If AB2«/32+ if AC2ay2P liABCa/?y + AB2C/32y + A-BC2/3y2] 

-^2/[6AAV/3+5|A2Baj82 +l|A2Ca/3y + 21fAB2/33 + AAC2/3y2p lfABC/32y] 

- £f/[6 A-AVy + l|A2Ba/3y+5|A2Cay2 + A AB2/32y P 2yf AC2y3 +liABC/3y2] 

-£/ [6AAV/C plfA2Ba/3*PlfA2CayK + AAB2/32k P AAC2y2/c P fABC/V] 

+ f:y [6AA2La + AB2 (Ma+2w/3)+AC2(Na + 2wy)+|AB (L/3p2na) 

pfAO (Ly p 2ma) p fBC (/a + m/3 P ny)] 

+ ^/[A-A2 (L/3 p 2na) + 2{-fB2M/3 + AC2 (N/3 p 2A) + lfAB (Ma + 2n/3) 

+ |AC (/a + m/3 p ny) + fBC (My+21/3)] 

+ ^2/[ffA2(Ly + 2ma) + A®2 (My + 21/3) + 2AC2Ny + fAB (/a + m/3+ny) 

p if AC (Na + 2ny) p fBC (N /3 p 2 ly)] 

+ if [ffA2 (L/c + 2ap) P AB2 (M/c + 2/3q) P AC2(N« + 2yr) + f AB (n* + uq + /3p) 

P fAC (?n/c A y/J P a/') PfBC (A P y(J_ P fiv)] 

~ff [lflLAp fltB P ptltC] 

-Uf [fnApfJtfBp |IC] 

-ff [fmAp ilBpfNC] 

-if [fpAp pH Bp |rC] p if2G, ..(53) 

where f stands for A^2p B>/2P C£2— 1, and G is given by 

G = A {^Wp WA2B«^+WWy PM-AB^ 

P ffAC2ay2 p f|ABCa/3y P fp3/33 + 

+ AB2C/32yPABC2/3y2} 

—VAA3La-ifA2B (L/3p2na)-f|A2C (Lyp2ma) 

—AtAB2 (Map2n/3) —AAC2 (NaP2ny)-AABC (la + m/3+ny) 

-ifB3M/3-MC3Ny-AB2C (My + 2//3)-ABC2 (N/3p2Zy) 

p ffA2H p AB2fE p &C2& p A^Cl p A ACm p A ABn. . . (54) 

12. The potential of the distorted ellipsoid 

/p eP P e2Q P e3R =0,.(55) 

can now be written down as far as terms in d\ The terms in e and e2, which of 

course involve only P and Q, have been calculated in the previous paper. The terms 

in e3 in Yb, the potential at the boundary A = 0, are (cf. equation (3)), 

e3 y (a) [u3+fv3) d\ = —7rpabce3\ "3 ' '3d\, .... (56) 
Jo Jo A 

in which u3+fv3 has the value just given in equation (53). 
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Let us put 

f 
't; v, _ dX — X (CjjX1 + Cgo?/4 T C3324 + C^ST?/2 + t$iZ X + £■>:$ 2 2 + tlj-'C2 + tL?/2 ~t +tJ4) . (57) 

The values of the various coefficients in this expression are found to be as follows :— 

Li = 
0 AA5 

[ 15f A2a3 + 2f AB«2/3 + 2| A(Vy + fB=a/32 + £BCaj8y 

+ §C2ay2 —2f ALa —g-B (L/3 + 2na) — g-C (Ly + 2ma) + ylL] dX 

A A 
-[26|AV + AB'!A + ACV + 6 A'A2Ba2/3 + 6^A2€a2y 

+ l£AB2a/32 + lgAC2ay2+ I j ABUa/3y + A B20/32y + A BC2/8y2] dX 

+ ] [6Tg-A3La + AB“ (Ma + 2w/3) + A^2 (Na + 2ny) 

+ f-AB (L/3 + 2na) + -f AC (Ly + 2ma) + -gBC (/a + m/3 + ny)] c/X 

~ [ -^g[l|AlL+|Bn+yCm] + | dx. (58) 

Cl2 = 
1 

A Add 
[ 13iAV/3 + 7gABa/32 + 2iACa/3y + lp2/33 + |BC/32y 

+ fC2/3y2 — lyA (L/3+2na)—fB (Ma+ 2nf3) — yC (/a + W^ + Wy) + in] dX 

£ WV+A^3+AC V+6 AA2Ba2/3 + 6 AA2C«2y 

+ lgAB2«/32+ l | AC2ay2+ llABCay+ x36B2C/32y +ABC2/3y2] dX 

[6 A AVjS + 5f A2Ba/32 + lfA2Ca/3y + 2b|AB2/3:j 
1 

0 AA2B2 

+ f,(.1AC2/3y2 +1 gABC/32y] dX 

+ 
1 

0 AA2B2 
[IfA2 (L/3 + 2na) + 2AP2M/3 + AC2 (N(3 + 2ly) 

+ IgAB (Ma + 2n/3)+fAC (lot + m(3+ny) + §BC (My + 2//3)] d\ 

+ | 2yy>[6A A2La + AB- (Mot + 2nj3) + AC2 (Na + 2ny) 

f 
1 

AA2B: 

+ y AB (L/3 + 2net) + g-AC (Ly + 2mct) + gBC (la. + mf3 + n~y)J dX 

;[|An+fBm+iCi] dx 

~~ Jo ^^[IplL+pn+pttt] dx + 2 j G 

AA2B 
dX, (59) 
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The value of C13 can be written down from symmetry. 

t22 = AAB 
[If A2a/32 + If AB/33 + |AC/32y -f A (M« + 2 n/3) 

- lfBM/3 - f C (My + 21/3) + |iH ] dX 

A \ B;i f-^T¥A"a"73 + 5f A-Ba/3- + lgA-Ca/3y + 2ff-AB-/3'' 

+ ffACfV + ifABGAy] dX 

+ 
AAB3 

[ffA2 (L [3 + 2 no) + 2f f B2M (3+(N/3 + 2Zy) 

AAB3 

+ lfAB (Ma + 2n/3) + §AC (Za + m/3 + ?iy) + §BC (My + 2Z/3)] rix 

.(60) 1 3 [f An + f Bi« -pf-CI] + r -^L dX 
AAB2 

The value of C33 can be written down from symmetry. 

^23 — 
1 

AAB2C2 
[3f A 2a/3y + 2fAB/32y + 2fAC/3y2 

1 

AAB2C 

—fA (Za+m/3+ny)—fB (My+ 2Z/3) —fC (N/3 + 2/y)+fl] dX 

- [6yf AV|8 + 5|A2Ba/32 + if A2Ca/3y + 2ffAB2/33 

+ xTAC2/3y2 + fABC/32y] dX 

1 

+ 

AA^[(6^A3aV+ il-A^a^y + 5f A2Cay2 + ^AB^y 

+ 2ffACy+|ABC/3y2] dX 

1 [f j] A2 (L/3 + 2na) + 2ffB2M/3 + *C2 (N/3 + 2 ly) 

+ f AB (Ma + 271/3)+ f AC (/a + w/3 + wy) + fBC (My + 2^/3)] dX 

AAIO 

1 

A ABO 
i[If A2 (Ly + 2wa) + yf B2 (My+ 2//3) + 2ff C2Ny 

+ fAB (/!a+m/3+?iy) + §AC (Na + 2ny)+fBC (N/3 + 2Zy)] dX 

- £^HAm+iW+ICM] dK- £ ^[fA„+|BJ«+iCl] dx 

G 

o AABG 
dX. • (61) 
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The values of the four coefficients ti1} ti3, are most conveniently expressed in 

the form :— 

n I dx g 
!o A A3 

tii — <5i—J . yv (apA+IqB + ^r1 

tio = S; — 

A- 

1 

o AAB 

1 

(IpA+iqB+irC) dx + o q 
dx 

Jo AAB-' Jo AAB 

A A2 

G 

0 AAC 

1 

q (fpA + iqB +1 rC) dX + lx | 
dX 

^ ~ *4+I -^x-(tPA+iqB+irC)^x+ls jo jQ 

AAC2 

dX 
o AA 

-2 
G 

0 A AG ’ 

G 
AA 

dx, 

dX, 

dX, 

dX, 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

where §2, S3, d4 are quantities which do not depend on p, q, r, S, being given by the 

following equations :— 

<h = Pv-Tl (13|*A2a2 + 2yABa/3 + 2iACay + §B2/32 + 5-BC/3y + fC2y2) 
Jo AA 

— lfA (L/c + 2ap)—XB (iik + aq + fy))—fC (niK+py + ra) 

+ 2 Gl-A'^ + ifB3/33 + {\.,cy + 6ffA2Ba2/3 + 6 &A2Ca2y 

+ lfAB2a/32 + l|AC2ay2 + lyABCa/Sy + t\-B2C/32y + ff BC2/3y2] dX 

[6ffAV + lfA2Ba/3 + if A2Cay + fQAB2^ + x%AC2y2 + fABO/Sy] dX 
K. 

AA2 

_ I A A3 ^ ^A"La+-jfB2 (Ma + 2n/3) + XyC2 (Na + 2wy) 

+ 

+ fAB (L/3 + 2na) + fAC (Ly + 2?na) + fBC (1 a + m/3 + ny)~\ dX 

yy DitlA" (L/c + 2ap) + ffB' (M/c + 2/3g) + ffC' (Nk + 2yr) 

+ g AB {yik + ag + ftp) F fAC (tyik F yp F ar) F |BC (Ik F yq F /3r)J dX 

+j [liAi+iBn+JOm] ./a.(66) 

K = [ [* (3tAV/3+2}AB/32+fAC^y) 

—fA (tik + aq +/3p)—fB (M/cF2/3g) —fC (L + yg + /3r) 

+ 6ff AV/3f 5|A2Ba/32+ if A2Ca/3y 

+ 2||AB2A3+Tf AC2/3y2 + f ABC/32y] dx 

[6ffA3a2F lfA2Ba/3F llA^a^ + t^AB^F AAC2y2 + |ABC/3y] dX 
AAB 

3 1 

AAB 

F 
1 

0 AAB 

5 [xtA2 (L/3 + 2na) + 2ffB2M/3 + ff C2 (N/3 + 2/y) 

+ 1-gAB (Ma + 2n/8) + fAC (Za + m/3 + ny) + fBC (My + 2//3)] dX 

[ifA2 (L/c + 2ap) + ifB2 (M/c + 2(3q) + ffC2 (N* F 2y?■) 

F §AB (n/c f ag F /3p) + fAC (m/c + yp F ar) + fBC (Ik + yg + /3r)] dx 

+joXjBs[Un + fBJM+iCl]d\.(67) 
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The value of S3 can be written down from symmetry ; that of <54, which is of the 

same general type, will not be required in the present investigation. 

13. This completes the solution of the particular potential problem which we have 

had in hand. It might naturally be feared that some mistake might have been made 

either in principle or in detail, and it must be remembered that even one mistake 

might invalidate the answer to the whole problem. I have, therefore, both here and 

elsewhere, taken the utmost care to check the accuracy of my work in every way. 

The following will, I think, show that no error need be feared in the solution which 

has just been obtained. 

The value of V{, if obtained accurately, ought to satisfy V2Vt- = — 4tt/3, and the term 

— 47rp must come entirely from the terms independent of e in V{. Thus the terms in 

Vf which are multiplied by e, e* and e3 ought separately to be spherical harmonics. 

It was verified in the previous paper that the terms in e and- e2 were in actual 

fact of this form. The terms in e3 will be harmonic if the quantity on the right of 

equation (57) is harmonic, and the conditions for this are expressed by the equations 

10Cn + C12 + C1?> — 0,.(68) 

6C22 + 3Cio + C2.3 = 0, • • • u.(69) 

6C33+3C13 + C23 = 0,.(70) 

3Hx+ti2+tr3 = 0.(71) 

I have inserted the values just obtained for Cn, C12, ... tq, ... in these equations, and 

have verified that they are all satisfied. (The necessary transformations of the various 

integrals are tedious, but involve no special difficulties.) 

It follows that the solution we have obtained gives accurately the potential of some 

solid of uniform density p. By the method explained in the earlier sections of the 

previous paper, it is easy to work the problem backwards and to verify that the 

equation of the boundary of the solid in question is obtained by putting X = 0 in the 

equation f + <p = 0. Thus we verify that our solution gives accurately the potential 

of the solid of boundary 

/+eP + e2Q + e3R = 0..(72) 

Conditions that Pear-shaped Figure shall he one of Equilibrium for a Rotating 

Liquid. 

14. In order that the figure determined by equation (72) shall be one of equi¬ 

librium for a rotating liquid, the potential at the boundary plus (x~ +y2) must, as in 

equation (98) of the former paper, be identical with 

— irpahcO {f + cP + e2Q + e3Pt} +a constant. 
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Let us limit ourselves to the terms in e\ Using the value of V6 given by equation 

(56) and that of Id assumed in equation (52), we find that we must have 

- Trpabce’x (itnx4 + C22y4 + C33zl+CV2x2y2 + c31zV + c23?fz2 + tiXx2 + %2+tqz2+tq) 

= — 7TfJ abcQd\ 
X x4 

Y^a8 bs c8 

2 2 
+ 21^- 

6V 

2 2 
+2m^ 

c a 

+4+] ■in- 

coefficients we obtain 

Cn 
_ 1 
— 4 4^; a 

C22 _ 1 
— 4 4s»; a b 

t.33= 
1 b vr 
4 2 8 ’ • ac 

■ ■ (73) 

U 
_ 1 
— 2 

f) j 

aW 
J Gi 

_ 1 
— 2 

0 
6 4m’ arc 

Cl2 = 
1 A 
inuUT» • • a b 

• • (74) 

Pi 
_ 1 
— 2 

0 
- P; P2 _ 1 

— 2 
0 
2L4 4 > P3 = 1 0 r . . (75) 

a a b arc 

Pi 
_.i 
— 4 A. . 

a 
. . (76) 

These equations, in addition to those found for the first- and second-order terms in 

the previous paper, express the condition that the third-order figure (72) shall be a 

possible figure of equilibrium. 

15. On substituting the values of Cn, C12 ... C33which have been obtained in § 12 into 

the six equations (73) and (74), we obtain a system of six equations from which it is 

possible to determine the six unknowns 1L, jit, AT, l, Tit, It, The solution is actually 

effected in § 17 below. 

If we substitute the three values of tq, tL and ti3 obtained in § 12 (equations 

(62)-(64)) into the three equations (75), we obtain three equations which can be 

written in the form :— 

mf7+* 
3 | Ad\ | f ([/\ 

A A2 -if J l 
__j i JL0 i 

0 AAV 4 Uo AA2 
., ir rcdx 

1 + 4C 
A A2 4-2 r * u 

_G 

A A 2 

Ip 

a d\ 
AAB 

A d\ 

6 
+ l 

AAC+4qJ0 A AC 

a2¥ 

’ Bd\ 

,a° Bdx 
0 AAB 

l'( i+i 
arc4 

dx 
o AAB2 

C dX 

+|r 
Cdx 

0 AAB 

dx \ 

= A-2 

AAC 2 Jo A AC2) ^ 2 

r00 / i Lt 

Jo A-A.B 

G 

dX, 

AAC 
dX. . 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

It will be seen that p, q, r do not occur on the right-hand sides of these 

equations. 

yol. ccxvii.—A. D 
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These equations are not, as might at first be thought, a system of three simple 

equations determining p, q, t\ They will be found to be of the type known as 

“ porismatic that is to say, equations which are inconsistent unless the coefficients 

satisfy a certain relation, and such that, when this relation is satisfied, the equations 

have an infinite number of solutions. 

Let us, for brevity, write the equations in the form :— 

4p + 74 q + k'\ X = % 

4p + k sq + k 2t — 3&2 

Arp + 7d,q + kr$ = 3^3 
I 

(80) 

Let us use also the abbreviated notation of the previous paper (p. 50), such that 

f* \d\ _ f* Ad\ _ f Xd\ 

Cl Jo A ABC’ °2 " Jo A A2C’ Cs ~ Jo AA2B’ 

Then, by simple transformations of the integrals, we obtain 
1! 

V — lb , — 4 = 
1 26 

4a2 \a4 
-c2- -C8b k\ 

1 

= 4 b2 

I'; = 
3 

k'o 
1 120 

— 3 Co 
4 a 3 4 b2 \a262 

h = 
3 

= q 2 C.,, 
4 a 

k'g 
1 

“ 4 b2 
Ci, lJ' ~ 3 — 

1 
, 2 C2’ 4 c 

4c2 
■ (81) 

1 , 20 
A 9 \ 9 2 
4 C- \Oj G 

With these values of the coefficients, it will be found that equations (7l)-(73) of 

the previous paper reduce to 

2Aqa + 2k\j3 + 2 k'\y = 04 

2La + 2/d2/3 + 2k"2y = 0 l,.(82) 

24a + 2k'Sl6 + 2k",y = 0 J 
so that 

p = 2a, q = 2/3, r = 2y,.(83) 

is a solution of equations (80), when It] = = W = 0. 

W ithout this detailed inspection of the equations, it could have been foreseen that 

this would necessarily be the case. For our general solution 

<j> = eP + e2Q + e3K,.(84) 

* See ‘ Hobson’s Plane Trigonometry,’ §73, or Wolstenholme, 1 Proc. London Math. Soc.,’ vol, 4. 
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must cover all possible figures of equilibrium as far as the third order. One such 

figure is, however, known to be 

0 = e. 0 + e2.0 + e3P,.(85) 

and the corresponding solution for p, q, r is that expressed by equations (83). 

From equations (82), it follows at once that we must have 

/. v y A-i, ft. i, ft- 1 

h, h',, h"2 

i h, K 

Indeed, it is now clear that this is precisely the equation which determined the 

existence of the point of bifurcation on the series of Jacobian ellipsoids.* 

If this were the only relation between the coefficients in equations (80), these 

equations could have no solution other than p = q = !' = oo. Let us, however, multiply 

the three equations (80) by the three minors of k'\, k"2, k"3 in the determinant of 

equation (86), and add. We obtain a relation of the type, 

Jcl, k\, 

p.O + q.O + r.O = h, k'2, % 

K k'3, % 

(87) 

and it is clear that these equations can now have a solution in which p, q, r are not all 

infinite if we have 

k2^ 

h, 

k\, 

k'2, 

k'. 3) % 

= 0 (88) 

It is only when this relation is satisfied that it is possible to continue our linear 

series of equilibrium configurations beyond the second order terms. When it 

is not satisfied, our third order solution (84) lapses back into the solution (85), 

namely <p = e3P, which is virtually the first order solution with e3 replacing e as 

parameter. 

16. The relation (88) can be expressed in a much simpler form. 

Independently of the values of p, q and r, we have already seen (equation (71)) 

that we must have 

Stq + tq T — 0.. 

* As to the relation of this equation to the general theory, see § 36 of my previous paper. 

D 2 

(89) 
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On substituting the values for ffi, tL and tl3 given by equations (62)-(64), and 

equating coefficients of p, CJ, V in equation (89) to zero, we obtain 

33-fci + T 

3/l’j + A T /l ‘ o 

= 0. 

3 lc\ + /do + Jc's i e 

3k"1 + k"2 + k"3 = *-f-4. 
ere 

With the help of these relations equation (88) reduces quite simply to 

In this equation the coefficients of and 1U depend only on a, b, c the semi-axes 

of the Jacobian ellipsoid, and so are fully known. The quantities W, W however 

depend on the second-order coefficients L, M, N, ... p, q, r, s. These were calculated 

in the previous paper, but p, q, r, s could not be fully determined, since they were 

found to depend on a quantity n", which measured the change in angular velocity 

This it was found impossible to evaluate so long as the investigation was confined 

to second-order terms. It now appears that equation (90) is in effect an equation 

determining n". The equation is linear in n", so that it gives only one value for n". 

When n" has this value we are on the true linear series, but if n" has any other 

value our solution, when we try to extend it to third-order terms, degenerates into a 

solution of the type of (85), with which no progress can be made. Our plan, then, 

is to evaluate the terms which occur in equation (90) and so obtain the value of n". 

On inserting this into the values of p, q, r, s which were obtained in the previous 

paper, we complete the solution as far as the second-order terms, and can then proceed 

to the stability criterion. 

Numerical Computations. 

17. It is at once apparent that the evaluation of Cu, C12, ... ffi, ... , given by 

equations (58)—(67), can be made to depend on integrals of the same type as occurred 

in the previous paper, namely integrals defined by 

T _ f d\ 

' ABC- Jo A ABC...' 
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In addition to the integrals which were given in the previous paper,* I have 

calculated the following values of additional integrals needed for the computation of 

third-order terms. 

JB5 — : 0-9637364, JB*C = U392786, Jbsq2 — 2 024097, 

J B-C3 = = 2-948174, JBC* = 4-316064, Jc, = 6-336915, 

•IAf. — : 0-0001716853, Ja6b = 0-0006851396, JA,C = 0-000942028, 

Ja“Bj — 5 0-002877084, J a*bc = 0-004027127, JA4C, = 0-005675881, 

Ja»B8 = : 0-01256355, J a3B2C = 0-01783828, JA,BC, = 0-02547622, 

JA3Cs = = 0-0365761, JA2fi4 = 0-0565289, Jaw = 0-0811833, 

J A‘2B-C! = : 0-1172029, Jaw = 0-1698776, Ja2C4 = 0-2473229, 

Jab5 — 0-260331, Jab4c = 0'377266, JAB3C2 = 0-549771, 

JaBsC3 = 0-802462, Jabc4 = 1-177387, JACs = 1731910, 

JB6 = 1-221051, JB5C = 1-781565, JB+C2 = 2-621427, 

J B3CS = 3-837093, J b-c4 = 5-679960, 

Jc6 = 12-448855, 

JBC5 = 8-391280, 

II 0-0000434660, J A6b = 0-000177533, JAec = 0-000245881, 

J A5B- 0-000757892, JA5BC = 0-00106671, JA5C, = 0-00151097, 

Ja4b3 = 0-00334922, Ja4bsc = 0"00477536, Jaw = 0-00684621, 

Ja4c3 " 0-00986287, JAsB4 = 0-0152016, JA.BSC = 0-0219023, 

J A3B2C2 — 0-0317157, Ja3bc3 = 0"0460906, JA3C4 = 0-0672671, 

J a2b5 = 0-0704673, Ja-’b4c = d 102374, Jaw- = 0*149566, 

Ja2B2Cs = 0-218724, JA2BC4 = 0-321581, JA2c5 ~ 0 473857, 

Jab6 — 0-332181, Jab5c = 0*485553, J ab4c2 = 0-716300, 

Jab3c3 = 1 "04926, Jab2c4 = 1 "55682, Jabc5 = 2*30256, 

JACs = 3-42068. 

The first task is the evaluation of fu, c12, , C33. These quantities are connected by 

the three relations (68)-(70), so that only three of the six quantities need have been 

calculated. I have, however, calculated four coefficients, namely, C12, C13, C22 and C33 

quite independently, the object being to obtain a check on the accuracy of the 

computations. In this way a check is obtained at every step of the computations. 

* The following are true values of integrals which were incorrectly given in the previous paper:— 

JBCC = U3419631, JAABCC = 0-09510324, Icccc = 0-4781180. 

In each ease the error was one of printing only, and did not enter into the computations. The whole 

table given in the previous paper was recomputed before extending it for purposes of the present paper. 
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The values obtained were 

CI2 = — 0’00027991L—0'0093206JH +0‘010377 5N 

-0'0045815l -0'0016151m +0-0040268II+0-0042388, . . (91) 

C13 = — 0 "00035031L+ 0'0035301JH — 0'0295936K 

-0-00242841 +0'0074994m -0'0010296n+0'0044353, . . (92) 

C22 = 0-0001010lL+0-0126532fl + 0-0153304N 

-0-02508191 +0-0010344m -0-0017407H-0-0015791, . . (93) 

C33 = 0-00013611L + 0-0062287J1 + 0-0353141N 

-0-02615751 -0-0035230m +0'0007874n-0-0016798. . . (94) 

Two values of C23 can now be deduced from equations (69) and (70) respectively. 

These are found to be 

1-23 

+ 0-0002337 -0-047957 -0-123015 
IL m 

+ 0-0002343 -0-047962 -0-123004 

+ 0-16424 -0-001361 -0-001636 
I m 

+ 0-16420 -0-001360 -0-001636 

0-003242 

0-003227. 

The agreement of these values provides a check on the computations of the 

coefficients C12, ..., and of the integrals from which they have been calculated. 

In virtue of relations (73), equations (68)-(70) become 

5 
JL 

«4 
(95) 

,1^311 
^74* 4 o a 

(96) 

3 N 
c4 

M + JL = 0 
«4 64 

(97) 

while relations (73) and (74), of which only 

represented by 

12 2 M 

. _ i ^ 
13 2 «6c4 

n 

m 

three are now independent, may be 

= 0.(98) 

= 0, (99) 

r _1 l22 4 
a2b8 

m = o. (100) 

On substituting for C12, C13; and r22 from equations (9l)-(98), these become sis linear 

equations for IL, UK, W, l, lit, and It. 
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The solution of these equations is found to be 

H= -12*6275, il = -0-0307056, N = -0'0044636, 

l = — 0*0116194, nt = 0M2602, it = 1*15365. 

These values have been checked by insertion, not only in the six equations from 

which they were directly derived, but also in the remaining equations (73) and (74). 

We now have all the material necessary for the evaluation of Itj, lt2 and Ht3, 

which, it will be remembered, are the right-hand members of equations (77)—(79) 

respectively. These have been computed independently, and I found 

% = -0-0016803 + 0-228894n", 

% = +0-0026780 —0-30111072", 

%= +0-0 0 2 3 7 3 9 - 0-3 8 5 6 4 472". 

These values ought to satisfy (cf. § 16) 

33^!+3a2~83&3 — 0 , 
in place of which I find 

3% + % + % = 0-0 0 0 011 -0-0 0 0 0 772", 

but the error is no greater than might reasonably be expected in view of the very 

large number of operations in each computation.* 

The coefficients in equation (90) are found to be 

—M 2-Tih = 0-0058753, = 0*00024949, 
«4 64 a b 

so that the equation itself becomes 

5-8753 (-0-0016803 + 0-22889472") = 0’24949 (0-0026780-0-30111022"), 

and the solution is found to be 
n" = 0-007423. 

Completion of Second Order Solution. 

18. On substituting the value just obtained for n" into the values for p, q, r, s, 

found in the previous paper (§ 34), I find, 

p = 3-124954, 

q = -0-103164, 

r = -0-015236, 

‘ .$=-0-256962, 

thus completing the figure to the second-order terms. 

* Each of the quantities 11 b 1+, 11.3 has been computed by expressing it as a sum of integrals of the 

type tabulated on p. 21. The first term in 1+, namely 13iK«2a_4JAAA, may be thought of as a typical 

term. Each of the quantities !+, U2, M3 consisted of 326 such terms, so that 3i\i + HU + M3 is a sum of 978 

such terms, each of which, it must be remembered, is evaluated by a fairly lengthy series of computations. 
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The corresponding rotation is given by 

2 

■£- = n + e2n" = 014200+ 0'007423e2. 
2irp 

We notice at once that w increases as we pass along the pear-shaped series, whereas 

in Sir G. Darwin’s solution « was found to decrease. Thus the present solution 

diverges in essentials from that of Darwin. 

On the other hand the present solution is similar to that for rotating cylinders* in 

which the rotation was also found to increase as we passed along the pear-shaped 

series, and as we shall now see, the increase is at a very similar rate. 

Our present figure, as far as the first order of small quantities, is 

2 2 2 

^■ + -^i + fSrA+e{-0-079x3 + 0-127xy2 + 0-106xz2+0’U2x) = 1, 
o oo 0 oo4 0 424 

while the cylindrical figure, on replacing the parameter lCf O used in the second half of 

the two-dimensional investigation by e, was found to be 

2 2 

- + -&— + e(-0-063x3+0190.^2 + 0-211x) = 1. 
5 u‘555 

A comparison of these two figures shows that the two e’s may be taken to be very 

approximately the same. As regards angular velocity, the value in the present three- 

dimensional problem has been found to be 

2 

AL- = n + n"ea = 0H4200 (l + 0'05227e2), 
2-7T f> 

while that in the two-dimensional problems wasf 

= - + l-^e2 = 0-3750 (l + 0'0513e2). 
2trP 8 448 v ’ 

Thus, in so far as it is possible to compare the three-dimensional problem with its 

two-dimensional analogue, we may say that the two rotations are in very close 

agreement. 

Calculation of the Moment of Inertia. 

19. We know that the pear-shaped figure will be stable or unstable according as 

the angular momentum increases or decreases as we pass from the critical Jacobian 

ellipsoid along the series of pear-shaped figures. 

* “On the Equilibrium of Rotating Liquid Cylinders,” ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 200 (1902), p. 67. 

f I have recently repeated the calculations of the two-dimensional problem as far as the third order of 

small quantities, including the evaluation of w2, and find that the numbers given originally for the figure 

and angular velocity are absolutely correct. See, however, § 21 below. 
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The moment of inertia of the pear-shaped figure about the axis of rotation, say 

M¥, will be given by 

p (x2 + y2) dx dy dz 

where the integral is taken throughout the volume of the pear-shaped figure. We 

have, by our choice of the coefficient s, ensured that the volume of the pear-shaped 

figure shall remain always equal to that of the original ellipsoid, so that we have 

M = - 7rpdbc, 
o 

and therefore 

¥ = 
_3_ 

47T 
jj 02+r) 

dx dy dz 

abc 
(101) 

Let us transform to co-ordinates x', y', z\ given by 

j _ x 

a 
x = -, y = v, z /_ y 

V 
r _ 5 

c 
(102) 

so that the critical Jacobian ellipsoid is reduced to a sphere of unit radius, and the 

pear-shaped figure is reduced to a distorted sphere. With this transformation, 

equation (101) becomes 

Id = jj! (a2x'2 +b2y'2) dur dy’ dz',.(103) 

where the integral is taken throughout the figure bounded by the surface 

.|/ 
'b 

xr i x'2 
x'2 + y'2 + z'2 — l-Ve— (a^r + +y dr+K 

a \ a b “ c“ 

+h2 
Lxn , M yri , 
-1—I-TT~ + • • • + 5 
a b 

= 0. (104) 

Let r2 be written for x'2 + y/2 + z'2, and let us further put 

x' = rx, y’ - ry, z’ = rz, 

so that x, y, z, are co-ordinates on a sphere of unit radius. Equation (104) becomes 

2 i ,x x , 0y , z"\ , x/c 
r — 1 + 6? * — (a —o + /3 7~p + y-o) + C'T— 

a\ ar c2 a 

+ie2 
"LxV MyV 

a* Id 
+... +s = 0. . (105) 

Let us suppose that r, the radius vector to the boundary of this distorted unit 

sphere is given by 
r = 1+cf+e2g + e3h+ .... 

VOL. ccxvn.—A. E 
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On substituting this value for r into equation (105) and equating 

of e and e2, we obtain 

2f+- 
a 

x 
a — + /3“-a + y—+/c 

a b c 
0 

x 
f 2 + 2g + f - 

a 

x 

:;w?+/3b+y?)+'t 
,2\ 

+ ¥ 
Lx4 My 

a4 + 1/ 
+ + s 

the coefficients 

. . . (106) 

= 0. . (107) 

If dQ is an element of solid angle, equation (103) may be written in the form 

3 | j 
20tr JJ 

(a2x2 + b2y2) r4 dr dQ, 

(a2x2 + b2y2) (l + 5ef+ 5e2g + 10e2f2)dQ. 

Hence we find that Id may be written in the form Jc2 + A k2, where, as far as e2, 

t 

The integral is here taken over the sphere of unit radius, and so can be easily 

evaluated. Carrying out the necessary computations, I find 

h2 = 1 (a2+ b'2) = 0-844105. 

Aid = — 0'079156e2. 

Thus the moment of inertia is given by 

M/c2 = 0'844105M (l —0'09378e2) 

20. This again differs from Sir G. Darwin’s result, in which it will be remembered 

it was found that the moment of inertia of the pear increased as e2 increased. But 

we shall now see that the difference between the two results agrees exactly with 

what was to be expected from the different values of n" used in our two solutions. 

Sir G. Darwin chose his parameter e (which I shall denote by eD) in such a way 

that the longest radius vector of the pear-shaped figure was a (l + 0’1482eD). In 

my solution, the longest radius vector is found to be a (l + 0T309ej), where e3 denotes 

my parameter e. Hence I find as the relation between our parameters 

eD = 0'8833ej. 

Darwin’s rotation was given by 

df- = 014200(1 —0T443066eD2)= 014200 (l-011259cj2). 
27rp 
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The general solution, apart from special values for the rotation, is such that, in my 

notation. 

2 7Tp 
= n + e/n" = 014200 ( 1+ - 

J! 

014200 

Hence I find that Darwin’s solution ought to coincide with the solution obtained 

in my previous paper on assigning to n" a value fi/'D given by 

n"D = -0-015988. 

The solution given in the present paper, which is believed to give a true figure of 

equilibrium, is derived from the general solution by assigning to n" a value n"j given 

by 
n” j = +0-007423. 

In my previous paper, it was shown that there was, so far as second-order terms 

only were concerned, a doubly infinite series of figures of equilibrium, and it was 

found that these could be defined in terms of two independent parameters, e and £, 

where £ was the same thing as e2n". It accordingly appears that any figure of 

Darwin’s series differs from my figure of equilibrium having the same value of e, 

through his £ being different from mine. The excess of my £ over his will be 

D-d = (n j n d) = + 0 023411c". 

It is readily seen that the increase in the moment of inertia over that of the 

critical Jacobian, which has been called Ak2, will be a linear function of f and e2, say 

^+ne2, 

Hence the excess of my angular momentum over that of Darwin, will be 

ALj-d- 

The value of n is easily obtained by allowing e2 to vanish in the analysis given on 

p. 72 of my previous paper. The quantity m then appears as the rate of increase 

of k2 as we pass along the Jacobian series of ellipsoids. The general value of k2, in the 

notation there used,* is 

k2 = -l(a'2+b'2) = i«2(l-12-71347f) + ^2 (1 + 9-20894^), 

whence 

fi = -7-84851. 
of 

The excess of my value of k2 over that of Darwin ought accordingly to be 

/*£r_D = -0-183060ej2. 

* I have changed the sign of which, by an oversight, had been taken with the opposite sign in my 

formuise as printed in the previous paper. 

E 2 
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My value of Ak2 having been seen to be — 0-079156cj2, it follows that Darwin’s 

ought to be 
A ¥ = 0-103906/ = 013317eD2 

so that his value of k2 as deduced from my calculations ought to be 

k2 = 0-8441 (1 + 0-15 777eD2). 

In point of fact the value actually given by Darwin was 

k2 = 0-8441 (l + 0"157786eD2). 

It appears, then, that Darwin’s moment of momentum agrees exactly with mine, 

as it ought, except for the difference introduced by the different values we have taken 

for n". But, besides showing this, the calculations just given provide a check on the 

accuracy of the computations of both of us. Although our figures, as far as the 

second order, have been calculated by very widely different methods, their moments 

of momentum have been found to agree very closely.# 

21. The moment of momentum in the cylindrical problem was announced in my 

two-dimensional paper to increase with increasing e2. 

On repeating the computations of this paper, I find that the coefficients in the 

equation of the surface were correctly given, but the final computation of k2 was 

erroneous.! The corrected formula becomes 

¥ = k2 (l —0"1 G79e2). 

The Stability Criterion. 

22. We have now found for the pear-shaped figure of equilibrium, 

2 

- — = 0‘14200 (l + 0"05227e2) 
27rp 

k2 = 0-8441 (l — 0"09378<32) 

* It may perhaps he added that before I had discovered this check on my computations, I had calculated 

the mass of my pear-shaped figure by direct integration, using the method of § 19. The total mass ought 

of course to come to exactly M. I find that the terms in a2, a/3 ... result in an increase of mass 

0-0689519Me2, while those in L, M, N ... s balance this with a decrease — 0'0689514Me2. 

t The error is in the very last stage of all; the value of 4y on p. 95 ought to read 

|y = 20-25a6-118-93a4+ 41-071a2+ 229-51, 

and this leads to the formula 
k2 = Jc02 (1 - 167 -8802) = A'o2 (1 — 0 ■ 16788e2). 

I have also calculated k2 by the method of § 19 of the present paper, and found 

k2 = /t02 (1 - 0- 16791c2). 
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It follows that the moment of momentum M is given by 

M = M„ (l — 0'067G5e2). 

Thus M < M0, so that the moment of momentum decreases as we pass along the 

series of pear-shaped figures, and this series is therefore unstable. 

Summary and Discussion of Results. 

23. Throughout the present paper, and my previous paper on the same subject, the 

critical Jacobian ellipsoid which bifurcates into the pear-shaped series of figures of 

equilibrium, has been taken to be 
2 *> a; . ir 

/= V £4^-1 = 0. 
a /) c 

Any adjacent figure, whether of equilibrium or not, may be supposed to be 

f+<P = o 

where 0 is a function of x, y, z in which the coefficients are numerically small. For 

special values of </>, this figure will be one of equilibrium. So long as we consider only 

figures which differ infinitesimally from f — 0, all the possible figures of equilibrium 

form a linear series, and <p is of the form 

<p = e P,.(108) 

where P is a function of x, y, z and e is a parameter which must be so small that e2 

can be neglected. 

In the previous paper it was shown that as soon as e2 is taken into account, there 

must be supposed to be a doubly infinite series of figures of equilibrium. The general 

form of <p is 
<p — eV + ezQ + ^Q1.(109) 

where £ is a second parameter of the same order of magnitude as e2, but capable of 
2 

varying quite independently of e2. The value of —— for this figure of equilibrium is 
2-np 

greater by £ than the value for the critical Jacobian. The possible figures of 

equilibrium may be thought of as lying inside a rectangle having e, f as rectangular 

co-ordinates. 

In the present paper I have carried the investigation as far as e'\ and find that the 

value of (p as far as third-order terms must be of the form 

<p = cP + e2Q + ^ + e3(R + KP).(110) 

where R is a new function of x, y. z and K is a constant. At first sight K appears to 

be at our disposal, for if we replace the parameter e by a new parameter e+0e3, we can 
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vary K as much as we please. But on examining the problem in detail it is found that 

K is always infinite except for one special value of £ For this special value of £ we 

can eliminate Iv altogether by a new choice of parameter. But for other values of £ our 

solution is only valid if e3K is small, and, replacing e3K by a new parameter e1, the 

solution reduces to 
<p= 0.P+0.Q+eT 

and so returns to the original first-order solution (108). 

Thus, except for one special value of f, it is impossible to carry the linear series 

outside the second order rectangle ; if we attempt to do so, the solution keeps lapsing 

back into the first-order solution. 

In the previous paper I gave reasons for believing that Sir G. Darwin, in his well- 

known investigation of this problem, had introduced a spurious equation of equilibrium. 

This extra equation could only be satisfied by assigning to f a special value, namely 

f = -(F015988e3. 

Sir G. Darwin accordingly gave this value to £, so that the value of w2 decreased on 

passing along his series of pear-shaped figures, and, assuming this value for £, he showed 

his series to be stable. * 

But the investigation of the previous paper showed that there was no need to assign 

this special value to £, and the present investigation has further shown that with this 

value of £ it is impossible to extend the series beyond second-order terms at all. 

There is only one value of £ which leads to a real linear series of configurations, and 

this is shown in the present paper to be 

f = +0-007423e2. 

Thus as we pass along the true linear series u>2 continually increases. The angular 

momentum is however found to decrease, so that the pear-shaped figure is shown to be 

unstable. 

24. The amount of computation involved in the problem lias proved to be very 

great, and as the whole question of stability or instability depends on the sign of a 

single term at the end of all this computation, the question of numerical accuracy 

becomes one of great importance. 

The difference between my second-order figure and that of Darwin arises solely 

from the difference in the value of £. The moment of inertia of such figures is a 

linear function of C, and a very simple calculation gives the rate at which it ought to 

vary with £. Allowing for this difference in £, I find that my computations give for 

the moment of inertia of Darwin’s figure (in terms of Darwin’s parameter eD), 

M&02(l + OT5 777eD2), 

while Darwin calculated as the value of the same quantity 

M&02(1 + 0'157786eD2). 
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Since two independent sets of computations, conducted by entirely different methods, 

have been found to lead to precisely the same result, it seems highly probable that 

this result is accurate. The agreement just mentioned may reasonably be regarded as 

guaranteeing the accuracy of all the second-order computations, both of Darwin and 

myself. 

The actual criterion of stability, however, depends on the value assigned to f, and 

since this depends in turn on the third-order terms, no check by comparison with 

Darwin’s work is possible. Some support is given to my value of £ by comparison 

with a parallel investigation of the :t Equilibrium of Rotating Cylinders,” which I 

published some years ago. Adjusting the parameters so that e shall have, as closely 

as possible, the same physical interpretation in the two problems, I find for the factor 

expressing the increase of of as we pass along the series of pear-shaped figures : 

I + 0'05227e2 for the three-dimensional problem, 

IT 0'0513e2 for the two-dimensional problem. 

Apart from this, the checks I have used in the present paper are such that I believe 

it would have been very difficult for any error to escape detection. 

25. The main object of the paper is achieved as soon as the pear-shaped figure is 

shown to be unstable. It is at the same time of interest to examine the bearings of 

this result on the wider question of which it is a part. 

In fig. 1 let PP' represent the series of Jacobian ellipsoids, the part PO (drawn 

thick) representing the stable part of the series, and the part OP' (drawn dotted) 

representing the unstable part, so that 0 is the point of bifurcation. Let a diagram 

be drawn about this line having the angular momentum always represented by the 
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vertical co-ordinates, so that for instance all systems, whether in equilibrium or not, 

which have the same angular momentum as the critical Jacobian ellipsoid, must be 

represented in the horizontal plane through O (this plane having as many 

“ dimensions ” as are necessary). In this diagram the pear-shaped series of figures 

will he below this plane in the neighbourhood of 0. 

There are two a priori alternatives, represented on the right-hand and left-hand sides 

of fig. 1. In the first place, it is possible that after passing a certain distance OR' 

along the pear-shaped series with decreasing angular momentum, we come to a region 

ITS' in which the angular momentum again increases. Any horizontal line in the 

diagram ought, on the principle of stable and unstable configurations of equilibrium 

occurring alternately, to meet stable and unstable branches of the linear series 

alternately. Thus the branch R'S' ought to be stable, so that B/ would be a 

point of bifurcation on this series, and the other series through R', say R'T, would 

be unstable. 

The alternative possibility is that the pear-shaped series of figures proceeds 

continually downwards in the diagram, so that its angular momentum continually 

decreases. 

26. Either of these two possibilities removes a difficulty to which Sir G. Darwin 

has drawn attention.# In what is commonly referred to as Roche’s problem an 

attempt is made to discover the other end of the pear-shaped series of figures, on the 

supposition that this other end represents two detached masses revolving about one 

another. Two such series of figures appear to existf ; in one the satellite is spheroidal 

except for tidal distortion, while in the other it is ellipsoidal. The former series has 

been shown to be stable, the latter unstable. 

As the angular momentum decreases on passing along these series, the distance 

between the two masses also decreases until a point is reached at which the two 

series coalesce, the configuration of bifurcation being one in which the radius vector 

from the centre of the primary to that of the satellite is equal to 2'457 radii of the 

primary.| If the distance between the masses is decreased still further, the remaining 

configurations form an unstable series. Sir G. Darwin found a difficulty in the 

instability of this series, since he believed it to be the far end of the pear-shaped 

series which he thought stable. We now see, however, that this series may, without 

change of stability, join up with either the series TIT on the right-hand of our 

diagram, or the series RO on the left. 

* ‘Coll. Works,’ III., pp. 515-524. 

t Roche’s problem has only been solved strictly by imposing sphericity on the primary and assuming 

the satellite to be infinitesimal. Sir G. Darwin’s work (‘ Coll. Works,’ III., p. 436), leaves little room 

for doubt that Roche’s result may be extended in the way I have stated. 

\ If the satellite is not infinitesimal, the radius vector depends on the ratio of the masses, but always 

lies between the narrow limits 2-457 and 2-514 times the radius of the primary (see Darwin, Joe. cit., 

p. 507). 
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27. We must now consider what motion is to be expected in a Jacobian ellipsoid 

which has reached the point of bifurcation at which instability sets in. Poincare 

remarks* that if the pear-shaped figure proved to be unstable, “ la masse fluide 

devrait le dissoudre par un cataclysme subit.” 

After reaching the point 0 in our diagram, the mass cannot move along the 

pear-shaped series, since this would involve a decrea.se of angular momentum. It 

may be thought of as moving along the unstable branch O P' of the series of Jacobian 

ellipsoids for an infinitesimal time until some slight disturbance brings its instability 

into play. 

Now of all the vibrations of this figure, it is known that one only is unstable, 

namely that corresponding to the third zonal harmonic of the ellipsoid. The initial 

motion of the figure must then be one in which the displacement at every point of 

the surface is proportional to the third zonal harmonic. 

Thus the fluid begins by describing exactly the pear-shaped series, but as soon as 

the changes in angular momentum become appreciable, it leaves this series, and passes 

through a series of configurations represented in the region above O in fig. 1. These 

may at first be thought of as lying parallel to the pear-shaped series, but above O. 

If there is a stable branch such as P/S' which ultimately passes above 0, it is 

conceivable that the series of non-equilibrium configurations might ultimately coalesce 

with the series of equilibrium configurations P'S', and the motion would be continued 

along this series. In this case, M. Poincare’s “ cataclysme subit ” would consist in a 

jump from the stable series PO to the stable series P'S'. 

Judging from the results of my parallel investigation on the configurations of 

rotating cylinders, this possibility does not seem at all likely. It is, I think, much 

more probable that the pear-shaped series lies like the series OP in my figure. 

In this case also the liquid would move through a series of configurations which 

would initially be close to the series OP, but would get continually futher removed 

from configurations of equilibrium. The protuberance resulting from the initial third 

harmonic displacement would develop in a manner somewhat similar to that of the 

pear-shaped figure, but as the motion would necessarily be possessed of a considerable 

amount of kinetic energy, the phenomenon would be a dynamical and not a statical 

one. If the configuration represented at 0 in fig. 1 is the highest stable configuration 

possible for a single mass of liquid, this kinetic process can end in only one way, 

namely in the separation of the mass of liquid into two parts. As the third harmonic 

displacement develops, the region of tire pear which moves with greatest velocity is 

known to be the extreme end of the protuberance. It is, therefore, natural to suppose 

that this part of the figure would be shot away first. Moreover as the departure 

from a figure of equilibrium is probably pretty pronounced before the separation takes 

place, it is likely that the mass in question will be shot away with a considerable 

velocity. 

* Letter to Sir G. Darwin in the latter’s ‘Coll. Works,’ III., p. 315. 

VOL. CCXVII.-A. F 
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After this projectile has left the main mass, the angular momentum of the latter, 

(measured of course per unit mass) will be reduced, and as the tidal influence of the 

newly-born satellite is gradually withdrawn, the primary may settle down to a state 

of stable equilibrium in which its figure is again that of a Jacobian ellipsoid. A 

cycle of processes such as this might very conceivably constitute the life-history of a 

rotating body after once it had passed the critical state represented by the point of 

bifurcation on the Jacobian series. There seems to be no reason why the protuberance 

should always develop at, and be shot off from, the same end of the Jacobian 

ellipsoid. 

Thus it appears that the instability of the pear-shaped figure leads us to contemplate 

a series of processes of much the same nature as would have been expected if the pear 

had proved to be stable, except that we are now led to assign a much shorter time to 

these processes. The problem has ceased to be one of statics and has become one of 

dynamics; the phenomenon is no longer one of slow secular change but of collapse 

and explosion. The mechanism of planetary birth which is now suggested is so rapid 

that there need be no difficulty in supposing a planet to have been through the cycle 

several times; had the pear proved to be stable the cycle would probably have been so 

slow as to create a real difficulty. ' 
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I. Introductory. 

In liis important observations on the lunar deflection of gravity, Dr. O. Hecker 

has pointed out that the force acting on the pendulum at Potsdam is a larger 

fraction of the moon’s force when it acts towards the east or west than when it 

acts towards the north or south. Various explanations of this anomaly have been 

proposed ; among them one, suggested by Prof. A. E. H. Love,* is that a possible 

cause may perhaps be found in the attraction of the tide wave in the North Atlantic. 

Recently Prof. A. A. Miohelson'I has found a similar result in his arduous task, 

successfully achieved, of obtaining a continuous record of the lunar perturbation of 

a very long water-level at Chicago. Prof. Sir J. Larmor kindly suggested to me 

a query, whether the excess-pressure of the tide in the North Atlantic would affect 

much the measurement of water-level at Chicago, owing to the elastic depression of 

the earth’s surface that it would produce. 

In the present paper the calculation is undertaken in order to ascertain to what 

extent the consideration of tilting of the ground is important for the explanation 

of this geodynamical discrepancy, on the assumption that the earth consists of elastic 

matter of uniform density and of uniform invariable elastic constants, and that the 

North Atlantic may be represented roughly as a circular basin and that the tide in it 

is uniform or else elliptic. The curvature of the earth is neglected, which is, of course, 

admissible for a first estimation. 

II. General Formulae. 

The solution of the equation of equilibrium concerning an elastic body with plane 

boundary, otherwise extending to infinity, subject to certain boundary conditions, 

* ‘ Some Problems of Geodynamics,’ Cambridge (1911), p. 88. 

t ‘ The Astrophysical Journal,’ vol. 39 (1914), p. 105. 

VOL. CCXVII.—A 550. G [Published July 12, 1916. 
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lias been obtained by Lame and Clapeyron* and by J. Boussinesq! ; the former 

by making use of Fourier’s theorem, and the latter by introducing several kinds 

of potential function. The solution for the case where the boundary condition is a 

normal pressure distributed symmetrically round a point on the surface and the body 

is free from bodily force is given by Prof. H. Lamb| in a form of definite integral. 

I have tried to solve the problem, independently of Lamb, and obtained the solution 

answering to any distribution of a normal pressure, from which the solution of Lamb 

can be derived as a special case. § 

For the present purpose let us confine our attention to the simplest case in which 

the boundary is subjected to a symmetrically distributed normal pressure. Take the 

centre of the area, in undisturbed state, on which the given normal pressure is 

distributed, as the origin of the co-ordinates, the inward normal to the undisturbed 

surface as the 2-axis, and denote the distance of any point from the 2-axis by r. 

Then corresponding to the normal pressure 

22 =/M, (i) 

given at the surface 2 = 0, we shall have the following expressions for the displace- 
* 

ment components :— 

-f Z(k) / / 

+ 

jfJ. J 0 

1 

2 (AT/x). 

e-HJj (hr) dk 

Z(k)e~k*2x(kr) 

u, — 

in which Z (k) stands for 

f Z (h) e~k*J0 (hr) dk 
ZjUL J 0 

At2/* . 
ZyU \ A-1-yUjJ0 fi 

Z (/,•) = k f(x)J0(kx)xdx-, 

(3) 

(4) 

A, /u being Lame’s elastic constants, J0 (x), Jx (x) Bessel’s functions of zeroth and 

first order, and a the radius of loaded area. 

Now, suppose the normal pressure (l) to arise entirely from the tidal loading in 

the North Atlantic basin, then the tidal loading would come into play to affect the 

water-level measurement at Chicago in two accounts : the one is the direct attraction 

of the material load, the other the deformation of the ground by the pressure 

* ‘Crelle’s Journal,’ vol. 7, p. 400 (1831). 

t ‘ Application des Potentiels.,’ Paris (1885). 

\ ‘ Lond. Math. Soc. Proc.,’ vol. 34, p. 276 (1902). 

§ The solution, with numerous examples, will be published shortly elsewhere. 
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produced by that load. Dr. C. Chree,* and afterwards more completely Prof. H. 

Nagaoka,! find a formula, by using the formula obtained by Boussinesq, to calculate 

the deviation of the direction of gravity due to the attraction of a material load on 

the surface of the earth. 

The same result can be attained, of course, from our solution. The expression for 

the vertical displacement at a point on the surface can be transformed into 

a+2/x r2n 

2 (AT /x) /u J o 
/(s) 

B/ 
x dx d</> 

by making use of Neumann’s addition theorem for Bessel’s functions, where B/ 

stands for 

B' = x/(r2—2rx cos <j> + x2). 

On the other hand, if we denote the attraction constant by y, and gravity, prior to 

the application of the load, by g, then the gravitation-potential at a point on the 

unloaded surface due to the loading can be expressed by 

Vo / j’" I 
J ii . ii g 

/(ft) 
B' 

x dx d<p, 

provided the height of the loading material is negligibly small compared with the 

distance of the point under consideration from any point in the loaded area. 

Comparing the above two expressions, we have 

V„ = ^(My. 
g AT 2 fx 

Thus the direction of gravity becomes in consequence of the attraction of the 

loading material inclined to the vertical at the angle i/r which will be determined by 

tan ^ = 2UX + L (|T) 
g AT2/j. \dr Jo 

(5) 

while its tilting effect is expressed by 

tan , = ( -■ 
3 u. \ 

(6) 

The total effect of the loading will thus be c5 

(p + \fs 

in a close approximation. 

( l I 2?rv (ATm) \ /3u\ 
\ / AT2p ) \dr /o’ 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ V., 43, p. 177 (1897). 

t Toky6, ‘ Sug. Buts. Kizi,’ VI., p. 208 (1912). 

Gr 9 
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III. Uniform Loading. 

Let a be the radius of the loaded circle, li the height of the material loading, which 

is supposed to be uniform, and p its density, then we have to put 

On this supposition, we get 

therefore 

u, — 
2 f± 

f(r) = —ghp for r < a, ] 

= 0 „ v > a. J 

Z (/■) = —ahgpJ1 {ha), 

I e~,c*J0 {hr) (ha) dh 
Jo 

+ah9hp+2v) r e-kzJo <u 
2p[X + p) Jo h 

(8) 

(9) 

fduz\ __ __ ahgp (\ + 2^c) 

\ 07 * /o 2JUL (X “("ybt) 
e-**^ (hr) J, (ifca) dk 

L 
• ■ (10) 

The other components of the displacement and those of stress can be expressed in 

similar forms. But it is unnecessary to write them down here as they are out of our 

present purpose. 

The integrals required here cannot be evaluated in a very simple way. Some of 

them are closefy connected to the magnetic potential due to a circular current, or to 

the velocity-potential and stream function of a circular vortex, and have been 

discussed by various authors. In his paper on the inductance of circular coils,^ 

Prof. Nagaoka has devised a comparatively simple method which may be applied to 

evaluate all the integrals needed for the calculation of the displacement and stress in 

the present problems. Let us follow his method and describe it here briefly. 

Put 

B = f{a/ + r~ — 2ar cos 0), 

then by Neumann’s addition theorem for Bessel’s function we have 

J, (hr)f {ha) = - f J, (kR) cos 6 d0, 
7T Jo 

Ju {hr)Jj {ha) 
i r 
7r . o 

a—r cos 0 

R 
Jj (/vR) do. 

* ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ VI., 6 (1903), p. 19. 
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Making use of these formulae we obtain 

P e_/'AJ0 (kr)Ji (ha) dh = - f 
JO 7T J 

f (fa-).J, (ha) 'A = 1 I 
J o A * 7T J 

To find these integrals, put 

a = 

a 

i r cos 0 dO 

7r Jo (R3+z3)*' 

1 r a — r cos 0 

7T Jo R2 

1 f a—r cos 0 

IT Jo R2 

a (3 = 

d6>-- 
7T J 

(R2 + 22)^0- 

,,r a —cos 0 7^ 

0 R2(R2 + z2)* 5 

a—r cos 0 

R2 
dO. 

a~ + 7- + z- 

6ar 

1-/3 
e* =-—• 

1+/3 
es = - 

a a 

so that 

e3 < e2 < el5 

6i + e2 + e3 = 0, 

and change the integration variable from 0 to s by 

cos 0 = as + /3, 

(2s+ 6^ ds 
then 

2 {W + z2Y 
Put again 

,.{4 (s-c,) (s-e.) (s-e,)}1 

s = * («). 

• (11) 

• (12) 

then, since s or 9 (u) is real and lies between e3 and e2, s = e3 and s = e2 correspond to 

u = ft)3 and u = w2 respectively, if we take 9f (u) to be positive* ; where «] and w3 

denote the real and imaginary half-period and o>2 = «i + w3. Thus 

f cos 6 d6 , f“2/1 , „ ( \\ 7 

JO \Xi liS J' Jw3 

= «" — >h)- • • 

For the evaluation of the other integrals, write 

a2+r2—2arfi 
9 (v) 

2ara 

* If we assume 9' (u) to be negative, then s = e3 and s =e2 correspond to u = w2 and u 

respectively. But the same result will, as a matter of course, be obtained after integration. 

. (13) 

■ (14) 

= 2 OJj -j- (Uj 
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then we shall have 

r a—r cos 0 _ a r2—a2 

Jo E2(R2 + z7 “2aMl 4a2r 

du 

9 (v) — 9 (u) 

R2 

Now we have 

a—r cos 0/-p2 , 2u 2/ , \ r2 — a2 , r2—a2 f“2 9(v) — e1 
-(R +0- b<9 = — (e1o)1 + >/1) - -5—,®!+ 1 -L 

CTa arcC a2ra.2 E, 9 (v) — 9 (u) 
du. 

'“2 9' (v) du 

oj3 P (v)—9 (u) 

Hence 
77 a—r cos 6 a 

i aO = — 
loR2 (R2 + z2) 

a—r cos 0 

log 17j'' + ' | — 2w£ (v) 
S <r{u-v) V 7_U 

= 2vt]1 — 2w^ ('y) + 2m7rt. . . 

(vi?!—®if (v) + miri}, 
2 2 r—a 

2a a 1 2a2r9' (v) 

(15) 

(16) 

R2 
(R2 + z2)4c£0 = — («!«! +>a)-■ 

r2—a2 

act. 2 2 a ra 

, 2 (r2—a2) 9 (v) — e1 s \ , m 
(17) 

The term m-rri enters because of the many-valued property of a logarithm. The 

actual value of m and 9' (v) will be determined by the following consideration. 

From the definition of 9{v) and eu e2, es, it follows immediately that 

9{v)-e i 

9 {v)~ e2 

9 (v) — e3 

Z2 a 

2 ar 

(a—r)2 a 

2 ar 

(a + r)2 a 

2 ar 

accordingly 
e2 <9 (v) < e1# 

The last inequality shows that the value of v must be one of the following 

(i.) v = (2n+l) w1 + {2n’ + 0) ws 

(ii.) v = (2n+1) «1 + (2n' + 2 —0) o)3_ 
. (18) 

where n and n' denote any integers, positive or negative, or zero, and 6 a positive 

number less than unity. To determine the value of m in the formulae (16) (17) for 
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the value of v given in (i.) of (18), observe that the integral on the left-hand side of 

(15) and the function Vr]X—w^{y) change their values continuously as 6 varies from 

0 to 1, while m remains unchanged in this variation. In the limit as 6 -> 0, the value 

of the integral is nil and 
2'Vt]l — 2oo1£(v) — 2'tI'-iri, 

and therefore we have 
(i.) m — —v!. 

Similarly for the value of v given in (ii.) of (18), proceeding to the limit 0 -> 0, we find 

(ii.) m — —(n'+ l). 

The value of 9' (v) will be obtained from 

P'2 (v) = 4 [> M-eJ • 0 (v)-ea] . \_9 {v)-ez\ 

In the present case we have 
„/ / \ , -z(a2—r2) 
V (v) = +i —-L 

x ~ 2 ar 

It may easily be shown that the value of 9' (v) is a positive imaginary quantity for 

the value of v given in (i.) of (18) and a negative imaginary quantity for (ii.). 

Therefore we have to take 

for 

and 

for 

where 

9' (v) = +i 
(a2~r2) 

2 ar 

m = —n, 

v — (2n T1) Wi T (2 ft! + @) cog \ 

(19) 

9'(v) =-i K-f2)! 
9 ar 

m = — (n'+ l), 

v — (2nT1) coxT (2n!T 2 — 6) wg j 

0 < 0 < 1. 

(20) 

Lastly, one more integral which can be evaluated without the knowledge of elliptic 

functions is 

r a—r cos 0 
d6 = - for r < a, 

K 2 • a 

= 0 „ r > a. 

(21) 
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Substituting these values of integrals in (9), we have 

1 
ahqpz 

a, = ———■ 
2 p 

+ 

- (r < a) 
a 

_0 (r>a)_ 

ahgp (X + 2p) 

2p (X + p) 

OLZwx Z (V— Cl ) r r.[ \-| 

- o 2 a’l \ D’Vi- 2a vtt? (v) 2 cltt 

r~ 

~(r < a) 

S - 
a 

_
> _0 ( r > a)_ 

-\-(gjC«! +J/]) 
9 9 

r—ar 
. - ~ 

aa~ irara. 

+ 2 (■>’■ — «■) P(«)-e,r f/r\l l /oo\ 
P' (u) 

in which the simplest value of v, i.e., n — 0, n' = 0 in (i.) of (18) is taken as the 

representative. 

At the surface it reduces simply to 

U). = 7^d—'f'b-U + e^)- 
where 

jfJL (\ + p) ir 1 a Cti'a" 
7®i 

a - -- 

(23) 

Ci = 
2 i 2 a + r 

Sara ’ 
= — 

a2 + r2 — Sar 

Sara 
= 

a2 + r + Sar 

Sara 
■ (24) 

Similarly for the value of ( Cr1) we have 

duz\ _ ligp (X + 'Zp) 

Sr /o 2p (X + p.) it 
■ aa2 {k<h<’h->h)- (25) 

For practical purposes of calculation, it will be very convenient to transform the 

expressions into Jacobi’s q series ; q being defined by 

q = e' T = 

CO3 

cofi 

After Weierstrass, if we put 

l _ (ei — £3)*—(gt —ea)1 _ (r + a)1- \ r—«[* 
(e\—e^f‘Jr(el — e^ (r + a)* + \r—a\i’ 

then q can be computated from 

«=i+2(i/+i5(iy+i5o(ir+o^i7>- 
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At a distance from the edge of the loaded circle, l is a fairly small quantity and 

consequently the terms after second or third may be dispensed with. The q series of 

the functions needed here are as follows :— 

T/i + ejWi — 

«i 

mil+2 2 q2n , 
4 -Kf'f/ 

Ilf] »•*«>). 

„ _ i fy",(o) a", (o)i. 
‘“V''1 8„,U',(o) a3(o)/’ 

b2 (0) = 2g: (l +g2 + g6 + g12+...), 

b'" (0) = -27T3^(l-33g3+5Y-7V3+...)5 

b^O) = 27rgi (l —3g2+5g6 —7g12+...), 

b"2(0) = — 2tt Y (1 + 32g2 + 52g6 + 72g12 + ...). 

At the point near the edge of the loaded circle, the above expansions cease to be 

applicable. For this case, our object will be accomplished by using the quantity qu 

instead of g, which is defined by 

qx is calculated from 

in which 
{ex-e^f — (e2—e3)* (?■ + «)* — (2 {ar)hf 

(ei-c3): + {e2-ez)1 (r + af- + (2 (arff 

For example, to calculate ( ‘Y) near the edge, we proceed like this :— 
\ or /o 

By the aid of the relation 
(o) b"0 b"2, b"3 

^(o) b0 b2 1 b3 ’ 
* 

the function ^elw1 — >]X may be transformed into 

(ieiwi—m) ~ 
b22 (0 | t) 

fb"0 (o 1 t) 
l bo (o | t) 

b'h (0 I t) I _ 

b3(0 j r) J 

Making use of the transformation formulae of Theta-functions it will be easily 

shown that 

avoir) 

b0(0 | r) 

S",(0\t) 
b3(0|t) 

2'Z'7TT1 + Tj 
y'aoL,) 

(II ' T, ) 
) 

2<7TT1 + Ty 
b"3(0 |Tj) 

b3 (0 | Ti) 

VOL. CCXVI1.-A. H 
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and 

consequently we have 

2el®l — ,/l = 

By (0 t) = —^T^o2 (0 | Tj), 

4 

a/ V(0 tj) l 
j_4+l°g^i 

. b2(o|t1) 9rs (01 -7-0 Ji 

The qA series for the functions required here are 

3-0 = l—2q1 + 2q]i — 2q{' + ... , 

S-"2 = (1 + 3 V+ 5 V+7 V2+ 

% = 2gd (1 + q?+g/3+g,12 + •••), 

^"3 = ~~8?r' (g, + 4g14 + 9g19+ •••), 

B*3 = 1 +2g1 + 2g14 + 2g1' + ... . 

I11 the accompanying diagram the courses of (uz)0 and its slope are exhibited as 

functions of the distance of the point of observation from the centre of the loaded 

circle, with the proper scale. The lower curve thus represents the vertical displace¬ 

ment and the upper one the corresponding slope outside of the loaded area. 

If we liken the North Atlantic to a circular basin of a large radius and determine 

the relative position of Potsdam or Chicago referred to the centre of it, the attraction 

effect and the tilting effect of the periodic filling and emptying of tide, which might 
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assist in producing- the extra east-west force, in observations of lunar disturbance of 

gravity, may be computed. If we suppose the place of the observation to be not very 

near to the circular basin, the effect, as we see from the above diagram, is of course 

small, but it increases rapidly as the edge is approached. 

For example, suppose the radius of the North Atlantic basin to be 2000 km., 

the position of Chicago to be 3000 km. from the centre*and the level of the water 

in this area to be raised one meter, then 

— = 1'5, qx = 0-00255, 
a 

and 
act2 — >7j) = 0'8639. 

Further assume that the density of sea water is 1, and in c.g.s. units, 

y = 6'65 x 10~8, g — 980, 

A + 2 ft 3 M = 6x 10u, 

then we shall have 
2 (a + ft) 

v> = 1*17 X 10-8 = 0,/-0024, 

cjj = 3*37 -F 1 0-8 = (ff'0069. 

Accordingly the total effect amounts to 

+ 0 = 4‘54 x I0~8 = 0"-009. 

It will be noticed that the effect of tilting is about three times as great as that of 

the attraction, so far as the material constants are assumed as above. According to 

Lord Kelvin,* who initiated these investigations, the direct lunar effect on the 

deviation of a plumbline is a maximum when the moon is at the altitude 45 degrees and 

amounts to 0"’0L7 nearly. The total effect of a tide of amplitude one metre (which 

is possibly two or three times the actual amount) found here is not small enough to 

be neglected compared with the direct effect of the moon, the former is nearly half 

the latter. As the tilting effect and the attraction effect of the tide wave are 

directly proportional to the height of the tide, the total effect oscillates in time in 

accordance with the law which the tide obeys. There is, in general, a difference in 

phase between the lunar effect and the tidal effect, which is worthy of closer 

investigation.! But we must bear in mind that the calculation adopted here is 

nothing but a rough estimation of order of magnitude, since the North Atlantic is far 

from circular, the tidal loading in it is never uniform. 

* ‘Natural Philosophy,’ Part II., p. 383. 

t Fortunately, the phase difference of both effects in Michelson’s experiment may be neglected in a 

rough estimation, owing to the relative position of Chicago and the centre of the North Atlantic. 

H 2 
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Nevertheless the above analysis shows that the tidal effect on the water-level 

measurement, even at a point as far from the coast as Chicago, plays an important 

role and cannot be regarded as a small correction. 

IV. Elliptic Loading. 

Next, let us suppose that the tide in the North Atlantic is not uniform, but its 

surface is given by the equation 

2 2 

p + -2=l, z<0, 
b a 

viz., the excess pressure on the bottom due to the tide diminishes on approaching the 

coast so as to amount to 

zz = — («2—r2)* for r < a, 
a 

r > a. 

(26) 

In this case the function Z (k) becomes 

rr / 7 \ 7 [sin ka — ka cos ka) 
Z[k) = — abgp \--, (27) 

Therefore we have 

ur = 
abgPz f [sin ka-ka cos ka\ T /7_N ,77, 

Jo6 I ^ } dL 

+ 
a2bgP(X + 2/j) |’x [sin ka-ka cos ka) T /7„AJ7, 

2n(\ + n) l 1 kV J ’ ’ 

aid 
7 3 

C\ 
ou1\ _ _ abgp (\ + 2p) 

9 , cV /o Zp (A T p.) 

e-kz 1 

0 1 
12 2 k a j z = 0 

(28) 

• (29) 

The integrals contained in the above can be obtained by expanding the trigono¬ 

metrical functions into power series of k and making use of the formula 

Thus 

\ (hr) dk = k±T™±L IV 
Jo (r2+z2f? W(^+z2)J 

abgpz 
Llz / 2 , 

p {r +z 
_ y / ■, p-i n{2n-l)\ [ a 
JnZL L) (2n+l)\ W(r* + zs) 

\2n-l 

aJbgp(\ + 2p) “ , 1 Wl n (2n-2) l (_a X2n 2 

+ /u(X + /u)(?*s + 28)in?/ ^ (2w+1)! \x/{r2 + z2) 
^2n-2 (J/)> • (30) 
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where 

Vir’ + z2) 

These series converge for x/(z2 + r2) > a, and are applicable in this region. 

At the surface we have to put z = 0 and v = 0. Since 

we have 

C sin ha —ha cos ha T n \ m 1 -n /i jl 5 a‘ 

Fa3 
J0 (hr) dk = i- F (1 h f, ^ 

Consequently 

3; 

JL_ 

2 a 

r 

l-f-2 sin-^ + ^-fl- 
2 a 1 r 2a 

a2Y' 

Wc 
_ abgp (X + 2,u) 

4^ (X + ,u) 

r 
o * 2 a- 

• -1« , r 
sm - + — 

r 2 a 
Ji-^1. . 

(31) 

(32) 

for r = a. 

To find the expression for the vertical displacement within the loaded circle we 

proceed as follows :— 

Making use of the power series of Bessel’s function, we have 

-kz sin ha —ha cos ha 

Pa3 
J0 (hr) dh = 

■-1'' ■ (33) 

where stands for 

a 
(*}=.1 

= I e 
0 

-kz 

a 71=0 (n !)2 \2a 

[sin X —X cos X i 

l X3 
Xro d\. 

The evaluation of the function Qm (x) can be undertaken by the aid of the formulae 

sm X 7. , ,1 
e x-d\ = tan ] - > 

0 X x 

e~Xx cos X d\ = 
x 

JO 1 “I- cc 2 

A little calculation will give us 

^0 (x) — ^ j x + tan 1 x—x2 tan-1— 
x 

Q1 (x) = 1 — x tan 

Q2 (x) = tan-1 — — 

_i 1 
x 

x 

X l+x“ ,2 5 

(x) = 
(i +x2Y ’ 
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and, in general, 

a„(x) = (-1)*-1 
dm~3 f 2 \ 

C?£Cm-3V(l +x2)/ 
m > 2. 

Thus the integral on the left-hand side of (33) can be expanded in an ascending 

power series of r/a which probably converges for limited values of r if the value of 2 

is fixed. This series and that found in (30) have a common region in which they 

are both convergent and therefore they must be congruent to each other in that 

region. On the proof of this proposition we shall not enter, but we shall find the 

region of convergency of the latter series at the boundary. 

Expand Q2n into a power series of z/a, supposing z/a to be sufficiently small, 

then the first term of it will be ( —1)'! 2 (n— 1) (2n — 2)! — . If we retain only the 
a 

terms which contain the first power of z/a in the series of (33), its general term will 

then be 

2 (n-1) (2u —2) ! l'r\2n _ 2 

(n !)2 22" \aj a 

The series which has this expression as its general term converges obviously for 

the values of r smaller than a. Thus the expansion (33) applies for r <a when 2 is 

an infinitesimal. 

Since, for 2 = 0, 

Q„(0) = j, Q,(0) = |, Q4(0) = 0, Q, (0) = 0, 

we have 

for r ^ a. 

Hence 

sm ka kcc cos l\Cx t / 7 \ 7 7 i -—-J.(ir) *=-(!-, 
Cl 
J.(34) 

(35) 

for r = a. 

Quite similar arguments may be employed to find the expression for the tilting. 

We shall have 

sin ha — ka cos ha 

k?a? 
J, (kr) dk = -X 

t f • i a a 
sm - 

a r*V 

irT 

4a2 

r r \ ] J 

r — a. 

• (36) 
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Consequently 

for r == a. 

The general march of the function {uz\ and (are shown in the attached 
\ or i o 

diagram (fig. 2) in a suitable scale. The lower curve represents the vertical 

displacement and the upper one the slope of the ground. The course of the curves is 

very similar to that of fig. 1, as we would expect, except at the points very near to 

the edge of the loaded area, where, as there is no discontinuity in the load in this 

case, the slope remains finite. 

ou2 

or /o 

_ l>Qp (X + 2 p.) 

4u (\ + u) 

a a 
- < sin-'- 
a [ r r 

a_ 
•• 

(37) 

Let us take an example, with the same assumption regarding the various constants 

and the position of the point of observation as in the former example, and suppose 

that the total amount of the load is the same as before, i.e., the mean height of the 

tide is one metre. Then we shall have 

xfr = U12x HU8 = 0//'0023, 

0 - 3'21 x KG8 = 0"’0066, 
and 

^ + 0 = 4-33 x ICG8 = O^’OOD, 

nearly the same as the result in the former example. 
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If we suppose the place of the observation to be nearly at the edge of the loaded 

area, then 
yfr= 5'0 x 10-8 = 0//#01, 

<p = 14M +10-8 = 0"‘03, 

and 
V^ + 0 = 0//'04, 

amounting to more than the direct lunar effect itself, notwithstanding that the load 

falls off towards the coast. 
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III. The Genesis of Pleochroic Haloes. 

By J. Joly, Sc.D., F.R.S., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the University 

of Dublin. 

(Received June 1,—Read June 29, 1916.) 

[Plate 1.] 

Introduction. 

In an earlier paper on the subject of pleochroic haloes^ it was pointed out that 

several features of the halo derived from the uranium family of radioactive elements 

were not easily accounted for. This fact led me to undertake a more careful study of 

haloes. But, although many observations and measurements were made, until recently 

my attempts at obtaining solution of the difficulties were too crude to merit 

publication. They were more especially hampered by the scarcity of haloes derived 

from the thorium family of elements. I could ’find out nothing as to the mode of 

origin of these haloes, and, on the observations available, it even appeared as if there 

were some unaccountable difference in the course of development of the haloes derived 

from the uranium and the thorium families. The initial stages of development 

seemed to be entirely absent in the case of the thorium series. This was not 

satisfactory. A few months ago, however, I found in a Yosges granite, a mica which 

was rich in thorium haloes. Some of these haloes appeared in the earlier stages of 

development; stages corresponding to the earliest in the development of the uranium 

halo. This find showed that the same course was followed in the genesis of both 

kinds of halo. 

The find was also important in another respect. Certain small discrepancies 

between the observed and the theoretic dimensions of the uranium halo had been 

forced on me as the measurements became more refined. This, of course, led me to 

distrust the basis upon which I was going in attempting to define theoretic dimensions. 

But in the developing thorium halo it would appear as if the basis of my predictions 

was uniformly supported. This seems to show that there is something anomalous, 

according to our existing knowledge of the ranges, in the early development of the 

uranium halo. 

' There was another difficulty which I have only lately been able to clear away. 

There were found to exist in the Leinster granite of County Carlow a very large 

number of embryonic haloes having dimensions uniformly and distinctly greater 

than those which I had been led to regard as the initial form of the uranium halo. 

And these larger haloes showed not the least trace of the existence of the lesser 

* ‘ Phil. Mag. ’ April, 1910. 
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haloes, although plainly representing an early stage of the uranium halo. Here again 

it appeared as if some unknown factor existed which could occasion different modes 

of origin for a halo. However, the idea that the larger embryos might be traceable 

to radium emanation acting as the parent element was found to afford a quite 

adequate explanation of the phenomenon. Additional evidence for this view is 

found in the fact that these haloes are almost invariably found located on conduits 

or veins in the mica ; conduits which undoubtedly conveyed radioactive materials at 

some past time. And even when we cannot demonstrate the existence of such a 

conduit we find in the linear arrangement of these haloes evidence that they have 

been generated along a crack or vein. The nature of the nucleus of these interesting 

haloes is not determinable. It is probably zircon. Whatever the mineral substance 

is, we must ascribe to it the power of absorbing or occluding the emanation and so 

becoming a centre of radiation of the a-rays of emanation and of the derived series 

of elements. 

I cannot claim to have been able to suggest explanations of every difficulty. 

Quite the contrary ; with increased number of observations fresh questions present 

themselves. These appear, so far, to be confined to the behaviour of the less 

penetrating a-rays of the uranium series of elements. 

I have included in this paper an attempt at an explanation of the reason why the 

halo develops as it does. It is not hard to show that primd facie the structural 

features of haloes are not what one would expect on theoretical grounds. By 

introducing the assumption that haloes partake of the properties of the latent 

photographic image and are capable of “ reversal ” or “ solarisation ” under certain 

conditions, it seems to be possible to explain the observed structural features. Quite 

lately I have found that a phenomenon is sometimes apparent in haloes which 

appears to set the possibility of solarisation or reversal beyond doubt. I have added 

a drawing of a reversed halo. 

Method of Measurement. 

From time to time considerable modifications have been introduced into the 

methods of effecting the measurement of haloes. The earlier observations were 

generally made with too low a magnification. There were also other causes of 

uncertainty. Much of the variation among the measurements disappeared under 

improved conditions of observation. But with all improvements the readings 

require care and practice. A Leitz micrometer eyepiece and a Leitz No. 4 objective 

give about the best magnification and conditions for reliable measurements. 

But the mode of using the micrometer is important. The usual practice in 

such cases is to traverse the image with the moving line of the micrometer, 

reading the micrometer head when the line is in diametrically extreme positions 

on the image. This method is defective for two reasons. It is difficult to secure 

any degree of accurate setting of the line when this is leaving the image. To 
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avoid back-lash, we must move the micrometer head always in the one direction. 

The adjustment cannot, therefore, be made by tentative movements, and, in 

consequence, it is likely to be erroneous. Again, we have to remove the eye for the 

first reading. Hence, if there is parallax error, we may come in for it. The 

following method has been found much better : The image of the halo is brought 

into tangential contact with one of the fine fixed lines of the eyepiece. This is 

effected to a nicety by placing the halo a little excentrically in the field and rotating 

the stage of the microscope. Next, the travelling wire is brought into tangential 

contact with the other limb of the halo. This adjustment is effected by successive 

trials, always withdrawing the line, and again bringing it up against the halo. 

Finally, leaving the micrometer at this setting, we investigate the fit of the halo 

between the lines by rotating back and forward the stage of the microscope. We 

also investigate the effects of slight changes in the focus. If all is satisfactory, we 

lastly read the amount of rotation of the head which is requisite, in order to bring 

the two lines into juxtaposition. Superimposition of the lines will read some 

constant even number determined in the setting of the head of the instrument. 

Juxtaposition involves a deduction of about one division of the head. But when the 

measured diameter of a nucleus has to be deducted—as is generally the case—the 

correction for the width of the line is automatically made if the readings for 

superimposition are adhered to throughout. 

In general, the chief difficulty is in placing the lines truly tangential to the 

halo-image. The difficulty increases with the faintness of the halo, and the faint 

early haloes are those of most interest, as will presently be seen. But with good 

lighting, and after shading the eye for some time, very consistent readings can be 

obtained. The doubtfulness of the readings does not amount in favourable cases to 

as much as two divisions of the micrometer head. Now, with the optical conditions 

referred to above, 113 divisions of the head correspond to a travel of the line of 

0'05 mm. in the field of the microscope. One division, therefore, corresponds to 

0'00044 mm. in the field. Hence those smaller haloes, which read about 0'022 mm. 

in diameter, should be measured upon each reading to an accuracy of about 4 per 

cent. One point I would specially call attention to : the advantage attending the 

use of the rotating stage of the microscope when testing the adjustment of the lines 

upon the image. This is greatly due to the increased sensitiveness of vision 

obtained by the mere movement of the image. It is doubtless a question of 

transferring the image to an uiifatigued part of the retina. I have long been 

familiar with this phenomenon, and I believe it is known to many microscopists. 

Theoretical Views as to the Formation of Haloes. 

The halo is the result of the ionising effects of the a-rays proceeding from the 

central nucleus. By a fundamental law of radioactivity, an equal number of a-rays 

is emitted by each contributory element. We assume that the nucleus is small in 

I 2 
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radius compared with the ranges of the rays concerned. In this case the several 

rays move along the radii of a sphere having the nucleus at its centre. They 

therefore diverge like rays of light from a luminous point, and the intensities, or 

more accurately the closeness of approximation, of the effects, upon successive 

spherical surfaces, must diminish outwards with the inverse square of the distance. 

But this inverse square law is departed from in the particular that the effect of 

any one ray is not in itself a uniform one along its path. The observations of 

Bragg and others have shown that, just before the electrified particle loses its 

kinetic energy, there is a rapid increase in its power of ionisation. A limit to this 

increase is attained some little time before the power of ionisation ceases. The 

curve depicting these facts is well known. Its definition, as determined by 

Geiger,* is used in the applications of it which I make in what follows. 

We seem, then, entitled to expect that a halo would show' features in general 

accordance with the following scheme of development. We first assume that the 

medium possesses the stopping power and other properties of air. Along a horizontal 

axis we then repeat the Geiger curve for each constituent a-ray concerned in 

generating the halo, placing the outer termina¬ 

tion of the curve accurately according to the 

range of each ray. At sufficiently close points 

along the horizontal axis we then add the 

ordinates of the overlapping curves. The 

summation of these ordinates gives us such a 

curve of ionisation as would correspond to the 

action of a parallel sheaf of rays. Bragg 

obtained observationally such a curve in the 

case of radium and its derived elements. 

But this curve does not take into account 

the spreading of the rays which, from our 

knowledge of the spherical form of the halo, 

is a mere geometrical necessity, and cannot be 

evaded. When, now, we divide the successive 

integral ionisation ordinates by the square of 

their abscissae, we obtain a curve which should, 

according to the assumptions already made, 

p define the gradation of density outwards from 

the centre of the halo. Bock sections of 

ordinary thickness, and cleavage Hakes of mica, include only a part of the halo sphere— 

perhaps one-third or one-fourth of it—and this will modify the appearance a little. 

I give here the results of these successive operations. Fig. 1 is the result of an 

accurate summation of the ordinates of the Geiger curve, placed according to the 

* ‘ Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 82, p. 486 (1909). 
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ranges of the eight rays of the uranium family, as cited in Rutherford’s 

‘ Radioactive Substances and their Transformations.’ The curve is put in according 

to a carefully made template. The added ordinates are reduced to one-fourth their 

full length. Fig. 2 shows the result of dividing the ordinates by the squares of the 

abscissae. Fig. 3 is, finally, the latter curve corrected for perspective in the case 
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when the observed halo is a section symmetrical about the centre and 4 cm. thick— 

i.e., about one-third the diameter of the halo sphere.* 

* This last correction is a troublesome one. We assume the halo sphere divided into concentric shells, 
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boundary of the section, we can evaluate, at successive distances of one half centimetre from the centre, 

.the intensity of ionisation which would operate to darken the halo when this is observed by vertical rays 

proceeding from beneath. 
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Now, according to figs. 2 and 3, the halo should appear with a much darkened 

central disc or pupil, this disc being surrounded by a relatively very faint hand or 

penumbra-like shading. For we see that the spreading of the rays, according to the 

inverse square law, has much reduced the maximum due to RaC. I am supposing 

now that we can translate the effects in air into effects in the mineral by simply 

shortening the ranges by the amounts proper to the greater stopping power of the 

mineral. That is, I assume that the curve defining the ionisation in air is followed 

in its general features in the mineral. 

Many haloes may indeed appear to conform fairly well with the distribution of 

ionisation shown in figs. 2 and 3. Photographs issued elsewhere show such haloes.* 

But, in point of fact, when we come to examine the halo in its earlier stages of 

development we find the appearance indicated by figs. 2 and 3 [ante) entirely 

departed from. Published photographs show that in its earlier stages the halo 

consists of concentric rings—or, more strictly, of shells—of varying density of colour, f 

In many respects we find that the curve fig. 1 very faithfully represents the 

development of the uranium halo. In the first stages we have a delicate ring which 

is clearly representative of, although not accurately agreeing with, the remarkable 

maximum which is placed at the distance in air of 2'2 cm. from the centre or origin. 

Later we find this ring darkened up inside, and the first appearances of RaC 

presented as a faint outlying ring. But here there is plainly a discordance. The 

appearance of the shell due to RaC should be delayed till a much later stage in the 

development of the halo. Plainly, according to the ionisation curve, the central 

pupil should be carried out in air to a distance of about 4'5 cm. before the first 

indications of the outermost band appear. In the development of the region lying 

between the minimum of ionisation (at 4*8 cm.) and the embryonic ring two distinct 

shells may be detected. 

These facts of observation show that the uranium halo develops very much as if 

the inverse square law did nof operate at all or acted but partially, and it is evident 

that the final state of a halo according to fig. 1 is quite in accordance with the 

photographs referred to above. In a word, the development of the halo, as observed, 

indicates that for some reason the divergence of the rays which should lead to the 

obliteration of the features of the ionisation curve of fig. 1, is counteracted, and the 

maxima of the several rays, which contribute to the formation of the curve, sustained. 

I may add here that in the case of the development of the thorium halo the adherence 

of its genesis to the curve of ionisation derived from the integration of parallel rays 

is even more striking. 

I suggest the following explanation, although in itself invoking the aid of very 

obscure phenomena. It is known that the first effects of stimuli applied to the 

photographic plate are reversible by other stimuli. Wood has shown that these 

* ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ loc. at., Plate 8 ; 1 Proc. E. Dublin Soc.,’ XIII, Plate 3, figs. 2 and 3. 

t ‘ Proc. R. Dublin Soc.,’ loc. at., figs. 5 and 6. 
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stimuli will only reverse one another’s effects if applied in a certain order. Thus the 

latent image due to friction or pressure is obliterated by any other known form of 

stimulus such as X-rays or light. Next in order of stability is the latent image due 

to X-rays. Light action will remove this. A very brief light shock or flash comes 

next. This can only be reversed by a long continued light stimulus. In this list the 

stimulus which produces the less stable system is unable to reverse the more stable 

effectsA It does not appear improbable that in the mineral the effects of the a-ray 

may correspond in character to photographic latent effects, that is, to effects of an 

incomplete character, no definite molecular rearrangement being accomplished as the 

result of ionisation and liberation of S-particles. There is not wanting independent 

evidence that this is what actually happens. It is known that the halo can be 

obliterated by heating the mica. This fact led the earlier observers into the curious 

notion that the halo was an “ organic ” effect. Presumably the idea was that it was 

a coloration due to carbon which became oxidised upon heat being applied. If the 

halo was due to the formation of a stable oxide of iron it seems certain that even a 

red heat would not affect it. And it is said that some haloes—very strongly 

developed ones—refuse to be dissipated by heat. Here we have what I think may 

be described as a reversing effect due to heat. Again the halo shows by its optical 

behaviour that it is in crystallographic continuity with the rest of the mica. There 

has apparently been some intermolecular disturbance or strain set up by the ionising 

actions generating the halo, so that the light absorption towards a polarised ray is 

increased. But it continues to exhibit the optical properties of the original medium, 

and, presumably, retains much of the original structure. I shall assume that just as 

it can be reversed by intense heat so the coloration of the halo may be obliterated or 

reversed by other stimuli when these are of a certain kind, or that it may be so 

reversed at some stages of its genesis. 

The effects going on in the part of the mica traversed by the rays are highly 

complex. The character of the ionisation due to each single a-ray, as shown by the 

Bragg curve, suggests that at points along its path the ionising stimulus may be 

regarded as varying with the velocity of the ray. And we see that every part of the 

field around the nucleus, except the outermost region which is traversed by the rays 

of RaC or ThC3 only, is exposed to the passage of rays of very varying speeds. 

I assume that, within certain limits of distance and intensity, some of these 

stimuli are able to reverse the effects of prior stimuli. The successive effects may be 

separated by any time interval, but the space interval is limited, although dimensions 

considerably greater than molecular are involved. Moreover, there must be a certain 

order maintained in the succession of stimuli of different velocity just as in Wood’s 

experiments. 

The chance of a ray passing within a certain effective distance from any point at 

the radial distance r from the centre is, say, _p/r2. For two rays to pass within this 

* Wood, ‘Phil. Mag.’ [6], pp. 577-587 (190,3). 
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same distance the chance is p2/r4. Hence the reversing effect falls off outwards, 

ceteris paribus, with the fourth power of the radius. But the weakening effect of 

the geometric conditions falls off as the square of the radius. If we could suppose 

the effects limited to these two only, we appear to possess a mechanism whereby the 

geometric law is disposed of, for the rate of diminution of the reversing effect 

outwards is such as must occasion an accumulation of effects per unit volume in the 

outer shells of the halo even greater than what takes place within. 

If we supposed that the effect, say, of the slowest moving ray, at any particular 

distance from the centre, was exposed to reversal by all the faster moving rays which 

might pass within effective distance thereto, we can evidently account for an 

additional diminution of destructive effects outwards, for the several rays fall out one 

by one as the radius increases. It is in this way I would account for the early 

appearance of the effects of RaC or of’ ThC3; for of all the rays which go to build the 

halo, these alone are unaffected by such reversal effects; and, where overlap with 

other rays ceases, succeeding stimuli possess the same, or nearly the same, velocity. 

The geometric law indeed affects and must affect the growth of density in this part 

of the halo as in all other parts, but here alone it is the chief or only source of 

diminished density. 

From this it will be seen that the complication of the effects responsible for the 

halo is probably very great. The possibilities are not exhausted with what has 

already been stated. But although exact treatment of the subject appears impracti¬ 

cable, I think it is probable that the solution of the difficulties is to be found 

somewhat on the lines indicated. 

I have not been able to arrive at any alternative explanation on the basis of 

modifying the form of the Bragg or Geiger curve. However much, within reason, 

we accentuate the final effects of the ray, the geometric law of spreading destroys 

the accentuation of those features of the integral ionisation curve which plainly 

account for the structure of the halo. Moreover, it is evident that no modification 

of the elementary ionisation curve can account for the early prominence of the outer 

ring ; for whatever modification we apply to the ionisation curve for a single ray 

must affect all the constituent rays alike, and hence all features of the integral curve 

rise and fall together. 

It might appear that by studying the effects obtaining in the mica where two 

haloes overlap, we might get evidence as to the existence of reversal effects. 

Unfortunately these effects seem very variable. Sometimes there is overlap with 

little or no increased depth of colour. This is favourable to the reversal theory. 

But, again, and when we have reason to believe that there is true overlap in the 

same plane, there is increase of darkening. 

Since the above was written, I have found what seems to be a “ reversed ” halo. 

I give a drawing (Plate 1, fig. 5) shaded as nearly as I can judge similarly to the 

original. The dark outer band is due to BaC and has not been reversed. From its 
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width and depth of colour we infer that the halo, before reversal, was evidently 

much blackened. The entire central region has been more or less reversed. The 

narrow ring or shell which is almost the only internal feature left may be either a 

survival or a feature due to fresh ionisation. 

I have, on rare occasions, previously found haloes having a similar appearance to 

this reversed halo ; but their true significance was not appreciated by me. Whether 

they represent reversal as the result of the different stimuli successively acting, or 

as the result of over-exposure or “ solarisation,” it is impossible to say. But in 

either case they support the view that the halo partakes of the character of the 

latent photographic image. 

Effect of the Nucleus. 

The nucleus is not a mathematical point. Its dimensions must play some part in 

contributing to the radial dimensions of the halo, and, consequently, in disguising 

the true range of the rays. 

Exact evaluation of the nuclear effect is difficult or impracticable. Its effect 

probably varies with the stage of growth attained by the halo. Fortunately, in 

haloes such as enter into our present considerations, the nuclear effect is in any case 

small, and if the correction applied is not quite adequate, the remaining error must, 

of course, be still smaller. 

We must consider the nucleus as composed of some substance possessing a stopping 

power differing from that of the mica. This applies to nuclei composed of zircon 

or uraninite, and to many other possible minerals. Zircon is the most probable of 

all. Within a zircon nucleus there will be a certain retardation of the ray in excess 

of what occurs for a similar travel in mica. Thus, availing ourselves of Bragg’s 

Law, we may calculate that, in the mica (haughtonite) of Co. Carlow, a range of 

1 cm. in air of density 0‘0012 is represented by 0‘0000473 cm. In this calculation 

the quotient cijd enters, where a is the average square root of the atomic weight 

of the retarding substance, and d is its density. Now for haughtonite the quotient 

has the value 1*6 ; for uraninite it is 1, and for zircon it is IT. The range is 

therefore less in zircon than in haughtonite as IT : 1‘6. We may take it as 2 : 3. 

If we assume the rays to proceed from all points of the nucleus it is easy to show 

that the halo should exhibit, at least in its period of development, a border possessing 

a width about three times the radial dimensions of the nucleus, and shaded off both 

in its inner and outer margins. This border would exhibit a maximum depth of 

colour somewhere outside its mean radius, and if we measured the halo to this circle 

of maximum effect we should subtract one-third the radius of the nucleus in order 

to get the true range. In this reasoning the nucleus is supposed to be small com¬ 

pared with the size of the halo and sensibly spherical. Or we might expect at a 

later stage that the band would be darkened uniformly. If we then find the mean 

radius of this band the correction on this in order to determine the true range will be 

half the nuclear radius. 

VOL. CCXVII.-A. K 
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But in point of fact such borders have not been definitely identified. The sharp 

definition of the outer margin sometimes shown by a well darkened halo may be 

referable to such an effect of the nucleus. But the radius of the nucleus, in such 

haloes as are of importance to us, amounts to only 3 to 5 per cent, of the halo-radius. 

It seems more practical, therefore, to consider generally how much of this 3 or 5 per 

cent, might be deducted in order to obtain the true halo-radius or range which we 

seek to measure. Now we may take it that in developing haloes those radioactive 

particles which are placed on the outer surface of the nucleus will not sensibly affect 

the mica and we must make some assumption as to the depth in the nucleus from 

which those rays proceed which give us a visible effect, that is, which define that 

part of the boundary of the halo to which we bring the lines of the micrometer. 1 

take this depth as one-third the radius inward from the surface of the nucleus. If 

not quite accurate this assumption must at least reduce such error as must arise if we 

neglect the effects of the nucleus altogether. 

On this assumption, and further assuming that the stopping power of the nucleus 

is that of zircon, we have the effective defining ray advanced from the centre of the 

nucleus by f- v (the nuclear radius) and again brought back, as it were, by the greater 

retardation experienced in traversing the distance rj3 in zircon. The loss of range 

due to the latter effect is r/6. Hence the net displacement outwards is r/2. 

Generally throughout this paper I have adopted this correction. I have not in all 

cases tabulated the nuclear measurements, for they are very uniform. 

The correction in the case of the emanation halo may require different treatment. 

In this case there is some reason to believe that the radioactive substances giving rise 

to the halo may have been occluded on the surface of the nucleus or had penetrated 

but a short distance inwards. In such a case the correction for the nuclear radius 

must be the full amount of this radius. This is the correction I have applied in the 

case of emanation haloes. I have tabulated the nuclear radius of these haloes, 

however, as they are somewhat abnormally large. Besides it is possible to urge 

reasons for a different treatment of the nuclear correction. 

The Uranium ITalo. 

The first beginning of the uranium halo is a delicate shell surrounding the nucleus 

and possessing an external radius which has been measured from 0'013 to O’OIS mm. 

The measurements given below have been made with much care. The nuclei in the 

case of these embryonic haloes are generally very small and in many cases exceedingly 

small. They may appear as minute black points in the centre of the band-like ring 

which constitutes the halo as seen in section. The black speck is sometimes larger 

than the nucleus, which with a high power may be made out as a refracting particle 

within it. The internal radius of the ring is lettered rx and the external radius r. 

I call this halo the first ling. 

It would be easy to cite many other readings in good agreement with these. 
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Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are readings on three haloes which Prof. H. H. Dixon, F.Pv.S., was 

so good as to make. These measurements were obtained without any possibility of 

preconceived ideas influencing the judgment one way or the other. My own 

independent readings on these same haloes same in the mean to exactly the same 

figure arrived at by Prof. Dixon. Nos. 12 and 13 are measurements made by 

Mr. L. B. Smyth, Lecturer in Palaeontology in the School of Geology. These 

readings were obtained under the same conditions as obtained in the case of 

Prof. Dixon’s measurements. 

Table I.—Uranium Haloes : the First Pine-. 
___ O 

n- r. Nuclear radius. 

l 0-0112 0-0134 0•0004 
2 o-oioi 0-0149 0-0004 
3 0-0099 0-0149 0•0005 
4 0-0098 0-0142 0-0006 
5 0-0109 0-0153 0-0006 
G 0-0106 0-0150 0-0006 
7 o-oioo 0-0139 0-0006 
8 0-0101 0-0142 0-0006 
9 0-0105 0-0145 0-0007 

10 0-0106 0-0142 0-0006 
11 0-0101 0-0139 0-0005 
12 o-oioo 0-0143 0-0006 
13 — 0-0140 — 

14 00107 0-0131 0-0003 
15 0-0113 0-0137 0•0008 
16 o-ono 0-0146 o-ooio 
17 0-0111 0-0142 0-0008 
18 0-0113 0-0142 0-0008 

0-0105 0-0142 0-0006 

No feature whatever is found within these rings, save in the more advanced stages, 

when a uniform darkening of the region between the ring and the nucleus appears. 

Many of the haloes cited above show no trace of this darkening. These are in the 

earliest measurable stage. It is possible to glimpse haloes surrounding nuclei still 

more point-like but which are too indefinite to permit of satisfactory measurement. 

But there is no reason to ascribe to them dimensions different to those recorded above. 

Careful estimation, using a Leitz No. 5 objective, showed as the mean of seven 

observations that the width of the ring was to its outer radial dimension as 6'1 : 20‘7. 

This determination was made on a medium dark halo ; that is on one showing some 

darkening within the initiating ring. The same observation applied to a very faint 

ring gave the ratio as 5:19. There was less certainty here and it was found that 

the result might actually be 6 : 18. Using a lower power—a Leitz No. 3—another 

faint ring gave 37 : 27 as the ratio of the external to the internal diameter. This is 

nearly the same as the result 5:19 for ratio of width of ring to radius. Another 

k 2 
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attempt applied to this last faint halo, using a Leitz No. 4, gave 24:70 as the ratio 

of width of band to radius. This nearly agrees with 6 : 18 as above. The external 

radius of this halo was measured as 0 0151, and the internal radius as (P0104. These 

dimensions are subject to a small correction for the nucleus, which would leave the 

final readings as closely 0'0147 and O'OIOO : and the mean radius becomes 0'0123. In 

the same flake of Carlow mica and near the last halo a sharp but faintly coloured ring was 

investigated in the same manner ; the results were almost identical. Referring to the 

Table above we get (r—rx)/r = 5/19 nearly. The tabulated mean radius is (P01235. 

These minute haloes abound in the Carlow mica. In fact in places the clear mica 

is dusted over, as it were, with the black nuclear specks around which these haloes 

are formed, the delicate rings interlacing and overlapping in actual confusion. 

Some are, as already stated, so faint as to be hardly detectable. Others are well 

defined discs, the earliest formed part of the halo appearing as a darker border to 

the disc. One or two such growths are seen in the photographs already referred to. 

A vain endeavour was made to photograph the finer haloes but although many 

exposures and various combinations of lenses were tried nothing of value was obtained. 

The drawing (Plate 1, fig. l) to a magnification of 800 is as realistic as I can make it. 

A small correction has to be applied to these haloes for the effect of the nucleus in 

enlarging the radius. I have taken this as amounting to one-half the radius of the 

nucleus. This correction has been applied to the figures tabulated for rx and r. The 

estimated radius of the nucleus is given in the fourth column. 

These haloes are only well formed around very minute nuclei. Traces of them 

appearing round larger nuclei are not of value ; the nuclear correction becomes too 

large and uncertain. 

These haloes obviously correspond to the remarkable maximum of the curve of 

ionisation given, ante, fig. 1. They, therefore, must involve pre-eminently the ranges 

of U\ and U2. But they do not possess the quite correct radius called for by the 

curve. Converting the range in mica into corresponding ranges in air the first ring is 

found to be placed in the position shown above the curve. The darkened area 

(marked l) is a section of the ring halo. 

A discussion of this point cannot be entered on till further facts are considered. 

When the darkening within the first ring is yet only in its initial stages the outer 

shell due to RaC may begin to appear. This is seen in the published photographs.* 

The extreme radius of the outer ring at this stage is very little less than it finally 

becomes. Attention has already been called to the bearing of the early appearance 

of the effects of RaC upon views as to the mode of origin of the halo. 

Looking at the drawing, fig. 2, Plate 1, the first ring is seen almost lost in the 

darkening of the central region. This region has now become a “pupil.” Around it 

in the form of a delicate ring appears the “ second ring.” The second ring is rarely 

seen. I have found it but twice in the Ballyellen mica, although some scores of haloes 

* ‘ Proc. R. Dublin Soe.,’ loc. tit., figs. 5 and 6. 
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sectioned in every plane must have been examined, i have found it twice in the 

Cornish granite. It would appear therefore to be more common in this granite, as of 

the number of haloes examined this is a much larger proportion. Finally, I recently 

found it in the Vosges granite. 

In the case of the Ballyellen mica it was got by making serial sections of a halo- 

rich crystal of haughtonite. The object in view at the time was to test the 

sphericity of the halo by examination of successive sections. Two of the sections 

passing near and through the centres of two overlapping haloes showed the hitherto 

undiscovered ring, beautifully developed. In the drawing I have endeavoured to 

sketch one of these haloes to a scale of 800 diameters. 

It will be seen that the new ring stands out specially dark and distinct. Its 

radial dimension has been the subject of many measurements. It has been read 

from 0'0172 to 0‘0177 mm. But the result given for the two Ballyellen haloes, 

0'0172, is for this mica very reliable. It appears to be referable to the prominence 

on the ionisation curve at the distance in air of 3'5 cm. from the centre. 

In other features there is nothing abnormal about these complex haloes. The 

appearance of r3 is, however, an early one. They present a beautiful appearance. 

I give now the dimensions of the two Ballyellen haloes. The readings obtained 

were so much alike that it was found impossible to distinguish between them. The 

Vosges halo is a very thin section. The nucleus has left so indefinite a trace that it 

is difficult to be sure of the correction for it. I have taken a probable estimate. 

Table II.—Uranium Haloes showing the Second Ring. 
o o 

n. To. t’3- R. 

Internal. External. Axis. External. Axis. External. Internal. External. 

(1) 
(2) 

0-0113 0-0150 
0-0147 

0-0172 
0-0172 

0-0188 
0-0185 

0-0203 
0•0205 

0-0217 
0-0221 

0-0287 0-0327 
0-0327 

Nucleus of (1) and (2) O’0009 mm. radius; q.p. 

No. (1) is from Ballyellen, and (2) is from the Vosges granite. In the case of rx 

and R the external and internal radii are given. In the case of r2 and r3 the 

external and axial radii of the ring are recorded. The nuclear correction has been 

applied. 

It is not easy to account for the comparative rarity of these haloes. The second 

ring is, in all cases examined, accentuated in depth of colour. It is therefore not 

likely to escape notice. 

The outward expansion and darkening of the central region of the halo follows and 

is found in every stage. This is in keeping with the development of the halo under 

the rapidly declining ionisation ordinates characterising the shape of the curve 
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outside the point of maximum ionisation. When this outward growth has consider¬ 

ably developed and the region of the second ring is darkened up a sharp and narrow 

ring appears encircling the enlarged pupil. The photographs reproduced in the 

‘ Phil. Mag.,’ and ‘ Proc. It. Dublin Soc.,’ loc. cit., show this ring. The drawing, Plate 1, 

fig. 3, is from accurate measurements. Looking at the ionisation curve, fig. 1, we see 

only one feature which we can connect with it, the shoulder or prominence which 

is largely due to ltaA where the ionisation of this ray is a maximum. I call this 

the third ring. The following Table gives some careful readings of the dimensions 

of the third ring and of the pupil which lies within it. The outside radius of the 

third ring is r3; its internal radius is r. The outside radius of the fourth ring is It : — 

Table III.—Haloes showing the Third King. 

Pupil. r. r3- R. 

1 Carlow haughtonite. 0■0205 — 0-0227 0-0327 
2 5' V . 0-0207 — 0-0226 0-0327 
3 n " . 0-0202 — 0-0228 0-0330 
4 n u . 0-0185 0-0196 0-0221 0-0329 
5 0-0181 — 0-0189 0-0325 
6 0-0185 — 0-0193 0-0325 
7 Y osges .. 0-0185 — 0-0228 0-0331 

0-0193 0-0216 0-0328 

These results represent the normal type of halo showing the third ring. The 

average correction for nucleus is from (P0004 to 0'0006. The degree of general 

darkening in the above cited haloes is very various. No. 4 is much the darkest. 

Outside the third ring an annulus which very often is of quite unaltered mica 

appears. This evidently corresponds to the minimum of ionisation which begins at a 

distance of about 4*8 cm. from the origin of the curve, fig. 1. This annulus may be 

delicately shaded as it extends outwards, the darkening increasing almost imper¬ 

ceptibly, or it may be reduced to a mere chink by inward extension of the effect of 

RaC. The latter type is shown in the photograph reproduced in the ‘ Proc. K. 

Dublin Soc.,’ vol. 13, Plate 3, fig. 1. 

The appearance of the ring due to RaC, or the fourth ring, is at first a delicately 

shaded band, the shading being darker on the outer circumference. This corresponds 

to the steep descent of the Geiger or Bragg curve. Our opportunities of studying 

the distribution of ionisation along the track of a single a-ray in mica are restricted 

to the rings due to RaC and ThC3. There seems to be no doubt that the essential 

features of the ionisation curve in a gas are reproduced in the mica. 

Some outside radial dimensions of the fourth ring have been given above ; they 

are typical. The values 0'0327 or 00328 are the best supported of the values read 

in this mica of Co. Carlow. It is very much alike with the readings obtained in the 

Cornish mica, and in the mica of Vagnay in the Vosges. 
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The final stage of growth of the uranium halo may be taken as that at which the 

outward expansion of the pupil has absorbed the third ring. The halo at this stage 

very often exhibits the appearance of a large and very dark pupil surrounded by an 

almost uniform penumbra-like band representing the effects of RaC. The last four 

haloes in the Table given below are of this character. In the other five haloes the 

darkening of the external ring has not extended inwards to meet the pupil. Its 

inner radius is denoted by R,. The haloes in this Table may be described as showing 

the final state of a uranium halo before every feature disappears in blackening which 

extends out to the limits attained by RaC. 

The measurements contained in the Table are not quite so available as those 

already given, on account of the fact that the correction for the nucleus must be 

guess-work. I have made an allowance for it amounting to 0‘0006 mm., that is I 

have assumed the nuclear radius to be (P0012 mm. 

Table IY.—Uranium Haloes : Final Stage. 

Pupil. Ri. R. 

1 Carlow. 0-0230 0-0282 0-0340 
2 0-0230 0-0279 0-0341 
3 5?. 0-0226 0-0285 0-0340 
4 . 0-0224 0-0285 0-0334 
5 .. 0-0214 0-0273 0-0335 
6 n. 0-0221 — 0-0327 
7 0-0225 — 0-0330 
8 Vosges. 0-0215 — 0-0323 
9 ? J ' ’ 1 * .. 0-0221 — 0-0327 

0-0223 0-0333 

This final stage is depicted in the drawing, Plate 1, fig. 4. It will also be found 

in the photographs already referred to. 

The Emanation Halo. 

Haloes are found in considerable numbers in the Carlow mica, which consist of a 

solitary ring showing no detail whatever within, and which are only clearly distin¬ 

guished from the first ring of the uranium halo by their dimensions. They vary in 

appearance much in the same manner as does the embryonic uranium halo. That is 

to say, some show a greater degree of darkening than others. They may present the 

appearance of a delicate smoke-coloured ring, or be more or less darkened within, 

the original ring appearing as a still darker border. They are often wonderfully 

sharp in outline. At an early stage they may show the faint development of the 

ring due to RaC, that is, of the fourth ring of the uranium halo. This fact at once 

attaches them to the uranium series of elements. 
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In later stages we find development progressing just as in the uranium halo. We 

may have the third ring as well as the fourth ring. The derivation of these haloes 

from the emanation can, of course, only be inferred when the inner structure is 

visible. 

Table -V.—Emanation Haloes. 

n. T. 

1 0-0139 0-0172 
2 0-0143 0-0176 
3 0-0146 0-0176 
4 0-0148 0-0176 
5 0-0143 0-0172 
6 0-0141 0-0172 
7 0-0141 0-0172 
8 0-0137 0-0172 
9 0-0141 0-0172 

10 0-0141 0-0174 
11 0-0141 0-0174 

0-0142 0-0173 

Mean radius of nucleus O'0009 mm. 

These results for the inner and outer radius of the emanation embryonic ring are, I 

think, very reliable. The measurements are comparatively easy. The question as 

to the allowance for the nucleus, however, presents some difficulty. As will presently 

be seen, there is evidence that these haloes originate by the occlusion of emanation 

on nuclei placed in veins or conduits in the mica. If the occlusion is a surface 

phenomenon, the entire nuclear radius should be deducted in order to ascertain the 

range. This has been done in the figures given in the Table. If the emanation was 

absorbed throughout the nucleus, then the deduc¬ 

tion should more correctly be half the radius. To 

make this correction, we may add half the mean 

nuclear radius to the mean values of r1 and r, as 

given at foot of the Table. 

Fig’. 4 shows the curve of ionisation in air of an 
c5 

emanation halo supposed to be formed in air. It 

is derived from emanation and its derivatives in 

exactly the same manner as fig. 1, and, as in the 

case of fig. 1, the added ordinates have been 

divided by 4 for convenience in plotting. I have 
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shown just above the curve the location of the 

originating ring-halo. The closest agreement is obtained on the supposition that 

the deduction for the nucleus is one-half the radius of the latter. The principles 
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according to which the halo in air and the halo in mica are compared are explained 

later. Fig. 6 is a drawing of the ring halo due to emanation to a scale of 

800 diameters. 

As already referred to, there is interesting evidence as to the origin of these 

haloes. They are—almost without exception—found located on cracks or veins in 

the mica. I have in another place* referred to the conduits in this mica. These 

conduits undoubtedly contained radioactive materials. They are bordered by 

radioactive staining in a manner resembling the artificial halo of Rutherford, 

which also is an emanation halo. The border may be very faint or very dark. Its 

radial extension is in general very much the same as that of the first ring of the 

uranium halo. And in many cases we can quite easily detect that the border is 

due to a succession of minute haloes whose centres are set close together along 

the cgnduit. The border in these cases consists, in fact, of a number of overlapping- 

circles or rings, having approximately the radius of the first ring. 

But every here and there one of the larger rings—the originating ring of the 

emanation halo—is found among the others. Examination shows in such cases a 

nucleus extending into the conduit, consisting of a refracting particle. Some of 

these emanation rings may be attended with the ring of RaC and other features of 

the more advanced halo. Again, the emanation halo may occur upon a fine, 

hair-like crack in the mica, and otherwise unattended. Or we may find them 

ranged in a linear sequence, with the originating conduit barely detectable. 

Nor is this the only evidence for the movement of radioactive materials in this 

mica. It is common to observe near the margin of a flake of the mineral, darkened 

veins, sometimes plainly following structural features of the mica, and branching at 

definite angles. Shapeless blotches of staining may attend these arborescent 

growths. Or the field may be strewn with elongated, sausage-shaped objects 

deeply stained. These appear to result from the coalescence of small spherical 

haloes, having the radius of the first ring, from 0‘0137 to 0'0141 mm. These objects 

may attain the radial dimensions of more developed haloes. Thus, there may be an 

inner dark cylindrical core of radius 0'0190, and an outer cylindrical penumbra 

scaling 0-0327 mm. The entire structure may in some cases result from the entry of 

radioactive materials into a crack of short length, or from a succession of linearly 

arranged and closely approximating radioactive nuclei. 

The Thorium Halo. 

If we investigate the formation of the thorium halo, assuming that a Geiger curve 

defines the ionisation due to each ray, in the manner already described in the case of 

the uranium halo, we obtain, as the resultant curve of ionisation due to the seven 

rays which go to form the halo, the curve given in fig. 5. The scale is the same as 

that of fig. 1. The ranges are those cited in Rutherford s ‘ Radioactive 

* Huxley Lecture at the University of Birmingham, 1912. 
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Transformations.’ The ordinates for the ray ThC are reduced to one-third their 

full value, and those of ThC3 to two-thirds their full value. This is done because it 

seems probable that ThC is transformed in 

two distinct ways, only one-third the 

transforming atoms giving rise to a-rays 

having the range 4‘8 cm. The remaining 

two-thirds, after losing a /3-ray, give rise 

to ThCo, which in breaking up emits rays 

of the range 8 '60 cm. 

The ionisation curve shown in fig. 5 is 

such a curve as a stream of parallel rays 

would give rise to. When we divide the 

ordinates by the squares of the abscissae, 

we net the curve fin. 6. This last curve 
O c> 

represents a very thin section of a halo 

taken through the centre of the halo- 

sphere, assuming that there was no in¬ 

fluence counteracting the effect of the outward spread of the rays. Finalty, fig. 7 

shows the last curve corrected for perspective in the case of a section taken 

symmetrically about the centre of the halo-sphere, and 4 cm. thick. 

We shall now see, just as in the case of the uranium halo, that, while the last two 

curves might well represent the final appearance of the thorium halo, they fail to 

represent the stages of its development. 

The first appearance of the thorium halo is that of two delicate rings, concentric 

one with the other. The area within the inner ring is generally more or less 

darkened. Occasionally, the darkening within the inner ring has obliterated the 

ring-like character of this first ring. That is, the first ring is merged in the general 

darkening. In other cases the ring shows a distinct band-like form, the radial 

width of the band being about (P002 mm. I have never seen this first ring 

unaccompanied by the second ring. The second ring is rather indefinite upon its 

inner and outer boundaries. It often possesses a central, or almost central, 

darkening. It is convenient to take the measurements to this central darkening, 

for it is the best defined feature of the second ring. A clear space intervenes between 

the first and second rings. Fig. 7, Plate 1, is a drawing of an embryonic thorium 

halo to a scale of 800 diameters. The outer radial dimension of the inner ring is 

closely 0'0114 mm., and the radial distance of the central darkening of the second ring 
is about 00169 mm. 

On a very few occasions a third ring has been seen. But its occurrence is so rare 

and its appearance so faint that I have little definite knowledge of it. One measure¬ 

ment placed the radial distance of its axis at 00219 mm. It may be of interest, 

however, to mention in connection with this ring that until I had sighted it the 
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existence of the shoulders or steps upon the ionisation curve, one of which apparently 

accounts for it, was unknown to me. This part of the curve had been put in with 

points spaced \ cm. apart and it was only in trying to account for the ring that the 

rugosities on the curve were discovered. 

The next stage of the thorium halo shows the first ring well darkened within and 
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often obliterated, the second ring somewhat more definite and connected with the first 

ring by a certain amount of staining, and the fourth ring, due to ThCh, appearing 

faintly encircling all. The drawing, fig. 8, shows the appearance of the halo at 

this stage. 

The third stage which has come to my notice involves the obliteration of all the 

inner features within a deeply stained pupil. As in the case of all other halo-pupils 

the radial dimensions may be very various—in this case from (P023 to 0'028 ; and, 

l 2 
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doubtless, wider limits could be found. The pupil is simply the widening outwards 

of the halo under the influence of the ionisation, decreasing to the point of minimum 

effect. Outside the pupil the ring due to ThC2 appears as a penumbra-like band. 

The accentuation of its extreme marginal boundary is, I think, less definite than in 

the case of the uranium halo. This may be due to the existence of a small number 

of rays which penetrate beyond the range of IlaCh. * 

Table YII.—-Dimensions of the Thorium Halo. 

No. 

n. r-2- ’•3 (l). Pupil. R, 

Axis. Outside. Axis. Axis. Outside. Outside. 

1 0-0106 0-0115 0-0168 
2 — 0-0115 0-0174 — — 0-0402 
3 o-oioo 0-0113 
4 ■ 0-0113 0-0170 
5 o-oioo 0-0115 0-0168 
6 — 0-0119 0-0168 
7 — 0-0115 0-0168 
8 — 0-0117 0-0175 
9 — 0-0107 0-0174 

10 — 0-0115 0-0163 
11 — 0-0111 0-0166 0-0219 — 0-0407 
12 — 0-0113 0-0165 
13 — 0-0117 0-0176 
14 — 0-0111 0-0173 
15 — 0-0112 0-0170 
16 — 0-0110 0-0170 
17 — — — — 0-0248 0-0400 
18 _ 

— — — 0-0267 0-0405 
19 — — — — 0-0256 0-0411 
20 — — — — 0-0274 0-0415 

' 21 — — — — 0-0281 0-0422 
22 — — — — 0-0243 0-0385 
23 — — — — 0-0250 0-0393 
24 — — — — 0-0263 0-0414 
25 — — — — 0-0248 0-0392 
26 — — — — 0-0269 0-0436 
27 — — — — 0-0231 0-0402 
28 — — — — 0-0250 0-0419 
29 — — — — 0-0273 0-0415 
30 — — — 0-0255 0-0408 
31 — — 0•0255 0-0407 

Means 0-0103 0-0114 0-0169 0-0257 0-0408 

Nuclear radius varies from 0-0006 to 0-0013 mm. 

Comparing the observed features of the thorium halo with those which might be 

expected if we assume the ionisation curve of fig. 5 to depict the development of the 

halo, we see that the first two rings are evidently accounted for by the maxima at 

* Rutherford and Wood, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ April, 1916. 
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about 2'2 and 3 ’5 cm. Their simultaneous development is explained by the nearly 

equal ionisation responsible for each ; the somewhat greater ionisation of the outer 

maximum counteracting a certain amount of inward concentration recognisable in 

halo-development. The inner region of the first ring darkens up under the influence 

of the fairly strong ionisation shown within the first maximum. The somewhat 

uncertain third ring is probably referable to the prominence on the curve at 4'5 cm. 

The pupil may extend to a radial distance corresponding to 5'8 cm. Beyond this the 

penumbra due to ThC3 appears. 

We find, therefore, that the thorium halo develops in a manner quite in keeping 

with the form of the curve of ionisation in air representing the added activities of the 

known rays emitted by members of the thorium family. How far the location of the 

several observed features agrees with the ionisation curve will presently appear. I 

now quote some measurements made on thorium haloes in various stages of 

development. The haloes are all from the mica of Yagnay, Vosges. The dimensions 

under rx refer to the first ring. A few readings to the axis of the ring are given. 

Most of the readings are taken to the outside boundary, this being the most 

definite feature of the ring. The readings applying to the second ring are in the 

column headed r2 and are taken to the central darkening ; or, failing that, to the 

central line or axis of the ring as far as this can be estimated by eye. One reading 

to the centre of the third ring, r3, is given. The radial dimension of the pupil in 

well darkened haloes is next given. These haloes vary much in depth of colour. 

The extreme boundary of the halo appears in the last column. 

Compound Uranium-Thorium Haloes. 

It is well known that thorium-bearing minerals in most if not in all cases contain 

uranium. It might be expected, therefore, that the occurrence of compound haloes 

due to the joint action of the a-rays of both these families of radioactive elements 

would be frequent. In order the better to detect the presence of such haloes I 

plotted the ionisation curve due to an equal admixture of the parent substances. The 

distinctive feature of this curve was found to be the existence of a double outer ring : 

the outer ring due to ThCh containing within it the ring due to RaC. This was an 

easily recognisable feature. As regards internal features the second maximum, which 

is so conspicuous a feature of the thorium ionisation curve, is nearly obliterated. The 

compound halo would start with a strong ring at the distance of 2'3 cm. in air. 

In the Leinster granite thorium minerals appear to be absent. But in the Vosges 

granite there are found side by side both thorium and uranium haloes. A careful 

watch for the compound halo was kept when examining this rock. However, only one 

quite definite example of a compound halo was observed. It was recognised by the 

double penumbra. The measured radii of the two rings were found to be quite 

correct; and as the strength of development was rather greater for the thorium ring 

it may be inferred that this substance predominated. Unfortunately the reference 
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to the position of this halo in the many slides in my possession was lost during the 

military occupation of Trinity College (and of my Laboratory) during the Sinn Fein 

rising in Dublin. I had intended obtaining a photograph of this halo or making a 

measured drawing of it. 

It is probable that the scarcity of these compound haloes is to be referred to the 

generally great predominance of the thorium present, which has the effect of masking 

the effects of the uranium. This explanation is, however, not satisfactory in all 

respects. 

The Conversion Factor. 

By this term I refer to the number which multiplied into the range in mica 

affords the equivalent range in air at pressure of 760 mm. and temperature of 

15° C. The importance of this number is considerable. With it is involved the 

most interesting questions arising from the study of haloes. 

We possess two methods of finding the range in a mineral equivalent to the range 

in air. We may calculate it on the basis of the chemical composition and density of 

the mineral according to laws determined by Bragg and Kleeman. Or we may 

determine it for any particular range if we are justified in identifying some feature 

of the halo as the result of a ray whose range in air is known. 

Taking first the method by Bragg’s Law, we find# that 1 cm. in air of density 

0'0012 corresponds to a range in the haughtonite of Co. Carlow of (P000473 cm. 

This result is based on a chemical analysis of this mica, and a careful determination 

of its density. A small correction may be made to bring it into comparison with the 

tabulated ranges in air of the temperature 15° C. The density is (P00122 at this 

temperature and at standard pressure. The equivalent range then becomes 

(P000482 cm. The reciprocal of this number gives the factor which multiplied into 

the range in the mineral gives the range in air. We may write the conversion 

factor as 
2075. (1) 

When we refer to the halo itself for the conversion factor we assume that the 

connection between the ionisation and the velocity is the same in the mica as it is 

in a gas in so far that the maximum of ionisation is attained in both cases when the 

velocity has fallen to the same fraction of its original value. 

Beginning with the integral curve of ionisation for the thorium family of elements, 

and comparing it with the measurements of thorium haloes in various stages, we find 

on the curve, fig. 5, two very prominent maxima at small radial distances from the 

centre. Outside the second appears a steep decline of the ionisation curve with two 

steps near its upper part and a pronounced step lower down. Then we have a 

minimum of ionisation which rises outwards to the blunt maximum due to ThCh. 

In Table VII we find first a ring or band of a radial width about one-fifth the 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ April, 1910, p. 631. 
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radius ; next a narrow shaded ring. Another ring sometimes succeeds. Then we 

have the somewhat variable limit of the pupil which we find developed on haloes 

darkened up within. Lastly comes the outer ring generated by the rays of ThC2. 

If we lay out on millimetre paper the mean readings given in the Table along a 

line and enlarge them all proportionately by the usual construction involving the 

properties of similar triangles we find that when the radius for the second ring has 

attained the radial dimension of 3'5 cm., and so comes into agreement with the 

distance of the second prominence on the curve from the axis of Y—that is, with 

the radius of a second ring supposed generated in a halo in air—then the other 

readings at foot of the Table fall into the numbered positions shown above in fig. 5. 

Examination of this figure shows that the agreement of the measurements with 

the features of the curve is very satisfactory. The outside radius of the first ling 

falls at 2'4 cm., which is just about where it might be expected. The third ring 

(numbered 3) is less definite. It seems to refer to the conspicuous prominence on the 

slope. The average pupil radius (marked 4) corresponds to the next conspicuous 

prominence. It may extend to anywhere on the lower slope leading down to the 

marked minimum of ionisation. The readings for the pupil radius, rising to 0'028 

and (R027, which are common readings in well-blackened haloes, place the outside 

limits of the pupil at 5’8 cm. from the centre (marked 5)—-that is exactly at the foot 

of the downward slope. Similarly, the average reading for the extreme radius of 

haloes (about 0h408 mm.) corresponds closely to 8’6 cm. radius of the halo in air. 

Extreme readings reach to the very foot of the curve. It is evident that the agree¬ 

ment between the measured and the theoretical features is extraordinarily close 

considering the difficulties attending the measurements. Quite possibly there is 

some chance involved in such agreement. But even if we were presented with a 

lesser degree of correspondence we would be entitled to conclude, as I think, that the 

integral curve of ionisation in a gas is certainly intimately connected with the mode 

of generation of the thorium halo. 

Assuming this, we now find that if the radial dimension of the second ring, that 

is 0'0169 mm., corresponds to 3'5 cm. in air, we get as the conversion factor 

2071. (2) 

This same conversion factor, obviously, applies to the several features of the thorium 

halo with considerable accuracy. 

The foregoing results appear to be so mutually consistent that we must, I think, 

ascribe considerable weight to the derived conversion factor. It is important to 

determine if there is any notable difference in the stopping power of this mica and 

that of the haughtonite of Ballyellen, Co. Carlow. It would seem as if there was 

but little, if, indeed, any at all. Uranium haloes, suitable for measurement, are not 

very common in the Vagnay mica. Here, however, are eight which permitted of 

correction for the nucleus and were well and clearly defined. 
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Table VIII. 

Pupil radius. R. 

0-0215 0-0323 

0-0212 0-0327 

0-0217 0-0332 

0-0230 0-0336 

0-0230 0-0319 

0-0204 0-0332 

0-0219 0-0326 

0-0190 0-0327 

0-0215 0-0328 

These results do not differ from the dimensions read in the Co. Carlow mica. We 

must compare them with the haloes of Table III (ante) rather than with those of 

Table IV, in which the ionisation has gone so far that the nucleus is no longer 

visible. The mean results are practically identical with those of Ballyellen. For 

some reason the Vosges uranium haloes do not exhibit the detail of the Carlow 

haloes. I have only once seen the third ring separated from the pupil in the former 

mica. The haloes of the Table given above and those of Table III appear to be in 

the same stage of development, I conclude that the conversion factor which applies 

to the Vosges mica applies also to the Ballyellen mineral. 

We shall next examine the emanation halo. The counterpart of this halo in air 

exhibits a conspicuous maximum, which may be taken to attain its highest point at a 

distance from the centre of 3'35 cm. 

The ring-shaped embryonic halo, which I have explained as due to nuclei occluding 

emanation of radium, measures on its outside radius in haughtonite 0"01734 mm., 

and on its inner radius (P0142 mm. The mean radius is (P0157. Upon these figures 

I venture to place considerable confidence. They have been carefully checked. The 

outside dimension of this halo is particularly easy to measure. It is generally sharp 

in outline. The inner radius is less easy to deal with, but as each reading in the 

Table is the mean of two or more readings which do not differ much among 

themselves, I think that in the general mean confidence may be placed. 

When the mean radius as above is divided into 3-35 cm. we get the conversion 

factor as 2134. As regards the outlying part of the curve, that due to RaC, it is 

sufficient to say that the readings applying to it differ in no way from those obtained 

from the ordinary uranium halo. The same remark may be made to intervening- 

features. But it is not always possible to say whether a particular halo has started 

with the emanation or with uranium. 

I have given already (fig. 4) the ionisation curve in air proper to this halo, with 

the generating halo-ring marked in its correct position, assuming that the conversion 
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factor is 2075. There is not perfect agreement. The conversion factor required to 

bring about agreement is sensibly larger than is required for the thorium haloes of 

the Vagnay mica. But this may be due to the assumption that the radioactive 

substance is carried on the surface of the nucleus. If the correction for the nucleus 

is taken as half the nuclear radius a fairly clo$e agreement is obtained between the 

range in air and in mica, assuming the conversion factor 2075. The difficulty 

remains in effecting this reconciliation that it is hard to imagine the sufficiently 

rapid absorption throughout the nucleus of the short-lived emanation. 

We shall next examine the uranium haloes of the Ballyellen haughtonite. The 

outer radius of well advanced haloes cannot differ much from 0-0334 mm. (Table IV). 

Dividing this into the range in air, i.e. into 6'94, we get the conversion factor as 

2077. This is in good agreement with the conversion factor of the Vagnay mica. 

Multiplying 0*0334 into 2075 we get for the limit of the uranium halo the feature 

numbered 5 in the ionisation curve, fig. 1. 

The next marked characteristic of the uranium curve is the minimum of ionisation 

at the distance 5*8 cm. in air. In Table IV we find that in well advanced haloes the 

pupil scales 0'0230. In these haloes we can seldom measure the nucleus. The value 

given, however, cannot be far wrong, for the outer radius of the third ring may 

extend to 0*0228 (Table III). Here the nuclear allowance is assured. We know 

that the final stage means a still further advance outwards. If now we take 0'0230 

and divide it into 4*8 cm., we get 2086 as the conversion factor. How closely this 

is in agreement with the ionisation curve in air appears when we apply the 

conversion factor 2075. This places the extreme development of the pupil in the 

position marked 4 in fig. 1. 

The external radius of the third ring is at 0*0216, about, according to the results 

of Table III. Applying the conversion factor 2075, we find the third ring located in 

the position numbered 3, fig. 1. Plainly it is in correspondence with the prominence 

on the curve at 4'3 or 4*4 cm. Using the same factor I give the location of the third 

ring as measured on the complex haloes of Table II. In this case we deal with the 

axial radius of the ring. It falls at 4*25 cm., and is evidently in agreement with the 

already determined position of the third ring. 

The second ring, which has only been found in a few haloes, but which is a 

perfectly clear and definite feature, is apparently associated with the prominence on 

the ionisation curve at 3*5 cm. If we apply to the axial radius of this ring (0*0172) 

the conversion factor 2075, we find it in the locus marked 2 in fig. 1. This is too 

much to the right. 

The last feature left to consider is the originating or first ring. It seems 

impossible to disassociate this ring from the marked ionisation maximum of the 

integral ionisation curve. As the result of very many measurements it has been 

found that the outer edge of the ring is 0*0142 mm. from the centre and the inner 

0*0105 mm. The latter radius can hardly claim to be as accurately determined as 

vol. ccxvir.—A. M 
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the former. It is more difficult to measure. But it will be noticed that the ratio 

(r—rT)/?’, derived from the Table, is in agreement with the results of investigation with 

use of high magnification as referred to on p. 61. 

The integral ionisation curve, which has been very carefully plotted, would refer 

the axis of the ring to a radial distance of 2 "2 cm. from the centre of the halo. 

But the axis of the first ring in mica is at a radial distance of 0'0124 mm. from the 

halo-centre. Dividing this into 2‘2 cm. we get for the conversion factor 1774. 

The first ring is, then, too great in radius to fit the curve of integral ionisation in 

air. Nor do I believe it possible by any allowance for the nucleus or refinement on 

the measurements to bring them into agreement. 

Taking the conversion factor as 2075, which, as we have seen, is supported by 

Bragg’s Law and by every feature of the thorium halo, and approximately by 

several of the uranium halo, we find the first ring to be located in position 1 in fig. 1. 

The conspicuous and abundant presence of this ring forbids us to ascribe it to any 

minor feature of the ionisation curve. Nor have we any other feature to which to 

refer the origination of the halo. It is plainly a primary feature. And within the 

boundary of this ring no trace of any other distinct feature has been observed. 

Irregular staining has been seen occasionally, adjacent to the nucleus, but such is not 

alone variable and irregular in dimensions.; it may be, and generally is, entirely absent. 

Conclusion. 

As the result of a very large number of measurements we find that the structure 

of the halo is determined by the added ionisation effects of all the a-rays concerned 

in its genesis. A simple addition of the ordinates representing the ionisation of each 

ray serves to define the location of every feature of the thorium halo. Not one 

feature of this halo has been discovered which may not be referred to the features of 

the integral curve of ionisation proper to this family of radioactive elements. The 

relative spacing of the features of the halo fits with satisfactory accuracy the features 

of the curve. The only criticism here is that the first and second rings are a little 

too widely separated. But the departure from perfect fit is so smaU that we would 

not be justified in laying any stress upon it unless we were assured of a higher order 

of accuracy in all the constituent elements entering into the matter than we are at 

present entitled to assume. 

This close interfit of the halo in air and the halo in mica gives us a conversion 

factor which agrees very nearly with that derived independently on the additive law 

discovered by Bragg for a mica which exhibits very similar stopping power to that 

containing the thorium haloes. 

Applying this conversion factor to the ionisation curve for uranium haloes we 

find, indeed, that the outer features of the uranium halo exhibit fairly satisfactory 

interfit with the halo in air. But the inner features do not. The first 

and second rings appear to be displaced outwards. Both these features are 
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measured with a considerable degree of accuracy and I do not think there is any 

doubt of the misfit. The emanation halo, which is also measurable with reliable 

accuracy, shows a small misfit in the opposite sense ; the halo-radius in the mica, 

being too small for the halo-radius in air. But in this case I have assumed that the 

a-rays leave the very surface of the nucleus, and I have accordingly deducted the 

entire radius of the latter. This assumption may not be justified. If the emanation 

became deeply absorbed in the nucleus a lesser deduction would be correct. The 

mean nuclear radius is 0’0009 mm. Restoring one-half this to- the radial measure¬ 

ments of the halo we find that its axial radius falls at 3‘36 cm. assuming the 

conversion factor 2075. This gives g-ood agreement. In short we are not in a 

position to lay stress upon the apparent misfit in the case of this halo. 

We are entitled to ask for the possible explanation of the misfit of the inner 

features of the uranium halo. The easiest answer would obviously be that some 

addition to our knowledge of the ionisation curve was required which would have 

the effect of modifying the inner features of the curve. The ionisation curve of IJL 

and Uo has been investigated by Geiger and Nijttall'" and found to agree in range 

with what would be expected from the logarithmic law connecting the range with 

the transformation constant. There would, therefore, appear to lie no room for error 

here. If, then, the discrepancy is to be sought in the plot of the halo in air it would 

seem as if we must look for some element at present omitted from the series. But 

we are in the difficulty that the introduction of such an element must disturb the 

transformation constants of the recognised elements and these transformation 

constants have been found to be in good agreement with the logarithmic law already 

referred to. 

Tire only other suggestion I can offer is that of an actual change in the range ot 

the a-rays, since the remote period when the haloes were formed. The age of the 

Co. Carlow (Ballyellen) rock is late Silurian or early Devonian; that of the Yagnay 

rock, Carboniferous (pre-Stephanian), or possibly very much older. The Cornish 

granite is Carboniferous in age. We would have to assume that the ranges of the 

uranium rays were formerly longer than they now are, or that a proportion of 

uranium atoms then existed having a longer range. As we know that isotopic 

elements may possess very various radioactive properties, there does not seem to be 

any objection to this hypothesis from the chemical point of Anew, the atoms of 

longer and shorter range quite possibly obeying the same chemical influences in the 

processes attending magmatic differentiation. 

This view would involve, of course, the transformation constants ; the atoms of 

longer a-range possessing the shorter longevity. We are not in a position to state 

that the observed discrepancy between the ranges inferred from the halo in mica and 

those recognised to-day in air is confined to the early uranium atoms. The 

observations suggest that the radioactive properties of atoms derived from the latter 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ March, 1912. 
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may have differed from those known to-day. There must certainly have been 

a convergence towards the properties of the existing shorter-lived members of the 

series, for the outer parts of the halo are in fair agreement with the recognised 

ranges of the final products of transformation. 

According to the relation discovered by Carruthers,# the range is numerically 

proportional to a certain power of the atomic weight. If, then, the radioactive losses 

sufficed to lead the former line of radioactive descent through existing atomic 

weights, it might possibly be the case that abnormalities in the ranges of the earlier 

members of the series might not appear in the later products of change. 

It may be urged that, if there had been a gradual change progressing in the 

average range of certain of the a-rays, this should be revealed in a want of definition 

onic haloes. The answer to this is that such an effect would be very 

difficult to detect. It may be that the inward widening of the embryonic band has 

been influenced in this manner. We possess no standard for comparison. We have 

no means of deciding between what might have been due to a convergence in the 

ranges of the rays and what might be due to development in accordance with the 

form of the curve. Nor can we determine in how far the observed amount of 

imperfection in the definition is due to the one cause or to the other. Evidence in 

this direction—that is, from the actual appearance of the haloes presented to us 

from rocks of any age—seems, unfortunately, to fail us. 

Rutherford, in discussing the origin of actinium,! has remarked on the 

possibility that radioactive change may give rise to simultaneously formed products 

of different atomic weight, periods, etc. If we supposed uranium to be derived from 

some antecedent element, the original uranium may well have possessed different 

radioactive properties for similar reasons. The shorter-lived atoms would get 

scarcer during geological time, and there would be a convergence in the value of A, 

which may be still going on. Such may have been the history or evolution of many 

of the really or apparently stable elements. Indeed, in discussing the law of Geiger 

and Nuttall, Rutherford has advanced a theoretical explanation for the relation 

between range and longevity, which would seem to have bearings on the views I am 

stating. The short range is due to the gradual waste of energy by radiation during 

long periods of time. 

The high lead ratio of uranium-bearing minerals would find explanation on the 

view that there was a more rapid decay of early uranium atoms, or, rather, that a 

large number of uranium atoms formerly transformed at a more rapid rate than the 

value revealed by present-day observation. Similarly, if thorium gives rise 

ultimately to lead—-as seems probable—-the scarcity of lead in thorium-bearing 

ores is in perfect harmony with the close agreement between the past and present 

ranges of the a-rays emitted by members of this series. It is almost unnecessary to 

* ‘ Nature,’ January 20, 1916. 

t ‘Radioactive Substances and their Transformations,1 p. 522. 
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point out that discrepancy between results obtained on radioactive and geological 

data in the evaluation of geological time would disappear if the present views have 

any foundation. 

It is quite evident that we have at present no source but the halo from which 

information of the kind we are discussing can be obtained. At this early stage in 

the study of haloes, it may seem premature to offer such far-reaching suggestions as 

I have ventured upon above. The answer is obvious. The incentive to careful 

study of haloes formed in rocks of different ages increases with the issues at stake. 

Such studies are very desirable. If, in recent materials, the originating uranium 

halo could be found, we might at once decide whether the Silurian or Devonian haloes 

we have been considering showed a real discrepancy between existing and past 

ranges of the a-rays, or whether we must seek some other explanation of the observa¬ 

tions. My own efforts to apply this criterion have so far not been successful, 

although a large number of micas have been examined. The reasons seem to be 

that very small nuclei alone afford the requisite definition. Now small nuclei contain 

little radioactive material, and, consequently, either because the time is too short 

or the rate of decay is now too slow, a uranium-bearing nucleus in a recently formed 

mineral may rarely or never afford the embryonic halo. In tertiary granites—as, 

for instance, that of the Mourne Mountains—the haloes lack the detail and delicacy 

of the more ancient haloes. The nuclei are large and the darkening around them 

fuzzy and indefinite. Here, however, the nature of the medium is partly to blame. 

Similar discouragement has been encountered in other recent materials ; but it may 

be that further search may be rewarded with haloes which will reveal decisive 

evidence on the points at issue. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE. 

Fig. 1.—Uranium halo. First stage. 

Fig. 2.—Developing uranium halo. Second stage, showing Rings 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

Fig. 3.—Uranium halo. Third stage, showing development of third ring. 

Fig. 4.—Uranium halo. Fourth stage. 

Fig. 5.—Reversed uranium halo. 

Fig. 6.—Radium emanation halo. First stage. 

Fig. 7.—Thorium halo. First stage. 

Fig. 8.—Thorium halo. Second stage. 

Fig. 9.—Thorium halo. Third stage. 
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IV. Seventh Memoir on the Partition of Numbers. 

A Detailed Study of the Enumeration of the Partitions of Multipartite Numbers. 

By Major P. A. MacMahon, R.A., D.Sc., Sc.D., F.R.S. 

Received April 13,—Read May 11, 1916. 

Introduction. 

In this paper I give the complete solution of the problem of the partition of 

multipartite numbers. This is the same subject as that named by Sylvester, 

“ Compound Denumeration.” Twenty-nine years have elapsed since I announced 

that the algebra of symmetric functions is co-extensive with the grand problems of 

the combinatory analysis. The theory of symmetric function supplies generating 

functions which enumerate all the combinations, while the operators of Hammond* 

are the instruments which are effective in actually evaluating the coefficients of the 

terms of the expanded generating functions. When these operators fell from the 

hands of Hammond, they were already of much service as mining tools in extracting 

the ore from the mine field of symmetric functions ; but they were only partially 

adequate. They required sharpening and general adaptation to the work in hand. 

The first step was to decompose an operator of given order into the sum of a number 

of operators in correspondence with every partition of the number which defines the 

order. Since there is a Hammond operator corresponding to every positive integer, 

this process resulted in there being an operator in correspondence with every partition 

of every integer. The outcome of this decomposition was that the operators were 

able to deal with the symmetric operands in a much more effective manner. The 

surface material of the mine could not only be removed, but the strata to a considerable 

depth could be dealt with. But this was not sufficient. It became necessary to effect 

a further decomposition by showing that every partition operator could be represented 

by a sum of composition operators. There emerged a composition operator in 

correspondence with every permutation of the parts of the partition of the operator. 

The operators at once became effective in dealing with the material in the lower strata 

of the mine field. The operators had, in fact, been handled with particular reference 

to the operands with which they were to be associated. It was now necessary to 

deal with the material of the mine with particular reference to the tools which had 

* ‘Proc, Lond, Math, Soc,,’ 1883, vol. xiv., pp. 119-129. 

VOL. CCXVII.-A 552, N [Published June 23,1917, 
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been forged. To evaluate the coefficients we have to operate repeatedly with the 

appropriate operators until a numerical result is reached. In order to accomplish this 

with facility and to establish laws we have to put the generating functions in such a 

form that these operations are carried out in a regular and simple manner. To make 

my meaning clear, I will instance the case of the simple operation of differentiation 

dx and the exponential function e*1. We have 

02e“ = ae“ 

the effect of the operation being, to merely multiply the operand by the numerical 

magnitude a. 

Thence 
32ne“ = aneax 

and we arrive at the conclusion, that if a given operand, a function of x, could be 

expressed as a linear function of exponential functions of x, the r times repeated 

operation of 32 could take place with facility upon each tenn of the linear function, 

and a general law for the repeated operation of 3X upon the operand would be 

obtainable. This reflection suggests the possibility of finding symmetric function 

operands in a form which will enable the repeated performance of Hammond’s 

operators in a practically effective manner. It is quite certain that any such operand 

must possess at least two properties in common with the exponential function : (i) its 

first term must be unity ; (ii) it must contain an infinite number of terms. The first 

step was to find a symmetric function of the elements a, (3, y, ... such that the 

effect of every Hammond operator upon it is to leave it unchanged ; or, as I prefer to 

say, to multiply it by unity. is, in fact, the sum of unity and the whole of the 

monomial symmetric functions £a.p[3qyk ... EE (pqr ...). It is in the partition notation 

Qi = l + (l) + (2) + (l2) + (3) + (2l) + (l3)+... ad inf. 

It was then found that the effect of any Hammond operator upon any power of Qi is 

merely to multiply it by a positive integer. It then appeared that, denoting Qj by 

F(a, /3, y, ...), the function 
Qi = F (a‘, j3l, y\ ...) 

possesses properties of a character similar to those appertaining to Qx. The fact is 

that any Hammond operator when performed upon any power of Qt, say Q/‘‘ has the 

effect of merely multiplying it by an integer, which may exceptionally be zero. 

Finally the important fact emerged that the performance of any Hammond operator 

upon the product 

Qi*‘Q2*5 ... Q/' 

where ki} k2, ... kiy ... may, each of them, be zero or any positive integer, is merely to 

multiply it by a positive integer, which may, exceptionally, be zero 
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This discovery involves the complete enumerative solution of the unrestricted 

partition of multipartite numbers into a given number of parts. The reason of this 

is that the enumerating symmetric function generating function can be expanded in 

ascending powers of the functions Q1} Q2, Q3, .... On every term of this expansion 

the repeated performance of Hammond operators is practically effective and is 

successful in forcing out the sought numerical coefficients. When the magnitudes 

of the integer constituents of the multipartite parts are restricted in any manner 

there exists similarly an appropriate series of symmetric functions, 

U1; u2,... ut..., 

the formation of which is explained in the paper, which in their properties are 

analogous to the series Q1? Q3, ... Q„ ... . This circumstance involves the complete 

enumerative solution when the magnitudes of the constituents of the parts are 

restricted in any manner whatever. 

Section I. 

The Partition of Multipartite Numbers. 

Art. 1. One of the problems which has engaged the attention of writers on the 

combinatory analysis is that of enumerating the different modes of exhibiting a given 

composite integer as the product of a given number of factors. For instance, the 

number 30, which is the product of three unrepeated primes, can be given as the 

product of two factors in the three ways, 

2x15, 3x10, 5x6. 

When the given composite number is a product of different primes the question is 

very easy and is completely solved by means of the generating function 

1/(1—a:) (l — 2x) ... (l — kx). 

In the ascending expansions the coefficient of xq~k is the number of ways of 

factorizing a number, which is the product of q different primes, into exactly k 

factorsA 

Generating functions of the same character have also been obtained for some other 

simple forms of the composite number such as p*p2... pq, p?p£p?,... pq \ Pi, p2, ••• 

denoting primes. 

It is, of course, obvious that the absolute magnitudes of the prime factors have 

nothing whatever to do with the question, which necessarily appertains to the 

exponents of the primes and to nothing else. 

* Compare ‘ Netto’s Combinatorik,’ 1901, pp. 168 et seq. 

N 2 
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Art. 2. Writers upon the problem have not usually observed that the general 

question is identical with the partition of a multipartite number into a given number 

of parts. Thus the problem discussed by Netto and others is simply the 

enumeration of the partitions, into exactly k parts, of the multipartite number 

1111 ... q times repeated. 

Ex. gr. when q = 3, k = 2 (see the two-factor factorization of 2x3x5 above), 

we have three partitions of the multipartite 111 into exactly two parts. These 

partitions are 
(110,001), (101,010), (011,100). 

In general the enumeration of the factorizations, involving k factors, of the 

composite number 

' yields the same number as the enumeration of the partitions of the multipartite 

number 

m1m3... mt 

into exactly k (multipartite) parts. 

Art. 3. It is the same problem also to enumerate the separations of a given 

(unipartite) partition. Thus in relation to the partition (321) of the number 6, there 

is a one-to-one correspondence between the separations which involve two separates 

and the partitions of the multipartite number 111, which involve exactly two parts. 

The separations are in fact 

(32) (1), (31) (2), (21) (3). 

In general there is a one-to-one correspondence between the separations of the 

partition 

(qrqr • •• 

which involve k separates, and the partitions of the multipartite number 

mxm2 ... m„ 

which involve exactly k parts. 

Art. 4. The general question of multipartite partition I have already discussed* 

by a method of grouping the partitions and a particular theory of distribution. The 

present investigation which depends upon other principles leads to results of a 

different and more general character. I showed many years agof that in regard to 

the system of infinitely numerous quantities 

®j y, • • ■ > 

* ‘Phil. Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ vol. xxi., No. xviii., pp. 467-481, 1912, 

t ‘Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,’ vol. xix., 1887, pp. 220 et seq. 
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the enumerating generating function is the symmetric function 

_]_ _1__ 

(l—a) (l — a.a) (l — /3a) (l — ya) ... 

__ 1_ 

(1— a2a) (1 —f32a) (l —y2a) ... (l—afta) (l—aya) (l—/3ya) ... 

x 1_ 

(l— (fa) ... (l— a2/3a) ... (l — a(3ya) ... 

x. 

wherein if h, denote the sum of homogeneous products of weight s of the quantities 

a, /3, y, ..., the s — 1th fractional factor of the generating function possesses a 

denominator factor corresponding to every separate term of hs. The function is to 

be developed in ascending powers of a and, replacing for the moment the series 

a, ,8, y, ... by als a2, a3, ... , we seek the coefficient of 

ak (Sa^a^ ... a/"'). 

We write this, usually, in the notation 

ak {mxm2 ... ms). 

The coefficient mentioned enumerates the partitions of the multipartite number 

(m1m2...mJ), 

into k or fewer parts. If the first fractional factor l/l— a had been omitted the 

coefficient would have denoted the number of the partitions into exactly h parts. 

The inclusion of the factor l/l — a is of great importance to the investigation and 

equally yields the enumerations into exactly k parts, because from the coefficients of 

ak (m1m2... rns) we have merely to subtract the coefficients of ak~1 (mlm2 ... m3). The 

importance is due to the circumstance that the symmetric functions which present 

themselves in the expansion are in the best possible form for the performance of the 

Hammond operators. This is not the case when the factor l/l— a is excluded, as 

then a transformation, the necessity for which is not at once clear, is needed to obtain 

the proper form. 

I will remind the reader that, writing 

(1 — ax) (l — fix) (l — yx)... = 1 —aYx-\-a^?—a^cz + ..., 

Hammond’s differential operator of order m is 

= —r(3ai+CT]3as + aa3fls+ l 
m ! 
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and its cardinal property is 

DmtDms... Dm. (mxm2... m,) = 1; 

and this operation does not result in unity when it is performed upon any other 

symmetric function. 

In order to obtain the coefficient of 

ak {m1m2... mj, 

in the expanded function, we first of all find the complete coefficient of ak and then 

operate upon it with the Hammond combination of operators 

Dm,Dm,... D,, 

The result is an integer followed by the sum of an infinite series of symmetric 

functions. The integer mentioned is the number we seek. 

Art. 5. We now expand the generating function. On well-known principles we 

can assert that the coefficient of ak in the expansion is the homogeneous product-sum 

of' order k of unity, and of the whole of the a., fi, y, ... products which occur in the 

denominator factors of the generating function. The elements, of which we must 

form homogeneous product sums are, in fact, 

a' 

1 

/T • • • •> 

a“, (3 , y , ... ct/3, cty, /3y, ... , 

/33, y3, ... od/3, a2y, ...a/3y, a/3$, ... . 

We can form these product-sums from the sums of the powers of these elements, 

because we have before us the well-known symmetric function formula 

ft ^ln ^-2 

*1 *2 S'- 
ki 

H2*2... -T. kj ! k2\ ... k:! 

The sum of the powers are readily formed ; for, calling them 

it is clear that Q,- is the sum of unity and the whole of the monomial (that is to say 

merely involving in the partition notation a single partition), symmetric functions 

of weights one to infinity. Hence 

Qi = l+(l) + (2) + (l2) j-(3) + (2l) + (l3)+... ad inf. ; 
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and, regarding Qj as F(a, /3, y, ...), it is obvious that 

Q, = F (a‘, p,y\ ...); 
showing us that 

Q, = l+(2) + (4) + (23) + (6) + (42) + (23) + ... , 

Qt = 1 + (t) + (21) + (i2) + (3*) + (2i, 1) + (^'J) + ... . 

Thence the expansion 

where 

1 4-aQ,! 

+(Qi3+ 30A2+2Q3) 

+ —. (On4 + 6<«2 + 3Q,," + 8QjQ3+ 6Q4) 
4 ! 

+ . • • 

+ a*Fft(Q) 

+ . . . 

F, 
|*l2/c2 ^1, k\! k2 k,! 

Art. 6. The importance of this expansion lies in the fact that the infinite series of 

Hammond operators on the one hand and the infinite series of Q, functions on the 

other hand have very remarkable properties in relation to one another. The first 

property we notice is that from the well-known law of operation, 

DmQi — Qo 
for all values of m. Also 

E>mQ2 = 0,2, or zero, 

ascending as m is, or is not, a multiple of two. And generally 

DmQt = Qt, or zero, 

according as m is, or is not, a multiple of i. 

When is performed upon a product of k separate functions, it operates through 

the medium of a number of operators associated with the compositions ot m into k 

parts, zero being regarded as a part and D„ being regarded as a symbol for unity. 

Thus the compositions of the number 4 into three parts being 400, 040, 004 ; 310, 
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301, 130, 103, 031, 013; 220, 202, 022; 211, 121, 112, the law of operation is as 

follows :—- 

DAW = (DAP.Q.)(W+( WA)(DA)+(D,Q.)(DA)(DA) 
+ (DA)(D,Q1)(D0Qc) + (D3<U(DA)(D1Cy + (D,Qa)(D,Q,)(D„Qt) 

+ (D1Q,)(D,1QS)(DA) + (D11Q„)(D3ai)(D1Qe) + (D0<y(D,Qs)(DA) 

+ (H2Q,;)(IlaQ,ft)(Dl,Qe) + (D2Qa)(D0Qf/)(D2Q(.) + (D0Qa)(D2Q,f))(D2Q,(.) 

+ (D2Qa)(D1Qi)(D A) + (D1Qa)(D2Q6)(D1Qc) + (D]Qa)(D1Qt)(D2Qe) 

D0, being unity, may be omitted but has been retained above to make the 

connexion with the compositions quite clear. This method of performing Dm upon 

a product I have explained and used in previous papers during the last five and 

twenty years. _ Upon this example some observations can be made. In the first place 

the operation breaks up into 15 portions because the number 4 has 15 three-part 

compositions. The result of each portion must be moreover either QaQ6Qc or zero, 

because D;QS is either Qs or zero. Hence the result of the whole operation must be 

merely to multiply by some integer ^15. In general the result of the 

operation 
DJW...Q* 

must be merely to multiply the product 

by some integer equal to, or less, than the number of compositions of m into 

kl + k2+... +Jc{ parts, zero always counting as a part. 

Hence also the result of the operation 

DmiDm2... D^Q^'Q,*’ 

must be merely to multiply the product 

by an integer. 

This valuable result shows that the Hammond operators may be performed with 

facility upon the function 

F*w 
which is before us. 

Art 7. The determination of the result of the operation 

is now entered upon. We have to find the value of the multiplying integer 
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The value is clearly equal to the number of compositions of rn which do not have 

the effect of multiplication by zero. Suppose that we write out the operand at length 

QiQiQ, ••• Q2Q2Q-.Q.Q.Q, • •• 

in i blocks, containing Jcu k2,...kt factors respectively. 

Underneath the k factors we will suppose written any composition of m into/; parts, 

zero being included as a part. 

In order that the corresponding operation may result in unity and not in zero we 

have the conditions :— 

(i.) Any number, including zero, may occur underneath any of the kx factors Q, ; 

(ii.) Zero, or any multiple of 2, may occur underneath any of the k2 factors QL, ; 

(iii.) Zero, or any multiple of 3, may occur underneath any of the k2 factors Q:i; 

(iii. ...) And lastly, zero, or any multiple of i, may occur underneath any of the k{ 
factors Qt. 

How many such compositions exist ? 

We have merely to find the coefficient of xm in the expansion of 

(l +£C + SC2+ ...)*' (l +x2 + xi+ ...)ki (l +£C3 + CC6+ ...)*3.(l + Xl + X2i + ] 

for this is the function which enumerates the compositions which possess these 

properties. In fact to form the composition we take a power of x from each of the 

first kx factors; then a power of x from each of the next k2 factors, observing that 

the exponents of x are all zero or multiples of two; then a power of x from the next 

k3 factors, observing that the exponents are all zero or multiples of three ; and so on, 

until finally in the k{ factors we find that the exponents are all zero or multiples of i. 

Hence it follows that the operation 

DAA*2 ••• Q* 

has the effect of multiplying Q/A*2... Q/‘ by a number which is given by the coefficient 

of xm in the expansion of 

(1 -x)~k' (1 -a;2)-*’ (1 -x3)~k> ... (1 -a*)"* ; 

an elegant theorem. 

Let this coefficient be denoted by 

' F9 (m; U‘2/C2 ... iki); 
so that 

DmQ/A*2... Q/‘ = F2 {m; lk'2k>... U) . ... Q/‘ 

Art. 8. Looking to the symmetric function expressions of Qt, ••• Qt if wifi be 

noted that the only portion of the product 

QAQA... W 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. 0 
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which does not involve the elements a, /3, y, ... is unity. 

Hence the portion of 

FFQAQA • • • Q/" 

that is free from the elements is 

Fq(m; 1*’2;<2... A), 

which is obtained directly from the result of the operation by putting 

Qi = Q2 = ••• — Q, = l- 

We may represent this circumstance by the convenient notation 

* (IWV •.. Q*'*% = 1 = F? (m ; 1*’2*2... iki). 

The number of partitions, of the unipartite number m, into k or fewer parts, is by 

the present investigation 

DJMQ)q = 1 

= z (D.W... Q/'*)q = i 
lk'2k> ... iki. kx\k2\ ... kL! 

F9 (m ; l*l2*2... iki) 
1*‘2*2... iki. l\ \k,\ ... hi! 

m • j. r m- v (1 —x)~k' (1 —x2) *2...(l— x{) ki 
= coefficient of in 2 ^ .ki -yyf- 

h \ Jc2\ ... hi! 

the summation being for every partition 

ki~\-2k.>-\- ... + 
of the number k. 

But we know, otherwise, that the number of partitions of m, into k or fewer parts, 

is given by the coefficients of xm in 

_1_ 
(l— x) (1 — X*) ... (l —xk) 

Hence the identity 

y (t — x)~kl (l — x2)~kt... (l — x')~k' _1_ 
H2*2 ... ik% \k2\ ... /c,! — (1 — x) (1 — x1) ... (l — xk) ’ 

which being a known result supplies an interesting verification of our work. The 

present investigation in any case supplies one proof of it. 

Art. 9. There is now no difficulty in proceeding to the result 

DA D*. • Q/ QA 
H2*2 %■). F? (m2; B‘2*2... iki) F (m,; H2*2 ... iki). QrQA ... Q 

ki 
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and the number of partitions of the multipartite number 

mxm2... ms 
into k or fewer parts, is 

DmiDn!j • • • Dm.F/c (Q)q = i 

_ y (D»nD„t, • • • • • • Q, % = i 

1/ci2Aj ... ik'. % \k2\ ... kt! 

_ yF„(m1; \k'2k' ... %'). F„ (m2; 1*‘2 hl...iki).F„ (m,; 1*'2*’ ,, 

_ A lki2k*... ik\ kx! k.2 \ ... kt! 

This is the general solution of the problem of enumeration in the absence of any 

restriction upon the magnitudes of the constituents of the multipartite parts.* 

Art. 10. It will be convenient at this point to give a few results derived from the 

function 
(1 -x)~kl (1 -x2)~kt... (1 - x')~ki 

■ t*) 

which will be useful in the sequel. 

Fs(m; l‘) = (m^F)’ 

Fs(2m; 2*) = (m^-1), 

F,(m; 0 = (OT^71 

F?(2 m; 12) = m+1, F?(2m+1; 12) = m+1, 

F? (2m ; 122) = (m + l)2, F? (2m +1 ; 122) = (m + 1) (m + 2), 

F,(2m; IV) = (“l2), F,(2m + 1 ; 12s) = (mt2V 

* With regard to the algebraical identity met with above, the reader may compare ‘ Sylvester’s 

Mathematical Papers,’ vol. III., p. 598, where it is shown that for the roots of the equation 

yi--£-+-+ 
1 — c (1 - f) (1 - c'2) (1 -c) (1 -c2) (1 -c3)' 

+ • •. = 0, 

the general term being 

,(?) 
7q~n 

(1 - c) (1 - C2) ... (1 - Cn) 

the homogeneous product-sum of order n is 
1 

(1 — c) (1 -c2) ... (1 -cn)’ 

and the sum of the nth powers of the roots is 
1 

1 - cn 

The expression of the homogeneous product-sum of order k, in terms of the sums of the powers, by the 

formula quoted early in this paper, gives the identity in question. 

o 2 
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F?(3m; 13) = F9(3m + l; 13) = F?(3m + 2; 13) = m+1, 

Fg(3m; 123) = |-(m+l)(3m + 2), Fg(3m+1; 123) = \ (m + l) (3m + 4), 

F?(3m + 2; 123) = f- (m+1) (3m+6), 

F?(2m; 1*’2*2) 

_ /m-\-ho— 1 \ /A/j +1\ /m-\-lc2—2\ + 3\ /m + —3\ / 2 m + *i — 1 \ 

A 4-1 / + \4-i/\ 4-1 / U.-iA 4-1 / + - + lv 4-1 ;■ 

Fjr(2w+1; 1*'2*!) 

_ l Tcl \ (m + h2—1\ (k1 + 2\ {m+Jc2—2\ (2m + h\ 

~\K-V\ 4-1 / + \4-i/\ 4-1 y + - + U>-i/’ 

F? (3m ; 1A'‘3A'3) 

_(m + k3—1\ fk1 + 2\ [m + k3— 2\ /^-t-5\ [m + lc3—3\ , [Sm + Jc1 —1\ 

A 4-i / + V4-i/V 4-i / +\4-i/\ 4-i A"'A 4-i )’ 

F9(3m + 1; H3*5) 

_/ \fm + k3—1\ (kl + 3\ [m + Jc3—2\ (Bm + kf 

"V4-1/1 4-i / \4-V\ 4-i / \4-ij’ 

F9(3m + 2; l*’3*s) 

_ /^1 + 1 \ fm-\-k3 — 1 \ + 4\ /m + &3 — 2\ /3m + ^ +1 \ 

“U-l/V *3-1 / Ul-l/\ *3-1 / +\ *1-1 /' 

The use of the Hammond operator Dm is convenient but not essential to this 

investigation. It is convenient from the algebraic point of view, and also because 

it brings into prominence properties of the operator which are in themselves 

important. The coefficient of a-T'af”2... asm‘ in the product Q/'QA... Q/“ is readily 

obtained wTien we remember that 

Q — _i_ 
(WHi-^MW). 

and the various modifications are readily made for the allied functions A„ B„ ... Ut. 

The Partitions of Multipartite Numbers into Two Parts. 

Art. 11. The generating function which enumerates the partitions into two or 

fewer parts is 
i(Q,2 + Q2); 

and since, from the principles just stated, 

D2Aa = (2m + l)v, DS„+1Q,2 = (2m+2) Q,,1, 

^2m0>2 = Qa> I^2>n + lQi2 = 0 > 
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we find 

Eh„J-(Qi2+Q2) = | (2m+l)Q12+iQ2, 

D2„i+i|- (Qr + Q2) = ^ (2m+ 2) Q,“; 

and, by reason of the important properties possessed by the Q products in their 

relations with the Hammond operators, we can at once proceed to the results 

D2m = ■§■ (2m+l)sQi2+-|-Q2, 

DL+1 =i(2m + 2)U2. 

Thence we derive, by putting Qj = Q2 = 1, the coefficients of the symmetric 

functions 
(2m’), (2m + ls) 

(the exponent s meaning the numbers 2m, 2m+1 respectively s times repeated) in the 

development of the function 

*(V+Q»). 
Thence we obtain the numbers 

\ (2m+ l)J + |-, \ (2m + 2)s 

which, respectively, enumerate the ways of partitioning the multipartite numbers 

(2m, 2m... repeated s times), (2m+1, 2m+1... repeated s times) 

into two or fewer parts. 

When the enumeration is concerned with exactly two parts we have clearly to 

subtract unity in each case. In fact the generating function is 

and 

DLQi = DL+iQi = Ql5 

showing that unity must be subtracted. 

The numbers then become 

i(2m + l)s-£, \ (2m + 2)s—1. 

These numbers also enumerate the ways of exhibiting the composite integers 

(plp2...psf\ (pxP2---PsYm+\ 

as the product of two factors. 

To obtain a general formula for the multipartite numbe'r 
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we write 
D„Q,! = F, (m; l3). Q,3 

then 
DmQ3 = F9 (m ; 2). Q2, 

Qr' + Qo) = l2). Q^ + F, (m,; 2).QJ, 

F>MiDW2HQi2 + Ql-) = i {F^O,; l2) Fq(m2; 12).Q,2 + Fq(ml; 2) Fq(m2; 2). Q2}, 

FOT]Dm2... D(Qr + Q2) = \ fl Fg (m;; 1"). Q,2 + |- II F? (mi; 2). QJ( 

leading us to the number 

iilF.K; l1 + fnF,(m,; 2), 

as the enumerator of the partitions, into two or fewer parts, of the multipartite 

number 
{m{m2... ms). 

The reader will observe that the algebraic expressions of 

F? (m4; l2) and Fq(mi; 2) 

will depend upon the parity of m,. 

The notation has been adopted so as to save a multiplicity of formulae in certain 

cases. 

This of course solves the question of the factorization into two or fewer factors of 

the composite integer 

P\ P'2 ■ • • Ps ■ 

We have, therefore, solved completely the question of enumerating the bipartitions 

of multipartite numbers. 

What has been done as a question in the theory of distribution may be stated as 

follows. We are given an assemblage of any numerical specification and two boxes 

which cannot be distinguished from one another. We have found the number of 

ways of distributing the objects between the boxes. The similar question when the 

boxes are distinguished from one another is simpler and connected with the 

compositions of multipartite numbers. 

Art. 12. At this point it may be appropriate to give a statement in regard to the 

nature of the solution given in this investigation. 

The enumeration of the partitions of a unipartite number mu into k or fewer parts, 

is formed as a linear function of certain numbers ax, bu cx ...; the linear function being 

Acq + P-by + I’Cy + ... 

where the numbers A, /m, v, depend only upon k. 
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Associated with another unipartite number m3 we have the linear function 

\a2 T f^b2 T- i'C2 T- ... . 

It has then been shown that the number of partitions, into k or fewer parts, of the 

multipartite number m1w2 is 

Aaxa2 + mVa + vcxc2 + ... , 

and in general the number of partitions, into k or fewer parts, of the multipartite 

number 

is 

mlm2... ms 

Aaxa2 ... as + fxbf2... bs + velc2... cs + 

The multipartite solution is thus essentially derived from the solutions which 

appertain to the separate unipartite numbers whose conjunction defines the multi¬ 

partite number. The numbers A,//, v, ... are those well known in connexion with the 

expression of the homogeneous product sum hk in terms of the sums of the powers 

su s2, s3, ... sk, the whole question is therefore reduced to finding the numbers 

a,b, c, ... 

appertaining to the unipartite number m. 

This, as has been shown, depends upon finding the coefficient of xm in a function 

where 

(l— x) k,(l—x2) k'...(l—x') ki 

ki H" k2 +... + k{ — k. 

The possibility of the solution rests upon the remarkable circumstances that when 

the operator D,„ is performed upon the operand 

0'0 k2 0 ki Hq H»2 * * * Hrt 

its effect is to merely multiply it by an integer. 

The Partitions of Multipartite Numbers into Three Parts. 

Art. 13. I will, in future, merely deal with the partitions into k or fewer parts, since 

the result for exactly k parts is at once derived by subtracting the result for k— 1 or 

fewer parts. 

The operand is 

(Qi3 + 3QiQ2 + 2Q3), 

and since the result depends upon the divisibility of m by both 2 and 3 it will be 

necessary to consider the operations of 

1 Am> f-Am + lj ld(jm^_2> +3? ^ bm + 4? 6m+ 5* 
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The investigation is therefore in six parts, 

(i.) Since 

T) 0 3 — 6m + 2 
Qi'\ 

D67AQ2 — (3m+l)Q1Q,2> 

D6wQ:! = Q3, 
we find 

Demi (Qa3+ 3QiQ2+ 2Q3) = i 

and immediately 

9 ) Qd+3 (3m+l) QxQ2+2Q3 [•; 

D6miI)6ni2 ... (Q|"+3Q,Q2+2Q;;) — 
1 !/6W1 + 2\[67n2 + 2\ (6ms + 2\ q 3 

2 

6m + 2 

+ 3 (3m1 + 1) (3m2 + 1) ... (3ms + 1) Q,Q_, 

+ 2Q3|; 

and in particular 

(Qd+3QiQ,2+2Q3) = i 

results which establish that the partitions of the multipartite number 

6m16m2... 6ms, 

into three or fewer parts, are enumerated by 

Qf + 3 (3m +1 )s QiQo + 2Q3 r ; 

i (6”V2) 6m;+2 • ..(6mi+2)+ 3(Sm1 + l)(3m,+ l)...(3m,+ l) + 2 

(ii.) Since 

we find 

D6m+1Q13=(6m2+3)Q13, 

D6m+iQaQi2 = (3m +1) QiQo, 

D6m+iQ3 = 0, 

76m + 3 
Qr+3 (3m+1) QriQ>_. r; D6m+ii(Qi" + 3Q,1Q2 + 2Q;i) — i 

and immediately 

D6»ltlD,.„. - i (Q,3+3Q,QS+2Q3) = i{(6my3) (6mf3)... (6m|+3)<»18 

+ 3 (3mj +1) (3m2 +1)... (3ms +1) QlQ.. 

establishing that the partitions of .the multipartite number 

6mx+ 1 6m2 + 1 ... 6m, +1, 
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into three or fewer parts are enumerated by 

(iii.) Since 

Dto+,QiQa= (Sm + 2)HAta 

-^67*1 + 2^3 = 9, 

we, as above, derive, for the partitions of the multipartite number 

the enumerating number 

6m1 + 2 67710+2 ... 67ns + 2, 

J jy6777! + 4\ /6tti2 + 4 (>»h+4\ +3 (37771 + 2)(3t772+2) .. ( 3 774f + 2 ) j 

(iv.) Since 

T) Q,3 - /6w + 5\ q 3 

D6m + 3Q]Q2 = (3777+2) Q^, 

1^607 + 3^3 = ^3) 

we obtain, for the multipartite number 

6777,+ 3 67772+3 ... 6777,+ 3, 

the enumerating number 

+ = (3777+ 3) QiQa, 

1^67)7 + 4^3 = 9, 

and we obtain, for the multipartite number 

6777, + 4 67772+4 ... 6t77,+ 4, 

VOL. OCXVII.—A. P 
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the enumerating number 

i\r\+ 6) (6,Y6)■ • • (6m'2+ 6) + 3 (3m, + 3) (3ma+ 3)... (3m,+ 3) 

(vi.) Lastly, since 

rw,Qi3 

bbm + sQnQ2 

1^6171 + 5^3 

6ni + 7 | q 3 

(3711 + 3) QiiQrj, 

0, 

we obtain, for the multipartite number 

the enumerating number 

6?^ + 5 6m2 + 5 ... 6mt + 5, 

l 176m,+ 7\ 

61\ 2 ) (6T7) (6Y7) 
3 + 3) (3m2 + 3) ... (3wij + 

Finally, in the notation employed for the bipartite case, for the multipartite 

number 

m1m2... m, 

we have the enumerating number 

ijlIF2(m,; l3) + 3 II F? (mt; 1,.2) + 2 II F? (mt; 3)j. 

Art. 14. I collect these results :— 

Multipartite Numbers. Number of Partitions into three or fewer parts. 

6m 6m 6m repeated s times 
_1_ 

3! {(6T2)‘ + 3 (3m+l)s + 

6m + 1 6m + 1 6m + 1 repeated s times 

6m+ 2 6m+ 2 6m+ 2 ,, ,, 

6m+ 3 6?n + 3 6m + 3 ,, „ 

6m+ 4 6m+ 4 6m + 4 ,, „ 

6m+5 6m + 5 6m + 5 ,, „ 

1 f/6m + 3V 
3!1\ 2 ) 

i{(6wi2+5)‘+3(3m+2)- + 2} 

|-!{(6m2+6)'+3(3m + 3)'} 

i{(6“ + 7)'+3(3,„ + 3)]- 
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Multipartite Numbers. 

6m 6m 6m repeated s times 

6m +1 6m + 1 6m +1 repeated s times 

6m + 2 6m + 2 6m + 2 ,, ,, 

6m T 3 6m "P 3 6m T 3 ,, ,, 

6m+ 4 6m + 4 6m+ 4 ,, ,, 

6m-f 5 6m + 5 6m+5 ,, „ 

Number of Partitions into exactly three parts. 

h{(6?2+ 2J + 3 (3«» +1 )• -3 (6m+1 )*-1} 

((6?>2+ 3) +3 (3m+l)*-3 (6m + 2)*j 

J-j {(6W2+4)* + 3 (3m+ 2)*—3 (6m + 3)s-3j 

|y j(6W2+ 5)' + 3 (3™ + 2)*-3 (6m + 4)* + 2} 

h {(6W2+ 6 J + 3 (3m + 3)'-3 (6m+ 5)*—3 j 

|j{(6m2+7)S +3 (3m + 3)*-3 (6m + 6)*|- 

As a verification, connected with unipartite partitions, we put s = 1 in these last six 

formulae, and reach the six numbers 

3 m2, 3m3+ m, 3m2 + 2m, 3m2 + 3m+l, 3m2+4m+l, 3m2 + 5m+ 2, 

and since these may be exhibited in the forms 

(6m)2 (6m+1)2 r (6m+ 2)2 x (6m+ 3)2 x (6m+ 4)2 x (6m + 5)2 ■, 

12 ’ 12 TZ> 12 12 12 3’ 12 

we verify the well-known theorem which states that the number of tripartitions of n 

is the nearest integer to — . 
12 

The Partitions of Multipartite Numbers into Four Parts. 

Art. 15. The operand is 

ft (Qd+6Q,2Q,+3Qy + 8Q]Q3+6Q4) 

since the result depends upon the divisibility of m by the numbers 2, 3 and 4, and 

12 is the least common multiple of those numbers, it will be necessary to take the 

operator suffix to the modulus 12, and the investigation is, therefore, in twelve 

parts. 

p 2 
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We have 

D2m=(»+im 

D2m+1Q!2Q2 = (m+l) (m + 2) QrQ2, 

D2mQ23 = (m +1) Q22, 

D2to+1Q2 = 

D3otQiQ3 = (m + l)Q1Q3, 

D3m+iQjQ:i = (m +1) Q4Q:t, 

D3m+2QiQ3 = +1) QiQ3, 

D4mQ4 = Q4, 

D4m + iQ4 = + = ^4)71 + 3^4 = 

Utilising these results and taking as operators Ds12m, Ds12m+1, ... Ds12m+11in succession 

we find for partitions into four or fewer parts :— 

Multipartite Numbers. 

12m 12m 12m repeated s times 

12m +112m +112m + 1 repeated s times 

12m + 2 12m + 2 12m+2 „ ,, 

12m + 3 12m + 3 12m+3 

12m+ 4 12m + 4 12m+ 4 „ „ 

12m+5 12m + 5 12m + 5 ,, „ 

12m+ 6 12m+ 6 12m+ 6 ,, ,, 

12m + 7 12m + 7 12m + 7 ,, „ 

12m+ 8 12m+ 8 12m+ 8 ,, ,, 

12m+ 9 12m+ 9 12m+ 9 „ ,, 

12m+10 12m+10 12m+10 „ 

12m+11 12m + 11 12m+ll ,, 

Number of Partitions into four or fewer parts. 

1 f/l2m + 3 \s + 6(6w+i)2S+3(6w+1)s + 8(4m+1)J+6 

/6m + 2 

4! 1\ 3 

J_ J/l2m + 4Xs 

4! l\ 3 

1 f/l2m+ 5 

+ 12 
V 2 

+ 8 (4m + l)5 

4! IV 3 

1 f/12m + 6 

+ 6 (6m + 2)2s+ 3 (6m + 2)s+ 8 (4m+l)s 

+ 12 
/ 6m+ 3 

V 2 4! IV 3 

1_ f/12m + 7V 

4! IV 3 

J_ {^12m + 8\s +]0^6m + 4 

1 f/12m + 9 

4! I 

1 f/l2m + 10\* /6m + 5Xs 
41U 3 l+1" 

+ 8 (4m + 2)s 

+ 6 (6m + 3)2s + 3 (6m + 3)s + 8 (4m + 2)s + 6 

2 j +8(4m + 2)s 

+ 6 (6m + 4)2s + 3 (6m + 4)s +8 (4m + 3)s 

+ 8 (4m + 3)s 

h. I(12W3+ 11J + G (6m + 5)& + 3 {6771 + 5)s + 8 (4m + 3)s + 6 

1 |/12m+12 V+12/6m + 6 
3 4! IV 

1 f/l2m+13\ 

4! 

1 I/12m+14 

\ 2 J +8(4m + 4)s 

2 y+ 6 (6m + 6)2s+3 (6m + 6)s+ 8 (4m + 4)s 

4! 3 
+ 12 

6m + 7 V 
2 / + 8 (4m + 4)s 
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For the unipartite case we put s = 1 and find, reading by rows, the numbers 

ms. to2, m. 1. 

12 15 6 1 

12 18 8 1 

12 21 12 2 
12 24 15 3 
12 27 20 5 
12 30 24 6 
12 33 30 9 
12 36 35 11 
12 39 42 15 
12 42 48 18 
12 45 56 23 
12 48 63 27 

which admit of easy verification. 

In the notation of this paper, for the multipartite number 

mxm2 ... m„ 
we have the enumerating number 

•MIIF (mf; l4) + 6 II F? ; 122) + 3IIF22) + 8 II F? (m,-; 13)+ 6 H F,(m<; 4) 

Section II. 

Art. 16. The multipartite partitions which have been under consideration above 

have involved multipartite parts, and the integers which are constituents of those 

parts have been quite unrestricted in magnitude. We have now to consider the 

enumeration when these magnitudes are subject to various restrictions. 

The first restriction to come before us is that in which no integer constituent of a 

multipartite partition is to exceed unity. 

We form a fraction Al from Q; by striking out from the latter every partition which 

involves a part greater than unity. 

Thus 

At = l + (l) + (l2) + (l3) +.ad inf. 

We now form A,, A3, ... A„ ..., from A1? by doubling, trebling, ... multiplying 

by i, ... all the bracket numbers of A1} in the same way as we formed Q,, Q3, ... Q„ ... 

from Qi. 
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Thus 
A2 = 1+ (2) + (22) + (23)+ ...ad inf. 

A3 = 1+ (3) + (32) + (33) + ... „ „ 

A, — 1 + (i) + (i2) + (i3) + ... ,, „ 

. ?? )) 

We proceed in this manner because we desire the development of the generating 

symmetric function 

_1 _,_ 

(l— a) (1—a.o) (l— /3a) ... (l— ol[3o) (l— ayd) ... (l— a/3ya) ... (l— a/3ySa) ... 

there being a denominator factor for every a, /3, y, ... product in which no letter is 

repeated/ The expansion of this fraction involves the whole of the homogeneous 

product-sums of such a, (3, y, ... products; and we form these product-sums through 

the medium of the sums of the powers of the products which are, in fact, 

A1} A.j, ... A,, .... The development is 

1 T A | 

+ f,(AWAa) 

where 

+~j (A,3 + 3AjA2+ 2As) 

+. 

+ak F* (A) 

+ ... 

__ A A ^‘2 A ^ 

= ^D‘2a!. yU£t ! 

precisely similar to the Q, development with A written for Q. 

It may at this point be worth stating that the two developments may be written 

exp («Q,l + |-«2Q2 + Ii«3Q3 +...), exp («A, +1-«2A3 + ^-a3A3 + ...) 

respectively. 

We now examine the effect of the Hammond operators upon this infinite set of 

A functions. It is clear from the well-known fundamental property of the operators 

that 
DA = A;, 

and 
DmAt = 0 when 

results'of great simplicity. 
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When Dm operates upon any product 

A/'A/5 ... A/Ci 

the demonstration proceeds as with the Q function ante. 

Writing out the A product at length and underneath it any composition of m into 

kx + k2+... +k{ parts, zero counting as a part, we note that if the composition operator 

is to have the effect of multiplying the product by unity and not by zero, every part 

under the first ky factors of the operand must be zero or unity; every part under the 

next k2 factors must be zero or 2; every part under the next k3 factors must be zero 

or 3; and so on, until finally every part under the last kH factors must be zero or i. 

The number of compositions of m which possess these properties is equal to the 

coefficients of xm in the developments of 

(1 + x)'" (1 + x2)k2 (1 + xA)'i3... (1 + Xi)/', 

which may be written 

/1 — x2\kl fl—x*\k-/1 — x6\k3 (1 — cc2l\/l1 

\1 — x) \1 — x2J \l—x3) \l—xl) 

or, in Cayley’s notation, 

(2)*1(4)t2(6)A'3... (2i)ki 
(l)/Cl (2)*2 (3)*3 ... (i)ki ' 

Let this coefficient be denoted by 

Fa(?)i; 1*'2*2... ih) 

DmA/'A/2... Aki - Fa(m; ... ... A/b 

so that 

Looking to the symmetric function expressions of A1; A2 ... A, ..., it will be noted 

that the only portion of the product 

A/ClA/'2... A/', 

that is free from the elements a, /3, y ... , is unity. 

Hence the portion of 
d,a/c,a/2... A/b 

that is free from the elements, is 

Fa (in ; l4l2*2... ih<); 

and we may write, as before, 

(DAM/2 • • • A/‘)a = 1 = Fa (m; D‘2fe ... iki). 
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The number of partitions of the unipartite number m into k or fewer parts, restricted 

not to exceed unity, is therefore 

D F (A) — y (f• • • A,-1,)a = i 
m kK )a=1 4 1*2**...**.^! k2\...k\ ’ 

= x Fn(m; lkl2k2... iki) 

1 k'2k*...iki. k,\ k,!... Jcl!’ 

= coefficients of xm in 

1 — x2\kl (1 — a,4Y’2 /l — x2l^/ci 

\1— x) \l—x2j 1 -a;’ > 

lkas...iki.kl\ k,\... kt! 

the summation being for every partition 

ki P 2&.> -f-... + iki 

of the number k. 

Now, obviously, the number we seek is also the coefficient of xm in 1 + x + x2 + ... +x*. 

Hence the formula 

when k is 3 the identity is 

-§■ {(l + a;)3 + 3 (1 +x) (1 +x2) + 2 (l -fa;3)} = l+x + x2 + xs. 

We have now the result 

ki D„uD„i2... Dmi. A/'A/2... A- 

= F„ (nii; 1*'2*2... %"). Fa (m2; 1/Cl2*2... i") ... F (ms; H2*2... i’"). A/1 A/2... Aki; 

and the number of partitions of the multipartite number 

m{m2 ...ms 

into k or fewer parts, no integer constituent of the multipartite parts exceeding unity, 

is 
v F„ (m, ; F'2*2 ... Y). F„ (m2; H2A'2... iki) ... Fa (rns; 

^ 1*‘2*2...^. k1\\k2\...ki\ 

the general solution of the problem. 

Some examples are now given. 

For the partitions into two, or fewer parts, it is only necessary to consider the cases 

m = 1 and m = 2, since there are no partitions of the nature examined when m >2. 

D?|(A12 + A2) = i(A’ + AJ, 
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so that 

Dii (A,2 + A2) = . 2A!2, 

Da*(A1> + AJ) = KAf+A,), 
and 

DMm2+A2) = i. 2-A,*, 
results which show 

(i.) that the multipartite number 

111 ... sx times repeated, 

has 2S|_1 partitions into two or fewer parts ; 

(ii.) that the number 

222 ... s2 times repeated, 

has one partition into two or fewer parts ; 

(iii.) that the multipartite number 

222 ... So times, 111 ... sx times, 

has 2Sl_1 partitions into two or fewer parts. 

Ex. gr. the multipartite number 2111 has the four partitions 

(1111 1000), (1011 1100), (1101 1010), (1110 1001). 

For the partitions, into three or fewer parts, we have 

D3 e (A13+3A1A2+2A3) = ^ (A13 + 3AiAo+2A3), 

Do i (A13 + 3A1Ao+2A3) = £ (SA^+SAjAo), 

(A13 + 3A1A, + 2A!) = £ (sA^+SAjAo), 

to which we may add for symmetry 

Do-6'(-A-i3 + 3A1Ao + 2A3) = g- (Aj3 + 3AjAo + 2A3); 
we gather that 

D3j £ (A,3 + 3A,A., + 2A3) = l (A13 + 3A1A,, + 2A3), 

Vi'l (A13 + 3A1A2 + 2A3) = } (3^A18 + 3A1A2), 

Ds1, -HA13 + 2A1A2 + 2A3) = * ^'Ad + SA^o), 

D3 DoT)'i' l (A,3+ SAjA. + 2A3) = £ (3.s-+iA13 + 3A1A3) ; 

and it follows that the multipartite number 

333 ... s3 times, 222 ... s2 times, 111 ... sL times, 

has g-(3Sl+s, + 3) partitions, into three or fewer parts, of the nature we are considering. 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. Q 
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Ex. gr. The multipartite number 3221 has the five partitions 

(1111 1110 1000), (1111 1100 1010), 

(mo mo iooi), (mo ion lioo), (mo 1101 1010). 

Art. 17. Again, to pass to a different restriction, if no integer constituent of a 

multipartite part is to exceed 2, we strike out from the Q, functions all partitions 

which involve integers greater than 2 and arrive at an infinite set of B functions 

which can be dealt with in a similar way. Thus 

B, = i + (i) + (2) + (12) + (21) + (13) + (22) + (212) + (14) + ... ad inf. 

B, = 1 +(2) + (4) + (23) + (42) + (23) + (43) + (422) + (24)+ ... „ „ 

B, = ! + (i) + (2i) + (i2) + (2i, i) + (r) + (2i, 2i) + (2i, i, i) + (d) + ... „ „ 

In regard to the Hammond operators 

D,B, = IffB, = B,; 

while every other operator causes B, to vanish. 

To find the effect of L)m upon the product 

B/'Bff ... B/; 

we observe that D„, operates through the compositions of m into exactly l\ + k2+ ... + k{ 

parts, zero counting as a part. In order that a particular composition operator shall 

not cause the product to vanish, the ks factors of B/£s must only be operated upon by 

D0(ee1), Ds and 1)_,S. Hence the number of compositions which multiply the product 

by unity and not by zero is given by the coefficient of xm in the development of 

w hich is 
(1 + x + a?2)7" (1 + x2 + x'l)hl... (1 + x1 + x21 

' 1 — x3\kl /1 — xG\ki (1 — xSlX ki 

1 —X 1 1 — xl l 

This establishes that the effect of Iff upon the product is to multiply it by this 

coefficient. 

The generating function is 

1 + </B1 

+ fi(B13 + 3B1B?+2Ba) 
o I 

+ ... 
WE,(B) 

+ ... 
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where 

F, (B) = X 
B; ki 

l*‘2W.O. kx\ k,\ ... k,! 
Thence we find 

(DOTlDOTi... Dm.F* (B))b = i 

r F„ (w,; 1*'2*»... iki). Fft (ma; 1*‘2*» ... iki) ... F (ms; 1*'2*» ... iki) . 

4 l/c,2/£2... ikl. k1! k2! ... ! 

the solution of the problem of enumeration in respect of the multipartite number 

mlm2 ... ms. 

If, in the function F/£ (B), we substitute 

1 —x 

l-Xs 

3s 

for Bs, 

we obtain 
(1— xk+1) (1— xk+2) 

(1 — x) (1 —x2) 

because this function enumerates unipartite partitions whose parts are limited in 

number by k and in magnitude by 2. 

As an example consider partitions into three parts. We have the symmetrical 

results 
D6i(B13+3B1B2+2B3) = % (B1W3B1B, + 2B,), 

D5 £ (Bj:J+3B,B_. + 2B;.) = l(3B*+SBlBa), 

T>A (B18 + 3B1B3 + 2B8) = l (6B-: + 3.2BA), 

rbi(B13+3B1B_, + 2B,) = l (7B13 + 3B1B2 + 2B3), 

and D2, Lfi, Du, yield the same results as D4, D&, I)G, respectively. 

The number m, not exceeding 6, I ),„ and D6_ni produce upon the operand the 

same result. This symmetry naturally follows from the known property ot the 

function 
(1— xk+l) (l—xk+2) 

{l-x) (1-ad) 

which on expansion is, as regards coefficients, centrally symmetrical. 

We now at once deduce that 

D»FS (B) = D,*F, (B) = i (B1*+3B,B3+2B>) 

D;Fs (B) = D,>F3 (B) = i (3-B,3+ 3B,B.) 

D;f3 (B) = D/F3(B) = J (6^ + 3. 2‘B,B3) 

D;F3 (B) = i(7-BI- + 3BlB,+2B>). 

Q 2 
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We deduce that the multipartite number 

666 ... s times 

has only one partition of the nature we consider, and this of course is quite obvious. 

That the multipartite numbers 

have each of them 
% 

the multipartite numbers 

have each of them 

and the number 

555 ... s times, 111 ... s times 

-g- (3s+ 3) partitions ; 

444 ... s times, 222 ... s times, 

g (6s+ 3 . 2s) partitions ; 

333 ... s times 

-g (7S + 5) partitions. 

lias 

Also the multipartite number 

333 ... s times, 222 ...t times 

i(7s. 6‘ + 3. 2s) 

partitions, and various other results. 

The symmetry shown above in the case of multipartite numbers is of general 

application in the subject and is very remarkable. I do not see any other a priori 

proof of it at the moment of writing. 

Art. 18. In general, we consider the case in which no constituent of the multipartite 

parts is to exceed the integer j. We Strike out from the functions Q, all partitions 

which involve numbers exceeding j and reach the infinite series of functions 

j . j.!. 

These functions are operated upon in the manner 

DtJt - D2iJ, = D:kJt = • • • = DjiJi = ; 

while every other Hammond operator causes J, to vanish. By the same reasoning as 

was used in the special cases we find that 

where 
... J/“ = F) (m; 1*'2*’... iki). W ... J/’, 

Fj(m; l/,:i2fe ... A) 

is equal to the coefficient of xm in the expansion of the function 

(l + x +... + x’f1 (l + x2 +... + x2jY2 ... (l +x'+ ... +xij)kt, 
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which, written in Cayley’s notation, is 

We have 

and if, in FA (J), we write 

we must reach the expression 

1 (1) J l (2) J -1 (i) J ' 

Tf /J\   S?_J... JV‘_ 

{sj + s)p T 

isrf ■ 

(k+l)(k + 2) ... (k+j) j written (-? + 1)(.;+2) ••• (.?+&) 
(1)(2) ... (j) other™ wnttei1 (1) (2) ... (k) 

For the rest the enumeration, connected with this x’estriction, proceeds pari passu 

with the special cases involving the values of j, oo} i} 2, which have been already 

examined. 

Art. 19. Coming now to the last stage of the investigation we have for considera¬ 

tion the partitions of multipartite numbers in which the constituents of the multi¬ 

partite parts must be drawn from the particular set of numbers 

ult u2, ... us. 

The partitions involved in the first function lb of the infinite series 

Uj, U2, U3, ... U*, ... 

must involve the numbers u1} u2, ... us, and no others. 

Thus 

Ui = 1 + (uj) + (mj2) + (u2) + (u*) + (u^) + (u3) + ... ad inf, 

U2 = 1 + (2+ {2u12ul) + (2u2) + (2u12u12u1) + (2u12u2) + (2u3) + ... ad inf., 

Tb = 1 + (iui) + (iujiuj) + (iu2) + (iu1iu1iui) + (iuxiu2) + (iu3) +... ad inf. 

Clearly 
D!ilU1 = DK2U1=...=DKsUi = U1; 

and any other Hammond operator causes lb to vanish. 

Also 
DiJb = DiJb = ... = Df,,Ib = Ut; 

and any other Hammond operator causes lb to vanish. 
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We have presented to us the generating function 

where 

1 +aU, 

+fi(u,2+u3) 

+ |J(U1“+3U1Uj + 2U3) 

+ ... 

+ akW (U) 

+ ... 

F*(U) = ^ 
U/'U/'2... U/* 

l*1. 2*2... iki .kx \ k2 \... k(! 

The effect of Dm upon the product 

U/HJ/2... U/‘ 

is to multiply it by the coefficient of xm in the function 

(1 + xu' + af* +... + xu,)kl (1 + x2u‘ + x2u’2 + ... + x2u‘f2... (1 + xiu' + xiu2 + ... + xiu‘)k\ 

which I write in the abbreviated notation 

V iiV *2 Y ki 
• 

If in the expression of F/t. (U) we write XSii for Us we must reach the expression which 

enumerates the partitions of unipartite numbers into k or fewer parts, such parts 

being drawn from the series ux, u2, us... us. That is to say we must arrive at the 

coefficient of ak in the expansion of 

_1_ 

(l— a) (l—axu') (l —ax112) ... (l —ax11') 

Hence this coefficient has the expression 

v tv a-2 y 
Y A2 u • • • -W 

ki 

H.2 k*...iki.k1\k2\...ki\ 

To enumerate the partitions we have 
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where Fu (ml; F'2*2... iki) is equal to the coefficient of xmx in 

Y *2 Y hi 
-^~u 2u • • • -^‘w • 

D,.D„...D,.Ft(U) 

_ y F„ (mi ; l*'2*a... ikt). F„ (m2; 1*'2*2... A) ... F (ms; 1*'2*-.. 

_ 4 F. 2ki... i!ii.kx \k2\... k{! 
• * ‘) TT *iTT A- • U/'U/2... U/‘;; 

and thence the number of partitions of the multipartite number 

mlm2... ms, 

into k or fewer parts, such parts being drawn exclusively from the series 

is 

X 

u2, ... us, 

Fu (m1; 1 *‘2Aa... F). Fu (m2; l Ai2*-... A')... F„ (ms; lAl2A’2... F) 
F.2/l2... F. kx! k2\... F! 

the summation being in regard to the partitions of £. 

As an example, I will consider partitions of multipartite numbers where the 

numbers which are constituents of the multipartite parts are limited to be either 3, 

5, or 7. For the partitions into three or fewer parts we have the function 

i(U13 + 3U1U2 + 2U3), 

and we have to find the coefficients of x'n in the three functions 

( 1 + X3 + Xb + X1)3, 

(l + x3 + xh + xi) (l + £C6 + a:10 + a;14), 

(l + a:9 + a:15 + a;21). 

Thence, as particular cases, 

DJJ,3 = 6U,3; DnUj3 = 3U,3; D10Uj3 = 9Uj3; 

D12U,U2 = 0 ; DnU,U2 = 11,17,; = 0 ; 

fhAT, = DuU3 = D10U3 = 0. 
Thence 

D-i(U13+3U1U2+2U3) = i.6-U13, 

D--HU13+3U1U2+2U3) = £ (6<r-U13+3XJiU2), 

(ni3+3U1U2+2U3) = i. 9-U,3, 

showing that the multipartite numbers 

12"‘, IF2, 10"*, 

have 6"‘ \ ^ (3ff2 + 3), jt. IF3 partitions respectively into three or fewer parts. 
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Also 

DGDTMi (u,»+3U,U3+2U3) = 4(6''. 3”. 9'U,*+3XT.tr,), 

where the term 311,11/ only appears if a-l and <r2 are both zero. 

Hence in general, if a-x and a-., are not both zero, the multipartite number 

12-11^10^ 

possesses G0-' 1. . 90-3 partitions of the [nature considered. In particular the multi¬ 

partite number 

12 12 11, for <T! = 2, <ra = 1, <r3 = 0, 

possesses the 18 partitions 

(775 553 003), (755 573 003), (573 705 053), 

(775 053 503), (575 753 003), (753 073 505), 

(773 555 003), (755 073 503), (573 703 055), 

(773 553 005), (575 703 053), (555 073 703), 

(773 505 053), (753 573 005), (553 705 073), 

(773 055 503), (753 075 503), (553 075 703). 

Art. 20. In considering the partitions of the multipartite number mxm2...ms the 

partitions of the unipartite constituents of the number have been regarded as being 

subject to the same conditions and restrictions. This, however, is not necessary 

except in the case of the number of parts which has been denoted by Jc. 

We may for m1 choose any of the restrictions that have been denoted by the 

symbols A, B, ... J ... Q, U. For m2 similarly and so on. For instance, suppose the 

numbers rn}, m2, on3 are subject to the restrictions denoted by B, Q, and U ; that is to 

say, the partitions of mx are such that no part exceeds 2 ; the partitions of m2 are 

unrestricted ; the partitions of m3 are such that the parts are drawn exclusively from 

specified integers ux, u2, ... us. 

For the partitions of the multipartite number m1m2...ms, subject to this 

combination of restrictions, we 

(i.) Take 

D w B/B/ ,..B/ 
l*'2fa ... iki. h ! k2 \... L ! 

Z-.z-xZ-, •/ - \ B/ B/2... B/ 

with the result 
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(ii.) We change the symbol B into the symbol Q, and find 

Dm2 JfFft(m1; lAl2k*...ih) 
V*2h*...i*.kx\ka\...ki\ 

= X Fj {rnl; \kl2kl... iki). Ffi (m2; lAl2/t2... iki) 
QiAlQ/u..Q; /Ci 

lAl2/c‘2... iki. /cj! Jc2\ .. • 4!’ 

(iii.) Lastly we change the symbol Q into the symbol U and find that 

Dms X Ft K ; 1*>2*2... i*0 . F? (m2; 1*‘2*2 ... i'«) 
U/''' 

1^2**... t**. /c,! Jc2\... ki\ 

= X~Fb(m1; lAl2*2....Fs(m2; l*12*2...fl'i).F!<(m3; lAl2*2...i^) 
TJ1AlU/2...U ki 

lAl2*2 ...ih. \ ! 4!... ^!’ 

and herein putting U-! = IJ2 = ... = TJ* = 1, we reach the conclusion that the multi¬ 

partite number m1m2 ...ms has 

X 
m,; lAl2*2... . Fq (m2; lAl2*2... iki). F„ (m3; 1*»2*2... i*) 

lAl2*2... iki. kx! k2! ... 

partitions of the nature we are considering. 

YOL. CCXYII.-A. R 
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Introduction.* 

The present memoir was originally intended to deal only with the theory of diffusion, 

which still remains its chief subject. During the course of the work, however, it 

became clear that the theory of viscosity and thermal conduction could also be 

incorporated by a slight extension of the analysis. This has been done, and the 

paper now affords an account of all these three ordinary ” mean-free-path phenomena 

of a composite gas. 

The treatment of viscosity and conduction is brief, partly because the theory 

for a composite gas is so much more complex and less important than that for 

* See Note F, p. 197. 
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a simple gas.* * * § ** For the same reason the results are not carried to a higher degree 

of approximation than that attained, in regard to the same phenomena, in an earlier 

memoir, t The present method, however, enables the approximation to be carried 

to any degree of accuracy, which was not formerly possible. Also a certain mistake 

in the previous investigation of the conductivity of a composite gas is indicated and 

corrected (cf. § 18). 

By its very nature, the problem of diffusion requires the consideration of molecules 

of two kinds, a complication which is unnecessary in the construction of a theory of 

viscosity and conduction. Perhaps this circumstance largely explains the greater pro¬ 

gress which had hitherto been made in the latter theory, as compared with the theory 

of diffusion. Until recently the only accurate expression which had been obtained 

for the coefficient of diffusion D12 was that deduced by Maxwell in his second great 

memoir| on the dynamical theory ; it referred exclusively to a gas whose molecules 

inter-act according to the inverse fifth-power law of force. The best available value 

of I)12 for molecules of other kinds was due to Langevin,§ but the formula, unlike 

Maxwell’s, was only approximate. It was determined on the assumption that the 

distribution of velocities in each group of molecules, relative to the mean velocity 

of the group, was according to Maxwell’s well-known law appropriate to a gas 

in the uniform steady state. The amount of error (if any) introduced by this 

assumption was unknown. In the present paper the true law of distribution is 

determined, and an exact expression is obtained for DI2 which is applicable to the 

most general case of a composite monatomic gas. It is found on comparison that 

the error of the above approximate formula is as great as 13 per cent, in extreme 

cases (§13 (e)). 

A particular case of Langevin’s formula, relating to rigid elastic spherical 

molecules, had previously been deduced by Stefan in 1871. The theories of 

Maxwell,|| Stefan,1! Boltzmann,## and Langevin, and my own earlier theory, 

all agreed in predicting no change in I)12 with the relative proportion of the two sets 

of molecules. Another theory, originated by Meyer! f, asserted that there would 

be a large variation in D12 as the proportion of either component varied from 0 to 1. 

* This has been dealt with in detail in my recent memoir, ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, pp. 279-348, 1915. 

t ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, pp. 433-483, 1911. 

1 Maxwell, ‘Collected Works,’ ii., p. 27. His formula for D12 is a special case of the general 

result (13'03) of this paper. 

§ Langevin, ‘Ann. de Chimie et de Physique,’ (8), v., 245 (1905); cf. also Enskog, ‘Phys. Zeit.,’ xii., 

533 (1911). The same result was independently discovered by the present writer, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A 

vol. 211, p. 499 (1911). 

[| Maxwell, ‘ Collected Works,’ i., p. 392 ; ii., p. 57, p. 345. 

Stefan, ‘Wien. Sitzb.,’ 63, (2), p. 63, 1871 ; 65, p. 323, 1872. 

** Boltzmann, ‘ Wien. Sitzb.,’ 66, p. 324, 1872 ; 78, p. 733, 1878; 86, p. 63, 1882 ; 88, p. 835, 1883 ; 

also ‘ Vorlesungen,’ i., p. 96. 

ft Meyer, ‘ Kinetic Theory of Gases,’ p. 255 (English ed.); also Gross, ‘ Wied. Ann.,’ 40, p. 424, 1890. 
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The experimental data which were determined in order to test the point confirmed 

neither conclusion ; a variation in I)]2 was observed, but it was so much smaller than 

that suggested by Meyer’s formula that the experimental values of I)12 were in closer 

numerical agreement with a constant expression than with Meyer’s highly variable 

result. Recently Ktjenen# has modified Meyer’s theory by taking into account 

the tendency of a molecule to persist in its original direction after collision, a 

consideration the importance of which was brought into prominence by JEANSt 

in connection with the elastic-sphere theory of viscosity. As a result of this revision 

Meyer’s theory is brought much more closely into accord with experiment (§13 (i)), 

though the discrepancies still exceed those between the observed values of D]2 and 

a suitable constant mean. 

In §13 (i) the observations of D13 relating to the above variations are compared 

also with the results of the present theory, which affords a formula similar to that 

of Langeyin but multiplied by a correction factor which is a function of the relative 

proportions of the component gases. The agreement with experiment, while not 

exact, is perhaps as close as the degree of experimental errors, and the uncertainty 

as to the best molecular model, entitle us to expect. 

The present theory of diffusion is compared also, in two particular cases, with 

exact results obtained theoretically by other writers. These cases are (a) that of 

a gas formed of two sets of molecules which are identical in their dynamical 

properties (as in the problem of the self diffusion of a gas), and (b) that of a gas 

in which the molecules of one kind are infinitesimal in size and mass compared with 

those of the other kind (as in electronic diffusion in gases). These problems have 

been dealt with respectively by Pidduck if and Lorentz§ ; the corresponding special 

forms of the general expressions here deduced are in satisfactory accordance with 

their results (§13 (e), {/)). 

Certain other phenomena connected with diffusion are also discussed which do not 

seem to have been investigated in any detail hitherto. In §§10, 14, 15 it is shown 

that diffusion may be produced by a gradient of pressure or temperature independently 

of the presence of a concentration gradient or of external forces; in §§14, 15 the 

amount of this effect is considered, with numerical illustrations relating to particular 

pairs of gases. Conversely, the absence of diffusion in a composite gas in which the 

temperature is non-uniform (the pressure being uniform and there being no external 

forces) implies the existence of a corresponding variation in the relative concentration 

of the two gases. This latter variation (cf. § 16) appears to be so large in amount 

* Kuenen, ‘ Supp. No. 8 to the Communications from the Leyden Physical Laboratory,’ January, 1913 ; 

also ‘Amsterdam Acad. Proc.,’ 16, p. 1162, 1914. 

t Jeans, ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases’ (2nd ed.), pp. 276, 292, 328. 

I Pidduck, ‘Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.’ (2), 15, p. 89, 1915, 

§ Lorentz, ‘Archives N^erlandaises,’ 10, p. 336, 1905 ; ‘ Theory of Electrons,’p. 268. More general 

results obtained by Jeans, using Lorentz’s method, are given in his ‘Dynamical 'theory of Gases,’ 

2nd ed., §§ 314, et seq. Cf. also Pidduck, loc. cit., p. 112. 

S 2 
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as to suggest a doubt whether some compensating influence has not been overlooked 

in the theory, and it is desirable that the matter should be put to the test of 

experiment (see Note A, p. 196). In §§ 12, 19, it is shown that diffusion is neces¬ 

sarily accompanied by a transfer of thermal energy, and a new physical constant, 

the “ specific energy of diffusion,” is introduced and discussed. 

The method used to determine the velocity-distribution function is similar to that 

published in my recent ‘ memoir on a simple gas ; the details of the work are, of 

course, more complicated in the present case. The formulation of the equations 

of diffusion and energy for a composite gas, executed in §§10 and 12, embodies 

certain features which seem to be novel. 

We may here remark also upon some by-products of the analysis which suggest 

interesting developments in the field of pure mathematics. The comparison of 

Lorentz’s solution of the problem of electronic diffusion with my own has led to 

expressions for it and sin itx of an altogether new form. Lorentz used Boltzmann’s 

integral equation for the velocity-distribution function, and obtained a solution in 

finite terms involving it ; the solution arrived at in this paper is determined by the 

use of the aggregate of the equations of transfer (§2), which is really equivalent 

to Boltzmann’s equation. The result is expressed, however, in terms of the quotient 

of a symmetrical infinite determinant by its principal minor, and formulae of this 

kind are hence found for it (and also for sin itx). The elements of the determinant 

are expressible simply, in terms of gamma functions. A further study of the subject 

from the analytical point of view would probably be fruitful in results of interest and 

importance (see Note B, p. 196). 

I hope later to apply the present methods to the examination of the problems 

offered by rarefied gases. So far, however, as concerns the mean-free-path phenomena 

in monatomic gases under normal conditions, the investigation imperfectly attempted 

in my memoir of 1911 is completed by this and the second paper already referred to 

(‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216). 

It is a pleasure here to make grateful acknowledgment of my indebtedness 

to Sir Joseph Larmor throughout these investigations, which were started under 

his influence, and would hardly have been carried to this stage but for the inspiration 

afforded by his continued encouragement and interest. 

§ 1. Analysis of the Dynamical State of a Composite Gas. 

(a) Notation * 

The gas considered in this paper is one composed of molecules of two kinds, each 

having the property of spherical symmetry (or, in brief, each being “monatomic”). 

* In numbering the equations I have adopted the decimal method introduced by Peano. The 

number to the left of the decimal point is the number of the section, and within any section the numbers 

to the right, if read as decimals, are in numerical order. With this method it is possible, by the 

introduction of a third or even fourth figure, to number equations inserted between others already 

numbered, without having to alter the references to all succeeding equations. 
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The density of the gas is supposed to be such that the mean free path of a molecule 

is large compared with the distance at which molecules appreciably affect one 

another’s trajectories : this we express concisely by terming the gas “ nearly 

perfect.” 

Similar quantities relating to the two groups of molecules will be represented 

by similar symbols, with distinguishing suffixes 1, 2; it is convenient to adopt the 

convention that the first gas is that which has the greater molecular mass. The 

molecular masses will be denoted by mx, m2, while the notation for various other 

characteristics of the gas at (x, y, 2, t)* is explained by the following list: 

rl5 v2 = the number of molecules of the first and second kinds 

per unit volume. 

Xu A2 EE the proportion of molecules of each kind at (x, y, 2, t). 

Pi, p2 EE the densities of the constituent gases. 

Pl5 P3 = the external forces (in vector notation) acting on each 

molecule m2. 

(Xi, Yj, Zj), (X2, Y2, Z2) = the same forces in Cartesian notation. 

Ci, c2 or (ui, Vi, Wi), (u2, v2, w2) = the mean velocities of the two groups of molecules in 

vector or Cartesian notation. 

We define further quantities of the same nature, in terms of the above, as 

follows :— 

(l'Ol) r0 = i'i + i'q, so that \ = vj(vx + v.^) = vjv0, A2 = ^/(u + 'a) — Ax + A2 = 1. 

(l 02) 2A 0 — Aj A2, Aj2 A1/A2, A21 ~ Ao/A], so that Ai2A2j — 1. 

(1'03) m0 = A1w1 + \2m2, m'0 = Xx (m1—m0) = -A2(m2-m0) = AX2(mi-wi2). 

Now we have 

(1 *04) Pi = vyih, 

so that, by (l'Ol) and (1*03), 

P‘2 — 

(105) Pl) — px + p2 — v1mi + v2m2 = v0m0, /fi0 — ^Li' 
AiA2 

Also, in vector notation P, c, we shall write 

= v0(m1—m2). 

(1-06) P, = A.P. + A*, F. = \,(p,-ape) = -X2(P2-^P.) = X^(2»p, 
7710 rth 

,mv m0 

(l 07) c0 — \xCi + A2c2, c0 — Aj (cj c0) — A2 (c2 c0) — AjA2 (cj c2). 

I.e., at the point (x, y, z) and at time t. 
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The corresponding component equations, involving X, Y, Z or u, v, w with 

appropriate suffixes, are similar and will not be written down here. 

By inverting the above equations we obtain the following expressions for the 

original in terms of the derived quantities :— 

(1*08) , mQ mx = m0+ — , 
Ai 

Pa = ^Po + 
m0 

P'o 
Xi’ 

Ci = cu+ ^ 
A1 

(109) 
m' o 

m2 = m0-- , 
^2 

P2 
_ ^^2 T) 

— P 0 
m0 

F0 
X2 ’ 

C'o 
= C0-—0 

x2 

(b) The Interpretation of the Derived Quantities. 

Corresponding to (l'08) and (l'09), the motion of the gas can be analysed into (a) 

a steady motion of the composite gas as a whole with velocity c0, together with (b) a 

motion of interdiffusion in which the mean velocities of the two streams are 

respectively c'JXx and — c'jx2. In this latter motion equal numbers of molecules are 

transferred per unit time in each direction, the number (per unit area normal to the 

direction of the vector c'0) being j/0c'0, since by (1'01) 

(no) vic'JXi = v2c'J x2 = v0c'0. 

The momentum of the common motion (a) is clearly p0c0 per unit volume, while that 

of the motion of interdiffusion is v0 (m2 — m2) c\ or, by (1 '05), p'0c'0; in general this is 

not zero, owing to the inequality of mass of the molecules, although the diffusing 

streams convey equal numbers of them in any interval of time. This analysis of 

momentum corresponds to the equation 

(l ll) P]C] + p2c2 — vxmxcx + v2m2c2 — p$Cq + p p 0. 

The equations (1*06) differ from the others by involving the molecular masses as 

well as and v2. This resolution of the forces P2 and P2 may be considered as 

follows : the first terms (cf 1’08 and 1'09), viz.,—1 P0 on ml and — P0 on m2, represent 
w0 m0 

forces which will impart a common acceleration P0/m0 to each group of molecules (we 

may regard this variation as affecting their common velocity of streaming, c0); the 

remaining components, T'jxl on mx and — P\jx2 on m2, when summed up over the 

vx, v2 molecules of the corresponding groups, afford equal and opposite total forces 

i/oP'o, vqP'o. In connection with this we may remember that two such interdiffusing 

groups of molecules as we have considered will exert equal and opposite actions on 

one another, and that equal and opposite forces must be applied to the two groups if 

their motion of interdiffusion is to be maintained, or modified without imparting any 

common velocity to them. 
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As regards A'0, this is useful for the purpose of imparting a symmetrical form to 

some of our equations ; if D denotes a differential operator of any kind with respect 

to (x, y, 2, t), since A, + A2 = 1 we have, by (l‘02), 

(ri2) Da, = — Da2 = £D(a,-a2) = Da'0. 

(c) The “ Peculiar ” Motions of the Molecules. 

So far we have been concerned with the mean velocities of the constituents of the 

gas, without considering the actual motions of individual molecules. We shall denote 

the velocities of typical molecules of the two kinds by (c),, (c)2 or {(u)1} (v)1} (w)jj, 

{(u)2, (v)2, (w)2j, when referred to the co-ordinate axes, or, when referred to axes 

moving with the velocity c0 appropriate to the point and time in question, by C,, C2 

or (U„ Vi, W,), (U2, V2, W2). Thus 

(l 13) C, = (c), c0, C2 = (c)2 c0. 

The velocities C„ C2 will be called the “ peculiar ” velocities of the molecules. 

We have no means of determining the individual values of C,, C2 for the molecules 

near (x, y, 2, t), but for a give.n state of the gas, as specified by its composition, mean 

motions, pressures, and temperature (these are expressible in terms of mean values of 

functions of C), there will be a certain frequency law, or function representing the 

distribution of various values of the velocity among the molecules. The determination 

of this velocity-distribution function is fundamental in the method of this paper. It 

will clearly involve C or its components as independent variables, together with 

certain parameters (e.g., pressures or mean velocities) which are dependent on 

{x, y, 2, t). 

The mean value of any function of the molecular velocities will be denoted by 

placing a bar over the expression representing the function. Thus, for instance 

(of. 1-07), 

(l 14) (c), = c,, (c)2 - c2, G, — (c), = c, c0 = c q/a,, G2 (c)2 — c2 c0= c(I/A2. 

It is convenient at this stage to modify the meaning of our symbols C„ C2, which 

have so far represented vector quantities ; henceforward they will denote not the 

vectors themselves, but their amplitudes. These, of course, are essentially positive, 

scalar quantities. Thus 

(it5) C,2 - ud+vd + wd, C22 = u22+v22+w22. 

The mean energy of peculiar motion per molecule is jmC2, and we shall write 

m,Cia = i =3RT-> 

3ET„ (1-16) 
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where R is the “ universal gas constant.” These equations define li and T ; we shall 

call Tx, T2 the absolute temperatures of the component gases. According to the 

theorem of equipartition of energy, in the uniform steady state of a gas they are 

equal. In the slightly disturbed states which we shall consider, the differences 

h1—h2, Tj— T2 will be small.* 

We further define pu p2, p0, the mean hydrostatic pressures of the separate 

components of the gas, and of the total gas, by the equations 

(1'17) Pi = - J'O'i. Pi = sT2m2C/ = 
2 h0 

Rr0T v2*-2> 

(118) p,=Pl+Ps = ^+^^J 

The last equation also defines h0 and T0; the latter will be called the absolute 

temperature of the composite gas. Clearly 

(IT 81) T0 = \T1 + \2T2, 

We shall define T'0,£/0, h'0 by the equations 

— = -f- ^2. 
K A A 

(1T82) 

(1T83) 

(1H84) 

n = A (Tj—T0) = -A2(T2-T0) = X1A2(T1-T2), 

*>'°=wr =R‘°r° 

The following equations are inverse to the above : 

(1-185) T, = T,+ D, x2 = 
A1 0 X, ' 

(1T86) Pi = X2(po + A?4)5 p2 = A (po-Ap'o). 

* [In the paper as originally communicated, no account was taken of these differences, a preliminary 

examination having indicated that they do not materially affect the theory of diffusion. The distinction 

between Tj and T2 has been re-introduced at the suggestion of a referee, in order that its influence, if any, 

on the phenomenon of thermal diffusion might be made clear. It will appear that Tx - T2 is a small 

multiple of the rate of change of A'0 (or A) with time, so that in steady states of the gas it is a small 

quantity of the second order only ; in particular, the phenomenon dealt with in § 16 is unaffected. 

Throughout the paper, wherever a distinction is made between h\ and K, Tj and To, or wherever T'0 

(equation l-182) appears, this has been introduced on revision (June, 1916). The original form of the 

equations may be found by making the difference zero. An appendix has also been added on account of 

this extension.—June 2, 1916.] 
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(d) Some Convenient Limitations of the Problem. 

Our immediate aim is to determine functions f (Ui, Vi, Wi), f2 (U2, V2, W2) which 

define the distribution of the peculiar velocities of the molecules, i.e., which are such 

that the number of molecules of the group considered (the appropriate suffix 1 or 2 

being added throughout), the components of whose velocities lie between (U, V, W) 

and (U +dll, V + c£v, W + cZW) respectively, is 

(119) v/(U. V, W)dU dVdW 

per unit volume. Besides the independent variables U, V, W, these functions 

/(U, V, W) will also involve such quantities as v, X, P, c, h and their derivatives, all 

of which are functions of (x, y, z, t). The distribution of the peculiar velocities is, 

however, clearly unaffected by the absolute magnitude of the mean velocity c0 

(though the same is not true of the derivatives of c0). We may, therefore, legiti¬ 

mately make the simplifying convention that c0 = 0 at the particular point and time 

under consideration. This merely amounts to a particular choice of uniformly moving 

axes of reference, a choice which the laws of dynamics leave quite unrestricted. 

Our concern being with problems of molecular rather than mass motion, we shall 

suppose that the acceleration of the gas as a whole is of the first order only, which 

requires that the resultant force on unit mass of the gas, viz., P0/m0, shall be small. 

We shall also suppose throughout that the velocity c\ of interdiffusion, and the 

derivatives, with respect to space and time, of v, X, c, h, are all of the first order, at 

most*; consequently, since in this paper we shall neglect second order quantities, 

products and derivatives of any of the small quantities just mentioned will he omitted 

from our analysis. 

§ 2. The Equation of Transfer of Molecular Properties. 

(a) The Equation of Continuity. 

The general equation of transfer for a function Qx of the velocity components 

{u)i, (v)i, (tv)i of a molecule of the first kind ist 

(2'01) AQ, = f- (nQ.) + 2 £ 
Ct x,y, z \_CX If?/]_ IC \^/1J — 

where AQi denotes the rate of change of at (x, y, 2, t) produced by the encounter 

of the molecules of the first kind with others of the same or the other kind. 

* [And likewise po, T'0, when we are considering unsteady states in which Tx ^ Ta.—June 2, 

1916] 

t Cf. Chapter IX. of Jeans’ ‘Treatise’ (2nd ed.), and also, for the details of the reduction of (2-01)- 

(2’02) and (2• 09), ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, p. 285. 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. T 
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If we write Q = 1, since AQi = 0, and 

to 

3Qi 
d(u\ 

= 0, the equation of transfer reduces 

(2‘011) 
9*! , 9(riWi) , d(vyVy) , d{vyWy) _ A 
dt+ dx ai^ 3s _ 0 

which is the equation of continuity for the first component of the composite gas. By 

adding to this the corresponding equation for the second component, we obtain the 

equation of continuity for the gas as a whole, in the form 

or 

(2-012) 

3 (t'j 4~ r2) 9 (vyUy 4~ r^Ug) i 9 (VyVy ^2^2) . 9 (VyWy 4~ V2IV2)   q 
9t dx 3 y 9 2 

9fo , 9(r0M0) 3 (v0y0) 9 (v0W0) _ Q 

dt dx dy dz 

If at the point under consideration the mean velocity of the gas is zero, the last 

equation may be written 

(2-013) 
1 9 

— 

"o 3Z 

9^0 , dv0 3 w0 
dx 3y 9z )' 

(b) Qy = UyCy*. 

If in the equation of transfer (2"0l) we assign to Qi the value (w)x (e)i2s, and omit 

all terms which in a gas of ordinary density are of the second order, we find that 

(2-02) AlfiCW = 1-3-5 — (>2g + 3) vy 
(2kyniy )S 

du0 

31 2h1m1 yy dx m1 dx\2hymy/A 

We have here used the convention that c0 = 0 at this particular point and time, 

so that (c)i and Cx are identical, and, except in differential coefficients, c0 can be 

neglected. 

If we multiply both sides of (2"02) by m1; and add the corresponding equation for 

the second group of molecules, in the case when s = 0 we obtain the result 

A (m.U. + m.U,) = (* + «) + (^ | + 

(nX,+,2x2) + Ui S-(A-)+* 
dx\2hy) 2 dx\2hu 

dua in "v" , d 1 v, Vo 

(2-03) 
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by (1'18). In this equation the left-hand side is the rate of change of the momentum 

per unit volume of the whole gas at (x, y, z, t) which is produced by encounters 

between the molecules. Since, however, an encounter between two molecules leaves 

their combined momentum unchanged, A (wijlh +m2U2) is zero, and consequently 

(2'04) 
0WO 

Jt 
= — X„ 

ffln 

1 
dx v0ma 

This and the two similar equations in y and z are the equations of mean motion of 

the gas. 
• • • 0^4 

We will now apply (2'04) to the elimination of -r-2 from (2'02). At the same time 
ct 

we shall neglect the difference between and h0, Tx and T0 in products or 

derivatives, since our equations are to be carried only to the first order of accuracy. 

Then (2'02) becomes 

(2-05) - AU.C “ = A1 y + - X.-X, - xh. +(s+1)A( 1' 
1.3.5...(2s + 3) vx 2h0 v1 ox m0 v0m0 dx dx\2h0 

_ 1 (1+ I iW\ + JL /_L\ _ L x'0- ^Po i j — l— 
2/^0Vj/j dx vq dx) dx\2hj \ 0 j/0m0 dx dx\2h( 

1 

Xi 

1 d\ n y/ TTl 0 dpI 
o~7 'N ^ 0 -N 

2 hn dx r0m0 dx. 
+ Rs STo 

dx ' 

Thus, if we write 

(2-06) 
£/ — 1 0^- o_vy _ o ^Po 

* 0 — 2/i/n 0x 0 v0m0 dx ’ 

the equation (2‘05) and the corresponding equation for the second set of molecules 

become 

(2-07) 

(2’08) 

3 (2hfpm))* 

1.3.5... (2s+ 3) 

3 (2h0m2)s 

3T0 
dx 

m ,AU2C22i — — v0£'0 T- E>Sr2 
9T„ 

1.3.5... (2s + 3) ”''2“~2~2 u ' "“'3 0a: ' 

To this order of approximation, therefore, these equations do not involve T'0. 

(c) Q, = U^C*. 

When Qx = U^C!2*, the equation of transfer takes the form (cf. § 3 (C) of my second 

paper, loc. cit.) 

(2'09) - 5»fit + (*+1)2*4fe 

+ 

T 2 
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Now 

(2H0) 
o du0 dv0 dw0 _ Rfdu0 dv0 0w,A o(0 dut) dv0 dw0\ 

dx dy 02 3 \0O3 dy dz ) 3 \ dx dy dz j 

1 di 5 ^H.0 4.2 

I>n 06 

by (2-013), where also wTe have used the notation indicated by 

(2'11) 

Evidently we have 

(212) 

r 
c =2 

du() 0WO 
^xx " 

dx 0?/ 02 J 

^ c — 2 dv0 0^0 0t6o 

dy 02 0X ’ 

c, = 2 
dw0 0MO 9^0 
02 06C 3// 

Czz + Cyj/+ Oz — 0* 

By substitution from (2*10) into (2’09), we find that 

(2'13) rls^S) ^ = 5-i“ | + (*+02*. U£ 
+ f (2s + 5) V\CXX. 

•i(2s + 5)i-^ 
i/A c/t 

If we divide both sides of this equation by 10.2hu and assign the zero value to s, 

it becomes 

(2-14) A^mjU,2 
1 fj_0i4 8 / 1 \ 
2 12/6,01 + 1 dt \2hJ 

s yi 1 56) I o r l 

3 2/6^0 0* 3/q '“J ' 

On adding to this the corresponding ?/ and 2 equations, the result is 

(2-15) a^c,2 = 
\Pi dt 

There is a similar equation for the second set of molecules, and by addition of the 

two we get 

(216) A (Jm,C.’+JmA3) = 0 = |pa(A ^2 _J L 

the left-hand side being zero, since energy is conserved throughout molecular 
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encounters. The integration of the last equation gives us the equation of state of 

the gas, viz., 

(2T7) iVo-5/8 = constant, 

or 

(218) Tqj/q j/s = constant. 

We will now return to the general case of (2T3); on neglecting the difference 

between hx and h0, Tj and T0, in derivatives and products, the equation becomes 

<2'19> 3) AU'C“ “ -ft I” IE 

+ t25 (2s + 5) vxczx 

— Vq + A (2s + 5) V\CXZ 

by (2'18). The similar equation for the second set of molecules is 

(2‘20) 3(2 h()m2)S + 1 AM 2H2s _ . 0 | 2 /o»| 
1.3.5...(2S + 3)AU2°s " "“"3T+it(2S + 5)'A 

(d) Q, = V.W,0,“. 

From (2’20), by transformation of rectangular co-ordinates, or by direct calculation, 

the equations of transfer in this case may readily be shown to have the form 

(2-21) 3 (2h0m1)s+1 A v W C 2s — 
1.3.5... (25+3)AViWi^1 - 

(2-22) 3 (2h0m2)s+1 a v w P 2s — 
1.3.5... (2S + 3) AV=W“°=> - 

where 
-3(dv0 dw0 

c*--*\az + a y. 

(e) Q = C*. 

(2s + 5) vxcyz, 

(2s+ 5) v.fyi. 

By the addition of the x, y, and z equations corresponding to (2'19), (2'20), and by 

changing s to s — 1, we may obtain the following simple equations :— 

(2 ^m,)' 

1.3.5... (2s+ l) 
ACj2’ = av_o 

a t 

(2 h0m2)s+l 

1.3.5... (2s +1) 
AC* (2-23) 
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§3. The Velocity-Distribution Function. 

(a) The Form of the Function. 

In the uniform undisturbed state of a gas, in which c0, \, h are constant, while c\ 

h'0, P are zero, the velocity-distribution functions assume Maxwell’s well-known 

form 

0) 

(301) 
7r 

(/3)0 = (—) ~e~M’ 

The suffix 0 appended to f and f2 is to indicate the special state to which these 

equations refer. They clearly satisfy the necessary conditions 

(3-02) Jjj (/Jo dU, dV, dWx = 1, jjj(/2)aC12dU1cZV1c?W1 = 
2 h0m1 ’ 

and similar equations with suffix 2. 

In the general slightly disturbed state considered in this paper, f(U, V, W) will 

differ from (f)0 by an amount of the first order. From the equations of transfer (§ 2) 

it may be deduced* that f may be expressed as follows :— 

(3*03) /(If, Vx, Wj) = {f)0 l-i2A0m1A0(U1£,0 + V^'o + W^'o) F, (Cf) 

—u, fj-f+v^+w, Gj (C,2) 

-&2homiC0 (c„U]2 + cyyV12 + c„W13 + 2cyzV1W1 + 2c„W1U1 + 2ciyU1Vi) H, (C*) 

(3-04) /a(Ua, Vj, W8) = (/a)0 1 — -g2h0m2AQ (Ua^o-t V3»/0 + Wa^0) F2 (C22) 

-J2hllm3B„ (u,f£+V,g>+Wl G3 (C/) 

-A2A0maC0(<;„U21 + c„V/+c„Wi!2+2cJ,V1WJ + 2c„WJUa+2cIJ,UJVs)HJ(C1J) 

-D,^JS(C/) 

The constants A0, B0, C0, D0, and the functions F (C2), G (C2), H (C2), J (C2) 

remain to be determined. The latter involve (x, y, z, t) only through the occurrence 

The argument is given in my second paper, loc. cit., §§ 2, 6, and will not be repeated here. 
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of v and h (but not their derivatives) as factors. We suppose them to be capable 

of expansion in power series as follows* (see Note C, p. 196):— 

(3-05) ^((V) = £ « ■ , (V, F2(C22) = £ a_r — C2S 
r = 0 1 ' 3.5...(2r+3) r = 0 1.3.5...(2r+3) 

(3-06) Gj(Cd) = £' -- 0^C,2b G2(C22) = 2' /3_r 
(2 hm2)r 

r = 0 I .3.5... (2r + 3) r r = 0 .3.5... (2r + 3) r 
p 2r 
^2 5 

(3-07) H,(C,3) = £ yr -■ 0 C>Jr. 0,(0/) = i y_r- 
r = 0 1.3.5... (2r + 5) r = 0 1.3.5... (2r+ 5) 

p 2r 
• 

/o-a>ti\ t /p 2\ _ x' ? (2hmi)r p 2r t /p 2\ _ v' ? (2hm2)r p 2 

(3 071) J1(G)-f2^ligi5i i(2f+l)G . J2(°2>— J0^1.3.5...(2r+1)°3 

The dash (') after the sign of summation in (3'06) is used to signify that the 

factor r in the denominator of the numerical coefficient is to be omitted in the first 

term (r = 0). The choice of the notation +r and — r for the suffixes has a convenience 

which will become apparent later; we may remark, in passing, that for this purpose 

a distinction must be maintained between + 0 and — 0. 

In (3'03) and (3'04) the constants A0, B0, C0, D0 can be chosen arbitrarily, but 

when this has been done, the remaining constants a, /3, y, $ all become perfectly 

definite. 

(b) Relations between the Coefficients. 

The velocity-distribution functions ./(U, V, W) must satisfy the three conditions 

expressed by the equations (with appropriate suffixes 1 or 2 throughout):— 

(3‘08) 

(3'09) 

jj | /(U, V, W) d\J dM d\N = 1, 

/(U, V, W) C2 d(J d\ d\N 
2 hm 

(hi or h2), 

(3-10) l/ULh, Vi, WOlhdlhdVidWi = Ui-u0 = u'Jxu 

jj|/2(u2, V2, W2) V2d\J2dV2d\N2 = u2-u0 = -u'J\2 

* [Here, and throughout the remainder of the paper, where h and T appear without any suffix, they are 

to he read as h0 and T0.-—June 2, 1916.] 
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These yield the equations 

(3-101) 2^r = 0, 
0 

(3-102) 2 S_r = 0. 
0 

(3-103) iD0 ^2 2(2r + 3R = - 
ot 0 

T'o 
XiT0 ’ 

(3-104) 
00 

At0 2 (2r + 3) S_r = 
ot 0 

T'0 
X2T0 

(3-11) 
oo 00 

0 OX 0 
■ | = u o/Xi, 

(3'12) — 1 i A £’ 2 9 1 o ^ 
l 0 

riT1 00 
a_r+B.^2'r-'/3_, 

OX 0 
j = -W'o A: 

In each of the pairs (3T03)-(3'12) we will multiply the first equation by Ai and the 

second by X2 respectively, and add. We may separately equate the coefficients of 

3T 
and — (in the second resulting equation) to zero, since these quantities are quite 

ox 

independent of one another, and of their coefficients. We thus obtain the conditions 

(3‘121) Xi 2 (2?’ + 3) Sr = -S'o = -A22(2r + 3)<Lr5 

or, by (3-101), (3-102), 

(3-122) 

(313) 

(3'14) 

2Ai 'Zr Sr = —S',o — — 2X„ 2 r S_r. 

Xi2ar - — a'o = —X2 2 a_r, 

Xt2 'r-'/3r = -ft'o = -X22'r 1/3_r, 
0 0 

where also we have introduced a convenient notation for the separate sums involved. 

Expressed in terms of this (3-10l)-(3"12) are equivalent to 

(3-15) 

(3‘151) 

u'o — -y ( CLqA.o£'o + /3'oBo 
3T 

a xj ’ 

tv _ A TO T S' o 
10— 3-L'oioc)o wy 

(W 
[Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall neglect —2, i. e., we shall practically 

ot 

assume that the ratio of mixture is not varying with respect to time. The values 
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of a, /?, y determined in the succeeding sections will, however, hold good also in the 

general case ; the determination of the S’s will be found in the Appendix. All the 

corrections to (f)0 are of the first order, and hence are separately deducible ; 

the complete value is obtained by adding to the series in a, /3, y, calculated in the 

body of the paper, the series in <5, determined in the Appendix.—June 2, 1916.] 

§ 4. Completion of the Equations of Transfer. 

(a) The Values of AQ. 

We may now complete the ecpiations of transfer (2'07)-(2T0) by the insertion of 

the values of AQ, calculated in terms of the constants in the expressions for y(U, V, W) 

given in § 3. The calculation of AQ is a lengthy and elaborate operation which will 

not be described here, since a full account of it is to be found in my second memoir 

(‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 7, p. 301). It appears that only those terms in f which 

are of odd degree in U, V, W contribute to the resulting expression for AUC2*, and 

only the even terms, similarly, contribute to AU2C2s. The following results will be 

quoted forthwith :— 

(4-01) miAUA* = 2 
2,+1(s + f)s+i‘ r = 0 L 

3T \ 
my (NrA£Vr + sN'rsB0 — f3rJ {pn(nsi)+/>i2(nsi)} 

/ 0T \ 
+ m21NrsA0^/0a_r + sN'rsB0 — /3_r) pl2 (?2si) 

(4-02) mjAUjC,2* = 2 
r = 0 

0T \ 
m, (N„ A0£ Vr+sN'rjB0—f3rj p21 (ns2) 

+m2 (NrsA0£ 0a_r + sN rsB0^-- {p22 (f2s2) + p2\ Qv>2)} 

(4‘03) ilu'TlV f AUAV = i(V„ 2 N"„[yr{/,1(»'lSl) + /u(rlSl)} +rV,(w)], 
2 V5 + f/*+a2vi V\ r = 0 

(4-04) UAUa»c> = Icoc« 2 W\,[yyn(rA) + y_AMrA)+MrA)n 
2 t®+f;*+a2i'a v2 r = 0 

(h) Explanation of the Notation. 

In the above equations r and s may take all positive integral values, including 

zero. We shall presently alter our notation so as to consider also negative integral 

values, but in the following definitions of Nrs, N'„, N"rs, the positive numerical 

values of r and s are in every case to be used on the right-hand side : 

(4'05) Nr, = {2r+s+2(i + f)r hi (S + l)s+l} 
-1 N' = — N x.-* rs -1-1 rs ? 

rs 
N" = N r+l, s + l* 

In the case of N'„, the factor r is to be omitted from the denominator when r = 0 ; 

when 8 — 0, the value of sN'r„ in which form occurs in (4‘0l), (4'02), is to be taken 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. U 
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as r-1N„. The meaning of the symbols (x + -f)r+1, (s + §)4+1 will be understood from 

the following definition, where q is a positive integer and p any number whatsoever : 

(4’06) pq =p(p-i)(i>-2) ... (p-g + i), 4>o = l. 

We shall have frequent occasion to use this factorial symbol. 

The following are the expressions found for p (rs) and p (rs) in the various 

cases :— 

(4'07) pn (nsi) = || e {x'+vl)xY 

£{r+l, s + l) 

2 <pnk(y) B2A(r+l, s) + B“(r, s + l) 
k = 1 

+ 2 y' \i2k+1 B2,+i(r} s)+ s)-B2* (r, s 
l4fc+l 4& + 1 

dx dy, 

(4'08) pu{ri8i) = ^^2 || e {x'+^x2y2 

(r+l, s + l) 

2 [0i2*(y) {BA(r +1, s) + B*(r, s +1)} 
k = 0 

+ 4/*23/fyia%) P/ (r, s)]1212 dx dy. 

(4-09) Pl2 (r2Sj) = || e-^xY 

(r+l. s + l) 

2 (-1 )'[>,/ w WPIrt 1, s)-2VB*(r, s) 
k= 1 

+ /x211/sB* (r, s +1)} - 4 (m#2)V0]2%) Bft (r, s)],112 dxdy. 

(4*10) /n (nsj) = J/i/j21| e~{xi+,/)x2y2 

i(r + 2, s+2) r 

2 <pn2k(y) B2A(r+2,s) + fB2A(r+l,s+l) + B2A(r,s + 2) 
k = 1 

• + 4^2 lff+1 (B2"+1 + 1 ’ ^ + BM + 1 (r» S + 1)) 

- (w* (r +1, s) + B2A (r, s +1) 

2 h 
+ 

4&+1 
B2A_i(r+1, s) + B2A_i(7% 5+1) 

4 + J(2& + 2) (2/g+1) Bs*+2/ X 
+ ^ t(4& + 3) (4&+1) ^ 

( (2^+1 )2 , (2£)2 
\(4& + 3) (4&+1) (4& +1) (4&—l) 

+ r ^2Bl)-- Ba-2 (r, s) 
(4&+l)(4&-l) v ’ ’ 

+ + 1 B2A(r, s) 

-2 
2&+1 

4&+1 
BM+1 + s) + j|r-1B“-1(ns) dx dy. 
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(411) p'n (n«x) = %vlVa jj e~(zl+yi)xY 

(r+2, .s + 2) 

2 [0i2* (?/){B4(r+2, s)+-|B*(r+l, 5 + l) + B*(r, 5 + 2)} 
k = 0 

+ Sfx2yYi2k{y){^h{r+ l,s) + B*(r, 5 + 1)} 

- 16/*2Yxi2k(y) B4 (r, s)]1212 clx dy. 

(4+2) p'uir^) = %Vlv2 Jj e-^xY 

(r+2, s+2) 

2 (-1 )* [012* (y) {/*i2B4(r + 2, s) + f B* (r + 1, s + 1) 
* = 0 

+ y2lW(r, s + 2) - 4 (/*i/*2)-,V (mi2V’B*(r + 1,5) + /£31V>B*(r, 5 +1)) 

+ 4/xi/^B* (r, s)} - 8 (/*!p.2ykyY^k{y) W/aB*(7- + 1, s) 

-2(ft/i^YB* (7=, s) + M2iV2BA (r, 5+1)} 

-lG/x^Yx^* (y) Bk(r, s)]2112 clx dy. 

There are also six other equations, similar to the above, except that the suffixes 1 and 

2 are interchanged ; these need not be written down here. 

The limits of integration of x and y throughout the above expressions are 0 and 00. 

The upper limits of the summations are in each case indicated by two numbers, which 

are not necessarily integers ; the upper limit is to be taken equal to the greatest 

integer which does not exceed either of these two numbers. The suffixes 1212 or 

2112 on the right-hand of the main square brackets of (4'08), (4*09), (4* 11), (4'12) are 

there placed only for convenience in printing : they should really be appended to each 

of the symbols B4 (m, n) contained within the brackets. These symbols are defined 

by the following equations :— 

(4‘13) B*1212 (m, n) = mA4(2/u1cc2, 2p.2y2) • ”Ak(2p.1x2, Zfof), 

B42n2(m, n) = mAk(2p.2x2, 2mi2/2) • "A4(2Mlrr2, 2p.2y2), Bk(m, n) = mA/i(x2, if ) nAk(x2, y2), 

where mAk(u, v) is a polynomial in powers of u,v defined thus :— 

(4+4) mA'c(u,v) = mAk(v,u) = 
fu\,2k y mt + 

\vj tZt(t+i)t {t—k) ! 
um~tvt k m. 

When k > 771, mAk (u, v) is zero. Also p.u y2, p12, p.2l, have the following values :— 

(4* 15) = m1/(m1+'m2)} y2 — m2/(m1+m2), y12 = m]/m2 = +21 = Wmi = /+/mu 

so that 

(416) 
+1+M2 = B 

u 2 

+12M21 — 
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Finally we must define the functions <p'c (y), (y), f (t/) 5 these are the only 

quantities in the expressions for p (r, s) and p (r, s) which depend on the law of inter¬ 

action between molecules. If two molecules ml} rn2 encounter one another, the 

direction of their relative velocity will he changed through a certain angle 012 in a 

plane parallel to the initial relative velocity and to the perpendicular (of length p) 

between their initial and final lines of undisturbed rectilinear motion ; denoting the 

magnitude of the initial or final relative velocity by mi + m2y/ ^ pe a function 
hmlm2 / 

of p and y, the nature of the function being determined by the mode of inter-action 

betAveen molecules in proximity to one another. Then Ave have 

(4T7) (pi2k(y) = {2k+l){y.1y2h{m1 + m2)} 'V {l-P*(cos 012)}p dp, 
Jo 

(4'18) \Js12k(y) = (2k +1) {fj.ifx.Ji {mx + m^)}~l2y j (I — cos 012)Pt(cos 012)p dp, 
Jo 

(4'19) xi2k{l/) = (2& + l) {p-ipJi (mj + rn,)}-1'2;!/ j (l — cos 9j2)2P/i(cos 612)p dp, 
Jo 

where P;. (cos @12) denotes, as usual, the Legendre function of cos 012 of order Tc. By 

changing the suffix 1 or 2 throughout into 2 or 1 respectively, we obtain the 

corresponding expressions for <p22 or <j>nk, and so on ; mere interchange of the suffixes 

does not affect the functions. 

By means of the recurrence formula for the Legendre functions, viz., 

(4-20) (&+l)PA+1 — (2k + l) cos @12P^. + /cP^_1 — 0, 

we may express \fs and x in terms of the function <p. Thus for \{/ (y) we have 

(4-21) (y) = 
k 

2k-l <t>k l(y)- 

In this way we may proA7e that 

(4'22) (y) = (y), x° (y) = U1 {y)~tW2 (y), (y) = {y) + W (y)- 

From the symmetry, with respect to r and s, of the expressions on the right hand 

of equations (4*07), (4'08), (4'10), (4'll) it is clear that 

(4 2o) Pn(risi) = Pni^d'i)) P n(ri^i) = P n(siri)> Pis(^’i^i) ~ P12> P 12(^T^i) = Z3 12(^i7*i)* 

(c) Special Values of p (r, s) and p (r, s). 

To facilitate the exposition of subsequent parts of the work it is convenient at this 

stage to Avrite down certain special cases of the equations (4'07)-(4'12), after executing 

the integrations with respect to x and y. Owing to the generality of the functions 
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</>, Yr> X (depending on the functional relation between 012 and p, y) the integration 

with respect to y can only be made formally, however, and for this purpose we shall 

use the notation 

(4-24) K*(«) = 4x /,J (t + k + jjr) t + k *'0 

e ,J*<f>k {y) y2{t+k l) dy. 

The suffix 11, 12, or 22 is to be appended to K* (t) to correspond with the suffix 

of <j>k (y) on the right. The notation is chosen so as to make K* (t) equal to </>* (y) 

when this is independent of y, as in the case of molecules which obey Maxwell’s 

fifth-power law.# 

For small values of r and s it is convenient to simplify our formulae by writing also 

7, = K;13(0 p _ Kau (t) ¥ _ K212 jt) ¥ _ Kf(t) 
(4 25) ^-K'12(0)’ A'11-K'12(o)’ A'12-K'12(0)’ Aj”-K/ia(0)’ 

In terms of the above notation we may now give the following results:— 

(4 26) Pn{ri0i) = pn{^isi) = 0, Pn(Sili) = Pn (11*^1) = Lg7rJ/f,5('5+2")i+i-^ 12(d) n> 

(4-27) 

(4-28) 

(4‘29) 

Pl2 (^ldi) — P12 (dl^l) — 97rl/l1/2/u2-^ (S“t 2)5 + 1^12(0) ^sh'tP-l 1 P-2 ht 
0 

p\2 — l7ri/i1/2Mi2’(^'+|)r+i K12 (0) 2j.C'(/u2’ WTct, 
0 

P12 (02^i) — y7n'1v2Pi2 (s + -§-)s+1 K ]2 (0) —isQjtp.i tp.2tht, 

(4'30) Pi2(sili) = P12(li^i) = |™i^22s(s + f)5+iK'12(o) f2sCVi‘ V(pA+pA+i) 
0 

s-l 

+ s S^iC^i P2 (3Pi ht-\- fx2 ht+2 T ^>PiPf 12) 

(431) ^12(b2^1) — i)7vviv2p'f,s4- !)s+i K'1S(0) 

(4-32) 

2 “JS h'tP\ P2 i^pft ~t pft+l) 
0 

s-l U 

+ spip2 2s_1Gi/u1 fx2 (3ht-\-Jct+2 5^*12 > 

P n(disi) — P 11 (sffii) = f-^v{ (s + -|)s+2 K'12 (0) 

(4 33) p 12 (Oi^i) — P ]2 {sfi) — 4 g7n/1r2/X22S (s + |)i + 2 K- i2 (0) WgC^i* P2 (pft “t 1\pfl 12)} 
0 

(4 34) ^^(ffiSl) — '4§7r*/1l/2/X22S (s + -f)s+2 K-^2 (0) SjCjytlf V/( pft + fopfhyf 

* Cf. ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, §9 (C), p. 323. 
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It may readily be deduced from the above equations that 

(4 35) /°12 (riOl) = P21 Pl2 (^Ol) = —'P21 (^Ak)) 

(4 36) = P2P12 P1P21 (diS2) = M2P21 (0o52). 

Also, in the case of Maxwellian molecules, for which kt = 1 and k\2 = k° 12 

(whatever the value of t) we shall have 

(4'37) p12 (liSj) — 5pr2 (OjSi) - f7ri/1i/2M22*s(s+f),+1 K'j2(o) (Sp-i+^ + ^pJc0^), 

(4‘38) PiaiMi)-5/)i2(02«i) = — |7rr1j/2/x1//222sS (s+f)J+1 K'12(o) (4 + fF12). 

§ 5. The Symbolic Solution for the Coefficients in / (U, V, W). 

(a) The- Linear Equations for a, /3, y. 

We now refer back to the two corresponding sets of equations (2‘07)-(2'10) and 

(4’0l)-(4'04). For the two members of each pair of corresponding equations the left- 

hand side is the same, so that we may equate the right-hand sides. Also, as regards 

the first two pairs, we may separately equate the parts which contain as factors the 
0T 

independent quantities and —— . Thus we have 
si 'll* 

1 W 
(5'01) — A0 2 Nrs [nqoq {Pn (r^ + p^ (r^)} + m2a._rPl2 (r^)] = 1, (s = 0 to s = c°), 

p0 r = 0 

1 00 
(5'02)-A0 2 Nrs[m1a.rp21(r1s2) + m2iu_r{p2a(r2s2) + p2i{r'iS2)}] = 1, (s — 0 to 5 = 0°), 

Pq r = 0 

1 
(5T3) — B0 2 N\s[mffpn(r1s1) + Prj(r1s1)}+m2p_rp12(r2s1)'] = 1, {s = 1 to s = 00), 

xv VXi r = 0 

(5*04) B0 2 N',.s[mfrP21 (r]S2) + m2(3_r{p22{r2s2) + p21 (r2s2)}] = 1, (5 = 1 to 5 = 00), 
JXV2 T= 0 

(5‘05) 
1 00 

B0 2 sN'rs [m^rPl2 (rlSy)+m2p_rPl2 (r^)] = 0, (5 = 0), 
r = 0 

1 00 
(5T6) — C0 2 N"„[yr {/11(r1s1) + /0'i3(r1s1)}+y_r/o,13(?’as1)}] = 1, (s = 0 to s = 00), 

Pl r = 0 

(5*07) -C0 2 N "rsbrp 21(^82)+ y_r{p'22{r2s2)+p'2X(r2s2)}~] = 1, (s = 0 to 5 = 00). 
V2 r — 0 

By virtue of (4‘26) and (4’35) the equations (5'0l) and (5'02) are identical when 

5 = 0, while (5'03) and (5‘04) then assume the same special form (5*05); we may 
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recall that in § 4 (b) the value of sN'„ was defined to be r-1N^ when s = 0 (or N„ 

when r is also zero). Moreover, from (4’26) and (4'36), it is clear that in (5'01)-(5’05) 

the ratio of the factors of a0 and a_0, or of /30 and ft_0 has the constant value — 1. 

Consequently, the above equations do not enable us to determine the separate values 

of a0 and a_0, or /30 and (3_0, but only of a0 — a_0 and /30—/5_0, which form single 

unknowns. When these and all the other values of ar and /3r (r ^ 0) have been 

determined, the separate coefficients a0, a_0, /%, /3_0 may be deduced with the aid 

of (313) and (314). 

In order to simplify the notation of our formal solutions for the coefficients a, y> 

it is convenient to re-write (5'0l)-(5’07) in the form 

-i 

r = 1 

/3'o s + 2 br_hs_jj8r =1 (5 = — 00 to s = 00, excluding s = 0), 
AjA2 r = 1 

(5'08) 2 arsa.r+a0s (a0—a_0) + 2 arsar =1 (s = — 00 to s = co 5 including s — 0), 
f — — 00. 

(5-09) 2 br+hs+i/3r-b 
X — — co 

(510) 

(511) 2 crsyr =1 (±r, ±s range from 0 to co). 

2 br+i/3r — b ~~r~ + 2 br_1(3r — 0, 
= — co AiA2 r = 1 

In obtaining (5'09), (510) from (5'03)-(5'05) we have eliminated f30 and /3_0 by 

means of (314), and in order to preserve symmetry we have subtracted l/sAi or 

l/sA2 times the equation (5'05) from (5‘03) or (5’04) respectively. The new symbols 

are defined as follows :— 

(512) s>0 aot = -a_0s = — A0N0s/)12(01Si), ars = — A0N„{p11(?’1s1) + />ia(r1s1)} r>0, 
r0 

(513) s<0 a0s = -a_o, = - — K^osp2i{OiS2), a„ = - — A0Nrs{p22(r252)+p21(r2s2)} r<0, 
v0 

m, 

Vo 

(514) r<0, s>0 ars = ^A0N„p12(r2s1), ars = - — A0Nrsp21 (ns2) r>0, s<0, 
"0 

m 1 

(515) r>0 br = —y-K+i.o-^oo), b = -Sr«oo, br = ^(ar_i,0-a_oo) r<-0, 
A0U r +1 A0xv AylA T +1 

(516) s>0 bs = - 
1_JB0_J_/ X 7 1 Bn 1 
Al A(JIt s 1 (^o.s+i-aoo)> ARs + l^0'*"1 

b - 1 B° 
\i A0R (v+1) {s +1) 

1 B, 

{^r + l.s + l °t>,s + l <^r+l, 0 + ^00) 

.,'"_\1A0K(r+l)(S+l){ar-,’,+,_O-0',+‘ + r< °’ 

(517) s> 0 
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(5M8) s<-0 

1 B 1 
brs = ~Z » T J 7 TTT7 rT\ {ar + \,s~\~ °b + l,0 + °Coo} 

A2 A0H (r + l;(s+ 1; 

1 Bo 

l ~ri A2 A0 JR/ (r+l) (s + l) {C*r l’S l °b-l, 0 + ^-Oo} 
0 

(5‘19) r>0, s>0 c„ = -C0N"„ {P'n (n$i) +/>,12(r1Si)} 
Vi 

crs = - CoN'Vu (r2Si) r< - 0, s> 0, 
ja 

(5 20) r— 0, — 0 crt — — C0N rs {/a 22 (r2s2) +p 2f (^2^2)} 
1'2 

crs = — C0N rs/)21 (^’1^2) — 0. 
1'2 

On the right-hand sides of the above equations the positive numerical values of 

r and s are to be used (whatever their signs on the left-hand side) except when they 

are suffixed to a or 5. 

(b) The Formal Solution of the Equations for a, /3, y. 

If we may solve the linear equations (5'08)-(5*ll), each containing an infinite 

number of unknowns, as if they were finite, we arrive at the results • 

“u — a_o = 
Vo («„J 
V (amn) 

ar = (r = — co to 7* = co, excluding r = 0), 
V \amn) 

Sr — Y7rf'l>mn} (?■ = — co to r = 00 ? excluding r = 0), 
v(o«») 

_ Vr (O 
7r V (cmn) 

(r = — co to r = + co, including r = ±0). 

In these equations V (amn), V (bmn), V (cmn) denote the determinants which have amn, 

bmn, cmn as their general element; in the two latter, ±m, ±n range from 0 to co, there 

being also a central row and a central column in V (bmn) which are not enumerated 

by m or n. In V (amn) the values + 0 of m and n are not distinct from one another, 

so that this also has a central column (m = 0) and central row (n = 0); V (cmn) has 

not got either of these, since ±0 correspond to different rows or columns. The 

determinant Vr denotes that obtained from the corresponding V by replacing all the 

elements of the rth column by unity or, in the case only of the central element of the 

7,th column of Vr(6mn), by zero. It may be remarked that all these determinants V 

and Vr are infinite in both directions, covering the whole plane. In two quadrants 

(m, 77. both positive or both negative) the determinants V possess symmetry 

(of (4-23)). 
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In order to make this investigation complete, from a purely mathematical 

standpoint, it would clearly be necessary to supplement the above formal solution by 

a discussion of the questions of convergence raised in the course of our analysis. The 

complexity of the problem, however, and the rudimentary condition of the theory of 

infinite determinants, may well absolve the author from an attempt at such a task, 

for the present. From the standpoint of mathematical physics there is, fortunately, 

sufficient numerical evidence (cf. § 13e, f and ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, p. 330, 

Table III.) to afford reasonable assurance that our expressions converge satisfactorily ; 

this is especially so in regard to the formulae actually used in the applications of 

/(U, V. W), ie., (5'22)-(.V25). 

(c) On Certain Combinations of the Coefficients a, (3, y. 

For the purpose of the theory of diffusion, viscosity, and thermal conduction in 

composite gases, we require only certain combinations of a, (3, y, and never their 

individual values. The following expressions comprise all those we shall find 

necessary in this paper; in connection with them we may refer back to (3T3), (3T4), 

and the formulae (3'03), (3‘04) for f(U, V, W):— 

(5-22) 

* 

(5-23) 

(5-24) 

a'o = “^2 (ar —a_r), 
o 

fi'o = — AXA2 j (A)—/3_o) + 2r_1 (/3r—/3_r) 

2,h f1m13Uy — Ox2 + v^mf>U2 C'32) — iLQa 2 (viyr3~ 

(5’25) 2h + v2m2\32G22) = -f f1a0 + v2a_()) + 2(r + f) (v1ar+v2a_r) 

-IB. U {j („ A+^s_0).+ £ r±i (nfsr+«£-,) 

A,5'., 2 r(i'la, + «*_,) + B, Us (»i/3r + »2^_,) 

We therefore desire to obtain concise expressions for the following quantities :— 

(5'26) i(*r-*_r), 
0 1 

(5‘27) 2r (v1a.r + v2a._r), 2 (* ffir + v2/3_r), 2 (^yr + v2y_r). 
1 1 0 

The denominators in the expressions (5*21) for ar, (3r, yT are independent of r. Hence 

our problem consists in the combination of the numerator determinants Vr for an 

infinite number of values of r. 

VOL. OCXVII.-A. X 
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(d) Difference-Transformations of Infinite Determinants. 

It is convenient at this stage to describe certain operations, by the application of 

which we are enabled to preserve the symmetry and increase the convenience of our 

determinantal formulae. These operations will be termed “ continued differencing ” 

by rows, by columns, or by rows and columns, and we shall denote the corresponding 

symbolic operators by S0t, ^r0, or Srs respectively. We shall first define them in relation 

to infinite determinants which cover only a quadrant of the infinite plane (rfi> 0, sf> 0), 

and afterwards in relation to the more complicated type which occurs in this paper. 

The operation of continued differencing by rows (§0s) or by columns (<fi0), applied 

to the determinant V (frs), where rfi> 0, sfi> 0, transforms it into the determinant 

v 0,,/j or V (o„j,:) respectively, where 

(5-28) S,J„ = i (-1)\C,<W„ = 2 
n = 0 m — 0 

We may effect the operation S0s as follows : from each element of row s we subtract 

the corresponding element of row s — 1, for every row from 5=1 onwards : this done, 

we repeat the operation on the transformed determinant, except that we now begin at 

s — 2 : and this process is continued without end, beginning each time with the row 

next after the initial row on the previous occasion. It may readily be seen that the 

result is as we have already stated, and that the value of the determinant is 

unaffected by the operation. Continued differencing by columns is strictly analogous, 

and need not be separately described. Continued differencing by rows and columns 

is performed by applying the two separate operations successively, the order being 

immaterial. Without alteration in value, the determinant is thus changed in form 

from V (/„) to V (<?„/„), where (cf. (5'28)) 

(5'29) Sr.fr. = i*,ttX) = (WJ = 2 2 (-!)”« 
m = 0 n = 0 

In the case of determinants which are infinite in both directions, the operation of 

continued differencing by rows and columns is effected by applying the process 

described above^to each separate quadrant; thus the differencing by rows is performed 

by differencing outwards from the centre row in both directions (above and below), 

and likewise, by columns, both to right and left of the centre column. Neither of 

these partial operations, nor the complete process, alters the value of the determinant, 

a fact which we may express by the equation 

(5-30) v (/„) = V (Jrt/„) = V (4/„) = V 

where the notation is similar to that used in the former case. There, however, r, s, 

and consequently also m, n, were necessarily positive or zero, while our convenient 

notation for determinants of the present type involves also negative values of r and s. 
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In order to make the former definitions of S0s, Srs applicable to this case, we must 

adopt certain conventions as to the interpretation of (5'28), (5'29), to allow for negative 

quantities. These conventions are (a) that in rCm>sCn the positive numerical values 

of r and s, m and n* are to be used in all cases : and (b) that r—m and s — n retain 

the same signs as r and s respectively even when m — r, n = s. The latter rule 

preserves, in relation to frs> the distinction between +0 and —0 which in certain 

cases we desire to maintain. 

CD 

(e) A Symmetrical Expression for 2 (ar — a_r). 
0 

In discussing 2(ar—a_r) it is convenient to change. our notation for Vr(amn)’ 

writing it in the form V (ramn) to denote the determinant whose (m„ n)th element is 

ramn. If we define ramn by the equations 

(5'31) ramn = amn (m r), ra„ = 1, ram0 = ram,_0 

we make V (ramn) identical with Vr (amn) as defined in § 5 (b), and therefore, by (5'21), 

(5'32) ar 
V (rO 
V (O ’ 

f 0). 

By applying the operation of continued differencing by rows to V (ramn) we transform 

it into V (§0n_ramn), where §0n.ramn is defined by (5'28) (putting fmn = ramn, and making 

no distinction between fm0 and fm% _0—cf. the third equation of (5*31)). Now it is 

readily evident that 

(5*33) $0n.Tamn = r), 4..r®™ = 0 (n ^ 0), 4.r«r0 = 1, 

so that V (S0n.ramn), and consequently, also, Vr(amn), is equal to V'r (S0n-amn), this being 

defined as identical with V (§0n_amn) except that in the rth column the central element 

is unity, while all the others are zero. Hence V'r (S0namn) is clearly equal to the minor 

of the rth element of the central row in v (<LO- If we replace the elements of this 

central row by +1 (mf>0) or — l(m<0), and denote the result by V' (S0namn), we 

may evidently write (cf. (5’32)) 

(5'34) _ v' (30.a,„) _ V' (<?.),«„») 
v («»,) v 

by (5-30). 

We next apply to V (S0namn) and V' (S0namn) the operation of continued differencing 

by columns, so as to transform them into V ($mnamn) and V' (Smnamn). We make one 

slight difference of rule here, as compared with the former differencing by rows : that 

is, in (5'29) we shall preserve the distinction between m — 0 and m — — 0, writing fn 

* The signs of m, n are the same, of course, as those of r, s respectively. 

x 2 
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for the elements of the central column in V or V', and defining f_0n as equal to —fQn. 

This means, in effect, that the elements of the central column are to be reversed in 

sign, for the purpose of differencing on the left (in<0).# Now, by definition, 

V' (S0namn) differs from V (<S0namn) only in the central row, for which 

fm0 =1 (m > 0), fm0 = -1 (m < 0), and also /_00 = -1, 

so that 

<U/mO = 0 if W ^ 0, <bo/o0 = 1. 

Hence, when transformed into V' (Smnamn), it differs from V (Smnamn) only in the central 

row, all the elements of which are zero except the central one, which is unity. In 

other words, V' (Smnamn) is the principal minor of V ($mnamn), and the expression for 
CD 

—1 (ttr (X_r), VIZ., 
o 

(5‘35) 
OD 

2 (ar —a_r) = 
0 v 

/ 

has thus been reduced to a concise symmetrical form. 

(f) A Symmetrical Expression for /3'0. 

It appears from (5 ‘21) that 

-v Vo (^mn) 
P 0 — AXA2 _ n v > 

v(6mn) 

where V0 is the same as V, except that all the elements of the central column are 

unity save the central one, which is zero. If we transform V and V0 by the operations 

described in §5 (d), differencing by columns with m = 1 (for the right) and m = — 1 

(for the left) as starting points, and similarly for the rows, we leave the central 

column (not enumerated by m) untouched as regards the first part, of the operation, 

and the central row untouched by the second part. Thus we obtain the result 

(5-36) /?„ = — XjX, • 

where V (Smnbmn) is the determinant whose general element is Smnbmn(±rn, ±n ranging 

from 0 to oo), and which has a central column $0nbn, a central row Sm0bm, and b as the 

central element. From this determinant we obtain V'0 (Smnbmn) by substituting zero 

for* all the elements of the central column except those next to the centre on either 

side (n = ±0) which are replaced by unity. 

* We may note that the elements of the central column are the coefficients of a0 in (5'01)-(5-05), while 

the elements reversed in sign are the coefficients of a_0. 
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(g) Symmetrical Expressions for'Zr {vx ar + v2a_r), 2 (p1/3r + v2(i_T), Z (t/1yr + v2y_r). 
1 1 0 

As in § 5 (e) we may prove that 

■v„/ , \ _ ^0 (^lAn) 
+ ~ ry / * „ \ » 

where V0 (S0namn) is identical with V (S0namn) except in the central row1, the elements 

of which are equal to rvx (r f> 0) or rv2 (r 0), the positive numerical value of r being 

taken in both cases. On applying the operation of continued differencing by columns 

we obtain the result 

(5-37) Zr ’ 
1 v (<WW 

where V0(Smnamn) differs from V (Smnamn) onty in the central row, all the elements 

of which are zero save those on either side the centre (r — 1 and r — — l), which are 

respectively equal to v1 and v2. This follows from the fact that 

Sr0r =0 (r^ 1), Sr0r =1 (r = l). 

Again, from (5‘2l), we may prove in the usual way that 

a _ (<LQ 
Pr v (s0nbmn) ’ 

where Vr and V are the same, except that in the rth column of Vr all the elements are 

zero save those on either side the centre (i.e., n = ± 0) which are unity. If in 

V and Vr we add half of each of the rows n — ± 0 to the centre row, and subtract 

this new centre row from the rows n = ± 0, V becomes transformed into V (S0nb'mn), 

where Vmn = bmn, except when n — ± 0, while 

(5 38) b m0 = \ {bm() — bm_0) — bm, b m_0 = jjr{bm_ 0 bm0) — bm, bm — bm + ^ [bm0 + bm_()). 

Similarly, Vr becomes transformed into Vr (S0nb'mn), identical with V (S0nb'mn), except 

that in the rth column all the elements are zero save the central one, which is unity. 

Consequently we may write 

2 (vfr + vf_r) 
Vq ($0nb'mn) 

V (S0nb'mn) ’ 

where V0 is the same as V except that in the central row all the elements on the right 

of the centre (m f> 0) are equal to vu all those to the left (m — 0) are equal to v2, 

while the central element is zero. We now “ difference ” by columns, with the result 

•v / P I O \ _ ^0 (dmnb'mn) (5‘39) 
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The general element of V is Smnbmn or Smnb'mn, which are the same except when 

n = ± 0 ; the general elements of these two rows are S^b'^, Sm_Qb'm_0 {cf. (5‘38)), the 

general elements of the central row and column respectively are Sm0b'm and S0nbn, while 

the central element is b. From this we obtain V0 if we replace all the elements 

of the central row by zero, except the two on either side the centre, which are 

j/j (m = 0) and v2 (m = — 0). 

Finally, we may prove that 

(5 '40) S(w,+ W-J = W7iHH’ 

where V is defined as usual (± m, ±n ranging from 0 to o°), while in V„ all the 

elements are equal to the corresponding elements of V except in the two central 

rows (n = ± 0). In the row n = 0 all the elements are zero except the central two, 

which are v1{m = 0) and v2{m = — 0). In the row n = — 0 the general element 

iS Cm-0 Cm0- 

§ 6. The Complete Solution for Maxwellian Molecules. 

In the case of Maxwellian molecules, i. e., molecules which are point centres of force 

varying inversely as the fifth power of the distance, the solution reduces to finite 

terms. This arises from the fact {cf. § 9 (C), ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, p. 323) that 

for such a law of inter-action the functions (p, f, x are independent of y, with the 

result that for all values of t we have {cf. (4'25)) 

(6'01) k, = 1, k\, = V 119 
U _ P A/ 12 — A/ 12? /A, = F 22) 

and consequently, 

(6'02) isC^rWk = £,(W~W = (m3+m2)s = i. 
0 0 

From (5‘12)-(5T4) and (4'27), (4'29), with the aid of (6'02), we deduce that 

(6-03) 
o OTliTflo >v \ ~XT f l c\\ 

«oo — = TT T~ MM^oAqK. 12(h)) 
m1 + m2 

independently of the value of r or s. From (5'2l) and (3‘13) we consequently have 

(6-04) ar=0 (r^0), a0 — a_o 
_L = _a4 
^00 MM 

a0 = 

/ 
«0 

V 
a-o 

/ 
a_0 

X2 ' 

Again, from (6‘03) and (5'16), (5'17) we conclude that br = 0 = bs for all values 

of ±r, + s from 0 to 00. Hence, by (5'36), or more simply from (5'2l)—since 

in V0 (bmn) all the elements of the central column are zero, instead of all except one, 

the central element, as in V—we have 

(6'05) & 0 = 0. 
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Also in V (bmn) and Vr(&mn) we may in this case omit the central row and column, all 

the elements of which are zero (if r^O) except the central element, which is the 

same in each (b); we suppose that this is done, so that V and V, become determinants 

which possess no single central row or column, just as with V (cmn). We will consider 

the two central columns of V (bmn) and V (cmn)j corresponding to m = ± 0. We have, 

by (512)-(518), (4-35>-(4’38), and (6'03), 

(6-06) s > 0, 7. _ 1 B0 1 

^0s A T) „ , l ®0,i + l/ 

Aj AlqJAi S + I 

= (0) {n +5W2(3Mls+^+^,wA2»)}, 

(6'07) s < 0, &-os — Q75P> B0K 12 (0) {v2 + 5^1^ (3m2 +Mi + l/“iM2&i2°)}> 

(6-08) s>0, 
b-“ = ~ TiHf(0) (1 + »*■ A 

(6-09) ■s < 0, h, = i^B0K'12(o)ftV2(i+WU 

(6'10) s> 0, 
qO 

C0J - ^C0K'12 0) [3^kn°+2w2{lO^+SM)], 
15 

(6'11) 5> 0, 
qo 

C_os = ^ ^3 27T/A21/2C0K 12 (0) ( 1 Omi + 3/A^io ), 

(6'12) s < 0, 
qo 

c0s = —s 27T)a1J/1CuK'12 (0) ( — 10^2 + 3^12°), 
15 

(6'13) s < 0, c_0s = ||7rC0K'12 (0) [3r2ft2° + 2^,1 (10^2 + 3^°)]. 
15° 

All these quantities, it will be noticed, are independent of s; thus we see that in 

V (bmn) and V (cmn) the elements of the two centre columns take only four distinct 

values, all the elements of these columns which are in the same quadrant having 

the same value. 

By using the method of differencing by rows it is easy to prove, as a consequence 

of the property of V (bmn) and V (cmn) which we have just established, that 

(614) ft = 0 (r>2, r<—2), yr = 0 (r>l, r<-l), 

while (cf. (6-05), (614), (314)), 

(615) 

(616) 

7o 

ft = -ft - 

C-oo C Q-o 

C_qoCq_o CqOC_0_q 

*>-0-0 ^-00 ; 

&_oo^o~o ^oo^-o-o 

7-0 
G)0 ^0-0 

A-o — A-i — 

CoqC_o-o C0_0C_oq 

b,a—b, CO u0-0 

&0—0^-00 ^OO^-O-O 
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Consequently, in the case of Maxwellian molecules, F (c2) and H (c2) each reduce to 

their first terms, while G (c2) reduces to two terms only, the solution being quite 

finite. 

§7. The General Solution when ml:m2 is Very Large. 

When the mass m, of the heavier molecules is very large compared with that of 

the lighter molecules, so that mo/m, may be supposed zero, an exact general solution 

may be obtained in simple terms. This was first proved by Lorentz,* in connection 

with the theory of electrons. His method is much simpler than that of this paper, 

from which, however, his results may, with little difficulty, be deduced as a very 

special case. The deduction will be described in some detail, since the knowledge 

of the exact solution throws valuable light on the convergence of our successive 

approximations ; it also leads to an expression for x which is of interest, as being in a 

form which, so far as my knowledge goes, is new. 

We suppose that the effect of collisions between the molecules m2 is negligible, so 

that p22 and p'22 may be omitted from our calculations ; if the molecules are rigid 

elastic spheres of radii ay: <r2, this amounts to the neglect of o-^/oy2 (cf’. § 9 (f)) or, in 

general, to <f>22/<pn. 

It may readily be seen from (4T3), (4T4) that if m2 = 0 the value of Bk (m, n), 

with whatever suffix, is zero except when k = 0, and that 

(7-01) 
f B°12i2(m, n) = (2x2)m+n, 

iBV {m, n) = (2y2)m+n, 

B°2112 (m, n) = 2m+ny2mx2n, 

Bu122i (m, n) — 2m+nx2my2n. 

We also require B1 (m, n) to the first order in m2, as follows :—• 

(7'02) 
B ,2,2 [yxi) ?&) 

B^m (m, n) 

^mnp.22m+nx2('m+n~1)y2, 

jjmnpo 2m+ ”?/2(m+ n~1)x2, 

Bl2112 (m, n) — 0mnp.2^m + ny3m^2n, 

Bh221 (m, n) = ^mnp..^2mJrnx2my2n. 

From these, by means of (4'07)-(4'12) we deduce the following expressions for 

p (r, s), p (r, s), retaining only the terms of highest order :— 

(/ 03) P12 (risi) — (2rs + r + $+■§-) {r + s+-|-)r+sEi/12 (0), 

(7 04) Pi2{r2si) = ~~^7r)TI'2/wi2r+s (r + f)r+i (s + ‘f)sGK-/i2 (o), 

(7 05) p2i(ris-i) — ~ ‘977j/1i'2/*22r+i (,r+f-)r+i (s+f-^^K^ (0), 

* Lorentz, ‘Archives N^erlandaises,’ 10, p. 336, 1905 ; ‘Theory of Electrons,’ p. 268. A more 
general form of Lorentz’s theory is given in Jeans’ ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ 2nd ed., §§ 314, et seq. 
I am indebted to Mr. Jeans for pointing out the interest of a detailed comparison of Lorentz’s theory 
with this special case of my own, and in consequence I have rewritten § 7 with greater fullness than at 
first. 
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(7 06) P2\{r2Sz) — 47r,/l,/2/ul2r + ' (r + S+-§ )r + , + ]^r + ,K/i2 (o), 

(7 07) p i2 {?\$\) = ir,7ri/iI/2M2^r+1 (rs + r-{-s + %) (r + s + §)r+,+iK/12 (0), 

(7'08) 

(7’09) 

(MO) 

Piiir&i) = T57r,/il'2/Wi2r+,rs(r + -§)r+2 (s + 2').,^r+iK/12 (o), r> 0, s> 0. 

t 
P 12 

/ 

P 21 

/ 
P 21 

(02Sl) — (s+y),.^ (~^o + T^^0) (0) — p2\ {sx02), 

(r20l) = 4't'7ri,ll/2/u22r ("T + f )r + 2 ( —^r + T35^r12) K'i2 (0) = p 2X (0iV2), 

(n«2) = T57n/il/2Mi2r+Vs (r+|-)r (s+-|),+2^j+iK/12 (0), r> 0, s> 0, 

(*Va) = ^x«/ii/2At12r+,(r + s + f)r+,+8*,3r+I+1K,1J(0). 

For the particular values of r and 5 there dealt with, the expressions (4‘26)-(4'34) 

reduce to the above in the present special case, as may readily be verified. 

We now substitute from (7‘03)-(7'10) in (5'12)-(5'20), retaining only the terms of 

the highest order, and neglecting quantities of order m2 : mx ; the result is as 

follows :— 

(7 11) S^>>0, d0s — -2^7rAi\2i/o'm/iM2-^-ol£ 12(0) — C*00) S<^0, Ct0l — '^7'7r'^A2l'u^,i/A2-^-o^'»K-12(0), 

(7'12) r > 0, s>0, a„ = — Nr,p:1 (tvs,), 
^0 

(7-13) 

(714) 

(7-15) 

(716) 

(717) 

(718) 

(719) 

T ^ 6, S 0, CtTI   2^, TrAjA^l'Q'TTi,^, A,;, / , " b* &r + ,K. 12 (0), 
W + yMs + yL 

{? ^ 0, s 0), cir, = i^fT\i\2v()'m2p.lA.(1krK. 12 (0), 

(r > 0, s < 0), a„ = -^T7r\]\2vQm1p.2A0ksK,l2(0), 

(r > 0), 6r = 0, & = -^l^iW^ifeBo^M-1 K/13(0), (r<-0). 

(»> 0), 6, =0, 6. = -L*^\IV„m]J»JB0^tirlK'1!(0), (*<-0), 
A2 -tv 5 1 X 

(r<-0, 3>0), &„ = 0, (r>0, s<-0), 

(r> 0, s> 0), brs — A1A2^0W/2MlB| 
A! it (r+l) (s + l) 

(r + s+-|) /r + s 

(r + %)r(s+%)i 

for+s + 2 ^r + 1 ^* +1 +1 K'1S (0). 

Since, by (714), (7’ 15), ars (r < 0, 3 >• 0) is independent of 3, and a„(r>0, s < 0) 

is independent of r, it is readily evident that in the alternate quadrants of the 

determinants V (<^mnamn) and V' (Smnamn) all the elements vanish. Hence each V becomes 

VOL. CCXVII.-A. Y 
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equal to the product of the two remaining quadrants ; in the positive quadrant the 

determinants are the same (r > 0, s> 0). Consequently in this case (5‘35) becomes 

(7‘20) 
00 

a'0 — — XjXs 2 (ar — a_r) = — 
27 _D0 

2™0m2A0K 12(h) D 

where D is the determinant whose general element is 

(7-21) 5 n _ ? (r + s + f)r+, 7 

" " ~ " (*■ + *),(*+«. 
+ S> r > 0, s > 0, 

and D0 is its principal minor. 

Similarly, it follows from (5'36) and (7'16)-(7‘19) that /3'0 can be likewise expressed 

as the quotient by an infinite determinant (covering only a quadrant of the infinite 

plane) of its second minor, as follows :— 

(7-22) £'o= - 
27R,A2 Dh 

27n/0m2B0K'12 (O)D' ' 

Here D' is the determinant whose general element drs is given by 

(7'23) (r > 0, s > 0) d„ = Kt-K-h + l- 

■ — X (r + lj? + f)r + » 1, 

‘r* "(r + f)r(* +f)/r+M 

(7-24) r >0 dr0 = d0r = A-i - (K-1) = - KK d00 = 1. 
r r 

Thus it is the same as the determinant D of (7'20) except that the rth row and 

column (r !> 1) are divided throughout by r. The determinant Dh is the second 

minor of D', i.e., the minor of the next element to the centre in the first row or 

column. 

Again, from (5’37), we may prove that 

(7'25) 
CO 

2 r (p1ar + v2a._r) = 
1 

27r0 ~DX 

27n/17n2A0K/12 (0) D 

where Di is the second minor of D just as D'j is of D'. It is easy to see that* 

(7-26) 
H! _ Dh 

D D' ' 

Likewise, from (5'39), we have 

(7'27) 2 {viflr + v2ft_r) 
1 

2710 dt 
27rvlm2B0K\2 (0) D" ’ 

* Of. the footnote on p. 154, indicating that u2cc_r) is, quite generally, a mere multiple of yS'0. 
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where D" is the determinant which is identical with D7 except in its first two rows 

(for which cf. (5’38)), while D'fi is the minor of the second element in the first row 

of D". 

§ 8. The General Solution for the Case of Similar Molecules. 

Another instructive and specially simple particular case is that of a gas composed 

of two sets of molecules whose mechanical properties—mass and mode of inter-action 

during encounter—are identical. In this case all the symbols which we have 

distinguished by the suffixes 1 or 2, to indicate reference to one or other molecular 

group, now have the same value for either suffix, with the exception of vu v2 or Xu X2, 

which denote the numbers or proportions of the two molecular groups. Moreover 

(c/.(4-0l)-(4-04), (4-07)—(4T2), or, for a simpler and more general explanation, ‘ Phil. 

Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 7 (H), p. 309), we have 

(8-01) ^8 pn (n*i) = K P22 (rtfa) = \p (r, s), 
l'l Vo Vti 

(8-02) Pl2 (r^) + Pl2 {r2sx) = p21 (■r2s2) + p2l (r^) = X,\2p (r, s) Pl2 {r2sx) = p21 (rxs2), 

(8'03) “3 p'n irlSl) = “j /) 22 (^2) = —2 P (a $)» 
V\ V2 V0 

(8 04) P J2 + p 12 (^*2®l) — P 21 (^Vb) T P 21 (^’1^2) XiX2p (I , s), 

where p(r, s) and p (r, s) are defined by (8'0l) and (8‘03). 

By means of these relations we may reduce the expressions for a!'0 and /3f0 to a 

much simpler form. Our operations may be performed on the actual determinants 

which express the general solution, but they could, of course, be equally well described 

as transformations of the general equations (5‘08)-(5'll). 

First considering V ($rsars), we add to the mth column on the right (m > 0) the 

corresponding column ( — m) on the left of the centre ; the new element on the right 

is now given by the equations 

(8’05) (m > 0, n>0) Smn (amn + a_mn) = — AuSmnNmn \ Pn (m.n,) +pia(m1n1) + P12 i,m2n1)}, 
"O 

= ~ •A-Ar.N™ (X^ + XAs) p (m> n) 
"0 

= X, — Ao<!mnNmnP (m, n), 

(m > 0, s < 0) Smn (ctmn + a_mn) = -X2 — AJmnNmnP (m, n). 
"0 

Y 2 

(8‘06) 
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We next add X2/Xi times the nth row (n > 0) to the (—n)th row; the elements of 

the negative rows (n<;0) thus acquire the following values :— 

(8'07) (m > 0, n<0) 2mn\amn + a_mn+^{am_n + a_m_n) [• = 0 a, '00 

^0 

(8'08) (m<0, n<0) Smn (amn+ ^ am_n) = - — mnPl2 (r^). 

These transformations do not alter the value of V (Smnamn), nor of V' (Smnamn) when 

applied to this determinant, which continues to be identical with the principal minor 

of V in its new form. Since in each of these determinants the elements of one entire 

quadrant (m > 0, n</0) are all zero, they may be expressed as the product of the 

two simply infinite determinants formed by the quadrants (m > 0, n > 0) and 

(m 0, n <; 0). The former quadrant, however, is the same for V and V', so that 

(5’35) may be written (after a little reduction*) in the form 

(8TJ9) “'o = -Vb> 2 (ar-a_r) = 
27 

™0™a,K'12 (o) V0 

where V'0 is the principal minor of V0, the general elements a'mn of which is given by 

the equations 

(8-10) 

so that 

(8T1) 

a' = S, 
27p12(m, n) 

mn ^mn 

7rv1u22m+n+!i (m + f )m+1 (n + f)B+1 K'13 (0) ’ 

a 00 — 1 m 2 mCtJct — a 0m. 
0 

Here, since = m2, the equation (4’08) takes the special form 

(g-12) 
vxv2 

= *£■ 11 C 12 y2xY 2 [<pk (y) {BA (r +1, s) + BA (r, s +1)} + 2yty* (y) BA (r, s)] dx dy, 

whence it is clear that V0, and consequently also a'0> is independent of the ratio : v2 

(i.e., v1 and v2 occur only in the form v1 + p2 or v0). 

It may readily be verified that a corresponding calculation in the case of V (Smnbmn) 

leads to the result 

(8-13) /T0 = 0. 

In the same way we may determine the particular forms assumed by (5‘37), (5‘39), 

and (5’40) in this special case. 

* This reduction chiefly consists in cancelling out factors common to all the elements of ‘corresponding 

rows of Vo and V'o. 
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§ 9. First and Second Approximations in the General Case. 

(a) General Remarks. 

In the general case there are no such simplifications as have been described in §§7-9, 

and for practical numerical purposes we have to be content with successive approxi¬ 

mations to the complete solution. The approximate formulae become increasingly 

complicated with each successive step, however, so that it is fortunate that a first 

or second approximation generally gives a close approach to accuracy. In the theory 

of viscosity and conduction in a simple gas (‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 11, p. 334) 

it was found that a first approximation gave a result not more than 2 or 3 per cent, 

too small, whde the error after a second approximation was negligible. In the 

present theory of a composite gas the error of the first approximation may be much 

larger (up to 13 per cent.) in extreme cases where the masses, densities, or diameters 

of the two sets of molecules differ widely (cf. §7). Such a case is worked out to 

a fifth approximation in § 13 (e), and as this is one in which an exact solution 

is possible by another method, the results there obtained throw much light on the 

general character of the convergence of our analysis. It would seem that (as in the 

previous memoir just cited) the successive approximations form a monatomic sequence, 

the first and second members of which give a good indication of the accurate limiting 

value. If the difference between these two members is about 2 per cent., the 

additional correction due to all further approximations is about ^ per cent., while 

if the difference is so much as 8 per cent., the further correction is about 4 per cent., 

the additional correction being in an increasing ratio to the first difference as the 

value of the latter rises. 

In this paper we shall not go beyond a first approximation in the general case, 

except in regard to a'0, where we shall stop at the second approximation. 

(b) First Approximation to a'0. 

If in our set of equations (5"08) we neglect all save the central one, and consider 

only the central term of that, we get the equation 

(9 Ol) am (a0 a_o) — I) 01 C£oi)a 0 — kAs1 

By (5'12) and (4‘27) we have 

_ 1 2Trvli/2m1m2 KUO] 
x 27v0(m1+m2) 

It is convenient to choose A0 (which is quite arbitrary as yet) so as to make 

^00 = 

(9‘02) 

(9’021) 

so that 

(9-022) 
27 (m1 + m2) 

27rA1A2i'lj7n1m2K/12 (0) 
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and so that the equation for the first approximation to a'0 becomes (with this value 

of A0) 

(9'03) a.'0 = — AjAo. 

(c) Second Approximation to a!0. 

We may conveniently obtain our second approximation by means of (5"35), taking 

the three rows and columns of V and V' which contain a00 in the centre. From 

(5‘12)-(5'14) it is easy to see that the elements have the following values (when 

a..o = 1):— 

(9-04) 

(9'05) 

(9*06) 

(9-07) 

^oi^oi — M2 (^i 1 ) — ^10^10 — Pn — Mi (^1 l) — b_i0Cfc_10 — p.2, 

<^1 Iail = I 5Ml“ + n f ( 1 — 2^1 + ~l~k3) + ^S5/UiM2^12° + 7TW-~ ^11° (■ = Pi 
V2H2 

'll) 

— — | ifJ-2 + Ml“ ( 1 — 2^! + -5-^2) + ^MlM2^12° + -~^22°( = ~P‘22> 

DM 1 

— ^_11®-11 — M1M2 { ^ 2&1 + 5ko 2^^12°} — P\2- 

Consequently, the third-order determinant for V is given by 

(9‘08) - P12 pi Pn = -{Pi22-PnP22-^PiP2Pi2+PnP22+P22Pi2} = 

p2 1 Px 

Pi 2 pi Pvi 

and its principal minor by 

(9'08l) - pl2 pn = ~{pi2-PuPii)- 

I P22 P12 

It is easy to prove that 

(9’082) {Pi22-PnP22) = —2V— (^iD2 + 2^12^2 + d2v22), 
VXV2 

where 

(909) d, EE -i„“{Jls1(l-2/-1^) + -M^As0-2e+2i1-pJ)/«1s}. 
M 2 

(9'10) d2 = — h,2 { Js2; (1 — 2/x1(Uv) + MmiM2^i2U — 2 (]5 + 2&! — 5F) ad2} > 
Mi 

(9 ’ 11) 2c£12 = t>45  -kiik-A + f (1 — 4/ci1/ct2) (1 — 2A:, + 5 F,) + 8mv-kvi ~ 2^ +1 F»). 

M1M2 
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ifc — l)2 
ZPlP2Pl2-PuP22-P22Pl2 = -L + 2b12VlV2 + b2V2a), 

Zb ViV2 

Also 

(9'12) 

where 

(9 13) bi = , b2 = 2/*2M2i^22 > 2h]2 — 30 (l 4/xi/x2) + 

Consequently, if we write 

12 

(9'14) 
J>L1i,:'VC_ / j,_, \2 ^i|;is + 2ft1Bi')2,a + ^,i.a2 

— ~ 2 „ .. V^l 1 ' ,1 2 1 o 1 J 2 ’ 
i^!2 P\\P22 

we have, as our second approximation to ar0 by (5-35), 

1 

cW+2^ r2 + d2v2 

l-( 

(9‘15) a'0 - -X,\a 

We may note that 

(9 16) Ai = — {c?1i'12 + 2cZ12r1i'2 + d2v2) — (&i — l)2 {b\V\ + 2b12v1v2 + b2v23)} 
V\V2 

= {^lD + 2G/i2i>iii2 + Ct2r2 }, 

where 

(9161) 

(9162) 

(9163) 

«1 — — &n° (fyW22 — Ml2 (^12 — X^) +^'Ml/u2^12°}) 

42 

a2 — — ^22° (ImF — M22 (^l"-^2) + ^5MiM2&12°}> 
Mi 

^12 = d12 — (kl l) 6j2. 

The determinant V0 (^m„amn) of (5’37) is, to the same order of approximation as for 

v (<L,«mn) in (9*08), 

(9164) - — vl{P‘2P\2 P\P22) + v2 {P\P\2 P2Pll) — TTIT (^1 l)el P12 Pi pu 

V2 0 Vl 

P22 P2 P\2 

where 

(9 17) ei = 30 (r^a + r2Mi) (/Xj /x2) 8miM2&012 (u ^2) + 2 {viH\2k°n v2n2xk 23). 

Hence we have, as a first approximation, 

(918) 2r(i,ar + V.r) - -V-l 
Ax C1 

ei. 
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(d) First Approximation to /3'0 and 2 — r2/3_r). 

In this case, owing to the fact that the central element in the numerator 

determinants of (5 *3 6) and (5‘39) is zero, we have to deal with the third order 

determinant in order to obtain a first approximation. From (515)—(518) it is easy 

to see that V (Smnbmn) may be obtained from V (Smnamn), each being limited to the 
g 

three central rows and columns, if we replace a00 by -r-^r a00, and divide the top and 
A0i\ 

bottom rows respectively by Xi and — X2. Consequently the third order determinant 

is 

similarly (cf. §5 (f) for the definition of this determinant), 

(9M9) 

obtained from V {Smnbmn) is equal to Al' The value °f li 

Bn 

A0R 
P12 1 Pll  1 ( B0 V 

P12 n Pn 
Ai Ai AiA2r0 VA0R/ 

Pi 0 Pi Pi 0 Pi 

P22 
a2 

1 P\2 

a2 
P22 V2 P12 

kj — 1 

25A1A2i'o \-AqR 
JJo 

by (9‘17). Hence, by (5'36), we have 

(9-20) 
of A0R k] 1 . A0R A^A2 v / i \* 
P0 = - -fi-Hr- X — 2r( Vlar + p2a_r)* 

Ro v0Al v0 1 
by (918). 

Again, the determinant V0(<Smnb'mn) defined in § 5 (g) has the form 

(9-21) 
B X2 JJ0 

Af.lt/ 
1 Pl»_£s)-P2 

VXi a2, ^ 

xIPi -F* -1 
Aj Ao 

0 

nf-v \ A | A2 

V\ 

-Pi 

R X2 

A0It 
Pi 

*2 

Pi2 _P22 
Ai A2 

1 

0 

Pl_Pi 
A] Ao 

Pi 

Pn _£i8 

Ai A2 

Bo 
=-1 (-4^) W (P22-P22) + ^2{Pl2-PlP2) +^22 {Pll-Pl3)] 

R X2 
~\alv12 + 2a'12viv2+ p7,aF 

11 ^'9.9. 
. 0 
22 9jVyV2 \-A-qR 

* This last equation, here proved true only by comparing the first approximations to /3'0 and 

1r (via.r + >'2a-r), may easily be shown to be strictly accurate, by comparing the general expressions for 

these quantities. 
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where and a2 are given by (9'161), (9'162) and a\2 by 

(9'22) a\2 = MiZ^lf"-ki+JsJc2—f^kf + ( — + — Vr. 
\ fa Mi / / 

Consequently, by (5'39), to this order of approximation we have 

{9'23) 

(e) The First Approximation to 2 (^yr + r2y_r). 

The two central terms of the two central equations of type (5'll) are 

(9'24) y0\ 1 + + ~ " ^°11 f" — 7-0 (1—t\y^i2°) — —— r1 "U' /n\» 
^2MiM2 J bxi/ii/2/X]/x2U0JA 12f0; 

675^ 

(9'2 5) — yo(l—T3o^i20) + y-o<i 1 + fonvfiz + to 
3 J,2 _1 

D MlM2 
k22 r = 

67 5ia 

87r^v2/a1/x2C0K/12(0)’ 

which lead to the result (equivalent to that obtained as a first approximation 

from 5'40), 

1125 C1i'1‘+ 2c12y1y2-j-C2v22 
(9'26) 

where 

(9'27), (9'28) 

(9'29) 

(9*30) 

C0 2 (v1yr + v2y_r) — 
2tK'12 (0) kfcM2 -f- 2k12c\2vlv2 + f(jk22 c2v2 2’ 

C1 — 1 4‘TVm12^12°> C2 — 1 +TaJM21^12 j 

C12 — l~T(y^l2° + ¥U (^lin + ^22°)) 
MlM2 

C712 — 1 + 
1 Z- °7 0 1 /Cn A/22 

TO 
MlM2 

7. 0 
^12 

A second approximation would replace the right-hand factor in (9'26), by the 

quotient of one quartic homogeneous polynomial in vu v2 by another, and similarly each 

further approximation would increase the degree of both numerator and denominator 

by 2. 

(f) Values of K/i2(0) for Particular Molecular Models. 

In connection with the above approximate formuke, and their subsequent 

applications, it is convenient here to write down the values taken by K'12(0) and the 

other constants k, when certain particular characteristics are attributed to the 

molecules. 

VOL. ccxvii.—a. z 
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When the molecules are regarded as rigid elastic spheres of radii <r, and <r2, it may 

readily be shown (cf. ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 9, p. 320) that 

(9'31) 

(9-32) h, 

k'»(d)= 

_ (^ + 2)t j, t __ 2d, V i j /, t _ / 2<t2 \2 7 t j. t _ 5 (^ + 3)<+1 
— -rr "'ll — "U2 K22 — / "U2 "U2 — 3 / . C \ 

{t + f )t <Ti + cr 2. -O'! + cr2. + f) i + 1 

th When the molecules are point centres of force proportional to the inverse n 

power of the distance, the force at unit distance being K 12mj??!-2, it may be shown* 

that 

hm1rn2 V ~1 L 

m1 + m2) 
(9-33) 

where 

(9-34) 

and 

(9’35) 

K'1,(0) = 4I,(«) 
7r 

[K12 (m1+m2)y--1 r 3 
1 

71-1/’ 

f- 

Ii (n) EE 4?r sin2. a 
Jo 

da 

-0 = 2 
dt) 

>7ft being the root of the following equation in : 

n-l | ’ 

} 

(9-36) 

Further, 

(9-37) 

where 

(9-38) 

Also 

(9-39) 

W--A(2-l =0- n— 1 \a 

n— 1 

L = 
ru+3--^- 

77—1 

(^+f)t r (3 — 
n— 1 

^ 5 - 

r U+4- 

+l)t+1 r (3 

77—1/ 1,(77) 

" Ii M ’ 
77—1 

I2 (77) = 7r sin2 0 . a (7a. 
Jo 

k (_ /k„v- , t 
"'ll — 

Ka2 
7’ * 'v12 u = ilA" fcu‘, 

K,, 

where Kn, K22 are the force constants appropriate to a pair of molecules of the first 

or second kind respectively; we here assume that the law of variation of force with 

distance is the same whether the molecules are like or unlike—if this be not so, n must 

* Cf. ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 9, p. 320, or Jeans’ 1 Dynamical Theory of Gases’ (2nd edit.), §§ 305 

et seq. I have adopted the notation of the above equations in order to facilitate comparison with the 

corresponding equations in Jeans’ treatise, 
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also have suffixes 11, 12, or 22, and the formulae (9"37)-(9'39) will need to be modified 

in a manner sufficiently obvious. 

When n = 5, i.e., when the molecules are Maxwellian, it is clear that 

(9'40) 

(9-41) 

K'u(0) =^-I1(5)[Ku(mI+mJ1‘, 
Air 

k, = 1 = ahhi 
Ii(5) 

§ 10. The Equation op Diffusion. 

(a) Definitions of the Various Coefficients of Diffusion. 

In our analysis of molecular motions (§1) the rate of inter-diffusion was expressed 

in terms of u'0, which is defined by the equations 

(10-01) (vi + Va)u'o = i'i(h-Mo) = -r2 {u2-U0) = 
D + v2 

Further, by (3’15) and (2'06), we have, as the equation of diffusion, 

(10-02) u, — It A0a 0 f _, 
i sxh 

2 h dx 
-X'- 

v0m0 ox) ox 

Hence it appears that the agents effective in causing diffusion are (taking the 

terms of this equation in order) a concentration-gradient or variation in the relative 

proportions of the two component gases, external forces of unequal amounts per unit 

mass of the two gases, and variations in the total pressure or the temperature of the 

composite gas. 

When the pressure and temperature are uniform, and the external forces are such 

as to make X'0, Y'0, Z'0 zero, diffusion can take place only if there is a variation in the 

relative concentration of the component gases. In this case we may compare (10"02) 

which now has the special form 

(10-03) — 1 A ' J_ SYo =_L A CL — 

0 9 0 °2h dx 9i/0 0 °2hdx 9va u °2hdx’ 

with the ordinary equation of diffusion 

(10-04) v0U o — (U\ uf — D12 V‘2 (u2 Uq) — Dj2 
ax’ 

where D12 is the coefficient of diffusion. By comparison we have 

(10 05) D12 = -iA0RTa'0. 

z 2 
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When the pressure, temperature, and composition of the gas are uniform, a steady 

motion of diffusion may be produced by equal and opposite forces ± (v0X'0, ^0Y'0, v0Z'0) 

per unit volume on the two components. This will be termed forced diffusion, and 

we define the coefficient of forced diffusion D'12 by the equation 

(10-06) u\ = D'12v0X'0, 

so that, by comparison with (10’02), 

(10-07) D'12 = - A0a'0 = - D12. 
^0 Po 

From (l0'02) it is clear that diffusion will occur also when the relative proportion 

of the two gaseous components is uniform, and in the absence of external forces such 

as might produce diffusion, provided that the pressure or temperature varies. If we 

define coefficients of thermal diffusion DT and of pressure diffusion Dp by the 

equation 

(10-08) = 
pa OX I ox 

we have, by comparison with (10"02) 

(10-09) D, = = — iAjRTct',, ^ = —D,j, 
v0m0 m0 w0 

(10-10) Dt = -lB0p'0T. 

(b) The Equation of Diffusion. 

If we now substitute the various coefficients of diffusion in the equation of diffusion 

(10‘02), this becomes 

(10-11) = -d12 ^9 + DVX'.+D, - - dt i 
ox p0 ox 1 ox 

In later sections, when we consider in detail the values of the four coefficients of 

diffusion, we shall see that they are all positive (the molecules 1 being the heavier— 

cf. § l).# Hence from (10" 11) we deduce that the direction of diffusion of the heavier 

component of a gas is (a) opposite to the direction of increasing concentration (b) in 

the direction of the diffusion-component of the external force (c) in the direction of 

increasing mean pressure and (d) opposite to the direction of increasing temperature.* 

This is fairly evident as regards (a) and (b). In case (c), the sign of Dp is the same 

as that of m'0 (cf (10"09), D12 being always positive), which is a multiple of 

the physical reason is also not difficult to grasp—under the influence of a difference 

of pressure both components will tend to flow in the direction of diminishing 

pressure, so as to render the pressure uniform. The lighter molecules will travel 

* This statement is modified, with regard to DT, in Note E, p. 197. 
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faster than the heavier, however, so that relative to the mean motion the heavier gas 

will be diffusing in the direction of increasing pressure. Such a process must go on, 

to some extent, during the passage of sound-waves in air or any mixed gas, and will 

influence the propagation of the disturbance to a degree which is probably comparable 

with that of the effects due to viscosity and thermal conduction. The effects of these 

latter have been examined by Stokes, Kirchhoff, and Rayleigh.* 

It is rather more difficult to perceive, either analytically or physically, that DT 

must be positive if the molecules 1 are the heavier (see Note E, p. 197). A discussion 

of this coefficient will be found in § 14. 

If in (10'11) we assign to u'0 the value zero, we get the equation of condition for a 

state without diffusion. Some special cases of this equation will be considered in § 16, 

after the relative magnitudes of the various coefficients of diffusion have been 

determined. 

§11. The Equation of Viscosity. 

The various pressure components pxx, p^, et cetera, for the composite gas are given 

by the following and similar equations :— 

(ll'Ol) pxz = vlm1V}}2jrv2m2\J2\ pxy = r1m1U1V1 + r2m2U2V2. 

A reference to (5'24) or to our expressions for /(U, V, W) in §3 hence enables us to 

deduce that 

1 00 
( 1 1 *02) Pxx—Po — -^T5 ^ CoCxx N (^Vr + ^V-rX 

(11*03) Pxy '6 7 5 2ft Cpxy N (vlyr + ly/—r), 

We may compare these with the equations of pressure of a gas whose coefficient of 

viscosity is k12(c/. (2*11) and (2*14) for the values of cxx and cxy):— 

(1104) 

(11*05) 

Pxx~Po — *12 
2 3uo 2 (du0 dv0 9w0\ 

dx 3 \ dy 32 /J 

(| 3^0 \ _ 2 

p* - w~ 
xy 

It thus becomes evident that the composite gas behaves like a viscous fluid whose 

coefficient of viscosity is given by 

(11*06) *12 — a! J 
Co 

2 h 
2 (I'lYr + ^y-r)- 
0 

* Stokes, ‘Cambridge Transactions,’8, p. 287, 1845; Kirchhoff, ‘ Pogg. Ann.,’ 134, p. 177, 1868 ; 

Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ 175, p. 1883, ‘Theory of Sound,’ II., ch. XIX. 
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§ 12. The Equation of Energy. 

(a) The Deduction of the Equation. 

In order to obtain the equation of energy we return to the consideration of the 

equation of transfer (2'0l). Having determined the form of the velocity distribution 

function/(U, V, W) correct to the first order of small quantities, we can now make 

the equations of transfer accurate so far as the second order, and this is necessary in 

connection with the equation of energy. Also we need no longer suppose that the 

mean motion of the gas (u0, v0, w0) at the point considered is zero. 

We add to (2'0l) the corresponding equation for the molecules of the second kind, 

with the result 

(12-01) g^(DQi + r2Q2) + {vi (w)iQi ~t (^aQs} 

_ U v / ^Qi \ 
W 1\d(u)J 

In this equation we substitute in turn Q = 1, Q =m (u), and Q = \m {(u)2 + (r)3 + (w)2}, 

thus obtaining the equations of density, momentum, and energy. Since all three of 

these quantities are conserved unchanged during the molecular encounters, we have 

in each case A (Q: + Q2) = 0. The first equation takes the form 

(12-02) 
Srp . d VqVq dv^W^ _ 

dt dx dy dz 

where we have made use of the notation of § 1. We will denote the operator 

a ^ a ^ .a ^ a 
- + w0— + v0 — +W0— 
dt dx dy dz 

D 
by —, commonly known as the ‘ ‘ mobile operator ” ; if q is any function of 

xJ 1/ 

x, y z, t> ^ denotes the rate of change, with respect to time, if the value of q at 

a point which moves with the mean velocity of the gas. Then the equation of 

continuity (12’02) may also be written in the form 

(12-03) 
1 Dj/0 fdu, dvQ dlV, 

Vo Dt 
+ + + 

dx dy dz 
= 0. 

The second equation, the equation of momentum, may be written as 

(12-04) ^t(p1u1 + p2u2) + — {p1{u)i1 + p2(u)22} + ^ {pi (u\ {vJ + p.j (u)2 (v2)} 

+ 5-{pi(^)i(w)i+P2(w)2(w)J -(riXi + ^Xa) = 0, 
dz 
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or (cf. § 1 and (11*01)) as 

0 0 
(12'05) r0Xo = - {poUo + p'y,) + — {p0U02 + 2p'0u0u'0+pxx} 

+ ^ {p0U0V0 + p'o (u0v'0 + u'0Vo) +pzy} 

+ ^ {p0U0W0 + p'o {u0w'0 + u'0W0) +P \ 
X if 

= v0 ^ {m0u0 + (m:-m2) u'0} + p0u0 ( cu'o , , 0wV 
dx dy dz 

I / rpxx I ( Pxr/ I | /q,t ^P 0U0 | owo . „„/ f,P o^n 
+ I "5-r “5-1- -5— ) + \ U 0 ~5-r v 0 —5-t W 0 -v~ 

dx dy dz J \ dx dy dz 

In deducing the third equation, the equation of energy, it is convenient, first of all, 

to write out the following equations giving the appropriate special values of the 

various quantities which occur in (I2'0l):— 

(12 '06) ^Qi + r2Q2 = \v{rrii (c03 + 2 1,u0u'0 + Ci) + \v2m2 j c02 - 2 'Zu0ur0 + C2 

— ?Poco “t p q2'U0'M 0 + jRj^oT, 

(12 07) D (^)j Qi "F v2 (^)a Qa — ^0 (2Po^o "tp q^jUqU q ~t tjTUoT) + zjyj QU 0C0 

+ {U0 Pxx + V0 Pxy + WoPxz) + (|-^lUiCi3 + 1^U2C23), 

(12-08) -a-xhA-l + ix^A) = .-.w.x.+^x, = 
Wi . \3 (w)i/ m2 \3 (w)2/ 

On substitution of these values in (12 *01), this becomes 

(l2-09) v0 {^m0c0*+(?n1“ma) 2w0w'0 + fKT} +^2 (p'0c0V(0) 

^ 0 
+ 2 x— (u0pxx + v0pzy + Wy,pxz) — (a/3iUiOi2 + 2p2U2C22) 

0a? 003 

Va£u 0 (X^ X2) — 0. 

This equation can be simplified by eliminating i/02w0X0; thus from (12‘05) we 

deduce that 

(12-10) x„z«0X0 = .'.j yj, (*»i—»»j)«'o+(>W( 4 ‘d(l + fr" 

0a; 0?/ 02 
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by means of which we may transform (12'09) into 

DT / Du 
(12-11) fR,0 ^ Zu'0 ^ ~bW (Xx-X2) 

D* 

3m'o , 3i/0 3w'0' 

.r-, I C)Un 3r^Q 

Ike Pxy d^+Pxz dx 

, 3a: 3y dz 

dw^+z ^.u^+WSO?) = o. 

In this equation we substitute the values of pxx, pxy, pxz from (ll'04), (ll'05), et 

cetera. Also we divide throughout by J, the mechanical equivalent of heat, and 

replace f ——by C„, the specific heat of the gas at constant volume.* After a little 
" J m0 

reduction we obtain the equation of energy in the following form :— 

/1 o • i o \ n HT 2 pm/3m0 ovn 3 w0\ 1 ^ f / v „„„ D u0 
(12 12) +3PoCJ^ + -^+-^j - 

3<r dy dz J J D* 

+ |-“(m1-m2)c0 
3m'0 . 3v'n , 3w\ 

+ + 
J \dx ' dy ' dz 

+f{22(^°J+2(w + lsJ-|(2t0 3*/ dz , 

1 v ^ 11 - j- ^(i^iUjCd + l-^Uo^2). 

x — m 
- Dt 

(b) The Interpretation of the Equation of Energy. 

We will now consider the significance of the various terms in the equation of 

energy (12'12). The terms on the right depend on diffusion, viscosity, and thermal 

conduction (as will be made clearer later). If we neglect the small changes of energy 

produced by these means, as a first approximation (12‘12) may be written 

(12-13) 
1 DT 2 /3w0 dv0 dw( 
T Dt 3\dx dy dz 

0 \ _ = o, 

where we have omitted the right-hand side of (12'12), and divided the left hand by 

p()CvT. 

* The specific heat of a simple gas at constant volume is § j^-, if m is the molecular mass (cf. Jeans’ 

‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ 2nd edit., § 261, (512)). Hence for a composite gas we have 

R 
J ’ 

p 3 R . 3 R 3 R ( Pi t \ 3 P 
PoC„ = fpi j— + #2 y— = f v — + — = 4"o - Jmx J m2 J \mi m2/ 

and consequently 
p _ 3 R 

" 2 Jm0 ’ 
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By the equation of continuity (12'03), the last equation is equivalent to 

(12‘14) 
1 DT 1 Dy0_ 

T ThT ~~3 ^ E>T ~ 

or to 

(i2i5) =0 = °- 

Since we are neglecting diffusion, m0 (or A xmx + \2m2) is invariable, and (12'15) 

expresses the adiabatic law of expansion of a monatomic gas as a given element is 

followed throughout its motion, viz., 

(12-16) T = Up*. 

Thus (12T2) may be regarded as giving the correction to this law owing to 

diffusion, viscosity, and conduction. The left-hand side represents the net rate of 

increase of energy of molecular agitation, being the increase corresponding to the 

rising temperature after allowing for the change of heat energy produced by adiabatic 

expansion or compression. The right-hand side indicates that this is due to the 

following causes :— 

(a) We are considering the fluid contained in a volume element which moves with 

the mean motion of the fluid ; but in addition to this motion there is one of inter¬ 

diffusion within the element, there being a stream of ± (v0u'0, v0v'0, v0v/0) molecules 

per unit time per unit volume in opposite directions. The ^-components of the 

effective forces on each of these molecules are X, -m, 
D t 

and X2—m2 respectively, 

the second term depending on 
Dw0 

Dt 
being present, since we are throughout concerned 

with the energy relative to the mean motion (u0, v0, w0). The work done on the 

fluid by these forces is expressed, in thermal units, by the first right-hand term of 

(12-12). 

(^) Owing to the motion of diffusion there will be an increase in the number of 

molecules mx and an equal decrease in the number of molecules m2, at the rate of 

dv'0 div'0 

dy dz 

motion is the same for molecules m1 and m2, so that this change affects only the 

energy of mean motion, which is \mxc2 for a molecule mx, and %m2c02 for a molecule 

m2. The increase of energy due to this cause is represented by the second right-hand 

term of (12T2). 

(y) The third term gives the heat generated by the viscous forces acting in the 

gas, being, in fact, twice the “ dissipation function ’’ of the viscous motion.* 

'j per unit time per unit volume. The mean energy of peculiar (du'o 

\ dx 
+ 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. 

* Cf. Lamb, ‘ Hydrodynamics,’ p. 518. 

2 A 
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(§) The fourth term represents the increase of heat which ordinary physics regards 

as due to conduction, together with a term due to diffusion which has not, so far 

as I know, been hitherto recognised in either ordinary physics or the kinetic theory. 

These two terms are discussed in detail in the next section of this chapter. 

(c) Conduction of Heat and the Thermal Flux of Diffusion. 

If there is no mass motion the equation of energy takes the form 

(1217) P.C.|E = i2r0M'0(X!-X2)-i 2 

and in the last term we will now substitute from (5 "2 5), with the result 

(I2d8) PoCv^ = iz^'otXx-X,) 

0 RT 0T 
+ 9^2 — —j- | 2 r (i/1ar + i'2a_r) + B0 — 2 (r1/3r + ^_r) 

dx 

It is convenient to eliminate £'0 by means of (3*15), and on so doing (12‘18) 

becomes transformed into 

(12-19) p0C.= j2k0m'0(X,—X2) 

+ 
d_ RT 

dx J 

2r (v1a.r + v2ct_r) 

a , 
u'o + 9 R0 2 (r1/3r+i/2/3_r) 

- 9 2r (nar + r3a_r) 
a 0 1 

If we suppose that no diffusion is taking place, so that (u'0, v'0, w'0) are all zero, 

and compare (12’19) with Fourier’s equation of conduction of heat in a gas at 

rest, i.e., with 

(12'20> 

we obtain the following equation for the coefficient of thermal conduction 3-:— 

(12-21) & = iB, {£ M,+ ,J3_r) - & 2 r (w. + >v*_,)} . 
J l i a o i J 

9 
From (12’19) we perceive also that the motion of inter-diffusion is accompanied 

by a flow of heat, which is proportional to the velocity of diffusion, and also depends 

on the temperature and the molecular densities, but is independent of the other 

characteristics of the gas. We shall term this process the thermal flux of diffusion; 
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in the absence of thermal conduction and of external forces we shall have as the 

equation of energy 

(12-22) a,C„!?=2i(K), 

where IB is defined by the equation 

l 00 
(12-23) © = T72r(w + ¥4 

and is termed the specific energy of diffusion. 

We now proceed to consider in detail the various coefficients of diffusion, conduction, 

viscosity, and specific energy of diffusion for which we have obtained general formulae. 

13. The Coefficient of Diffusion D12. 

(a) The General Formula. 

The general formula for the coefficient of diffusion D12 is obtainable in terms of the 

molecular data by substitution in (10’05) of the value of a'0 given by (5'35), thus 

(13*01) D12 — ‘?rA0ItTX1X3 v/ (<WO . 

So far as § 9 (6) A0 had remained quite arbitrary, only the product of A0 into the 

coefficients a being definite. We there defined A^ as having such a value as to make 

a00 equal to unity. We now substitute that value (cf. (9*022)), viz., 

(13-02) 

in (13 *01), with the result that 

(13-03) 

A — 27 (m1 + m2) 
2Tr\1X2v0mlm2K\2 (0) 

D 3 K+ffla) RT V' (Smnamn) ^ 

27rj/uw1m2K,12(0) V (Smnamn) ’ 

where V' is the principal minor of V. 

(h) The Case of Maxwellian Molecules. 

In the case of Maxwellian molecules it is readily evident from (6"03) that all the 

elements of the first row and column of V (Smnamn), save the initial element a00, are 

zero. Hence in this case V is equal to a00V', i.e., 
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in view of the convention in § 13 (a) as to the value of a00. 

have 

(13'05) 
3 (m1+m2)RT 

2xj'0?n1m2K/12 (0) 

Hence, by (13'03), we 

as the exact value of D12 when the molecules are Maxwellian. The same result 

follows readily also from (10‘05), (6'03), and (6*04). It is the same, except as regards 

the notation, as the formula deduced by Maxwell in his second great memoir 

on the dynamical theory of gases.* 

(c) A First Approximation to the Coefficient of Diffusion. 

Only in the case just considered does our general formula for D22 reduce to a 

simple finite form : usually we must, for practical purposes, be content to make 

approximations to the exact result. As in § 9, this may be effected by taking 

successive finite convergents to our infinite determinants, which is equivalent to 

neglecting all terms in the expansion of f {U, V, W) after the first one, two or more 

at the beginning. Thus for a first approximation, taking only the central element of 

V (Smnamn), it is clear that V'/V is equal to 1 /a00 or unity simply (cf § 13a). Hence 

we have 

(13-06) 
3 (m1 + m2) RT 

27n'0m1m2K/12 (0) 
(1st approximation), 

a result which also follows from (10"05) and (9"03). This, it will be noticed, is the 

same as (13‘05), showing that what is in general only a first approximation to D]2 is 

in the case of Maxwellian molecules a strictly accurate result. 

The formula (13"06) is not new ; it was first given by Langevin,! and subsequently 

by myself | independently. In all these cases, and also in Maxwell’s investigation 

the method used was an approximate one which involves the assumption that 

the peculiar velocities of the molecules of the two constituent gases are distributed 

about the separate mean velocities c1} c2 according to Maxwell’s law for the steady 

state of a gas. The method of the present paper is based on an actual determination 

of the law of distribution. The assumed law just mentioned, if expressed in the 

manner adopted in § 3, would involve no a-coefficient beyond a0 (neglecting squares 

or higher powers of the velocity of diffusion c'0). This coincides with the true law 

only in the case of Maxwellian molecules (§ 6), so that only in that case is (13"06) 

exact : Maxwell himself did not prove this rigorously, though he obtained the 

* Maxwell, ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ vol. 157 (1866); or ‘ Scientific Papers,’ ii., p. 27. 

f Langevin, ‘Ann. de Chimie et de Physique’ (8), v., 245, 1905: cf. also Enskog, ‘ Phys. Zeit.,’xii. 

533, 1911. 

t ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 499 (35), 1911. 
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accurate expression. In the general case (13'06) is an approximation only, and the 

method used by Maxwell and the other writers just named does not afford a ready 

means of estimating the error involved. The present investigation makes it clear 

that in extreme cases this is far from small. 

(d) A Second Approximation to the Coefficient of Diffusion. 

Passing now to a second approximation, by means of (10'05) and (9'15) we obtain 

the result 

(13-07) 
p> — 1 3(m1+m2)PT 

1 e0 i2 (o) 
(2nd approximation). 

The correction to (13’06) consists of a factor (l— e0)-1, e0 being given by (9'14) and 

(9'09)-(9‘13) ; since for Maxwellian molecules = 1, it follows from (9’14) that 

e0 = 0 in their case. In order to estimate the importance of e0 in other cases we must 

consider some special typical molecular models, and determine the numerical values of 

e0 for such gases. The most important models are those for which K'12(0), kt, etc., are 

given in § 9 (/). 

In paragraph (g) of this section we shall consider in detail the range in the values 

of e0 calculated from these numbers, for various ratios of the molecular masses and 

diameters. Since e0 only affords a second approximation to D12, however, and not the 

exact value, it is convenient first of all to examine certain particular cases of our 

formulae (cf §§ 7, 8) which throw some light on the accuracy of a second 

approximation in general. 

(e) The Coefficient of Diffusion when : m2 and (tJ<t2 are Very Large. 

In the special case when the mass and size of a molecule of the first kind are so 

great, compared with that of a molecule of the second kind, that mfm1 is negligible 

(cf. § 7), we obtain from (10’05), (7’20) and (13’03) the result 

(13-08, 9) 
3KT D0 = Do__3_ 

27n/0m2K/12 (0) D D 16^0 (<rj + o-2)2 (hirmf^ 

where D is a determinant (occupying only a quadrant of the infinite plane) whose 

general element is given by (7"21), while D0 is its principal minor. As usual, for 

Maxwellian molecules D0 = D. We proceed to make successive numerical approxi¬ 

mations to D0/D in the case of molecules of other types. 

For molecules which are rigid elastic spheres we have seen (9"32) that 

r. _ (^ + 2)* 

t_(*+IV 
(13-10) 
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so that by (7'2l) the general element of D is 

(13-11) 
(r + s + 2)r+s 

(r+f)r(s+f)/ 
r > 0, s > 0. 

The following are the numerical values of the elements as far as the fourth row and 

column, the exact values being given in the first expression, and the decimal values 

to three significant figures in the second :— 

(13-12) D = 1 
1 1 3 

I’OOO 0*200 -0-029 o-oio 
5 5.7 5.7.9 

1 13 23 33 
0-200 0-520 0'131 1 ©

 
o

 
to

 
1—

‘ 

5 5.5 5.5.7 5.5.7.9 

1 23 433 1077 
-0-029 0-131 0-353 0-098 

5.7 5.5.7 5.5.7.7 5.5.7.7.9 

3 33 1077 26613 
O'OIO -0-021 0-098 0-268 

5.7.9 5.5.7.9 5.5.7.7.9 5.5.7.7.9.9 

By neglecting the rows and columns of D after the first, second, third and fourth 

respectively we obtain the following four successive approximations to D0/D :— 

Table I. 

Approximation. D. D0/D. 

- 

1st. 1-000 1-0000 
833 

13 13 
2nd. 

25 =°-480 
= 1-0833 

235 
4608 5100 

3rd. 
25.25.49 ~ 0 150 4608 “ 1 1068 

97 
106168100 11854084 

4th. 567492 - 0-035 1061681 - 1 1165 

The successive approximations to D0/D evidently converge with some rapidity 

to the value 1T2 or, more nearly, 1*13; the correction introduced by the second 

approximation covers two-thirds of the error of the first. 

It is of importance and interest to notice that in this case an exact solution is 

obtainable by another method, less general than that of this memoir, but more 
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effective in the particular case before us ; this solution is due to Lorentz, and may 

be expressed in our notation by# 

(13M3) d12 
_2 

3tq7t (oq + <x2)3 (Jl‘7rtW2) 

This is identical with our own solution (13‘09) if 

(13-14) D0 = 32 = ri317?t 
JU V7T 

and our approximations to D(l/D show how this numerical value is approached by the 

successive convergents to our infinite-determinantal solution. | Incidentally, we may 

notice that (13*14) affords an expression for x of a kind which, so far as I am aware, 

is quite new. 

If the molecules are nth power centres of force {cf. §9 {/)), our general formula 

(13*09) becomes (when mfm^ is negligible) 

(13*15) D12 
D0 3 X 

^ Si/Ji (n) (hirm2)1/a T^3— 

5 

and the general term of the determinant D is given by 

(13*16) 

With this we may compare the exact formula obtained by Jeans (loc. cit.), using 

the method of Lorentz, 

(13*17) 2 

voli (n) (Awi1m2Kia)w-1 (/txra2)1/s 

* Cf. Lorentz, ‘ Archives Neerlandaises,’ 10, p. 336, 1905; ‘Theory of Electrons,’ p. 268. Also, for a 

more general theory along the same lines, cf. Jeans’ ‘Dynamical Theory of Gases’ (2nd ed.), §333 (654) 

•or §450 (890). 

PlDDUCK, ‘ Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.’ (2), 15, p. 112, 1915, has also deduced Lorentz’s result as a special 

case of the general method of solution by integral equations. 

t [I have now obtained a rigorous proof of this equation and of (13'18).—February 22, 1917.] 

X Cf. the footnote to page 171. 
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These are equivalent, so that 

2 
(13-18) ^ = l^r(2 + 
v D 9tt \ n—l 

r (3— 

2 

2 

= - !+- , 9-7r\ n—U n—l 

= W + _!_)_* 
9 \ n — l) n—l \ 

2- 

n—l 

2 

n—l 

2 

1- 

n— 1 

n—l 

2 

n—l 

1 

r i 
n— 1 

n — 1/ • 2x 
sm - 

n- 

by a well-known formula in the theory of gamma functions. When n = 5 (the case 

of Maxwellian molecules), the last equation gives D0/D = 1, as it should do. When 

n = oo, corresponding to the case of rigid elastic spheres, D0/D = —, as before. 
9x 

It is of interest to consider one or two intermediate values of n in order to see with 

what rapidity our determinantal expression for D0/D converges to the value given 

by (13 ’18); we shall not go beyond a third approximation. 

The determinant D, as far as the third row and column, is as follows, where \m 

2 
has been written in place of 

(13-19) D 

1 —m 

n — l 

1 —m 

13 — 4 m + m2 

5.5 

_ 1 — m2 

5.7 

23 — 27m+ 5m2—m3 

5.5.7 

1—m2 23 —27m+5m2—m3 433 — 216m + 70m2—8m3+m'! 

5.7 5.5.7 5.5.7.7 

In the following table are given the first three approximations to D0/D for a few 

typical values of n, together with the exact values calculated from (13 ’ 18):— 

Table II. 

n. m. 

Do/D. 

Approximations. 

Exact value. 

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 

5 1 1-000 1-000 1-000 1-000 
9 h 1-000 1-023 1-027 1-031 

13 1 1-000 1-039 1-048 1-056 
17 1 ¥ 1-000 1-049 1-060 1-072 
00 0 1-000 1-083 1-107 1-132 
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This table well illustrates the general remarks on the convergence* of our formulae 

which were made in § 9 (a). 

if) The Coefficient of Self-Diffusion of a Gas. 

The next simplest case of a general character which we shall consider is that 

in which the two sets of molecules are alike in mass and dynamical properties ; 

a special case of this is that of a simple gas, the two sets of molecules being identical— 

the corresponding coefficient of diffusion D12 will be written Dn and termed the 

coefficient of self-diffusion. From (10'05), and (8‘9), the latter equation being the 

one appropriate to the case before us, we find that 

(13-20) 
D 3RT V'0 

11 ™0roK'u(o) V0 ’ 

where we may now omit the distinguishing suffixes 1, 2 ; V'0 is the principal minor 

of V0, whose general element is given by (8"10). We may note that the factor V'0/V0 

is independent of vx and v2 (§ 8). 

As far as the first two rows and columns, V0 has the following form :— 

(13-21) • 1 H&i-l) 

2 (&i ~ 1) a\> (11 — 1 O&j + 7k2) + 

The first and second approximations to V'0/V0 for a few typical molecular models 

are given in the subjoined table : the model chosen is the nth power centre of force, 

which is equivalent to a rigid elastic sphere when n — o°. 

Table III. 

Maxwellian Rigid elastic 
V0/V. gas, n = 9. n = 17. spheres, 

n = 5. 71 = OO. 

1st approximation . . 1-000 1-000 1-000 1-000 
2nd approximation . 1-000 1-004 1-008 ffi = 1-015 

In calculating the approximations to V/0/V0 for n — 9 and n — 17 we have adopted 

the values 0‘420 and 0‘390 respectively for I2(n)/Ii (n); it would be very troublesome 

* [Added June 2, 1916.—It is interesting to notice that in all the cases in Table II. the error of the 

third approximation to D0/D is equal (to the order of accuracy of one unit in the last figure given) to the 

difference between the second and third approximations. 

After each step in the approximation the ratio of successive increments seems to become progressively 

larger, and from Table I. it would be difficult to judge whether D0/D converges to 1 • 12 or 1 • 13, if we did 

not know the correct value to be 1 • 1317.] 

2 B VOL. CCXVII.—-A. 
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to calculate the exact values of these functions, but fortunately the present calculation 

does not require them to be known with any great accuracy. When n = 5 we have 

I2(5)/I1(5) = 0'501, and when n — oo the value is 0'333 (cf. Jeans’ treatise, 2nd ed., 

§33), so that the assumed values when n = 9 and n — 7 cannot be materially 

in error. 

The value of V'0/V0 is in all the cases considered (n = 5 to n = o°) very nearly 

equal to unity, the correction introduced by a second approximation being so small 

that further approximations are not likely to lead to any but a negligible increase in 

accuracy. Thus the exact value of V'0/V in the case of rigid elastic spherical 

molecules, for instance, is not likely to differ from 1*017 (slightly greater than 1*015) 

by more than one part in a thousand. 

The exact expression for Dn corresponding to molecules of the type just mentioned 

is consequently given by the following equation :— 

(13*22) 

(13*23) 

(13*24) 

Du = 1*017 
3 

32n0o-2 (2/t7rm) 

0*1520 

v (2<t)2 (hm)'12 

= 1*200 -, 
P 

where in the last line we have made use of the formula for the coefficient of viscosity 

k for a simple gas, which has already been given by the author (‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, 

vol. 216, § 11 (D), p. 337), viz., 

(13*25) = 1*016 
64 (27r) 1,2 per2 (Il'IJl) ^ 

In my first paper on the kinetic theory (‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 477, 1912) 

the formulae (13'22)-(13*25) were given as above except for the omission of the 

factors 1*017 and 1*016 in the first and last, which resulted in 0*150 taking the place 

of 0*1520 in (13*23). 

The expression (13*23) for Dn agrees almost exactly also with a result obtained by 

Pidduck* for the same quantity, by an entirely different method. Mr. Pidduck’s 

work is based on Hilbert’s transformation of Boltzmann’s integral equation for the 

velocity-distribution function.! His formula for Dn(loc. cit., p. 101, 4l) is the same 

as (13*23) except that the numerical constant, there given only to three places of 

decimals, is 0*151. 

* Pidduck, ‘Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,’ (2), 15, p. 89, 1915. 

t Hilbert, ‘ Math. Ann.,’ 72, p. 562, 1912; Boltzmann, ‘Yorlesungen liber Gastheorie,’ I. 
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We may also compare (13'24) with the result obtained from the simple mean-f'ree- 

path theory (first introduced by Maxwell* * * §) with Jeans’ correctionf for the 

persistence of velocities, viz. (in our notation) 

(13'26) Dn = 1'34 
P 

This is therefore about 10 per cent, larger than the exact value (13'24). 

(g) The Variation of D12 with the Relative Concentration of the Component Gases. 

In the course of the development of the kinetic theory perhaps no branch has been 

the subject of more dispute than that dealing with diffusion. The point of greatest 

difference was the effect on the rate of diffusion of the relative concentration of the 

diffusing gases. Meyer’s elementary mean-free-path theory | led to a formula for 

D12 according to which the coefficient of diffusion should vary with the proportions of 

the mixture over the extreme range indicated by the equation 

(13-27) (Dia)»>i = 0 _ TR 
(1^12)^ = 0 

Thus, when the molecular masses are very unequal, the range in the value of D12 

should be very great. No such large variation is found to exist, however, according 

to the results of experiment. 

Meyer’s theory took no account of the tendency of a molecule to persist in motion 

along its original direction after collision : as Jeans§ has shown in connection with 

viscosity, however, “ persistence of velocities ” is a very important fact, the neglect of 

which leads to grave error in the mean-free-path theory. Iyuenen || has shown that 

when taken account of in the theory of diffusion, it largely removes the discrepancy 

between the small observed variations of D12, and the variations theoretically 

calculated by the method referred to. 

An earlier modification of Meyer’s theory by Gross^I may also be mentioned. This 

predicts variations of amount similar to those observed, but generally of the wrong 

sign ; its merits are not such as to demand more than this brief historical reference. 

* Maxwell, ‘Scientific Papers,’ i., p. 377, or ‘Phil. Mag.,’ 1860, January-July. 

t Jeans’ ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ p. 273. The whole of the chapter on diffusion (ch. xii. in the 

second edition) is of great interest, and a general reference may be made to it for comparison both of 

theory and experiment with the results of this memoir. 

I Meyer, ‘ Kinetic Theory of Gases ’ (English edition), p. 255. 

§ Jeans’ ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ pp. 276, 292. 

|| Kuenen, ‘ Supp. No. 8 to the Communications from the Leyden Physical Laboratory,’ January, 1913. 

Of. also Jeans’ treatise, ch. xiii. (2nd eel.), p. 328. 

H Gross, ‘Wied. Ann.,’ 40, p. 424, 1890; the disagreement of Gross’s theory with experiment has 

been indicated by Lonius, ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ 29, p. 664, 1909. 

2 B 2 
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In sharp distinction from Meyer’s theory, Stefan* * * § and Maxwell! put forward a 

theory of diffusion which led to the result that D12 is entirely independent of the 

ratio vi‘.v2, the formula involving only the sum vi + v2 or v0. Stefan’s theory was 

based on the hypothesis of rigid elastic spherical molecules, and agrees with the 

corresponding form of our first approximation to D1S (13'06) ; the same result was 

subsequently obtained by Langeyin| and the present author § on the most general 

molecular hypothesis, in the form (13'06). Maxwell’s first formula related to the 

elastic sphere theory, and was greater than that of Stefan by one-third, Maxwell 

being considerably in error : his second formula related to Maxwellian molecules, and 

was identical with the exact formula for such molecules given in § 13 (b). All these 

results share the property that they are independent of p1: v2, and as the present theory 

shows, all of them are in error in this respect, except Maxwell’s second formula. 

They require to be multiplied by the correcting factor V'/V of (13’03) : this factor is 

unity in the case of Maxwellian molecules, so that for a mixture of two sets of such 

molecules D12 is independent of their numerical proportions. This is one of the few 

properties of a gas which depends in its very nature (i.e., not merely in absolute 

magnitude) on a particular molecular model : another such property will be noticed 

in § 14. The fact that the absence of variation is in disagreement with experimental 

results confirms the conclusion drawn from other sources of evidence that Maxwellian 

molecules are unsatisfactory representations of actual molecules. 

The only other general case of independence of D12 or vl : vx is that in which the 

dynamical properties of the two sets of molecules are alike, as in the case of self¬ 

diffusion (§13 (/’)). Hence we may speak of the coefficient of self-diffusion of a gas 

without specifying the ratio vx : v2 in contemplation ; in general, on the contrary, D12 

is defined only when the value of vx : v2 is assigned. 

In the case when m2/mx is negligible (§13 (e)) the mutual encounters of the light 

molecules are neglected, with the result that in this case also D12 depends only on r0. 

This, however, is perhaps hardly to be regarded as an additional exception to the 

general rule. 

The error in the formulae of Stefan and the other authors mentioned arose from 

the neglect of the difference between the actual law of distribution of the peculiar 

velocities of the molecules and the assumed Maxwellian law. This is taken account 

of in the present paper, and leads to the correction factor V'/V in (13‘03); we will 

now proceed to consider how this factor varies with the ratio vx : v2 by studying the 

variation of the second approximation to it, i.e., (l—e0)_1. From this we may readily 

* Stefan, ‘ Wien. Sitzb.,’ 63 (2), p. 63, 1871 ; 65, p. 323, 1872. 

f Maxwell, ‘Scientific Papers,’ i., p. 392 ; ii., p. 57 and p. 345. Of. also Boltzmann, ‘Wien. Sitzb.,’ 

66 (2), p. 324, 1872; 78, p. 733, 1878 ; 86, p. 63, 1882; 88, p. 835, 1883. Also ‘ Vorlesungen fiber 

Gastbeorie,’ i., p. 96. 

I Langevin, loc. cit. ante. 

§ ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 449. 
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infer the character of the variation of Vr/V itself, in view of our knowledge of the 

mode of convergence of the successive approximations as indicated in § 13 (e). 

(h) The Variation of (1— e0) 1 with :v2. 

So far as regards our detailed discussion of e0, we shall confine ourselves to the case 

of rigid elastic spherical molecules; for Maxwellian molecules e0 is identically zero, 

while for nth power centres of force (5 < n < co) 6u is intermediate between 0 and the 

value appropriate to rigid elastic spheres {cf. Tables II., III., § 13), the character of 

its variations being similar in the two cases. 

From § 9 (c) we have 

(13'28) e0 — 
,, _ y fvl+fbj 2vxv2+l)2v2 

dyVi + 2d12ViV2 + d'2v2 

and in the case of rigid elastic spherical molecules {cf. § 9 (c) and § 9 (/)) we may 

write 

(13-29) (£,-l)2-^ = --■—3-£ 

12 -%0-- +78-H&P 
P 

Mi 
(13 30) {k, 1)^ 3o-i-OOp_17^ 

where 

(13*31) p = 

so that 

(4.-i) 
2 u2 M2 

k = 

d2 30-i^-p-l 7m 

4O-jO-2 ^ 2 

2 ? 

{<Tl+<T2)'‘t\ 

(13-32) 0 <p<| 0<£<1. 

Since the suffix 1 refers to the heavier molecules, we have ^ /u2 and 

(13-33) ^>-2. 
dx d2 

The condition that ~ shall exceed is readily proved to be 
a 19 (JLo 

(13-34) M2 

Mi 
<f(p) = 

81-342p + 280pz 

4/j+ 81_p — 180p* ’ 

and it is found that, for the admissible values of p (i.e., O^p^i), f{p) is positive 

and steadily diminishes as p increases; its least value is consequently f{f), which is 

equal to 13/(9 + 4&). Since k never exceeds unity, f{p)i> 1, and hence M21 ^f{p)> so 

that 
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The sign of equality corresponds to the limiting case k = 1, ^ = /jl2, i.e., to the case 

of self-diffusion, in which instance, therefore, bi/d1 = &2/cZ2 = bl2/d12, e0 being indepen¬ 

dent of : v2, as we have already seen (§13 {/))■ 

We cannot unconditionally make the further statement that bxldxf>bl2jdl2, since 

the necessary condition for this, viz., M1/M2 i>/(p), is not always fulfilled; but it is 

easy to prove that 

(13'36) 

if 

b\ ^ b12 

di d^ 

(13-37) k > i —3 (1 + 80m2- 100 w*). 
Mi 

When yuj = ju.2 = the last condition becomes kf> 1, so that if k = 1 we have, as 

before, blfdl = b12/d12; if ^ = /x2 = ^ and k < 1, then bjd1 < bV2/d12. The condition 

(13'37) may be roughly expressed by saying that the more equal the molecular 

masses, the more equal, also, must be the molecular radii in order that b1/d1 shall 

exceed b12/d12; or, conversely, the more unequal the masses, the more unequal, also, 

may be the radii, consistently with the truth of (13’37). 

Clearly, if (13*37) is satisfied, and 

b\ \ b12 6, 

d,^ dl2^ d2 

e0 steadily increases as the proportion of the heavier gas varies from 0 to 1, and 

consequently, also, I)]2 steadily increases (cf. (13'07)). If, however, (13'37) is not 

satisfied, e0 and D12 will first increase to a maximum and then diminish slightly, as 

the ratio vl : increases from 0 to 1. 

As regards the actual value of eU5 the range (corresponding to all possible ratios of 

molecular mass or radius) is from the minimum value of (&j — l)2 c/f, which is clearly 

zero (when fx2 = 0 and v2 = 0, i.e., when the heavier molecules are infinitesimal in 

number and the lighter molecules are infinitesimal in mass) to the maximum value of 

(k1 — l)2b/e, which is Txg- (when n2= 0 and v} ^ 0). The maximum value of (Z^—1)“ajd 

is ir<T9> which lies between the above limits. The corresponding range of (l—e,,)-1, the 

correction factor to the first approximation (13’06) to I)12, which is introduced on 

making a second approximation, is consequently from 1 to 1'083. Hence, in con¬ 

junction with § 13 (e), we may conclude that for rigid elastic spherical molecules the 

total possible range in the complete correction factor V'/V to the first approximation 

to D12 (cf. (I3'0l)) is from 1 to — or 1'132 (cf. (13’14)). 
9 7T 

It would not be difficult to construct a table showing the values of (l— e0)-1 for 

various typical pairs of gases, but owing to the fact that there are three variables 

concerned (i.e., m1/m2, crjo--,, and vjv2) it would need to be somewhat complicated, and 
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probably little more knowledge would be gained from it than may be deduced from 

the above discussion and from Table IV. of § 13 (i). 

(i) Variation of D12 with vr : v2. Comparison with Experiment. 

In view of the conflicting theories regarding the relation between I)I2 and i>Jv2, 

several series of experiments to test the question were made at Halle during the years 

1904-1909, under the direction of Prof. E. Dorn.* The gases used were helium 

argon by Schmidt and Lonius, oxygen—hydrogen by Deutsch and Jackmann, 

carbon dioxide—hydrogen and oxygen—-nitrogen by Jackmann. In Jackmann’s 

summary of the experiments it is pointed out that the observed variations in D12, 

though far from negligible, are small compared with those predicted by Meyer’s 

theory, while Gross’s theory (cf § 13 (g)) is equally unsuccessful in that it predicts 

variations of the right order hut in the wrong direction. 

Jeans! compares these observations both with Meyer’s theory and with the 

corrected form of Meyer’s theory after allowing for the persistence of velocities 

(cf. § 13 (g). The following table is taken from § 446 of his treatise (2nd edition), 

and relates to the pair of gases, helium—argon :— 

Table IV.—Variation of D12 for He-A. 

D12 observed 

(Schmidt and Lonius). 

Dio (calculated). 

Meyer’s theory. 
Meyer’s theory oorrected 

(Jeans, Kuenen). 

2-65 0-961 0-548 0-910 
1-00 1-000 1-000 1-000 
0-31 1 -036 1*526 1-110 

In this table the values of D12 have been multiplied by a factor in order to make the 

value corresponding to = v2 equal to unity, for convenience of comparison. Jeans 

remarks, a propos of the above table, that the observed variations of D12 are 

insignificant compared with those predicted by Meyer’s theory, being small even 

compared with those predicted by the corrected theory, and that Maxwell’s simpler 

formula (according to which D12 is independent of vfv^) is after all the most accurate 

numerically. We shall see, however, that the present theory, with its correction 

V'/V to the usual first approximation (13'06) to D12, gives results which are in much 

closer accordance with the observed phenomena. 

* Schmidt, ‘Halle Dissertation’ (1904), and ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ 14, p.801, 1904; Deutsch, ‘Halle,’ 

1907 ; Jackmann, ‘Halle,’ 1906; Lonius, ‘Halle,’ 1909, and ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ 29, p. 664, 1909, where 

the results of the whole series of experiments are summarised arid discussed. 

t Jeans’ ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases ’ (2nd ed.), § 446. 
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The following table contains the results of the Halle experiments on I)12, as given 

in Jackmann’s summary. Additional columns give the values of (a) ——, calculated 
1 — e0 

from (13'28) on the hypothesis that the molecules are rigid elastic spheres* : (6) 

V'/V—cf. (13'01)—estimated from the value of 
l-< 

in accordance with § 9 (a) and 

§13 (e): and (c) of D12, obtained by multiplying the values of V'/V by such a factor 

as to make the mean of the resulting values of D13 equal to the mean of the 

corresponding set of observed values. This is all that is here necessary, since we are 

concerned now only with the variations of D12, and not with its absolute values. 

Table V.—Variation of D12 with v1: v2. 

Gases. 

Authority. 

A n 
v\ + i'2 

Argon-helium. 

Schmidt! and Lonius, 

mi Ini 2 =10. 

f 0-273 
0-315 

J 0-3771 
j 0-500f 

0-677 
L 0-763 

Oxygen-hydrogen. 

Deutsch! and Jackmann, 

mi/m2 =16. 

j 

t 

0-25f 
0-25 
0" 5f 
0-5 
0-75f 

Carbon dioxide-hydrogen. 

DEUTSCH, 
mi/m2 = 22. 

0-25 
0-5 
0-75 

Nitrogen-hydrogen. 

Jackmann, 

vii jin 2 = 14. 

1 0-235 
r 0-5 

Oxygen-nitrogen. 

Jackmann, 

ri\Wo = 8/7. 

0-467 
0-5 

1 V' 

1 ~ eo" V. 

1 • 035 
1-040 
1-044 
1-050 
1-058 
1-062 

1-050 
1-056 
1-063 
1-073 
1-087 
1-094 

1-035 1-050 

1 • 050 1-073 

1-064 1-097 

1-029 
1 • 059 
1-070 

1-040 
1-089 
1-108 

1-030 1 • 042 
1 • 050 1-073 

1-012 1-013 
1-013 1-014 

d12. 

Observed. Calculated. 

0-244 0-248 
0-250 0-250 
0-2501 0-251 
0-254f 0-254 
0-256 ' 0-257 
0-263 0-259 

0 • 2761 
0-276 j 0-276 

0-280f 
0-273 | 0-282 

0-2891 0-289 

0-214 0-212 
0-218 0-222 
0-228 0-226 

0-268 0-263 
0-266 0-271 

0-0733 0-0731 
0-0730 0-0732 

* The values of the molecular radii used in the calculation of e0 were taken from the table on p. 476 of 

my first paper (‘ Phil Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, 1912); cf. the column there headed “elastic sphere theory.” 
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We may conclude from the above table that the calculated values of D12 are in very 

satisfactory agreement with the observed data, the differences between the two being 

not greater than the experimental errors would render probable, if we may judge of 

these errors from the internal accordance of the observed results. It should also be 

remembered that the molecular model chosen for calculation is not the best 

representation of an actual gas molecule, though it is sufficiently good for the 

purpose, especially in view of its simplicity for numerical work. 

(j) The Absolute Magnitude of D12. 

We next consider the absolute magnitude of the coefficient of diffusion. A 

comparison of a theoretical expression for D12 with the corresponding observed value 

involves not only the accuracy of the theory and experiment, but also the suitability 

of the molecular model adopted as the basis of the theory. If we choose the rigid 

elastic sphere as model (and for many purposes this very simple model is fairly 

satisfactory) we may deduce from the observed value of D12 for a specified gas- 

mixture the corresponding value of o-i + (r2 (cf (13’01) and (9‘3l)). By doing this for 

three pairs of gases A-B, B-C, C-A we can obviously determine from the resulting 

values of cra + ab, crb + arc, crc + a-a die individual molecular radii <xa, ab, <rc.# By taking 

different sets of pairs we may obtain more than one determination of each molecular 

radius, and the mutual accordance of these affords some sort of check on the theory 

—mainly, I think, relating to the suitability of the molecular model. But we cannot 

in this way test whether the theoretical formula is in error by a factor which is 

nearly or quite constant, since this would merely alter the deduced values of the radii 

in a common ratio. 

[Revised June 2, 1916.—By another method, as follows, we can to some extent 

check the absolute magnitude of the theoretical results. Having determined values 

of o- in the above manner, we can use <n (the radius for a particular gas) to calculate 

Du by the formula which expresses D12 in the case of dissimilar molecules, putting 

m2 = a2 = ov In this way, practically by interpolation, we obtain a virtually 

experimental value of Dn (which cannot be measured directly). But the theoretical 

expression for Dn can also be written in the form D'n EE Jc —, ki and pi being 
Pi 

respectively the viscosity and density of the gas, while k is a numerical constant. If 

the correct theoretical expression for /q is used here, the theoretical value of k should 

agree with the experimentally measured value DupJkv The former depends, of 

course, on the molecular hypothesis adopted, varying from IT20 for rigid elastic 

spheres to 1'504 for Maxwellian molecules. The following table gives several 

experimental values of k (taken from Jeans’ treatise!), which all lie between the 

* This method is due to Lord Kelvin, ‘Baltimore Lectures,’ p. 295. 

t Cf. Jeans’ ‘ Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ 2nd ed., §§ 447, 448. The value of k deduced from the 

corrected Meyer’s theory is D34 as against the value k = D20 given by the present theory (13-24). 

The formula for k there used is that given in my second memoir. 

VOL. CCXVII—A. 2 C 
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values here theoretically deduced. The values of n, calculated from the variation of 

viscosity with temperature, on the hypothesis that the molecules are the nth power 

centres of force, are given alongside. The formula of interpolation used to obtain Dn 

from D12 is based on the theory of rigid elastic spherical molecules, and this, together 

with the rather early date of the diffusion constants used (they were determined by 

Loschmidt), may prevent us from expecting a very close agreement with theory. I 

have not calculated the theoretical values of k for values of n between 5 and oo, 

since they depend on certain integrals which must be evaluated by quadratures; but 

it would be interesting to have these quantities determined.] 

n. 
Dnpi 

Theory. 00 1-200 
Hydrogen. 12 1-36 
Carbon-monoxide. ' 9-3 1-34 
Oxygen. 7-9 1-43 
Carbon-dioxide. 5-2 1-50 
Theory. 5-0 1-504 

Perhaps the most satisfactory comparison between theory and experiment is 

provided by calculating <n both from the coefficient of diffusion, as above, and also 

in some other way as, e.g., from the coefficient of viscosity kx. Assuming that the 

experimental data and the molecular representation underlying the theory are 

satisfactory, the accordance of the two values of cr affords a complete check on the 

theory of D13 and k jointly. Such a comparison was made in my first memoir (‘ Phil. 

Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 480), using the approximate formulae for D12 and k there 

given ; the confirmation of the theory thus provided was perhaps as good as the 

accuracy of the data might allow one to expect. The table in that paper requires 

revision, because of the corrections to my original formulae which have been deduced 

in the present and my second memoir. Until more modern and accurate data for 

the coefficient of diffusion are available, however (and of such there is need), this 

revision is hardly worth while in view of the smallness of the corrections mentioned. 

In connection with this matter, finally, it may be pointed out that in tables giving 

values of D12 intended for accurate theoretical purposes it is necessary to specify the 

ratio by volumes of the diffusing gases, since the theoretical expression for D12, in 

general, involves this ratio (^ : vd). This practice has not usually been adopted 

hitherto. 

(k) The Variation of D12 with Pressure and Temperature. 

Since the theoretical expression for D12, on whatever molecular hypothesis, contains 

at least one quantity (molecular diameter or force constant) which is not directly 

measurable, two or more values of D12, corresponding to different temperatures or 
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pressures, are necessary in order to obtain evidence from diffusion as to the best 

molecular model. It is, therefore, of some importance to consider the variation of 

D12 with pressure (or density) and temperature. 
n+3 

The first approximation to D]2 (13‘06) varies as T2(»-u+1 in the case of molecules 

which are nth power centres of force, the case n =co, T3/l, corresponding to rigid 

elastic spheres (cf. ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 479). It may readily be seen that 

the correction factor V'/V in (l3'0l) is independent of h or T for these particular 

molecular models (cf. ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, § 9 (B), p. 321). 

Another molecular model, considered in my two previous memoirs, is the rigid 

elastic sphere surrounded by a field of attractive force (the Sutherland molecule). 

The first approximation to I)I2 in this varies as T'?/'2/(l + S'/T), where S' is known as 

Sutherland’s constant of diffusion.* It may be proved without difficulty, as in the 

case of the coefficient of viscosity for a simple gas (cf my second memoir, §§ 9-11) that 

the correction V'/V is usually intermediate between unity and the value corresponding 

to rigid elastic spheres without attraction. The correction factor in the case of 

Sutherland’s molecules also depends upon the temperature, but the variation is so 

very slight as to be negligible. 

As regards variation with density, the first approximation to D13 varies inversely 

as the total density of the gas mixture, and is independent of the relative proportions 

of the two gases. The correction factor V'/V in (l3‘0l) has been seen to vary with 

the relative proportions (vfv^), but if : v2 is fixed, the factor may readily be shown 

not to vary with the total density v1 + v2. 

§ 14. The Coefficient of Thermal Diffusion. 

(a) The General Formula for DT. 

The coefficient of thermal diffusion DT was defined in § 10 (a) by the equation 

(14’01) w T) 19T= _r) d log T 

T T T 0x ’ 

and was found to be given by (cf (10T0), (5’36)) 

(1U02) Dt = —iB0j8'0T = lAAJfiT i v'o (<LA>J 
V ($mJ>mn) 

In the case of Maxwellian molecules it was found that (3'0 vanishes (cf. (6"05)), so 

that for a gas composed of such molecules DT is zero, and the phenomenon of thermal 

diffusion is non-existent. This, together with the absence of variation of D12 with 

vjv2 (cf. § 13 (g)), is one of the few properties of a gas which depends essentially on 

* Cf. Sutherland, ‘ Phil. Mag.’ (5), 38, p. 1, 1894, and my first memoir, p. 479. 

2 c 2 
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the particular characteristics of the molecules. We shall see later that the 

phenomenon is also differential, i.e., it occurs only when the masses or diameters of 

the molecules are not the same for the two kinds. Thus when they are alike in mass 

and dynamical properties /3'0 (and consequently also DT) is exactly zero (cf. (8‘ 13)); 

this is true whatever the nature of the molecules. 

(b) The First Approximation to DT. 

The first approximation to DT is obtained by substituting the value of /3'0 given, to 

this degree of accuracy, by (9’20), viz. (cf. (9'17), (9‘09)-(9'13)), 

_ 3 (m1 + m2) RT e; (^] — 1 

2TTv0m1m2 K'u(0) 

We shall not go beyond a first approximation in the general case, but (as in § 13 (e) 

with regard to D12) we shall briefly examine the order of magnitude of the corrections 

introduced by further approximations, by a consideration of the special case when 

and <t2I<tx are very small (§ 7). 

(c) The Value of DT when rnf n2 and aj<r2 are very large. 

In this instance the value of /3'0 is given by (7'22), and 

(14-04) Dt = 
3\JtT D'x 

27r^m2K/12 (0) D' 

When the molecules are rigid elastic spheres of radii o-j, o-2, this assumes the form 

(14*05) Dt = 
_3X2_D\ 

\Qv{j(cr1+(T2Y (JlTrm^^ D' 

or (cf. (7‘26)) the same expression except that Dj/D replaces D\/D'. In each case the 

suffix 1 to D or D' denotes the second minor of the corresponding determinant. 

We have already given the value of D as far as the fourth row and column (§13 (e)). 

From this we find that the first three approximations to Dj/D are, with their 

successive differences equal to 

_5_ 

12 
0-417 

2280 

4608 
0'494 

556416 

1061681 
0'524. 

77 

30 
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These indicate the magnitude of D,/D sufficiently for our purpose, though for an 

accuracy of (say) \ per cent, it might perhaps be necessary to carry the calculation 

two or three steps further. If we take the limit of these approximations as 0‘58, 

we have (cf. (13' 13)) 

(14'06) Dt = 0‘58 
3Aa 

16i/0 (cTj + (X2)2 (A/7rTO2) I' 

0*51A2 D12. 

In this case, therefore, DT is comparable with D12, though it may be remarked that 

if A2 is too nearly equal to unity, our assumption (§7) that the effect of collisions 

among the lighter molecules is negligible may require revision. It may, indeed, 

be readily seen from the general expression for DT that this always vanishes if either 

Ax or A2 becomes zero. 

We may briefly examine the case also of nth power centres of force by means 

of (13*19). Considering only a first approximation, the following results are obtained 

for various values of n :— 

First Approximations to D\/D'. 

n — 5 (m = 1) D'j/D' = 0, exactly. 

n — 7 (m = f) 0*156, approximately. 

n — 9 (to = 1) 0*227 ?5 

n = 13 (to = i) 0*294 

n = 17 (to = i) 0*326 5 5 

n - 33 (to = 
1) 

0*372 5 9 

n = co (to = o) 0*417 5? 

The general formula for the first approximation to D\/Dr is readily seen to be 

r, 1— m k n— 5 / 4 \ 

6—m n—% \ n—U 

The last table shows that a very slight excess of n over its value for Maxwellian 

molecules (n — 5) suffices to raise Dr to a considerable proportion of its magnitude 

corresponding to n = co (rigid elastic spheres). The phenomenon of thermal diffusion 

clearly disappears only under conditions which must be fulfilled with great nicety. 

As an instance of the correction introduced by a second approximation in the case 

of a finite value of n, it may be noticed that the result of a second approximation 

for n = 9 is 0‘246. 
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(d) The Approximate Value of DT when n-1 = <x2 and mjm., is very large. 

The case considered in the last sub-section is realised physically in a metal or gas, 

among the molecules of which are found free electrons. Another case of physical 

importance is that in which the molecules are similar except in mass, mljm2 being 

large; the diameters of ordinary molecules do not differ greatly, while their masses 

may be widely different. Thus the diameters of the oxygen and hydrogen molecules 

are approximately 178.10-8 and 1'33.10~8 respectively, the ratio of their masses 

being 16. If in our first approximation to DT given by (14'03) we insert the values 

of K^fO), Tcu &c., appropriate to rigid elastic spherical molecules, and write o-x = <r2, 

Hi — 1, Hz — 0, the result is 

Dt 
15AXA2_3_lmi+m2X1, 

4(9 + X.,)l6^ (<Ti + <r2)2 \ hm1m2 J 
approximately. 

The corresponding value of e0(9T5) is 3Ax/(39+X2), so that 

and 

D12 
39 + \2_3 

4(9 + A2) 16i/u (ct-1 + o-2)‘ 

'm1+mNl3 • , i 
--- , approximately, 

(14'07) Dt = I)12, approximately. 
o 9 “h A2 

Thus when Ax = X2 = \, DT/D12 becomes 0'095, which is nearly equal to the 

maximum value for this particular gas. When Ax or X2 vanishes, so also does DT, 

another instance of the general theorem on which remark has already been made. 

(e) General Remarks and Numerical Values. 

It is now evident, from the special cases treated in the preceding sub-sections, that 

the importance of the phenomenon of thermal diffusion, as compared with ordinary 

diffusion, is greater or less according as the difference between the molecular masses 

and diameters is large or small. If the mass and diameter of the one set of molecules 

are very large compared with those for the other set, DT rises to about ^ D12; if there 

is a large inequality in mass, but no difference in size, DT is about xoD)2 at most# ; 

if mass and diameter are both the same for the different molecules, DT = 0, which 

is also its limiting value when Xx or X2 tends to zero, and its invariable value when 

the molecules are Maxwellian. 

The following are a few values of Dt/D^ corresponding to typical pairs of actual 

* See Note E (p. 197) for the case of nearly equal masses and very unequal sizes. 
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gases, and are obtained by comparing the approximations to DT and D12 contained 

in (13‘07) and (14'03); calling their ratio &T, we have 

/. _ ei (1— eo) a,t — 
"0^1 

1) [l ^ ~t XsAti) (/*i M2) 4^]/x2^i2 (X; X2) ~t X2//21A90)] 

d + e^+f1^ 
v2 l/j 

3 (Xj — X2) 8“ 6 (A.9/*F — X](u22) ~t (Xo/ijA! — A1/X9.A9) 

A1A2 + (6 "3V1M2) (Aj + A2)— 25- Cu12A1 + yW22A2)+-75- —'¥58_/XlM2 
where 

A _ 4 *1 
^1—3 

/ 2t7j 

v2p-2 wi + Og. 

A — -4. JA 
-“•2 — 3 

2<T9 

DMi Vi + 

The values of 0- used in calculating the results in the following table are taken from 

the table on p. 476 of my first memoir. 

Table VI.—Comparison of DT, Dp, D12. 

Ratio of the 
two gaseous com¬ 

ponents. 

Argon-helium. 

—1 = 9-8, 
m2 

A1 = 1-69, 
<r2 

^ 20*4A1 + 4*8A2 

Oxygen-hydrogen. 

B = 16, 
mo 

A1 = 1-34, 
O-o 

h 28-0A1 + 5-2A2 

Oxygen-nitrogen. 

_ 16 

m2 14 ’ 

0-1 = 0-97, 
o-2 

h _ 0" 33Aj + 0 • 41A2 
T 

32- 6 + 58 • 6 -1 

v'2 

+ 4 • 4 h2' 

* T 

45- 5+ 78-3D 
*'2 

+ 5 • 8 D 

*1 

T 

22 * 2 l 9 • 3 D + 8 - 7A2 ! 
"2 v\ 

7. __ -^T 

“T d12' 

II 

S
IP

 

Dp 

Dt' 
1c - 

T d12‘ 
k — 

kp ’ Dh’ 

Dp 

Dt' 
7. _ D T 
A,T - — 

-L112 

II 

0
1

0
 

5
 

N
 Dp 

Dt 

Xi = h. 
"1 _ 1 

3 
"2 

0-133 0-513 3-9 0-122 0-592 4-8 0-008 0-026 3-2 

II 
A

 "1 _ 1 
1 

"2 

0-132 0-408 3-1 0-128 0-441 3-4 o-oio 0-033 3-3 

rsH
< 

II 
A

 ^ = 3 

v2 1 

0-079 0-166 2-1 0-079 0-230 2-9 0-007 0-024 3-4 

We may remark, finally, on the direction of thermal diffusion : since Dr has been 

found to be a positive quantity (l4‘0l) shows that the heavier gas tends to diffuse 

towards regions of lower temperature, while the lighter gas tends to diffuse towards 

those of higher temperature.# 

* Of., however, Note E, p. 197. 
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§ 15. The Coefficient of Pressure Diffusion. 

Iii § 10 we saw that, among other causes, a pressure gradient is an agent in 

producing diffusion, according to the law (cf (10‘08)), 

(15'01) 

where (cf (10‘09) ), 

(15’02) 

if 

(15-03) 

The phenomenon depends essentially on the difference of mass of the molecules, and 

we may note also that, like thermal diffusion, it tends to zero with \ or X2. If wii/ms 

is very large, kp clearly has the value X2, except when X2 is very nearly equal to 1. 

It is interesting to compare the degree of diffusion produced by equal gradients of 

log p0 and log T. This is equivalent to comparing kp and kT. When mljm2 is very 

large, kp/kT = 1 /0'51 or approximately 2, if <xj/cr2 is also large (cf (14"06)), or 

(39+X2)/l5X! if <rl = <t2 (cf (14"07)), save when Xi is small. The factor kp, unlike kT, 

is not dependent on the relative size of the molecules. 

In Table VI. are given the values of kp corresponding to the three typical pairs 

of gases considered in § 14 (c). It appears that Dp is of thrice or four times the 

magnitude of DT for such gases. 

u' = D„ - ^ = Dt a lo-g-^ 
’ p0 dx p dx 

D, _ m o TV _ XiX2 (wi\ Tn2) -p, _ 7 r\ 
— U12 — —- — E;12 — K'pU 

mn \m1 + X2m, 
'p^ 12> 

_ XtX2 (m1 m.2) 

p — X1m1 + X2m2 

§ 16. The Steady State Without Diffusion. 

We will now briefly consider the steady state, without diffusion, of a gas subject 

to the influence of (a) external forces or (b) boundary conditions which maintain a 

constant non-uniform distribution of temperature. If we write zero in place of u'u in 

(10'11), and divide by D12, we have 

(16-01) ^ -2h(X'0 + - ^) + kT 8 - = 0 
OX \ v0 ox) ox 

as the equation of state. It is more convenient to express the middle term as in the 

following equations (substituting for — ^ from 2"04— ~ being zero, since the state 
v0 OX ot 
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of the gas is steady—and expressing the result in terms of X, and X2 instead of X0 

and X'„) 

(16-02) 

(16’03) 

Since 

(16-04) 

^ = 2AX,X2(X,-XJ)-iT02|Tj 

= 2/,xl\,(X=-Xl)4/-T'V«i. 
dx dx 

±U\ = _0_AA = L _ h 0x-2 = 
dx\vj dx\\J \2dx dx 

we may re-wrrite (16"02) or (16"03) in the form 

(16-05) A(V) = 2A'J(X,-X2)-i*, 

or 

(16-06) 

A] T- X2 0A,   1 0A| 

2 n2 Xo2 0# Xo2 dx ’ 

V2 ^2 0X 

8 log (vjv2) _ 2/^ (X — X )— ^ ^ 
0# 12 gaj 

If the temperature and external forces are uniform, from (16*06) and the two 

similar y and z equations we may deduce the integral 

(16-07) — (V-l \ e2A{(Xi-X2)i+(Y,-Y,)y+(Z1-Z2)^}i 

* v2 Vo 

which is a well-known result directly deducible from the statistical theory of 

distribution of density in a gas.# If the external forces are gravitational, the z axis 

being vertically upwards, 

X = Y = 0, Z, = —mxg, Z2 = —m^g. 

and, if g be regarded as constant, we have 

D _ / D \ g-2hgz(mi — m?) 

v2 \vj 0 

The heavier gas, naturally, is relatively denser in the lower strata, the amount of the 

effect being greater the greater the inequality of ma,ss and the smaller the temperature. 

In the case of the atmosphere, since the molecular masses of oxygen and nitrogen are 

nearly equal, the magnitude of this imperfection of diffusion is but small. It is found 

that the change in the value of vjv2 would amount only to about ^ per cent, per 

kilometre, t 

* Cf. Jeans’ ‘Dynamical Theory of Gases ’ (2nd. ed.), p. 91 (234, 235). 

t Cf. Jeans’ treatise, § 369. 

2 D VOL. CCXVII.-A. 
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The variation of relative density in the atmosphere due to the temperature 

gradient (which is about 7° C. per kilometre) is still smaller, and in the opposite 

direction. Thus, taking vx: v2 for oxygen and nitrogen as 1 : 3 roughly, and T as 

280° C. approximately, the equation giving the variation of v1: v2 near the earth’s 

surface (independently of the effect of the difference in mass) is 

d_U\ _ _ 1_ , J_3T 
dx\J~ X23 TT0x' 

0'008, X2 = f, while if we adopt one kilometre as the unit of 
0T v 

280 and — as —7, the change in — per unit length is found 
ox v2 

—. 0'008 . 7 = 0-00035, 
9 280 

or per cent, per kilometre. This variation is of one-sixth the magnitude of the 

gravity variation, which it tends to neutralise, since the heavier gas tends to rise 

owing to the temperature gradient. These changes are masked, however, by the 

effects of convection currents ; it has been found that the proportions of nitrogen and 

oxygen in our atmosphere are the same for all altitudes up to 10 kilometres, 

and, indeed, above this height, right into the isothermal layer or stratosphere. 

As another instance of the phenomenon of a concentration gradient due to 

temperature, we may consider the case of a mixture of equal parts (by volume) of 

oxygen and hydrogen, or argon and helium, placed between two plates which are 

maintained at freezing and boiling points respectively. Neglecting the small 

variation in vjv2, as far as the integration with respect to x is concerned, in the 

equation 

A/fi\ _ __L ic a Iog T 
ax\J x22 T ax ’ 

we may conclude that, independently of the distance between the plates,* the change 

in the value of vjvo is 

-4.0-130. log, f-ff- - 0'161, 

where we have taken kT = 0'130 (cf. Table VI.), which is approximately the case 

either for Ar-He or O-H. Thus near the hot plate there will be approximately 

48 per cent, of the heavier gas to 52 per cent, of the lighter, and vice versd near 

the cool plate. This remarkable result is independent of the pressure of the gas, 

assuming this to be uniform between the two plates, as will be the case in the 

* To the order of accuracy according to which kT may be regarded as constant. 

By Table VI., JcT = 

length, writing T = 

to be 
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absence of external forces; the density, on the other hand, will vary inversely as the 

temperature. 

These numbers are based on the hypothesis that the molecules are rigid elastic 

spheres; for ntb power centres of force the effect would be somewhat less, vanishing 

altogether if n — 5. It seems very desirable that the theory should be experimen¬ 

tally tested ; the effect predicted is of easily measurable amount, and could be further 

magnified by taking a greater temperature range. The magnitude of the concen¬ 

tration gradient is so large as to seem improbable, and it is possible that some 

circumstance has been overlooked which would modify the theory, but I have been 

unable to detect any such flaw. It is difficult to say how long a time it would take 

to reach the steady state, or what influence the constant flow of heat through the 

gas, from the hot plate to the cold, would have upon the phenomenon. (See Note D, 

p. 196.) 

§ 17. The Coefficient of Viscosity. 

The general expression for the coefficient of viscosity is (cf. (11‘06)) 

(17*01) 
COD 

*i2 — -sirs ^ Z [nyr + ^y-r)■ 

We shall not trouble here to go beyond a first approximation to this expression, 

even this being somewhat complicated. Referring to (9'27), we obtain the following 

result as our first approximation :— 

(17'02) 
5RT CiI'd "t" 2Cj2J/l*;2 “t C.2V2 

TtK 12 (o) k nC1Vl + 2k 12C I2*'l,,2't k 22^2^2 

The values of c1} c2, c12, c\2 are defined by (9'28)-(9'30). The equation (17'02) is 

identical, except as regards notation, with that given in my first memoir on the 

kinetic theory (loc. cit., p. 451). When v2 = 0, the formula reduces to 

(17*03) 
5RT 1 _ 5RT 

TtK'^O)^0 xKn2(0)’ 

which is the first approximation to the coefficient of viscosity of a simple gas 

composed entirely of molecules of the first kind. Some idea of the accuracy of 

(17‘02) as a first approximation may be gained from the fact that for a simple gas 

the error (i.e., of (17'03)) amounts to only 1'6 per cent, for rigid elastic spherical 

molecules, and less for nth power centres of force (cf. my second memoir, loc. cit., § 11), 

the first approximation being too small. How the error varies with v1 : v2 cannot be 

stated without carrying the calculation further, but it is probable that it is always 

of the same order of magnitude, 1 or 2 per cent. A second approximation to kV2 

would replace the last factor of (17'02) by the quotient of one homogeneous quartic 

2 d 2 
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polynomial in i/l5 v2 by another, reducing, when v2 = 0, to the second approximation to 

ku the coefficient of viscosity of a simple gas. The present importance of such a 

second approximation to k12 does not seem to render the complicated calculation worth 

while. In my first memoir (loc. cit., pp. 469-472) a comparison of (17'02) with 

experimental data is given, which suggests that the formula satisfactorily represents 

the behaviour of actual gases in respect of the variation of x12 with vjv2* 

When the molecules are rigid elastic spheres, (17'02) has the special form 

k12 — 

5 ET mxm2 
, 1 + 5M12) H2 + I { 1 + o l 1 , + ( 1 + 57*21) v2 
_l 2)UiM2 + j_ 

mx -h mi, (1 + |Ml2) ar12v12+ '|i(o-i + o-2)2+ y G p7T2i n^ + (l + 5M21) <P>V 
l Vcr1 + °'2/ j 

where we have quoted from § 9 (f). The special forms appropriate to molecules of 

other particular types may likewise easily be written down. 

§18. The Coefficient of Thermal Conduction. 

In § 12 the following expression for the coefficient of thermal conduction 3- was 

found (c/1 (12'21) ):— 

(18-01) 3- = ^B0 
ET 

J 
2 (vJlf + VaP-r) — 

0 -V 
a . 

'(^r ' VoCt -) • 

Owing to the complexity of even a first approximation, we shall not go further 

than this in the present paper ; in making the approximation, we use the results 

of § 9, which lead to the equation 

(18'02) 3 
25 (X1m1 + X2m2) (m1 + w2) C„ET 

2irm]m2K'12 (0) (axv2 + 2ay2vxv2 + a2v2) 

M2 

K 
CCiV 1 T 2Ct \2V\V2j ^ (X2v2 J 

^22 / 

2 (^i — T) 
2 2 

V 1*2*1 
d\V\ T 2cLx2vxv2 T 

If we put i/j = 0 in this expression it becomes 

(18-03) 
2 5 ETC,, 

27r£11°K/12(0) 
1*]C„ 

by (17 *03) ; this agrees with the first approximation to 3 for a simple gas which was 

given in my two previous memoirs (loc. cit., p. 462, p. 337, respectively). The 

* In particular, the theory there given indicates that the viscosity of a gas mixture may rise to a 

maximum (for a certain value of vx/v2) which exceeds the viscosity of either component separately. This 

had already been proved by Maxwell for the particular type of gas dealt with in his second paper. 

Kuenen has recently shown that the ordinary elastic-sphere theory leads to a similar result, when 

allowance is made for the persistence of velocities after collision (‘Amsterdam Acad. Proc./ 16, p. 1162, 

1914). 
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expression in (18'02) for a composite gas does not, however, agree with the corre¬ 

sponding first approximation in my original memoir (‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 211, p. 452, 

cf. 40 and 4l). This is because it was there assumed (§2) that thermal conduction 

was independent of diffusion, whereas we have seen that a temperature gradient 

is inseparable from either diffusion or a concentration gradient; this invalidates the 

equations (24) of that paper. The second term within the square bracket of (18’02) 

especially arises from the terms in the velocity-distribution function which represent 

the diffusion effect, although the first term is also affected. Evidently even the first 

approximation to 3- involves the quotient of a homogeneous quartic in i\, v2 by the 

product of two homogeneous quadratics, a complexity which makes it hardly worth 

while to compare the result with the scanty experimental data at present available. 

A brief discussion of my earlier formula, which may be expected to differ only slightly 

from (18‘02) in numerical magnitude, is given in § 18 of my first memoir. 

§ 19. The Specific Energy of Diffusion. 

In § 12 (c) we saw that in a gas which is at rest and at a uniform temperature, 

so that no conduction of heat is taking place, there may yet be a continual rise in 

temperature if diffusion is going on. The gas being at rest as a whole, no gain 

of thermal energy accrues through the medium of internal friction, and the thermal 

flux of diffusion may proceed also in the absence of external forces, i.e., solely as 

a result of variations of concentration. However the diffusion is produced, in the 

latter or any of the other ways described in § 10, the equation of energy will contain 

a term equivalent to that on the right of the following equation :—■ 

(19-01) = 

This is identical with (12’22), and assumes that only the thermal flux of diffusion 

is operating to increase the heat energy of the gas. 

By (12‘23) we have the following expression for 13, which we have termed the 

specific energy of diffusion :— 

(19'02) 33 = 2r{v,ar + v2a_r) 
•J a0 i 

_ _ RT B0/T0 i/t, 
J A0Rar0 X1X2 

= _ RT Dr , 
Xi\2 J Dia’ 

by (9‘20) and (10’05), (10T0). Since C„, the specific heat at constant volume for the 

composite gas, is given by 

1 R 
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we have, writing kT for DT/D12, as in § 14, 

(19-04) m = ^ 
\i\2 

2 a t r\ m 
3 , ■. Po'-'tA- 

Ai Ao 

Thus we may write (I9‘0l) in the form 

(19'05) »<*! = 

We may notice that there is an interesting analogy between this equation and the 

ordinary equation of continuity 

<19'06> t = 

which refers the rate of concentration of matter in a volume element to the differential 

rate of transfer of matter across its extent. In the case of diffusion, the opposing 

inter-diffusing streams carry equal numbers of molecules in opposite directions, but 

while the energy of molecular agitation is the same for either group of molecules, the 

kinetic energy of diffusion is different, owing to the different masses with the same 

velocity of diffusion ± (u'Q, v'0, w\). It is, I imagine, to this cause that the thermal 

flux of diffusion is due, though the suggestion is only tentative and does not affect 

the accuracy of (19'05) one way or the other. It is clear, however, that if the 

velocity of diffusion is such as to cause a concentration of the more massive molecules 

in any region, at the expense of the lighter molecules (since the total number v0 is not 

affected by diffusion), the temperature of the region will rise, kT being positive (§ 14); 

this readily follows from a comparison of (19'05) and (19'06). From our discussion 

of the magnitude of kT in § 14, it appears that the specific energy of diffusion is 

greater the greater the difference in mass and size between the molecules, as we 

should expect. 

§ 20. Appendix on the Inequality of Temperature between the Component 

Gases. 

’[Added June 2, 1916d\ 

Up to the end of § 3 the equations of this paper take account of the possibility of 

a difference of temperature (as defined in § 1 (c)) between the component gases. 

After that point it is virtually assumed that T'0 is zero. We will now briefly 

consider what modification must be made in order to cover the general case. 

It is clear from (3T5l) that the component gases have different temperatures only 

when the ratio of the two gases, by volume, is changing with time. Consequently in 
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all steady states the temperatures are the same, although the gas may be non-uniform 

in temperature, velocity, or composition ; in this case §§ 4-19 give a complete account 

of the first-order phenomena of the gas. 

When the relative proportions of the component gas are varying, so that the 

temperatures are unequal, the determination of the coefficients a, /3, y in §§ 4-9 is 

unaffected, but we must examine how far the physical equations of the succeeding 

sections remain valid. It is immediately evident that all the phenomena grouped 

under the general term “diffusion” (cf. § 10 and §§ 13-16) are uninfluenced by the 

presence or absence of the temperature difference, because the former depend solely 

on the terms in f/(f)0 which are of odd degree in U, V, W (cf. § 3 (a)), while the 

terms relating to T'0 or aVo 
dt 

are of even degree. 

Further, it is readily manifest that the equations of viscosity are likewise unmodified. 

The mean hydrostatic pressures of the component gases pu p2 are indeed altered, but 

their sum p0 remains constant with the value defined in terms of r0 and T0 by (1*18). 

Since the series J (C2) of § 3 (a) is symmetrical in U, V, W, the partial pressures 

(pxz)i, (pyy)u (Pzz)i are affected equally with pu and similarly for the corresponding 

pressures for the second component gas. The differences pxx—p0, Pyy—p<» pzz~~Pn are 

therefore independent of T'0, and it is clear from (3'03), (3'04) that this is true also 

of pyz, p,x, pxy. Hence the equations of viscous stress given in § 11 are applicable 

both to steady and unsteady states of the gas. 

Finally, it may be seen on inspection that the equation of energy, deduced in § 12, 

is true independently of the existence of a temperature difference between the 

component gases. The equations (12'06), (12'07), on which the equation of energy is 

based, remain true in all cases, if T is taken to be T0. Also the presence of the even 

power series J (C2) in the expression for /(U, V, W) does not affect the value of UC2, 

so that the expressions of § 12 (c) for the coefficient of thermal conduction and the 

specific energy of diffusion are universally true. 

It remains only to form an estimate of the magnitude of T'0 by determinmg 

approximately the coefficients §r in J (C2). For this purpose it is simplest to make 

use of equation (2‘23), viz., 

(20-01) 
(2 hpnf 

1.3.5... (2.S+1) 
AC* = 

ax', 
a t 

o _ (2 h0msY 
, -T ACS* 

1.3.5 ... (2s+l) 

Then it may readily be proved, after the manner of §§ 6, 7 of my second paper (loc. 

cit.), and as a consequence of the expressions (3'03), (3'04) for /"(l), V, W), that 

(20'02) 
{2h0ml)s 

. ACj2* = 32D0^^ 2 s) + dl212(r, 5)} Sr + d2U2(r, s) <Lr], 
1.3.5... (2s +1) dt r = o 

-- AC22s = 32D0^ 2 [dl221{r, s) Sr+ {d2222{r, s) + d2121{r, s)} <Lr], 
1 .3.5... (2s + 1) dt T = 0 

(20-03) 
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where 

(20-04) (r, s) = fj e-m+y2) x2yi 

(20’05) rl C4/1212 (r, s) = Nr_1.._1K1vaj | e~(x2+y2) x2y2 

(20-06) d Uj2U2 (r, s) — Nr_iiS_i^1r2 j" j" e-na+r) x2y2 

k = 0 

k = 0 

k = 0 

There are similar equations in which the suffixes 1, 2 are interchanged, which need 

not be written down. 

From a comparison of (20'01) with (20'02), (20‘03) we obtain the following 

equations for ST, S_r:— 

(20'07) 32D0 — 2 [{dnn{r, s) + d1212(r, s)} Sr + d2U2{r, s) §_r] = 1, 
V0 0 

(20*08) 32D0 — 2 [d1221(r, s) Sr+ {d2222 (r, s) + d2121(r, s)} <Lr] = -1. 
"o o 

In these equations s ranges from 1 to co (that the zero value is excluded may be 

readily seen from § 2 (c), (e)). Similarly r effectively ranges over the same values, 

since it is clear from (20'04)-(20'06) that d(0, s) — 0 in all cases.* Hence the 

equations (20'07), (20‘08) do not enable us to determine S0 and S_0, which are given 

by (3’10l), (3'102) in terms of the remaining cTs. Indeed, to obtain T'0 in terms of 
qw / oo oo 

~ ~, by means of (3*151), we need only to calculate 2 rSr or 2 rS_r (cf. (3'122)). 
ct 1 1 

Symmetrical determinantal expressions for these can be deduced as in § 5, if desired, 

but we shall be content here to determine S'Q to a first approximation only. 

The two central terms of the two central equations of type (20'07), (20’08) are 

(20'09) 32D0i[R„i(l, l)+dm,(l, 1)}\+dm2(1, l)i_J = 1, 

(20-10) 32D0 —d1221 (l, lR+{02222 (l, l) + d2121{l, l)}«Li]=-l, 
"0 

and it may readily be seen that 

(20-11) <Wl, 1)= TTjVK'.ao), 
144 

(20-12) <4»( 1, 1) = ./K'32(0), 

(20 13) di2n (l, 1)— ^]22l (l, l) = ^2121 (l) 1 ) ~ ^2112 ( 1) 0 = ^ ]2 (0)- 

When r or s is zero, k = 0, and = 0. Cf. (4-17), 
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Hence, if we assign to D0 (which has so far been arbitrary) the value given by 

91/,-, 
(20U4) Dn = 

8'7TMlM2l'l«'2K/12 (0) ’ 

we may write the equations (20’09), (20’10) as follows :— 

\ J-° A12A/i 
(20-15) 

(20-16) 

1 + <h —<Li = 1, 

Si+[l + hiK) = _1. 

We have here introduced the notation 

(20-17) 
7 0 = KMO) 1 0 _ K'22 (o) 

1 -K'12(0)’ 2 -K'13(0) 

From (3"122) we deduce the following equation for <f0 

(20’18) d'0 = — 2XjX2 2 r (Sr—S_T). 

The first approximation to this is found, from (20"15), (20'16), to be given by 

(20-19) <y0 = — 2XjX2 
Xj^i -4- X21^2 

b °Tr 0 
x1A°+x214°+ 

Hence, by (3*151) and (20*14) we have 

(20-20) T'0 = IDoT^'o ^2 

3Ta 
1 + 

b °Tr 0 /Cq tv o __ 

^.lTV^fJ.Y^X-2^^- 12 ^ (^12^1 ^“21^2 )j 

= _w,j0m1+mj{1 + 

3 12 2H 

ex'o 

k1°k2° _ 1 1 3x' 
4^i//2 (Xi2^i F X21^2 ) j d>t 

ot 

where D12° is the first approximation to the coefficient of diffusion (cf. (l3"08)), while 

IA is a new quantity, defined by the last equation, which we may term the 

anisothermal diffusion constant. 

We may easily gain some idea of the order of magnitude of IA if we consider two 

gases of similar dynamical properties, he., such that ml = m2, and kt° = &2° = 1. The 

VOL. ccxvn.—a. 2 E 
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last factor in IA is nearly equal to unity, so that we shall neglect it in our approximate 

calculations. In this case, therefore, 

T) 0 
T — 1 1Jn 
-*-A. 3 T) / * ' Jbi/m 

For oxygen the value of Du° is approximately 0'19 (cf Jeans’ treatise, p. 335), 

while Tt/m = 260 . 104 (loc. cit., p. 131). Hence IA = 0'24. 10-7 approximately. 

Thus if the density-ratio of the two gases is changing by 1 per cent, per second, the 

difference of temperature, if they are equally mixed (i.e., X1 — X2 = |-), is approxi¬ 

mately one thousand-millionth of a degree centigrade.* The hotter gas is the 

one which is diminishing in relative concentration. In fact, we may perhaps regard 

the slightly excess speed of the molecules of this gas as the cause of its relative 

expansion and consequent rarefaction. It is clear from these figures, however, that 

the phenomenon is likely to be of very minute dimensions in ordinary cases. 

* Thus T'0 = AjA2 (Tt - Ts) = J (Tj - T2) = - 0 • 24. KP7 ~° = -0*24.10~9, so that T, - T2 = - 10"® 
ot 

approximately. 

Note A. (To p. 118, line 3.) 

[Since this paper was communicated to the Royal Society, this part of the theory has been 

experimentally tested and confirmed, at least qualitatively. An account of the preliminary qualitative 

experiments, made by Dr. F. W. Dootson, will be found in the ‘ Philosophical Magazine,’ xxxiii, 

p. 248.—Note added February 22, 1917.1 

Note B. (To p. 118, middle.) 

[Recently I have succeeded in proving the identity of u and sin ttx with the determinants referred 

to, using elementary algebraical methods. The construction of a formal justification of the analytical 

methods used in the present paper is also being proceeded with, and I hope to be able later to deal 

with the questions of convergence raised here, and to bring the present theory into satisfactory relation 

with that based on Boltzmann’s equation.—Note added February 22, 1917.\ 

Note C. (To p. 129, line 2.) 

[In a later paper it will be shown that considerations of convergence require a re-grouping of the terms 

in these expansions, so that they become series of polynomials in C2. The expansions are really used in 

this form in the present paper, the re-grouping of the terms being effected by means of the difference- 

transformations described in § 5 (d).—-Note added February 22, 1917.] 

Note D. (To p. 189, line 12.) 

[Since the above was written the indicated result has been qualitatively confirmed in the case of three 

pairs of gases. The time taken to attain the steady state was only a few hours in the experiments 

referred to; they are described in a Note by Dr. F. W. Dootson and the author in the ‘ Philosophical 

Magazine,’ xxxiii, p. 248.—Note added February 22, 1917.] 
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Note E. (To pp. 158, 184, 185.) 

[In a note recently communicated to the ‘ Philosophical Magazine/ I have considered thermal diffusion 

in the case of two molecules nearly or quite equal in mass, and very unequal in size. If the difference of 

mass is sufficiently small, the larger molecules will tend towards the cooler regions.—April 30, 1917.] 

Note F. (To p. 115.) 

[In his ‘Inaugural Dissertation,’ Upsala, 1917 (received just before the final revision of the proofs of 

this paper), D. Enskog gives a mathematical theory of simple and composite monatomic gases, based upon 

Boltzmann’s integral equation for the velocity-distribution function. The method of solution is, however, 

different from that of his 1912 paper. The numerical and other results, including those relating to 

thermal diffusion, are in agreement with those of this paper, though not always identical in form. While 

perhaps less developed from the physical standpoint, Dr. Enskog’s work is mathematically much the more 

complete. His elegant and accurate proofs will materially lighten the task of proving my own work to 

be in conformity with Boltzmann’s equation.—April 30, 1917.] 
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VI. Monoclinic Double Selenates of the Nickel Group. 

By A. E. H. Tutton, D.Sc., M.A., F.R.S. 

Received and Read November 23, 1916. 

This communication deals with the four double selenates of the series 

R2M(Se04)2.6H20, in which M is nickel and R is potassium, rubidium, caesium, 

and ammonium. Potassium nickel selenate and ammonium nickel selenate only have 

been previously investigated, and to a very limited extent, by vom Rath and Tops0E 

and Christiansen ; rubidium nickel selenate and caesium nickel selenate do not 

appear to have formed the subject of either goniometrical or physical investigation. 

Great care has been taken with the preparation of the four double salts in a state of 

purity. The solutions in pure water from which the crystals were deposited contained 

in each case the two simple constituent salts in exactly equal molecular proportions. 

Good crystallised specimens of potassium selenate and ammonium selenate were 

already in the author’s possession, and the selenates of caesium and rubidium were 

prepared by dissolving the pure carbonates of the two metals in the exact quantity 

of pure selenic acid, all trace of carbonic acid being removed by boiling. The nickel 

selenate was prepared in the four cases separately, by dissolving in pure water the 

quantity of nickel sulphate corresponding molecularly to the amount of the alkali 

selenate to be used in the preparation of the double salt, and adding a very slight 

excess of caustic potash solution (freshly prepared from the weighed quantity of 

solid potash) in order to precipitate all the nickel as nickelous hydrate. After 

warming, so as to complete the precipitation, the liquid was allowed to stand 

until the precipitate had settled, when it was washed with a large volume of water, 

six times by decantation and six further times on the filter. The nickelous hydrate 

was then dissolved in the calculated amount of selenic acid, the filtered solution of 

nickel selenate was added to the alkali selenate solution, and the whole allowed 

to crystallise in successive crops by spontaneous evaporation, with all the precau¬ 

tions indicated on p. 9 of the author’s ‘ Crystallography and Practical Crystal 

Measurement.’ 

Potassium Nickel Selenate K2Ni(Se04)2.6H20. 

Morphology. 

Some crystals of this salt were measured in the year 1862 by vom Rath.# They 

were of a very simple character, comprising only four forms, and it is somewhat 

‘ Pogg. Ann. der Phys.’ (1862), vol. 115, p. 484, and vol. 116, p. 363. 

VOL. CCXV1I.-A 554. 2 P [Published June 26, 1917. 
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singular that even in the very numerous (over 30) crops prepared in the course of the 

work now described no other than these same four forms have been observed on this 

member of the great monoclinic series. 

The crystals are bright green in colour. 

Crystal System.—Monoclinic. Class No. 5, holohedral-prismatic. 

Ratios of Axes.— 

a:b : c = 0'7467 : 1 : 0'5059. Values of vom Rath, 0'7453 : 1 : 0‘5060. 

Axial Angle.—/3 = 104° 27'. Value of vom Rath, 104° 53'. 

Forms Observed.—c {001}, p {110}, q {Oil}, and r' {201}. 

Habit.—Tabular parallel to c {001}, to short prismatic parallel to p{ll0}. A 

common intermediate type is shown in fig. 1. 

Eleven small crystals were measured, selected from four different crops. Greater 

difficulty than usual was experienced in obtaining crystals free from serious striation 

of the p {110} and c {001} faces, and a very large number of crops were grown, from 

two entirely distinct preparations, before satisfactory small crystals were produced. 

The striation affects the values of the angles pp and cp particularly, rendering pp 

( = 2ap) considerably - too large, pp ( = 2bp) conversely too small bo the same extent 

(possibly as much as five minutes), and cp to a less degree (2' or 3} too large. This 

fact was established by measuring a number of crystals affected by the striation and 

comparing the results with those derived from the perfect crystals used in the 

measurements recorded in the table, which represent the true value of the angles. 

The unusual prevalence of such striation of the p and c faces is also responsible for the 

more than usual discrepancy between the observed and calculated values of the angle 

cr', in cases like that of the salt under consideration, in which the r' faces were 

perfect (yielding brilliant single images of the signal) and in which the c faces, when 

adjusted for the measurement of this orthozone, gave also indubitably placed images, 

all the images of the bundle coalescing for this zone in the same vertical line. 

The faces of q {011} were usually relatively much smaller than those of the basal 

pinakoid c{00l}, as shown in fig. 1, and the faces of r'{201} were usually also small, 

although generally somewhat larger than the q faces. Occasionally, in particular 

crops, the q faces were relatively larger and the c faces correspondingly less. 

Of the only four forms observed, c {001} and jo{110} thus usually largely 

predominate and determine the habit. 
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Interfacial Angles of Potassium Nickel Selenate. 

Angle. 
No. of 

measurements. 
Limits. 

Mean 
observed. 

Calcu¬ 
lated. 

Diff. ! 
Values of 

vom Rath. 

fac =(100): (001) 
© / © / © / 

75 33 
' o / 

75 7 
as =(100):(101) — — — 46 15 — — 
sc =(101): (001) — — — 29 18 — — 

.cr' =(001): (201) 
W =(001): (101) 

20 63 20- 63 28 63 24 63 13 11 63 35 
■ — — — 38 16 — — 

s't = (101) : (201) — — — 24 57 — — 
r'a = (201) : (100) — — — 41 14 — — 
r'c =(201): (001) 20 116 32-116 41 116 36 116 47 11 — 

fop =(100): (110) — — — 35 54 — — 
pp' =(110):(120) 

| p'b = (120) : (010) 
— — — 19 28 — — 
— — — 34 38 — — 

pp'" = (110): (130) 
1 p'"b = (130) : (010) 

— — — 29 22 — — 
— — — 24 44 — — 

pb =(110):(010) — — — 54 6 — — 

pp = (110):(110) 22 71 41- 71 58 71 48 * — 71 32 

pp =(110):(110) 22 108 0-108 24 108 12 108 12 0 — 

[cq =(001):(Oil) 42 25 54- 26 17 26 6 26 6 0 26 0 

<| gb =(011): (010) — — — 63 54 — 

U<7 =(0H): (Oil) 18 127 46-127 53 127 48 * — — 

f ao =(100): (111) — — — 49 30 — — 

oq =(111):(Oil) — — — 27 33 — j 
\aq =(100): (Oil) — — — 77 3 — — 

qo' =(011): (Ill) 
[ o'a =(111): (100) 

— — — 34 26 — — 

— — — 68 31 — — 

[co =(001): (111) — — — 35 0 — — 

op =(111):(110) — — — 43 20 — — 

J cp =(001):(110) 38 78 12- 78 28 78 20 — 77 58 

| po' =(110): (111) 
o'c =(111): (001) 

— — — 57 7 — — 

— — • — 44 33 — — 

pc =(110):(001) 38 101 29-101 47 101 40 101 40 0 

Cbn =(010):(121) — — — 53 50 ■— — 

J no =(121):(111) — — — 16 6 — 

S bo =(010):(111) — ■— — 69 56 — — 

los =(111): (101) — — 20 4 — 

[bo =(010): (Ill) — — — 65 10 — — 

i loV =(111): (101) — — — 24 50 

Csq =(101):(Oil) 
J qp =(011):(110) 28 

_ 

85 23- 85 44 85 35 
38 27 
85 37 
55 56 
94 23 

2 86 7 

bps = (110) : (101) 
lPi =(H0): (Oil) 28 

_ 

94 13- 94 38 94 25 2 — 

f sq =(101):(Oil) — 
. ■— 45 10 

26 52 
37 3 
63 55 
70 55 

116 5 

qn =(011):(121) — — — 

J np =(121):(110) 
1 qp =(011):(110) 31 63 45- 64 5 63 55 0 63 36 

ps' =(110): (101) 
pq =(110):(Oil) 31 115 57-116 12 116 5 0 — 

[r'o =(201) :(I11) 
\o'p =(111): (110) 
W =(110):(201) 
[_r'p =(201): (110) 

38 
38 

52 10- 52 30 
127 32-127 52 

52 22 
127 39 

34 38 
92 54 
52 28 

127 32 
6 
7 

52 25 

Total number of ■ 
measurements . 414 

| 

2 f 2 
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The values of the principal angles measured by vom Rath are quoted in the last 

column of the table of angles. 

Cleavage.—There is a good cleavage parallel to r'{201}. The cleaved surfaces gave 

excellent signal images at exactly 180° from the r’ face left on each fragment. 

Volume. 

Relative Density.—Five determinations of specific gravity by the immersion 

method, using methylene iodide and benzene as the immersion liquid, gave the 

following results :— 

I. Density for 16°‘3/4° . . . 2'5578 For 2074° . . . 2-5569 

II. 17°'l/4° . . . 2-5586 2074° . . . 2-5579 

III. 17°-6/4° . . . 2-5618 20°/4° . . . 2-5612 

IV. ,, l7°-9/4° . . . 2-5619 2074° . . . 2'5614 

V. „ 18°-2/4° . . . 2-5591 2074o . . . 2-5586 

Mean . . 2-5592 

The value accepted for 20°/4° is therefore 2"559. 

Von Groth (‘ Chemische Krystallographie,’ vol. II, p. 545) quotes a value, 2"539, 

of Tops0e and Christiansen for the specific gravity of this salt ; the author is unable 

to find it in the 1874 memoir of these authors (which deals with the optics), but it 

is given by Tops0e in his dissertation of 1870.# 

Molecular Volume.— ^ = 206T4. 
d 2‘559 

Molecular Distance Ratios (topic axial ratios).— 

x : yjr : « = 61677 : 8’2598 : 41786. 

Optics. 

Orientation and Nature of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The plane of the optic axes is the 

plane of symmetry b {0 L 0}. The sign of the double refraction is positive. The first 

median line, therefore, corresponds to the refractive index y and the second median 

line to the index a. 

The orientation of the two median lines in the plane of symmetry was determined 

with two section-plates ground parallel to that plane with the aid of the cutting and 

grinding goniometer. The following results were obtained. 

Extinction Direction in the Symmetry Plane. 

Plate 1 . . . . 7° 15', Plate 2 .... 7° 40', 

Mean . . . 7° 28' with normal to c {001}. 

The position of this extinction direction is behind the normal to c {001}, and it is 

* ‘ Krystallogr.-kem. Unders. over de selensure Salte,’ Copenhagen, 1870, p. 10. 
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the second median line, the first median line being at 90° thereto, as shown in the 

accompanying fig. 2. 

As the normal to c {001} lies 14° 27' in front of the vertical axis c (the 

morphological axial angle ac — 75° 33'), the second median line lies 6° 59' in front of 

the vertical morphological axis c. The first median line lies to the same extent 

(6 59') below the normal to a {100} and 7° 28' above the inclined morphological axis a. 

Very similar positions for the median lines were obtained by Tops0E and 

Christiansen,# that for the first median line being given as 6° 57' above the axis a. 

Optic Axial Angle.—Three excellent pairs of section-plates, perpendicular to the 

first (numbered 1, 2, 3) and second (numbered la, 2a, 3a) median lines, were prepared, 

yielding perfect interference figures in-convergent polarised light. They afforded the 

measurements of 2E (the apparent optic axial angle in air) and of 2Ha and 2H0 (the 

apparent acute and obtuse angles in monobromonaphthalene) recorded in the two 

following tables ; the true optic axial angles calculated from 2Ha and 2H„ are given 

in the penultimate column, and the mean value of the true angle in the last column. 

Apparent Optic Axial Angle in Air, 2E, of KNi Selenate. 

Light. Plate 1. Plate 2. Plate 3. Mean 2E. 

Li . 7. 

o • 

129 33 

O 1 

128 40 

o f 

129 2 4 

o / 

129 12 
C. 129 38 128 45 129 29 129 17 
Na. 130 16 129 36 130 17 130 3 
T1. 131 14 130 26 131 2 130 54 

Cd. 131 35 130 50 131 34 131 20 
F. 132 6 131 16 131 55 131 46 

* ‘ Ann. Chim. Phys.,’ series 5, vol. 1, p. 82 (1874). 
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Determination of True Optic Axial Angle in Bromonaphthalene. 

No. of plate 
perp. 1 M.L. 

Observed 
2H 

No. of plate 
perp. 2 M.L. 

Observed 
2H0. 

Calculated 
2 V«. 

Mean 
2Va. 

1 

o /. 

66 7 la 

o / 

95 46 

G / 

72 40~] 

o / 

2 66 13 2a 95 37 72 48 > 72 45 
3 66 17 3 a 95 45 72 48 J 
1 66 5 la 95 42 72 401 
2 66 11 2 a 95 34 72 48 72 45 
3 66 15 3 a 95 40 72 48 J 
1 65 53 la 95 18 72 421 
2 66 2 2a 95 9 72 52 72 48 
3 66 0 3a 95. 10 72 50. I 

1 65 41 la 94 54 72 431 
2 65 46 2a 94 38 72 54 72 51 
3 65 48 3a 94 34 72 57 j 1 

1 65 31 la 94 35 72 441 
2 65 38 2 a 94 20 72 56 ^ 72 53 
3 65 39 3 a 94 14 73 0^ 

1 65 20 la 94 15 72 45^ 
0 65 31 2a 93 56 73 1 72 56 
3 65 29 3 a 93 51 73 2 I 

Light. 

Li . 

C . 

Na. 

T1 

Cd . 

The values obtained by Topsoe and Christiansen* were, for 2E 129 56' and for 

2V„ 72° 56'. 

Dispersion of the Median Lines.—This is exceedingly small, namely, about 7' only. 

The direction is such that the first median line is nearer to the axis a by 7' for 

red C hydrogen light than for greenish blue F hydrogen light. It was determined 

by observations with the section-plates 2 and 3 immersed in monochlorbenzene, the 

refractive index of which, 1'5248 for D-light, is nearly identical with the mean index 

of the crystals. 

Effect of Temperature on Optic Axial Angle.—The apparent optic axial angle in 

air 2E increases with rise of temperature. The amount of the increase was deter¬ 

mined with section 3, and proved to be 3 16' for a rise of 50° (from 18° to 68°) of 

temperature. 

Ref ractive Indices.—Six 60 prisms were prepared with the aid of the cutting and 

grinding goniometer, each to yield two of the three indices directly, the bisecting 

plane and refractive edge being parallel respectively to a principal plane and principal 

axis of the optical ellipsoid. Four different values for each index were thus obtained. 

The mean results are given in the accompanying table. 

* ‘Ann. Chim. Phys.,’ series 5, vol. 1, p. 83 (1874). 
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Refractive Indices of Potassium Nickel Selenate. 

Light. a. A 7- 

Li. 1-5142 1-5232 1-5387 
C. 1-5147 1-5237 1-5392 
Na. 1-5181 1-5272 1-5427 
T1. 1-5212 1 - 5305 1-5464 
Cd. 1-5232 1-5325 1-5486 
F. 1-5251 1-5344 1-5507 
G.” . 1-5314 1-5407 1-5571 

Mean of a, /3, and y for Na light = 1 ’5293. 

cc = Vibration direction parallel to second median line, 6’ 59' in front of axis e. 
/3 = ,, „ „ „ symmetry axis b. 
y = „ ,, „ ,, first median line, 7° 28' above axis a. 

Double refraction, NaY_a = O'0246. 

General formula for /3, corrected to a vacuum :— 

0 .._n,0 1 034 256 7 821 960 000 000, 
P = 1 5043 +--a---+ ... . 

The a indices are equally well reproduced by the formula if the constant 1'5043 is 

diminished by 0'0092, and the y indices if it is increased by 0'0156. 

Observations at 70° indicated that the refractive indices of potassium nickel 

selenate diminish by about 0'0018 for a rise of 55c of temperature. 

The values of Topsoe and Christiansen* for the refractive indices were : for f3, line 

C 1'5207, line D 1'5248, line F P5315; the a and y values were only obtained 

indirectly, and for line D only ; they are given as 1'5199 and 1'5339. 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Ellipsoid.—These values work out as under : 

Indicatrix . . . . a : /3 : y = 0'9940 : 1 : l'OlOl. 

Velocity ellipsoid . . a : i) : C = 1'0060 : 1 : 0‘9900. 

Molecular Optical Constants.—The values of these constants, calculated by both 

the formulae of Lorenz and of Gladstone and Dale, are given in the next table. 

Axis of optical indicatrix . a. 7- 

Lorenz 
/c 0-1178 0-1195 

0-1227 
0-1225 
0-1258 

(nl + 2) a 
n2 1 M 

l G 0-1210 

rc 62-14 63-04 64-60 
Molecular refraction, ——- . — = m . 

n2 + 2 a IG 63-82 64-75 66 - 37 

5? Specific dispersion, itG - ltc .... 0-0032 0-0032 
1-71 

0-0033 
1-77 

J > Molecular dispersion, mG - mc • • • 1-68 

Gladstone Molecular refraction, " - M ... 
d 

. C 106-10 107-96 111-10 

Mean molecular refraction (Gladstone), lO + h + y) = 108-39. 
-.—. 

* ‘Ann. Chinn Phys.,’ series 5, vol. 1, p. 82 (1874). 
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Rubidium Nickel Selenate, Rb2Ni (Se04)2.6H20. 

Morphology. 

The crystals of this salt do not appear to have been hitherto investigated. They 

are bright green in colour, resembling the potassium salt, but are somewhat richer in 

faces. About 20 crops were successively obtained, three of which were of special 

excellence for goniometrical purposes. 

Ten small crystals were measured, selected from the three crops above mentioned, 

the crystals of which were most free from striation. The individuals measured were 

especially perfect, as will be obvious from the close agreement between the observed 

and calculated values in the accompanying table of angles representing the results of 

the measurements. 

Crystal System.—Monoclinic. Class No. 5, holohedral-prismatic. 

Ratios of Axes.— 

a : b : c = 07395 : 1 : 0‘5031. 

Axial Angle.—(3 — 105° 20'. 

Forms Observed.-—-b {010}, c{001},jo{ll0}, q {Oil}, ?’'{201}, and (/{Til}. 

Habit.—More or less tabular parallel to c {001}, the commonest type being 

represented in fig. 3 ; occasionally the tables become so thick as to affect a short 

prismatic habit parallel to p {110}. 

The q {011} faces were relatively more prominent on the crystals of this salt, and 

the c{00l} faces correspondingly less so, than in the case of the crystals of the 

potassium salt. The c faces were generally, however, still to some extent the 

larger. The faces of the primary prism p{ll0} were invariably predominant. 

Several of the crops consisted of crystals showing good little faces of the clino- 

pinakoid b {010}, and very narrow faces of (/{Ill} on each side of the small faces 

of r'{20l}, which latter were shown by most of the crystals of all the crops 

prepared. 

Cleavage.—There is a good cleavage parallel to r'{20l}. No trace of any other 

cleavage was observed. 
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Interfacial Angles of Rubidium Nickel Selenate. 

Angle. 
No. of 

measurements. 
Limits. 

Mean 
observed. 

Calculated. 

r ac =(100):(001) 
o / o / o / 

74 40 | 
as =(100):(101) — — —- 45 36 
sc =(101): (001) — — — 29 4 
cr = (001) : (201). 12 63 50- 64 7 63 59 63 58 
cs =(001): (101) — — — 38 38-5 
sr =(101):(201) — _ •>. 1, — 25 19-5 
r'a = (201) : (100) — - bEhbCK — 41 22 

[r'c =(201): (001) 12 115 49-116 10 116 1 116 2 

fap =(100):(110) — — — 35 30-5 
pp =(110):(120) — — — 19 28 
p’b = (120) : (010) — — — 35 1 • 5 
pp"' = (110): (130) — — — 29 27 
p"'b = (130) : (010) — — — 25 2 • 5 
pb =(110):(010) 28 54 23- 54 35 54 29'5 * 
pp =(110):(110) IS 70 57- 71 4 71 1 71 1 
pp =(110):(110) 18 108 51-109 9 108 59 108 59 

fcq =(001):(011) 23 25 46- 25 58 25 53 25 53 

i qb =(011): (010) 19 64 2- 64 14 64 7 * 

1 l qq =(oii): (Oil) 9 128 9-128 21 128 14 128 14 

f (io =(100): (111) — — — 48 49 

oq =(111):(Oil) — — — 27 25 
- - aq =(100):(Oil) — — — 76 14 

qo =(011):(Ill) — — — 34 50 

[o'a =(111): (100) — — — 68 56 

\ co =(001): (111) — — — 34 40 

op =(111): (110) — — — 42 54 

cp =(001): (110) 40 77 27- 77 39 77 34 * 
• po = (110):(111) 10 57 27- 57 44 57 31 57 34 

o'c =(111): (001) 10 44 33- 45 7 44 55 44 52 

pc =(110):(001) 40 102 17-102 34 102 26 102 26 

fbn =(010):(121) — — — 54 18 

J no = (121):(111) — — — 15 56 

1 bo = (010):(111). — — — 70 14 

[os =(111): (101) — — — 19 46 

[bo =(010):(Ill) 9 65 9-65 14 65 11 65 12 

os' =(111): (101) — — 24 48 

[ o'o' =(111): (III) o 49 38- 49 40 49 39 49 36 

rsq =(101): (Oil) — — — 38 9 

qp =(011):(110) 17 86 31- 86 40 86 35 86 34 < 1 ps =(110):(101) — — 55 17 

Lpq =(110):(Oil) 17 93 15- 93 33 93 25 93 26 

(sq =(101):(Oil) — — — 45 21 

| qn =(011):(121) — — — 26 42 

\np =(121):(110) — — — 3o *4 -4 

1 qp =(011):(110) 18 63 12- 63 31 63 24 63 26 ; 

\ps =(110): (101) — — — l 1 10 

[pq =(110):(Oil) 18 116 27-116 43 116 35 116 34 

fro' =(201): (Ill) 6 34 40- 34 56 34 47 34 52 

op =(111):(110) 6 92 45- 92 56 92 51 92 47-5 
< pr =(110):(201) 16 52 11- 52 28 52 20-5 52 20-5 

lr'p =(201): (110) 15 127 27-127 50 127 38 127 39-5 

Total number of 
measurements . 363 

VOL. OCXVII.-A. - O 
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Volume. 

Relative Density.—Four determinations by the immersion method yielded the 

following values :— 

I. Density for 16°'9/4° . . 2-8579 For 20°/4° . . . 2-8570 

II. 33 l7°-3/4° . . . . 2-8577 „ 20°/4° . . . 2-8569 

III. 3 3 17°-3/4° . . . 2-8551 „ 20°/4° . . . 2-8543 

IV. 33 18°'9/4° . . . 2-8556 „ 20°/4° . . . 2-8553 

Mean . . . 2-8559 

Accepted value for 20c/4°, 2'856. This appears to be the first determination of the 

specific gravity of rubidium nickel selenate. 

Molecular Volume.— ^ - = 216'96. 
d 2’856 

Molecular Distance Ratios (topic axial ratios).— 

X : A : « = 6-2533 : 8'4561 : A2542. 

Optics. 

Orientation and Nature of Optical Ellipsoid.—The plane of the optic axes is the 

symmetry plane b {010}. The double refraction is of positive sign, the first median 

line corresponding to the refractive index A and the second median line to a. 

Extinction determinations with two section-plates parallel to the symmetry plane 

afforded the following indications of the direction of one of the two principal axes of 

the optical ellipsoid (the median lines) lying in that plane. 

Extinction Direction in the Symmetry Plane. 

Plate 1 .... 5° 34} Plate 2 . . . . 5° 8', 

Mean . . . 5° 21' with normal to c {001}. 
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This direction is behind the normal to the basal plane c, {001 :, towards the vertical 

morphological axis c, and it is the second median line. Fig. 4 will make the 

position clear. As the morphological axial angle ac is 74° 40', and the angle between 

the normal to c {001} and the vertical axis c is consequently 15° 20', the second 

median line lies 9J 59' in front of the vertical axis c, in the obtuse angle of the 

morphological axes a and c. The first median line lies 5° 21' above the inclined 

morphological axis a, also in the obtuse angle ac, and 9 59' below the normal to 

a {100}. 

Optic Axial Angle.—Three excellent pairs of section-plates were ground perpen¬ 

dicular to the first (l, 2, 3) and second (la, 2a, 3a), median lines, and they afforded 

good interference figures in monobromonaphthalene, from which the measurements 

of the acute and obtuse angles 2Ha and 2H0 and the calculated results for the true 

angle 2Va recorded in the accompanying table were derived. The apparent optic 

axial angle in air 2E is so large that it is not possible to measure it, the interference 

brushes and innermost rings disappearing before the brushes can be brought quite to 

the cross-wires of the polarising goniometer. 

Rubidium Nickel Selenate. 

Determination of True Optic Axial Angle in Bromonaphthalene. 

Light. 
No. of plate 
perp. 1 M.L. 

Observed 
2H a. 

r 1 
o / 

74 36 
Li ... J 2 74 38 

l 3 74 53 

r 1 74 33 
c . . . J 2 74 36 

1 3 74 50 

r 1 74 14 
Na. . . J 2 74 19 

l 3 74 14 

r 1 73 52 
T1 . . . J 2 73 58 

l 3 73 47 

r 1 73 36 
Cd . . . A 2 73 36 

l 3 73 33 

r 1 73 23 
F . . . J 2 73 22 

l 3 73 IS 

No. of plate 
perp. 2 M.L. 

la 
2a 
3 a 

la 
2a 
3 a 

la 
2a 
3a 

la 
2a 
3 a 

la 
2a 
3a 

la 
2 a 
3a 

Observed 
2H0. 

87 37 
87 52 
87 53 

87 36 
87 50 
87 51 

87 29 
87 30 
87 38 

87 21 
87 9 
87 14 

87 12 
86 55 
87 0 

87 5 
86 39 
86 46 

Calculated 
2Ya. 

82 24' 
82 18 
82 27 . 

82 22' 
82 17 
82 26. 

82 14' 
82 16 
82 9 

Mean 
2Ya. 

82 23 

82 22 

82 13 

82 7 

vj .) •> 
oi o 

81 58 

Dispersion of the Median Lines.—The median lines show practically no dispersion. 

Section 1 showed 3' in one direction and section 3 showed 2' in the other direction, 

2 G 2 
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while section 2 exhibited no measurable amount of dispersion. The section-plates 

were immersed during these observations in methyl salicylate, the refractive index of 

which liquid (1 ‘5363) is not far from the mean index of the crystals. 

Refractive Indices.—Six 60°-prisms were employed, ground so that each afforded 

directly two indices, a and /3, or /S and y, or a and y, the refracting edge not only 

being parallel to a principal axis of the optical ellipsoid, but the bisecting plane being 

also parallel to a principal plane of the ellipsoid. The mean results for the four 

independent values of each index thus obtained are given in the accompanying 

table. 

Refractive Indices of Rubidium Nickel Selenate. 

Light. CL. 7- 

Li. 1-5161 1 • 5253 1-5351 
C. 1-5166 1-5258 1-5356 
Na. 1-5198 1-5291 1-5390 
T1. 1-5231 1-5325 1-5424 
Cd. 1-5248 1-5342 1-5443 
F. 1-5268 1-5362 1-5466 
G. 1-5335 1-5429 1-5534 

Mean of a, /3, and y for Na light = 1 ’5293. 

a = Vibration direction parallel to second median line, 9° 59' in front of axis c. 

/3 = „ ,, „ ,, symmetry axis b. 

y — „ „ „ ,, first median line, 5° 21' above axis a. 

Double refraction, Nay_a = 0-0192. 

General formula for /3, corrected to a vacuum :— 

o i.Kino . 760 688 3 270 190 000 000, 
p = 1 5103+ ——--+ ••• • 

A A 

The a indices are also reproduced by the formula if the constant 1 *5103 is 

diminished by 0'0093, and the y indices if it is increased by 0'0099. 

Observations at 70° indicated that the refractive indices diminished with rise of 

temperature, to the extent of 0'0017 for 55" rise of temperature. 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The values for the optical indicatrix and 

optical velocity ellipsoid are respectively as follows :— 

a: (3: y = 0'9939 : 1: 1*0065. 

a : b : C = 1-0061 : 1 : 0‘9936. 
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Molecular Optical Constants.—The values of the Lorenz and the Gladstone and 

Dale constants are given in the accompanying table. 

Lorenz 

Gladstone 

Axis of optical indicatrix . . . cl. A 7- 

Specific refraction, —T—7 = n . . -f 9\ 

{n1 + 2)d l G 

Molecular refraction, f—- . ^ = m . ■[ 

n2 + 2 cl LG 
Specific dispersion, nQ - nc. 
Molecular dispersion, nrG - mc. 

^_2 
Molecular refraction, —-— M . . . . C 

a 

0-1059 
0-1088 

65-59 
67-39 
0-0029 
1-80 

112-08 

0-1074 
0-1104 

66-57 
68-38 
0-0030 
1-81 

114-07 

0-1091 
0-1121 

67-61 
69-47 
0-0030 
1-86 

116-20 

Mean molecular refraction (Gladstone), L(a + /J -t-y) = 114* 12. 

Caesium Nickel Selenate, Cs2Ni (Se04)2.6H20. 

Morphology. 

No previous measurements or description of this salt appear to have been made. 

It forms bright emerald green crystals of perfect transparency, possessing faces of 

high reflecting power. About thirty crops were prepared, derived from two distinct 

preparations. 

Twelve small crystals, in several cases no larger than a pin’s head, were measured, 

selected from four different crops. 

Crystal System.—Monoclinic. Class No. 5, holohedral-prismatic. 

Ratios of Axes.—a:b :c = 07288: 1 : 0'4993. 

Axial Angle.—/3 — 106° IP. 

Forms Observed.—a {100}, b {010}, c {001}, p {110}, q {Oil}, r' {201}, and 

°'{T11}: 
Habit.—Very characteristic. Prismatic parallel to the inclined axis a, the prism 

being formed by the broad and elongated faces of q {011} and the narrower elongated 

faces of the basal plaue c {001}, as shown in fig. 5. 

The facial development and planeness, in the cases of the measured crystals, were 

exceptionally perfect, the signal reflections being so sharp and true that in the cases 
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Iinterfacial Angles of Caesium Nickel Selenate. 

Angle. 
No. of 

measurements. 
Limits. 

Mean 
observed. 

Calcu¬ 
lated. Diff. 

[ac. =(100): (001) 
0/0/ o / 

73 49 ' A 
as = (100):(101) — — 44 51 — 
sc =(101): (001) — — — 28 58 
cr = (001):(201) 14 64 42- 65 4 64 54 64 54 o 
cs' =(001): (101) — — — 39 11 — 
sr = (101):(201) — — — 25 43 — 
r'a =(201): (100) — — — 41 17 — 

[ r'c = (201): (001) 14 114 55-115 19 115 5 115 6 l 

\ap =(100): (110) — — — 34 58 _ 

\PP = (110): (120) — — — 19 28 — 
p'b =(120): (010) — — — 35 34 — 

-i PP"' = (HO): (130) — — — 29 33 
p'b = (130) : (010) — — — 25 29 __ 
pb =(110):(010) 48 54 58- 55 6 55 2 -*• 

lPP =(H0): (110) 2G 69 50- 70 0 69 56 69 56 0 

$cq = (001): (Oil) 48 25 33- 25 44 25 37 25 37 0 
\qb = (Oil): (010) 48 64 17- 64 29 64 23 * 

fao = (100):(111) — — — 48 2 — 
1 oq =(111): (Oil) — — — 27 25 _ 

■{ aq = (100): (Oil) — — — 75 27 — 
\qo = (Oil) : (111) 1 — 35 18 35 19 1 
lo'a =(111): (100) — — 69 14 —■ 

rco =(001): (111) — — _ 34 23 1 
op = (111) : (110) — — 42 25 — 

J cp =(001): (110) 40 76 41- 76 56 76 48 * — 
po =(110):(111) 8 57 55- 58 4 58 0 58 0 0 

.o'c = (111): (001) 10 45 2- 45 21 45 12 45 12 0 

'bn = (010):(121) — — — 54 51 — 

J no =(121):(111) — — -— 15 45 — 

1 bo =(010):(111) — — — 70 3§ — 
...os =(111): (101) — — 19 24 — 

'bo' = (010): (Ill) 9 65 12- 65 26 65 18 65 19 1 
os' = (111): (101) — — — 24 41 — 

.do' =(111): (111) 1 — 49 23 49 22 1 

'sq =(101): (Oil) — — 37 55 — 

J qp =(011):(110) 40 87 32- 87 43 87 37 87 36 1 

1 ps = (110):(101) — — — 54 29 — 
JPi =(110): (Oil) 40 92 18- 92 28 92 23 92 24 1 

f«'2 =(101): (Oil) — - ~ — 45 39 — 
| qn = (Oil):(121) — — — 26 37 — 
\np =(121): (110) — — — 36 24 — 
| qp = (Oil):(110) 40 62 54- 63 5 63 0 63 1 1 
| ps =(110):(101) — — — 71 20 — 
LH =(H0): (Oil) 40 116 56-117 6 117 0 116 59 1 

Vo' = (201) : (Ill) 10 34 51- 35 14 35 5 35 4 1 \ o'p =(111): (110) 12 92 48- 93 6 92 54 92 57 3 
1 .W' =(H0): (201) 23 51 50- 52 10 52 1 51 59 o 

Total number of 
measurements . . 472 
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of practically all the measured angles the agreement between the observed and cal¬ 

culated values lies within two minutes, as will be seen from the table. The habit 

defined above is essentially characteristic of the salt, the vast majority of the crystals in 

all the 30 crops grown consisting of crystals of this type. Usually also only the forms 

g{01l} and c {001}, forming the prism, and smaller faces of p (l 10}, forming the 

ends, are visible. Closer inspection, however, reveals small faces of r' {201}, still 

more minute ones of o' {ill}, and occasionally traces of the primary orthopinakoid 

a {100}, at the ends ; while the sharper long edges of the prism q {Oil} are blunted 

by long but very narrow faces, often mere lines, of the clinopinakoid b {010}. The 

signal images from the q andp faces were wonderfully sharply defined and perfect on 

all the crystals measured, and on most of these crystals, selected for their perfection, 

the other faces just referred to were somewhat more prominently developed than 

usual, and gave excellent reflections. 

Some larger crystals were obtained in several of the crops which were somewhat 

tabular parallel to c{00l}, owing to the faces of the basal plane being more 

extensively developed ; the faces of r'{201} were also frequently relatively larger on 

these crystals. 

Cleavage.—A good cleavage is developed parallel to r'{20l}. There is no facility 

for cleavage parallel to any other direction. 

Volume. 

Relative Density.—Five determinations by the immersion method gave the following 

results :— 

I. Density for 16°"2/4° . 3-1137 For 20°/4° . . . 3-1125 

II. „ 16°-3/4° . . . 3-1130 „ 2074° . . . 3-1118 

o CO 
o CO 
i—

l 

H
H

 
H

H
 

H
H

 . 3-1186 „ 2074o . . . 3-1175 

IV. „ 17°-0/4° . . . 3-1149 ,, 2074°. . . . 3-1140 

V. „ 17-1/4" . . . 31134. „ 2074o . . . 3-1125 

Mean . . . 3-1137 

The value accepted for 20 /4° is 3T14. 

The specific gravity of caesium nickel selenate does not appear to have been 

previously determined. 

Molecular Volume. M - 713’62 - 229-17. 
d 3-114 

Molecular Distance Ratios (topic ixial ratios).— 

x : V- : to = 6‘3317 : 8-6878 : F3378. 
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Optics. 

Nature and Orientation of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The plane of the optic axes is 

the symmetry plane h {010}, as usual for this series of double salts. But the sign of 

the double refraction is by exception negative, as was also found to be the case with 

caesium nickel sulphate. Extinction determinations made with two section-plates 

ground parallel to the symmetry plane afforded the following values :— 

Extinction Direction in the Symmetry Plane. 

Plate 1 .... 0° 55', Plate 2 .... 0° 24', 

Mean . . 0° 40' in front of normal to c {001}. 

This direction, nearly normal to the basal plane, is in this salt by exception the 

first median line, instead of the second median line as is usual in the series ; it 

corresponds, however, as usual, to the refractive index a, while the other extinction at 

right angles to it in the sj^mmetry plane corresponds to y and is the second median 

line. This will be clear from fig. 6. 

As the morphological axial angle ac is 73° 49', and the angle between the normal 

to c {001} and the vertical axis c is consequently 16° 11', the first median line lies 

16° 51' in front of the vertical axis c in the obtuse axial angle ac. The second 

median line lies 0° 40' below the inclined axis a in the acute morphological axial 

anode ac. 

Optic Axial Angle.-— Three section-plates, 1, 2, and 3, were ground perpendicular 

to the first median line, and three others, la, 2a, and 3a, perpendicular to the second 

median line. The optic axial angle is so large that 2E, the apparent angle in air, is 
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not measurable. The apparent acute and obtuse angles, 2Ha and 2H0, are readily 

measurable in bromonaphthalene, and the results of the measurements, together with 

the calculated values of the true optic axial angle 2Va derived therefrom, are given 

in the accompanying table. 

Caesium Nickel Selenate. 

Determination of True Optic Axial Angle in Bromonaphthalene. 

Light. 

Li 

C . . 

Na. 

T1 . . 

Cd . . 

No. of plate 
perp. 1 M.L. 

Observed 
2Ha. 

No. of plate 
perp. 2 M.L. 

Observed 
2H0. 

Calcula 
2 Va. 

1 

o / 

76 15 la 

o / 

89 14 

o / 

82 38 
2 75 50 2a 89 2 82 28 
3 76 15 3a 88 35 82 58 

1 76 13 la 89 8 82 40 
2 75 49 2 a 88 57 82 30 
3 76 14 3a 88 30 83 0 

i 76 7 la 88 4 83 8 
2 75 45 2a 88 1 82 56 
3 76 9 3a 87 45 83 20 

1 76 1 la 87 12 83 32 
2 75 40 2a 87 4 83 22 
3 76 3 3a 87 17 83 30 

i 75 57 la 86 55 83 38 
2 75 35 2 a 86 49 83 27 
3 75 59 3 a 86 42 83 46 

1 75 53 la 86 42 83 42 
2 75 29 2 a 86 28 83 34 
3 75 49 3a 86 20 83 52 

Mean 
2Va. 

82 41 

82 43 

83 8 

83 28 

83 37 

83 43 

Dispersion of the Median Lines.—The dispersion of the two median lines in the 

symmetry plane is such that the first median line lies about 10' nearer to the vertical 

axis c for greenish blue F light than for red C light. The determinations were made 

with sections 1 and 3 immersed in oil of anis, the refractive index of which liquid 

(l'5540) is not far removed from that of the crystal ; the actual amounts observed 

with the two sections were respectively 12' and 8b 

Refractive Indices.—Six 60 -prisms were ground, each with its bisecting plane 

parallel to a principal plane of the optical ellipsoid and its refracting edge parallel to 

one of the principal axes of the ellipsoid, so as to yield two refractive indices directly; 

the directions were so chosen that each of the three indices a, (3 and y, was afforded 

by four different prisms. The results were very concordant, and the final mean values 

are recorded in the next table. 

2 H VOL. CCXVII.-A. 
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Refractive Indices of Caesium Nickel Selenate. 

Light. CL. (3. 7- 

Li. 1-5358 1-5412 1-5451 
C. 1-5363 1-5417 1-5456 
Na. 1-5395 1-5450 1-5489 
T1 ........ 1-5428 1-5483 1•5526 
Cd . .. 1-5447 1•5504 1-5547 
F. 1-5467 1-5525 1-5568 
G. 1-5533 1-5589 1-5631 

Mean of a, /3, and y for Na light = 1'5445. 

a = Vibration direction parallel to first median line, 16° 5T in front of axis c. 

f3 = ,■, „ „. symmetry axis b. 

y = ,, ,, ,, ,, second median line, 0° 40' below axis a. 

Double refraction, Nay_a = O’0094. 

General formula for the intermediate refractive index (3, corrected to a vacuum 

(correction + O'OOOf):— 

1'525° ! 837 474 4 729 540 000 000 , 
A 

The a indices are also reproduced very closely by the formula if the constant 

1‘5252 is diminished by 0'0055, and the y indices if the constant is increased 

by 0-0040. 

Observations at 70° showed that the refractive indices of caesium nickel selenate are 

diminished by 0‘0013 for a, 0’0016 for (3, and 0‘0018 for y for 55° rise of temperature. 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The calculated values for both the optical 

indicatrix and the optical velocity ellipsoid are given below 

a \ (3 : y = 0-9964 : 1 : D0025. 

a : t> : C = 1"0036 : 1 : 0’9975. 

Molecidar Optical Constants.—These work out as under :— 

Lorenz 

>> 

?? 

Gladstone 

Axis of optical indicatrix . . . CL. A 7- 

Specific refraction, —-—, = n . . <(9 
(n2 + 2)d ID 

Molecular refraction, ~~ M = m . <T 9 
n2 + 2 d L H 

Specific dispersion, nG - nc. 
Molecular dispersion, mG - mc. 

Molecular refraction, —— M . . . . C 
d 

0-1002 
0-1028 

71-49 
73-37 
0-0026 
1-88 

122-90 

o-ioio 
0-1037 

72- 09 
73- 98 
0-0027 
1-89 

124-14 

0-1016 
0-1043 

72-52 
74-44 
0-0027 
1-92 

125-03 

Mean molecular refraction (Gladstone), I(a + /3 + y) = 124 • 02. 
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Ammonium Nickel Selenate (NH4)2 Ni (Se04)2. 6H20. 

Morphology. 

The crystals of ammonium nickel selenate were goniometrically investigated by 

Tops0E# in the year 1870, and as regards their optics were included, like the 

potassium salt, by Topsce and Christiansenf in their well-known research of 1874. 

The crystals are bright green in colour, very like the potassium salt, but more 

generally perfectly transparent. 

Crystal System.— Monoclinic. Class No. 5, holohedral-prismatic. 

Ratios of Axes.—a : h : c — 07395 : 1 : 0'5048. Values of Tops0e, 07378 : 1 : 

07042. 

Axial Angle.—/3 — 106° 17'. Value of Tops0e, 106° 19'. 

Forms Observed.—b {010}, c {001}, {110}, p'{l20}, g{011}, r'{20l}, and 

(/{Til}. The same forms, and no others, were observed by Tops0e. 

Habit.—More or less tabular parallel to c {001}, as shown in fig. 7. 

Eleven small crystals belonging to five different crops were measured, the crops 

being selected from the thirty or more prepared for their greater freedom from 

striation. The results are given in the accompanying table of angles. 

A large proportion of the crystals showed no other forms than c {001}, g {Oil}, 

p {110}, and rr{20l}. Certain crops, however, exhibited characteristically in 

addition excellent little faces of the clinopinakoid b {010}, with occasional develop¬ 

ment of the prism p'{l20} as a fairly broad face, and of the hemipyramid o'{Ill} 

as narrow faces blunting the pc edges. The faces of q {011} were particularly well 

formed, usually affording single sharp images of the signal. The b faces and r' faces 

were also similarly excellent when present. The faces of c {001} and p {110}, 

however, were generally much striated. The measured crystals were selected on 

account of their exceptional freedom from this defect. 

* ‘Kryst.-kem. Unders. o. d. selens. Salte, Dissertation,’ Copenhagen, 1870, p. 39. 

t ‘Ann. Chim. Phys.’ (1874), series 5, vol. 1, p. 81. 

2 h 2 
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Interfacial Angles of Ammonium Nickel Selenate. 

1 
Angle. 

No. of 
measure¬ 

ments. 
Limits. 

Mean 
observed. 

Calcu¬ 
lated. Diff. 

Values of 
Topsoe. 

ac = (100):(001) __ 
o / o / o / 

73 43 
/ o / 

73 41 
as = (100):(101) — — — 44 56 — — 
sc =(101): (001) — — —. 28 47 — — 

j cr' = (001): (201) 17 64 42- 64 52 64 46 64 46 0 64 50 
cs' =(001): (101) — — — 39 0 — — 
sY = (101):(201) — — — 25 46 — — 
r'a = (201): (100) — -—• — 41 31 — — 
r'c =(201): (001) 17 115 8-115 18 115 13 115 14 1 — 

-ap = (100): (110) — — — 35 22 — — 
pp' = (110):(120) 2 19 20- 19 34 19 27 19 28 1 19 25 
p'b = (120): (010) 2 35 7-35 11 35 9 35 10 1 — 
PP" = (110): (130) — — — 29 29 — — 
p"'b = (130) : (010) — — — 25 9 — — 
pb = (110):(010) 40 54 25- 54 48 54 38 * — — 

PPP = (HO): (HO) 15 70 36- 70 58 70 45 70 44 1 70 36 

( cq = (001): (Oil) 42 25 44- 25 57 25 51 25 51 0 25 49 
1 Ab =(011): (010) 44 64 4- 64 16 64 9 * — — 

f ao = (100):(111) — — — 48 10 — — 
| oq = (111): (Oil) — — — 27 13 — — 

aq =(100):(011) — — — 75 23 — — 
qo = (011): (Ill) — i — 35 7 — — 

[da = (Ill): (100) — ■—• —- 69 30 — — 

| co =(001): (111) — — — 34 22 — — 
1 op =(111):(110) — — 42 25 — — 

< cp = (001): (110) 42 76 37- 76 55 76 47 * — 76 51 
pd = (110) : (111) 11 57 52- 58 5 57 57 58 0 3 58 5 
o'c = (111) : (001) 11 45 8- 45 21 45 15 45 13 2 45 4 

[qic =(110):(001) 32 103 7-103 24 103 13 103 13 0 — 

(bn = (010):(121) — — — 54 31 — — 
no = (121) : (111) — — — 15 52 — — 

s bo = (010):(111) — — — 70 23 — — 
Los =(111): (101) — — — 19 37 — — 

(bo = (010): (Ill) 12 65 0- 65 10 ' 65 5 65 2 3 — 
< os' = (Ill) : (101) — — — 24 58 — — 
(o'd = (Ill) : (III) 6 49 46- 49 56 49 51 49 56 5 — 

(sq =(101): (Oil) — — — 37 56 — — 
qp = (Oil):(110) 33 87 10- 87 29 87 17 87 20 3 87 23 
ps = (110):(101) — — — 54 44 — — 

L pq =(110): (Oil) 38 92 31- 92 54 92 43 92 40 3 — 

f s'q = (101): (Oil) — — _ 45 37 — — 
qn = (Oil):(121) — — — 26 28 — — 
np = (121):(110) — — — 36 16 — — 
QP = (Oil):(110) 41 62 32- 62 49 62 41 62 44 3 62 44 
ps' = (110) : (101) — — — 71 39 — — 

[pq =(110): (Oil) 41 117 11-117 29 117 19 117 16 3 — 

fr'o' = (201) : (Ill) 11 35 7- 35 22 35 15 35 16 1 
dp = (111):(110) 10 92 10- 92 27 92 17 92 22 5 — 

Ipr' = (110): (201) 22 52 10- 52 36 52 25 52 22 3 52 26 

Total number of 
measurements . . 

1 
489 
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Cleavage.—The cleavage common to the series, parallel to r'{20l}, is very well 

developed in this salt. There is also a feeble and very imperfect cleavage parallel to 

b {010} ; it is not so distinct, however, as in several other ammonium salts of the series 

(ammonium magnesium, ammonium nickel, ammonium manganese, and ammonium 

copper sulphates). 

Volume. 

Relative Density.—Four determinations by the immersion method yielded the 

following values 

I. Density for 18° "3/4° . , . 2-2422 For 20 /4' . . 2-2418 

II. 18°-7/4° . . . 2-2445 „ 20°/4" . . . 2-2442 

HI. 18°-9/4° . , . . 2-2443 „ 2074“ . . . 2-2441 

IV. I8°-9/4° . . . 2-2435 „ 2074” . . . 2-2433 

Mean . . . 2’2434 

Accepted value for 20°/4°, 2'243. 

The value 2'228 was obtained by Tops0e. 

Molecular Volume.— ^ ^ = 216'53. 
d 2'243 

Molecular Distance Ratios (topic axial ratios).— 

x : f ® = 6'2520 : 8’4543 : 4-2678. 

Optics. 

Nature and Orientation of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The optic axes lie in the 

symmetry plane b {010}. The sign of the double refraction is positive. Extinction 

determinations with two section-plates ground parallel to the symmetry plane yielded 

the following results :—- 

Extinction Direction in the Symmetry Plane. 

Plate 1 .... 14° 18' Plate 2 .... 14° 16', 

Mean . . . 14° 17', behind the normal to c {001}. 

This direction is the second median line, and corresponds to the refractive index a, 

the other extinction direction at right angles in the symmetry plane being the first 

median line and corresponding to the index y. As the morphological axial angle 

ac — 73° 43', and therefore the angle between the normal to c {001} and the vertical 

axis c — 16° 17', the second median line lies 2° O' in front of the vertical axis c, in the 

obtuse angle ac of the morphological axes a and c. The first median line also lies in 
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the obtuse axial angle ac, 14° 17' above the inclined axis a, and 2° 0r below the normal 

to a {100}. These facts will be rendered clear by fig. 8. 

Tops0e and Christiansen give the position of the first median line as 16° 54' from 

the axis a and 89° 25; from the axis c. 

ot 

Optic Axial Angle.— Three section-plates perpendicular to the first median line, 

numbered 1, 2, 3, and three others labelled la, 2a, and 3a, perpendicular to the 

second median line, were ground. The apparent optic axial angle in air, 2E, is too 

large for measurement, the brushes being not quite capable of being brought to the 

cross-wires; but excellent measurements were obtained for 2Ha and 2H0, the 

apparent acute and obtuse angles in bromonaphthalene. The results, together with 

the values of the true optic axial angle 2Va calculated therefrom, are given in the 

accompanying table. 

Ammonium Nickel Selenate. 

Determination of True Optic Axial Angle in Bromonaphthalene. 

Light. 
No. of plate 
perp. 1 M.L. 

Observed 
2H 

No. of plate 
perp. 2 M.L. 

Observed 
2H0. 

Calculated 
*2V„. 

Mean 
2Va. 

f 1 

o / 

78 43 la 

o l 

85 8 

o / 

86 18'] 

o / 

Li ... .1 2 78 40 2 a 85 2 86 20 86 19 

l 3 78 45 3a 85 6 86 20 J 

r 1 78 41 la 85 5 86 18 'j 
c ... A 2 78 38 2 a 85 0 86 20 86 19 

l 3 78 43 3 a 85 3 86 20 J 
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Determination of True Optic Axial Angle in Bromonaphthalene (continued). 

Light. 
No. of plate 
perp. 1 M.L. 

Observed 
2H„. 

No. of plate 
perp.' 2 M.L. 

Observed 
2H0. 

Calculat 
2Va. 

f 1 

o t 

78 21 1 a 

o / 

84 40 

o 

86 

/ 

20 
Na. . . A 2 78 21 2 a 84 41 86 20 

l 3 78 22 3 a 84 39 86 22 

r 1 78 2 la 84 17 86 22 
T1 . . . A 2 78 5 2 a 84 13 86 25 

l 3 78 5 3 a 84 14 86 25 

f 1 77 50 la 84 3 86 22 
Cd-. . . .< 2 77 56 2 a 83 57 86 28 

1 3 77 53 3 a 83 54 86 28 

r 1 77 45 la 83 45 * 86 28 
¥ ... .1 2 77 39 2 a 83 38 86 29 

L 3 77 '39 3a 83 35 86 30 

Mean 
2 V„. 

86 21 

86 24 

86 26 

86 29 

Topspe and Christiansen found 86° 14/ for 2Va. 

Dispersion of the Median Lines.—Measurements with sections 1, 2, and 3 immersed 

in methyl salicylate, the refractive index of which (l‘5363) is almost identical with 

the mean index of the crystals, indicated that the dispersion of the two mutually 

rectangular median lines lying in the symmetry plane is such, that the first median 

line lies nearer to the morphological axis a by about 12' for red C light than for 

greenish blue F light. 

Refractive Indices.—Six 60°-prisms were prepared as usual, to afford two indices 

each, a and (3, (3 and y, or a and y, the bisecting plane being parallel to a principal 

plane, and the refractive edge parallel to one of the three principal axes, of the optical 

ellipsoid. The results are embodied in the accompanying table. 

Refractive Indices of Ammonium Nickel Selenate. 

Light. CC. P- 7- 

Li. 1-5246 1-5332 1-5419 
C. 1-5251 1-5337 1-5424 
Na. 1-5285 1-5370 1-5460 
T1. 1-5320 1-5405 1-5496 
Cd .. 1-5339 1-5425 1-5517 
F. 1-5360 1-5447 1-5539 
G. 1-5423 1-5510 ' 1-5602 

Mean of a, f3, and y for Na light = 1 -5372. 

a = Vibration direction parallel to second median line, 2° O' in front of vertical axis c. 

— ,, „ „ „ symmetry axis b. 
y = „ „ ,, „ first median line, 14° 17' above inclined axis a. 

Double refraction, Nay_a = O'0175. 
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General formula for (3, corrected to a vacuum:— 

(3 - D5191 + 
690 578 

A2 

1 921 310 000 000 

A4 + 

The a indices are equally well reproduced by the formula if the constant 1 ‘5191 is 

diminished by 0‘0086, and the y indices if it is increased by 0’0090. 

Observations at 70° indicated that the refractive indices of ammonium nickel 

selenate diminish by about 0'0020 for a rise of temperature of 55°. 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The calculated values for the two types of 

ellipsoid are as under :— 

Indicatrix.a : /3 : y = 0"9945 : 1 : 1'0059. 

Optical Velocity Ellipsoid . . a : 1) : r = 1‘0055 : 1 : 0'9942. 

Molecidar Optical Constants.—These are given in the next table. 

Lorenz 

55 

55 

55 

Gladstone 

Axis of optical indicatrix . . . CL. A 7■ 

Specific refraction, -A-= n . . <f ^ 
(ri2 + 2 )d L 5- 

Molecular refraction, %—- . ^ = m . { ^ 
’ n2 + 2 d X D 

Specific dispersion, nG - nc. 
Molecular dispersion, mG - nic. 

Molecular refraction, M . C 
d 

0-1366 
0-1404 

66-37 
68-18 
0-0038 
1-81 

113-70 

0-1385 
0-1422 

67-27 
69-08 
0-0037 
1-81 

115-56 

0-1404 
0-1442 

68-19 
70-03 
0-0038 
1-84 

117-45 

Mean molecular refraction (GLADSTONE), ±(a. + /3 + y) = 115 ‘ 57. 

Comparison of Residts. 

Habit.—The progression of habit which has been observed in all the other groups 

of double sulphates and double selenates of this large isomorphous series yet 

investigated (the work on the double sulphates having been completed by the author’s 

last communication), is very clearly exhibited in this group of the double selenates 

containing nickel. The progression is characterised by the relative development of 

the faces of the forms c {001} and g {Oil}. In the potassium salt the basal plane 

c {001} is largely predominating, the faces of the clinodomal prism q {011} on each 

side of it being relatively small, as shown in fig. 1. In the caesium salt, on the 

contrary, the two faces of g{011} predominate, and indeed confer a prismatic 

character on the crystal parallel to the inclined axis a, while the basal plane c{00l} 

forms only a central strip, as exhibited in fig. 5. Distinctly intermediate between 

these two extreme types come the crystals of rubidium nickel selenate, in which the 

two forms are more nearly approached in relative size, the g{01l} faces being larger 
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than in potassium nickel selenate but not so large as in csesium nickel selenate. This 

will be clearly apparent from the typical crystal of the rubidium salt shown in fig. 3. 

The ammonium salt forms crystals of all three types, but the great majority affect 

a more or less intermediate habit akin to that of the rubidium salt, while at the same 

time showing some idiosyncracies. Fig. 7 shows this well. 

Crystal Elements and Angles.—The axial ratios and axial angles are compared in 

the following table. From an inspection of it the following facts become clear :— 

Comparison of the Axial Angles and Axial Ratios. 

Axial angle. Axial ratios. 

Potassium nickel selenate . . 
Rubidium „ „ . . 
Ammonium ,, ,, . . 
Csesium ,, „ . . 

A 
104° 27' 
105° 20' 
106° 17' 
106° 11' 

a : b : c 
0-7467 : 1 : 0-5059 
0-7395 : 1 : 0-5031 
0-7395 : 1 : 0-5048 
0-7288 : 1 :0-4993 

The morphological axial angle of rubidium nickel selenate is approximately the 

mean of the axial angles of potassium nickel and csesium nickel selenates, the differences 

being nearly identical, 53' and 51'. It will be remembered that the atomic weight of 

rubidium is almost exactly the mean of the atomic weights of potassium and csesium. 

The axial angle of the ammonium salt is nearly identical with that of the csesium salt. 

The morphological axial ratios of the rubidium salt are also intermediate between 

those for the potassium and csesium salts. Hence, both axial angles and axial ratios 

for the three alkali metallic salts follow the order of the atomic weights of the alkali 

metals, and in the case of the axial angle with simple proportionality. 

The axial ratios of the ammonium salt lie between those of the two extreme, the 

potassium and csesium, salts, thus indicating true isomorphism of the ammonium salt 

with the alkali metallic salts. 

The next table affords a comparison of the morphological angles of the four salts. 

Comparison of the Interfacial Angles. 

Angle. KNi selenate. RbNi selenate. CsNi selenate. AmNi selenate. 

fac =(100): (001) 

° J 

75 33 

o / 

74 40 

o / 

73 49 

o / 

73 43 
as =(100):(101) 46 15 45 36 44 51 44 56 
sc = (101): (001) 29 18 29 4 28 58 28 47 

< cr = (001): (201) 63 13 63 58 64 54 64 46 
cs' = (001) : (101) 38 16 38 38-5 39 11 39 0 
sY = (101):(201) 24 57 25 19-5 25 43 25 46 

[r'a = (201): (100) 41 14 41 22 41 17 41 31 

YOL. CCXVII.—-A. 2 I 
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Comparison of the Interfacial Angles (continued). 

Angle. KNi selenate. RbNi selenate. CsNi selenate. AmNi selenate. 

'ap = (100):(110) 

o / 

35 54 

© / 

35 30-5 

° 

34 58 

© / 

35 22 

J VP = (110):(120) 19 28 19 28 19 28 19 28 

1 p'b = (120): (010) 34 38 35 1-5 35 34 35 10 
I ,pb =(110):(010) 54 6 54 29-5 55 2 54 38 

/ cq =(001): (Oil) 26 6 25 53 25 37 25 51 
\qb =(011): (010) 63 54 64 7 64 23 64 9 

ao =(100):(111) 49 30 48 49 48 2 48 10 
oq =(111):(011) 27 33 27 25 27 25 27 13 

-< aq =(100):(Oil) 77 3 76 14 75 27 75 23 
qo = (011): (Ill) 34 26 34 50 35 19 35 7 

Ja = (Ill) : (100) 68 31 68 56 69 14 69 30 

[go = (001): (111) 35 0 34 40 34 23 34 22 
op = (111) : (110) 43 20 42 54 42 25 42 25 

i cp =(001): (110) 78 20 77 34 76 48 76 47 
pd = (110):(111) 57 7 57 34 58 0 58 0 

[o'c = (111) : (001) 44 33 44 52 45 12 45 13 

J [bo =(010):(111) 69 56 70 14 70 36 70 23 
1 [08 =(111): (101) 20 4 19 46 19 24 19 37 

fbd = (010) : (Ill) 65 10 65 12 65 19 65 2 
\ os' = (Ill): (101) 24 50 24 48 24 41 24 58 

\sq =(101): (Oil) 38 27 38 9 37 55 37 56 
qp =(011):(110) 85 37 86 34 87 36 87 20 

IP* =(H0): (101) 55 56 55 17 54 29 54 44 

Cs'q = (101): (011) 45 10 45 21 45 39 45 37 
< qP = (Oil):(110) 63 55 63 26 63 1 62 44 
[ps' = (110): (101) 70 55 71 13 71 20 71 39 

Cr'd = (201) : (Ill) 34 38 34 52 35 4 35 16 
< dp = (Ill):(110) 92 54 92 47-5 92 57 92 22 
lpr' = (110): (201) 52 28 52 20-5 51 59 52 22 

These angles have all been carefully compared for the four salts and the differences 

tabulated, an analysis of the tables affording the following results. For thirty-five 

of the thirty-six angles compared the value for the rubidium salt is intermediate 

between the values for the potassium and csesium salts. 

The average and maximum changes of angle for the various replacements of one 

alkali base by another are given in the small table which follows, which forms an 

expressive summary of the tables of differences above referred to. 
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Angular Changes for Double Selenates containing Nickel. 

Replacement. Average change. Maximum change. 

K by Rb. 23 

t o / 

57 = 0 57 
K by Cs. 47 119 = 1 59 
K by NH4. 45 110 = 1 50 

The average and maximum changes of angle are twice as great when potassium is 

replaced by csesium as when potassium is replaced by rubidium, corresponding to the 

changes of atomic weight (K^Rb = 46 and K^Cs = 93). When potassium is 

replaced by ammonium the changes (average and maximum) are very nearly the same 

as occur when potassium is replaced by csesium. That is to say, the average change 

in the crystal angles, and also the maximum amount of that change, in the cases of 

the metallic interchanges, are directly proportional to the change in the atomic 

weight of the alkali metal ; while the introduction of the radicle ammonium instead 

of potassium produces about as much average or maximum change of angle as when 

potassium is replaced by csesium, the actual amounts being very slightly less, to the 

extent of 2' in the average change (out of a total of 47') and 9' in the maximum 

change (out of a total of 1° 59'). 

From the above it will be clear that the dilferences in the crystal angles are of the 

same sign when potassium is replaced by rubidium on the one hand and by csesium on 

the other, that is, there is a progressive change, there being only a single exception 

(in the case of an angle showing only a very small change) out of all the 36 cases 

compared ; the amounts have been shown to be exactly proportional on the average to 

the two increments of atomic weight. In the case of the ammonium salt, 33 out of the 

36 angles compared show' differences on replacing potassium by ammonium in the 

same direction as when rubidium or csesium are introduced instead of potassium, the 

only three exceptions being in cases where the differences are very minute. In 32 of 

the 33 cases the changes are greater than when rubidium is introduced, and in 13 

cases they exceed the effect produced by introducing csesium for potassium. The 

maximum change of angle for the ammonium replacement, however, has been shown 

to fall somewhat short of that for the csesium replacement, and thus the crystal 

angles for the ammonium salt all fall within the limits of the changes for the three 

metallic salts, emphasising the true character of the isomorphism of all the four 

salts. 

Volume Constants.—The densities, molecular volumes and topic axial ratios of the 

four salts are compared in the next table. 

2 i 2 
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Volume Constants of the Nickel Group of Double Selenates. 

Salt. 
Molecular 

weight. 
Specific 
gravity. 

Molecular 
volume. 

Topic axial ratios. 

X 4* (jl) 

KNi selenate . . 527-52 2-559 206-14 6-1677 8-2598 4-1786 
RbNi 619-62 2 • 856 216-96 6-2533 8-4561 4-2542 
CsNi 11 • 713-62 3-114 229-17 6-3317 8-6878 4-3378 
NH4Ni 11 485-68 2-243 216-53 6-2520 8-4543 4-2678 

The density increases with the atomic weight of the alkali metal, and is greater for 

the replacement of potassium by rubidium than for the replacement of rubidium by 

caesium in the proportion of 6 to 5. The density of the ammonium salt is the lowest 

of the group, corresponding to the low molecular weight of the ammonium radicle 

NH4. 

The molecular volumes of the three alkali-metallic salts show progression with the 

atomic weight of the alkali metal; the replacement of rubidium by caesium is 

accompanied by the greater change, 12‘21 units as against 10'82 units for the 

replacement of potassium by rubidium, so that the increment of volume is an 

increasing one. The molecular volume of the ammonium salt is almost identical 

with that of the rubidium salt, a result similar to what has been observed in all the 

other groups of salts of the series yet investigated. 

The topic axial ratios of the rubidium salt are also intermediate between those for 

the potassium and caesium salts, there being a regular progressive increase in the 

directional (axial-edge) dimensions of the structural unit cell of the space-lattice, 

when potassium is replaced by rubidium and the latter in turn by caesium. The topic 

axial ratios of ammonium nickel selenate are almost identical with those of rubidium 

nickel selenate, the structural (space-lattice) unit cells of the rubidium and ammonium 

salts being thus almost identically congruent, that is similar in shape and symmetry 

and almost exactly equal in total volume and in the dimensions of their sides and 

edges. This result, similar to the results with all the other groups of double selenates 

yet investigated and of all the double sulphates and the simple alkali sulphates, 

thus forms yet another confirmation of one of the most remarkable facts brought to 

light by the author’s investigations, namely, the extraordinary congruency of the 

ammonium and rubidium salts of any group ; the replacement of two atoms of 

monad rubidium by eight atoms of monad hydrogen and two atoms of triad (at 

least, more probably pentad) nitrogen, actually occurs without any appreciable 

opening up of the structure. The bearing of this important fact on the theory of 

valency volumes of Barlow and Pope, with which it is in entire antagonism, is 

discussed in a separate communication (see Roy. Soc. Proc.).# 

* ‘ Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 93, p. 72 (1917). 
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Cleavage.—A cleavage parallel to the orthoprism r'{20l} is well developed in the 

crystals of all four salts of the nickel double selenate group. In addition, the 

ammonium salt exhibits a feeble facility for cleavage parallel to the symmetry plane 

b {010}. This second direction of cleavage has also been observed more perfectly 

developed on the four double sulphates containing ammonium as the R-base and as 

M-metals, magnesium, nickel, manganese, and copper. It would appear to be connected 

with some obviously probable slight difference of structure, due to the different and 

more complicated chemical nature of the ammonium radicle NH4 as compared with a 

simple ,alkali metallic atom. It is a fact which may prove later of value in elucidating 

the exact details of this slight difference of structure, and one which will require to 

be remembered in considering the meaning of the congruency with the rubidium salts 

referred to in the preceding paragraph. 

Orientation of the Optical Ellipsoid.—This comparison is best effected by taking 

the position, in the crystals of the four salts, of that one of the two median lines 

CE 

lying in the symmetry plane which is not far removed from the vertical morphological 

axis c, and which is the a axis of the ellipsoid in all four salts. This principal axial 

direction of the optical ellipsoid is the second median line in all the salts but caesium 

nickel selenate ; in this latter salt it is by exception the first median line. Such a 

comparison is made in the following table, which is also illustrated by fig. 9. 

Inclinations of a-Extinctions of the Ni Double Selenates in front of Axis c. 

(lM.L. in CsNi salt and 2M.L. in other three salts.) 

AmNi selenate 2° O' 

KNi „ 6° 59' 

RbNi selenate 

CsNi 

9° 59' 

16° 51'. ?? 
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The other principal axial direction of the ellipsoid lying in the symmetry plane 

shows, of course, a similar progression for the four salts, as it is always 90° from the 

direction compared in the table. The third rectangular axis of the ellipsoid is 

identical in position with the morphological symmetry axis b, and is, therefore, 

identical and immovable for all four salts, in accordance with monoclinic symmetry. 

Thus the optical ellipsoid rotates about the symmetry axis when one alkali base is 

replaced by another. It is so situated in the ammonium salt that one axis is nearly 

identical with the vertical crystal axis c ; it rotates from this position further away 

from c when ammonium is replaced by potassium, still further when the latter is 

replaced by rubidium, and yet further when rubidium is replaced by ctesium. Its 

position for the rubidium salt is thus intermediate between the positions for the 

potassium and caesium salts, the rotations for the two replacements of K by Rb 

and Rb by Cs being respectively 3° O' and 6° 52'. The rotation is thus in the 

order of the atomic weights of the three alkali metals, the amount of the rotation 

increasing at a higher rate than in mere simple proportion to the change in atomic 

weight. 

The Optic Axial Angles.—In making a comparison of these it has to be remembered 

that the first median line is differently situated in the caesium salt; whereas for the 

potassium, rubidium and ammonium salts it is that principal axis of the optical 

ellipsoid lying near the inclined axis a, for the caesium salt it is that axis of the 

ellipsoid which lies near the vertical axis c, the one 90° away near axis a being by 

exception in caesium nickel selenate the second median line. We must, therefore, use 

the obtuse optic axial angle, the bisectrix of which lies near axis a and which is 

therefore comparable to the acute optic axial angles of the other three salts, the 

bisectrices of which lie also near axis a. With this understood, the following table 

affords the comparison. 

Optic Axial Angles 2Va of the Nickel Group of Double Selenates. 

KNi selenate. RbNi selenate. AmNi selenate. CsNi selenate. 

Li. 
o / 

72 45 82 23 86 19 97 19 
C. 72 45 82 22 86 19 97 17 
Na. 72 48 82 13 86 21 96 52 
T1. 72 51 82 7 86 24 96 32 
Cd. 72 53 82 3 86 26 96 23 
F. 72 56 81 58 86 29 96 17 

The optic axial angle is thus observed to increase with the rise in atomic weight 

of the alkali metal, the angle for the rubidium salt being intermediate between that 

for the potassium and caesium salts, and the rate being again an accelerating one. 
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The optic axial angle of ammonium nickel selenate is slightly greater than that of 

the rubidium salt. 

Comparison of the Refractive Indices. 

Index. Light, 
*5 

KNi 
selenate 

RbNi 
selenate. 

NIRNi 
selenate. 

CsNi 
selenate. 

Li. 1-5142 1-5161 1-5246 1-5358 
C. 1-5147 1-5166 1-5251 1-5363 
Na. 1-5181 1-5198 1-5285 1-5395 

a. .... ^ T1. 1-5212 1-5231 1-5320 1-5428 
Cd. 1-5232 1-5248 1-5339 1-5447 
F. 1-5251 1-5268 1-5360 1-5467 
G. 1-5314 1-5335 1-5423 1-5533 

r 

Li. 1-5232 1-5253 1-5332 1-5412 
C. 1-5237 1-5258 1-5337 1-5417 
Na. 1-5272 1-5291 1-5370 1-5450 

/3 .... \ T1..... . 1-5305 1-5325 1-5405 1-5483 
Cd. 1-5325 1-5342 1-5425 1-5504 
F. 1-5344 1-5362 1-5447 1-5525 
G. 1-5407 1-5429 1-5510 1-5589 

r Li. 1-5387 1-5351 1-5419 1-5451 
C. 1-5392 1-5356 1-5424 1-5456 
Na. 1-5427 1-5390 1-5460 1-5489 

y .... ^ T1. 1-5464 1-5424 1-5496 1-5526 
Cd. 1-5486 1-5443 1-5517 1-5547 
F. 1-5507 1-5466 1-5539 1-5568 

- 
G. 1-5571 1-5534 1-5602 1-5631 

Mean refractive index 4 (a + (3 + y) 1-5293 1-5293 1-5372 1-5445 
for Na light 

Double refraction, Nay_a . . . . 0-0246 0-0192 0-0175 0-0094 

Refractive Indices.—The refractive indices are compared in the above table. It 

will be seen that the a and /3 indices for the rubidium salt are intermediate 

between those of the potassium and caesium salts. Owing, however, to the great 

diminution in double refraction (y — a), which progressively diminishes as the atomic 

weight of the alkali metal present increases, the y indices for the rubidium salt 

do not quite reach the value of these indices for the potassium salt. As another 

consequence of this the mean refractive index (mean of all three indices a, (3, y for 

Na light) for the potassium and rubidium salts works out to be only just the 

same. As, however, the optical change is an accelerating one with the atomic 

weight of the alkali metal, in spite of the further diminution in double refraction 

when the caesium salt is reached, all the indices (including the mean) for the caesium 

salt show an advance. 
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The indices of the ammonium salt are intermediate between those of the rubidium 

and caesium salts. 

The Double Refraction.—This is a property which shows the optical accelerating 

progression with the atomic weight of the alkali metal particularly well, as will be 

obvious from the values given at the foot of the table. Its effect is greater in this 

nickel group than in the magnesium and zinc groups already studied, in which groups 

the mean refractive index of the rubidium salt showed a considerable advance on that 

of the potassium salt. 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Indicatrix. 

a : f3: 7 a. : /3 7 

KNi selenate . 0'9940 : 1 : roioi 0-9940 : 1 roioi 

RbNi D . 0-9939 : 1 : 1-0065 0-9952 : R0012 1-0077 

NH4Ni 33 • . 0-9945 : 1 : 1-0059 1-0009 : 1T064 1-0123 

CsNi 33 * . 0-9964 : 1 : 1-0025 1-0080 : 1-0116 1’0142 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Velocity Ellipsoid. 

a : b : f a : b r 

KNi selenate . roo60 : 1 : 0-9900 1-0060 : 1 0-9900 

RbNi 33 * . roo6i : 1 : 0-9936 D0049 : 0-9988 0-9923 

NH4Ni 33 * . 1-0055 : 1 : 0-9942 0-9991 : 0-9936 0-9878 

CsNi 33 * . 1-0036 : 1 : 0-9975 0-9920 : 0-9885 0-9860 

Axial Ratios of the Optical Ellipsoid.—The values of these ratios are given in the 

accompanying tables for both ellipsoids. The left hand series in each case are 

calculated with the (3 value for each salt taken as unity. The right hand series 

exhibit the total change in the dimensions of the optical ellipsoid on passing from 

one salt of the group, to another, the /3 value for the initial potassium salt being 

taken as unity for all four salts. The main fact that these latter ratios indicate is 

the accelerating nature of the change in dimensions of the ellipsoid as the atomic 

weight of the alkali metal rises. The slight set-back of the y values for the rubidium 

salt is due to the effect of the diminution in double refraction, as already explained. 

The dimensions of the ellipsoid of the ammonium salt are intermediate, another proof 

of the true character of the isomorphism, for they lie within the values for the 

extreme metallic salts of the eutropic series. 

Molecular Optical Constants.—These are by far the most valuable of the optical 

constants, and they are set forth in order in the three next tables. 
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Table of Specific Refraction and Dispersion (Lorenz). 

Specific refraction, —k—d- -7 = n. 
-j- /<) a 

Specific dispersion. 
I'G - HO 

Salt. For ray C (Ha). For ray Hy near G. 

cc. P- .7* 
' 

CC. P- 7- a. P- 7- 

AmNi selenate 0-1366 0-1385 0-1404 0-1404 0-1422 0-1442 0*0038 0-0037 0-0038 
KNi 0-1178 0-1195 0-1225 0-1210 0-1227 0-1258 0-0032 0-0032 0-0033 
RbNi 0-1059 0-1074 0-1091 0-1088 0-1104 0-1121 0-0029 0-0030 0-0030 
CsNi 0-1002 0-1010 0-1016 0-1028 0-1037 0-1043 0-0026 0-0027 0-0027 

Table of Molecular Refraction and Dispersion (Lorenz). 

* 

ni _ i 

Molecular refraction, —- . 
rfi + 2 

M 
~l = W' Molecular dispersion. 

Salt. 
UlQ — Illc- 

For ray C (Ha). For ray Hy near G. 

CC. P- 7- CL. P- 7- CC. p. 7- 

KNi selenate 62-14 63-04 64-60 63-82 64-75 66-37 1-68 1-71 1-77 
RbNi „ 65 -59 66-57 67-61 67-39 68-38 69-47 1-80 1-81 1-86 
AmNi ,, 66-37 67-27 68-19 68-18 69-08 70-03 1-81 1-81 1-84 
CsNi ,, 71-49 72-09 72-52 73-37 73-98 74-44 1-88 1-89 1-92 

Molecular Refraction (Gladstone and Dale). 

Salt. 

CC. 

h—d M for ray C 
cl 

p- 7- 

Mean molecular 
refraction for ray C. 

7 (u + /3 + y). 

KNi selenate. 106-10 107-96 111-10 108-39 
RbNi „. 112-08 114-07 116-20 114-12 
AmNi ,,. 113-70 115-56 117-45 115-57 
CsNi ,,. 122-90 124-14 125-03 124-02 

The whole of the specific and molecular optical constants of rubidium nickel selenate 

are intermediate between those of potassium nickel selenate and caesium nickel selenate. 

VOL. CCXVII.-A. K 
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The molecular refraction increases considerably more when caesium replaces rubidium 

than when the latter displaces potassium, the proportion being roughly as 5 to 3. 

The changes are nearly alike along the a and /3 axis, but are less along the y axis. 

These results are independent of the temperature, as both refractive power and 

density diminish (alter in the same direction) when the temperature is raised. 

The changes are obviously independent of the formulae employed, for the results are 

similar whether the values compared are calculated by the formula of Lorenz or by 

that of Gladstone and Dale. 

The position of ammonium nickel selenate with respect to molecular refraction is 

very close to that of the rubidium salt, in all cases less than one Lorenz or two 

Gladstone units higher. This result is very similar to that for the structural 

properties (dimensions), and again offers proof of the true isomorphism of the 

ammonium salt with the salts of the three alkali metals. 

It is interesting to compare these results for the nickel double selenate group with 

those for the corresponding nickel double sulphate group. A comparison of the 

Lorenz and Gladstone values for the molecular refraction shows that the selenate 

values are higher b}r 6'9 to 8'1 Lorenz units, or 12'7 to 14'4 Gladstone units. As 

there are two atoms of sulphur or selenium present, this gives as tire increase per 

atom, when sulphur is replaced by selenium, 3'5 to 4 Lorenz units or 6’3 to 7‘2 

Gladstone units. The following little table shows how these results for the 

replacement of sulphur by selenium in the nickel group compare with those obtained 

for the other groups already studied. 

Increase of Molecular Volume on Replacing S by Se. 

Salt group. Lorenz units. Gladstone units. 

Nickel. 3-5-4-0 6-3-7-2 
Magnesium. 3•4-3•6 6■3-6•7 
Zinc. 3-5-3-7 6-5-6-9 
Simple salts. 3-4-3-8 6•2-7•2 

The values for the three groups of double salts are identical in the mean with 

those derived from the comparison of the simple rhombic alkali sulphates and selenates, 

which are therefore included in the table. This mean increase in molecular volume, 

when a sulphur atom is replaced by a selenium atom, in either series, is 3’6 Lorenz 

units, or 6’7 Gladstone units. 

Summary of Main Conclusions. 

The results now presented for the nickel group of double selenates, of the mono- 

clinic series R2M( ^ 04). 6LLO, are in line with those previously communicated for the 
“ VSe / 2 
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magnesium and zinc groups of double selenates, and for the eight groups of double 

sulphates, the investigation of which was completed by the publication of the author’s 

last memoir (of June, 1915).# The two main results are that the progression of all 

the morphological and optical properties of the crystals, with the atomic weight of the 

alkali metal (K = 38'85, Rb = 84'9, Cs = 131'9, and Rb — K = 46, Cs —Rb = 47), is 

beautifully shown once more in this nickel group of double selenates ; and that the 

true isomorphism, but not eutropism, of the ammonium salt with the potassium, 

rubidium and caesium salts is clearly indicated by the principal determinative constants 

(such as interfacial angles, size of the unit cell of the space-lattice, refractive indices 

and molecular refraction) of the ammonium salt never falling outside the limits of 

these constants for the two extreme, potassium and caesium, salts of the group. 

The former of these two main results is admirably illustrated by the fact that both 

the average and the maximum amounts of interfacial angular change, brought about 

by replacing one alkali metal by another, are directly proportional to the change in 

atomic weight. The differences of atomic weight between potassium and rubidium 

and between the latter and csesium are practically the same (46 and 47), and the 

changes in angle, whether the mean of all the changes of the 36 angles measured or 

the greatest change of angle observed, are also equal ; or to express it differently, the 

replacement of K by Cs is accompanied by twice as much angular change as that of 

K by Rb (average changes K by Rb, 23', and K by Cs, 47', maxima 57' and 119'), 

just as the change of atomic weight Cs —K (= 93) is double that for Rb —K (= 46). 

The amounts are so large as to be entirely removed from any possibility of error, 

which, on a generous estimate, cannot exceed 3'. 

The second main fact is illustrated by the closeness of the structural dimensions 

(those of the unit cell of the space-lattice) of the ammonium and rubidium salts, the 

rubidium salt being the intermediate metallic salt. So very close are the total 

volumes of the cells (the molecular volumes, for the Rb salt 216'96 and for the NH4 

salt 216‘53)and their edge-lengths (the topic axial ratios), that the crystals of the 

two salts are practically iso-structural, that is, their space-lattices are congruent, 

practically identical, capable of being represented by the same model on any scale 

within reason. 

The author has the more confidence in putting forward this important result inas¬ 

much as the similar result found with regard to the simple rhombic alkali sulphates 

has just been verified in the laboratory of Prof. Bragg, by Prof. Ogg and 

Mr. F. Lloyd Hopwood,! who have succeeded in measuring the actual dimensions of 

the space-lattice cells (the distances separating analogous atoms of contiguous 

structural units in space) by means of the X-rays, these absolute lengths being in 

remarkable concordance with the author’s published topic axial ratios. For this 

result, as to congruency of the ammonium and rubidium salts, has been general for 

* ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 216, p. 1 (1916). 

t ‘Phil. Mag.,’ November, 1916, vol. 32, p. 518. 

2 k 2 
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all the rubidium and ammonium salts dealt with by the author, and it is most 

satisfactory to have it confirmed in such an incontrovertible and authoritative 

manner. Incidentally also, the value of molecular volume and of topic axial ratios, 

when used, as the author has always solely done, for the strictly comparable 

members of isomorphous series such as those now under discussion, is confirmed 

and enhanced. 

The bearing of the very interesting work of Prof. Ogg and Mr. Hopwood on the 

theory of valency volumes is dealt with in a separate memoir.* 

[Added, February 7, 1917.] 

With equal validity “ atomic number” can be substituted for “atomic weight ” in 

the statement of the author’s law of progression of the crystallographic properties. 

For the differences between potassium, rubidium, and caesium are similarly related 

as regards both functions, rubidium standing half-way between potassium and 

caesium in both respects, as will be clear from the following comparison :— 

K. Rb-K. Rb. Cs - Rb. Cs. Cs - K. 

Atomic weights 38-85 46 84'9 47 13F9 93 = 2 x 46‘5 

Atomic numbers 19 18 37 18 55 36 = 2 x 18 

The differences between K and Rb, and Rb and Cs, are thus equal for 

constants, namely, 46 or 47 in atomic weight and 18 in atomic number, and the 

difference between the two extreme members of the family group, potassium and 

caesium, is double as much, namely, 93 for atomic weight and 36 for atomic number. 

The atomic number, the sequence number of the element, when all the elements 

are arranged in order of ascending atomic weight in the periodic table, has acquired 

great significance from the work of Moseley, who in two memoirs on “ The High 

Frequency Spectra of the Elements ” f lias shown definitely and experimentally that 

the atomic number represents the value of the charge N of positive electricity on 

the atomic nucleus. For we already knew from the work of Sir J. J. Thomson, 

Sir E. Rutherford, Barkla, van den Broek, and Bohr, sufficient concerning the 

structure of the atom to render it certain that there is an inner positively charged 

nucleus, surrounded by a number of negatively charged electrons approximately 

equal to half the atomic weight, and together equivalent electrically to the positive 

charge on the nucleus ; and van den Broek and Bohr had suggested that the 

nuclear charge N would prove to be equal to the atomic number. Now N increases from 

the atom of one element to the atom of the next in the periodic table always by a 

* ‘ Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 93, p. 72 (1917). 

t 1 Phil. Mag.,’ series 6, vol. 26, p. 1024 (1913), and vol. 27, p. 703 (1914); see also “ Obituary Notice,’ 

by Sir E. Rutherford, ‘ Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 93, p. xxv. (1917). 
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single positive unit, the positive charge carried by the nucleus being in all cases an 

integral multiple of the charge on the hydrogen nucleus ; thus, for instance, while 

hydrogen has one nuclear charge helium has two such charges, and lithium three. 

The decisive work of Moseley, in his latest (unhappily last) research,# has been to 

show (a) that the X-ray spectra of the line series known as K are derived from the 

innermost ring of electrons, while those of the L series are derived from electrons 

further from the centre of the atom; (h) that the frequency of the spectra is 

proportional to (N — a)2 where a is a constant dependent on the line series used, its 

value being 1 for the K series and 7'4 for the L series (for the a line in each case); 

and (c) that N itself, the nuclear charge, is none other than the atomic number. 

The atomic number, or element sequence number, is thus a very important factor 

in the constitution of the atom, and it is therefore very likely to be a correspondingly 

governing factor in determining the relative properties of an isomorphous series of 

salts, formed by the interchange of atoms of elements of the same family group of 

the periodic classification, such as the three alkali metals, which differ regularly 

from one another in position by two whole horizontal rows of elements at a time 

(18 elements). Indeed, the work of Moseley shows clearly that the properties of 

the atom are better defined by the atomic number than by the atomic weight. It 

has always been difficult to see why mere atomic weight should wield the influence 

which has been pointed out by the author, and the author has been careful to 

emphasise that he regarded atomic weight as only another progressively changing 

property, very convenient, however, for purposes of reference as regards the chemical 

position of the element, but equally with all the other progressing properties dependent 

on some hitherto unknown fundamental difference in the chemical elementary atoms. 

This fundamental difference is now proved by Moseley to be the positive electric 

charge on the atomic nucleus, and as this determines the atomic electronic com¬ 

plexity and the atomic number is its measure, there is a logical reason why 

increase in the atomic number, in the case of a regularly ascending series of family 

group elements, should be effective in similarly progressively modifying the crystallo¬ 

graphic and physical properties of isomorphous salts containing those elements. 

Moreover, the fact that both atomic weight and atomic number have been shown 

above to be similarly related, in the case of the alkali metals, rubidium standing 

exactly midway between potassium and csesium in both respects, affords full 

explanation for the progression according to atomic weight which has been pointed 

out by the author to occur in the eutropically isomorphous series, both the rhombic 

simple salts and the monoclinic double salts, which have been described and 

compared in this and the author’s former communications. 

* ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ series 6, vol. 26, p. 1024 (1913), and vol. 27, p. 703 (1914); see also “ Obituary Notice,” 

by Sir E. Rutherford, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 93, p. xxv. (1917). 
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(I.) Lntroductory. 

In recent years the spectra of Hydrogen and Helium have been perhaps more closely 

studied than those of any other element, owing partly to the importance of these 

substances in celestial bodies, and partly to the supposed simplicity of their atoms 
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which should render their spectra especially suited to theoretical investigation. 

Researches have been mainly directed to the study of the series relations in the 

spectra, and production of “ enhanced ” or “ spark ” lines under conditions of powerful 

excitation. The present investigation is devoted to a study of the spectra of 

Hydrogen and Helium, with special reference to the relative intensities of the lines 

under different conditions, a quantitative knowledge of which must necessarily be of 

importance in any discussion of the relation of spectra to the constitution of the 

atom. 

It has been the custom to record the intensities of spectrum lines on an arbitrary 

scale, ranging generally from 10 for the strongest lines to 1 or 0 for the weakest. 

The intensities have usually been assigned purely at the discretion of the observer, 

and without much regard to the conditions of observation, whether visual or 

photographic. In any case, the apparent intensities are affected by the optical 

system by means of which the spectrum is produced, and whereas in visual 

observations the sensitiveness of the eye to different wave-lengths should be taken 

into account, matters are even more complicated in the case of photographs of spectra, 

where the sensibility of the photographic plate varies very considerably with the 

wave-length in a manner which is not precisely defined, and which appears in fact to 

be to a great extent irregular. These remarks apply to the visible and ultra-violet 

regions of the spectrum. Measurements in the infra-red are usually carried out with 

the thermopile or bolometer, and in this case quantitative measurements of the 

intensities of lines are obtained. It is, however, the visible and the less refrangible 

part of the ultra-violet spectrum in which accurate measurements of intensity, on a 

precise and quantitative basis, are perhaps most urgently needed at the present time. 

For example, in the case of celestial spectra, the problem of the relative intensities 

of lines has become of considerable importance, and is probably, at present, the 

greatest obstacle in the direction of the further elucidation of the phenomena which 

occur in new stars. In these spectra, observations are of necessity limited to the 

visible and the less refrangible ultra-violet regions. 

The great advances which have been made already in the study of the variations 

in spectra under different conditions of excitation must owe their success largely to 

the magnitude of the effects in question ; for they have depended to a great extent 

on methods of observation which cannot take account of the more subtle and less 

conspicuous variations which would probably, if detected, provide the key to the 

elucidation of many fundamental problems of spectra, such as the distribution of 

intensity in spectral series and the relations of different series to one another. At 

the present time, when a radiating gas emits a series spectrum, we have no exact 

knowledge of the relative amounts of energy thrown into the individual members of 

the series, or even whether these amounts are definite functions of the “ term 

number,” or capable of variation according to circumstances, although a certain 

amount of evidence has hitherto favoured the latter alternative. 
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(II.) Methods of Measurement. 

For a number of reasons, measurements of the intensities of spectrum lines in the 

visible region with the thermopile or bolometer appear to be impracticable. In the 

first place, the intensity of the source must be exceedingly great if galvanometer 

deflections are to be obtained of a magnitude suitable for accurate measurement, and 

it is doubtful whether any but the brightest lines could be dealt with in this 

manner.* Moreover, it is only possible by such methods to deal with one line at a 

time, and the difficulty of maintaining sources of light constant for the duration of a 

series of measurements would, in many cases, appear to be almost insuperable. It 

would be necessary to introduce corrections for the loss of light in the spectroscope, 

and the determination of the magnitudes of these corrections would necessarily be a 

matter of considerable difficulty. Measurements have been made of the relative 

intensities of spectrum lines with the spectrophotometer. With this instrument it 

is difficult to attain any high degree of accuracy, and the range of wave-length over 

which it can be used is small unless the intrinsic intensity of the radiations is very 

great. It is, moreover, necessary to encounter the difficulty referred to above of 

maintaining the light source constant during a series of measurements. 

In a recent paper,! we have discussed the application of a method, involving the 

use of a neutral-tinted wedge, to the determination of the distribution of intensity in 

broadened spectrum lines. In this case, the problem is reduced to its simplest form 

owing to the fact that over the short range of wave-length covered in a single 

broadened line, we may consider that both the extinction-coefficient of the wedge 

and the sensibility of the photographic plate remain constant. Such a method cannot 

be applied directly to the present problem without important modifications and 

additions, for in the measurement of the relative intensities of lines of widely 

different wave-length neither of these essential conditions is even approximately 

fulfilled, and, in addition, the loss of light in the spectroscope must be considered. 

The problem dealt with in the present communication is therefore of an essentially 

different nature, but it has been found possible to evade these difficulties without 

altering the character of the method employed. 

The apparatus used in the investigation is identical with that which we have 

described previously| and consists of a spectrograph, in front of the slit of which is 

mounted a neutral-tinted glass wedge, cemented to a similar wedge of colourless 

glass so as to form a plane-parallel plate. The spectra are photographed through the 

neutral wedge, and the resulting photographs consist of lines which are dark along 

the edge corresponding to the thin end of the wedge, and which fade away towards 

* Cf. Jolly (‘Phil. Mag.,’ xxvi., p. 801, 1913). A bibliography of the subject is given by this author 

and by Ivonen and Jungjohann (‘Astrophys. Journ.,’ xxxii., p. 141, 1910). 

f ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ series A, vol. 216, p. 459. 

| Loc. cit, 
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the region corresponding to the dense end. Thus the lengths of the lines on the 

plate correspond to their intensities, and it is necessary in the first place to obtain 

accurate measurements of the lengths of all the lines under consideration. This is 

accomplished most conveniently by preparing positives from the negatives and 

enlarging the positives on to bromide paper through a ruled “ process ” screen. This 

method provides an enlarged negative in which the lines are made up of minute dots, 

one hundredth of an inch apart, and the length of any line can be determined by 

pricking out the last visible dot, which is a perfectly definite and well-defined point, 

whereas in enlargements made without the “ process ” screen the determination of 

the “ end of the line ” is subject to a considerable amount of personal error. We 

believe that with the use of the “ process ” screen, personal error is almost entirely 

eliminated. We may now consider the method by which the lengths of the 

photographed lines may be used in the determination of an actual relative intensity 

scale. As a preliminary, a precise knowledge of the constants relating to the wedge 

must be obtained. 

(III.) Determination of the Photographic Intensities of Lines. 

The wedge employed was made of the so-called “neutral-glass” which shows no 

absorption of a selective character, but in which there is an increase of absorbing 

power with decreasing wave-length. If an incident intensity I0 falls on such a wedge 

at any point, and if I is the intensity transmitted, the density at that point is 

defined as the value of — log10 (I/I0). The theory of the wedge is briefly as follows, 

and indicates the necessary account to be taken of the enlargement of the 

photographs, and the fact that the density so defined is the most convenient form of 

specification for future calculations. 

If pK is the “ coefficient of extinction ” of the glass for light of wave-length X, it is 

such that light of intensity I}, falling on a thickness y of glass, is reduced during 

transmission to I2, where 
I2 = Ije-^A 

this law being equivalent to an exponential one. If a is the angle of the wedge, and 

x the distance from the thin end, y = x tan a and the complete length of wedge 

being l, the intensity ratio for the complete wedge is 

F/I, - e-pWan“ 

being the ratio of transmitted light at its ends, for the same incident intensity. 

The “ density ” is, therefore, — log10 (L/F) or l tan a . yK and will be denoted by for 

this particular wave-length. 

If 4 is the visible length of a line before enlargement, the visible length after 

enlargement is hA or 4 H/4 where H is the length of the wedge after enlargement. 

For the magnification is equally A/4 and H/l. 
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Let Ic be the intensity at which a line is just photographically visible. Then if its 

photographic intensity in the original light was IA, and if it is reduced to Ic by the 

thickness corresponding to a length lK of wedge, we have the relation 

IJIK = 10—pdAtana 
or 

logjo (L/Ie) = pAZAtana = pKlhK tan a/Ii = DA/H 

by the preceding relations, where DA is the density for this wave-length. Thus 

-1 

gives the photographic intensity of the original line, where DA is the density of the 

wedge, H the height of the wedge on the enlarged photographs, and hK the height of 

the line on the same photograph. The actual degree of enlargement adopted is 

immaterial, and so also, in the estimation of relative photographic intensities of 

different lines, is a knowledge of Ic, the intensity just visible photographically. We 

may, therefore, define the photographic intensity of a wave-length X as 

where the notation signifies an anti-logarithm, or the photographic intensities may be 

arranged on any arbitrary scale in which the ratios of this quantity are preserved. 

The subsequent reduction of photographic to absolute intensities will be considered in 

a later section. 

(IV.) The Density of the Wedge as a Function of Wave-length. 

The density gradient of the wedge for different wave-lengths lias been determined 

as follows :—As a primary standard of density we adopted two Nicol prisms, one of 
« 

which could be rotated with respect to the other, the amount of rotation being read 

on a divided circle. These Nicol prisms were mounted in front of the slit of the 

spectrograph, the orientation of the fixed Nicol being such as to polarise the light in the 

same plane as the dispersing prism of the spectrograph. Light from a vacuum tube 

containing Helium passed through the two Nicol prisms and the neutral wedge, and 

an exposure was made for a definite time in the spectrograph, the movable Nicol 

being set in the same plane as the fixed Nicol. The gas in the vacuum tube was at 

a pressure estimated at about one millimetre of mercury, and was excited by means 

of an induction coil with a mercury break. For the comparatively short exposures 

which were involved, the light from this tube may be regarded as effectively constant. 

After the first exposure, a second^exposure was made on an adjacent portion of the 

same plate and for the same time, the movable Nicol being now turned through the 
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appropriate angle to reduce the intensity of the light to one-tenth of its value in the 

previous exposure. 

It is evident that the differences in the lengths of corresponding lines in the two 

exposures correspond to a reduction of intensity to one-tenth of its value, and are, 

therefore, the differences which would be produced by a step of density equal to l’O 

on the wedge for each of the various radiations measured. The calculation of the 

actual density of the wedge for each radiation then follows obvious lines. The 

following results were obtained for the wedge used in these experiments. Under A 

are given the wave-lengths of the Helium lines which it was found convenient to use, 

and under DA the corresponding densities at the thick end of the wedge. 

A. D x. A. D 

6678 4-1 4471 5-9 
5876 4-5 3888 8-0 
5015 5-0 — — 

These values were plotted on squared paper, and from the curve thus obtained 

(fig. l) which is quite regular, the density of the wedge for any intermediate wave¬ 

length can be found. There is no very convenient interpolation formula over the 

» Wave-length 

Fig. 1. 

entire region, although the first four values of Dx are nearly in the inverse ratio of 

the wave-lengths. But the graphical method is sufficiently accurate. 

(V.) Determination of the Intensities of Lines in Terms of the Intensity of the 

Radiation from the Positive Crater of the Carbon Arc. 

The reduction of photographic to absolute intensities implies the existence of a 

photographic record of some standard source of radiation extending over the whole 

region of wave-length examined. As a standard of radiation we have adopted the 

positive crater of the carbon arc burning in air at atmospheric pressure, and have 
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assumed that the distribution of energy in this source is that of a black body at the 

temperature of the boiling point of carbon. Assumptions involved in the use of this 

standard, and their general validity, will be discussed in a succeeding section. 

The continuous radiation from the positive crater of the arc almost completely 

overpowers the band spectra which are superposed on it, except at certain regions in 

the spectrum where the intensities of the heads of bands cannot be neglected. But 

these regions, and points at which the lines due to impurities in the carbon are 

superposed, can easily be avoided in determining the photographic intensity curve of 

the arc. In Plate 2, a, is shown the photograph obtained of the spectrum of the 

positive crater of the carbon arc after the light had passed through the wedge. The 

Helium spectrum was superposed in order to provide lines of reference, and by 

measuring the height of the blackened area at a certain series of points, the 

photographic intensity curve of the positive crater has been determined. This curve 

refers, of course, only to the particular brand of plate employed, and must be 

re-determined for each batch of plates, or in the event of a particular batch being 

kept for a considerable time—for the sensibility curves of different batches may differ 

to some extent, and they are also subject to variation with time. 

Plate 2, B, shows the Helium spectrum photographed through the wedge in the 

same manner, and, by measuring the heights of the lines, their relative intensities 

can be determined in terms of the intensity—for the same wave-length—of the carbon 

arc, by comparison with the photographic intensity curve of the positive crater. If, 

therefore, we can assume the distribution of absolute intensity in the continuous 

spectrum of the positive crater—corrected, of course, for the dispersion—we have the 

necessary data for determining the relative intensities of spectrum lines in absolute 

terms. 

One of the main difficulties which at present somewhat restricts the accuracy 

which can be obtained by this method of comparison is our incomplete knowledge of 

the temperature of the crater. At the same time, very satisfactory results can be 

found from the existing data. The two temperatures usually quoted are T = 3700° C. 

absolute, found by Waidner and Burgess in 1904, and T = 3620° C. absolute, found 

by Harker in 1908, their mean being about 3650° C. absolute. These are black- . 

body temperatures of the positive crater. In connection with this question we have 

referred to Dr. J. A. Harker, F.PkS., of the National Physical Laboratory, who 

kindly informs us that the most probable temperature of the positive crater of the 

arc burning in air at atmospheric pressure should now be regarded as very close 

to 3750" C. absolute, or 100° C. higher than the mean. For purposes of comparison, 

we have, while accepting this estimate, computed according to both values in the 

following table. 

Planck’s formula for complete radiation is not necessary for the present values 

of wave-length and temperature, and Wien’s law may be used. A measure of 

the intensity for a given wave-length X is therefore \~5e~aX,T where a = 1‘445 cm. 
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degrees. Thus, for the wave-length 6678, or 6‘678 x 10-5 cms., a/Xr is equal to 

(l'445)l05/(6'678 x 3750) and is of order about 6*0. With wave-lengths in centimetres, 

the following results are obtained. The ratios exhibited are those for the given 

wave-length, with I for X = 3888 taken arbitrarily as unity. 

Carbon Arc with Wien’s Law. 

X. I/L888- 
T = 3750. 

I/I388S- 
T = 3650. 

. 

Percentage 
differences. 

7065 4-347 4-910 12-9 
6678 4-200 4-703 12-0 
5876 3-623 3-970 9-6 
5047 2-639 2-808 6-4 
5015 2-595 2-758 6-1 
4922 2-464 2-609 5-8 
4713 2-148 2-253 4-9 
4472 1-810 1•8755 3-6 
4438 1-761 1-821 3-4 
4388 1-688 1-741 3-1 
4144 1-339 1-362 1-7 
4121 1-308 1 • 328 1-5 
4026 1-178 1-189 0-9 
3965 1-098 1-104 0-6 
3889 1-000 1-000 o-o 

These percentage differences correspond to 100° C. As there is no reason to believe 

that the possible error in the temperature is of this magnitude, we may in any case 

adopt the values for 3750° C. with sufficient accuracy for the present purpose. 

These are the absolute relative intensities in the carbon arc according to a certain 

scale. 

Dispersion.—Uniformity of dispersion has been assumed in the calculation of 

these numbers. But the actual law of dispersion of the prism on the plates, is 

approximately of the form 

X — X0 + 
B 

x + x0 
5 

where x is the distance measured along the plate from a certain standard position, 

X, B and x0 being constants. Thus 

Sx = —J5 8x/(x + x0)2 

and on the plate before enlargement an energy distribution of amount f(x) dX 

between wave-lengths X and XxdX is represented by the distribution of an amount 
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f(\)Bdx/(x+x0)2 within a distance dx centimetres, the apparent intensity at the 

point x being Bf{\)l(x + x^)2. It is this law of intensity distribution on which the 

law of action of the wedge is actually superposed. ‘ The expression is equivalent to 

/(x)(\-x0)VB 

being the energy within a distance dx centimetres. After magnification in, this is 

spread over m dx centimetres, but as the magnification is the same for all regions of 

the spectrum, the intensity ratio on the plate for two wave-lengths \x and X2 is 

/(X1)(X1-X0)3//(X2)(Xa-X0)a 

where both m and B disappear. The true relative intensities of the carbon arc at \x 

and X2 affecting the plate are, therefore, obtained by multiplying the entries in the 

preceding table for X = Xj and X = X2, T = 3750° C. absolute, respectively by 

(Xi — X0)2 and (X2—X0)2. 

The actual approximate law of dispersion for the plate used in the case of the 

carbon arc was 

X = 2257'5-t 
116802-9 

x - • Xq 

so that X0 = 2257"5. But for X close to X0, a better approximation is obtained by 

direct comparison of a prepared wave-length scale, which fits the lines, with an 

ordinary millimetre scale. 

Again taking X3888 as the standard of reference, the following table has been 

constructed for the absolute relative intensities in the arc with which the individual 

lines in the Helium spectrum must be compared :— 

Table of Absolute Relative Intensities (Energy Densities) of Carbon Arc on the 

Plate. 

X. 
Ratio to X3888 
(Wien’s law). » 

Ratio corrected 
for dispersion. 

X. 
Ratio to A3888 
(Wien’s law). 

Ratio corrected 
for dispersion. 

7065 4 347 28-98 4472 1-810 3-02 
6678 4 200 28-00 4438 1-761 2-73 
5876 3 623 16-10 4388 1-688 2-56 
5047 2 639 7-04 4144 1-339 1-73 
5015 2 595 6-92 4121 1 • 308 1-61 
4922 2 464 6-08 4026 1-178 1-31 
4713 2 148 4-475 3965 1 ■ 098 1-17 

It is evident that no correction for dispersion is required in the case of individual 

lines in a series spectrum, the preceding investigation being only necessary in the 

case of continuous spectra. For the energy in the line spectrum is confined to narrow 

2 M YOL CCXVII.—A. 
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regions of wave-length, and does not require expression as an energy density per unit 

length. The effect of unequal dispersion in any narrow region is negligible. If, 

however, the line were very broad, dispersion would become important within its 

extent, as in the case of IIa under the conditions of excitation employed in the work 

described in the preceding communication.* 

When the wave-length scale is used, it is only necessary to multiply the 

theoretical ratio in the second column by ~ /(—') , which can be read directly. 
ax I \ day 3888 

(VI.) The Energy in an Emission Line. 

In the case of emission lines, the intensities to which we have referred hitherto 

in this communication have been “ central intensities,” or the maxima of energy 

density in the lines. The central intensity determines the height of the line when it 

is photographed through the wedge, and “photographic intensity” has signified 

photographic central intensity. But every line, however narrow, has a definite 

breadth within which dispersion, for lines so narrow as those dealt with in the present 

experiments, may be regarded as uniform. If all lines were equally sharp, it is 

evident that this central intensity would be a satisfactory measure of the actual 

energy-content of the line, but the condition of equal and extreme sharpness cannot 

be assumed to occur, except under certain specified circumstances. 

If \c is the intensity just visible photographically, the height of the line, originally 

of intensity IA at its centre, on the plate after enlargement is, with the previous 

notation, hK, where 

f = log,.,-1 
4- n 

Tfi/qA 
H / 

= 10 11 

and IA/IC is the quantity defined already as the photographic intensity, representing 

actually the photographic central intensity. The critical intensity I,, affecting the 

plate is a function of X, so that the use of the carbon arc is necessary as a standard 

of comparison, but in an individual line, Ic may be treated as constant, together 

with I)A. 

Taking account of both sides of the line, the whole energy in it is proportional to 

10 11 d\ 

where the upper limit is effectively infinite, and the lower one is the wave-length of 

the central component. The law of energy distribution in the line determines the 

dependence of hK on the wave-length. There are two important cases :— 

(l) The law of the simple exponential, found in the former paper* to be applicable 

in the case of the condensed discharge ; and 

* Loc. cit. 
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(2) The probability law, valid for the ordinary discharge. If we take first the 

simple exponential, then before incidence on the wedge, if I is the intensity of the 

central component at A = A,, 
Ix/I - e-*(x-Xl), 

and after incidence, the trace on the final plate is a straight line on either side of the 

central component of height hXr The height at wave-length A is 

a-aA 

b ! 

from the equation to the straight line, where B is the half breadth on the photograph. 

Substituting this value in the integral, the total energy becomes 

21,10(DA/H) I d\ . lO-WK~x')lbh = -4^H io(WH 5 
DA, loge10 

and is therefore proportional to 

(breadth) (photo, intensity)/log10 (photo, intensity), 

where the breadth of the line on the base of the wedge photograph is implied, and 

the photographic -intensity is that of the central component. It is not difficult to 

prove in a similar manner that when the law of distribution in a line of the original 

light is that of probability, the whole energy in a line is proportional to the quantity 

(breadth) (photo, intensity)/\/Tog (photo, intensity) 

with the same definitions of breadth and intensity as determined from the wedge 

photograph. It is therefore necessary, in obtaining absolute measures of contained 

energy, for comparison along a given spectrum series, to consider the circumstances 

of production of the lines ; but these two cases include those which have at present 

been explicitly recognised, and the effective one can at once be seen by inspection of 

the photographs. 

The dispersion used in the present experiments has, in most cases, not been 

sufficient to overcome the effects of irradiation, which must be reduced to a relatively 

small magnitude in order to determine the true breadth of a line, which is small, at 

the base of the wedge photograph. The quantitative information contained in this 

portion of the paper is, therefore, limited to the maximum intensities of the lines, 

which provide a basis at present sufficient to elucidate the main phenomena, and 

from which the absolute ratio of the energy contents can be determined at any 

subsequent time by measurements of the relative breadths of the lines concerned, with 

a high dispersion, and without the necessity of repeating the present measurements. 

Bqt it is important to notice that the use of the ruled “ process ” screen supplies a very 

g M % 
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accurate method of determining the breadths, which is of much greater value than 

any method of direct measurement. For the measurement of such small distances 

cannot achieve a high degree of accuracy, even with the aid of a construction on the 

plate, giving a geometrical magnification. 

According to the conditions of discharge, the bounding curves on the plate are 

either straight lines or parabolas, and in both cases the breadths at the base can be 

determined as follows :—-The dots on the photographs produced with the screen are at 

the rate of 100 to the inch—-in order of magnitude—-in two perpendicular direc¬ 

tions. They are so close that the area of any blackened region is very accurately 

proportional to the number of contained dots. Under a magnifying lens, these dots 

can be counted visually without difficulty, and the breadth of the line is proportional 

to the number of dots divided by the height. The preceding formulas for the 

absolute contained energy could therefore be put into the form :— 

- (Number of dots) (photo. intensity)/(height) (logJ0 photo, intensity)" 

where n = ^ for the ordinary discharges, and n — 1 for the condensed discharge. 

Even in the case of parabolas, the area is a definite numerical fraction of that of the 

containing rectangle. 

The photographic intensity measures and the dot counts need not be done 

simultaneously on plates of the same magnification—the degree of magnification is not 

relevant to the formula—-as is readily perceived, though, of course, the enlargements 

should be made from the same negatives. 

The breadth of a line, of course, requires correction by the dispersion factor (\ — A0)2, 

where A0 = 2257'5 in these experiments, regarded as uniform across the line, and 

must be multiplied for each line by this factor. The effect of enlargement does not 

enter directly at this point into the question of integrating the whole energies in the 

lines, for it acts equally on all the lines. The energy is proportional to Ic which must 

be eliminated by comparison with the carbon arc. 

We may, for purposes of clearness, summarise the results of this section and of the 

preceding sections in the following terms :— 

In the quantitative analysis of a spectrum line by comparison with the carbon arc. 

regarded as giving black-body radiation, there are two important magnitudes to be 

considered :—(l) the maximum energy-density at the centre of the line, I, such that 

the energy distribution in the line at its centre is IA dX for a small range dX of its 

width, and (2) the whole energy-content of the line, or the energy thrown into this 

wave-length when the gas is emitting its series spectrum. In the case of the carbon 

arc emitting a continuous spectrum, we only have energy-density to consider, and it 

can furnish a standard of comparison for both (l) and (2). The absolute relative 

intensities of the carbon arc for any wave-lengths can he calculated theoretically, 

and are exhibited in a previous table in the preceding section. Their photographic 
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effect as affected by the wedge can be thrown on the same plate with a series spectrum 

under the same conditions. 

In order to determine from this plate the relative maxima of energy-density, or the 

relative central intensities of the lines in the series spectrum, as in (l), we apply the 

formula 

(photo, intensity of line) (absolute intensity of arc)/(photo. intensity of arc) 

for each wave-length. The dispersion factor enters into the absolute intensity of the 

arc, but into neither of the other quantities concerned. The relative central 

intensities are proportional to the results thus calculated. 

But in order to determine the relative energy-contents of the lines, as in (2), we 

must use the formula, where n = T or 1, 

(breadth of line) (photo, intensity of line) (absolute intensity of arc) 

(photo, intensity of arc) (log of photo, intensity of line)" 

which is the formula already deduced in this section, with the variable Ic removed by 

substitution of absolute intensity divided by photographic intensity in the arc, to 

which it is proportional. The dispersion ratio automatically cancels from the 

formula in this second case, as in fact it should in the present method whenever two 

magnitudes at the same wave-length, which involve a consideration of a range dx in 

the neighbourhood of this wave-length, are to be compared. 

«■" (VII.) The Helium Spectrum under Different Conditions. 

One of the most interesting applications of the preceding theory does not involve 

the carbon arc, and consists of the examination of the relative behaviour of Helium 

lines under different conditions of excitation. In this case, we are not concerned with 

the intensity of one line in a spectrum relatively to the others, but with the changes 

of intensity of one line under different conditions relatively to those in other lines 

under the same conditions. Some interesting results in this connection have been 

obtained, and it is perhaps convenient to give some account of them before proceeding 

to the comparative intensities along the whole spectrum at any one time. The 

dispersion does not enter into the question in this case, when the lines are produced 

in the same manner on the same plate, and the ratio of the central intensities of any 

line from the two sources is the ratio of the photographic intensities which it shows, 

the photographic intensity being again log]0 1 m , where hk is the height of the 

line, Da the density of the wedge at the particular wave-length, and H the height of 

the wedge on the enlarged photograph. 

In the following table are exhibited the results and intermediate steps in one 

important case—the ordinary Helium spectrum and the spectrum as given by the bulb. 

In each case, H was equal to 34'0 mm. 
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By “ordinary ” Helium spectrum is meant the spectrum given by the capillary of a 

vacuum tube containing Helium at a pressure of about one millimetre, and excited by 

the discharge from an induction coil without capacity or a spark-gap. The bulb 

discharge was obtained by putting a small condenser in parallel with a very small 

spark-gap in the circuit. The intensity of the condensed discharge was not 

sufficiently great to give rise to any appreciable broadening of the lines. This 

observation was made by means of a Fabry and Perot interferometer. It must be 

pointed out that no attempt has been made to compare the intrinsic brightness of the 

lines under different conditions. The intensities given refer to an arbitrary unit, and 

the measurements refer to the relative intensities on the photograph. It is, therefore, 

the ratios of the intensities under different conditions, for the carious lines, and not 

the intensities themselves from which conclusions may be drawn. 

A. 

Helium (ordinary). Helium (bulb). 

Ratio. 

K WH- 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity. 
A. 

wH- 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity. 

7065 3-95 9-5 1-104 12-7 2-0 0 • 232 1-71 0-135 
6678 4-1 17-2 2-074 118-6 12-5 1 • 507 32-1 0-271 
5876 4-5 18-8 2 • 489 308 17-4 2 • 303 201 0-652 
5047 5-0 4-0 0-589 3-88 — 0 — — 

5015 5-0 12-5 1 • 838 68-9 8-9 1 • 309 20-4 0-296 
4922 5 • 15 9-2 1 ■ 394 24-8 8-9 1-348 22-3 0-900 
4713 . 5-45 12-8 2-052 113 10-4 1 • 667 46-5 0-412 
4472 5-9 14-8 2-568 370 17-8 3-089 1227 3-32 
4438 6‘0 3-0 0-530 3 • 39 6-4 1-130 13-5 3 • 98 
4388 6-13 6-8 1-226 16-8 7-7 1 • 388 24-4 1-46 
4144 6-9 9 • 9 

j-i ±j 0-447 2-80 3-4 0-690 4-90 175 
4121 6-95 5 • 0 1-022 10-5 4-8 0-981 9-57 0-911 
4026 7-4 6-0 1 • 306 20-2 7-9 1-720 52-5 2-60 
3965 7-7 3-6 0-815 6-53 3-6 0-815 6-53 1-00 
3888 8-0 8-7 2-047 111-4 6-0 1-412 25-8 0-232 

The ratio in the last column is the intensity in the bulb divided by that with the 

ordinary discharge, and the series of values is very remarkable. Certain lines are, in 

the bulb, centrally enhanced to a great degree at the expense of others, and since 

experiments with the interferometer show that the widths of the lines are not sensibly 

different under these conditions, the results cannot be explained on the assumption 

that they are broader in one case and, therefore, for a given energy-content, less 

intense centrally. There is an actual preferential emission of energy which is 

essentially different in the two sources. 

It is instructive to examine these ratios in the light of the known series relations 

between the lines. The Diffuse series of Helium contains the lines AA5876, 4471, 

4026, whose “ term numbers” are m = 3, 4, 5. In the bulb, the first is reduced to 

f its former central intensity, the second is increased in the ratio 3^, and the third 
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in the ratio 2|-. This appears to imply that in the bulb, a definite transfer of the 

energy of emission takes place towards the lines of higher term number—-mainly in 

the present circumstances from the first to the second, but quite definitely also 

towards the third. If this be the correct interpretation, it has an obvious bearing on 

the anomalies met with in the spectra of nebulae, where AA4472 and 4G2G, with 

A4388 and, to a less extent, A4143 are abnormally bright in many cases in comparison 

with such lines as D:J. Examination of the other lines only serves to indicate the 

generality of this interpretation. The Sharp series of Helium contains, as its leading 

members, AA7065, 4713, 4121, corresponding to m — 3, 4, 5. Instead of the actual 

enhancement found in the later members of the Diffuse series, these are all reduced 

in the bulb, so that there is relatively less radiation sent out in the form of the Sharp 

series. But the nature of the reduction is very significant. For A7065 is reduced to 

about xm A4713 only to and A4121 only to fifi, so that the preferential transfer of 

the Sharp series energy is perhaps even more pronounced than that of the Diffuse 

series. The only line of the Principal series in the region we have examined is A3888, 

so that no conclusions can be drawn regarding it. 

The Diffuse series of Parhelium contains AA6678, 4388, 4144, corresponding to 

m — 3, 4, 5, 6 in the formula. This series exhibits the same phenomenon in a very 

pronounced manner. For in the bulb spectrum A6678 is reduced to fi, but A4922 

only to yfi, while the next member, A4388, is actually enhanced to lT, and the next, 

A4144, is even further enhanced to if. These are the other two lines mentioned 

already in connection with their enhancement in nebulae. 

An even more striking fact in the same connection occurs with the Sharp series of 

Parhelium. Its first visible member appears in our ordinary Helium spectrum, but is 

quite invisible in the wedge photograph from the bulb. This is the line A5047. But 

the next member. A4437, is visible in both, and is enhanced in the ratio 4'0 in the 

bulb. The next member, A4169, is visible in the ordinary spectrum of the bulb, 

though not in the wedge photograph, and is quite invisible with the ordinary 

discharge for the exposure given, even without the interposition of the wedge. This 

is a significant illustration of the effectiveness of the wedge method for determining 

variations incapable of detection by visual methods. The absence of this line in the 

ordinary spectrum, and its presence in the bulb under the same conditions, might 

have been noticed by visual or ordinary photographic methods. But without the 

present method of detecting comparatively small differences in order of intensity— 

as estimated by ordinary and very unsensitive methods—-it would have been 

impossible to interpret this phenomenon as part of a general effect extending 

throughout the spectrum, and an effect which must be fundamental to any theory of 

the origin of spectra. 

There remains the Principal series of Parhelium, whose members in the range 

examined are AA5015 and 3965. The same phenomenon is shown, for the former is 

reduced in the bulb to fifi, and the latter has the same intensity in both cases. 
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It is, therefore, a general fact that, without exception, the energy in the bulb 

spectrum has been transferred towards the members of higher term number iu all the 

component series—provided, as later investigation shows, that the effect is not due to 

a mere change in the energy distribution within the lines. 

The Helium Spectrum from the Capillary with a Condensed Discharge.—- 

On Plate 3 is shown the wedge photograph of the Helium spectrum from the 

capillary produced by means of a powerful condensed discharge with a spark-gap in 

the circuit, and for comparison, the ordinary spectrum developed on the same plate. 

The quantitative analysis follows the same method as in the last section, and the 

results for one plate are exhibited in the table below. On this particular enlargement 

the full length of the wedge was 35 mm. 

A. I) . 
A 

Helium ordinary). Helium (condensed discharge). 

Ratio 
cond./ord. 

K WH- 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity. 
K WH- 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity. 

7065 3 ■ 95 37 0-418 2 -62 • 
6678 4-1 12-3 1-441 27-61 13-8 1-617 41-4 1-50 
5876 4-5 18-2 2 • 340 219 18-2 2 • 340 219 1-00 
5047 5-0 — — — — — — — 

5015 5-0 11-5 1 • 643 44-0 io-o 1-428 26-8 0-596 
4922 5-15 7-0 1 • 030 10-7 7-9 1-162 14-5 1 ■ 355 
4713 5 • 45 10-2 1 • 588 38-7 10-7 1-666 46-3 1-20 
4472 5-9 15*7 2-647 444 15-7 2-647 444 1-00 
4438 6-0 — — — 1-8 0 - 309 2-04 
4388 6-13 5-1 0 • 893 7-82 7-7 1 • 343 22-0 2-82 
4144 6-9 — — — 1-5 0-296 1-98 — 

4121 6-95 2-5 0-496 3 13 4-0 0-794 6-22 1-99 
4026 7-4 6-0 1-269 18-6 6-0 1-269 18-6 1-00 
3965 7-7 3-5 0-770 5-89 3-9 0 • 858 7-21 1 • 225 
3888 8-0 9-1 2-080 120 8-5 1-943 .87-7 0-729 

The most significant feature of these results is the fact that the central intensities 

for the three lines of the Diffuse series of Helium are the same on both photographs. 

When their heights were found to be the same in both cases, they were re-examined, 

and no difference can be detected. The fact that their “absolute’ heights were 

identical was of course accidental. At the same time the shapes of the lines are quite 

different (Plate 3), for A4472 is very much broader, and therefore contains, for the 

same height, very much more energy. The same applies to A4026, and to a less 

-extent to A5876, but the increase in A5876 is not comparable with that in A4472 or 

even X4026. We are in the presence of the same phenomenon as before, but with the 

difference, that whereas in the bulb the transfer to higher members of the series takes 

the form of increased central intensity but not increase of breadth, with the con¬ 

densed discharge the extra energy goes into the form of increased breadth. 
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The Sharp series of Helium, AA7065, 4713, 4121 exhibits the transfer in a more 

normal manner. As regards central intensity alone, A7065, while giving a definite 

trace on the wedge photograph in the ordinary spectrum, cannot be detected on the 

corresponding photograph with the condensed discharge. A4713 is enhanced in the 

ratio 1‘20, and A4121 in the ratio 1 '99, which is much greater. At the same time, 

each of these two lines is considerably broader, so that the enhancement of their 

energy-content is very great. The Principal line A3888 is slightly broadened by the 

condensed discharge, and its central intensity is reduced to 0'7. Again no conclusion 

can be drawn without another line for comparison. 

The Diffuse Parhelium series, AA6678, 4922, 4388 is enhanced in the ratios 1‘50, 

1‘355, 2'82. Both the Diffuse series are relatively enhanced with the condensed 

discharge. The lines become progressively broader towards the violet, so that the 

energy-enhancement of A4388 is very great in comparison with that of A6678, and 

that of A4922 exceeds that of A6678 when its breadth is taken into account. 

In connection with the nebular spectrum, it is interesting to notice that AA4472, 

4388, 4026 are enhanced by the condensed discharge to an abnormal extent in 

comparison with any other lines, and their increase of breadth makes the effect 

more conspicuous. 

The Sharp series of Parhelium is normal, for A5047 is not visible through the wedge 

in either case, and A4437 only with the condensed discharge. For the Principal series, 

A5015 is reduced to y^, whereas A3965 is enhanced to -V~,—’again a normal effect. 

The broadening with decreasing wave-length is, although definite, much less striking 

in these series, and its most pronounced effects occur in the two Diffuse series. 

The transference of energy of emission to the higher members of the series is 

actually much greater with the condensed discharge than in the bulb, although it is 

not so strikingly apparent owing to the broadening of the Diffuse series, which are 

the most affected. 

The fundamental importance of a phenomenon of this type is perhaps a sufficient 

justification for exhibiting the results derived from a third plate—in which all the 

three spectra are present together. The height of the wedge in the enlargement 

is 34 mm. for the condensed discharge and 33 for the others. 

The first two columns of ratios are again in general agreement with the phenomenon 

already established, and more especially when the breadths of the lines on the plate 

are taken into account. There is, in fact, no case of exception. But other important 

facts are brought out in this table. In the first place, the stage of energy transfer in 

this experiment is not quite the same as before, and it therefore depends on the 

circumstances of the experiment—perhaps on the pressure of gas and so on, and 

further work is required in order to test the possibility of transferring the energy 

further down the series. For one very interesting question which is raised is the 

possibility of transferring all the energy into the final members, so that the series 

would ultimately behave like a band so far as it is visible. But if this be possible, 

2 N YOL. CCXYII.-A. 
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the experimental conditions necessary to produce the effect cannot be as yet 

predicted. 
Helium under Three Conditions. 

A. h^ (ord.). \ (bulb). hK (cond.). 

Photographic intensities. 
Ratios of absolute central 

intensities. 

Ord. Bulb. Cond. Bulb/ord. Cond./ord. Cond./bulb. 

7065 7-6 8-13 
6678 14-4 10-2 10-9 61-5 18-5 20-6 0-301 0-335 1-11 
5876 16-5 14-8 16-5 177-8 104-2 152-8 0-586 0-859 1-47 
5047 2-9 — — 2-75 — — — — — 

5015 11-5 7-7 8-7 55-2 14-7 19-1 0-266 0-346 1-30 
4922 7-9 9-0 7-8 17-1 25-4 15-2 1 • 485 0-889 0-598 
4713 10-9 9-8 9-5 63-1 41-5 33-3 0-659 0-528 0-802 
4472 14-8 16-0 15-5 442-6 726-2 489-8 1-64 1-107 0-675 
4388 5-5 7-2 7-0 10-5 21-75 18-3 2-07 1-74 0-840 
4144 DO 2 * 2 1-5 1-62 2-88 2-01 1-78 1-24 0-687 
4121 3-2 3-0 4-0 4-72 4-29 6-58 0-909 1-39 1-53 
4026 5-8 6-1 6-5 20-0 23-3 26-0 1-165 1-30 1-11 
3965 2-9 3-1 3-4 4-75 5-28 5-89 1-11 1-23 1-12 
3888 6'6 5-2 7-4 39-8 18-2 55-1 0-457 1-38 3-03 

Another interesting feature of this table is the evidence that the Principal series 

both of Helium (A3888) and of Parhelium (AA5015 and 3965), are relatively-enhanced 

with the condensed discharge as compared with the bulb. 

(VIII.) Transfer of Energy in the Hydrogen Spectrum. 

The effects already described in connection with Helium are not peculiar to this 

gas. Experiments have been conducted in the same manner with Hydrogen, and 

with a mixture of Neon and Hydrogen. The results obtained from one of the typical 

experiments with this mixture may be given here, in so far as the Hydrogen spectrum 

is in question. 

The lines Ha, H,,, HY, H5, are concerned, and the magnification of the wedge 

photographs is larger, being in this case such that the enlarged length of the wedge 

is 42 mm. 
Hydrogen (with Neon). 

A. 7q (ord.). hx (bulb). da/h 
(ord.). 

DA/H 
(bulb). 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity 
(ord.). 

Photo¬ 
graphic 

intensity 
(bulb). 

Central 
intensity 

ratio 
(bulb/ord.). 

Ha 4-15 15-6 14-7 1-541 1-453 34-8 28-4 0-816 
H, 5-2 13-8 14-1 1-709 1-746 51-1 55-7 1-090 
Hy 6-25 11-5 12-6 1-711 1-875 51-4 75-0 1-459 

7-0 5-3 6-8 0-883 1-133 7-64 13-6 1-780 
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Hydrogen evidently shows the effect in a more pronounced manner than Helium, in 

that the fourth line, H«, shows it more than the third. 

Our results are also in accordance with those of Sir J. J. Thomson* who found 

that the intensity ratio ~ was greater in the negative glow than in the positive 
Ha 

column. 

The enhancement of the later members of the Balmer series in the presence of Neon 

is in accordance with the observations of Liveing and Dewar! who found that it was 

possible to observe ultra-violet members of the series in a mixture of Neon and 

Helium containing Hydrogen, although these lines could not be found in vacuum tubes 

containing pure Hydrogen. 

(IX.) The Spectrum of Neon. 

Except for certain series suggested by Rossi| involving only a few lines, the 

greater part of the Neon spectrum is of unknown structure, although some constant 

differences of frequency haye been detected by Wats ON. § 

One of the advantages of the mode of experiment described in this communication 

is that it may assist in elucidating the structure of very complicated spectra, and it 

may, in fact, be combined with investigations of the Zeeman effect, which has been 

used hitherto, as by Dufotte|| in connection with the secondary spectrum of Hydrogen, 

in the detection of different classes of lines in such spectra. A preliminary exami¬ 

nation of a portion of the Neon spectrum leads to some very interesting results which, 

however, at present cannot be brought within a general scheme of interpretation, 

owing to our lack of knowledge of series relations with which they are without doubt 

connected. The table contains a comparison of the spectra of Neon in the ordinary 

discharge and from the bulb, the gas containing a little Hydrogen. The enlarged 

length of the wedge was 42 mm. Only the stronger lines in the red and yellow have 

been subjected to examination, and if series exist in the spectrum, their leading 

members in the red and yellow should decrease considerably in intensity in the bulb, 

but on the whole, less considerably towards the yellow—provided that Neon behaves 

like Hydrogen and Helium. 

There is a preponderance of small ratios in the case of the very strong lines, and the 

larger ratios are in general for the smaller wave-lengths, while the two smallest wave¬ 

lengths examined show enhancement, which is not found elsewhere in the list. These 

facts give some support to the view that a complicated system of series may be 

present. If, on the other hand, the spectrum is more in the nature of a band, as in 

* ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ vol. 58, p. 244, 1895. 

t ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ vol. 67, p. 467, 1900. 

t ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XXVI., p. 981, 1913. 

§ ‘ Astrophys. Journ.,’ XXXIII., p. 399, 1911. 

|| ‘ Ann. de Chini. et Phys.’ (8) 9, p. 361, 1906. 

2 N 2 
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Neon. 

A. \ (ord0- \ (bulb). 
Photographic 

intensity 
(ord.). 

Photographic 
intensity 

(bulb). 

Ratio 
(bulb/ord.). 

Tabular intensity 
(Watson and 

Baly). 

7032-6 6-7 4-2 4-35 2-51 0-578 3, - 
6929-8 9-2 5-8 7-52 3-57 0-474 6, — 
6717-2 17-6 12-2 47-4 14-5 0-306 h i 
6678-5 20-5 12-5 100-3 16-6 0-166 9, — 
6599-2 17-6 13-5 52-2 20-8 0-398 9, 4 
6533-1 15-0 11-2 31-6 12-9 0-417 6, 4 
6506-7 27-3 17-0 537 • 0 50-1 0-093 9, 6 
6402-4 27-3 17-9 537 • 0 61-7 0-115 10, 10 
6383-1 19-4 15-0 87-1 31-6 0-363 9, 8 
6334-6 20-6 16-7 114-9 46-8 0-407 9, - 
6305-0 15-0 12-1 31-6 16-2 0-513 6, 8 
6266-7 20-0 14-4 111-5 29-8 0-267 6, 10 
6217-4 13-8 10-6 25-9 12-2 0-470 6, 8 
6163-7 15-5 11-0 38-6 13-4 0-346 6, 10 
6143-3 21-6 19-0 162-6 88 * 1 0-542 7, 10 
6096-4 19-4 15-7 96-8 40-5 . 0-418 6, 10 
6074-5 16-0 14-8 47-4 35-5 0-749 6, 10 
6030-2 11-0 9-0 14-2 8-77 0-618 5, 10 
5975-* 9-5 9-0 9-89 8-77 0-887 5, 7 
5945-0 16-3 13-7 51-0 27 ■ 2 0-534 6, 10 
5902-6 8-0 5-7 7-04 4-02 0-571 5, 4 
5882-0 13-7 10-8 28-3 13-9 0-493 5, 8 
5852-6 24-5 16-0 421-7 51-8 0-123 10, 20 
5820-3 5-8 6-0 4-18 4-40 1-050 5, 4 
5764-5 8-0 10-0 7-19 11-78 1-638 7, 8 

* A doublet, AA5974-8 and 5975-8. 

the corresponding region of the secondary spectrum of Hydrogen, the table contains 

the necessary information as to the variations of energy in the individual lines of such 

spectra. It is in any case noteworthy that the relative behaviour of the lines is 

very varied—and not comparatively uniform, as a mere visual inspection might 

suggest. 

(X.) Photographic Intensities in the Carbon Arc. 

An inspection of Plate 1a, which contains a wedge-photograph of the Carbon arc, 

indicates the irregular behaviour of the photographic plate through the visible region. 

We have calculated already the absolute relative intensities in the Carbon arc when 

corrected for the dispersion adopted. Below are given the measurements and 

subsequent determination of the photographic intensities in the arc, as registered on 

a plate which contains the ordinary Helium spectrum examined in an individual case, 

through the wedge. On the arc is also superposed the ordinary Helium spectrum 

without the wedge, in order to identify positions of given wave-lengths, and to 

facilitate the measurements of the heights to which the arc photograph extends at 
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the various wave-lengths characteristic of Helium. The total length of the wedge on 

the magnified photograph is 32 mm., and the values of Dx, the density of the wedge, 

are obtained from the previous graph already described. 

Carbon Arc, H = 32 mm. 

A. K- DA/H- 
Photographic 

intensity. 
Ratios to 

value for 3888. 

Absolute 
intensity ratio 
from previous ] 

table. 

7065 17-3 3-95 2-135 136-6 13-7 28-98 
6678 23-8 4-1 3-049 1120 112-0 28-00 
5876 21-8 4-5 3-066 1163 116-3 16-10 
5047 16-7 5-0 2-603 401 40-1 7-04 
5015 17-0 5-0 2-656 453 45-3 6-92 
4929 18-5 5-15 2-977 949 94-9 6-08 
4714 19-2 5-45 3-270 1863 186-3 4-475 
4472 16-2 5-9 2-987 970 97-0 3-02 
4438 16-0 6-0 3-000 1000 100-0 2-73 
4388 14-4 6-13 2-758 573 57-3 2-56 
4143 10-1 6-9 2-178 150-6 15-06 1-73 
4121 9-9 6-95 2-026 106-3 10-63 1-61 
4026 7-4 7-4 1-711 51-4 5-14 1-31 
3965 5-7 7-7 1-372 23-54 2-35 1-17 
3888 4-0 8-0 1-000 10-00 1-00 1-00 

It is evident from the last two columns that the photographic effect is a very 

complicated function of wave-length, and that the present method of using the same 

plate for the standard spectrum and that to be measured is the only one which can 

give quantitative values for intensity, with a real physical significance. 

Measurements of the ordinary spectrum of Helium on an adjacent portion of the 

same plate give the results shown in the next table. 

Helium (Ordinary Discharge), H = 32 mm. 

A. K WH- 

i 

Photographic 
intensity. 

A. K- WH. 
Photographic 

intensity. 

7065 4-5 0-555 3-594 4472 13-8 2-544 350-2 
6678 11-8 1-512 32-5 4388 5'5 1 • 054 11-3 
5876 14-4 2-025 105-9 4121 30 0-651 4-48 
5044 2-9 0-453 2-839 4026 5-4 1-249 17-7 
5015 10-3 1-609 40-7 3965 3-0 0-719 5-23 
4932 8-3 1-336 21-7 3888 8-0 2-00 100 
4714 

J 
10-5 1 -788 61-4 

The lines AA4438, 4143 are omitted, for they were too weak to admit of accurate 

measurement. 
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These tables contain all the necessary data for the calculations of the relative central 

maxima of intensity of the Helium lines, according to the formula, 

(photo, intensity of line) (absolute intensity of arc)/(photo. intensity of arc), 

to which they are proportional. This calculation is exhibited in the next table, and 

it is convenient to take some definite line as the standard. For this purpose A3888 

has been selected. The table contains the real intensity maxima of all the important 

lines relatively to that of A3888, measured on an absolute scale, and produced by 

the ordinary discharge. 

(XI.) Relative Intensities of Helium Lines on an Absolute Scale.* 

Ordinary Discharge. 

A. 
Photographic 

intensity of line 
(a). 

Photographic 
intensity of arc 

(/*)• 

Absolute 
intensity of arc 

(r)- 

Absolute 
intensity of 

helium (ocyj/3). 

Tabular intensity 
(Runge and 
Paschen). 

7065 3-594 13-7 28-98 7-61 5 
6678 32-5 112-0 28-00 8-12 6 
5876 105-9 116-3 16-10 14-7 10 
5048 2-839 40-1 7-04 0-498 2 
5015 40-7 45-3 6-92 6-22 6 
4922 21-7 94-9 6-08 1-39 4 
4714 61-4 186-3 4-475 1-47 3 
4472 350-2 97-0 3-02 10-90 6 
4388 11-3 57-3 2-56 0-505 3 
4121 4-48 10-63 1-61 0-678 3 
4026 17-7 5-14 1-31 4-51 5 
3965 5-23 2-35 1-17 2-60 4 
3888 100-0 1-00 1-10 100-0 10 

The most remarkable feature of the table is the strength of A3888, the first visible 

member of the Principal series of Helium, which is much stronger than any of the lines 

of the two Subordinate series. Moreover, of the Parhelium lines, AA6678, 4922, 4388, 

(Diffuse), A5048 (Sharp) and AA5015, 3965 (Principal), the Sharp line is very weak, and 

the third member of the Principal series is stronger than that of the Diffuse—the first 

member of the Principal series is in the infra-red. It is evident, therefore, that under 

ordinary conditions, the two Principal series of Helium actually deserve their title. 

This extension to Helium of a result with which spectroscopists are familiar in some 

* In a previous section we have given a table of the photographic intensities. We have done so, at the 

risk perhaps of some repetition, because we believe that the values given for photographic intensities are 

worthy of some confidence, and in the event of more accurate data being at some future time available 

for the temperature of the carbon arc, the accuracy of our “ absolute intensities ” can at once be 

correspondingly enhanced by a simple recalculation. 
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other elements is of importance in that it suggests that, under ordinary conditions, 

the Principal series of an element always contains the most important part of the 

radiation. This point has hitherto been obscured on account of the vagaries of the 

photographic plate and of the eye. It is interesting to compare the absolute 

intensities of members of any one series. For example, in the Diffuse series of 

Parhelium, XX6678, 4922, 4388, the intensities are 8'12, 1'39, 0'505, or roughly 

in the ratio 16 : 6 : 1, which fall much more rapidly than the usual tabular 

intensities. 

In the Diffuse series of Helium, XX5876, 4472, 4026, the ratios are approximately 

3‘3, 2'4, 1, and in the Sharp series XX7065, 4714, 4121, they are 11 *2, 2'2, 1, so that 

the Diffuse series of Helium falls off less rapidly than the others. 

The discussion given already of the phenomenon of transfer of energy down the 

spectrum towards the violet is perhaps sufficiently complete. It is, however, 

interesting to append a table of the relative absolute intensities of the Helium lines, 

under various conditions, with that of X3888 taken arbitrarily as 100. The results are 

deduced at once by a combination of the last table with those in previous sections, 

where the relative phenomena exhibited by the same line were examined. The 

following are the final results of the calculation :— 

Absolute Intensities of Helium Lines. 

X. 
Intensity 

(ordinary discharge). 
Intensity (bulb). Intensity 

(condensed discharge). 

7065 7-61 1-03 very small 
6678 8-12 2-20 3-30 
5876 14-7 9-58 14-7 
5044 0-498 very small very small 
5015 6-22 1-84 3-71 
4922 1-39 1-25 1-88 
4714 1-47 0-606 1-76 
4472 10-90 36-2 10-90 
4388 0-505 0-737 1-42 
4121 0-678 0-618 1-356 
4026 4-51 11-73 4-51 
3965 2-60 2-60 3-18 
3888 100-0 23-2 72-9 

The extraordinary enhancement of X4472 in the bulb, and to a smaller extent, of 

X4026, is shown in a striking way in this table, together with the weakening of X5876. 

For other points of interest, it is perhaps sufficient to refer back to the discussion of 

energy-transfer already given, but this table also indicates that the transfer takes 

place to a great extent also at the expense of the Principal series. 

It is perhaps unnecessary to give the detailed working out of corresponding 
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problems in connection with the Balmer series, and only the final results are therefore 

exhibited. They are as follows, in the case of the ordinary discharge 

Hydrogen, Ordinary Discharge. 

A. 
Photographic 

intensity. 
Photographic 

intensity of arc. 
Absolute intensity 

of arc. 
Absolute intensity 
of hydrogen lines. 

Ha 22-08 141-7 26-51 4-13 
ID 25-06 131-8 5-68 1-08 
H 17-18 54-25 . 2-39 0-757 
H, 2-34 8-00 1-55 0-453 

The fall of absolute intensity down the series proceeds fairly regularly. The 

measurements of the photographs of the Hydrogen spectrum taken in the presence of 

Neon give an estimate of the extent to which a large admixture of Neon affects the 

intensities of the lines. The particulars are contained in the following table :— 

Hydrogen mixed with Neon. 

A. Intensity in hydrogen 
(ordinary discharge). 

Intensity in hydrogen 
and neon (ordinary 

discharge). 

Intensity in hydrogen 
and neon (bulb). 

Ha 4-13 6-51 5-31 
ID 1-08 2-20 2-40 

ID 0-767 2-26 3-30 
H, 0-453 1-48 2-63 

The enhancement of the later members of the series by Neon is very extraordinary, 

and is even more striking in the bulb than in the capillary. 

(XII.) The Nature of the Balmer Series. 

The investigation of the effect of Neon on the Hydrogen lines when produced in its 

presence, for which some quantitative data are given in the last section, cannot be 

interpreted in a satisfactory manner without a precise knowledge of the nature of the 

Balmer series. For in the case of Helium, the series arrangement into Principal and 

Subordinate series is known precisely, and -considerable differences have been found 

in the behaviour of the three types ; more especially the Principal series behaves in 

a quite different manner from the other two. Until the type to which the Balmer 

series belongs is known, moreover, no discussion of the relative behaviour of 
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Hydrogen and Helium under similar conditions is possible. We are thus led directly 

to a problem which has many other important implications, some of which are stated 

below. 

In the earlier paper* we suggested that the neutral-tinted wedge, as an accessory 

to the spectroscope, virtually increased the resolving power, and that in combination 

with the interferometer it should be able to solve problems which are beyond the 

power of pure spectroscopic analysis in its ordinary forms. Some experiments have 

been performed in connection with what is perhaps the most urgent of these problems 

at the present time—the elucidation of the nature of the Balmer series of Hydrogen. 

It has been generally accepted for some time that the series is one of doublets—we 

are not, at the present juncture, considering some very recent theoretical work by 

Sommerfeld—but the exact .nature of the series has always been an open question. 

For if it corresponds to a subordinate series (Diffuse or Sharp) in other elements, 

the separations in wave-number of the two components should be identical along the 

series. If, on the other hand, it corresponds to a Principal series, the separations 

should decrease rapidly towards the violet, after a manner which can be calculated 

from the separation in PIa, the first member of the series. There is at present no precise 

knowledge of the nature of these separations. MichelsonI found Ha to be a doublet 

of separation O'14, the intensities of the components being in the ratio 10:7, and the 

stronger one being on the red side. On the other hand, in H^ he found a separation 

only half as great, and the lines were so broad that no great degree of accuracy 

could be attached to this value. Others who have investigated the separation of 

Ha have obtained very discordant values. Thus Houstoun^ gives 0'065, Fabry and 

Buisson§ 0'132, and Paschen and Back|| 0'20, so that there is no certain knowledge 

even as regards the separation of Ha. Fabry and Buisson have also stated that 

H^j is double, with a separation in accordance with the theoretical value. This 

statement is somewhat vague, especially as no numerical estimate was given, and the 

theoretical separation depends very much on the view we take as to the character of 

the series. For example, with Michelson’s value for Ha, §X = 0'14, the separation in 

Hs as a Diffuse or Sharp member would be 

SX' = 0'14 (486l)2/(6563)2 = 0'075 A.U., 

but as a member of a Principal series would only be 

d\" = 3W/43 = 0'031 A.U. 

An experimental arrangement, therefore, of more sensitiveness than any used 

* Loc. tit. 

t ‘Phil. Mag.,’ (5), vol. 34, p. 282, 1892. 

I ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ (6), vol. 7, p. 456, 1904. 

§ ‘ Journ. cle Phys.,’ June, 1912. 

|| ‘ Ann. der Phys.,’ 39, p. 897, 1912. 
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hitherto, which could determine precisely an upper limit sufficiently low for the 

possible separation of Hp, would be decisive between these two alternatives, if the 

Michelson value were correct for Ha, but if Houstoun’s value were correct, such an 

experiment for Hp would be much more difficult to perform. It is necessary, therefore, 

as an essential preliminary to an attack on this problem, to repeat the measurement 

of the separation in Ha in order to determine the possible magnitudes in the case 

of Hp. 

Other possible interpretations of the Balmer series have been proposed, and these 

consist mainly in regarding it as a set of two or more practically coincident series. 

This has been suggested, for example, by Fowler,* but it appears to involve a more 

complicated structure than doublets for the individual lines of the series. At the 

same time, it does not at present violate any definite experimental knowledge. 

Exact superposition of series cannot, however, be expected even in the case of 

Hydrogen. Hypotheses of this type are virtually a combination of the two 

alternatives already suggested, and an experiment which could decide between these 

two alternatives could, of necessity, also give a verdict for or against the present one. 

For it would apparently be necessary in this case that Ha should be a triplet. 

From the point of view of series relations, another alternative, which has 

apparently not been noticed hitherto, may be put forward at this juncture. The 

Balmer series may primarily be a series of single lines, and the other components may 

be combination lines nearly coincident with these. If the normal series is given by 

Curtis’s formula 

n = N { ----rrl 
1(2 +p)2 (m + n)2) 

where N = 109679‘2, p is negligible, and /u = 0‘000007, then the Principal series may 

be that of Lyman in the Schumann region, following the law 

n = N j—^_-_1. 
1(1 +p)2 (m + ju)2j 

Combinations of an Arc series with itself are now well established if it is a Principal 

series, and on the present view we should expect a combination series of the form 

n — N J_1_1_ 
1(2 +0“ (m + M)8 

with a constant difference of wave number from that of Curtis, of amount 

N (2+y>)-2—N (2 +m)~2 = 0'192 on calculation. The corresponding separations of PIa 
o 

and Pip then become 0‘081, 0'048 A.U. respectively, the first being nearer to 

Houstoun’s estimate. There should also be a series 

^{(2 + m)2 (m+p)2} 

* ‘ Bakerian Lecture,’ 1914. 
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very nearly coincident with the Balmer series, and this leads to separations in wave 

number which are not constant. The values for Ha and are respectively 

= 0'248, Sn2 = 0'218, and the corresponding separations in wave-length become 

<W = 0T05, S\2 = 0-054 A.U. 

These are nearer to Michelson’s estimate. It is just possible, therefore, that the 

presence of these two series with different intensities under different conditions may 

be the cause of the discrepancies which have been found in the separation of Ha. 

We do not at present pursue the subject beyond this conclusion, but it may be stated 

that such a view could give an account of the spectrum of Hydrogen, as at present 

known, which is in accord with the series relations known among other elements. 

The possibility of this new interpretation, in addition to such interpretations as that 

given by Fowler, only serves to emphasise the need for an examination of the 

structure of the Balmer lines, which alone can be decisive. Another fundamental 

question with an intimate relation to the preceding remarks is the value of the 

Rydberg constant N for Hydrogen. The careful reduction of this value by Curtis* 

depends ultimately on an accurate determination of the optical “centre of gravity” 

of the leading Balmer lines, and his formula is not applicable to the individual 

components. If the separations of Ha and H^ were very different, this formula and 

its contained value of N would cease to represent the series for any individual 

components, or even to give a series lying uniformly between two component series, 

and the value of N would need revision. In view of the theoretical importance 

which the exact value of N for Hydrogen and for Helium has recently assumed, it 

is necessary that the true value should not remain a matter of doubt, and only a 

precise determination of the separations can decide the question. If for example, 

the separation in H^ were found to be of the same order as that of a Principal series, 

a very important correction would be necessary in the observed wave-length of the 

optical centre of H^ which might change N very appreciably. This, in fact, as is 

shown by the experiments to be described later, actually occurs. 

(XIII.) Theoretical Considerations on the Basis of the Quantum Theory. 

Sommerfeld* has recently published a remarkable investigation on the fine 

structure of the lines of the Balmer series. This is based on Bohr’s theory of the 

origin of this series, and it represents the only manner in which this theory at present 

can be applied in order to account for the existence of structure. On the view that 

the Hydrogen atom consists of one electron in orbital motion—its path being circular 

or elliptical—about a positively charged nucleus, with steady states characterised by 

discrete values of the angular momentum, the quantum theory requires the emission 

* Luc. at. 

t ‘Sitz. der K. Bayr. Akad., Miinchen,’ Jahrgang, 1916. 

2 O 2 
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of a frequency v where, if h is Planck’s constant, hv is the difference of energy between 

two states—when the electron passes from one state 'to the other. In the case of 

elliptic motion, Sommerfeld finds it necessary for certain purposes to confine the 

eccentricities of the possible ellipses to definite discrete values, and thus obtains 

spectral lines which are not single, as in Bohr’s theory in its ordinary form, but which 

have a definite structure. In fact, his theory involves the supposition that the Balmer 

series is effectively a supposition of Diffuse, Sharp and Principal series, as in some of 

the suggestions mentioned in the last section. These series are superposed in the 

case of Hydrogen, on account of the simplicity of the atom, and general considerations 

indicate—though not with great precision—that they would be widely separated in 

the case of other elements. This is not the appropriate place for any discussion or 

exposition of the theory, for we are concerned solely with the actual structure to 

which it leads. 

The most important result is that the separation in Hs is of the order suitable for 

a Diffuse or Sharp series, in comparison with that of Ha. The latter is used—Buisson 
b o 

and Fabry’s value AH = 0'307, corresponding to SX — 0'132 A.U.—to determine a 

constant of the investigation, and the other separations are deduced in terms of this 

value. The results are as follows 

In Ha the complete structure is that shown in fig. 2, where the separations are 

l 

I 

IlcC- 

Fig. 2. 

Up 
Fig. 3. 

shown on a wave-number scale. The “ main ” separation is called Ah, and the 

“satellite” separations are A:, A2, where 

Aj = -rx AH, A2 = dy Ah = 3 Aj. 

Since An = 0‘307, we have 

A; = 0 030, A, = 0'090, 
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and the corresponding wave length differences are 

<S\i = 0-013 A.U., SX2 = 0'039 A.U. 

The diffuse character of the components of H„ would render it practically impossible 

to detect so small a quantity as by any method, and since SX2 gives a weak 

component falling inside the main components, which themselves nearly overlap, the 

satellite corresponding to SX2 could not be expected either. 

The structure for 11^ is shown in fig. 3, and is more complex. The values of the 

separations indicated in the figure are :— 

Ai = 4V Ah, A2 = Af Ah, A3 = ^ Ah, 

and all the satellites are even more'difficult to detect than those of Ha. 

The most fundamental test of the theory, however, in a preliminary form, is to 

decide whether the main separation is again <LH. If it is smaller and of the magnitude 

required in a Principal series, the theory would apparently not hold. We confine 

ourselves for the present to a presentation of the results, and further discussion 

follows after the description and measurements of the plates. 

(XIV.) The Lummer Gehrcke Plate. 

The main theoretical features of this somewhat complex problem are now defined, 

and we may proceed to the experimental method. This consists merely in the use of 

a Lummer Gehrcke plate in addition to the former apparatus, the interference fringes 

being brought to a focus on the slit through the neutral wedge. The final pattern 

which is photographed—again with the use of the process screen—for any line such 

as Ha consists of a set of fringes of the various orders. These consist of similar 

curves, with a general parabolic appearance, and approximately equidistant. From the 

shape of the contour of any one of these curves, we can deduce mathematically its 

analysis into components, from which by knowledge also of the density of the wedge 

the separations and relative intensities on an absolute scale of the components in the 

original light can be found, 

The ordinary theory of the action of a Lummer Gehrcke plate on monochromatic 

light is, of course, familiar, but in its extension to a problem of this nature it becomes 

somewhat cumbrous. We have found it possible, however, to devise a more simple 

treatment of the theory of the plate which can be applied not only to the present case 

but apparently to all practical cases in which the use of the plate is necessary. 

We append, therefore, an account of this method, which is to some extent empirical, 

although it is not difficult to show that it is equally accurate. It is rendered the 

more necessary in that even the strict theory has apparently not been worked out 

completely for lines which are not monochromatic, but have a definite breadth as in 

the present experiments, where in fact the breadth is itself a, matter of investigation. 
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The ordinary theory of the Lummer Gehrcke plate is, as stated above, well known 

so far as monochromatic radiation is concerned. If light falls on the plate, as in the 

figure (fig. 4), and if a and /3 are the rays respectively reflected once, and refracted 

twice and reflected once, their path difference is D =2 fid cos r where /x is the index 

of the plate for the particular wave-length, r is the angle of refraction, and d is the 

thickness of the plate. When the complete system of multiple reflections is considered, 

Fig. 4. 

and the interfering rays are focussed on a screen S, the intensity corresponding to the 

angle of refraction r is 
4CtJT Sill" (tt DA) 

(l—t)J + 4t Sin2 (7T D/X) 

where X is the wave-length, a2 is the intensity of the incident light, and r is the 

square of the internal reflection coefficient of amplitude, such that, for light polarized 

parallel to the plane of incidence, by Fresnel’s formula 

r = tan2 (< —r)Jtan2 ((-hr), 

but for light polarized perpendicular to this plane, 

t = sin2(i —r)/sin2(/+r). 

Maxima occur on the screen when I) — l- n\ if n is an odd integer, and minima when 

n is even. 

As regards the nature of these maxima and minima, a full discussion may be found, 

for example, in Geiircke’s treatise.* It is not difficult to show that in order to obtain 

very sharp maxima nearly grazing incidence must be employed, so that r is nearly 

unity, and this is adopted in the present experiments. 

When we pass from this ordinary theory to the problem now in hand, difficulties 

begin to appear. In the first place, D = 2,u d cos r is not actually a constant, 

although it may be nearly so for several successive maxima if the order is high. The 

successive separations of the maxima are therefore not identical, and there is also a 

variation in their intensities. This effect could be calculated, but owing to the 

* ‘ Anwendung der Interferenzen,’ Braunschweig, 1916. 
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difficulty of securing uniform illumination, such a calculation would be of no value. 

If measurements of the pattern to a high order of accuracy are required, it must in the 

first place be made “ normal in a manner subsequently explained. The variation in 

distance apart of the maxima is, in fact, in the present experiments, very small, as 

will appear from the measurements, and a high degree of accuracy could have been 

obtained by neglecting it. 

The most important linear magnitude in the pattern, when it is obtained for two 

spectrum lines close together, whose separation is to be deduced, is, of course, the 

difference of wave-length corresponding to the distance between successive orders. 

Variations in D can be allowed for by making the pattern normal, and we may treat 

I) as constant in the present theoretical investigation. Its value is 

D = 2fxd cos r, 

or, for grazing incidence, for which sin r — lj/x, 

D = 2 fid cos sin-1 = 2d (/jl2— l)l,\ 
\ JJ., 

Between successive maxima, 7tD/a increases by ir, and, therefore, if A'—A. is the wave¬ 

length separation corresponding to the distance between these maxima on the 

photograph, 

7rD 7tD x / x 
-t = 7r, or A — A = AA L). 
XX' 

To a first approximation, A' —A = A2/D. We may denote this quantity by e, and 

e = A2/2d U2-1)V 

The accurate value is e = X2/(D—A), but its use would never be required. For 

a given plate, e may be tabulated in a form suitable for interpolation. We have in 

this manner calibrated the plate used in these experiments. The plate was supplied 

by Messrs. Hilger, and its indices of refraction for the yellow sodium line and for the 

lines Ha, H^, Hy were known with great precision. With the old notation, C, D, F, G, 

for these lines, the values were :— 

Mc = U50746, md = F50990, Mp = 1*51560, mg = F52025, 

and the thickness of the plate was d = 4‘439 mm. 

The corresponding calculated values of e are :— 

ec = 0-43010, eD = 0-34615, eF = 0-23376, eG = 018533, 

and they fit the interpolation formula 

eA = 0-1853 + 0-8786 (A-4341) + 04)001 (A-4341)2 
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with great accuracy. By means of this formula, the plate can be calibrated for all 

wave-lengths, hut for the present purpose, only the values e = 0‘4301, CT23376 for 

Ha and are required. 

Since the lines have a definite width, the theory outlined above is not strictly 

applicable in its entirety, but if the resolving power of the instrument is great in 

comparison with the observed (apparent) widths of the lines, it is well known that 

the maximum for any one wave-length is not altered except in magnitude, and that 

the plate gives reproductions of the lines in the successive orders with only a change 

in intensity—which is uniform along the narrow line—of each of the infinite number 

of components into which it can be resolved theoretically. Without the use of the 

plate, the wedge photograph should be parabolic for each line in the ordinary 

discharge as proved in a former paper*—according to the ordinary theory of 

broadening—and the combination of wedge and plate should, therefore, also give 

parabolic traces on the photograph under the condition that the lines are sufficiently 

narrow. This condition appears to be fulfilled in the case of the Hydrogen lines, 

and, in fact, it is proved later that the traces on the plate, when reduced to a normal 

pattern, are very accurately parabolic. 

Reduction of the Fringes to a Normal Standard.—-We have seen that in the case 

of a line broadened according to the probability law of intensity the fringes obtained 

from the wedge and plate should be a series of blackened patches with parabolic 

contours. Owing to the small variation of D, the path difference produced by two 

refractions in the plate, the parabolas are not uniform. They are not at equal 

intervals, and the distances between their axes must increase from the central 

member of the set of fringes. Their heights also vary continuously, and the 

appearance of the maximum heights of the individual fringes is as shown in the 

figure (fig. 5), where PA, QB, BO, SD, are four successive heights, and AB, BO1, CD 

are in descending order of magnitude. 

A theoretical consideration of the angle of refraction—nearly equal to sin-1 j > 

corresponding to each fringe, shows that the distance, say AB, between the nth and 

* Loc. cit. 
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n+ 1th fringe should be very accurately given by the formula a + ftn where a and ft 

are constant. In other words, these distances are in arithmetical progression. 

Measurement of the plates shows that this law is almost exactly fulfilled in our 

photographs, the term in n2, which would follow, having so small a coefficient as to be 

negligible for fringes not too far from the central one—signifying, in practice, the first 

five or six. This inequality of dispersion of the plate could be corrected graphically, 

but a simple interpolation formula deduced as follows is more convenient, for it 

elucidates the principal effects in a clear manner. 

Let d0 be the “ normal ” interval between two maxima, for a certain uniform 

dispersion, and d0 + a3, d0 + 2a, ... , the intervals actually found. Thus d0 is the 

interval corresponding to the wave-length separation e. The intervals d0 + a, d[: + 2a 

are DC, CB, in the figure, and may be called p and q. Then 

d0 = 2p-q 

gives the normal scale to which the fringe of axis BC is being reduced. The whole 

visible fringe for this axis is shaded in the figure. 

The law of the intervals between the fringes can be expressed by the formula 

t a \ , a z2 

2dj2d} 

where a “ normal ” interval 2 reckoned from any specified starting point becomes z' on 

the photograph. Thus if 2 = dt), z' — d0 + a, and if 2 = 2d0, 2' = (d0 + a.) + (d0 + '2a,). A 

line of breadth x on the normal scale, on one side of the point dQ, becomes situated at 

the point d\ +xJ on the photograph, where 

d'0 + x' 

and as d'0 = + a, we find 

There is a difference between the right and left sides of the central line in the 

figure of the fringe. For on the left x' is positive, and on the right it is negative, 

while the last term in this formula is always positive. Thus the fringes are dis¬ 

torted—shortened on one side and expanded on the other. If x' is the breadth on 

the right, and x" on the left, corresponding to a normal breadth x on either side 

whence 

/, ,oa \ 

= x[1+u) 

3a \ ax2 
+ 

0/ 2d0 2 > 
x —-xi I + 

a \ ax 

2dj 2dft 

x’+x"= 2x11 
\ 2 d0/ 

2 p 

(do + x) ( 1 + TftY ) + (d0 + x)\ 

-J _ ^ . 3 Xa . X a 
X + f-^r + 

da 2d ft 

VOL. OCXVII. A. 
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and the total breadth at any point is uniformly expanded from the normal breadth 2x. 

We may use a normal scale in which the interval d0 (l + corresponds to the 

wave-length separation SA = e, and then the total breadth of the distorted parabolic 

fringe is the true normal breadth. In other words, if p and q are the observed intervals 

on the right and left of any fringe, the normal interval corresponding to e has a length 

d0 + —, where d0 = 2p — q, a = q— p, and the central fringe is on the right. This 

length becomes (p + q), or the mean of the observed intervals. On this scale the 

apparent breadth of a distorted fringe is the true breadth of the undistorted one, if 

it is symmetrical about the central line when undistorted. 

In this normal system, the apparent breadth on the right, of a real breadth x, is 

x x - 

to a sufficient order, and on the left, 

x" — x - 

ax 

2d,: 

ax 

vL 

Conversely, the real breadths on this normal scale corresponding to observed breadths 

x' and x" are 
, cxx'2 

X — X + - „ 
2d,2 

X 
ax //2 

2d2 

when insignificant terms are neglected. These results enable us in the next section 

to isolate the individual components of a broadened line, and to obtain their 

separation. 

The second manner in which the fringes are not normal is in regard to their 

heights. This effect has a much smaller influence on the contours of the individual 

fringes, although it appears as a striking phenomenon in itself on the photographs. 

A theoretical investigation, which need not be reproduced here, indicates that the 

summits of the maxima—P, Q, R, S, in the preceding figure—should lie almost 

exactly on a parabola when the light falls on the plate at nearly grazing incidence. 

This parabolic locus of the summits is indicated on the photographs, but in actual 

fact the parabola is very nearly a straight line. Indeed, a straight line can be passed 

with some precision through any three consecutive summits, and it has been found 

sufficient, for the degree of accuracy we desired to obtain, to consider only three 

summits, so that the straight line locus can be used. For any given fringe, say CR 

in the figure, the “ normal heights of points on the right must be slightly smaller 

than the observed values, and those of points on the left must be slightly larger. 

If axes are taken at C, the axis of y being along CR, and of x along CD towards 

the right, and if the equation to the “ normal ” parabola is 

h = CR, — hr2 — y—h, 
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then the equation to the parabola distorted by this effect should be 

-kx2 = y-h JEzJL h' = DS, 
d0 

for the height increases from the normal value at a rate (h'—h)/d0 very closely for a 

unit increase in x, when x is positive. It decreases at the same rate when x is 

negative, or to the left, so that both sides of the distorted curve are included. As 

stated above, the correction is, in fact, not very important in the subsequent 

calculations, its inclusion affecting only the third significant figure in the final 

separation of the components deduced in the case of Ha. In a calculation of 

separation, or distance between the axes of two overlapping parabolas, the effect along 

x is naturally the more significant. 

(XV.) The Law of Intensity Distribution in a Line Excited by the Ordinary 

Discharge. 

No direct proof of the validity of the usual law obtained for the intensity 

distribution around the maximum in a line broadened by the ordinary discharge—the 

law of probability I = I0exp ( — k\2)—-has been given hitherto, although the work of 

Lord Rayleigh* and Schonrock lias placed it on a secure theoretical basis, subject to 

certain well understood limitations in the conditions of excitement. It forms the 

basis of the calculations of atomic weights and emission temperatures of sources, made 

from the results of such experiments as those of Buisson and Fabry! , and on this 

ground it is desirable that it should be confirmed experimentally in at least one 

definite case, for it is not possible to foretell readily whether the theoretical conditions 

are satisfied in any practical case. Moreover, we showed in the previous paper that 

it breaks down completely in the condensed discharge, and that all the components 

into which the line is then split by the electrical resolution which takes place under 

these circumstances follow the exponential law I = I(J exp (— k\). From the present 

photographs, it is possible to give a direct proof of the applicability of the theory to 

the ordinary discharge in Hydrogen. For all that is necessary is to show that the 

individual contours of the components making up, say Ha, are strictly parabolic. 

Inspection of the photographs indicates that both ILa and are double, and that 

each component is represented by a contour which appears very definitely parabolic— 

with, of course, the slight distortions dealt with in the preceding section. The 

parabolas overlap and represent lines of different intensities. We have not attempted 

to measure these intensities in the present experiments, but, as judged from the 

heights of the parabolas—one of these is calculated from the visible part of the contour 

—they are in at least rough accordance with Michelson’s! estimate of 10 to 7. The 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XXIX., p. 274, 1915. 

f Loc. cit. 

2 p 2 
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contours intersect in a definite kink on one side of the main contour, and sufficiently 

above this kink the contour entirely represents the stronger component only and its 

exact form can be found. There is no evidence of any third component. Measure¬ 

ments have shown that the parabolic form is very exact for this stronger component, 

and as an illustration of the degree of exactness obtained, we append one calculation 

made from a single plate—which was somewhat smaller than the majority. The 

contour could be measured with some certainty to W of a millimetre, by placing a 

scale along any required distance and observing through a magnifying lens. The 

true, or “normal ” breadth is, by the preceding section, the apparent breadth on the 

distorted curve, and is denoted by 2x. The height above a fixed base line is y. The 

following were the values of x and y for arbitrarily selected points :— 

mm. 

2.x = 0‘0, y = 

2x = 2'8, y = 

2x = 3*4, y = 

mm. 

13-2, 2x = 

U'8, 2x - 

iro, 2x = 

mm. mm. 

4b, y = 10-0, 

4-4, y = 9-4, 

47, y = 8’6. 

The total change of height between two orders distant 88'5 mm. was II'4 mm., 

giving a rate ll'4/88'5 per mm. The contour should, therefore, possess the equation, 

79 7 11 4x 
— K'X“ — 1] — h-? 

J 88*5 

and calculating from the second and fifth values of corresponding co-ordinates in the 

above list, we find, 

Jc = 0-847, h = 13*3 mm. 

The calculated height is therefore 13'3 against the measured value 13‘2, so that the 

result is accurate to 1 part in 130. With y — 8'6, we find by calculation, x = 2’38 

against the observed value 2'35. The other values are reproduced with similar 

accuracy, and we conclude that the undistorted curve is strictly parabolic, and that 

the probability distribution of intensity is correct for the case of the Hydrogen lines 

in the ordinary discharge. The intensity at a distance A—A0 from the maximum at A0 

is proportional to exp — J? (X — A0)~ where k2 is some constant. The plate to which the 

above typical calculation relates is, in fact, much smaller than the others, so that the 

accuracy there obtained is a minimum. It is much greater in the calculations from the 

other plates, and we may, therefore, conclude that calculated distances are only 

subject to a possible error of about 1 part in 100 at most, and an error even less if 

the mean of several calculations is taken. The material is, therefore, at hand for 

a very accurate determination of the separation in Ha and H^. 

The actual plates were taken slightly out of focus, in order to remove the trouble 

caused by the grain of the plate. The exactness of the parabolic forms which the 
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normal contours take removes the necessity for giving a detailed investigation of the 

effect of this procedure. It is evident that, as could be proved otherwise, it 

introduces no appreciable change in the distances between axes of parabolas. 

(XVI.) Isolation of Components of a Line. 

The photograph for Ha is found to consist of two parabolas—-slightly distorted—as 

in the figure (fig. 6), where the normal parabolas are 

shown, intersecting at P. The axes are ax and a2 and <r 

is their separation on the photograph whose contour is 

APBC. Near P, of course, since intensities are additive, 

the parabolic forms are lost, and points close to P should 

not be selected for measurement. Calculation shows 

that this region round P is, in fact, nearly negligible, 

but we do not exhibit the calculation, for it is somewhat 

tedious. The equation for the parabolic form above P 

can be found with accuracy as in the last section for 

the distorted or normal curve. It is convenient to use ^ c 

the latter. We can then calculate the half breadth x 

of the normal curve at Q, and thence the apparent one x' by the formula 

x x — 
ax 

2~d} 

The whole breadth QB of the contour may be measured, and thence the apparent 

BN in the figure, equal to x". This can be reduced to the normal value x (say), 

which is or + X, where <r is the separation and X the co-ordinate of B relative to the 

axis of its own parabola. By finding X and the heights for various points, <r may be 

deduced and thence SX. There is, however, a simpler method of procedure. The 

axis of the upper parabola, when made normal in the longitudinal direction, is the 

locus of the central points of the various breadths, and can be drawn on the curve. 

Since Bayleigh’s theory has been shown by a direct method to be applicable to 

these experiments, we may at once assume that k2 in the law of intensity is the same 

for both components of ITa. The equations of the separate parabolas, with reference 

to the axis of y just constructed, should therefore be 

kf = f — y + ftg, 

ki^—rr)' — h2—y + ft£, 

where /q and h2 are their heights, and ft is the rate of change of height of the 

maxima per millimetre. For the same height y, if £ and are two abscissae, 

<T)2} — h1—h2+ft(£i—£'i) 
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and for two other abscissae £2, £'2, measured on the normal scale, 

and, by subtraction, h±—h2 is eliminated. Investigation shows at once, as in the 

following numerical examples, that the term in /3 in the result of this subtraction 

cannot affect even the third decimal place in the calculated separation and we may, 

therefore, omit it at once. 

Thus finally, 

= (£YWi2-£V+&2)/2(£W'2). 

These magnitudes £ are true normal breadths, deduced from the observed values by 

correction for dispersion. 

(XVII.) Separation of the Components of Ha. 

In a series of fringes for Ha, the intervals between one fringe and its neighbours on 

either side were 14'0, 15‘3 mm., and the next interval in the direction in which they 

decrease was 127. The law of maxima stated already is fulfilled, for these numbers 

are in arithmetical progression. The appropriate normal separation for the fringe 

in question, now the subject of examination, is the mean of 14'0 and 15'3, or 14‘66. 

In other words, a separation 14'66 mm. corresponds to the interval S\ — e = 0'4301 

A.U. for H„. Moreover, a = 1*3, d0 = 2(14'0) —15‘3 = 127. 

A real normal breadth £ on the right of the axis of the main component indicates, 

therefore, an apparent breadth x, where 

x = £- ^ = f-0'0048^2, £ = .t + 0'0048V, 

and the same breadth £ on on the left, an apparent breadth x' where 

V = f+0’0048^, £ = V + 01)048V2. 

We can also calculate the real breadths on the right from the equation to the 

parabola for the main component. Actual measurements of the total breadths at 

the points y = 19‘4 cm., y = 16"5 cm. give 2£ — 4'3, 2£ — G'4 respectively. These are 

points which depend only on the main component. The corresponding equation of the 

main parabola becomes 

f= l-969(22'0 + 0'l (-y), 

when the coefficient O'l is calculated. It agrees completely with the value derived 

by comparison with neighbouring fringes, which is 0T05, and the whole interpretation 

of the curves is justified. At the heights y — 12'8 cm.,?/ = 11 ’0cm., we thus find 

directly from the equation, 

£i = 4‘355 mm., £2 — 4753 mm., 
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and when these are corrected to apparent breadths, the results agree with observation 

to one-tenth of a millimetre—the observations giving the apparent breadths on the 

right of the main axis. 

The breadths on the left, when measured and corrected to normal dispersion, 

become 
£'i = 5'49 mm., corresponding to y = 12'8, $x — 4'35, 

^2 = 6*17 mm., „ y = lfO, & = 475. 
Thus 

O- = {(579)2—(4'35)2—(677)2 T (475)8}/2 (579-677), 

o 

or, on reduction, rr — 4'53 mm. But 14‘66 mm. corresponds to S\ = e = 0'4301 A.II., 

and the separation in wave-length is therefore 

SX = (4'53 x 0730)/l4'66 = 0733 A. U., 
o 

which is very close to Buisson and Fabry’s value 0732 A.IT. Three determinations 

have been made in this way, by the selection of different heights, and the others give 

values SX = 0730, SX = 0734 A.U., the general mean being 07323 A.U. Buisson and 

Fabry’s value is thus confirmed in an absolute manner, even to the third significant 

figure. 

We found it necessary to avoid points too near the base of the photograph, where the 

successive fringes tended to merge into one another by the increase in breadth of the 

parabolas. It was impossible on this account to test the possible existence of a third 

component as given by Sommerfeld’s theory. Its separation would only be O’Ol, and 

its intensity as calculated by Sommerfeld* would necessitate the appearance of its 

maximum in this particular region. 

(XVIII.) The Structure of H,. 

11,3 is also broadened symmetrically in the normal spectrum, and follows the 

probability law of intensity with extreme accuracy. The following are details of a 

typical calculation of its upper portion—-representing the main component—made from 

a larger plate than that quoted for Ha. 

For this plate, a. = 0'5 nun., d0 = 975 mm., and the rate of change of height of the 

maxima per millimetre = 0711 mm. The height of the curve being hu its equation 

when corrected longitudinally should become 

— kx2 = y—h-L — 0'lllx. 

Co-ordinates measured were, in millimetres, 

2x= 37, 5'3, 67, 7’6, 

y= 14"0, L1'9, 9‘8, 8'0, 

* Loc. cit. 
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and calculating the constants k and hi from the first and last, the equation becomes 

0'5394.r2 = 15*368 + O'l llx-y. 

When x = 2'65, 3'35, we find y = 11'9, 97, by calculation from this formula, against 

the observed values 11'9, 9'8. The agreement is almost exact, and the stronger com¬ 

ponent of Hs follows the same law as that of Ha. It is, moreover, evident that the 

error of measurement in x cannot exceed about one-tenth of a millimetre at any point, 

and we may credit, therefore, the final separation of the components on the plate with 

this rough degree of accuracy. The scale of the plate being, as stated above, 9'5 mm. 

for a separation e, equal to 0‘22, the error in the deduced separation could be as great 

as (07 x 0'22)/975 = 0'002 A.U., but this should be practically the limit of error in 

any individual determination. 

A simple inspection of the photographs indicates that there can be no second com¬ 

ponent of Ho with a separation comparable to that in Ha. If the series Ha, H^, ... is 

Diffuse or Sharp, the separation in should be O'07 A.U., and if it is Principal, 

0'03 A.U., according to a preceding calculation. The second component which can 

actually be seen on the photographs does not at first sight appear likely to lead to 

the former value, and accurate measurements show that the latter is the true value. 

A typical calculation is as follows :— 

At one definite height, the breadths of the pattern on the right and left of the 

centre were xx = 3'9, x2 = 4'3, and at another height x\ — 4'4, x'2 = 5'0, the points 

being selected away from the junction of the curves. The true breadths on the 

normal scale are, if ft = a/d02, 

£ = 3 9 (1 + 195/3), 4'3 (1-215ft), 

£2 = 4*4(1+2-2/8), i'2= 5*0 (1 —2-5/3), 

and neglecting, as is legitimate, the effect of the correction for height, the separation 

a- is given by 

which becomes, to order ft 

a■ = (2-36 — 71/3)/(l 4 — 6*5ft). 

But for this plate, ft = 0'5/(975)2= 0'0053, and finally <r - 1 *98/1 "37 = 1'44 mm. But 

on the plate, 975 mm. corresponds to SX = e = 0'23 A.U., and <r thus corresponds to 

SX = 0'033 A.U., which is the separation in H^. 

There is thus no doubt that the Balmer series is a Principal series. The limit of 

error to be expected in the results, as above, is roughly 0'002 A.U., and the true 

separation for a Principal series is 0'030 A.U., so that the result is within the limit of 

error. Not only, therefore, can the method be applied to the elucidation of the nature 

of this series, but it can separate lines whose interval is only 0‘010 A.U., or less with 
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precision, although such lines cannot be seen as resolved on account of their width. 

Even when the correction involving /3 is not applied, so that account is not taken of 

the variation of dispersion within the small breadth of the line, the result is 
o 

SX = 0'039 A.U. This would be sufficient to indicate that there was no Diffuse series 

component, and it gives an estimate of the comparatively small degree of dependence 

of the result on irregularity of dispersion. 

(XIX.) Discussion. 

We may at once state that we have at present no theory to offer for the results 

obtained, but it would appear that the changes in relative intensity which we have 

found are facts which must be seriously considered in theories of the origin of spectra 

in relation to the structure of the atom. It cannot be said that spectroscopy has 

already passed from the descriptive to the rational state. We do not propose to discuss 

in detail the bearing of our results on the application of the quantum theory to the origin 

of spectra, but attention may be drawn to certain considerations. It would appear 

from the well-known relation Ye = hv that the distribution of intensity in a spectrum 

should be a simple function of the distribution of velocity among the electrons in the 

discharge tube, but this view appears to be negatived by the fact that different series 

behave in different ways, and we may probably conclude from this that the range of 

velocities of the electrons is not the sole factor which determines the emission in line 

spectra ; this view appears to be strengthened by such phenomena as the apparently 

anomalous effect of Neon on the distribution of intensity in the Balmer series.^ 

As regards the Balmer series, the separations of the components which we have 

found indicate that it is of the Principal type, and lend no direct support to the 

theoretical considerations advanced by Sommerfeld. In any case it can no longer be 

regarded as a Diffuse or Sharp series. 

We do not venture to speculate further on the results we have obtained, which can 

only be regarded as preliminary in their scope, but we hope that the methods of 

investigation which we have outlined may lead to the detailed knowledge which must 

be essential to the further elucidation of spectrum series. 

(XX.) Summary. 

1. A method has been found for the accurate determination of the photographic 

intensities of spectrum lines, and the reduction of such intensities to absolute values 

by comparison with the continuous black body radiation of the Carbon arc. 

* The remarks already made in a previous communication (loc. cit.) as to the sources of error attaching 

to photographic estimates of intensity appear to be applicable to some results obtained by Rau (‘ Sitz. 

Phys. Med. Ges. Wurtzburg,’ February, 1914), whose conclusions appear to imply that a critical voltage, 

related to the frequency, is necessary to produce spectrum lines. 

2 Q VOL. CCXVII.—A. 
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2. A study has been made of the relative intensity distribution in the spectra of 

Helium and Hydrogen under different conditions of excitation. 

3. It has been found that under certain specified conditions there is a transfer of 

energy from the longer to the shorter wave-lengths in any given series, and that 

under such conditions the associated series, and in particular the Diffuse series, are 

relatively enhanced at the expense of the Principal series. 

4. It has also been found that the distribution of intensity found in certain celestial 

spectra can be approximately reproduced in the laboratory. 

5. A study has been made of the separations of the components of lines of the 

Balmer series of Hydrogen, and the mean values of the separations of the doublets 

constituting the lines Ha and H^ have been found to be respectively 0'132 A.U.,and 
o 

0’033 A.U. These values are consistent with the separations appropriate to Principal 

series, and the first is in precise agreement with the value deduced by Buisson and 

Fabry. 

Note on the Band Spectrum of Helium.—We have made a number of observations 

of the pinkish glow which surrounds the cathode in a Helium tube excited by the 

ordinary discharge. The cathode glow in Helium presents a very striking appearance 

when viewed through coloured screens which transmit only a narrow region of the 

spectrum. Through a violet screen the dark space around the electrode is clearly 

defined and surrounded by a uniform glow. Viewed through a screen which transmits 

red rays only, the appearance is entirely changed, the “ dark space ” being in fact the 

region in which the red rays are predominant. The band spectrum of Helium is 

relatively strong in the cathode glow, though not intrinsically so strong as with the 

“ bulb discharge In this connection we may mention that we have definite 

evidence from the relative intensities of the bands in the “bulb discharge ” and the 

cathode glow that this spectrum is capable of sub-division. Apart from theoretical 

considerations, this circumstance may be of importance in modifying the conclusion 

that the spectrum in question is absent from celestial spectra. 

* Curtis, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 89, p. 146, 1913. 
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VIIL Numerical Results of the Theory of the Diffraction of a Plane 

Electromagnetic Wave by a Perfectly Conducting Sphere. 
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« 

Introduction. 

(By J. Proudman.) 

1. At the suggestion of Dr. Bromwich, I began the computations leading to this 

paper nearly three years ago. Using tables constructed by Lord Rayleigh* and 

Prof. A. Lodge,* I obtained results for <a = 1, 2, 101 and 6 — 0°, 180°; 90°; 45°, 

135°; 20°, 160°; 70°, 110°: in this order. From the results for kci = 1 and 2, graphs 

of Yl5 Y2, Z,, Z2 could be constructed with some confidence, but such graphs were 

entirely impossible in the case of kci = 10, owing to the large number of their 

undulations. (For the graphs of these functions, as finally drawn, see figs. 1, 3, 18, 

20, 22, 24.) 

I then handed over the work to Messrs. Doodson and Kennedy, and the whole of 

the results as they now appear are due to them. Mr. Doodson first constructed 

tables^ for Bessel’s functions of half-integral orders, and Mr. Kennedy constructed 

tables§ for the derivatives of Legendre’s functions. These two sets of tables, 

together with those of Lodge already quoted, are what have been used in all the 

subsequent work. 

Mr. Doodson computed quite independently the cases of/ca = 1,2, for all the values 

of 6 that I had taken together with 6 = 10°, 170°; 30°, 150°; 60°, 120°; 80°, 100°. 

His results were in agreement with mine, except for a number of small differences 

* Rayleigh, “ On the Acoustic Shadow of a Sphere, with an Appendix giving the Values of 

Legendre’s Functions, . . ., by Prof. A. Lodge,” ‘Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,’ A, vol. cciii., p. 87 (1904); 

[‘ Sc. Papers,’ vol. v., p. 149]. 

Rayleigh, “ Incidence of Light upon a Transparent Sphere of Dimensions comparable with a Wave¬ 

length,” ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. Ixxxiv., p. 25 (1910); [‘Sc. Papers,’ vol. v., p. 547]. 

t The notation is explained in the next section. 

J These have been published by the British Association; ‘ Report’ for 1914, p. 87. 

§ These are to be presented shortly to the British Association. 

vol. ccxvii.—a 556. 2 r [Published August 15, 1917. 
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which he found to be due to numerical errors on my part. From the larger number 

of values of 6 thus taken, graphs of Y2-\-Y2, Zl2 + Z22 (figs. 2, 4) could be constructed 

with confidence and no further work was necessary for kci — 1, 2. Tables X., 

XI. (*-« = 1, 2), and figs. 1 to 4, contain the results of this part of Mr. Doodson’s 

work. 

Sharing equally the labour, Messrs. Doodson and Kennedy then similarly recom¬ 

puted the case of kol — 10, and added the extra values of 6 which had been taken 

for kci = 1, 2. It then proved possible to construct rough graphs of Yu Y2, Zu Z2, but 

the uncertainties in the graphs of Y2 + Y22, Z2 + Z2 were very great, owing to the 

magnification of errors involved in the squaring. In order to get more insight into 

the general nature of the results, they performed for kci = 9 all the work that they 

had done for kcc = 10, sharing it similarly. The construction of accurate graphs of 

Yi2+Y22, Z2 + Z2 proved as impossible as before, i.e., knowing only the points on the 

curves of figs. 25 to 28, indicated by small circles, the complete curves could not be 

drawn. 

Mr. Doodson then conceived the idea of calculating'the gradients of the curves at 

all the values of 0 taken, and formed the necessary series. Mr. Kennedy shared the 

computations with him, and the gradients were calculated at every known point of the 

curves for both <a — 9 and 10. These proved a great help. 

At this stage the results obtained for kci — 9, 10 were those indicated by the small 

circles and tangents in figs. 17 to 28. The small uncertainties in the graphs of Yls Y2, 

Zu Z2, still led to considerable uncertainties in those of Yx2 + Y22, Zy + Zd. 

Mr. Doodson then designed and carried out an examination of the way in which the 

results found differ from those given by the theoretical first approximation for large 

values of tea. The sections on analysis of results and interpolation give this work. 

Some of the methods proved their utility by leading to the detection of certain 

errors in the previous work, and all of them were used for interpolation purposes in 

constructing the final curves. 

Onfy the curves, as finally constructed from all considerations, are now given. 

In the work of drawing up the results, all the curves have been drawn by 

Mr. Doodson, while most of the tables have been written out by Mr. Kennedy. 

Only a selection, however, is printed ; the remainder are in the possession of the 

Royal Society. For instance, Tables T. to VIII. are only printed in so far as they 

refer to tea = 10, while Tables XII. to XIX., which refer to the gradients, are 

: omitted altogether. 

General Formula. 

2. For the theory of the problem we shall quote a paper by Dr. Bromwich on 

The Scattering of Plane Waves by Spheres.”* 

* This is a paper which Dr. Bromwich communicated to the Society at the same time as the present one. 
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Using spherical polar co-ordinates r, 0, 0, the incident plane wave train is taken to 

contain the time factor elKct, to travel along the negative direction of the axis 0 = 0, 

to be polarized in the plane 0 = |-7r, and to have the electric force of unit amplitude. 

The components of electric and magnetic force, in the disturbance produced by the 

sphere, along the directions of r, 0, 0 increasing, are denoted respectively by X, Y, Z 

and a, /3, y. Then at a distance from the sphere, which is large compared with a 

wave-length of the incident train, we have, from the paper quoted, 

where 

X = col = 0, 

8M 3N 
Y = Cy = 

0 sin 000' f 

7 _ _ n _ 0M 0N 
~ sin 000 00 ’ 

(1) 

M 

N 

= COS 0 ■ 

• > ^ e sin 0 - 

Take now 

——' sin e £ (-1 r- ■■ 0-Yi i It4A P'. (cos 9), 
kv « = i n (n+1) hi n(Ka) 

-iK(r-ct) - 2n + 1 S„ (kO) -p/ , .v 
-sm 0 X (-1)”+] - yv " V ■ \ P ,t (cos 0). 
kv n = i n (n+l) k,n(i<a) 

(2) 

_t« (r—ct) 

Y = cos 0-(Yj+t’Yj,), 

Z = sin 0 

KV 

— ik (r—ct) 
y (3) 

(Z1 + zZ2), 
/cr J 

where Yls Y2, Zl5 Z2 are real. Then the time-means of the squares of the real parts 

of Y and Z are respectively 

j cos2 0 

2 
(Y^+Y./), 

] sin2 0 

2 w (Z.’ + Z/) 

These give a measure of the energy of the disturbance. 

The functions Yl5 Y2, Z1? Z2 involve only ka and 0. It is the object ot the present 

paper to evaluate them, together with Yj2 + Y/ and Zy + Z./ for certain values of <a, 

and all values of 0 from 0 to -rr. 

Writing cos 0 = n, we have 

wr {sin 0P/„(^)} = ra(tt+l)PnM—/*P'»M» 

using which we obtain 

Yj = A+mA'-C', Y2 = B+mB'-D',' 

Z, = A' + /iA-C, Z2 = B' + mB-D, 

2 r 2 

(5) 
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where 

and 

a = £ (-1), a>+i s,MC Mf (m), 
n = i n (n + 1) E„ (Ka) \ 

A? _ v / i> 2n+l bsn2 (kci) p? / \ 
“ ' n{n+1) |E„M|2 n^)’ 

c = i (~1)»(2»+1)S"hffl),cd'c,Qt) PM, 
n = i . 11tn I 

D= £ (-l^+U-rff/^P.M. 
« = i IArt) I 

A'= 2 (-1 S',i^lC\I**a) F- W’ n = i n(n+l) ! E'n («a) 12 

R'— 4 / i Vi 2».+ l SV (tea) p, / \ 
13 ~ id i} n(n+1) |E'nM|2 ,,W’ 

c'= £ (-i)»(2„+i)s'»y,c\ir) p.w, 7! == 1 I -tL* n \KCi) | 

D'= 2 (— 1)” (2n+ l) |yAg) P,(M). 

(6) 

(7) 

Further, we easily obtain 

8Yj _ /xY, + 

S/X 

Mi 
+ 
C/JL 

1 2 1 —/X 

/xZj + Yx 
h 2 L —,(x 

SC' sy2 /X Y 2 + Zo SD' 1 

S/x ’ d/u 

1 

h
-■

* 1 to
 

9/x ’ 

sc SZ3 /xZ2 + Y3 SD 

SM ’ CfJL 1 —fjC Sm ’ „ 

• (8) 

while if we denote SC/S/x, SD/9/x, SC'/S/x, SD'/S^ by c, d, c', d' respectively, we have 

c = 2 (-1)*. (2» +1) WW P'„ W. 
! f„ i “ ?i = 1 

d = 
7* C= 1 I En («a) I 

2 (- 1)“ (2»+ 1) M, 
! F „ (zca) 

• (9) 

7? = 1 

d! = 2 (-1)’'[2,1+1) p'„(m). 
71 = 1 E'.MI 

In summing the series in (6), (7), (9), supplementing values of 0 may be considered 

at the same time if the odd and even terms of these series are taken separately. We 
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shall use the suffixes 1, 2, to denote respectively the sums of odd terms and sums of 

even terms. Then for supplementary values of 9, the two values of each of 

K A'„ B'l C2, D2, C'2, D'„ Ci, di, c'i, d\. 

are equal, while the two values of each of 

A2, B2, A'a> B'3> Cl5 Dl5 C'„ D\, c2, d2, c\, d',, 2) 

are equal and opposite. For this reason in computing Y1; for example, we evaluate 

Aj + jwA^—Cr2, A2 -p /x A! i — C,1 

separately for O<0< |-7r. 

For 9 = 0 we have 
2P'n f) = n (n+1) Pn(/x), 

so that 

Cx = 2Al5 I\ = 2B1} C\ = 2A\, T>\ = 2B\, 

C2 = 2A2, D2 = 2B2, C'a = 2A'2, D'a = 2B'a. 

Numerical Summation of Series. 

(By A. T. Doodson and C4. Kennedy.) 

3. The first step was to construct tables of 

log (2n + 1) F„ fa) and log Fn fa), 

where F„ fa) takes each of the forms 

| S„ fa) C„ fa) 1 S„2 fa) I S'. M cr. Ml S'.* M 
|E*MI2 5 |E. Ml” 1E', M |2 ’ 1E', M |2 

This was done by means of the Brit. Assoc, tables* mentioned in § 1, using seven- 

figure logarithms and afterwards reducing to five figures. To each of these was 

added log | Pn (/x) | or log | P'n (f j for the same value of n, using five-figure logarithms. 

* In these tables the values of JEn(9)|2 for n = 13, 14 are misprinted; the decimal point requires 

moving one place to the left in each case. Care should be taken in using the logarithms, as some of the 

negative characteristics are printed without the sign placed over them. 
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Checks were devised to secure accurate addition, and no errors were afterwards 

discovered in this part of the work. 

Tables* I. to VIII. were then constructed by taking anti-logarithms. This was a 

step the accuracy of which was not easily checked. The method used was to repeat 

the work with a different book of logarithms and under different conditions so as to 

avoid “ repetition ” errors. Only one or two errors were afterwards found in this part 

of the work. More errors were made in the summation of odd terms and of even 

terms of the series, the results of which are given at the feet of Tables I. to VIII. 

Only five or six, however, which escaped immediate detection by checking, were 

afterwards found in Table X. How these were detected will be described in the 

section on analysis of results. Except in the cases of kol = I, 2, one person computed 

A, B, 0, D and the other A', B', O', D'. The final work of combining these functions 

was done separately by each and the results compared. 

It has been the practice throughout the work to use more figures than were strictly 

necessary for the desired degree of accuracy. For example, many terms in the anti¬ 

logarithms are given to six figures, though only five-figure logarithms were used. 

This was found conducive to speed and cocuracy, but it is not intended that the 

tables should be regarded as accurate to the extent given, except when this is stated. 

The final results for Y,, Y2, Z;, Z2 are probably accurate to at least three decimal 

places, while Y^ + Y/ and Z^ + Z.f can safely be given to four significant figures, as is 

done in the tables. 

The derivatives cd', c, d were computed similarly. The gradients are probably 

accurate to the order given in the tables.! 

* The reason that 0 = 45° has been taken where a regular sequence would require 6 = 40°, 50°, appears 

from the account of the histoi'y of the work in § 1. 

f As stated at the end of § 1, these are not printed. The unprinted tables referring to this section are 

as follows :— 

Table IX. giving Ai + /xA'2 - C2, A2 + /xA'i - C'i, &c. 

terms of the series c. 

}J .») LO • 
3C'/3/x, 0D'/3/x, &c. 

9Yi/3p., 3y2/3/x, &c. 

3Yi/00, 0Y2/00, &c. 
0 AV + Y2*)/06>, 3 (Zj2 + Z22)/00. 

XII. 
XIII. 
XIY. 
XY. 

XVI. 
XVII. 

XVIII. 

XIX. 
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Table I. 

(-1) 
2 n+ 1 

n (n +1) 
K<1 10. 

n. 0°. 10°. 20°. 30°. A X° 4o . 60°. 70°. 80°. 90°. 

1 + 0 73176 + 0 73176 + 0 73176 4-0 73176 4-0 73176 + 0 73176 4-0 73176 4- 0 73176 4-0 73176 
2 + 1 22990 + 1 21121 4-1 15574 4-1 06512 + 0 86968 4-0 61495 + 0 42065 + 0 21357 0 00000 
3 + 1 23766 + 1 19102 + 1 05670 4-0 85088 + 0 46412 4-0 07735 -0 12844 - 0 26277 -0 30941 
4 -0 07073 - 0 06598 -0 05286 -0 03445 -0 00625 + 0 01105 + 0 01319 4- 0 00856 0 00000 

■ 5 -2 41068 - 2 16202 - 1 51029 -0 69684 + 0 22600 + 0 35783 4-0 10557 ! — 0 17988 -0 30134 
6 _ 2 33728 - i 99807 - 1 16415 -0 26883 4-0 36153 4-0 06391 -0 19408 - 0 20929 0 00000 
7 + 2 46520 4- i 99072 + 0 90966 -0 04634 -0 29371 4-0 17394 4-0 18124 - 0 05268 - 0 19259 
8 + 2 51362 + i 89911 + 0 61803 -0 26095 -0 09373 4-0 19362 -0 03380 - 0 16560 0 00000 
9 -4 71857 - 3 30119 -0 63448 4-0 65908 -0 18202 -0 07589 + 0 27973 4- 0 02119 -0 25805 

10 + 3 44945 + 2 20968 + 0 13604 -0 46030 4-0 25607 -0 14533 -0 08707 4- 0 16063 0 00000 
11 - 1 60550 - 0 93004 + 0 05779 + 0 15650 -0 10103 4-0 07855 -0 04713 - 0 02813 + 0 06585 
12 + 0 53438 + 0 27604 -0 04819 -0 02496 + 0 01156 -0 00581 4-0 01987 - 0 01627 0 00000 
13 -0 13345 — 0 06049 + 0 01642 -0 00058 + 0 00296 -0 00383 + 0 00005 4- 0 00310 -0 00430 

, 14 + 0 02605 + 0 01017 -0 00354 4-0 00115 -0 00118 + 0 00090 -0 00078 4- 0 00045 0 00000 
15 -0 00413 - 0 00136 + 0 00054 -0 00027 4-0 00017 -0 00003 4-0 00008 - 0 00010 4-0 00011 
16 + 0 00055 + 0 00015 -0 00006 + 0 00004 -0 00001 -0 00001 4-0 00001 
17 -0 00006 — 0 00001 4-0 00001 

Ai -4 43777 2 54161 + 0 62811 4-1 65419 + 0 84825 4-1 33968 + 1 12286 + 0 23249 -0 26797 i 
a2 + 5 34594 + 3 54231 4-0 64101 4-0 01682 4-1 39767 4-0 73328 + 0 13799 — 0 00795 0 00000 

Table II. 

(-1)"- 
2 n +1 q 2 

p' ,,/v - 1A 

7i {^n + 1) IE 2 r 

n. 0°. 10°. 
• 

20°. 30°. 
i p- o 
4t> . 60°. 

1 - 0-91441 - 0-91441 -0-91441 -0-91441 -0-91441 -0-91441 
2 4- 1-47323 + 1-45086 +1•38440 + 1-27585 + 1-04174 + 0-73661 + 
3 - 0-51278 0-49346 -0-43780 - 0•35253 - 0 19229 -0-03205 + 
4 4- 4-49904 + 4-19691 + 3•36225 + 2-19164 + 0-39767 -0-70298 
5 - 4-42676 1-27959 -0-89386 -0-41242 + 0-13376 + 0-21178 i 

T 

6 4- 0-99175 + 0-84781 + 0-49397 + 0-11407 -0-15340 -0-02712 + 
7 ■ 6-57582 - 5-31019 -2-42650 + 0-12362 + 0-78345 - 0-46397 - 
8 4- 7-67697 + 5-80016 +1-88754 -0-79697 -0-28627 + 0-59133 — 
9 ■ 4-20186 2-93968 -0-56500 + 0-58691 -0-16208 -0-06758 + 

10 4- 1-29223 + 0-82779 + 0-05096 -0-17244 + 0-09593 - 0•05444 - 

11 0-22869 - 0-13248 + 0-00823 + 0-02229 -0-01439 + 0-01119 - 

12 4- 0-02289 + 0-01182 -0-00206 -0-00107 + 0-00049 -0-00025 + 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

- 0-00132 
4- o -00001 

- 0-00060 
+ 0-00002 

+ 0 00016 
-o-ooooi 

-0-00001 + 0*00003 - 0•00004 

Bi - 13-86164 - 11-07041 - 5-22918 -0-94655 -0-36593 - 1•25508 
b2 + 15-95612 +1313537 + 7-17705 + 2-61108 + 1 09616 + 0•54315 — 

o o
 

0 91441 
0 50387 + 
0 05322 + 
0 83907 — 

0 06248 — 

0 08235 + 
0 48345 + 
0 10325 - 
0 24910 + 
0 03262 + 
0 00671 — 

0 00085 - 
0 00000 + 

1-03977 
0-38787 

80°. 

0-91441 
0-25583 
0-10887- + 
0-54472 
0-10646 
0-08881 
0-14051 + 
0-50578 
0-01887 
0-06018 
0-00401 + 
0-00070 
0-00003 

0•75660 
0-64638 

90°. 

0-91441 
0-00000 
0-12820 
0-00000 
0-17835 
0■00000 
0-51374 
o•00000 
0-22979 
0-00000 
0-00938 
0-00000 
0-00004 

0-67127 
0-00000 
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Table III. 

(-1)' 
2 ii +1 

n (n+ I) 
kCI =10. 

71. 0°. 10°. 20°. 30°. 45°. 60°. 70°. 80°. 90°. 

1 -0-73208 -0-73208 -0-73208 -0-73208 - 0-73208 -0-73208 -0-73208 -0-73208 -0-73208 
2 - 1-22846 - 1-20979 - 1-15438 - 1-06387 -0-86866 -0-61423 -0-42016 -0-21332 0-00000 
3 -1-22031 - 1-17433 - 1-04189 -0-83896 -0-45761 -0-07627 + 0-12664 + 0-25908 + 0-30508 
4 + 0-13013 + 0-12139 + 0-09725 + 0-06339 + 0-01150 -0-02033 -0-02427 -0-01576 0-00000 
5 + 2-47053 + 2-21569 + 1-54778 + 0-71413 -0-23161 - 0-36672 -0-10819 + 0-18434 + 0-30882 
6 + 2-14057 + 1-82991 + 1-06618 + 0-24621 -0-33110 -0-05853 + 0-17774 + 0-19168 0-00000 
7 -2-86418 -2-31292 - 1-05689 + 0-05384 + 0-34124 -0-20209 -0-21057 + 0-06120 + 0-22376 
8 -1-41534 - 1-06933 - 0-34799 + 0-14693 + 0-05278 -0-10902 + 0-01903 + 0-09325 0-00000 
9 + 4-16121 + 2-91125 + 0-55954 -0-58123 + 0-16052 + 0-06692 -0-24669 -0-01869 + 0-22756 

10 - 4-59928 -2-94625 -0-18138 + 0-61373 -0-34142 + 0-19377 + 0-11609 -0-21418 o•00000 
11 + 2-69718 + 1-56243 -0-09709 -0-26291 + 0-16973 -0-13196 + 0-07918 + 0-04725 -0-11063 
12 -0-79823 -0-41233 + 0-07199 + 0-03728 -0-01726 + 0-00868 -0-02968 + 0-02430 0-00000 
13 + 0-17486 + 0-07926 -0-02152 + 0-00076 -0-00387 + 0-00502 -0-00006 -0-00406 + 0•00564 
14 -0-03159 -0-01233 + 0-00430 -0-00140 + 0-00144 -0-00109 + 0-00095 -0-00054 0-00000 
15 + 0-00479 + 0-00157 -0-00063 + 0-00032 -0-00019 + 0-00004 -0-00009 + 0-00012 -0-00013 
16 -0-00062 -0-00017 + 0-00007 -0-00004 + 0-00001 + 0-00001 -0-00001 + 0-00000 0-00000 
17 + 0-00007 + 0-00001 -o-ooooi 

A'i + 4-69207 + 2-55088 -0-84279 - 1-64613 -0-75387 - 1-43714 - 1-09186 -0-20284 + 0-22802 
A'o -5-80282 - 3-69890 -0-44396 + 0-04223 - 1-49271 -0-60074 -0-16031 -0-13457 o-ooooo 

Table IV. 

(-1) 
2 n +1 

n (n+ l) 
kOL =10. 

n. 0°. 10°. LO
 

O
 o 

30°. 45°. 60°. 70°. 00
 

o
 o 

90° 

1 0 58704 0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 -0 58704 
2 + 1 01895 + 1 00346 + 0 95750 + 0 88243 + 0 72051 + 0 50947 + 0 34850 + 0 17694 0 00000 
3 j — 3 00442 — 2 89121 _ 2 56513 — 2 06552 - 1 12665 -0 18778 + 0 31180 + 0 63787 + 0 75109 
4 + 0 00376 + 0 00351 + 0 00281 + 0 00183 + 0 00033 -0 00059 -0 00070 -0 00046 0 00000 
5 ' - 3 95795 — 3 54969 _ 2 47965 -1 14409 + 0 37106 + 0 58750 + 0 17332 -0 29533 -0 49473 
6 + 5 69547 + 4 86889 + 2 83681 + 0 65509 -0 88097 -0 15574 + 0 47292 + 0 51000 0 00000 
7 - 1 32944 — 1 07357 -0 49057 + 0 02499 + 0 15839 -0 09380 -0 09774 + 0 02841 + 0 10386 
8 + 0 24259 + 0 18329 + 0 05965 -0 02518 -0 00905 + 0 01869 -0 00326 - 0 01598 0 00000 
9 , - 2 45947 - 1 72068 -0 33071 + 0 34353 -0 09487 -0 03955 + 0 14580 + 0 01104 -0 13450 

10 + 2 71838 + 1 74137 + 0 10721 -0 36274 + 0 20179 -0 11452 -0 06862 + 0 12659 0 00000 
1] ; - 0 67180 — 0 38916 + 0 02418 + 0 06548 -0 04227 + 0 03287 -0 01972 -0 01177 + 0 02755 
12 + 0 05118 + 0 02644 -0 00462 -0 00239 + 0 00111 -0 00056 + 0 00190 -0 00156 0 00000 
13 — 0 00227 - 0 00103 + 0 00028 -0 00001 + 0 00005 -0 00007 0 00000 + 0 00005 -0 00007 
14 
15 
16 

+ 0 00007 + 0 00003 -0 00001 

B'! 12 •01239 10 •21238 -6 42864 -3 36266 -1 32133 -0 28787 -0 07358 -0 21677 -0 33384 
B's 9 73040 + 7 •82699 + 3 96398 + 1 14904 + 0 03372 + 0 25675 + 0 75074 + 0 79553 0 00000 
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Table y. 

(-1)". (2n+l). 
s„a 
EL 

. P„. ica = 10. 

n. 0°. 10c. 

0 o
 

C
M

 

0 O
 

co O
i o

 
* 

o
 o

 
SO 70°. 

o
 o

 
00 90°. 

1 + 1-44129 + 1 37528 + 1 26745 + 1 03488 + 0 73176 + 0 50055 ' + 0 25414 0 00000 
2 + 2-34855 + 2 02820 + 1 53738 + 0 61495 -0 30748 -0 79829 -1 11864 - 1 22990 
3 + 2-25393 + 1 64581 + 0 80388 -0 43759 -1 08295 - 1 02233 -0 61235 0 00000 
4 -0-12069 -0 06719 -0 00332 + 0 05747 + 0 04089 + 0 00054 -0 03761 -0 05305 
5 - 3-77990 - 1 30897 + 1 07647 + 1 81113 -0 43317 - 1 58172 -1 35488 0 00000 
6 - 3-29306 -0 33612 + 1 74840 + 0 69388 -1 51102 -0 97641 + 0 61760 + 1 46080 
7 + 3-03927 -0 52867- - 2 02232 + 0 62644 + 1 10020 -0 73228 -1 39765 0 00000 
8 + 2-62343 - 1 26605 -1 70310 + 1 49982 -0 37020 -1 39766 + 0 11718 + 1 37465 
9 -3-99003 + '3 31902 + 1 78904 _ 2 69464 + 2 52819 + 0 44907 _ 2 45014 0 00000 

10 + 2-21758 - 2 76834 -0 04856 + 0 79415 - 1 29858 + 1 51386 +6 44623 - 1 69780 
11 -0-70633 + 1 28484 -0 51602 + 0 33453 -0 20509 -0 59867 + 0 68905 0 00000 
12 + 0-12885 -0 37711 + 0 29199 -0 26368 + 0 24983 -0 08421 -0 13970 + 0 24110 
13 -0-00675 + 0 07160 -0 08184 + 0 06388 -0 04425 + 0 05977 -0 04122 0 00000 
14 -0-00333 -0 00826 + 0 01347 -0 00507 -0 00298 -0 00388 + 0 00902 -0 01091 
15 + 0-00120 + 0 00031 -0 00121 -0 00075 + 0 00173 -0 00132 + 0 00071 0 00000 
16 -0-00024 + 0 00009 + 0 00000 + 0 00024 -0 00016 + 0 00019 -0 00021 + 0 00022 
17 + 0-00003 -0 00002 + 0 00002 -0 00003 -0 00001 

Cj -1-74729 + 5 85920 + 2 31547 + 0 73785 + 2 59641 - 2 92693 -4 91234 0 00000 
c2 + 3-90109 _ 2 79478 + 1 83626 + 3 39176 -3 19970 - 1 74586 -0 10613 + 0 08511 

Table YI. 

( — 1)" (2n+ l) kOL =10. 

n. 0°. 10°. 

O O
 

CM 30°. 45°. 

O O
 70°. 

O O
 

co 

o O
 

ca 

1 1 80103 -1 71854 - 1 58380 -1 29318 -0 91441 -0-62549 -0 31757 0 00000 
2 + 2 81320 + 2 42946 + 1 84154 + 0 73662 -0 36831 -0-95622 -1 33995 -i 47323 
3 — 0 93383 -0 68188 -0 33306 + 0 18130 + 0 44868 + 0-42356 + 0 25371 0 00000 | 
4 + 7 67733 + 4 27386 + 0 21089 -3 65545 - 2 60100 -0-03419 + 2 39260 + 3 37430 
5 — 2 23712 -0 77471 + 0 63710 + 1 07192 -0 25637 -0-93614 -0 80188 0 00000 
6 + i 39730 + 0 14262 -0 74187 -0 29442 + 0 64115 + 0-41430 -0 26206 -0 61984 
7 — 8 10718 + 1 41020 + 5 39448 - 1 67101 -2 93474 + 1-95346 + 3 72821 0 00000 
8 + 8 01235 -3 86670 -5 20152 + 4 58070 - 1 13066 -4-26866 + 0 35787 + 4 19840 
9 - 3 55304 + 2 95556 + 1 59313 _ 2 39955 + 2 25133 + 0-39989 — 2 18183 0 00000 

10 + 0 83075 -1 03705 -0 01819 + 0 29750 -0 48648 + 0"56675 + 0 16717 -0 63602 
11 — 0 10061 + 0 18302 -0 07350 + 0 04765 -0 02921 -0-08527 + 0 09815 0 00000 
12 + 0 00552 -0 01615 + 0 01251 -0 01129 + 0 01070 -0-00361 -0 00598 + 0 01033 
13 — 0 00007 + 0 00071 -0 00081 + 0 00063 -0 00044 + 0-00059 -0 00041 0 00000 
14 
15 
16 

0 00001 -0 00001 + 0 00002 -0 00001 -0 00001 -0-00001 + 0 00002 -0 00002 

Pi 16 73288 + 1 37436 + 5 63354 - 4 06224 - 1 43516 + 1-13060 + 0 77838 o- 00000 
P* + 20 73644 + 1 92603 -3 89662 + 1 65365 -3 93461 -4-28164 + 1 30967 + 4- 85392 

Note.—The gaps in Tables Y. to VIII. corresponding to 0 = 0 are left owing to the fact that the entries would be 

just double the corresponding entries in Tables I. to IY. respectively, as is shown at the end of §2, 

POL. CCXVII.—A. 2 8 
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Table VII. 

(-l)V(2«+l).f^|.PB. Ka = 10. 
I &n\ 

n. 0°. 10c. 20°. 30°. 45°. 

o
 o

 
<x

> 70°. 80°. C
O

 
o

 o
 

1 - 1-44192 - 1-37588 - 1-26800 - 1 •03533 -0-73208 -0-50077 -0-25425 o-ooooo 
9 aJ -2-34579 -2-02582 - 1-53557 -0-61423 + 0-30711 + 0-79735 + 1-11733 + 1-22848 
3 -2-22234 - 1-62274 -0-79261 + 0-43145 + 1-06778 + 1-00800 + 0-60377 o-ooooo 
4 + 0-22206 + 0- 12362 + 0-00610 -0-10573 -0-07523 -0-00099 + 0-06921 + 0-09760 
5 + 3-87374 + 1-34147 -1-10319 - 1-85609 + 0-44393 + 1-62098 + 1-38851 0-00000 
6 + 3-01592 + 0-30783 -1-60125 -0-63548 + 1-38385 + 0-89423 -0-56563 - 1-33786 
7 -3-53118 + 0-61423 + 2-34963 -0-72783 - 1-27826 + 0•85080 + 1-62387 o•00000 
8 - 1-47717 + 0-71287 + 0-95896 -0-84450 + 0-20845 + 0-78697 -0-06598 -0-77403 
9 + 3-51868 -2-92698 - 1-57772 + 2-37635 -2-22956 -0-39602 + 2-16073 0-00000 

10 -2-95679 + 3-69114 + 0-06474 - 1•05886 + 1-73145 -2-01716 -0-59498 + 2-26371 
11 + 1-18662 -2-15849 + 0-86690 -0-56200 + 0-34455 +1-00575 - 1-15752 0-00000 
12 -0-19247 + 0-56331 -0-43616 + 0-39388 -0-37318 + 0-12579 + 0-20867 -0-36014 
13 + 0-00884 -0-09382 + 0-10725 -0-08670 + 0-05799 -0-07831 + 0-05401 0-00000 
14 + 0-00404 + 0-01002 -0-01633 + 0-00615 + 0-00361 + 0-00471 -0-01094 + 0-01323 
15 -0-00139 -0-00036 + 0-00141 + 0-00087 -0-00201 + 0-00153 -0-00082 0-00000 
16 + 0-00027 -o-oooio -o-ooooo -0-00027 + 0-00019 -0-00022 + 0•00024 -0-00024 
17 -0-00004 + 0-00002 -0-00002 + 0-00003 + 0-00001 -0-00000 -0-00000 o-ooooo 

c\ + 1-39101 -6-22255 - 1-41635 - 1•45925 - 2-32765 + 3-51196 + 4-41830 0•00000 
C'2 - 3-72993 + 3-38287 -2-55951 -2-85904 + 3-18625 + 0-59068 + 0-15792 + 1-13075 

Table VIII. 

(-l)*.(2n + l).|^4,.P.. «o = 10. 

n. 0'3. 10°. 20°. 

0 o
 

co 45°. OS
 

O
 o 

70°. 

0 o
 

GO CO
 

o
 0 

1 1-15625 - 1 10329 -1 01679 -0 83021 -0 58704 -0 40156 -0-20388 0 00000 
2 + 1-94572 + 1 68031 + 1 27368 + 0 50947 -0 25474 -0 66136 -0-92677 -1 01895 
3 — 5-47142 -3 99521 -1 95142 + 1 06223 + 2 62888 + 2 48170 + 1-48648 0 00000 
4 + 0-00643 + 0 00358 + 0 00018 -0 00306 -0 00218 -0 00003 + 0-00200 + 0 00282 
5 - 6-20597 — 2 14912 + i 76738 + 2 97358 -0 71120 — 2 59693 - 2-22449 0 00000 
6 + 8-02454 + 0 81905 -4 26049 - 1 69083 + 3 68205 + 2 37930 - 1-50498 - 3 55967 
7 - 1-63904 + 0 28510 + 1 09061 -0 33783 -0 59332 + 0 39491 + 0-75374 0 00000 
8 + 0-25319 -0 12219 -0 16437 + 0 14475 -0 03573 -0 13489 + 0-01131 + 0 13267 
9 - 2-07970 + 1 72998 + 0 93250 -1 40453 + 1 31777 + 0 23407 - 1-27709 0 00000 

10 + 1-747.59 -2 18162 -0 03826 + 0 62584 - 1 02336 + 1 19223 + 0-35166 -1 33795 
11 - 0-29624 + 0 53763 -0 21592 + 0 13998 -0 08582 -0 25051 + 0-28831 0 00000 
12 + 0-01234 -0 03612 + 0 02797 -0 02526 + 0 02393 -0 00807 -0-01338 + 0 02309 
13 - 0-00011 + 0 00122 -0 00139 + 0 00108 -0 00075 + 0 00101 -0-00070 0 00000 
14 
15 
16 

o-ooooi -0 00002 + 0 00004 -0 00001 + 0 00001 -0 00001 + 0-00002 -0 00003 

Vi 16-84873 -4 ■69369 + 0 •60497 + 1 ■60430 + 1 •96852 -0 •13731 - 1-17763 0 •00000 
D's + 11-98980 + 0 •16299 -3 • 16125 -0 ■43910 + 2 •38996 + 2 •76717 -2-08014 -5 •75802 

Note.—The gaps in Tables Y. to VIII. corresponding to 6 = 0 are left owing to the fact that the entries would be 

just double the corresponding entries in Tables I. to IY. respectively, as is shown at the end of § 2. 
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Table X. 

KCl = 1. KCl = 2. 

e. 
X. Yo. Zi. z* Yx. y2. Zx. z2. 

o 
0 -0-87964 + 0-36828 + 0-87964 -0-36828 -0-01686 - 1-00392 + 0-01686 + 1-00392 

10 -0-87409 + 0-36177 + 0-87833 -0-36931 -0-05133 -0-97319 + 0-03713 + 0-98979 
20 -0-85739 + 0-34240 + 0-87421 -0-37235 -0-15388 -0-88511 + 0-09780 + 0-94713 
30 -0-82898 + 0-31068 + 0-86695 -0-37735 -0-32775 -0-75189 + 0-19180 + 0-87470 

45 -0-76305 + 0-24213 + 0-84886 -0-38814 -0-67558 -0-50959 + 0-41394 + 0-70713 

60 -0-66730 + 0-15213 + 0-82006 -0-40234 - 1-10637 -0-28864 + 0-68944 + 0-46459 
70 -0-58650 + 0-08407 + 0-79396 -0-41326 - 1-39254 -0-19417 + 0-88593 + 0-26063 
80 -0-49274 + 0-01031 + 0-76198 -0-42497 - 1-63685 -0-16609 + 1-07223 + 0-02454 

90 -0-38750 -0-06572 + 0-72430 -0-43714 - 1-80040 -0-21751 + 1-22758 -0-23984 

100 -0-27326 -0-14203 + 0-68166 -0-44941 - 1-84751 -0-35271 + 1-33131 -0-52610 
110 -0-15360 -0-21597 + 0-63534 -0-46136 - 1-75394 -0-56577 + 1-36711 -0-82519 
120 -0-03310 -0-28649 + 0-58728 -0-47266 - 1-51443 -0-84086 + 1-32726 - 1-12573 

135 + 0-13733 -0-37819 + 0-51714 -0-48762 -0-93146 - 1-31449 + 1-14028 - 1-54979 

150 + 0-27800 -0-44904 + 0-45767 -0-49917 -0-23151 - 1-76695 + 0-86400 - 1-89896 
160 + 0-34623 -0-48198 + 0-42835 -0-50453 + 0-16600 -2-00347 + 0-70070 -2-06803 
170 + 0-38897 -0-50215 + 0-40985 -0-50783 + 0-44169 -2-15677 + 0-58211 -2-17383 
180 + 0-40352 -0-50896 + 0-40352 -0-50896 + 0-53950 -2-20986 + 0-53950 -2-20986 

K(l = = 9. KCl =10. 

e. 
X. Yo. Zi. z2. Yx. Y* Zx. Zo. 

o 

0 + 2-92118 - 2-92969 -2-92118 + 2-92969 + 2-0189 + 4-3765 -2-0189 - 4-3765 
10 + 2-85178 - 3-44035 -2-74647 + 3-25040 + 2-2090 + 4-5747 -2-3163 - 4-3554 
20 + 2-39601 - 4-21198 -2-11542 + 3-96256 i + 2-8996 + 4-1626 -3-1586 - 3-9348 
30 + 0-93972 - 4-34162 -0-77288 + 4-50196 + 4-2579 + 2-3038 -4-3085 - 2-5090 

45 -2-79263 - 3-71421 + 2•55340 + 3-69379 + 4-9757 - 1-3455 -4-7881 + 1-6373 

60 -4-11873 - 0-09190 + 4-54564 - 0-28764 i + 0-1954 - 5-0860 -0-3981 + 4-9827 
70 -2-65205 + 3-87786 + 2-71046 - 3-61300 -3-2701 ■ 3-8259 + 3-8519 + 3-3399 
80 + 0-44242 + 4-55372 -1-41433 + 4-42270 -4-4103 + 1-9553 + 4-7201 1-7529 

90 + 4-07803 + 0-45069 -4-49231 - 0-87232 - 1-3987 + 5-0868 + 0-1429 - 5-1878 

100 + 3-98050 - 3-34098 -2-63233 + 3-98232 + 4-5127 + 0-9681 -4-9162 - 1-5245 
110 -2-08115 - 2-44198 + 2-93266 + 3-77514 + 4-2248 - 3-2744 -2-4495 + 4-8109 
120 -5-97919 + 0-37778 + 4-53082 2-25240 -4-4893 - 1-9474 + 4’6565 + 2-8540 

135 + 4-89401 + 2-22161 -4-61842 ■ 2-86833 + 0-3279 + 1-5395 - 1-5266 - 6-0371 

150 + 0-17682 + 1-81954 + 0-68260 + 7-60056 + 4-2427 + 4-1158 -2-6272 + 8-0995 
160 -9-31245 - 10-01990 + 8-06560 - 3-40086 - 9•2435 - 7-4971 + 8-2673 + 0-7136 
170 -5-30982 -30-84685 + 5-13925 -28-36546 -7-1178 - 35-2790 + 6-5929 -31-6707 
180 + 0-74010 -41-89187 + 0-74010 -41-89187 + 0-7111 -51*5606 + 0-7111 -51-5606 

2 s 2 
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Table XI. 

9. 

Kffi = = 1. KCL = = 2. Ka = = 9. Ka - 10. 

Yr +Y22. ZP + Z22. Y^ + Yo2. Zi2 + Z22. Y!2 + Y22. Z12 + Z22. Y!2 + Y22. Z{- + z22. 

o 
0 0-9094 0-9094 1-0081 1-0081 17-12 17-12 23-23 23-23 

10 0-8949 0-9079 0-9497 0-9811 19-97 18-11 25-81 24-33 
20 0-8524 0-9029 0-8071 0-9066 23-48 20-18 25 • 74 25 • 46 
30 0-7837 0-8940 0-6728 0-8019 19-73 20-86 23-44 24-86 

45 0-6409 0-8712 0-7161 0-6714 21-59 20-16 26-57 25-61 

60 0-4684 0-8344 1-3074 0-6912 16-97 20-75 25-91 24-99 
70 0-3511 0-8012 1-9769 0-8528 22-07 20-40 25 • 33 25-99 
80 0-2429 0-7612 2-7069 1-1503 20-93 21-56 23-27 25-35 

90 0-1545 0-7157 3-2887 1-5645 16-83 20-94 27 • 83 26-93 

100 0-0948 0-6666 3-5377 2-0492 27-01 22-79 21-30 26-49 
110 0-0702 0-6165 3-3964 2-5499 10-29 22-85 28-57 29-14 
120 0-0832 0-5683 3-0005 3-0289 35-89 25-60 23-95 29-83 

135 0-1619 0-5052 2-5955 3-7021 28-89 29-56 2-48 38-78 

150 0-2789 0-4586 3-1757 4-3525 3-34 58-23 34-94 72-50 
160 0-3522 0•4380 4-0415 4-7677 187-1 76-62 141-65 68-87 
170 0-4035 0-4259 4-8467 5-0644 979-7 831-0 1295 1046 
180 0-4219 0-4219 5-1745 5-1745 1755 1755 2659 2659 

Fig.-l. Table X. (kci = 1). 
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Fig. 2. Table XI. (wi = 1). 

Fig. 3. Table X. (k« = 2). 
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Analysis of Results and Interpolation. 

(By A. T. Doodson.) 

4. A consideration of the results tabulated up to this point shows that for na = 9, 

10, they are not adequate for the complete representation of Y^ + Y/, Z12 + Z32 through¬ 

out the range of 6. Owing to the excessive labour involved in further computations 

from the original series, other methods were tried. The following sections are devoted 

to the discussion and presentation of this work. 

For values of 6, except those “ near ” 180°, the first approximation for large values 

of >ca, gives 

where 

Y, = — Zj = ttk« cos 0, 

Y2 — —Z2 — \kcl sin 0, b 

0 = 2cos ^ 0. 

*(10) 

Consider then the functions 

= Yj — ^-/ca cos 0, 

*i2 = Y2—|-na sin 0, 

£ = Zi + J/ca cos 0, 

£> = Z2+\r,a sin 0, 
(11) 

which express the amounts by which the functions Y1? Y2, Zl5 Z2 differ from the 

values given by (10). These functions and their derivatives are calculable from the 

* Bromwich, loc. cit. 
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preceding tables, at the values of 0 taken. Tables XX. to XXIII.* give steps in the 

necessary computations, and tigs. 5 to 12 show the results plotted against 6 from 0° 

to 150°. These curves show that for this range the first approximation is very good 

for Zl5 Z2. In fact, the curves for £, were easily drawn and gave interpolated values 

of Z,, Z3 to three places of decimals, the last figure being approximate. The functions 

i]2 have a greater number of oscillations and greater amplitudes, and there was in 

places some little doubt as to the exact forms of the curves. By careful examination 

and comparison of corresponding curves for the two cases of tea = 9 and 10, this 

difficulty was overcome. Such a comparison was more fruitful when the curves were 

plotted with 0 as abscissae, and this was done with t]U t]2, Cj, C2, though the curves are 

not given below. Corresponding curves are very similar but are not in phase with 

each other. In the range 6 = 0° to 90°, it was found possible to obtain Y1} Y2 to at 

least two places of decimals, with very little doubt. 

It was the work just described which led to the detection of errors mentioned in 

§§ 1, 3, How this was possible becomes evident on an examination of the formulae 

and numbers. For example, an error in Yj or Zx generally leads to a larger relative 

error in dYjdO and dZjdO, to a much larger relative error in t11 or and to a very 

much larger relative error in dtjJdO and dr^/dO. Thus, an error might pass unsuspected 

in the graph of Y1 (for example) but render the drawing of the graph of >/, impossible. 

Irregularities could also be detected in the curves plotted with 0 as abscissae. By 

these means it was possible easily to detect errors in Yu Y2, Z1? Z2, of the magni¬ 

tude O'Ol. The actual finding of the errors involved much patient revision 

of the summing of the series. Their existence had previously been entirely 

unsuspected. 

In this part of the work it was necessary to calculate a number of values of 

cos 0 and sin 0. The method adopted was to find 6 such that 0/x = r + 0]/l8O, 

where r is an integer and Qx = 0°, 10°, 20° ... 170°. This yielded about eighteen 

points on each undulation, and a selection from these was made according to 

circumstances. 

* Tables XXII., XXIII., and figs. 5 to 12 are not printed. 

Table XXII. gives rji, r)2, &c. (xa = 9, 10). 

„ XXIII. ,, 0»/i/d0, di]-2/dd, &c. (xa = 9 10). 

Fig. 5 gives the graph of r/j {<a = 9). 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

>> 

rji (xa = 10). 

1)2 (xa = 9). 

?/2 (xa = 10). 

Ci (Ka = 9)- 
Ci (Ka = 1°) 

C2 {Ka = 9). 
£2 (K£l = 10). 
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Table XX. 

Kd = 9. 
a 

Kd = 10. 

t—
l 

G
O

 
O

 
-5

 

sin 6. cos 0. 

u. 
18O0/7T. sin 0. cos 0. 

1031-3240 -0-75099 + 0-66032 

o 

0 1145-9156 + 0-91295 + 0-40808 
1027-3995 -0-79442 + 0-60737 10 1141-5550 + 0-87927 + 0-47631 
1015-6558 -0-90141 + 0-43296 20 1128-5066 + 0-74903 + 0-66253 
996-1825 -0-99418 + 0-10770 30 1106-8694 + 0-45196 + 0-89204 

952-8189 -0-79673 -0-60434 45 1058-6878 -0-36345 + 0-93161 

893-1527 + 0-11922 -0-99287 60 992-3918 -0-99913 + 0-04173 
844-8112 + 0-82104 -0-57087 70 938-6791 -0-62496 -0-78066 
790-0400 + 0-93993 + 0-34136 80 877-8222 + 0-37748 -0-92602 

729-2561 + 0-16085 + 0-98698 90 810-2846 + 0-99999 -0-00497 

662-9223 -0-83941 + 0-54350 100 736-5803 + 0-28536 + 0-95842 
591-5431 -0-78308 -0-62192 110 657-2702 -0-88886 + 0-45819 
515-6620 + 0-41212 -0-91113 120 572-9577 -0-54402 -0-83907 

394-6706 + 0-56880 + 0-82244 135 438-5229 + 0-98000 + 0-19898 

266-9263 -0-99856 -0-05362 150 296-5847 -0-89427 + 0-44752 
179-0876 + 0-01592 -0-99987 160 198-9861 -0-32534 -0-94560 
89-8858 + 1-00000 + 0-00199 170 99-8731 + 0-98519 -0-17125 
o-oooo 0-00000 + 1-00000 180 o-oooo o-ooooo + 1-00000 

Table XXI. 

Kd = = 9. 

e. 

Kd = 10. 

3 o ^ . sin 0. 
CP 

a „ 
5i-cose' 

3 • « 
3#'sm9' 

a „ 
§»'cosa 

o-ooooo o-ooooo 
o 

0 o-ooooo o-ooooo 
-0-00832 -0-01088 10 -0-00725 + 0-01337 
-0-01181 -0-02459 20 -0-02008 + 0-02270 
-0-00438 -0-04042 30 -0-04029 + 0-02042 

+ 0-03633 -0-04789 45 -0-06222 -0-02428 

+ 0-07798 + 0-00936 60 -0-00364 -0-08719 
+ 0-05143 + 0-07397 70 + 0-07815 -0-06256 
-0-03447 + 0-09491 80 + 0-10389 + 0-04235 

-0-10963 + 0-01787 90 + 0-00061 + 0-12341 

-0-06540 -0-10100 100 -0-12814 + 0-03815 
+ 0-08002 -0-10076 110 -0-06551 -0-12708 
+ 0-12395 + 0-05606 120 + 0-12683 -0-08223 

-0-11936 + 0-08255 135 -0-03208 + 0-15802 

+ 0-00814 -0-15151 150 -0-07544 -0-15076 
+ 0-15467 + 0-00246 160 + 0-16253 -0-05592 
-0-00031 + 0-15648 170 + 0-02977 + 0-17129 
-0-15708 + 0-00000 180 + 0-17453 + 0-00000 
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5. There remains the discussion of Y1} Y2 for the range 6 = 90° to 180°, and of 

Zl5 Z2 for the range 6 = 120° to 180°. For portions of these ranges a method was 

used which consists in decomposing tlu >?2, £2 into functions for which graphical 

interpolation is easier. 

For both kci = 9 and 10, take 

>?! = a1 cos 0 + /3: sin 0, £ = yx cos 0 + ^x sin 0, 

rj2 = a3 cos 0 + ft2 sin 0, = y2 cos 0 + S2 sin 0, 
(12) 

where a15 a2, /31, fi2) yl, y2, S2 are functions of 0 only. 

These functions, thus defined, are perfectly determinate, but they can only be used 

for net = 9, 10. Together with their derivatives, they are calculable for the tabulated 

values of 0. We have, in fact, 

a, = 

a 9 

A (;/]/sin 0) 

■ A (cot 0) 

A (%/cos 0) 

A (tan 0) ' 
■ /33 = 

A (>;i/cos 0) 

A (tan 0) 

A (^/sin 0) 

A (cot 0) ’ 

(13) 

with similar formulae for ylf y2, Su $2, where AF (kci) denotes F (10) —F (9). Also, 

dax 
A ffa/sin e) + -4- 

do 180 

Mi = A f §21/cos a 7T 

VS6> / 180 

sin {aj + ^A (kcc cot 0)} 

sin 6 {/31 + ajA (kci tan 0)’ 

A (cot 0), 1 

A (tan 0), 

(14) 

with similar formulae for the remaining cases. 

The values of the functions themselves are given in Table XXIY. for the range 

6 = 0° to 150°, and are plotted by means of small circles in figs. 13 to 16. As will 

be seen, it is possible to draw smooth curves with few undulations approximately 

through these points. The complete graphs of a,, a,, &c., differ from the curves of 

figs. 13 to 16 by a number of ripples. An attempt has only been made to draw these 

ripples in those parts of the curves actually required for interpolation. For this the 

gradients were necessary, and the values of the derivatives used are given in 

Table XXY. With the limited data of Tables XXIY., XXA7. the drawing of the 

ripples is not perfectly determinate, but it was assumed that the graphs of rju >/2, &c. 

(and of Yj, Y2, &c.), are without ripples, and after a number of trials the ripples of 

the graphs of a1} a2, &c., were drawn in such a way as to secure this, but they are not 

given in the figures. 

YOL. CCXVII.-A. 2 T 
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Table XXIV. 

0. ft. ft. n- 8 1- 72- i 2. 

o 

0 -0 068 + 0 007 -0 340 + o- 296 + 0 068 -o- 007 + 0 340 -0 296 
10 -0 036 -0 183 + 0 049 + 0 285 + 0 043 + 0 051 + o- 197 -0 277 
20 -0 040 -0 516 + 0 308 + 0 282 + 0 015 + 0 192 -0 022 -0 261 
30 + 0 005 -0 459 -0 121 + o- 115 + 0 022 + 0 293 -0 056 -0 250 

45 + 0 290 -0 129 -0 172 + 0 440 -0 035 + 0 242 + 0 008 -0 190 

60 -0 352 -0 001 + 0 116 + 0 648 -0 057 + 0 187 + 0 003 -0 250 
70 -0 469 -0 428 + 0 545 + 0 461 -0 046 + 0 140 -0 059 -0 228 
80 -0 620 -0 938 + 0 324 + 0 059 -0 039 + 0 143 -0 131 -0 199 

90 -0 144 -1 38 + 0 085 -0 291 -0 072 + 0 118 -0 187 -0 120 

100 + 0 212 -1 69 -0 696 -0 272 -0 164 f 0 116 
■ 

-0 260 -0 025 
110 + 0 960 -1 68 -1 34 -0 050 -0 267 + 0 041 -0 377 + 0 070 
120 + 1 360 -1 56 _ 2 31 + 0 576 -0 505 -0 070 -0 541 + 0 261 

135 + 2 23 -1 14 - 3 90 + 2 28 
. 

-0 861 -0 368 -1 26 + 0 495 

150 + 3 30 -0 59 -6 81 + 5 83 -1 586 -0 356 -3 20 + 1 71 

Table XXV. 

6. 
3aj 

30 
3/3i 
30' 

3 a-i 

30' 

3/32 
30' 

3yi 
30' 

3Sj 

30' 

38, 

30' 

o 

90 
100 
110 
120 
135 
150 

+ 0-052 
+ 0-049 
+ 0-066 
+ 0-050 
+ 0-022 
+ 0 034 

-0-062 
-0-009 
-0-020 
+ 0-055 
+ 0-049 
+ 0-010 

-0-043 
-0-082 
-0-075 
-0-087 
-0-148 
-0-400 

+ 0-0032 
-0-0099 
+ 0-065 
+ 0-056 
+ 0-089 
+ 0-148 

-0-026 
-0-055 
-0-027 

-0-014 
-0-005 
-0-036 
-0-049 

-0-064 
-0-277 

+ 0-019 
+ 0-023 
+ 0-124 
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Fig. 16. Table XXIV. 
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In using the functions au a2, &c., considerations of the possible forms for the 

theoretical higher approximations for large values of tea have been continually in 

mind. Take Yl5 for example ; the first approximation being Yx = |-kci cos 0, let us 

assume an expression of the form 

Yx = A (6, kci) cos {<£ (0, kci)}.(15) 

Then in the first approximation, we have 

A (0, KCl) = \kC<j, d? (0, kci) = 0. 

Let us now suppose that higher approximations are got by taking 

A (6, kci) = \ko, + A0 (6) + ——, $ {6, ko) = 0+ , . (16) 
\kCL ) kCI tea 

where the new functions of 0 are small compared with kcc. The omission of a term 

independent of kcc in $ (6, ko) is necessary if YJwkci cos 0 -> 1 as kci -> co. 

To the same order of approximation, (16) yields 

m = f«0+ —) cos ©+ (b0+ — ) sin 0,.(17) 
\ K(ll \ kOj} 

where a0, alf b0, b1 are functions of 6, being calculable in terms of those in (16). 

We then obtain, from (13), 

ci0 + 
180 

19 + 
sin (38 cos -gfi)] 

sin (2 cos ^6) j 

by sin (18 cos |-0) sin (20 cos |-0) 

90 sin (2 cos ^6) 
(18) 

and a similar expression for /3V 

It is interesting to compare this hypothetical approximate expression for ay with 

what is known about the exact value of this function. Since the coefficients of c+ 

and by in (18) are rapidly oscillating functions of 6 with small amplitude, the 

suggestion immediately arises that the smooth curve ax of fig. 13 is the graph of «0,' 

19 
or perhaps of cs0+ -— ay, and that the ripples of the same figure are approximately 

180 

represented by the remainder of (18). 

From 6 — 150° to 9 = 180° simple graphical interpolation of Y1? Y2, Zl5 Z2 has been 

relied upon. 

Table XXYI. contains all the interpolated values of Yj, Y2, Z1} Z2, Y12 + Y22, Zx2 + Z22 

that have been used. 
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Table XXVI. 

K(h = 9. • 

9. X. - Yo. Zi. Z3. Yi2 +Yo2. Zx2 + Z22. 

o 

5-81 2-893 3-096 -2-863 + 3-038 18-0 17-43 
12-70 2-791 — 3-680 -2-631 + 3-426 21-3 18-66 
17-00 2-610 - 4-035 -2-369 + 3-737 23-1 19-58 

20-42 2-361 _ 4-233 • -2-077 + 3-992 23-5 20-25 
23-34 2-043 — 4-337 - 1-760 + 4-191 23-0 20-66 
25 • 95 1-678 - 4-367 - 1-420 + 4-343 21-9 20-88 

28-31 1-272 _ 4-360 - 1-059 + 4-449 20-6 20-92 
30-50 0-830 — 4-333 -0-683 + 4-513 19-5 20-83 
32-55 0-370 - 4-284 -0-293 + 4-540 18-5 20-70 

34-48 -0-102 _ 4-241 + 0-102 + 4-532 18-0 20‘55 
36-30 -0-562 — 4-182 + 0-496 + 4-488 17-8 20-39 
38 ■ 05 - 1-015 - 4-114 + 0-895 + 4-412 18-0 20-27 

39-71 - 1-459 _ 4-036 + 1-286 + 4-299 18-4 20-13 
41-32 - 1-878 — 3-960 + 1-672 + 4-158 ' 19-2 20-09 
42-86 -2-270 - 3-875 + 2-045 + 3-987 20-2 20-08 

44-36 -2-623 _ 3-783 + 2-414 + 3-788 21-2 20-18 
45-81 -2-952 — 3-641 + 2-739 + 3-565 22-0 20-21 
47-22 -3-234 - 3-493 + 3-063 i T* 3-318 22-7 20-39 

48-58 -3-487 _ 3-312 + 3-352 + 3-047 23-1 20-52 
49-92 -3-696 — 3-105 + 3-616 + 2-751 23-3 20-64 
51-22 -3-869 - 2-870 + 3-854 + 2-440 OQ. 9 

j-iO 20-81 

52-49 -3-998 _ 2-580 + 4-056 + 2-106 22-6 20-89 
53-73 -4-081 . — 2-251 + 4-225 + 1-759 21-7 20-95 
54- 95 -4-169 - 1-893 + 4-364 + 1-396 21-0 20-99 

56-14 -4-203 _ 1-511 + 4-465 + 1-022 19-9 20-98 
57-31 -4-207 — 1-110 + 4-531 + 0-639 18-9 20-94 
58-47 -4-198 - 0-686 + 4-560 + 0-250 18-1 20-86 

60-70 - 4-073 0-201 + 4-515 _ 0-535 16-6 20-67 
62-86 -3-872 + 1-099 + 4-330 - 1-309 16-2 20-46 
64 • 96 -3-581 + 2-000 + 4-016 2-048 16-8 20-32 

67-00 - 3•247 + 2-826 + 3-577 _ 2-733 18-5 20-26 
68-99 - 2-873 + 3-551 + 3-032 — 3-337 20-9 20-34 
70-93 -2-439 + 4-137 + 2-395 - 3-847 23-1 20-54 

72-82 - 1-967 + 4 • 589 + 1-688 _ 4-234 24-9 20-78 
74-68 - 1-427 + 4-845 + 0-930 — 4-498 25‘5 .21-10 
76-49 -0-829 + 4-917 + 0-143 - 4-615 24-9 21-32 

78-26 -0-217 + 4-820 -0-645 _ 4-587 23-3 21-46 
80-00 + 0-442 + 4-554 -1-418 — 4-421 21-6 21-56 
81-72 + 1-123 + 4-123 -2-146 — 4-109 18-3 21-49 
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Table XXVI. (continued). 

Kd = 9. 

e. V. ' Y* u z2. Y^ + Ys*. . Zi2 + Z-22. 

o 

83-41 + 1-784 + 3-541 -2-812 3-671 15-7 21-38 
85-06 + 2-415 + 2-873 -3-392 3-116 14-1 21-22 
86-69 + 3-004 + 2-116 -3-872 2-462 13-5 21-05 

88-30 + 3-574 + 1-316 - 4-238 1-727 14-5 20-94 
89-88 + 4-034 + 0-514 -4-477 — 0-934 16-5 20-92 
91-45 + 4-410 - 0-281 -4-585 - 0-108 19-5 21-03 

92-99 4-68 _ 1-03 - 4-552 0-729 23-0 21-25 
94-51 4-81 — 1-71 -4-380 1-540 26-1 21-56 
96-01 4-81 - 2-31 -4-068 2-300 28-5 21-84 

97-50 4-65 _ 2-78 -3-632 3-006 29-4 22-23 
98-97 4-31 — 3-16 -3-081 3-615 28-6 22-56 

100-42 3-84 - 3-41 -2-431 4-112 26-4 22-82 

101-86 3-21 _ 3-57 - 1-709 4-485 23-1 23-04 
103-39 2-48 — 3-59 -0-923 4-716 19-0 23-09 
104-70 1-62 - 3-51 -o-ioo 4-800 14-9 23-05 

106-09 0-71 _ 3-32 + 0-735 4-734 11-5 22-95 
107-48 -0-27 — 3-07 1 • 556 4-527 9-5 22-92 
108-85 - 1-25 - 2-75 2-324 4-177 9-1 22-85 

110-21 -2-27 _ 2-39 3-040 3-694 10-9 22-89 
111-56 -3-17 — 1-99 3-661 3-078 14-0 22-88 
112-90 -3-98 - 1-60 4-181 2-360 18-4 23-05 

114-22 -4-72 _ 1-19 4-580 1-559 23-7 23-41 
115-54 -5-31 - 0-79 4-834 0-704 28-8 23-86 
116-85 -5-75 - 0-41 4-937 - 0-170 33-2 24-40 

118-15 -5-99 _ 0-07 4-879 _ 1-052 35-9 24-91 
119-44 -6-04 + 0-25 4-669 — 1-905 36-5 25-43 
120-73 -5-88 0-52 4-31 - 2-76 34*8 26-2 

122-00 -5-54 0-76 3-82 _ 3-50 31-3 26-8 
123-27 -5-01 0-93 3-17 — 4-16 26-0 27-4 
124-53 -4-31 1-10 2 • 42 - 4-67 19-8 27-7 

125-78 -3-46 1-24 1-59 _ 5-06 13-5 . 28-1 
127-02 - 2-47 1-41 0-70 — 5-31 8-1 28-7 
128-26 - 1-37 1-55 -0-21 - 5-40 4-3 29-2 

129-49 -0-20 1-67 -no _ 5-30 2-8 29-3 
130-72 + 1-02 1-83 1-99 - 5-05 4-4 29-5 

131-94 2-22 1-95 -2-84 - 4-62 8-7 29-4 

133-15 3-36 2-05 -3-63 — 4-04 15-5 29-5 

134-36 4-39 2-15 -4-30 - 3-31 23-9 29-5 

135-56 5-31 2*28 -4-85 — 2-47 33-4 29-6 
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Table XXVI. (continued). 

H 

6. V. y2. Zi. Z2. Y!2 + Y22. Z^ + Zo2. 

o 

136-76 6-02 2-55 -5-27 - 1-49 42-7 30-0 
137-95 6-56 2-77 -5-52 0-44 50-7 30-7 
139-14 6-89 3-00 -5-60 + 0-67 56-5 31-8 

140-32 6-99 3-16 -5-52 1-81 58-9 33-8 
141-50 6-90 3 • 35 -5-29 2-93 58-8 36-6 

i 142-68 6-56 3-41 -4-85 4-04 54-7 . 39-8 

143-85 6-04 3-40 -4-23 5-02 48-0 43-1 
145-01 5-29 3-33 -3-49 5-90 39-1 47-0 
146-18 4-33 3-16 - 2-62 6-65 28-7 51-1 

147-33 3-19 2-88 - 1-68 7-17 18-5 54-2 
148-49 1-93 2-45 -0-67 7-52 9-7 57-0 
149-65 0-58 1 -97 + 0-36 7-62 4-2 58-2 

150-2 -2-50 0-5 2-6 7-1 6-5 57 
150-4 -4-82 1-2 4-4 5-7 24-6 52 
150-6 -6-81 3-6 6-02 3-6 59-4 49 
150-8 -8-17 6-5 7-28 0-5 109 53 

160-2 -9-58 - 14-2 8-32 - 8-1 294 135 
160-4 -9-30 - 18-1 8-18 - 12-8 415 231 
160-6 -8-42 -22-4 7-60 - 17-9 573 378 
160-8 - 6 ■ 98 -26-9 6-36 - 23-1 773 574 

170-2 -3-20 -34-8 3-60 -33-0 1220 1100 
170-4 - 1-20 - 38-0 2-18 - 37-2 1445 1390 
170-6 0-00 - 40-2 1-36 -40-0 1620 1600 
170-8 0-60 -41-5 0-82 -41-3 1720 1710 

K(t =10. 

e. V. y2. Zi. z2. Yx2 +Y22. Zr + ZA. 

o 

4-58 -2-085 ■ 4-376 23-60 
11-65 2-28 4-59 - 2•420 4-330 26-3 24-61 
15-83 2-53 4-51 -2-750 4-197 26-7 25-17 

19-12 2-80 4-26 -3-066 - 4-002 26-0 25-42 
21-93 3-12 3-91 -3-369 3-751 25-0 25-42 
24-42 3-44 3-48 -3-656 3-455 23-9 25-30 

26-68 3-75 3-03 -3-924 - 3-118 23-2 25-12 
28-77 4-07 2-58 -4-168 ■ 2-750 23-1 24-93 
30-71 4-36 2-15 -4-386 2-360 23-5 24-81 
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Table XXYI. (continued). 

KCl =10. 

e. Yx. Y2. 

32-55 4 64 1- 72 
34-29 4- 87 1- 27 
35 • 95 5- 06 o- 86 

37-53 5- 20 o- 47 
39-06 5- 27 o- 10 
41 • 95 5- 24 - o- 69 

44-66 5 02 _ 1- 26 
47-22 4 59 — 1 94 
49-66 3 96 - 2 63 

51-99 3 21 _ 3 27 
54 • 22 2 45 — 3 86 
56-38 1 64 - 4 43 

58-46 0 82 _ 4 85 
60-48 0 00 — 5 14 
62-43 - 0 77 - 5 30 

64-34 1 48 _ 5 28 
66-19 — 2 12 — 5 01 
68-00 - 2 65 - 4 55 

69-77 _ 3 22 _ 3 92 
71-50 — 3 64 - 3 15 
73-19 - 3 98 - 2 23 

74-85 _ 4 22 1 25 
76-48 - 4 39 — 0 23 
79-68 - 4 45 + 1 76 

82-74 _ 4 21 3 41 
85-72 - 3 38 4 60 
88-62 - 2 •04 5 11 

91-45 _ 0 •59 4 87 
94-21 + 1 •13 4 03 
96-91 2 •83 2 75 

99-56 4 •31 1 24 
102-15 5 •37 — 0 30 
104-70 5 •77 - 1 62 

107-20 5 •44 _ 2 •62 
109-67 4 •42 — 3 •25 
112-10 2 •74 - 3 •39 

114-49 0 •63 _ 3 •23 
116-85 — 1 •65 — 

O •81 
119-18 - 3 •82 - 2 •18 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. 

Zi. Z2. Yi2 + Y2 

-4-577 - 1-945 24-5 
-4-738 - 1-520 25-3 
-4-863 1-085 26 • 3 

-4-956 - 0-644 27-3 
-5-009 - 0-200 27-8 
-4-993 0-678 27-9 

-4-825 1-530 26-8 
-4-498 2-328 24-8 
-4-029 3-049 22-6 

- 3•430 3 • 680 21-0 

-2-720 4-200 20-9 

-1-926 4-604 22-3 

-1-068 4-878 24-2 

-0-181 5-000 26-4 

+ 0-708 4-969 28-7 

+ 1-577 4-790 30-1 
2-390 4-470 29-6 
3-133 4-006 27-7 

3-777 3-425 25-7 
4-300 2-731 23 * 2 

4-698 1-949 20-8 

4 • 943 1-101 19-4 
5-044 0-216 19-3 
4-786 1-569 22-9 

3 • 950 - 3-166 29-6 
2-633 4-385 32-6 

0-998 ■ 5-074 30-3 

-0-767 - 5-139 24-1 

- 2•457 - 4-560 17-5 

- 3-861 - 3-414 15-6 

-4-809 - 1-824 20-1 

-5-184 o-ooo 28-9 

-4-919 1-840 35-9 

-4-050 3'455 36-5 

-2-660 4-688 30-1 

-0-919 5-336 19-0 

+ 0-972 5-343 10-9 

2-761 4-682 10-6 

4 • 245 3-418 19-3 

2 IT 

ZX2 + ZA 

24-73 
24-76 
24-83 

24- 98 
25- 13 
25-39 

25-62 
25-65 
25-53 

25-31 
25 • 04 
24-90 

24- 87 
25- 03 
25-19 

25 • 43 
25- 69 
25 • 87 

26- 00 
25-95 
25-87 

25-G4 
25- 49 
25 • 37 

25 • 62 
26- 16 
26- 75 

27- 00 
26-83 
26 • 58 

26-46 
26-87 
27 • 59 

28- 34 
29- 06 
29-31 

29-49 
29-54 
29-70 
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Table XXYI. (continued). 

KCl = 10. 

0. Yx. yl . Zi- Z, Yx2 + Y22. ZP + ZA 

0 
121 49 5 55 1 31 5 243 + 1 61 32 5 30 1 
123 77 — 6 60 — 0 74 5 585 — 0 31 44 1 31 3 
124 90 - 6 83 - 0 50 5 511 - 1 30 46 9 32 1 

126 03 _ 6 84 _ 0 18 5 240 _ 2 29 47 1 32 
hr 
7 

127 15 - 6 64 + 0 07 4 795 — 3 23 44 1 33 4 
128 26 - 6 20 + 0 26 4 179 - 4 08 38 5 34 1 

129 37 — 5 54 + 0 48 3 462 _ 4 82 30 9 35 2 
130 47 - 4 67 + 0 70 2 601 — 5 42 22 3 36 2 
131 57 - 3 63 ~r 0 91 1 662 - 5 84 14 0 36 9 

132 66 _ 2 47 + 1 03 0 664 _ 6 09 7 2 37 5 
133 75 - 1 20 + 1 33 -0 358 — 6 18 3 2 38 2 

134 84 + 0 03 1 49 - 1 375 - 6 06 2 2 38 6 

135 92 1 42 1 76 _ 2 372 - 5 76 5 1 38 8 
137 00 2 74 I 99 - 3 320 5 26 11 5 38 7 
138 07 3 98 2 24 -4 178 4 57 20 9 38 4 

139 14 5 09 2 45 - 4 912 _ 3 70 31 9 37 8 
140 21 6 02 2 77 - 5 501 — 2 69 44 5 37 5 
141 27 6 79 3 10 - 5 926 - 1 56 55 7 37 6 

142 33 7 35 3 42 - 6 173 _ 0 32 65 7 38 2 
143 38 7 73 3 78 - 6 236 + 1 00 74 0 39 9 
144 43 7 87 4 01 - 6 112 2 32 78 0 43 7 

145 48 7 72 4 29 -5 816 3 63 78 0 47 0 
146 53 7 33 4 41 - 5 358 4 88 73 2 52 5 
147 57 6 64 4 46 -4 736 6 00 64 0 58 4 

148 61 5 75 4 40 — 3 934 6 96 52 4 63 9 
149 65 4 64 4 20 _ 2 982 7 75 39 2 69 0 

151 3 00 3 80 -1 50 8 68 23 i 77 6 
152 i 78 3 29 - 0 34 9 00 14 0 81 1 
153 0 19 2 62 1 00 9 15 6 9 84 7 
154 - 1 32 i 80 2 20 8 93 5 0 84 5 
155 - 2 74 0 83 3 30 8 40 7 2 81 5 
156 — 4 02 — 0 39 4 50 7 53 16 3 77 0 
157 - 5 32 — 1 73 5 44 6 22 31 3 68 3 
158 - 6 72 — 3 59 6 40 4 33 58 1 59 7 
159 7 78 - 5 50 7 27 2 60 90 8 59 7 

162 — 10 62 _ 12 45 9 17 _ 4 80 268 107 
164 - 10 96 — 18 2 9 5 — 11 0 451 210 
166 - 10 58 — 23 5 9 1 — 17 3 664 380 
168 9 00 - 29 5 7 9 - 24 8 951 680 

172 — 4 76 _ 41 0 4 7 _ 38 0 1700 1470 
174 _ 2 33 — 45 6 3 0 — 43 9 2080 1940 
176 - 0 23 - 49 3 1 6 — 48 4 2430 2350 
178 + 0 60 — 51 0 0 8 — 51- 0 2600 2600 

| 
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Fig. 19. Tables X., XVIII., XXVI. (<a = 9) Y2. 

Fig. 20. Tables X., XVIII., XXVI (m = 10) Y2. 
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Figs. 25 to 28 give the final graphs of Yj + Yfi Zj + Z.,2, the obtaining of which 

has been the object of the whole work. 

From 0 = 0° to 120° the curve for Zj+Zj is probably correct to 0'2 per cent. ; from 

120° to 150°, to 0-5 per cent. ; from 150° to 180°, to 1 per cent. The curve for 

Yj2 + Y22 is probably correct to 1 per cent, throughout the range. 

These curves are drawn to different scales, as Zj + Zj is approximately constant up 

to 0 — 120°, while Y^ + Y/ has oscillations of increasing amplitude. The curves for 

Yj2 +Y22 illustrate these oscillations up to the point where the last minimum occurs; 

after this the value of Yx2 + Y22 increases rapidly to a maximum at 6 = 180°. The 

curves for Zj + Z.j illustrate the behaviour of this function up to 6 = 140°, but do not 

show the last oscillation before the function begins to increase rapidly to its maximum 

at 6 = 180°. For this range data are given in the tables. 
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IX. Bakerian Lecture.—On X-rays and the Theory of Radiation. 

By C. G. Barilla, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of 

Edinburgh. 

Lecture delivered May 25, 1916,—MS. received January 3, 1917. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Of the various possible methods of approaching present day problems of electro¬ 

magnetic radiation—particularly the problem of reconciling with the older electro- 

magnetic theory those experimental facts which have led to the formulation of the 

Quantum Theory—the most profitable is probably to be found in the study of the 

phenomena of Bontgen radiation. 

Primarily this is due not to the accuracy which may be attained in measurements 

upon radiation of this type, though this is an important factor, but to the 

fundamental nature of the phenomena themselves. The result of this is shown both 

in the simplicity and in the generality of the laws observed. 

My purpose in this lecture is to call attention to some of the most significant 

experimental facts bearing on the nature of the processes resulting in the emission of 

X-rays—dwelling especially on the work I have been able to do in the last few 

years. Some of this I indicated in short notices appearing in ‘ Nature at the 

beginning of last year, but the communications were too brief, perhaps, to be fully 

intelligible. Although the war has naturally retarded the work since then, certain 

facts have been established sufficiently conclusively, and, what is important, are 

sufficiently simple in themselves, to justify a further and more complete announce¬ 

ment. And though the theory put forward will provide subjects for investigation for 

some years to come, much might be lost by waiting for more complete evidence. 

I therefore propose to give in outline the experimental basis for this theory. (A 

detailed description of the experiments themselves may be left for publication 

elsewhere.) In addition, the results of earlier work which has a direct bearing on 

recent problems of radiation will be incorporated. The significance of much of this 

work has probably been overlooked in discussions on the theory of radiation. 

The known processes resulting in the emission of X-rays will be considered under 

* “Problems of Radiation,” ‘Nature,’ February 18, 1915, and “X-ray Fluorescence and the Quantum 

Theory,” ‘Nature,’ March 4, 1915. 

vol. ccxvii.—a 557. 2 y [Published, August 29, 1917. 
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three heads, the names we apply to the radiations produced :—-(l) scattered X-rays ; 

(2) fluorescent (characteristic)'X-rays ; (3) primary X-rays. This order has been 

chosen as probably leading to the greatest simplicity of treatment. 

SCATTERED X-RADIATION. 

When X-rays traverse matter of any kind, that matter becomes the source of a 

radiation of X-rays indistinguishable in kind from the primary radiation exciting it.# 

What in many ways appears to be simply a re-directed or scattered primary beam is, 

however, more truly a new radiation. The similarity between the primary radiation 

and the secondary radiation of this type, while perhaps tending rather to mask the 

full importance of the phenomenon in reality enhances the value of the results 

obtained. The simplicity of necessity permits of less ambiguity in the interpretation 

of the experimental results. 

The established facts which have an obvious bearing on the theory of radiation may 

be briefly stated. 

1. Slight polarization of the primary radiation—as shown by the variation in 

intensity of radiation scattered around such a primary beam,t 

2. Polarization of the scattered X-radiation, proceeding in a direction perpendicular 

to that of propagation of the primary radiation^ (such as is shown in light 

scattered from the sky), and 

3. The close agreement between wide limits, of the theoretical and experimental 

distribution of radiation scattered in a plane containing the direction of pro¬ 

pagation of the primary beam,§ 

are inexplicable except on the transverse wave theory. 

These experimental results were, in fact, looked for as necessarily following from 

such a theory. Similar results may, however, be obtained by transverse waves along 

strings or flexible tubes. An arrangement of flexible tubes may be used in lecture 

demonstrations illustrating mechanical phenomena exactly analogous to the three 

above-mentioned X-radiation phenomena. 

* Barkla, ‘Phil. Mag.,’June, 1903; May, 1904; June, 1906; February, 1908. 

t Barkla, ‘Nature,’ March 17, 1904; ‘Phil. Trans. Roy. Socvol. 204, 1905 ; ‘Phil. Mag.,’June, 

1906. 

J Barkla, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 77, 1906. 

§ Barkla, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ February, 1908; Barkla and Ayres, ‘Phil. Mag.,’February, 1911. AVhen 

the secondary radiation experimented upon is 'purely scattered radiation, the distribution experimentally 

determined agrees with the theoretical distribution remarkably closely between the limits of 180° and 

about 30° for 0. On the other hand the discrepancy between the two becomes very marked for small 

values of 6, indicating either the necessity for some modification of the simple theory in this direction, or 

possibly the superposition of other effects. Various possibilities might be suggested, but they could not 

at present be regarded as more than speculations. 
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Difficult as the first two results would be to explain on any entity or quantum 

theory—that is, any theory assuming radiation itself to exist in definite indivisible 

bundles or quanta—perhaps the strongest evidence against this is provided by the 

third fact stated above. The distribution calculated and given by the expression 

D = D/2 (1 + cos20) where I9 is the intensity of radiation scattered in a direction 

making an angle 9 with that of propagation of the primary beam depends essentially 

on a steady variation with direction, not of a number of indivisible entities, but of the 

energy density around a single radiating charge—-an electron in this case. 

4. Further, measurements of the energy of radiation scattered* have furnished one 

of the most searching and critical of tests that could be applied to any theory. 

In the early experiments it was found that the intensity of the radiation scattered 

from light elements was simply proportional to the mass of scattering substance 

traversed.! That is, the intensity of scattering per atom or molecule of scattering 

substance was proportional to its atomic or molecular weight—independent of 

density, chemical combination, or state of ionization of the substance. It thus became 

evident that neither atoms, molecules, nor gaseous ions were the scattering units, but 

that the scattering particles were the constituent electrons, and that in general, for 

light atoms, the number per atom was proportional to the atomic weight. 

Using the result of a calculation given by Sir J. J. Thomson, for the fraction of a 

beam lost by scattering per centimetre of its path, 

/ = 
8 
— N — u2 
3 m2^ ’ 

where N is the number per cubic centimetre of particles of charge e and mass m, it 

was calculated that the number of electrons per atom was several times the atomic 

weight. With the much more accurate data available for N, —, e, a few years ago 

I showed that the intensity is such as on the old spreading wave theory would be given 

by 1 electron per atom of H, 6 per atom of C, 7 per atom of N, 8 for 0, 15 or 16 for 

S, &c. 

These results concerning the constitution of the atom have been confirmed by 

independent evidence and are becoming generally accepted. Thus Rutherford,J 

from experiments on the scattering of a particles, arrived approximately at the 

complementary conclusion—that the central nucleus charge of an atom is ~ where w 

* Barkla, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ May, 1904; ‘Jahrb. d. Radioaktivitat u. Elektronik,’ 1908 ; ‘Phil. Mag.,’ 

May, 1911. 

t Hydrogen scattered about twice as much as the other elements, mass for mass. This at the time was 

thought to be due to impurity. Crowther, however, later obtained a value only slightly lower 

than this. 

1 ‘Phil. Mag.,’ May, 1911. 

2 Y 2 
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is the atomic weight and e the electronic charge. (This nucleus, together with the 

number of electrons found from the scattering of X-rays, constitutes a neutral atom.) 

Bohr* on certain assumptions has shown that such an atom is capable of forming 

the basis of an explanation of the line spectra of hydrogen and helium, agreeing in a 

most remarkable way with experimental fact. 

Moseley, t too, has given further evidence in support of the conclusion as to the 

number of electrons per atom. His “ atomic numbers ” are identical with the values 

given above. 

This agreement is probably much more remarkable and significant than it at first 

sight appears. For apart from the orthodox electromagnetic theory of radiation, the 

intensity of the scattered radiation might have been anything between say xoW part 

and 1000 times what was experimentally observed; yet the value experimentally 

determined twelve years ago—long before the precise significance of the results could 

be realized—agrees within a very small fraction with that to be expected on the modern 

conception of the atom and the old electromagnetic theory of radiation. Originally, 

while assuming this theory to hold, I used it to determine the number of electrons 

per atom. It is, however, perfectly legitimate now that the conclusions have been 

confirmed as indicated above, to use this agreement as evidence in support of this 

theory of radiation. The chances of such an agreement being accidental are almost 

infinitesimal. 

Looking at the result in a somewhat different way, if for instance we imagined the 

gaseous ions to be the scattering units and calculated the number necessary in order 

to produce the scattering experimentally observed, we should find a number some 

millions of times the total number of molecules nresent in the scattering substance, 

that is, a number probably trillions of times too many. Yet applied to determine the 

number of electrons, the theory gives the number now accepted, certainly within a 

possible 5 to 10 per cent, error. 

The theory on which this is based is the spreading wave theory. It assumes that 

the scattered radiation is the radiation resulting from the disturbance in electrons 

while under the influence of—in fact while controlled byj—the primary radiation. 

Thus every electron in the matter traversed is influenced by every wave in the 

primary radiation passing over it, and receives a definite acceleration, f say, which 

is proportional to the electric intensity in the primary beam. The rate of radiation 

of energy from an electron with charge e and acceleration f is f/n'l/ '/V—as first shown 

by L armor. This summed up for all electrons gives the rate of emission of scattered 

radiation by those electrons ; and this is readily expressed in terms of the rate of 

transmission of energy of primary radiation through the substance, for the acceleration 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’November, 1913. 

t ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ December, 1913. 

t At least the motion of the electrons resulting in radiation is not appreciably affected by atomic 

forces. 
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f is simply — where X is the electric intensity in the primary wave producing the 
771/ 

disturbance. (See Sir J. J. Thomson’s ‘ Conduction through Gases.’) 

Thus the theory assumes that radiation can take place from these electrons in any 

quantity whatever, and is not confined to units or quanta; that radiation is a 

continuous process not depending on any limiting or critical condition. 

5. Again, in perfect agreement with this theory, I have found that the intensity of 

the radiation scattered from light elements varies little with the wave-length of the 

primary radiation. This indeed is also indicated by the above equation, the derivation 

of which was based on the assumption of independent action of the electrons. 

6. And more recently* it has been found that the intensity from the heavier atoms 

in which the constituent electrons are more closely packed, increases rapidly and 

continuously with the wave-length of the radiation unless this is very small. Such 

a result is to be expected on the wave theory when the wave-length becomes 

comparable with the size of the atom; ultimately a group of electrons and not an 

individual electron moves as a whole and becomes the scattering unit.t Further 

experimental results support this conclusion, and indicate that the radiation is 

emitted not in quanta but in any quantity, and that the process is a continuous 

process. 

There is thus in the phenomena of scattering not only no suggestion of a quantum 

or entity in radiation, or of any discontinuity in the process of radiation involved, 

but there is some of the strongest positive evidence against any such theory. The 

tests which have been applied are the most searching and sensitive ; the results 

appear conclusive. The phenomena observed become meaningless on any quantum or 

entity theory. 

Absorption. 

As in the transmission of X-rays (particularly of short wave-length) through 

matter consisting of light elements only, the energy absorbed is practically all 

re-emitted as scattered X-radiation, the quantities radiated by each electron are 

identical with those absorbed. When there is little other absorption, viz., that 

associated with the emission of corpuscular and fluorescent X-radiation, the total 

absorption may be approximately calculated from the number of electrons in the 

matter traversed. It follows that this process of absorption is also a process which 

takes place in any quantity whatever, and is unlimited by any critical condition. 

* Barkla and J. Dunlop, ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ March, 1916. 

t When the group comprises all the electrons in the atom, the scattering per atom becomes on this 

theory proportional to the (atomic number)2, instead of to the atomic number, when the electrons scatter 

independently. 
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FLUORESCENT (CHARACTERISTIC) X-RADIATION. 

Each element when traversed by X-rays emits X-radiations characteristic of the 

element ;* each characteristic radiation is unaffected by changes in the physical 

condition or state of chemical combination of the radiating element, and its quality 

is independent of that of the exciting primary radiation. But only primary radiations 

of shorter wave-length are able to excite the characteristic X-radiation (an extension 

of Stokes’s law).t 

All radiations hitherto definitely observed have fallen into two series—the K and L 

series.^ (Experiments made within the last year, and briefly described in this paper, 

have established the existence of a third, a higher frequency series, which will be 

called the J series).§ 

The absorption method of analysing a radiation showed radiation of the K series 

from a particular element to be so homogeneous that it was regarded as giving a 

spectral line—the K spectral line; but the possibility of the L radiation consisting of 

more than one line was suggested by an obvious heterogeneity in the L radiation. 

Interference experiments,|| however, have shown that both the K and the L 

radiations give spectra consisting of a number of neighbouring lines. In the greater 

portion of what follows these radiations of neighbouring wave-lengih will, however, 

be classed together as K or L radiations simply. 

A characteristic radiation, unlike the scattered radiation, is uniformly distributed 

around a polarized primary beamll and also in a plane containing the direction of 

propagation of primary radiation. 

The intensity of a characteristic radiation** varies in a definite regular way with a 

variation in the wave-length of the exciting primary beam, rising rapidly and 

afterwards falling more gradually as the wave-length of the primary diminishes. 

The uniformity in the distribution of the characteristic radiation around the 

radiating substance shows that in contrast with the process of emission of scattered 

radiation, the emission of a characteristic radiation is absolutely uncontrolled by the 

primary radiation exciting it. The phenomenon of emission is not an immediate 

* Barkla, ‘Nature,’ March 9, 1905; ‘Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,’ January, 1905; ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 

January, 1906; ‘ Nature,’February 15, 1906; ‘Phil. Mag.,’ June, 1906;-‘Jahrb. der Radioaktivitat u. 

Elektronik,’April, 1908. Barkla and Sadler, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ September, 1907 ; ‘Nature,’February 13, 

1908. 

t Barkla, ‘ Jahr. der Rad. u. Elek.,’ April, 1908; ‘Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.,’ May, 1909. 

| Barkla, ‘Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.,’ May, 1909; ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ September, 1911 ; Barkla and Nicol, 

‘Nature,’ August 4, 1910; ‘Proc. Phys. Soc. Lond.,’ December, 1911. 

§ An M series has recently been observed by SlEGBAHN and others. 

|| Bragg, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 1914; de Broglie, ‘ Comptes Rendus,’ 1914-16; Moseley, ‘Phil. Mag., 

1913-14; Siegbahn, ‘ Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat u. Elektronik,’ 1916. 

11 Barkla, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ February, 1908; Barkla and Ayres, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ February, 1911. 

** Barkla and Sadler, ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ May, 1909. 
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result of the passage of the primary beam, but arises only indirectly from it; the 

process is dependent on some critical condition, as evidenced by Stokes’s law. Here 

at once we see the possibility of the applicability of some kind of quantum theory. 

The most significant evidence as to the origin of the characteristic radiation comes 

from a study of the accompanying phenomena of (l) absorption of the exciting 

primary radiation ; and (2) emission of electrons by the radiating substance, in 

the form of a corpuscular radiation. It is necessary here to introduce a brief account 

of these phenomena. 

Absorption.—The absorption of a primary radiation is due to various causes which 

can be quite readily distinguished ;* they are distinct and apparently independent 

absorptions. Thus the total absorption in a particular element of radiations of various 

wave-lengths may be represented by a curve of the form shown in fig. 1, the ordinates 

in which indicate the absorptions of radiations whose wave-lengths are given by the 

abscissae. The curve is of simpler form however, if instead of wave-lengths we plot 

as abscissae the absorbabilities in some standard substance which has no spectral lines 

in the part of the spectrum considered.! Then the absorption curve takes the form of 

fig. 2. This, however, for the sake of clearness is not drawn to scale. The lower 

portion of the figure gives the spectral lines of the substance traversed.^ Proceeding 

* Barkla and Sadler, ‘Phil. Mag.,’May, 1909 ; Barkla and Collier, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ June, 1912; 

Barkla, ‘ Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.,’ May, 1909 ; Barkla and Sadler, ‘Nature,’ July 16, 1908, and 

March 11, 1909. 

t Or the (wave-length)3 approximately, as Hull and Rice have shown. 

t These curves do not show the exact relation in the regions of very rapid change, as the radiations 

used were not perfectly homogeneous. 
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from right to left, i.e., from long to short waves, we see that sudden increases in 

absorption occur when the primary radiation becomes of shorter wave-length than the 

radiations characteristic of the absorbing substance—that is, when the characteristic 

radiations begin to be excited in the absorbing substance—and that the absorption 

afterwards gradually approaches proportionality with the absorption in the standard 

substance—as shown by the approximation to a straight line through the origin. 

Thus the line ABB' shows what would be the absorption of radiations of various 

wave-lengths if there were no L characteristic radiation excited in the absorbing 

substance. The rise as shown by the portion BCD is associated with the emission by 

the absorbing substance of the fluorescent X-radiation of series L. The difference 

!K 

Absorbability in standard substance 
or (wave-length)3—approximately. 

Fig. 2. 

between the ordinates of the curve BCD and BB' gives the absorption associated 

with the emission of L radiation, or what we shall call the “ L ” absorption (EL). 

In a similar fashion we can get the “ K ” absorption EK. The lower portion of fig. 2 

indicates the various independent absorptions S, EK, EL, EM N... in separate curves 

where S = energy absorbed and re-emitted as scattered radiation, EK, EL, EMi N... = 

energy absorbed in association with the emission of characteristic radiations of series 

K, L, and M, N, ... respectively. The absorption S due to the process of scattering 

is approximately independent of wave-length, so is represented by a horizontal line. 

It however rises considerably at the long wave-length end if the wave-length be 

sufficiently great. 
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Tims the total absorption E may be written 

E = S + Ej + Ek+El+. 

in which all the right-hand terms appear to be independent quantities. 

Corpuscular Electronic Radiation.—In addition it may be shown that the corpus¬ 

cular radiation (i.e. the radiation consisting of high speed electrons emitted from 

substances exposed to X-rays) may be divided into several distinct groups, each 

associated with the emission of a fluorescent X-radiation of a particular series ; thus the 

total corpuscular radiation C = Cj + CK + CL +... where Cj, CK, CL, are corpuscular 

radiations definitely associated with the emission of J, K, and L characteristic 

radiations respectively. This we shall proceed to show. 

C. T. ft. Wilson’s condensation experiments* show that X-ray ionization is due to 

the corpuscular radiation which the X-rays excite in the gaseous substance ionized. 

(All other investigations of less direct nature which at first appeared to indicate this 

only to a partial extent may now be shown to confirm this conclusion as accurately as 

the possible errors of experiment allow.)! Wilson’s experiments indicate, too, that 

there is little or no variation in the velocity of the electrons ejected by X-radiation of 

one wave-length. For the length of path of an electron was shown by Whiddington 

to vary as the fourth power of the velocity; consequently an electron with half the 

maximum velocity of ejection would have a path only one-sixteentli that of the other. 

If then the velocities of ejection ranged from zero to the maximum, Wilson’s 

experiments would show a very large number of short paths. Simple observation of 

the photographs showing the trails of the ejected electrons is sufficient to convince 

one that little variation of initial velocity exists, and that such variation as is 

observable in the lengths of the trails is probably due either to the heterogeneity of 

the primary beam, or to fore-shortening of the trails. Ionization of air by homo¬ 

geneous X-rays is therefore through the agency of electrons emitted with one velocity, 

approximately, if not accurately. 

From experiments on ionization it may readily be shown that the corpuscular 

radiation consists of several independent groups each associated with the emission 

of a particular fluorescent X-radiation. For the ionization of a substance by X-rays 

of varying wave-length varies with the wave-length of these rays in a manner similar 

to that of the absorption. Thus the ionization in a substance E. say, is proportional 

to the ionization in a second substance for a range of wave-lengths not near to a 

spectral line of either on its shorter wave-length side. As the wave-length of the 

primary X-radiation is diminished beyond that of a spectral line of R, there is a 

sudden rise in the ratio of ionizations, and the ratio gradually approaches a constant 

* ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 1912. 

t This refers to the investigations of Barkla, Bragg, Beatty, Barkla and Philpot. Bragg was 

the first to insist that ionization was entirely due to the high speed corpuscles. 

VOL. CCXVII.—A. 2 Z 
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but higher value until another series of spectral lines in one of the substances is 

passed when a further change occurs. This is shown in fig. 3, in which the upper 

portion shows the ratio of ionizations plotted against wave-length of the X-rays used. 

In the figure the horizontal broken line indicates the relation that would have existed 

if there had been no radiation characteristic of R within the range of wave-lengths 

used, and no corresponding increase in the corpuscular radiation from the substance 

R. The rise of the curve above the broken line gives the increase in ionization 

associated with the emission of the fluorescent X-radiation of series K, say. As 

ionization is due to the emission of high speed electrons by the substance, the differ¬ 

ence between the two curves is due to additional electrons emitted in association 

with the fluorescent characteristic X-radiation of series K. We thus see and are 

able to measure accurately the effect of what will be called the K corpuscular radiation, 

to distinguish it from the L, M, N corpuscular radiations which are emitted in 

association with the similarly named fluorescent (characteristic) X-radiations. 

As it has recently been shown* that there is no appreciable difference between the 

velocities of these electrons of different groups K, L, &c., it follows that ionization 

experiments give us accurate data for determining the relative numbers of electrons 

in the various groups emitted by a substance when exposed to X-rays. This method 

has been used in some preliminary determinations which are described later. 

Energy Relations between the Corpuscular and the Fluorescent 

Radiations, and the Exciting Primary Radiations. 

In investigating the process of emission of the characteristic X-radiation when this 

is excited by another shorter wave-length radiation, a study of the relation between 

the energies of primary radiation absorbed and the associated corpuscular and fluores¬ 

cent radiations emitted, is of fundamental importance. It is, however, necessary first 

* Barkla and Shearer, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ December, 1915. 
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of all to analyse the absorption of the primary radiation into J, K, L, M, ... and S 

absorptions, the secondary corpuscular radiation into J, K, L, M corpuscular radia¬ 

tions, and the secondary X-radiations into »T, K, L, M ... and S radiations, and 

observe only the relations between the corresponding quantities, or at any rate to do 

this for one particular series, say the K series, with primary radiations of various 

wave-lengths. 

Energy of Fluorescent (Characteristic X-radiation). 

The energy of the fluorescent X-radiation was first measured and expressed in 

terms of the energy of the absorbed primary X-radiation by Barkla and Sadler.* 

In this as in all similar measurements the energies of radiations of different wave¬ 

lengths were compared by their total ionizing powers. With a primary radiation of 

wave-length considerably shorter than that of copper K radiation, the energy of 

the X-radiation emitted was about 33 per cent, of the energy absorbed, or about 

40 per cent, of the K absorption; with a primary of shortening wave-length the 

fraction diminished.! For other substances the transformation fraction was of the 

same order of magnitude. 

Sadler, | working with approximately homogeneous primary radiations, made a 

much more systematic and accurate investigation of the energy in the fluorescent 

characteristic radiations from several substances, and expressed this in terms of the 

primary energy absorption obtained by Barkla and Sadler. The results obtained are 

given in Tables I. and II. Table I. shows the fraction of the total energy absorbed 

Table I.—Giving Fraction (FK/E) of Total Primary Energy Absorbed transformed 

into Fluorescent X-radiation of Series K. 

Primary radiation. 
Wave-length 

(ai). 

Substance exposed to primary radiation. 

Cr. Fe. Co. Ni. Cu. Zn. 

cm. 
Fe X-radiation (series K) 1-93 x10“8 0-151 
Co ( „ ) 1-78 x10~s 0-132 (0-098) 
Ni ( ) 1 -65 x10~8 0-125 0-216 0-066 
Cu ( „ ) 1 • 54 x10~8 0-110 0-194 0-262 0-080 
Zn ( „ ) 1-43 x10-8 0-095 0-179 0-243 0-289 0-086 
As ( „ ) 1-17x10~8 0-067 0-132 0-170 0-203 0-248 0-281 
Se ( „ ) 1 ■ 10 x10~s 0-055 0-106 0-130 0-163 0-199 0-239 
Ag ( » ) 0-56 x10-8 0-058 (0-105) (0-113) 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ October, 1908. 

t At the same rate as the fraction 

J ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ July, 1909. 

absorption in air 

absorption in Cu 
The range of wave-lengths, however, was short. 

2 z 2 
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which was transformed into K fluorescent (characteristic) radiation ; Table II. the 

fraction of energy of K absorption which re-appeared as K fluorescent radiation. 

Before generalising from these results, we must eliminate all those which are obviously 

unreliable. Thus when the primary radiation was of just shorter wave-length than 

Table II.—Giving Fraction (FK/EK) of Primary Energy Specially Absorbed—•“ K 

Absorption ”—transformed into Fluorescent X-radiation of Series K. 

Primary radiation. 
Wave-length 

(ai). 

Substance exposed to primary radiation. 

Cr. Fe. Co. Ni. Cu. Zn. 

cm. 
Fe X-radiation (series K) 1 • 93 x 1CT8 0-176 
Co „ ( „ ) 1-78 x10~8 0-154 (0-504)1 
Ni „ ( „ ) 1-65x10~8 0 • 145 0 • 252 0-287 1 

Cu „ ( „ ) 1-54 x10“s 0-127 0-225 0-305 0'288 i 
Zn „ ( „ ) 1•43 x10~8 0-109 0-207 0-282 0-340 0-358 1 
As „* ( „ ) 1 • 17 x 1CT8 0-0757 0-150 0-195 0-233 0-288 0-327 
Se „ ( „ ) l-10x 10~8 0-0624 0-120 0-149 0-187 0-231 0-278 

Ag » ( » ) 0-56 x10"8 0-062 (0-118) (0-132) 

the fluorescent radiation which it was exciting, the latter appeared in only small 

intensity accounting for from 2 to 10 per cent, of the total absorption (Table I.). 

Owing to this and to the admixture of scattered radiation, the possible percentage 

error was extremely high ; these results expressed in terms of the special K absorption, 

which also being a difference effect is difticult to measure with any accuracy in this 

region, are seen to be irregular and of no value. We must therefore reject these.* 

t> i u1 ,i r , • K fluorescent radiation (energy) . t n . „ , 
By plotting the fraction —-;-——r--f-against wave-length of the 

K. primary absorption (energy) 85 

primary radiation it is seen that the other results are perfectly regular (fig. 4). Of 

the energy of primary radiation absorbed in association with the emission of K 

radiation, the greatest fraction is transformed into K fluorescent radiation when the 

wave-length of the primary ramation differs least from that of the fluorescent 

radiation. As the wave-length of the primary radiation diminishes the fraction so 

* A note of interrogation indicates these in Table II. Reference to the corresponding values in 

Table I. shows them to be based on the experimental determination of small quantities. Their irregularity, 

where all else is regular, is evidence of their unreliability except as indicating orders of magnitude : the 

reason is obvious. If these values could be experimentally determined with accuracy, they would 

probably be quite different from those obtained by the use of a perfectly homogeneous radiation of wave¬ 

length given in column II. Still, this fact would not appreciably affect the conclusions drawn below, 

because the values are compared with corresponding absorptions—that is, with the absorptions of identical 

radiations. 
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transformed diminishes also, the relation being almost a linear one within the range 

of these experiments. 

[Originally the writer determined the wave-length of a primary radiation from the 

speed of the electrons it ejects, i.e., from the equation ^mv2 = hn, where h is Planck’s 

constants, — v being obtained from Whiddington’s law. These results are plotted 

in fig. 4a as they are somewhat more regular than those in fig. 4.] 

0-5 

0-4 

io-3 

0-2 

i ,Br Zn Cu b fi Co Fe, Cr | 
5 io 15 20 25 

Wave-length o t primary radiation (Kd/) 

xio9cin. 

Fig. 4. Showing the fraction of the energy of primary radiation absorbed—-K absorption—which is 

transformed into fluorescent (characteristic) X-radiation of series K, in elements Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn. 

It will be noticed that by producing these lines backward so as to get the trans¬ 

formation fraction when the primary has a wave-length just shorter than the fluo¬ 

rescent (characteristic) radiation, this fraction approaches 0‘5 for the heavier elements; 

there is evidence, too, that from the heaviest substances the maximum transformation 

coefficient does not exceed about 0'5. This is seen by plotting the maximum trans¬ 

formation coefficient for various elements against their atomic weight or by continuing 

the curve in fig. 4 to the left; the value found by extrapolation is evidently very near 

to 0'5. 

In arriving at these results the energies of primary and fluorescent radiations have 

been compared by their total ionizing powers. Now the only possible error arising 
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from this assumption occurs when primary and fluorescent radiations differ consider¬ 

ably in wave-length ; when the primary is of just shorter wave-length than the 

characteristic radiation, the error becomes vanishingly small, consequently cannot 

affect the accuracy of the determination of the maximum transformation coefficients. 

As will be seen later, there is also strong evidence that even when the primary and 

fluorescent radiations are widely different in wave-length, the error is certainly not 

large, if it is of appreciable magnitude. 

The substances Cr, Fe, Ni, Co, Cu, Zn in which the transformation coefficients have 

been determined are not suitable for accurate experimental determination of the 

energy of the corpuscular radiation—nor if they were, would they be the most 

Fig. 4a. 

suitable for the purpose of the present investigation. There is, however, little or no 

disadvantage in obtaining the transformation coefficients in the substance bromine 

by extrapolation from the above results, for the results experimentally obtained 

with elements of lower atomic weight are so regular as to leave little room for error 

in the results so determined. 

The advantages in the choice of bromine as the experimental substance are (l) it 

can be obtained in the gaseous state alone or in combination with light elements, so 

that ionizations may readily be obtained and the energy of corpuscular radiation accu¬ 

rately measured ; (2) its K spectral lines are of about the most suitable wave-length for 
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observation of the energy transformations of an exciting primary radiation through a 

long range of wave-lengths ; (3) the energy of fluorescent radiation from bromine is 

not far removed from the limiting value observed ; the behaviour of bromine is thus 

probably typical of the greatest number of elements, and for this reason the experi¬ 

mental results are the least open to question. 

mi i , • i , K fluorescent radiation (energy) i ,, L. 
the relation between —-7-,-7-f-'■ and wave-length of primary 

K. primary absorption (energy) 

radiation, when bromine is the fluorescent substance, is given in fig. 4, along with the 

position of the bromine spectral lines of series K, and is reproduced on a different 

scale in fig. 5, curve F. The continuous portion of the curve we may thus regard as 

obtained by direct experiment. It should be pointed out that the wave-length of 

the Ka, line has been adopted throughout. 

There is much evidence, too, that the curve must turn through the origin as 

indicated by the broken line (fig. 5). This represents a small, decreasing, and 

ultimately vanishing amount of fluorescent X-radiation emitted by a substance 

exposed to a primary radiation of small and decreasing wave-length. 

Thus (l) Barkla and Philpot# showed that when a primary radiation is of much 

shorter wave-length than any characteristic radiation it excites, its absorption results 

in the emission of approximately the same number of electrons, whatever the absorb¬ 

ing substance; it follows from the complementary property of the characteristic 

(fluorescent) X-radiationf that there cannot be varying amounts of fluorescent 

radiation unless this is so weak that variations would not be observable. This means 

that all the curves must pass through the same point; the only point through which 

all the lines in fig. 4 can .turn consistently with the experimentally observed results 

is the origin, or a point near to it. 

(2) There is little doubt that air like other substances emits a K radiation which 

is of very long wave-length compared with an ordinary primary beam of X-rays; yet 

C. T. R. Wilson’s cloud experiments show few, if any, very short tracks such as 

would be produced by the re-absorption of such a radiation if emitted in appreciable 

intensity. We conclude that with a primary radiation of comparatively short wave¬ 

length, the fraction of energy transformed into fluorescent X-radiation becomes very 

small. 

(3) Again, in the most accurate measurements by Beatty and by Bragg of the 

corpuscular radiation from metal sheets, the possibilty of the existence of such soft 

fluorescent radiations in any large quantity has been entirely neglected ; yet the 

results show sufficient consistency to indicate that the characteristic radiations of 

longer wave-length must account for only a small portion of the energy of primary 

radiation absorbed. 

* ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ June, 1913. 

f See p. 336. 
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(4) Support for the general conclusion given above can also be obtained from some 

results incidentally got by Bragg and Porter.# I have used these experimental 

results to determine the fractions as given in Table II., with the results given 

below:— 

Primary radiation. 

fk/ek. 

Fe. Ni. Cu. Zn. 

Zn X-rays. 0-236 0-322 
As X-rays. 0-227 0-336 0-394 0-432 
Sn X-rays. 0-17 0-29 0-34 0-39 

Ail these values are a little higher than Sadler’s and indicate a smaller change 

with the wave-length of the primary radiation, that is, a smaller slope in the curves 

of fig. 4 ;f but the important features to be observed in the results of Table II. are in 

evidence here. They are so consistent, especially in the case of the radiators of higher 

atomic weight, that little error in these seems possible. 

Briefly and approximately the results of experiments on the heavier elements are 

these :—When the wave-length (/a) of the primary radiation is just less than that 

(/uK) of the fluorescent (characteristic) radiation, of the energy specially absorbed in 

association with the emission of the fluorescent radiation, nearly 0'5 is re-emitted as 

fluorescent radiation. As /u. becomes less, the fraction diminishes almost propor¬ 

tionately, until for a primary radiation of very small wave-length, the energy of the 

fluorescent radiation becomes a very small fraction of the energy of the primary 

radiation (EK) specially absorbed. 

Energy of Corpuscular (Electronic) Radiation. 

Though measurements of the energy of the corpuscular radiation emitted by 

substances exposed to X-rays have been made by a number of investigators, the 

changes taking place as the wave-length of the exciting radiation passes from one 

side of a spectral line to the other have not been studied. In addition the results 

obtained by different investigators have been by no means consistent. It seemed 

probable that much more reliable results could be obtained by experimenting on 

substances in the gaseous state, and estimating the energy of corpuscular radiation 

by the ionization it produced on complete absorption in the gas itself. The method 

* ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ May, 1911. 

f These results from experiments with lighter elements agree more closely with theory than do those 

of Sadler. 
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can be most clearly explained by reference to the results obtained in one particular 

substance, ethyl bromide. 

Experiments were commenced by the writer and Mr. M. Thomas* on the ionization 

produced in ethyl bromide vapour by a number of approximately homogeneous 

X-radiations of various wave-lengths. One series of these experiments was made 

in a very large ionization chamber cylindrical in shape, of length 68 cm., diameter 

44 cm., and with an axial electrode connected through a side tube to an external 

electroscope. Ionization-pressure curves were obtained in the usual way and with 

great care, both with air and with ethyl bromide in the chamber, all other 

conditions being similar. After the usual correction for absorption in the gases 

themselves, the relative ionizations given in Table III. were obtained. Column I. 

Table III. 
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* Shortly after the outbreak of war, Mr. Thomas was given a commission in the army, so was unable 

to complete the work he commenced so successfully. He was killed in action on December 31, 1915. 
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gives the source of the homogeneous rays used to ionize the gases ; column II. the 

approximate wave-length of the radiation; column III. the mass coefficient of 

absorption of the radiation in aluminium; column IV. the ratio of ionization 

coefficients in ethyl bromide and in air. Thus when two similar beams of radiation 

traverse two equally thin layers of ethyl bromide and air at the same pressure and 

temperature, and in each case the gas absorbs its own corpuscular radiation 

completely, and all fluorescent radiations of no greater penetrating power than 

this corpuscular radiation, the ionization in ethyl bromide varies from 50 to about 

342 times that in air as the wave-length of the radiation diminishes, or from 

50 to 475 times that in air by K, L, M... corpuscles (electrons) alone, as we shall 

see later. Of course the ratio of the absorption in ethyl bromide to that in air is 

also high, and it varies with the wave-length of the radiation used. It should be 

pointed out, however, that the K characteristic radiation from bromine when excited 

was allowed to escape without adding its effect to the total ionization measured in 

ethyl bromide. 

Thus when Cu, As and Se “ K ” radiations were used as ionizing agents, the 

ionization in ethyl bromide (produced by L, M, N electrons) was about 50 times 

that in air. But when Sr, Mo, Ag, &c., radiations were used, the “ K ” corpuscular 

radiation was emitted by the bromine in ethyl bromide and produced an increase in 

the relative ionization. Subtracting 50 from the values in column IV. we get the 

effect of the additional (K) electrons, i.e., 

ionization in C2H5Br due to K electrons alone 

ionization in air by K, L ... electrons 

as given in column V. Column VI. gives the relative absorptions of the ionizing 

radiations in ethyl bromide and air at the same pressure and temperature. Here 

again there is a large increase when the particular radiation is of sufficiently high 

frequency to excite the K radiation in bromine. Subtracting the ratio obtained 

when no K fluorescent radiation was excited from that obtained when it was 

excited, we get the values in column VII. which consequently represent the 

K absorption in C2IT5Br 

absorption in air (K, L, M, ...)' 

Dividing values in column IV. by the corresponding values in column VI. we get 

ionization in Cd=L5Br ionization in air (K, L, ...) 

absorption in C2H5Br ’ absorption in air (K, L, ...)’ 
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which is 
ionization in CoH5Br 

ionization in air (K, L, ...) 

for equal absorptions of the ionizing radiations (column VIII.). 

Similarly dividing the values in column V. by the corresponding values in 

column VII. we get 
ionization in CJELBr due to K electrons 

for equal absorptions 
ionization in air (K, L, ...) 

of the ionizing radiations (see column IX.). 

Thus column VIII. gives ionization in ethyl bromide due to L, M, N, &c., electrons, 

relative to ionization in air due to K, L, M, N, &c., electrons, produced by equal 

absorptions in the two gases. Column IX. gives ionization in ethyl bromide due to 

K electrons alone, relative to ionization in air due to K, L, M, N, &c., electrons, for 

equal absorptions of the ionizing radiation in the two gases. As ionization produced 

in a given gas by a given homogeneous X-radiation is proportional to the number 

of electrons in the corpuscular radiation producing that ionization, we see from 

columns VIII. and IX. that when the exciting primary radiation is of just shorter 

wave-length than the bromine K radiation, the K absorption is accompanied by 

the emission of a much smaller number of electrons than is the L, M, N absorption. 

For instead of 205, 194, 193, L, M, and N electrons, there are emitted 87, 104, 125, 

142, 144, K electrons for primary radiations of higher frequency; or for equal 

absorptions of energy there are only about half as many K electrons emitted as 

L, M, ... electrons, when the primary radiation is of just shorter wave-length than the 

K characteristic radiation. As primary radiations of shorter and shorter wave-length 

are used, the number of K electrons emitted more closely approaches the number 

of L, M, ... electrons emitted for an equal absorption of energy of primary radiation. 

At first sight it appears from column VIII. as though twice as many electrons are 

emitted from C2H6Br as from air when equal absorptions of Cu, As and Se radiations 

take place. This, however, is due to the fact that more ions are produced by a high 

speed electron moving through C2H5Br than through air. The former is more easily 

ionized. The factor by which the numbers 2‘05, 1 '94, 1'93, &c., in columns VIII. 

and IX. must be divided to give the relative numbers of electrons emitted by CfH5Br 

, . . • , t ..hr* * m number of L,M,N, ...electrons emitted by Br 
and air is approximately 1 75. Ihus -r-. ’ , ’ -,— -r———— 

number o± K, L, M,... electrons emitted by air 

and for equal absorptions of energy are 
number of K electrons emitted by Br 

number of K, L, M,... electrons emitted by air 

given in Table IV., columns II. and III., for primary radiations of wave-length 

indicated in column I. 

* The value given by Barkla and Philpot (‘ Phil. Mag.,’ June, 1913) as a first approximation was 1 -6. 

This, however, needed a small correction, the magnitude of which was unknown at the time, but has since 

been found from experiments by Carse to raise the value to about 14 75. The correction was necessary 

on account of the appreciable reflexion or return through the face of incidence of corpuscles on entering 

the substance ethyl bromide. 

3 A 2 
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Table IV. 

Approximate 
wave-length 
of primary 
radiation. 

Number of L, M, ... electrons emitted by Br Number of K electrons from Br 

Number of K, L, M, ... electrons emitted by air 

for equal absorptions of primary radiation. 

Number of K, L, M,... electrons from air 

for equal absorptions of primary energy. 
i 
i 

cm. 
1-54 xlO-s 1-17 
1-17 x10-8 1-11 
1-10 x10-8 1-10 

0-87 xlO"8 0-49 
0-71 x10~8 0-59 
0-56 x10-8 0-72 
0-49 x10~8 0-81 
0-355 x 10~s - 0-82 

This shows the numbers of electrons emitted by ethyl bromide and by air to be 

about equal when the primary radiation is of longer wave-length than that 

characteristic of bromine (Kai = 1'035 x 10~8 cm.).# 

First Approximation. 

The significance of these results is most easily understood if at first we express 

them approximately. 

Let the wave-length of the primary radiation be m, and that of the K fluorescent 

(characteristic) radiation of the substance bromine be /jlk. Then when /u is greater 

than nK, for a given absorption of the primary radiation, the same number of electrons 

is emitted by ethyl bromide (L, M, N, &c., electrons) as by air (K, L, M, N, &c., 

electrons), as shown in Table IV., column II. 

When /a is just less than /mK, the additional (K) absorption in ethyl bromide is 

accompanied by the emission of only half as many electrons—that is, only half the 

K energy absorbed is re-emitted as energy of K corpuscular radiation (column III.).t 

* It might be suggested that the sudden decrease in ionization is possibly due to a sudden decrease not 

of the number of electrons emitted, but of the total ionizing power of each electron when its velocity is 

increased beyond a critical value—-that necessary to excite the K fluorescent radiation. There is, however, 

plenty of evidence against this—(,a) theoretically it is highly improbable; (6) such changes in relative 

ionizing power with velocity have not been observed; and conclusively (c) the decrease above described in 

this case is true when the electrons are absorbed not in the substance itself, but in another gas (see p. 336). 

f We here assume that the energy of an X-radiation is approximately equal to that of the full corpuscular 

radiation which it excites in a substance completely absorbing it, when the conditions are such that little 

energy is re-emitted in the form of either scattered or fluorescent (characteristic) X-radiation. The 

evidence for this is very weighty and may be summarized as follows :— 

When during the transmission of a primary radiation through matter there is very little transformation 

into corpuscular radiation, practically the whole of the loss of energy is accounted for by the process of 
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But as fi becomes smaller, an increasing fraction of the energy absorbed (K absorption) 

goes into the K corpuscular radiation. And the rate of change indicates that with 

a primary radiation of very small wave-length, practically the whole of the K 

absorption would be accounted for by the K corpuscular radiation alone. There is, 

in addition, very strong indirect evidence that when /a is very small, nearly all the 

energy absorbed is re-emitted as corpuscular radiation, for, as already pointed out, 

whatever the absorbing substance under these conditions, the energy of this 

corpuscular radiation is approximately a constant. 

Similar measurements have been made of the energy of corpuscular radiation 

emitted from iodine from observations of the ionization in methyl iodide. Owing to 

complications—the causes of which need not be discussed—difficulty was found in 

determining accurate values by extrapolation, and such as were obtained only indicated 

the energy of corpuscular radiation when the wave-length of the primary radiation 

was slightly less than that of the K fluorescent radiation. They show that 

when the K radiation from barium (fxKa = 0'39 x 10~8 cm.) is incident on iodine 

(mk« = 0'44xl0-8 cm.) nearly 0'5 of the K absorption is accounted for by the K 

corpuscular radiation from iodine. This is in as close agreement with the 

corresponding value for bromine given above as could be expected. 

scattering, showing there is little energy truly absorbed except as the accompaniment of the emission of 

corpuscular radiation. 

When absorption is accompanied by the emission of only very little fluorescent (characteristic) 

X-radiation and a negligible amount of scattered radiation, the number of high speed electrons emitted by 

the absorbing substance is approximately independent of the substance; so for a radiation of a particular 

frequency absorbed, the number of high speed electrons emitted is proportional to the energy absorbed. 

Even when a considerable amount of fluorescent radiation is emitted—about half of the total energy 

absorbed—the number of high speed electrons emitted by certain substances is still approximately propor¬ 

tional to the energy absorbed minus that re-emitted as fluorescent radiation. Thus, in many cases, 

energy of high speed electrons emitted by an absorbing substance = k (E - S - F) where k is a constant, 

E is energy of primary radiation absorbed, S the amount of energy scattered, and F the amount re-emitted 

as fluorescent radiation. 

This has been shown to be true (approximately) in C2H5B1’ when S is small and F = JE. And if we 

assume that the energy of X-radiations differing in wave-length may be measured by their total ionizing 

power in a given gas, it is true in CgHsBr as the wave-length of the primary diminishes and the 

proportions of fluorescent and corpuscular radiations change. 

This is strong evidence both that the equation holds in ethyl bromide while the wave-length of the 

primary radiation changes considerably, and at the same time that the energy of X-radiation of various 

wave-lengths may be compared at least approximately by their ionizing powers. 

As the equation holds under such a variety of conditions, and through various transformations, we 

conclude that under these conditions the energy of the corpuscular radiation is not only proportional to, 

but equals that of the energy of X-rays disappearing, or that k = 1. (Under other conditions, probably 

in lighter elements, there appears to be appreciably less corpuscular radiation than would be expected from 

this relation. The energy disappearing may not be re-emitted in radiation of any recognisable form.) 

As the energy of a corpuscle, too, has been found to be approximately that of a quantum of radiation 

measured by other methods, we conclude that in the cases given above the number of quanta of X-radiation 

absorbed, when not re-emitted as X-radiation, is measured by the number of high speed corpuscles emitted. 
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Again, in the light of the results obtained from these experiments on bromine, the 

results of experiments on corpuscular radiation from metal plates by Beatty and 

Bragg, though somewhat irregular and decidedly fragmentary for the purpose 

of this investigation, may be seen to point to the generality of the above laws—at 

least in general features if not in detail. 

Further experiments on the corpuscular radiation from substances in the form of 

plates indicate, though with a greater possible error, that when /j. is slightly less than 

/xK the K corpuscular radiation accounts for about 0'4 of the K absorption. Such 

measurements can however, be regarded as giving only the order of magnitude of 

these quantities. 

Thus direct and indirect experiments indicate that when the wave-length of the 

primary radiation /x is just less than that (/xK) of a fluorescent radiation, of the energy 

specially absorbed in association with the K fluorescent radiation, nearly 0'5 is 

re-emibted as energy of corpuscular radiation. As /u becomes less, the fraction 

increases, until for primary radiation of very small wave-length, nearly all the energy 

absorbed (K absorption) is re-emitted as K corpuscular radiation. The values actually 

obtained for the K energy emitted by ethyl bromide as K corpuscular radiation are 

plotted in fig. 5, Curve C, for various wave-lengths shown by the abscissas. 

Fig. 5. Stowing fraction of energy of primary beam absorbed—K absorption—transformed into K 

fluorescent (characteristic) radiation, and into K corpuscular radiation (lines FF and CC respectively). 

It is evident at once that the energy of K corpuscular radiation from bromine is 

approximately complementary to that of the K fluorescent X-radiation. A full 

discussion is, however, given later. 
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Theory oe Fluorescent X-radiation. 

The conditions essential to the emission of a fluorescent X-radiation show that it 

originates in some exceptional disturbance of an atomic system. In the phenomena 

considered, the most violent disturbance of the atom of which we have any knowledge 

is that accompanying the ejection of a high speed electron. It is natural to regard 

this as the probable source, direct or indirect, of the characteristic X-radiation. 

Investigation completely confirms this view. 

Independence of Electron after Expulsion. 

There is considerable and apparently conclusive evidence that the electrons after 

expulsion take no part in the process of radiation*—that is, the process of emission 

of the characteristic radiation as ordinarily detected. They must, of course, on 

encountering other atoms, give rise to some radiation—this, however, is not the 

fluorescent radiation which is emitted in such intensity as that observed. That this 

is so follows from the following considerations :—- 

As the exciting primary radiation becomes more penetrating (of shorter wave¬ 

length), the speed with which electrons are emitted from a substance exposed 

to this primary radiation becomes greater, whereas the fluorescent radiation remains 

homogeneous and unchanged in character. Now all experiments on the production of 

X-rays show that as the speed of the generating cathode rays increases, although an 

intense homogeneous X-radiation may be emitted, there is emitted also a heterogeneous 

radiation of comparable intensity, which becomes more penetrating. No such hetero¬ 

geneity or change in penetrating power is observable in the fluorescent radiation. 

Again, the ionizing power of the fluorescent radiation is comparable with—in 

limiting cases it is equal to—that of the secondary corpuscular radiation. This 

corpuscular radiation cannot then produce the fluorescent X-radiation by any process 

subsequent to expulsion, for all experiments on the relation between the ionizing 

power of cathode rays and of the X-rays they produce show that only a small 

fraction of the ionizing power goes into the resulting X-radiation. 

Again, if the fluorescent X-radiation was produced by electrons subsequent to their 

expulsion from the parent atoms, there could be no distinction between the effectiveness 

of various groups of electrons provided they had the same velocity. Yet the intensity 

of the fluorescent X-radiation is most distinctly related not to the whole number 

but only to a particular group of electrons in the corpuscular radiation. 

Direct experiments made by Chapman! in order to determine whether the nature 

of the substance subsequently bombarded by the electrons had any influence upon the 

* Barkla, ‘ Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ May, 1909. 

t Chapman and Piper, ‘Phil. Mag.,’June, 1910; Chapman, ‘Phil. Mag.,’April, 1911; ‘Phil. Mag.,’ 

March, 1913. 
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intensity or character of the fluorescent radiation emitted, show the same thing. 

When the greater portion of the energy of the expelled electrons, even in excess of 

that essential to the production of the fluorescent radiation, was absorbed in a second 

substance, the intensity of the fluorescent X-radiation was the same as when the 

electrons were completely stopped by the substance originally emitting them. 

There appears to be no escape from the conclusion that the emission of fluorescent 

X-radiation is completely independent of the career of electrons subsequent to their 

expulsion from the atoms. 

As ionization is produced by expelled electrons constituting the corpuscular 

radiation, it follows that the simple process of ionization is not accompanied by X-ray 

fluorescence. 

Independence of Electron During or Preceding Expulsion. 

It does not appear possible that the expelled electron is itself the source of this 

radiation during the final simple process of ejection, that is, during the final unidirec¬ 

tional flight which carries it beyond the bounds of the atom, for the homogeneous 

fluorescent X-radiation is both independent of the velocity of expulsion of these 

electrons, and thus of the period of actual escape, and according to our conception of 

homogeneous radiation implies a regular vibration. 

Again, the vibration of the electron (which is finally expelled from an atom) or of 

other components of a normal atom when under the influence of a primary Rontgen 

radiation must of course depend in character upon the primary radiation and be 

ultimately of the same frequency. This forced vibration would produce a radiation 

with properties dependent upon and possibly ultimately identical with those of the 

primary radiation. Such a radiation, due to the forced vibration of electrons within 

the atom, is actually emitted ; it however constitutes the scattered X-radiation. 

On the other hand, the fluorescent X-radiation is characteristic not of the exciting 

primary radiation, hut of the excited substance; it cannot be produced by such a 

controlled motion but only by a free vibration. The emission of a fluorescent radia¬ 

tion, too, is not general but conditional, that is to say, some special atomic condition 

appears to be essential to the production of the fluorescent radiation. We know that 

vibrations are produced within the atom both by Rontgen radiations of longer wave¬ 

length, and by the impact of electrons moving more slowly than the velocity critical 

to the production of a particular characteristic X-radiation ; yet the characteristic 

radiation has never been observed in these cases. 

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the fluorescent X-radiation is due to a free 

vibration occurring within the atom when in an abnormal state—probably after the 

ejection of a high speed electron.* 

* See Barkla, “ Der Stand der Forschung iiber die sekundare Rontgenstralilung ” (‘ Jakrb. d. Radio- 

aktivitat und Elektronik,’ April, 1908). 
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Each Fluorescent X-radiation Associated with Particular Group of Electrons. 

But of the electrons emitted with a velocity greater than the critical velocity, 

that is, with energy greater than that of a quantum of the fluorescent X-radiation, 

only a fraction are accompanied by the particular fluorescent radiation, say of 

series K.# 

As pointed out, the total corpuscular radiation, though consisting of electrons ejected 

with one velocity, may be divided into several distinct portions, each portion being 

definitely associated with the emission of fluorescent radiation of a definite series. Thus 

the whole corpuscular radiation consists of Kt electrons, associated with the emission 

of the characteristic X-radiation of series K, L electrons associated with the 

characteristic X-radiation of series L, and M, N, &c., electrons presumably associated 

with the emission of hypothetical lower frequency characteristic X-radiations of series 

M, N, &c. When few K electrons are emitted, the K fluorescent X-radiation is 

very weak ; when K electrons increase in number the intensity of the fluorescent 

X-radiation (series K) increases, and indeed, as we shall see, there is certainly approxi¬ 

mate if not perfectly accurate proportionality between the number of K electrons 

ejected and the intensity of the fluorescent X-radiation of series K. On the other 

hand, there is no simple relation between the intensity of fluorescent radiation of a 

particular series and the total number or energy of the electrons in the whole corpus¬ 

cular radiation. 

•Connection with Absorption of Primary Radiation and with Corpuscular Radiation 

{Radiation in Quanta). 

It has been seen that of the energy definitely absorbed in association with the 

emission of fluorescent X-radiation of series K—-K absorption—the fraction re¬ 

emitted as fluorescent radiation (series K) is at its maximum value when the primary 

radiation is of just shorter wave-length than the fluorescent radiation itself, and that 

this fraction decreases with a decrease in wave-length of the primary radiation. Thus 

if Fk is the energy of the fluorescent radiation (series K) u and //K are the wave¬ 

lengths of the primary and fluorescent radiations respectively, then as u decreases 

from /uK downward FK/EK decreases from about half, as shown in fig. 5. 

On the other hand, as p. decreases from /xK downward, of the energy EK specially 

absorbed in connection with the emission of K radiation, an increasing fraction re-appears 

as energy of corpuscular radiation (CK). In the case of the one substance examined 

in detail, and approximately in that of other substances, CK/EK increases from about 

^ towards 1. Thus when /u is just less than /aK the energy of the primary radiation 

specially absorbed is approximately equally divided between the two types of secondary 

* See Barkla, “ Charakteristische Rontgenstrahlungen ” (‘ Verb. d. Deut. Phys. Gesell.,’ 1913). 

1- f The case here considered is that in which the “ J ” radiation (which from most elements is of very 

high frequency) is not excited. 

3 B VOL. CCXVTI.—A. 
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radiation ; that is, for a given quantity of corpuscular radiation emitted, there is 

emitted sufficient K fluorescent radiation to produce an equal ionization. But as the 

K fluorescent radiation in this case differs little from the primary radiation, we see 

that for each K electron emitted there is also produced sufficient fluorescent radiation to 

set free another high speed electron with a velocity only just smaller than that of the 

electron ejected directly. As this electron possesses the energy of a quantum of the 

fluorescent radiation, we conclude that for each K electron emitted directly there is 

emitted also one quantum of the K fluorescent radiation. This experimental conclusion 

is so definite, so simple and significant, that we shall proceed to study the relations 

under other conditions. But before doing so we must again point out the extreme 

improbability of such an agreement by chance ; a priori the energy of fluorescent 

radiation might be that of 100 quanta or part of a quantum for each electron 

emitted, yet it is one quantum within a small possible error. 

As the wave-length n of primary radiation decreases, the energy of a quantum of 

this primary radiation increases, but the quantum of the characteristic radiation 

remains constant. If, therefore, one quantum of this characteristic radiation is still 

emitted for each high-speed electron emitted, then 

Energy of K fluorescent X-radiation _ quantum of K fluorescent radiation 

Energy of K corpuscular radiation quantum of primary radiation 

_ frequency of K fluorescent radiation _ % ^ // 

frequency of primary radiation n mk ’ 

i.e., the energy of the fluorescent radiation becomes a smaller and smaller fraction of 

that of the corpuscular radiation. This is exactly what happens, and certainly 

approximately at the theoretical rate. 

Possibly this argument is clearer as follows :— 

Total energy of K fluorescent radiation (FK) 

Energy of a quantum of K fluorescent radiation (hnK) 

= Number of quanta of fluorescent radiation (NF say), 

Total energy of K corpuscular radiation (CK) 

Energy of a quantum of primary X-radiation (hn) 

— Number of electrons in corpuscular radiation (Nc say). 

Hence the number of quanta of fluorescent radiation emitted per electron of the 

corpuscular radiation = — . 
Nc C KnK 

The experimentally determined number of quanta of fluorescent radiation emitted 

for each electron in the corpuscular radiation—i.e. £dven in the following 

table (V.) for primary radiations of various wave-lengths. These results show that 
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one quantum of K radiation is emitted for each K electron expelled whatever be the 

velocity of its ejection. 

Table V. 

# 
Approximate wave-length of primary 

X-radiation. 
Number of quanta of K fluorescent 

radiation emitted per Iv electron ejected. 

cm. 
0-87 x10-« 1-09 
0-71xlO-8 0-95 
0-56 xlO"8 0-85 
0-49 x10_s 0-81 
0-35 xlO"8 0-90 

The variations from unity are irregular and obviously may be the result of 

observational or experimental errors. The maximum variation of 19 per cent, is 

small considering the number and nature of the experimental determinations involved. 

Apart from a quantum theory, the range of possible values is so enormous in com¬ 

parison with the variation observed that the emission of one quantum of characteristic 

X-radiation for each electron in the associated corpuscular radiation must be regarded 

as an experimentally established fact. It is a fact of some significance. 

Less accurate experiments on other substances lead to a similar conclusion approxi¬ 

mately if not accurately. There is no reason to think the results would be less 

convincing. The fundamental physical truth one cannot for a moment question, 

though it is possible that certain conditions would produce greater irregularities than 

are exhibited above. 

First Approximation to Energy Relations. 

If the two K secondary radiations—the corpuscular and the characteristic X-radia¬ 

tion—together accounted for the whole of the K energy absorbed, we should have of 

the energy of the primary beam absorbed as K absorption, the fraction 
n + n-f 

or 

Mk \ re-emitted as K corpuscular radiation, and the fraction 
Hz. 

n + m 
or n 

n + r-K m kI 

as K fluorescent X-radiation. 

It has been shown that when /u is somewhat less than //K, i.e., when //. = 0'84^K, 

about 42 per cent, of the energy of the primary radiation specially absorbed in bromine 

appears to be re-emitted as fluorescent X-radiation of series K, while about 46 per 

cent, is re-emitted in the K corpuscular radiation. Thus the two together account 

for about 88 per cent, of the primary radiation. Also as /m. diminishes, the two 

energies of fluorescent and corpuscular radiations remain approximately comple¬ 

mentary, the energy of the former diminishing while that of the other increases. 

Table VI. gives the experimentally determined values of 

3 b 2 
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K fluorescent radiation (energy) K corpuscular radiation (energy) 

K primary absorption (energy) 5 K primary absorption (energy) 

Total K secondary radiation (energy) 

K absorption (energy) 

in columns II., IV. and VI. along with the simple theoretical values for the first two 

——and ——— in columns III. and V. The agreement between the values in 
n + nK n + nK 

columns II., IV. and VI. with those in columns III., V., and with unity respectively, 

is certainly sufficiently close to permit us to say that these simple energy relations 

express the experimental facts exceedingly well for a first approximation. It should 

be observed that the recorded values are not simply relative values; each one is the 

result of an absolute determination in the sense that it is independent of the others, 

and might have had any value less than unity. There appears to be little loss of 

energy within the atom, but what there is appears most marked when fx is just less 

than aK. The values of ——— and ——— are plotted against wave-lengths of primary 
n + nK n+nK 1 s B r J 

radiation in fig. 5 where they are indicated by the broken curves. 

Table VI. 

I. 
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It should, however, be pointed out that in elements of lower atomic weight a 

considerably smaller fraction of the energy of primary radiation appears to be 

transformed into fluorescent (characteristic) X-radiation. Measurements of the 

energy of corpuscular radiation, too, indicate a smaller fraction transformed into 

radiation of this type than is the case in bromine. Thus experiments point to a 

marked loss of energy in such substances.# 

With elements of higher atomic weight, however, there appears to be a close 

approximation of the experimental values with those given by the above simple 

theory. 

We shall, in what follows, deal principally with the results obtained with ethyl 

bromide, the behaviour of which is certainly typical of many substances. If in light 

elements, as seems probable, a considerable portion of the energy absorbed is 

unaccounted for, this is a matter for future investigation. It does not, however, 

affect the conclusions to be obtained with other substances, but indicates that the 

conditions are not the simplest possible. 

Process of Radiation. 

It is inconceivable that the processes resulting in the emission of fluorescent 

X-radiation and corpuscular radiation are either independent or even that they are 

alternative conclusions (dependent on some critical condition in the atom) to similar 

initial processes. The above experimental relations are inexplicable on any such 

assumption. The emission of each electron of the corpuscular radiation is associated 

with the emission of a quantum of the corresponding fluorescent X-radiation. But 

we have already shown that the electron after emission takes no part in the 

fluorescence, so are left with the conclusion that the atom which emits an electron 

emits also a fluorescent radiation characteristic of the atom itself. We shall now 

consider the process in greater detail. 

The above approximate relations show that the energy of primary radiation 

absorbed per K electron expelled is greater than that per lower frequency electron 

expelled by a quantum of K radiation, t In the measurements upon which this 

conclusion is based we are unable to distinguish between L, M, and N electrons, but 

as L electrons constitute quite 80 per cent, of the whole, and for the others the energy 

* Further experimental work on the light elements is desirable, for it is remarkable that such a 

variation should occur with a comparatively small variation in the atomic weight of the radiating 

substance (fig. 4), for the line spectra of these elements are similar, and in addition the absorption curves 

(as in fig. 2) are exactly similar. Similar absorption curves indicate similar processes of absorption. 

f If we ignore the first approximation altogether and examine the experimentally determined values of 

Energy absorption per K electron - energy absorption per L electron , we gee that the possihle error is 

energy of quantum of K radiation 

necessarily very great. The experimental values 1 • 4, 115, O'9, O'7 and 0'9 are of the order of 

magnitude of unity. 
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absorption does not differ greatly from that for the L electrons, we may class them all 

as L electrons. As all electrons leave the atom with the same velocity, and as the 

emission of the fluorescent radiation is subsequent to the absorption of primary 

radiation, we may express the fact in the following way :—The energy of a quantum 

of K radiation is the energy required to move an electron from the position and 

state of a K electron to the position and state of a lower frequency electron, 

an L electron. (We are led to regard a K electron as being situated nearer to the 

centre of the atom than the lower frequency electrons, and, in general, the frequency 

of vibration of electrons to be in the order of their distance from the surface. Thus 

the J, K, L, M electrons are arranged in this order from the centre outwards.) 

But when a K electron is hurled out of the atom, it is possible that, for 

stability, another electron will fall into the position and state of the K electron. 

If it falls from the position and state of an L electron, the energy of a quantum 

of K radiation must be re-emitted. The emission of a quantum of K radiation for 

each electron expelled we have found to be an experimental fact. 

Reasoning by analogy, we conclude that to displace an L electron necessitates the 

absorption of the energy of one quantum of L radiation more than that required to 

eject a still lower frequency electron. This energy is re-emitted as a quantum of 

L radiation when an electron falls from the position and state of one of these lower 

frequency electrons to the position and state of the displaced L electron. 

Thus, on this hypothesis, the energy of primary radiation absorbed per K electron 

emitted is h(n + nK + 7iL + nyi+...), he., the sum of the kinetic energy of the ejected 

electron, which is hn, and the energy of one quantum of each of the characteristic 

X-radiations of series K, L, M,_ Similarly, the energy absorbed per L electron 

emitted is h (n + nL + nM...), and so on. 

If, after a K electron is ejected, its place is taken by an L electron, and the place 

of that by an M electron, and so on, then for each K electron ejected there is 

emitted one quantum of each of the K, L, M, ... X-radiations. 

T ,i • ,, r» , • energy of K characteristic X-radiation • FK • i , 
In this case the traction -^----—:-, i.e. is equal tc 

energy ot K corpuscular radiation 

— (or —) as before. But what has previously been regarded as purely K corpuscular 
n \ fj.KJ 

radiation is K corpuscular radiation together with a weak corpuscular radiation 

produced by the re-absorption of the L, M, ... characteristic X-radiations emitted in 

association with the K corpuscles. That is, if there be additional L characteristic 

radiation associated with the emission of K corpuscles, the ionization produced by its 

absorption must be added to that produced more directly by the Iv corpuscular 

radiation. Thus more accurately our comparison of the energies of fluorescent and 

corpuscular radiations has given 

_Iv characteristic X-radiation (energy)_ 

K corpuscular radiation+ L characteristic radiation accompanying K electrons (energy) ’ 
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and this should be compared with the theoretical value —-. The values in 
n+nL 

Table V. should in this case be multiplied by 
n + nL 

n 
to give the number of quanta of 

K radiation emitted per K electron ejected. They then become 1 ’22, 1‘04, 0‘92, 0‘86, 

and 0'94. 
rni r- , • K characteristic X-radiation (energy) • ,, . , , 
Lire traction -==-:---7---r-0n this theory is equal to 

K primary absorption (energy) 
ru 

n + nK + nL+... 
(see Table YII., columns II. and III.) ; and 

K corpuscular radiation (energy) n 
——L.---v-Y-t^-L equals- 
K primary absorption (energy) n+nK + nh+... 
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But again, what we have observed is in this case 

K corpuscular radiation+ L characteristic radiation accompanying K electrons (energy) 

K primary absorption (energy) 

which should accordingly be compared with ---L- .., as in columns IY. and V. 
n + nK + nh+... 

In column YI. the total energy of secondary radiations associated with the emission 

of K electrons is expressed as a fraction of the K absorption, as in Table YI., 

column YI. 

The agreement between theory and experiment, as shown in Table YII., is, on the 

whole, very close. 

The experimentally observed energy relations, however, are not sufficiently accurate 

to enable us to determine with certainty the exact process by which the original 

configuration of the atom is regained. 

In fundamentals, however, the theory can scarcely be questioned. It explains so 

many facts and is so simple in itself that there seems no alternative but to accept it 

in outline at least. 

[The principal facts which may be regarded as giving support to the theory may be summarised as 

follows:— 

(1) When fx is just less than /xK for any one of the heavier elements, the fraction of the primary energy 

aibsorbed (K absorption) transformed into K characteristic radiation ( jt- ) is slightly less than 0 * 5 

(2) There is evidently a limiting value of about 0-5 for the fraction. 

(3) As ix diminishes this fraction invariably diminishes. 

(4) In the one substance carefully investigated—a substance giving the maximum value just below 0 • 5— 

the rate of diminution of this fraction with diminution in /x is almost perfectly that given by theory. 

(5) When y is just less than fxK for the one substance thoroughly investigated, the fraction of primary 

/C, 
energy absorbed (K absorption) transformed into K corpuscular radiation l ) is also slightly less than 0 • 5. 

This is approximately true for many substances, though a value appreciably but not considerably less than 

0 • 5 has been obtained. 

(6) The value exceeding 015 has never been observed. 

(7) As p diminishes, the fraction invariably increases. 

(8) In the one substance investigated, the rate of increase of the fraction is approximately the theoretical 

rate when fi is not near to /xK. (But when jx is near to /*K there is probably a real deficiency of corpuscular 

radiation.) 

(9) There is no evidence against the theory in its essentials. 

(10) The theory is a very simple one.] 

Experiments were commenced with Mr. Shearer with the object of determining 

whether the emission of K electrons was accompanied by a weak L radiation 

additional to that associated with L electrons, but the investigation was interfered 

with by war work, and did not get beyond the preliminary stage. The intensity 

was, however, seen to he very small. Theory as indicated above would lead us to 
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expect that such an L radiation would at most account for only 7 per cent, of the 

K absorption, for nL is only about }nK. If no such additional L radiation is 

discovered, the natural conclusion is that the displaced K electrons are replaced by 

electrons of still lower frequency or possibly, though highly improbably, from outside 

the atom. 

It is possible that there are not electrons of every series in every atom of the same 

substance, or, if there are, they may not be in the best position to enable them to 

replace an electron of an adjacent higher series. If, for instance, a K electron were 

ejected from an atom which did not'contain an L electron, or in which the L electron 

was situated on the other side of the centre, its place might be taken by an M 

electron, with the result that the energy emitted as characteristic radiation would be 

equal to that of one-quantum of K radiation + one quantum of L radiation. This 

would be equal to one quantum of radiation of slightly greater frequency than what 

we have previously regarded as the K radiation, and might account for a neighbouring 

spectral line in the K radiation. 

The origin of various spectral lines in a particular series (say the K series) was 

first explained by Kossel as the result of electrons falling from the various outer 

rings into the K ring, and was not given in the early communications of the writer.# 

According to Kossel, the Ka radiation is that emitted when an electron falls from 

the L ring into the K ring ; that resulting from the fall from the M ring into the 

K ring, and so on. In support of this he shows that the necessary energy relations 

hold. Thus the energy emitted when an electron falls from the M ring into the K 

ring is the sum of the energies of fall from the M ring into the L ring, and from the 

L ring into the K ring; what Kossel shows is that hnKp = hnLa + hnKa, that is, one 

quantum of Kp radiation possesses the sum of the energies of one quantum of La 

radiation and one quantum of Ka radiation. This indicates that, while the fall of 

electrons takes place between consecutive rings, it sometimes takes place across an 

intermediate ring position. 

These observed relations thus confirm the conclusion to which the writer was led 

in a most direct manner from measurements of the energies of corpuscular and 

fluorescent (characteristic) radiations and their relation with the associated absorption 

of primary radiation. 

The experiments described above lead to the conclusion that a characteristic 

radiation (of series K, say) is probably emitted when an outer electron falls into the 

position of a displaced K electron, the energy previously absorbed in displacing the 

K electron in excess of that carried away as 'kinetic energy being now re-emitted as 

a quantum of K radiation, or, what seems more probable, as a quantum of K radiation 

accompanied by quanta of lower frequency radiations. 

* Sir Ernest Rutherford kindly sent a copy of Kossel’s paper to the writer a few weeks after the 

publication of the preliminary notes in ‘ Nature,’ drawing attention to some similarity of conclusion. This 

paper was evidently published some time previous to the writer’s notes. 

VOL. CCXVJI.—A, 3 0 
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Quantum Theory. 

In the above investigation of the energy transformations accompanying the 

phenomenon of X-ray fluorescence the results of greatest significance in their bearing 

on the quantum theory are probably the following :—■ 

(1) The energy absorbed per K electron expelled is greater than that per L electron 

expelled by the energy of one quantum of K radiation approximately. This leads to 

the statement that the energy of a quantum of K radiation is that which must be 

absorbed to displace a K electron from its normal position and state to the position 

and state of an L electron. 

(2) A quantum of K radiation is emitted for each K electron ejected. 

(3) The number of electrons in the secondary corpuscular radiation plus the 

number of quanta of fluorescent X-radiation, that is, the total number of electrons 

emitted by the direct action of the primary X-radiation together with those emitted 

indirectly through the agency of the associated fluorescent X-radiation is not equal to 

the number of quanta of primary radiation absorbed, but varies from equality with 

to double that number. Thus if, for the sake of clearness, we regard the first 

approximation as being accurately true, N quanta of primary radiation cause the 

emission of 

■J-N electrons (directly)+ ^N (indirectly through the fluorescent radiation) 

when y. is just less than /u.K> 

§N (directly) + §N (indirectly) when /x is |-/xK, 

N (directly) + N (indirectly) when u is very small, 

or, in general, 

N ,J'K (directly)-l—N (indirectly) for any value of u* 
M + Mk M + Mk 

Thus, contrary to what has sometimes been supposed, the energy of a quantum does 

not persist through these energy transformations as an indivisible entity. 

<4) if we consider the energy absorbed by each atom from which a K electron is 

expelled, we see that when /u is just less than ,uK, approximately two quanta of 

primary radiation are absorbed per atom, 

when fx = \-/xK, l|- quanta of primary radiation are absorbed per atom, 

•>} U 4Mk> f4 )> >) )> i> 

or, in general, 

when ft =/uk, .(!+/) 

* If there are L, M, ... characteristic X-radiations associated with the emission of K electrons—indicated 

above as a possibility—the number of electrons emitted will be greater than is given by this expression; 

in this case it will depend on the number of series (K, L, M, ...) of characteristic radiations. 
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Consequently the number of quanta of radiation absorbed per atom (i.e., per 

absorbing atom) varies from about two to just more than one as the wave-length of 

primary radiation diminishes from just less than /xK to a very small quantity. A 

quantum is a quantity of radiation evidence of the absorption of which has not been 

obtained. Frequently however—when /u is a small fraction of /uK—the absorption per 

atom approximates to the energy of a quantum. 

It should be pointed out that the last two conclusions concerning the quantum 

theory, although expressed in precise terms, are in no way dependent on a close 

agreement between the experimental results and those given as a first approximation. 

A New Series of Characteristic Radiations. (J Series.) 

A marked deviation of the experimental results from what was expected on the 

above theory has led to the discovery of a new series of characteristic X-radiations.* 

From light elements these newly-found radiations are of only moderate penetrating- 

power, but are much “harder” (of shorter wave-length) than the K radiations 

emitted by these same elements ; they are of the same order of wave-length as 

the K radiations from the heavier elements—silver, tin, &c. The irregularity was 

found in the relation between the energy of K corpuscular radiation and the 

K absorption of the primary beam (p. 331). Thus it appeared that the fraction 

K corpuscular radiation (energy) • , 
—77—-7-7---increased with the diminution ot wave-length 01 

K primary absorption (energy) 

the primary radiation only up to a certain wave-length ; beyond this there was a 

sudden diminution in its value. This result, however, was based on the assumption 

that the ionization in air was produced by electrons of a definite number of groups, 

K, L, M, &c., throughout the whole range of wave-lengths employed : in other words, 

it was assumed that within this range of wave-lengths there was no radiation 

characteristic of the elements nitrogen and oxygen, consequently that no fresh 

group of electrons was emitted as corpuscular radiation as the wave-length of the 

primary radiation was reduced. 

Thus it will be observed that the values given in column IX. of Table III. 

ionization coefficient in air 
depend upon the ratio But the value of the absorption 

absorption coefficient in air 

coefficient in air for the radiations of shorter wave-length were obtained by simple 

proportion from those in aluminium after the subtraction of the scattering coefficient, 

* There has been some evidence of this for many years. The writer in 1903 found that unless the 

primary radiation was kept “ soft ” an additional radiation of some kind was emitted by substances of low 

atomic weight. It was also observed that to obtain evidence of the most perfect scattering from light 

elements as shown by polarization experiments “ soft ” radiation had to be used. Again, experiments on the 

distribution of scattered radiation showed that this approximated to that for the fluorescent radiation 

when the primary radiation was not very “ soft.” These and other experiments suggested the possible 

emission of a characteristic radiation of another series. 

3 c 2 
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that is, they were based on the absorption laws on the assumption that air had 

no spectral line within this range of wave-lengths. An unobserved spectral line 

would involve greater absorption on the shorter wave-length side, and would be 

accompanied by increased ionization. The ionization was, of course, experimentally 

observed ; but this was originally thought to be that accompanying what might be 

termed normal absorption in air. A greater absorption would necessitate a correction 

of the values obtained and would account for the apparent discrepancy. 

The existence of a characteristic X-radiation may, however, be shown by various 

methods—-by experiments on (a) X-ray fluorescence (excitation by a primary 

X-radiation); (b) corpuscular radiation; (c) ionization; (cl) absorption. All these 

methods have been applied and the results have demonstrated the existence of 

a series of X-radiations previously unknown ; the absorbabilities (consequently the 

wave-lengths) of these radiations from several elements have been determined. 

[The experiments, the results of which are given under the headings (b), (c), and 

(d) of this section, were undertaken in collaboration with Miss M. P. Whtte, whom 

I also wish to thank for help in the preparation of diagrams and tables for the 

lecture. The results briefly referred to in section (a) were obtained ’ during an 

investigation with Miss J. Dunlop of the scattered radiation. A more detailed 

account of these investigations will be published later.] 

Ionization Method. 

Experiments showed that with a primary radiation of decreasing wave-length the 

i p ionization coefficient in CJELBr p -i i x • , , i j 
value ot ———::—. . " . — tailed to increase at the expected rate beyond 

ionization coefficient in air 

a wave-length of about 0‘56 x 10~8 cm. It was evident, however, that the emission of 

a characteristic radiation from air would be accompanied by a rise of the air ionization 

and consequent fall of the ratio. Experiments were therefore made upon the 

ionization in sulphur dioxide and methyl iodide relative to air, in order to determine 

whether the sudden change occurred in the ethyl bromide ionization or in the air 

ionization. 

The ionization coefficient in sulphur dioxide had been shown to bear an approxi¬ 

mately constant ratio to that in air through a long range of wave-lengths.* The 

range of wave-lengths employed had, however,, not included that at which the 

observed change occurred. On extending the series of experiments it was found that 

ionization coefficient in SO., 
the ratio 

ionization coefficient in air 
- underwent a diminution at the same wave¬ 

length as had given a low value for 
ionization coefficient in C9ELBr 

A similar 
ionization coefficient in air 

effect was observed iti comparing the methyl iodide and air ionization coefficients. 

* Barkla, ‘ Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’May, 1909; ‘Phil. Mag.,’August, 1910; Barkla and Philpot, 

‘Phil. Mag.,’ June, 1913. 
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It was evident then that the sudden change was due to an increase in the 

ionization in air, and was such as would be given if nitrogen gave an X-ray 

spectral line of absorbability in aluminium (\/p)M equal to about 2‘5, or wave-length 

about 0'56 x 10~8 cm. 

On continuing the S02 ionization experiments with X-rays of shorter wave-length 

still, the ratio of ionizations rose again. This effect indicated that sulphur emits 

a characteristic X-radiation of shorter wave-length than that from nitrogen and 

oxygen (as might be expected from analogy with the K and L series of radiations), 

and as the primary radiation became of shorter wave-length than the radiation 

characteristic of sulphur, this characteristic radiation was excited, and was accom¬ 

panied by the corresponding corpuscular radiation from that substance producing 

an increased ionization in sulphur dioxide. The rise and fall of the ratio 

ionization in air ,, • , , • 
;—;---:——with decreasing wave-length or increasing penetrating power is 
ionization m fe<J2 

shown in fig. 6, curve 3. 

ri 
o 

• fH 

-p 
<6 
ts H 5 
o 

• i—i 
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Ionization in Air Ionization in Air lonizationin Air : - ~ - A-- 
IonizationinCopper Ionization in Aluminium Ionization in S02 

Absorbability in aluminium 

Fig. 6. 

Corpuscular Radiation Method. 

To obtain further confirmation of this, it was decided to compare the ionization in 

aluminium with that in air. As the ionization can only be directly measured when 

the substance is in the gaseous state, the method adopted was of necessity an indirect 

one. Ionization is usually produced by the high speed electrons from a gas passing 

through the same gas. Instead of this the electrons from aluminium were allowed to 
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pass through hydrogen (the direct ionization in which is negligible), and this indirect 

ionization was measured. Though the ionization produced in hydrogen by the 

secondary corpuscular radiation is not necessarily quite the same as that produced in 

aluminium by the absorption of its own corpuscles, the factor giving aluminium 

ionization from that in hydrogen is constant or nearly so. Consequently changes in 

the relative values of the ionization in aluminium and air may be observed equally 

well by this indirect method. 

The ionization in a chamber with its back face of aluminium and filled with 

hydrogen was compared with that produced by the same beam of X-rays in air. In 

the first case the ionization was ionization by the electrons ejected from hydrogen 

plus that by the net gain of electrons from aluminium at the end. In the second case 

the ionization was produced b}r electrons from the air itself plus that produced by 

electrons from aluminium ends. Approximately these are (a) ionization in hydrogen 

by electrons from the aluminium plates, and (b) ionization in air by its own 

electrons plus a comparatively small ionization in air by a net gain of electrons 

from the aluminium plates at the end of the chamber. (The latter of these might 

have been approximately eliminated from the results of experiments on the 

corpuscular radiation from aluminium. This was unnecessary, however; an approxi¬ 

mate correction was obtained by extrapolation.) 

Homogeneous beams of various wave-lengths were employed, and the relative 

ionizations in air and in aluminium were obtained. A correction had, however, to be 

made to the relative ionizations obtained in this way, for the air ionization was due 

to the electrons ejected from a given mass of air, whereas the aluminium ionization 

was produced by the electrons from a mass which increased with the frequency of the 

primary radiation. This is due to the fact that the shorter the wave-length of 

the primary radiation, the greater is the velocity of electrons which this radiation 

ejects, consequently the greater is the depth of material from which they emerge. 

An approximate correction for this may, however, be found by extrapolation. This 

is explained below in its application to the determination of the relative ionizations 

in air and in copper. The final results of the experiments on air and aluminium are 

shown graphically in fig. 6, curve 2. The rise in the air ionization at a wave-length 

about 0'56 x l(r8 cm. (\/p in A1 — 2'5) is well marked, and the subsequent rise in 

aluminium ionization is shown in the change in relative ionization in the opposite 

direction at a wave-length of about 0'52x 10~8 cm. (\/p in A1 = T9). It will be seen 

that the curve so obtained is very like the relative ionization curves for S02 and air 

obtained directly. This, of course, is as it should be, the atomic weights of aluminium 

and sulphur being close together, and their characteristic radiations consequently 

being of neighbouring wave-length. The difference between the two indicates that 

the radiation characteristic of sulphur is more penetrating than that of aluminium, 

for the relative ionization begins to approach the normal value with more penetrating 

primary radiation (of shorter wave-length) in the case of sulphur than that of 
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aluminium. This means that the special additional corpuscular radiation is excited 

in sulphur only by primary radiation slightly more penetrating than that necessary 

to excite the corresponding corpuscular radiation in aluminium. 

In order to obtain the ionization in a substance of atomic weight differing 

considerably from that of nitrogen and oxygen, and thus to get rid of the effect 

of the neighbouring spectral line in one of the ionized substances, the ionization in 

copper was compared with that in air by the same method as in the case of aluminium 

and air. 
rpi v , • ionization in air , . . 
ine uncorrected results tor the ratio ■;—;-;-;- are shown graphically m 

ionization m copper 

tig. 7. The effect of the varying thickness of metal from which the corpuscles 

emerge is seen in the downward slope of the curve with decreasing wave-length 

of the primary radiation; but for this effect the line should be approximately 

horizontal. 

Producing the relative ionization line PQ towards the left we get the relative 

ionization if there had been no additional corpuscular radiation associated with the 

spectral lines of nitrogen and oxygen. Thus the ordinate at C should be multiplied 

by the ratio to bring it to the true relative value of the ionization for a primary 

radiation of absorbability OM. 

Treating the values in this way we get the curve 1, fig. 6, giving the relative 

ionizations in air and copper for various radia'tions. 

The shape of the curve shows that the explanation given in the above cases is the 

correct one; for beyond the wave-length 0'56xl0~8 (\/p in A1 = 2‘5) the value of 
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ionization in air • ‘i-i n* ■ , • n -i .-1 t •, i p ,-1 
7—:-;-:- rises with diminution ot wave-length, and with further 
ionization m copper 

diminution there is no return of the relative ionizations to the original value.* Thus 

the ionization in air increases beyond the spectral lines of air ; but there is no rise of 

the ionization in copper, as there is no spectral line characteristic-of copper within the 

range of wave-lengths used. The ionizations in aluminium and sulphur dioxide 

relative to that in copper may be obtained by division from the values more directly 

determined and plotted in fig. 6 ; the results are given in fig. 8, from which we see 

Fig* 8. Showing approximate positions of the J spectral lines of N, Al, and S obtained from relative 

ionization curves. 

more clearly that these radiations characteristic of air, aluminium and sulphur, are 

progressively more penetrating. The J spectral lines for nitrogen, aluminium 

and sulphur obtained from these curves are shown at the foot of the figure. A 

similar increase of penetrating power with atomic weight of radiating substance had 

been found to hold among the radiations of series K and L. 

A point worthy of notice is that with primary radiation of much shorter wave¬ 

length than those of the characteristic radiations (J series) of the substances 

compared, the relative ionization is approximately the same as that obtained when 

The last two values in Table III., column IV., giving 
ionization coefficient in CoH5Br 

were 
b ionization coefficient in air (K, L, ...) 

corrected by the factors 1 • 32 and 1 • 39 respectively, because the observed ionization in air was partially 

due to J electrons. To obtain the ionization in air due to K, L, ... electrons alone, the observed total 

ionization had to be multiplied by (fig. 7), or the above fractions had to be multiplied by which 
CM AM 

had values 1 • 32 and 1 • 39 in the two cases, 
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the primary radiations were of longer wave-length than these characteristic radiations. 

This denotes that the number of J electrons emitted from air bears the same ratio to 

the total number of electrons (K, L, M, &c.) emitted by air as is the case from 

aluminium or sulphur. 

Fluorescence Method. 

The more direct method of demonstrating the existence of a characteristic radiation 

is to excite it by a primary radiation of shorter wave-length and observe it in the 

secondary radiation emitted. The secondary radiation emitted by the substance and 

detected by an electroscope in many cases is very approximately a homogeneous 

radiation ; in others a second (softer) characteristic radiation must be filtered out by 

absorbing sheets before the homogeneity of the radiation can be demonstrated; in 

other cases again, the scattered radiation produces considerable effects and cannot 

be filtered out, but in this the effect of the scattered radiation can be calculated and 

eliminated. The last method was used by Barkla and Nicol,# and was afterwards 

applied by Chapmant to substances of highest atomic weight. In this case the 

whole of the secondary radiation emitted by a substance was compared with that 

emitted by another substance whose secondary radiation under the condition of the 

experiment was almost purely a scattered radiation. 

In experimenting upon light elements this scattered radiation becomes a very 

important factor, and the elimination of the effect of this from the whole secondary 

radiation becomes very difficult. For our present purpose it is sufficient to show 

that in addition to scattered radiation a characteristic X-radiation is emitted by the 

light elements. As scattering substances, paper, paraffin wax, and aluminium were 

used. It had previously been shown that X-radiations differing considerably in wave¬ 

length are scattered to an equal extent by these light elements, and that scattering 

takes place without appreciable change of type. The introduction of a fluorescent 

characteristic radiation into the secondary radiation from one of these light elements 

would be shown by an increase in the total intensity of secondary radiation, and by 

a change in its penetrating power. 

A primary radiation of varying wave-length was directed on to a sheet of paper, 

paraffin wrax, or aluminium, and the ratio between the intensities of the primary and 

secondary radiations was observed by means of two electroscopes, while the absorb¬ 

abilities of both primary and secondary radiations were tested by screens of aluminium. 

It was found (l) that the intensity of the secondary radiation rose and fell as the 

wave-length of the primary radiation was diminished in the same way as did that of 

a characteristic radiation ; (2) the penetrating power of the secondary radiation 

varied as it would by the superposition on the scattered radiation of a homogeneous 

characteristic radiation of intensity varying as above; (3) in aluminium the 

* ‘ Proc. Phys. Soc. Lond.,’ September, 1911. 

t ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’February, 1912. 
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corresponding features all occurred with radiation of shorter wave-length than in 

paper and paraffin wax which consisted of lighter elements. 

In these experiments comparatively heterogeneous primary beams were used, so 

that the particular absorbability or wave-length at which the characteristic radia¬ 

tions appeared could not be determined with any accuracy. The absorbability in 

aluminium, however, was of the order of magnitude of that obtained more exactly by 

other methods. 
Absorption Method. 

It has been shown that over the range of wave-lengths between those of the 

spectral lines of two consecutive series and not near to the longer wave-length series, 

the absorptions in any pair of substances are in an approximately constant ratio for 

any wave-length. Any marked deviation from proportionality in the absorptions in 

two substances as the wave-length of the radiation changes, shows the existence 

of a characteristic radiation. Thus as the wave-length of a radiation diminishes, the 

n , • absorption in substance A • , ,, j. 
traction —-;-:-x-=■ remains approximately constant until the radiation 

absorption m substance B 

becomes of shorter wave-length than that of a radiation characteristic of A or B. 

In this case the corresponding absorption increases rapidly and the ratio of absorptions 

is changed. The absorptions of homogeneous radiations were therefore determined 

in iron and aluminium, so as to provide a further test of the existence of a radiation 

characteristic of aluminium. 
t-, • f. i , i , ,i ,• absorption in Fe j i ■ , 
Passing from long waves to shorter, the ratio —:-t—-r suddenly rises at 

& & absorption m A1 

wave-length approximately l'9xl0-8 cm., which agrees with the determined wave¬ 

length of the K radiation of iron (fig. 9). There is, further, a sudden drop in the ratio, 

Fig. 9. Showing approximate wave-lengths of the K radiation from Fe and the J radiation from A1 

from relative absorption curve. 
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or rise in the absorption in A1 for a wave-length of 0'5xl0~8 cm. approximately, 

which again shows that A1 has a characteristic radiation of about the same penetrating 

power as that of the K radiation from tin. 

Thus all the methods, direct and indirect, show that under the usual conditions the 

light elements emit characteristic radiations of moderate penetrating power, and that 

the higher the atomic weight of an element, the more penetrating is its radiation. 

As these radiations are very much harder (of shorter wave-length) than those of the 

K series in the lighter elements, it is evident that they constitute a new series of 

characteristic radiations; and as there is no evidence of an intermediate series, this 

series should be called the J series. The mass absorption coefficients in A1 (x/p)A1 for 

the radiations from N to S vary from about 2‘5 to 175, or the wave-lengths from 

O'56 to 0’5 x 10"8 cm. approximately.# 

PRIMARY X-RADIATION. 

The theory of emission of characteristic X-rays outlined above should also be 

extended to the process of production of X-rays by the incidence of cathode rays on 

any material, as in the ordinary X-ray tube. For it has been shown by Beatty! 

that the generation of a radiation of given penetrating power or frequency necessi¬ 

tates the incidence of electrons with energy greater than that of a quantum of that 

radiation. This applies not only to the production of radiation which is evidently 

characteristic of the particular anti-cathode employed, but to that heterogeneous 

radiation which becomes more and more penetrating as the speed of the exciting 

cathode rays increases. Such a law indicates a similarity in the process of production 

of all the X-rays generated in the anti-cathode. If mere collision between an electron 

of the cathode stream and an atom or a component of an atom in the anti-cathode 

resulted in the generation of X-rays, the resultant radiation consisting of all kinds 

of pulses produced by random collisions would possess the properties of a mixture of 

homogeneous radiations but without such a definite superior limit to the frequency of 

its components as has been actually observed. The definite law indicates a definite 

process, a process similar in essentials to that described in connection with the 

production of the characteristic X-radiations. 

There is no reason to deny that what has usually been regarded as the method of 

production of X-rays is inoperative ; the probability is rather that the electromagnetic 

radiation generated in an anti-cathode by the random collision of the exciting cathode 

particles is of small intensity; it does not constitute the bulk of the radiation 

recognised as X-radiation. (Yet a complete theory must take account of the 

experimental fact of a decided polarization in the primary beam—indicating an 

* [These values are probably rather high, as they were obtained by comparison of the wave-length of the 

a line with the absorbability of the whole K-radiation.—August, 1917.] 

t ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 1912. 
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amount of polarized radiation which ought very easily to have been observed in 

Beatty’s experiments if it differed in method of production from that of the bulk 

of the heterogeneous primary radiation.) 

If in the phenomenon of X-ray fluorescence we find it is essential that an electron 

be displaced from its normal position, and are led to conclude that X-rays are 

produced when the displaced or some other electron falls back into this position, we 

ought to look for a similar process in explanation of the more direct generation 

of X-rays. This naturally leads to the following considerations :— 

The cathode particles in the cathode stream by collision expel electrons from their 

normal positions in the atoms in the anti-cathode ; these displaced electrons thus receive 

an amount of energy—measured from the normal position and state—which must be 

less than the original kinetic energy of the impinging electron and may be much less. 

When they fall back to their normal positions they re-emit as radiation the potential 

energy which they lose in the fall. Further, if an electron in falling from one 

definite position to another emits radiation whose frequency n is given by the relation 

hn — energy lost in falling from position to position—a law for which we have given 

direct experimental evidence and which was assumed by Bohr—we need only assume 

an extension of the law to apply to any fall within the atom. We must assume that 

when an electron falls from any position within an atom to some normally stable 

position it emits radiation, a quantum of which is equal to the potential energy lost 

in the fall. 

Thus when an electron falls back from its position of greatest displacement, the 

frequency of the resultant radiation is given by hn — potential energy of electron in 

its position of greatest displacement measured from its normal position and state — 

which may have any value less than the original kinetic energy of the cathode particle. 

When it happens that the place of the displaced electron is taken by an electron from 

one of the outer rings in the atom, a characteristic radiation is emitted. 

Such a mixture of heterogeneous and characteristic radiations is actually emitted 

from the anti-cathode. This theory suggest a definite upper limit to the penetrating 

power or frequency of the radiation possibly emitted by an anti-cathode, for the 

highest frequency would be that generated when an electron falls freely from the 

surface of the atom to the innermost stable position of an electron, on the assumption 

that such a limit exists. A limit to the frequency of the X-radiation generated in 

a particular anti-cathode has not yet been proved, nor is there any certain experimental 

evidence in support of the hypothesis, though from considerations indicated above 

it seems probable theoretically. 

[Though results have been obtained by certain experimenters which from a superficial 

examination appear to indicate such a limit, these results might have been foretold 

not only qualitatively, but with fair accuracy quantitatively, from the observed laws 

of scattering and absorption. 

An approximate limit to the penetrating power of a radiation does not indicate a 
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limit to the frequency or wave-length, for the absorption of penetrating radiations is 

principally due to the process called scattering, the laws governing which are entirely 

different from the laws of absorption connected with the emission of electrons. The 

process of scattering imposes the limit on penetrating power, and where scattering 

varies little with wave-length, gives the appearance of an approximate limit to that 

wave-length. Such a small variation of absorbability with a variation of wave-length 

(as measured by absorption in heavy substances) has been observed in the region for 

which results have been given. 

Again, an empirical formula which connects wave-length and penetrating power, 

when absorption is due to one process, can scarcely be expected to hold when 

absorption is due to an entirely different process and is governed by entirely different 

laws. 

In addition, since the discovery of the J series of radiations of higher frequency 

than those of the K series (see p. 349), it seems highly probable that radiations of 

higher frequency than that of the radiation supposed to have been observed can be 

generated, for this has been indicated as belonging to the K series. 

For these reasons we think that further evidence will be needed in support of 

such conclusions, though results of the same kind may perhaps be expected 

elsewhere.] 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS UPON X-RADIATION AND THE QUANTUM THEORY. 

Thus all the available evidence shows that X-radiation may be and is emitted by 

electrons—probably in certain cases by groups of electrons, or even atoms—as a 

continuous process and in any quantity whatever. It is frequently emitted in 

quantities almost infinitesimal in comparison with a quantum. It is, however, 

emitted in quanta from atoms when certain critical conditions resulting in the 

ejection of certain electrons are reached, the process of radiation then taking place in 

a perfectly definite manner involving the radiation of a definite amount of energy 

which is proportional to the frequency of vibration. 

Absorption, too, normally takes place in very minute quantities—very small in 

comparison with a quantum. But in certain processes, which usually account for 

nearly the whole absorption, the radiation is absorbed in quantities greater than 

a quantum of the primary radiation, quantities varying with the conditions from one 

to two quanta approximately. There is no evidence of absorption of X-radiation 

in whole quanta, though the conditions are frequently such as to give an approxi¬ 

mation to this. 

-All this evidence seems to indicate that a quantum of radiation in the sense in 

which it has frequently been used, i.e., as an indivisible bundle of radiant energy, 

does not exist. The process of radiation may be, and is, continuous—at any rate, 

within limits extending to far smaller quantities than the quantum. The quantum 

is a unit of atomic energy which must be absorbed to change the configuration of 
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the atom, and is radiated when that configuration returns to its original state. It 

thus of necessity appears in certain processes of absorption and radiation.* 

The results obtained by certain experimenters on the ordinary production of 

primary X-radiation suggest, too, that mere collision of electrons with an anti-cathode 

is not sufficiently sudden, or of sufficiently violent a nature, to result in the pro¬ 

duction of the X-rays as ordinarily detected. The probability is rather that the 

function of the cathode particle is to displace electrons from their normal positions 

in atoms of the anti-cathode, and thus to produce in these atoms vibrations—some 

characteristic, others not—which result in the emission of the primary radiation. 

* There is no need to indicate the problems of absorption and radiation still awaiting solution. 

Though there is no evidence as to the nature of the mechanism involved in these processes beyond what 

is indicated by a change from certain initial to certain final conditions these investigations seem to 

establish many important facts, and to show' the narrow limits within which the quantum theory is in any 

sense applicable. 
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X. A Critical Study of Spectral Series.—Part IV. The Structure of 

Spark Spectra. 

By W. M. Hicks, F.R.S. 

Received May 18,—Read June 1, 1916. 

[Plates 4-18.] 

The spectrum of an element produced by the electric spark is in general funda¬ 

mentally different from that produced by the arc. The latter is marked by the 

predominance of groups of lines forming series associated with one another, and by 

lines related to these series in definite ways. In the former very few series have been 

discovered, the lines are very much more numerous, and the great majority are weak. 

Both kinds vary very much according to the way in which they are produced, and 

this is specially the case with spectra produced by the spark. Even when they are 

produced by similar methods by different observers—as, for instance, by Eder and 

Valenta, and by Exner and Haschek—there will be found a large .number in one 

not included in the other and vice versd. It is even questionable whether it is 

possible to draw a distinct and definite line of demarcation between the two, e.g., in 

the cases of Cu and Ba, to take two instances ; the arc spectra—with very numerous 

lines—in many respects have analogies with those of the spark. But very little is 

known as to the structure of the latter, beyond the fact that in some of them sets of 

lines with the same frequency differences are met with. The present communication is 

an attempt to throw some light on this question. 

The material at disposal is so vast that it is necessary to limit the discussion to a 

few elements, and even in them to restrict it to certain relations only. The elements 

selected are silver and gold. It had originally been intended to include also copper 

and barium as illustrating the transition from one to the other kind of spectra. But 

their inclusion would have rendered the present communication unduly long, whilst 

their omission enables us to confine the discussion to the elaboration of a single 

principle. The reason for the selection is that the author has had occasion to study 

with special care for other purposes the spectra of Ag and Ba, whilst those of Au and 

Cu—belonging to the same group as Ag—were specially investigated to see if the 

results afforded by Ag were supported by them. That of Cu was also interesting, as 

in the arc there are a very large number of doublets and triplets discovered by 

Rydberg; indeed the origins of some of the frequency differences observed were first 

VOL. CCXVII.-A 558. 3 E [Published October 23, 1917. 
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suggested by the case of Cu in which their values are comparatively small. But it 

required the support of the larger values afforded by Ag and Au to firmly establish 

the relations. Similar relations have been found in many other elements. The spectra 

of the rare gases from Ne to RaEm are built on a precisely similar plan, and in fact a 

map for some of the Kr lines was drawn many years ago on the plan of those given 

here for Ag and Au, although at that time the origin of the differences was not 

known. 

The notation used is that of previous papers in this series. The letters p (m), s (m) 

are used to denote the sequences N/(m+ f)2 which in the alkalies give the variable 

parts of the Principal and Sharp series. The wave-numbers of the Principal series 

are then s (l)—p (m) and of the Sharp p (l) — s (m). The doublet separations are 

due to denominator differences denoted by A, say m + f and m + f — A. The 

quantity A is a multiple of the oun, = 90‘47W2, where 100W is the atomic 

weight. As however the quantity <1 = occurs very frequently, this is generally 

used. When xS is added to the denominator in either of these sequences a new line is 

produced, and it is said to be laterally displaced. Thus, P (m) denoting any line, if 

xS is added to the variable part (the term in m), the new line is written P (m) (xS), 

but if added to the constant term (the limit) it is written (x§) P (m). Regarded 

from this point of view the two sets of a doublet series are regarded the one as 

a displacement of the other. Thus P, (m) — Pj (m) ( — A); S2 (m) = ( — A) Sx (m) ; 

D12(m) = Dn (m) { — xS); D22(m) = (— A) Dn (m) (—xS).* 

In the following, for the sake of shortness, when p, s are used alone they stand for 

the limits jo(l), s(l). Line separations are always given in thick type, and, in 

general, the decimals of wave-numbers are omitted. 

It will be seen later that the structure of the spectra depends on long series of 

constant differences in wave-numbers (or frequencies). As the total number of lines 

in a particular spectrum is very great there will always be a certain number of chance 

agreements for any given difference. In forming an opinion as to the reality of the 

connection indicated by a given set of such differences it will then be necessary to 

obtain an estimate of the number of such coincidences to be expected, on the 

supposition that the lines form a purely chance distribution. Owing to observation 

errors exact differences will never occur. Suppose that the difference being investigated 

lies between n ± x, where x is a small quantity, and suppose that the spectrum under 

consideration contains p lines whose wave-numbers lie between Nj and N2, Nx < N2. 

The average separation between successive lines will be (N2 —N;)/(p— l). The 

chance of one falling in the space 2x is therefore 2x (p— l)/(N2—Nj). Taking 

each number in succession from the smallest, this is the chance of finding a line n ± x 

ahead of it. But clearly we must stop when we reach a value N2—n. The probable 

number of lines contained in this region is n (p— l)/(N2 — Nj) and the probable total 

* There is reason to believe, however, that the series P2 (m) and the satellites are the normal lines, and 

that Pj (to) should be written P2 (to) (A); Dn (m) = Di2 (to) (xB), &c. 
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number of lines available for pairs is p-n (p-l)l(N2-'N1) = {l-n/(Na-N,)}jp, since 

p is a very large number. Hence the probable number of coincidences will be 

/, n \ 2 px 

v CTEn.-n, ' 
This is the number if we know that the distribution is a wholly chance one. If, 

however, the frequencies are known to be based on certain constant differences the 

numbers found with differences which-are not sums or differences of multiples of these 

constants will not occur. Hence, in this case, the above calculated probable number 

will be too large. It therefore must be regarded as a maximum value, and that the 

chance coincidences will be fewer than the value given by it. 

The first difference to be tested was naturally that of the ordinary doublet 

separation v=p( — A)—p. In the case of Cu a very frequent difference found was 

about 1000. This is rather larger than 4v and it suggests that as v is formed by the 

displacement — A on p, the new difference is formed by the displacement —4 A. But 

the calculated value ofjp( — 4A) — p is too great. The value of p ( — 3A) — p (A), 

however, comes to 99975, which is practically exact. This is the difference of the two 

displacements — 2A and 2A on p2, that is of symmetrical displacements on either side 

of p2, which latter is probably more fundamental than pv The corresponding values 

for Ag and Au were also found to occur in large numbers in their respective spectra. 

This large difference naturally suggested a search for the intermediate ones p—p(A), 

p ( — 2A)—p ( — A),p ( — 3A)—p ( — 2A), which Avere duly found as well as others given 

by s — s (A), s( — A) — s. 

There are also certain others depending on the d sequence and the satellite 

separations, but these latter are not considered in the present paper. 

It is to be noted that if, for instance, the wave-number of a line is given by 

n = p — X, the addition p( — A)—p simply displaces the line to ( — A)n. If, howe\Ter, 

it be subtracted, the new wave-number is 2p—p ( —A) —X and a normal displacement 

does not occur. As will be seen later there are numerous instances of displacements 

of the first kind. 

The method adopted in attacking the spectrum of a given element Avas first to make 

a list of the wave-numbers in a vertical column of ascending values downwards. In 

order to test a given difference each number in succession was tested, and when a 

coincidence was found pencil lines were drawn down and up with the actual difference 

found entered. As a rule ATalues were entered when different from that being tested 

by two or three units or more. The result was a maze of pencil lines, many of the 

wave-numbers having as many as fHe or six attached to them. The next step Avas to 

start from some particular Avave-number and make a new list following up the pencil 

lines from one to another. In this way a set would be isolated from the general list, 

all connected together in parallel and series groupings with one another but showing 

no connection with the other waA7e-numbers. In most cases the number of individuals 

3 E 2 
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in a set was found to be very large and it is only possible to visualize their mutual 

connection by exhibiting them on a diagram. They appeared connected to one 

another by links of a few definite species. It will be convenient to refer to these sets 

as linkages, and a constant difference as a link. The vast majority of the spark lines 

are thus connected. As a rule the linkages are attached to—or related to—one of the 

ordinary series lines. It will be convenient for shortness of statement to denote the 

various links by definite letters. The following will be used—- 

p-p{A) = a, p(-2A)-p(-A) = c, 

p(-A)-p = b, p(-3A)-p(-2A) = d, 

p(~3A) — p (A) = e, 

s—s (A) — u, s( — A) — s = v. 

From the constitution of a linkage it is clear that if p — X denote the wave-number 

of the first—or any one—of the linkages, that of another can be expressed in the 

form— 
Wave-number = — X + ap (A) + yp + zp ( — A) + x'p { — 2A) + ylp ( — 3A) 

+ #S ( A ) + tjS -f £s (— A ) 

where x, y, z ... are integers. From the way in which the links appear as the difference 

of two terms the sum x + y+ ... must be odd. The existence of lines in which this sum 

is even is not excluded, as the method adopted would not isolate them and no attempt 

has been made to test for them. Tables for certain of these linkages are given below. 

We now proceed to give the evidence on which the above statements are made. 

The data for p, s, A, 8 are taken from Part III. of this series of papers.* They 

are 
Ag- An. 

8 

d
o

 

II 30644‘60 + # 29465"18 + # 

= N/(l'891897)2 = N/(l"929298)3 

.5 = P ( 00 ) 61116*33 -4-^ 70638‘12 + f 

= N/(l‘339600)2 - N/(l"246047)2 

V 920-435 —-0014£ 3815-54 

A 27786*57-1*29# 113961-5-46# 

<? 42P0087 —‘0196# 1406-93 —-047# 

The values of the different links as calculated from these are as follows :— 

a 880-77 3195-14 

b 920-44 3815-54 

c 962-54 4607-77 

d 1007-26 5635-33 

e 377P00 1725378 

u 2458-64 11342-19 

V 2616-61 14937-24 

* ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 213. 
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The exact values of these links depend only slightly on the exactness of the values 

of the limits, for if the latter change by £ A also changes with it in such a way that 

the consequent changes in the links are only small. For instance even with the large 

values of Au, the links a...e become a + 0, 6 + 0, c— '03£ d — '07£, e—'08£. The 

links u, v, however, depending on a limit which does not affect A, show larger, 

although still small, variations, viz., u of — '24^ and v of —'8f. 

In the case of Ag, the greatest and least values of the wave-numbers tested are 

N2 = 50611, Nx = 15691, whilst the total number of lines is p = 600. Substituting 

these Values in the formula given above the number of probable coincidences with a 

given link n ± x is 

20x (1 — —-—-) 
V 35000/ 

The corresponding values for Au are N2 = 53697, Nj = 15923, p — 750, whence the 

probable number of coincidences is 

In order to form a judgment on the question whether the observed coincidences are 

due to a real effect or to mere chance, the series of curves Ag 1-7 (Plate 4) and 

Au 8-14 (Plate 5) have been drawn. The actual observed differences are represented 

as abscissse, a dot being placed for each case. For any particular difference, the 

number of dots within x on either side of it are counted and entered as an ordinate. 

Joining the tops, we get a broken curve which represents the frequency of occurrence 

of the various values of an observed link. A dotted horizontal straight line drawn 

at a distance above the line of abscissse, calculated from the above formula, gives the 

probable frequency on the supposition that the values are due to pure chance. The 

curves are drawn for the two cases of x = '4 and 1. The curves for the long e links 

are made to cover a wider region than the others for a reason considered below. 

The v link for Au has also been extended further in order to see how the observed 

differences behave when they are away from the immediate neighbourhood of the 

true link. As is seen, their frequency is much less than the calculated chance, in 

agreement with the reasoning given above that the chance distribution must be less 

than that given by the formula. In the Ag set the curves show that the four small 

links, a, 6, c, d are clearly systematic, with numbers more than twice the maximum 

probable on chance and practically agreeing in value with the calculated results. 

The three larger links also show the same effect with the distinction that they appear 

to be arranged, about three maxima, roughly two units apart for u, v, and three units 

for e, with e = 3771 itself actually at a minimum. In Au, the existence of peaks is 

even more marked. They are probably all real effects and indicate that certain small 

displacements will often simultaneously occur with the change of link. 

The existence of observation errors will flatten out any peaks if they exist in the 

9'8cc 1 - 
n 

38000 
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frequency curves 1... 14 given above. An estimate of the magnitude of the effect 

to be thus expected is difficult, not only because we have estimated maximum errors 

by Kayser and Runge alone for the arc lines, but because frequently an observed 

difference has to be taken between measurements by two observers whose systematic 

errors may be different. 

The evidence for the reality of the variation in a link is based on the existence of 

long series of the same link. The following are a few examples out of many others. 

In Silver— 

(1) 30514 2460'39 32974 2460'84 35435 2461-00 37896 2457'26 40353. 

(2) 17814 3772-32 21591 3779-86 25371 3778'Ql 29194 3778A6 32928. 

(3) 30959 3776-44 34735 3777’47 38513 3773‘79 42286 2618’00 44904 3767’59 48672. 

In Gold— 

(4) 15293 5634-92 21558 5633'23 27191 5631-12 32822 5635’29 38457 563946 44097 

41320 

3192-47 3197-75. 

(5) 38127 44517 3200-04 47717 

3197-76 3192-46. 

41325 

(6) 33784 3194-86 36979 3197'04 40176 3196'71 43372. 

The first three indicate without any doubt that the links about 2460 and 3778 are 

real effects, and they show that they cannot be explained by errors of observation, for 

if so, the extreme lines would have to be affected with errors beyond any possibility. 

For instance, in (2), the differences refer clearly to one about 3778'4 and individual 

errors of small amount assigned to the lines will make the differences all equal to this. 

But if the link is supposed to be the calculated 3771, the errors in the extreme lines 

would have to be 29'7 distributed between them—a value manifestly too large. The 

existence of these variations is also shown clearly by (5) (see p. 367). The origin of 

these variations is discussed below in more detail. 

The probability curves offer incontestable evidence that the existence of these links 

is not due to chance coincidences. But other evidence is available. The fact that the 

vast majority of the spark lines are thus connected can be explained in no other way. 

A glance at the maps of the linkages given below, and consideration of the way in 

which the links are combined, are convincing that although some of the links shown 

are certainly due to coincidences the linkage effect is a real one. Amongst such 

peculiarities may be mentioned the long sequences of the same link referred to above, 

the existence of numerous meshes and congeries of meshes, of parallel sequences, 

repetitions, &c. A few of these are exhibited in diagrammatic form in Plate 6. 
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They are excerpted from the maps of some of the linkages given later. In these 

the dots represent wave-numbers of spectral lines, the small circle corresponds to the 

wave-number which is given in the notes to the figures, and the letters denote the 

links. We shall call a collocation of four lines connected in parallel—as for example 

the two sets in fig. (a)—a mesh. The number of these is very large and the Au 

spectrum contains some very complicated examples. 

In a very large number of cases a correction on a single line will render all the links 

attached to it correct. Thus, for instance, in the AgP (ii.) and (iii.) maps, the line 

42203 (see fig. I, Plate 6) differs from two preceding lines by 964'89, 2818'83 and from 

two succeeding lines by 959'62, 2456'44. If this be corrected by —2'2 (d\ = '12) the 

differences become the links 962'69, 2616'G3, 96P82, 2458'64—practically exact. 

Another example may be taken from the line 40353, which occurs in the first of the 

long sequences given on p. 366. In addition to the link 2457'26 there shown, it forms 

part of a mesh which may be written :— 

41891 

2461-66 

39430 

959-00 923-99 

38471 40353 

919-69 963-29 

39390 

If 39430 be 3'5 larger (clA = — '23) the three links converging on it are made 

simultaneously exact, viz., 962'50, 920'49, 2458'41, the outstanding variations being 

only small fractions of possible observation errors. The u link also becomes the same 

as that just before 40353 in the long sequence to which the abnormal 2460 of the 

others have returned. In these two instances the first may be due either to an 

observation error or to another cause. The second, however, is too large to be explained 

as due to an error, but is probably due to the same cause that produces the double 

peaks in the frequency curves. That such causes exist has been already pointed out 

by the many long sequences of equal and abnormal links. As additional evidence 

the following examples out of a large number of similar ones may be taken. In the 

AuX linkage the following mesh occurs— 

41320 

3192-47 3197-75 

38127 44517 

3197-76 3192-46 

41325 

Here alterations of 2'6 (d\ = — T5) on 41320 and — 2'6 on 41325 make the 

differences two exact-a links. But it would also make the two lines coincide, whilst 
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they are given clearly by Eder and Valenta as two XX = 2419'41, ’10, so that any 

supposition as to the presence of observation errors is ruled out of court. There is 

therefore a displacement either in the links themselves or in a line 41322'6. 

The other example is from silver, in the AgS (3) linkage, viz., 

31815 

2455-51 

34271 

2461-79 

30846 963-16 31809. 

Here again the two u links deviate from their normal values by equal amounts 3*1. 

Their mean is 2458'66, which is exact. The two lines 31815, 31809 are XX = 3142'82, 

'20 and are clearly displacements by equal amounts in opposite directions from 

3142'51. 

The number of cases similar to the above in which a change in one wave-number 

will make a number of abnormal links all conform to their typical values is extremely 

large. When two such links occur in series—both in the same direction—I refer to 

them as series inequalities; when in parallel, or one additive and the other subtrac¬ 

tive, as parallel inequalities. If one is too large and the other too small by equal 

amounts, it means that when in series, the line between them is displaced from the 

first one, and the third has this displacement annulled. If in parallel it means that 

the third line receives the same displacement over the second that the second received 

over the first. If, however, the two links differ from their normal values by the same 

amount the above changes are reversed. 

In certain cases, especially where D linkages are involved, the nature of the 

displacement would seem obvious — where, for instance, the irregularity can be 

explained by a change from a Dn type to a D12 or vice versd. Thus in the AgD (4) 

linkage the line 33192 is 2620T9 greater than the line 30572. The former depends 

(see No. 7 of the AgD (4) Table) on D12. The satellite separation is 2'69 by observation. 

Thus link v + change from D12 to Dn is 2616'61+2'69 = 2619'30, leaving '89 (clX = ’08) 

to be distributed between observations of the two lines and of the satellite separation. 

The first line is p ( — 2A)—s (A) + s—YD12 (4), the second would then become 

p ( —2A) — s (A) + s ( — A) — VDU (4). A similar explanation is possible for the 

previous example from the AgS (3) linkage. The line 31815 contains—VS (3) in its 

formula. Now VS (3) = 9231'23 = N/(3'446862)2, a displacement of —6^ on this 

produces a separation 3'36. So that numerically 34271 is 31815 ( —6<^) +u + ‘22 

(d\ — —'02), and 31809 is 31815 ( — 13^) — 'll (d\ = '01). Such explanation, how¬ 

ever, is not so plausible as in the preceding case, for the S sequences do not seem to 

be so susceptible of small displacements as the D. The most frequently occurring 

irregularities, however, cannot be explained in this way for the P(l) linkages show 
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them of the same value as the others, and the smallest displacement of ^ on VP(l) 

produces separations of far too high a value. It is necessary to look for some cause 

which will produce variations of from 2 to 10 in all cases. Such a cause would be 

small variations in N. The condition is also fulfilled if, instead of making the links 

depend on displacement operations by A on p, s, the operations are made on values of 

p, s, already displaced by small multiples of Sl or S. For example, a' = — p(;r<i + A) 

+p(x$), b' = —p(xS) +p(xS— A), &c. The calculated changes are found to be as 

follows :— 

Ag (with xS). Au (with xS{). 

a’ — a - '61x - VI x 

b'-b — ' 61 x - 2'VJx 

c' — c — "66a* - 275a; 

d'-d - 7lx - 3’63x 

e! — e — 2'59x — 10'25x 

v!—u — 2'25x - 9T7x 

v' — V -2%7x — 13'32x 

The x refer to multiples of S for Ag and of <b for Au. The reason for the difference 

of treatment is that where those of Sx might occur in Ag the change would be much 

smaller than the observation errors, whilst if any of 8 occurred in Au the changes would 

be larger than those included in our purview. In constituting the formulte for the 

lines of certain linkages carried out below this method has been adopted, when the 

variations are too large to be ascribed to errors. This assumption, however, must 

not be considered to be adopted as the real explanation. This is left open. The use 

of the assumption enables the dependence of the lines on the p and s terms to be 

shown conveniently in tables. At the same time it exhibits clearly the presence of 

these small disturbances when existing, whatever their real cause may be. In many 

cases also after appearing in the tables for certain lines they disappear again for 

succeeding lines, and so have assisted in locating the latter. 

In the case of the long link e, which is the sum of the four short p links, it might 

be expected that some indication of the nature of this displacement might be given 

by considering how the e, or the enlarged e links depend on the displaced small links 

a, b, c, d. The number of the e links being large, and the number of possible 

arrangements of the small links within it being 4 !, the labour of testing them is so 

great that a complete discussion has not been attempted. The chief difficulty is that 

only a few of the small links in them are normal so that the others do not appear in 

the general lists of links, and the whole spectra have to be examined afresh. In the 

case of the AgS (3) and AgD (4) linkages no complete sets were found. In the 

AuP (l) of the links beginning at 25736, 20100, 37357, 41172, 26236, 43497 (see map 

AuP), complete sets were found for 26236 only. In the AuS (3) of those beginning 

at 25387, 20776 (Si 3), 23805, 24592 (S2 3), 27783, 30109, 24477 (see map AuS (3)), 

3 F VOL. CCXVII.—A. 
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all but the last gave sets, but only by admitting values of links so abnormal that they 

were not counted in the general list. Also in the AuY linkage the sets beginning at 

17788, 28152 were found to exist. They are reproduced here :— 

1. 26236   17260-76   43497 

3830-99 30067 46Q1'44 34669 5636-00 40305 3192'35 

2. 25387   17256-97   42644 

5640-57 31028 4808-31 35634 3821'55 39456 3188'54 

3. 20776   17262-04   38038 

3189-54 23966 3817-32 27783 5647'31 33431 4607-51 

4. 23805   17258-49   41064 

3195-78 27001 3822-33 30823 5618-55 36442 462P83 

3810-21 27615 4804-05 32219 3194-83 35414 5640-40 

5. 24592   17263-13   41855 

3191-06 27783 5647-81 33431 4607'51 38038 3816-78 

6. 27783   17260-17   45043 

5647-81 33431 4607-51 38038 3816'78 41855 3188-07 

7. 30109   17252-89   47361 

3194-84 33303 582P20 38924 4598'98 43523 3838 

8. 17788   17256-26   35045 

3813- 90 21601 4608-08 26209 5839-11 31848 3196'09 

9(a). 28152   17260-49   45412 

3815-65 31967 4810-61 36578 5637-59 42216 3196’67 

9 (b). 28155   17257-32   45412 

3814- 60 31970 4608-46 36578 5637'59 42216 3196'67 

An examination of the above shows that, with the exception of Nos. 8 and 9 from 

AuY, all contain very abnormal links. It is noticeable also that in all except 3 and 4 

the links occur in cyclic order backwards or forwards of a, b, c, d, viz.: (l) b, c, d> a ; 

(2) d, c, b, a; (5) a, d, c, b ; (6) d, c, b, a ; (7) a, d, c, b ; (8) b, c,d,a ; (9) b;c, d, a ; 

whilst in (3) the order is a, b, d, c, and in (4) a, b, d, c, or b, c, a, d. In (l) 30067 

has no link in the general list. In (2) 39456 has not been attached to any linkage 

and the other two belong to the X and Y linkages. In (3) all are included in the 

S(3). No. (4) shows two possible sets both contravening the cyclic rule. If the 

links shown are real displaced links the two sets form a complete cycle like that in 

fig. e of Plate 6. But 36442 belongs to the Y linkage, whilst in the second the three 

intermediate lines belong to other linkages. It is probable, therefore, that both sets in 

No. 4 are spurious. Nos. 3, 5 and 6 have portions in common. In (7) the last two 

intermediate belong to the X and Y linkages. The set is therefore probably spurious. 

Nos. 8 and 9 show all good links whilst 9 shows that two clinks are possible but 31970 
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is an arc line. Apparently, therefore, there is only good evidence for all the inter¬ 

mediate links in Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9. In applying the displacement rule to the 

e links in the formulae lists given below the numerical values allowed are supposed 

to be e = 1725378 and e(—^) = 17264'03—in other words, e is taken as an inde¬ 

pendent link and not as the composite a-\-b + c + d. If it is composite each of the 

a, b, c, d may be modified, and values of e intermediate to 17253 and 17264 may 

enter. If then the wave-numbers were known accurately to unity (dX = '5 for long 

waves to ‘05 for short) these ought to serve as tests of the kind of displacement 

supposed. Take, for instance, (3) as an example. It is seen that e = 17262'04 

= e( — dj) —2, and the small separations are a(3^) —'54, b ( — <^) — '39, d( — 3(^) + l’59, 

c — '26. Thus if e is really composite it should equal a (3dx) + b (— dx) + d (— 3dj) + c, and 

its value should be '40 larger—-i.e., it is already correct within very small error limits. 

If, however, it is independent, the link 5647, which is just as far as it can be from 

d ( — 3dx) or d ( — 4(1!), would be spurious, 23966 and 27783 would be linked to 20776 and 

33431 to 38038, and the error —2 in the long link would be divided between 

observation errors on 20776 and 38038, say 20776 -'43 and 38038 + l'57, giving 

respectively dX = '10 and —'ll. All this argument, however, goes on the assumption 

that only one displacement can take place at each step. Thus in passing from 27783 

to 33431 the existing a (3dj) may displace to a (— dj) and the d link be d (— dj), producing 

a line '90 (dX — '08) less than that observed. The next link would be c( — S1) when 

38038 is corrected by 2 and then the transformation to e (— dx) is completed. That these 

double displacements take place is not unlikely since the successive lines in our lists 

may be quite independent of the neighbouring lines, the chain links merely serving 

as a sort of Ariadne’s thread to discover them. 

A corresponding treatment for all the sets gives :— 

dX. 

3. e(-di)-2, a(3d1)-'54, 6(-d1)-'39, d (-3^) + D59, c-'26 . . 14 

5. e (— dj) —' 9, a(2d1)-,66, d (-3d0 +159, c-'26, 6(-d,)-' 93 . . '05 

6. e(-d1)-3'86, d ( —3d:) +1'59, c-'26, 6(-d1)-'93, a(d1)-*27. . 19 

'8, e + 2'48, 6 (<&!)+'61, c+'31, d( —d1)+15, a-K95.-'20 

9 (a). e( —dj) —2’54, 6 + 11, c( —d1) + ‘09, cZ( —dx) —1’83, a( —dx) —17. . . 12 

9(6). e + 3'54, 6-'94, c + '69, d +1'82, a+1'53.. -17 

In the above the value of dX is the correction to be applied to the last line to make 

the long link e or e( — S1) exact supposing the whole error thrown on that line alone. 

In 9a, 9b only are there indications that the small links show displacements the same 

as those given to e, but this cannot be the case for both sets as the two last links 

must be the same. The discussion of the cause of the enlarged links must therefore 

be left open until more accurate measurements are attainable. 

There are a large number of more or less parallel linkages which unfortunately it 

3 F 2 
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has not been found possible to exhibit on the maps in such a way that they can be 

seen at a glance. There are clear indications that these are due in many cases to 

displacements of the known kind in one of the terms. In the maps the differences of 

the wave-numbers from the nearest lines before and after a given one are indicated. 

Although these are intended for a different purpose, they indicate such displacements 

by the frequent appearance of the same separations, and in many cases the same on 

both sides, e.#., in Ag, the mesh with one angle at 37233 (AgP i., j 7) is one striking 

example. Amongst such separations in Ag may be given as illustrations 52, 43, 37, 

28, 16, where 4<5 on p ( — A) is 52'16. 38 on p (— A) is 4278, 8 on S (A) is 3675, 2<5 on 

p{ — A) is 28‘52, 8 on p ( — 3A) is 16. But also 42 is the double link, c — b, and may 

indicate an unobserved line. As corresponding examples from Au may be taken the 

chain from 18449 (AuS (3). e. 12). A very exact example of lines at equal distances 

on either side is given by 26842 (AuX iii., d 14). The adjacent lines differ from it 

by —4679* and 4679 on either side. Now a displacement of 2<h on VX12 produces 

4674. They are therefore ordinary displacements ±2<h on either side of 26842. A 

complete discussion of the whole spectrum must take account of these possibilities. 

The present paper only deals with the establishment of the truth of the linkages 

effect. 

The majority of the linkages observed are represented in sixteen maps. This 

method is in fact the only wa}^ in which the general connection can be visualised and 

realised. They are based on the differences as found and consequently must contain 

a considerable number of chance coincidences, although for the reason given above 

(p. 363) the number will be less than that given by the probability formula. In the 

present state of our knowledge there is little to decide where they occur. In a few 

cases the existence of a coincidence may be evident and be traced. For example, the 

lines 15923, 19113, in the AuX linkage which differ by 319073, or apparently by a 

modified a link, really belong to a doublet of the D type, referred to in more detail 

later. They are respectively the D21 and Dn terms. The satellite D12 is 19738, 

which gives the normal separation 3815‘54 with 15923. They are in inverse order—or 

their formula gives negative values. The satellite separation D12 — Du = 62571 and 

as it chances 3815'54 —62571 = 319073. Thus the apparent a link is not really so, 

it is a pure coincidence. It is further possible that links attached to these lines majr 

reproduce other examples of this pseudo link. As a fact 15923 has a separation 

17243 to 33165'51 and 19113 a link e — 1725470 to 36367, which suggests a spurious 

link a = 3202'25 between 33165 and 36367. 

In many cases it is easy to see that a spurious link must occur somewhere in a 

certain region. For instance, if a linkage starting from one series line runs on into 

that of another by a certain sequence of links, one at least in that sequence must be a 

chance coincidence. There are several cases of this, but astonishingly few when 

regard is had to the enormous number of links which exist. One chief difficulty in 

settling the true sequence in a case like this is due to the existence of the link 
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modification just considered. If only separations varying by one or two units from the 

calculated links are allowed, most of these difficulties, if not all, would disappear. In 

the maps in certain cases a suggested false link is placed in square brackets. The 

various cases are more definitely treated in the notes attached to each map as they 

occur. Another way in which the presence of spurious links is indicated is that of a 

complete cycle of links in which the links do not each cancel out with another of the 

same kind. Of true cycles, some examples have been given in Plate 6. 

Another very long one is found in the map AuX, ii. and is considered on p. 388. 

Meshes also form a very numerous class of such small cycles. Of false cycles a few 

examples may here be cited for illustration from the general discussion below— 

(l) In the AgP linkage there occurs the cycle 

32974 2460-84 35435 

2617-67 2461-00 

30357 37896 

3768-75 

34125 

3770-86 

This could only be a true linkage if s ( — A) + s — 2s (A) = 2 {p (— 3A) — p (A)} 

which cannot be. The numerical values happen to be nearly equal in the case of Ag 

only. The link 2617 is not good, 3770-86 is practically exact and the 2460 belong to 

the long series (l) on p. 366. It is probable, therefore, that 376875 or 2617 is the 

false link in this case, most probably 2617. 

(2) In AgS (3) there is the mesh 

29358 

92P42 1004-42 

28436 30362 

963-50 962-04 

29400, 

where apparently 2c = b + d. This cannot hold exactly, but it must necessarily be 

approximately true for any metal, since by their constitution c must be near the mean 

of b and d. Clearly in this case 1004'42 is the difference 2c — b and is not a true 

link. 

(3) Another similar but longer cycle occurs in AgD(4), which may be written 

29084 + r; — d+v+u+u+e—v+c—u—u+c—e—v— b = 29084. 

In this case most of the links cancel and the set reduce to 2c —(b + d) as in the last 

case. The actual sequence can be followed on the map of AgD (4). 
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The Linkages.* 

It is found that, starting from any link belonging to the ordinarily recognised 

series, a series of other lines can be linked up to them in succession. These linkages 

are exhibited in a diagrammatic form in the maps appended. In these the wave- 

numbers increase towards the right. They are arranged in vertical columns for easy 

reference, the small p links stretch from one column to the next, the s links from one 

to the second from it, and the long e link over three. In this way the distance gives 

a general idea of the magnitude, and as a rule each column will contain wave-numbers 

of the same order of magnitude, although not always, especially when the links run 

forward and backward several times. The links are represented by straight lines, 

with the actual observed separations placed over them. Intensities are indicated by 

small figures over and to the left of each wave-number. These maps contain all the 

links noted to be related. In addition certain more abnormal ones, which other 

evidence, such as meshes or other regularity, render it advisable to put in evidence, 

are also shown. Also in many cases abnormal links are shown when they end a chain. 

In this case their presence can lead to no errors in succeeding lines. From these 

maps lists (pp. 391-410) are formed of some of the lines expressed as sums of multiples 

of the p (a*A), 5 (xA) by considering them in succession with their links. These lists 

explain themselves. The first column is an ordinal number for reference. When a 

chain ends the wave-number is printed in italics. In that case the next line will 

start a new chain branching from a previous line. The numbers attached in brackets 

to its ordinal number refer either back to a previous line from which it starts or 

forwards to the branching off of a fresh chain. Figures in brackets after a wave- 

number give the small changes in it required to make the links correct, the last 

column of all headed d\ giving the corresponding O —C of wave-length. The 

numbers in heavy type between the wave-numbers give the exact observed separa¬ 

tions. The numbers in the columns under p (A), &c., give the multiples of these 

quantities on which the wave-number depends, and when the modified values with 

or xS enter, they are entered as (x). For instance under the column-for p ( — 2A), 

l + ( —l) would mean in Ag, p ( — 2A)+_p ( — — 2A). The columns headed s' or d' refer 

to the variable part of the series line from which the linkage starts. For example, in 

the S (3) linkage s' stands for VS (3). 

I. Silver. 

AgS(2). Sj (2) = 12082T3, S2 (2) = 13003'42. Wave-lengths 8274T, 7688T 

observed by Randall! in the ultra-red. The separation is 92079 or '25 too large. 

If S2 is taken as correct, s' = VS (2) = 18561 "61. Any single link attached to increase 

these values lands us in a region which has not been observed. If a linkage exists it 

is therefore necessary to try the sum of two links. It is found that there are two 

* This portion of the text should be read in combination with the respective maps (Plates 7 to 18) and 

formulae tables (pp. 391-410). 

f ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ 33, p. 742 ; ‘ Astro. Jour.,’ XXXIV., p. 10. 
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lines, shown on the map, which are linked to S2(2) by 3774'14 +1007'23 and another 

by 2458 + 2416, clearly u + v, an enlarged e link is quite a common starting one from 

S and P series lines. Moreover the next link 959'49 is just as much displaced oneway 

from c as 3774'14 is in the other from e, for 3774’14 + 959'49 = 4933'63 = 3771 00 

+ 962’63. Thus the line 18744'28 is exactly e + d + c above S2(2). In fact we have 

a case of series inequality.” The link —966'09 to the next is excessive, but it is 

entered because (see list Nos. 3, 4, 5) the displacement ( —<$) in (3) is destroyed in (4) 

by adding a to it, thus making it normal, and then another $ on the (4) and on the 

—e link reproduces (5). So far all seems satisfactory but other considerations come 

in, in connection with the line 18744. There is an analogous set of doublets of the D 

type (see also p. 372) in each of Au, Ag and Cu with the proper doublet separation for 

each element. That they belong to the D type with negative values in Au and Cu 

is proved by their Zeeman effect, but the pattern for Ag has not been determined. 

The Au set show a satellite while Cu does not, as is usual with the first element in 

a group. In Ag the doublet set are D21 = —18026, D12 = —18947 with respective 

intensities of 4 and 1. There is a line 18756 also of intensity 4 which naturally seems 

to be — Dn, but its satellite difference is not sufficiently near a multiple of <k to give 

confidence. The line 18744, however, which has just been suggested as belonging to 

the S (2) linkage with such good evidence, might just as well be taken for Dn were it 

not that its intensity 2 is less than that of D21 instead of equal to it or greater. On 

the other hand it makes the satellite difference exactly 29^ and so affords some 

evidence of its being Dn. There is also this in its favour, that both it and 18206 

form a kind of combination with S (2) to give two lines in the ultra-red observed by 

Randall, whose wave-numbers are 5944'09 and 574CT40. How close this relation is 

can be seen from the following :— 

18 026'55 —1208 2'63 = 5943'92 dn = T7 

187 44'28 —13003'42 = 5740'86 dn = -'46. 

At first sight Randall’s ultra-red lines look like Ritz combinations but it is not so,* 

since they should be written 

D21 + S1(2) = —5943'92 = p2+p1-VD12-VS (2) 

Du + S2(2) = -5740'86 =p1+p8-VDai-VS (2) 

* All Randall’s other ultra-red lines are, however, Ritz combinations, though his allocation would 

seem to be doubtful. For instance, using the notation employed throughout this series of papers, he 

gives 5438-65 = YD„ (2) - YF (4), 5460-66 = YD1S-YF(4), 7965-33 = VD12 (2) - VF (5). But if so 

the F sequence must be identical with the D series, as is clearly seen from the following :— 

Dn (2) - D12 (3) = 23730 -99 - 18291-06 = 5439 • 93, 

D12(2)-D12(3) = 23730-99 - 18270-81 = 5460-18, 

Du (2)-Du (4) = 26232-50- 18270-81 = 7961 69, 

in which Di2 (4) is affected with a possible error ± 3'7 and 7965 of ± 3-2. The equality of the F and D 

is pointed out by him. The lines considered in the text are given by him as 5 P2(3)-V8>(2) and 

YPj (3) - VS (2), but as the P (3) lines are not known it is not clear how he has obtained their values. 
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If, however, 18744 is really in the S (2) linkage, the second of the above would only be 

a coincidence, and 5740*86 would be a sum of links — p (A) —p ( — A) + 2p ( — 3A) of 

which no other example is known. The existence of the two combinations together 

forms a strong argument that 18744 is the Dn line, and that the linkage relation 

is a coincidence. 

AgS (3). Sj (3) = 21413-37, S2(3) = 22333-79, s' - VS (3) = 9231‘23. In the map 

of this linkage there must be at least one spurious link shown by a complete false 

cycle, and two possible ones shown by two chains, one leading to D (5) and the-other 

to P(l). 

The links from the S (3) mesh back to 17874 (No. 6) are all good except the two 

successive 2613*74 and 882"58. They are admitted, however, because they are an 

example of series inequality deviating by the same amount (17) in opposite directions 

from exact normality. They clearly point to a displaced u (d) link for the first with 

the displacement annulled in the second. With the long e links stretching from 

S (3) to 28968 we get the enlarged values which seem frequently to be associated with 

the chief lines. 

From 28968 two chains diverge, one through 31429 ultimately leading to D(5) 

through 30393. There are no clear indications to show where the false link occurs. 

The first link u = 2461 "12 is so large that at first sight it might seem to be spurious ; 

but it falls in well with the others as may be seen from the formula list. It would 

look as if the series of long links should be 3773"59, 377877, 377877, i.e., u(—S), 

u (— 3d), u (— 3d), but that the last for some reason took u (— 2d) at first but completed 

the extra (— d) in the next link. The formulae in this chain, as will be seen, involve 

very few displaced links beyond those it started with, due to the above indubitably 

enlarged e links. In fact such only enter in No. 21 and in 25, 26, which latter form 

part of a mesh. On the other hand, as will be seen below, the formulae based on 

D(5) show very good links up to 29514 and even beyond. Provisionally I have 

placed the spurious link as that between 29514 and 30394 with a — 87872 in place 

of 880-77. 

lieturning to 28968 and considering the other branch chain from it, the second link 

918*65 is small, but is naturally accounted for by the long e—which entered as due to 

3779 after Sj (3)—changing to the same value as the second e link 3776 which 

entered immediately after it. The links 2455*51 and — 2461*79 appear at first sight 

too abnormal, they are exactlv explained by a return of the two long links after 

S,(3). which became equal in No. 27 to the value of that before Sj (3). From 

30806 starts the false cycle referred to above. In order to keep the map as open 

as possible the line appears in two places in it—here and at the top of the same 

column. In the absence of sufficient knowledge of the laws governing links it seems 

impossible to point out where the pseudo link occurs. The long links 3774, 3778 

which usually appear successively here appear separated by — b + c, although a set b + c 

appear as if a part of a missing 3778. This consideration would therefore favour 
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— 921'42 + 963*80 + 3778 (see map) as real. Again the succession of links through 30806 

of 3778 — 919'5 8 + 963’91 — 91978 + 959 "6 9 would appear to signify a real succession. 

There would then remain the two u links — 2456'66 and —2457'69. To make the latter 

correct 29358 should be 1'49 less. This would bring 921 and 3774 nearer their normal 

values, but would make 92075 too large. On the other hand 2456 is about 

a S displacement on u. Provisionally, therefore, tlie false link is located between 29358 

and 31815. The evidence for this allocation is not strong, but it is strengthened 

somewhat from the formulae. These show (No. 41) that the two e links introduced 

after Sx (3) are now cut out by the others, pointing to their being parallel sequences. 

Further the set of modified p links stretching from 30806 produce in the end a change 

— 2p + 4jp ( — A) — 2p ( — 2A) or 2(6 —c) in which all modification has disappeared. 

Nos. 41, 42, and 43 afford an example of series inequality. The odd links attached as 

tags to the lines here considered fall naturally into the formulae. Those given for 

Nos. 46 and 49 depend directly on the formulae for the lines to which they are attached. 

They can, however, take the simpler alternative forms given if displacements are 

allowed in the other terms. The line 29803 (No. 35) is 3777'54 ahead of S2(4), so 

that it might possibly be the commencing line of a S (4) linkage, in analogy with all 

the other lines. But the line falls in so naturally in its present position that the 

connection with S (4) is possibly accidental (but see below under S (4, 5)). From 

33179 (No. 37) a side chain starts which apparently leads into the P linkage. As 

will be seen below when the P linkages are considered, the links up to 33179 seem 

good. 33179 would seem a good S (3) line and possibly one of the p links near it may 

be spurious, viz., 96P23 or 960'83, or again 2456'66. The difficulty must at present be 

left open. 

AgS (4). Sx (4) = 25106'89, S2(4) = 26025'60. 

The only apparent link from these is that referred to in the foregoing, viz., 3777 54 

from S2 (4). S2 (4) is not a good observation (possible error = 13'5). If it be corrected 

from S, (4), which is much better ('9) by adding 920'44, the link becomes 377 5*81, 

which is e( — 2<5) — *31, and '31 gives d\ — 03. It is thus so close to the usual link 

which starts from the series lines as to make it very probable that it is a real link. 

If so, other lines from those allocated above to S (3) will probably be linked up, and 

another spurious link will exist amongst the S (3) set. 

From Si (5) a link 377676, e(-2d) + '58 goes to 30722, which occurs also in the 

S (3) linkage next to that related to S2 (4) to which it is connected by a link 919'58. 

Now Sx (5)-So (4) is 920'36 or an exact b link, the exactness of which, owing to the 

uncertainties of the measurements, must be pure chance. If S2 be corrected as abo\ e, 

the difference would be 918'63, still within limits of S1(5). There is then foimed a 

mesh :—- 
So (4) 26025 3777-54 29803 

920-36 919-58 

(?) S;(5) 26945 

VOL. OCXVII.—A. 

3776'76 

G 

30722 
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The conclusion to be drawn is that 26945 has been wrongly allocated to S, (5) by 

Kayser and Kunge. It is further in favour of this that the difficulty as to the 

different limits for the S and D series referred to in [Part III. p. 404] is got rid of. 

The link 919*58 above comes in in the cycle from 30806 in which a number of doubtful 

links must occur. This one is clearly real, and it suggests that the adjoining one on 

the map for S (3), 963 is a false one. The lines 27140, 28103 would then come into 

the S (4) system. The map for S (4) has been drawn thus : 

AgP (1). P, (1) = 3047173, P,(l) = 2955P26, VP, = 30644*66, VP2 = 3156510. 

The linkage stretching from P2 (l) is by far the largest, over 280 lines appearing as 

linked together. In many regions the linkage is so complicated that it seems impossible 

to exhibit it in one map. Four maps are used to show the connections, a chain leaving 

a map at one line and passing on to the same line on another map. Amongst such a 

large number there must be many coincidences, and in fact the presence of some of 

them is shown by cycles in which the links do not identically annul one another. 

There are also a few cases of chains which appear to pass on to other independent 

linkages. It will be necessary, therefore, at first to make an attempt to clear up 

these ambiguities. 

The following cycles occur :— 

1. 37574-43720. In map (i.) there is a chain from 37574 (col. k) to 43720 (col. p) 

with links :— 
— b + c + c—u—v + e—b + e + c + v = — 2b + oc+2e—u. 

In map (ii.) the same lines (col. i to col. n) are connected by the chain 

—e+b+u+v+v—e+u = b — 2e + 2u + 3v 

If these are supposed all normal, their sum would be 6130'31 in (i.) and 6145*55 in 

(ii.). Now 43720'43 — 3757477 = 6145*66. Although not an absolute proof, this 

exact agreement with the total links in (ii.) is almost convincing that the pseudo 

link lies somewhere in the chain in (i.). But the links in (i.) are most of them good 

modified links. Thus going back from 43720 (see map (i.)) 2619'25 = v ( — d) + T9, 

96375 = c ( — 2d) —79, 3776*44 = e(-2d)+*26, 92P01 = b + '54. The ’54 is partly 

due to error ’26 in the previous and a further —'28 on the line 37282, which makes 

all the neighbouring links better. 3775'55 is e( —2d) —*68 or e( — d) +1*9. 1*96 is large, 

but if 33506 is 1*96 less (d\ = 77) all the other links converging on it become normal, 

viz., e, v. The link 2456*44 is n(d) + *05. The next link 964*80 is larger than the 

majority. It is c( — 3d)+ '28. We might be doubtful about this were it not that the 

next is 960*08 = c (3d) — *48 and their sum 2c —*20 or two normal c links (example of 

series inequality). The last is 921*78 — b ( — 2d)+ '12. They all, therefore, apparently 

fit in well. The d displacement in the p links is, however, so small that little weight can 

be given to their agreement. Now a glance at the probability curves (Plate 4) shows 

that 921*75 and 964 occur with frequencies less even than the calculated chance 
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probability. The spurious link is therefore probably one of these. But if the 92175 

link is retained there is a sequence through 37574 of e and h links e + e — b + e—b + e, 

the regularity of which would seem to have a reason, and would include 921 as real. 

Provisionally, therefore, 960'08 or 964'80 (or both) is taken as spurious. 

2. 38577 in (ii. j) to same line in (i. 1). There are two cycles in this case. In one 

the complete cycle of links is, starting from (ii.), d + v—c + e—v + u—e + u — c—v + e 

(43720 (ii. n) pass to (i. p)) —v — c — e + b—e f v+u = b — Sc + d—e + Su—v. In this the 

second c link is 96671. It is so excessive that it should scarcely have been included. 

We shall probably be right in rejecting it. The other is, starting from (ii.), d + v (pass 

to(iii. m)) +c — e + c—u — u—6(passto(i.))--d+v + w = — b + 2c—e—u + 2v. Provisionally, 

the b link 922'51 may be marked as spurious. 

3. The cancelling of the link 966 in the preceding case also annuls two other cycles, 

one a long one from 35435 in (ii. g) to 42203, thence to (iii.), and the other from 35435 

through 33506. 

4. 29737 appears both in (i. e) and (iii. c). The cycle is annulled by omitting the 

large u link 246270 in (ii.) after 35150. The linkage connected, however, with 29737 

probably belongs to D (4) to be considered immediately. 

5. 29084 on (ii.) is connected across to 31703 by a link v = 2619, the latter line 

belonging to 29737 just considered. The cycle is annulled by omitting the abnormal 

link 958'25 after 35435. 

6. There is also the case given as an example on (p. 373) and there considered. 

With the links indicated above left out, the P linkage is now singly connected, 

except in the case of true cycles. There remains, however, one chain which leads on 

to the D (4) linkage. The line 29084, appearing in the cycle (5) just considered, is 

itself a part of the D (4) system. It is linked to D12 (4) and Dn (4) by a mesh, and 

it is practically certain that this connection is real. In this case a certain set of lines 

attributed to the P linkage must really belong to D and a false link must occur. 

29084 is joined to 31703 by 2619'80 — v ( — <5) + '74. It is impossible to notice the 

sequences of this link with the p links on the left hand top corner of (iii.) without being 

convinced that they form a connected cluster. It is difficult, however, to see where the 

false link comes anywhere on the chain up to 42203 which is connected in several ways 

with P lines, or at least with lines attributed to P. Further discussion is deferred 

until the D (4) linkage is considered. 

With the lines in the map now singly connected it will be possible to write down 

their formulae in terms of the p and s values. As, however, in such a large number of 

lines there must still remain a number of spurious links, and as the existence ol one ol 

these will invalidate all the formulae for lines occurring later, only the first sets 

starting from PL and P2 are given here. From Pi a single chain stretches which is 

remarkable for the long series of enlarged e links. They are all close to their 

mean 3778'44, which only differs from e ( — 3$) by '33, and at the same time the link 

to Px is u ($) + '25. This chain, therefore, appears to support the theory ol link 

3 G 2 
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displacements adopted for the purpose of indicating their modified values. The 

formulae given in the AgPj list agree very closely with the observed values and 

depend, as is seen, on ( — 3d) displacements of e and d displacements in u and v. In the 

AgP2 list our displacement convention has been departed from in No. 13 and 

dependent lines by assuming a displacement 3<b in p ( — 2A). This makes the link 

3777 cut out a former e link and reduces the formula to two terms. 3777‘52 is as 

far as it can be from an e link displacement, and the suggested formula only gives 

a dX = —'07 error. From 28600 a long v link 2621'll = v ( — 2d)—'40 connects to the 

whole succeeding P2 lines through 31221. Some doubt might be felt as to its reality, 

but it is accompanied by an enlarged u link = u( — d) + '15, which suggests a parallel 

inequality. The formula for 31221 gives dX = —'02. It may be simplified to s ( — A) 

-p ( —2A)(d), givin g dX = — '13 possibly within observation limits. But if so, the error 

dn is such that it entirely upsets the parallel inequalities in the succeeding mesh. It 

is, therefore, not adopted, although the line 30214 has the analogous form s( — A)— p 

(-3A )(S) with dX = — '12. Further, this error makes the parallel link 2461'04 into 

2459'62, i.e., would replace u ( — $) — '05 by one as far as possible from a displacement 

value. 

The double mesh from 31221 is noticeable for the great modification in the links. 

They are, however, examples of parallel inequality which demand with each link some 

displacement continued for each case. In the table it is supposed to be ( — 3d) on the 

b link. It is possibly, however, (dx) on the p ( —2A) term. From 30415 the list 

passes from (i.) to (iv.) and is continued to the strong line 34446. 

The D linkages. I have not been able to find any links attached to D (2) or D (3). 

They exist, however, for D(4) and D(5). 

AgD (4). Dn (4) = 26235'29, D21 (4) = 27153'03, VDX = 4409'31, VD2 = 4412*01, 

giving satellite difference 2'70, but the measures are not very accurate, especially that 

of Dj. There is a considerable linkage in which no cycles appear. It contains, how¬ 

ever, the line 29084, referred to under the P linkage, as connecting with lines in it. It 

is itself a clear D line, as the linked mesh in the map shows. In order to test the 

links into the P map lines, the formulae have been calculated up to the strong line 

38234 (see AgP (iii.)). The modifications of many links would seem to point to dis¬ 

placements producing about 1'5. • For instance in the first eleven links there are three 

examples, viz., the links below Nos. 1, 4, and 9. It is possible that they occur in the 

d sequence and not in the links themselves. For this reason and because the actual 

D (4) lines may be considerably in error, displacements have not been introduced into 

the formulae, and errors up to dX = '1 or '2 have been admitted, whilst changes from 

the satellite sequence d2 to the chief line sequence d1 have been allowed. But as a 

fact there does not seem to be much demand for these displacements either in D (4) 

or D(5), and the linkages are distinguished from those for the P and S linkages by 

their absence. In No. 2 there is an example of a link acting as a pure displacement 

so that the three lines (A) D (4), D (4), ( —A) D (4) exist. The link after No. 6 has 
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been taken as normal, although its amount is v ( — 5)+ '21, on account of the large 

errors required in 5, 6 caused by neglect of the apparent displacement 1'5 in the fourth 

link. The e link between Nos. 18, 19 might be the usual modified e( —25), but the 

arrangement adopted to change from the satellite d2 to the main dl would seem 

preferable. A change from d2 to d1 also comes in Nos. 24, 27. It is curious to note that 

all the chains terminate with changes near the end from d2to du with the exception of 

those ending at 32062, 35044, and the doubtfully linked 32936. 

From No. 38 begins the chain which runs into the P map through some false link. 

The formulae are written down as far as the strong line 38234, and so far all the links 

fall in very naturally and give small dX values. The false link is probably, therefore, 

beyond 38234. This last may be written wholly without displacement, those in u,v 

disappearing in it. The list is then continued to embrace the other lines belonging 

to this chain. It is interesting to see how the links fall in naturally, with the 

possible exception of No. 50, which may be a coincidence. 

AgD (5). The only D (5) line observed is Dn (5) = 2758673, but with the large 

possible error of 3'8. It differs, however, from the value as calculated from the series 

formula by P67. If it be taken as about correct with a small satellite difference the 

values of D12 and D21 would be about 27585‘33 and 2850577. From these 

approximate values it will be seen that linkages extend as shown in the map. The 

table of formulae for the lines are practically all normal links with small errors. It will 

be noticed that No. 7 continues the succession of D32, ( — A) D12, by (-2A) D12. The 

case of 29514, No. 3, as connected with the S (3) linkage, has been there considered, 

and it was suggested that the false link was at 87872. The table gives the formulae 

for a few lines placed in the S (3) linkage on the supposition that it is a real link. It 

is seen how simply the formulae come in, but it is only possible owing to the large 

error which had been attached to 29514, and this again has been caused by the 

adopted value for D21(5). The formulae in S (3) appear more complicated because of 

the abnormal e links ; the changes in each table from line to line are of course 

the same. 

II. Gold. 

In the case of gold the series lines in the arc are few, and even these are not certain, 

with the possible exception of the two P(l) lines, They are considered in 

[III., p. 404], and the way in which the constants there determined reproduce the 

links found in the spark spectrum affords very strong confirmation ot the methods 

there employed. The methods are based on an identification of the D12 (2), I)u (2), 

D21(2) lines. These, therefore, will be taken for granted now. I suggest, but with no 

feeling of certainty, two lines for Sj (3), S2 (3). Their position and their calculated 

denominators show that they range well with those ot Cu and Ag, but there is no 

further evidence beyond their doublet separation. They, however, form starting points 

for long linkages which provisionally may be called by their names. The gold linkages 
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are many of them very long, and naturally the presence of mere coincidences with link 

values is to be expected to a greater extent than in silver. The result is that in many 

cases a chain will appear to run from one linkage to another. No attempt, however, 

has been made to locate the spurious links, as such identifications would be even more 

uncertain than in silver. It will be sufficient to indicate where a chain runs on from 

one map linkage to another. 

AuS (3) . Sj (3) = 20776-50, S2 (3) - 24592T7, s' = YS (3) = 8688’68. 

At the first glance the presence of a large number of meshes involving the long 

e links is noticeable. In the notes to the maps it will be advisable to follow the lists so 

far as the formulge are written down. The residual differences between the observed 

and calculated values might in many cases be reduced by admitting displacements, 

but it has been thought better in the present state of knowledge to seek for simplicity 

}f a first approximation than exactness where the observation errors are quite unknown. 

The separation of S1; S2 is practically exact. There seem to be several links about 

3188, which have been introduced on the evidence of meshes. From S2(3) 3199 is 

regarded as 3198‘54 = «( — 2§1) and the next a link as 3188'34 = a(S), but the two 

together can be regarded as 2a (Sx) in the value for 22813 and succeeding lines. Also 

the 3199 and the 3191 from S2(3) form a good example of series inequality, their sum 

being practically an exact 2a. The successive links 11347 and 14931 No. 7 would not 

have been admitted singly, but the excess of the first and equal deficit of the second 

point to a displacement in 28525 which does not recur in the preceding and succeeding 

lines. It may be noticed that the order of operations is Sx to S2 by a displacement — A 

in the limit, then a modified —a link, then by another — A displacement, again by a 

modified —a link. In the list as originally drawn there was no further — A displace¬ 

ment which should be 5635 ahead. But there is a line 28439 which is 5626'92 ahead. 

This is just as much in deficit from a d link as the previous 3188 from a. It is there¬ 

fore a d link with 3188 made normal, and clearly comes naturally into the system. 

This again has a modified —a link. If the law continued an extra — A displacement 

in the limit would give a line 6993 ahead, but none is found. It would correspond 

to a p( — 4A) term. The sequence is also continued back to 23966 by a modified a 

and thence by A displacement to 20768. Thus from 20768 we have the sequence— 

20768 - p (A) + X (say), 

23966 = p + X, 

20776 = p-a {2S1) + X, 

24592 = p(-A)-a{2S1) + X, 

21392 = p( — A) — a (2<^)—a ( —2ci1) + X = p (-A)-2a + X, 

26000 = p ( —2A) —2a + X, 

22813 = p(-2A)-2a-a(S) + X, 

28439 — p ( —3A) —3a + X, 

25249 = p ( —3A) —3« —a (<i) + X = p (-3A)-4a (^) + X. 
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As supporting the theory of displaced links, the mesh at 2G000 (c 12 and No. 4) is 

interesting. For the link 17256 is easily explained by the displacement in a 

disappearing, and the link 17250 by its continuance to the line 22813. In fact the 

sum of the two links is 2e—'24. From 26000 the link 14929 is not entered as it 

is so small, but there are other examples of this small v in this map and the v 

link appears to be a normal associate with an e mesh. 

Starting from Sx there are four separations close to 17264 or e( — S1). The link 

4611'32 is too much out to be introduced on its own account, but it forms part of a 

mesh whose corresponding link is evidently c. It is taken as c( —<h) = 4610'52. A 

displacement somewhere in 42644 producing 3'51 not only makes the long link e 

correct, but with the disappearance of the displacement on the preceding c at the 

same time makes the separation to 26698 a correct u link. The alternative formula 

(No. 15) is on the supposition that the displacement is produced in the c by 2d,. 

Perhaps we should stop at 33345 as the next link 14929, like the one referred to 

above, is 7'70 too small. But the next e link is too small for e( — <b) by about the 

same amount, and the two together have the appearance of a parallel inequality. The 

abnormality however may possibly be due to the fact that the separations are due 

to differences between one line by Eder and Valenta and others by Exner and 

Hasohek. If this be granted the next comes right with e ( — <i,) = 17264'03 with error 

d\ = '07. 

Again starting from S2 there is a collection of meshes, chiefly of e. They illustrate 

the variations from normal links chiefly in link a. A noticeable peculiarity is that in 

most of these meshes a line is linked by v to one corner, in all cases v being from 3 to 

4 below its normal value. The regular presence of one of these links in each mesh 

would seem to exclude any explanation as a chance grouping. But they further 

exemplify the theory of displaced links in a, 6..., for the defect from the normal 

values of v is not due to themselves but to a concomitant return of a displaced a or b 

to a former value. Thus in 26130 c recurs to its value in 23805. The line 39404 

apparently linked to 45043 by —d ( — <b) really takes the — d link, and the displacements 

in 45043 are annulled. Also 50676 wipes out the same displacements and is 2d above 

39404. The line 26130 is of intensity 8. If the general rule that the strongest lines 

are connected with an e link is satisfied there should be a mesh with a line at 8866, 

which is outside observed limits. The lines on this hexagonal mesh (Nos. 25 to 28) 

appear also in the Y map. From 31921 we get a series of enlarged p links with 

similar displacements ending at 24912 (No. 38) with all the previous displacements 

annulled. In 39404 above there is a similar example of the chain stopping when 

the displacements cut out. 

From 25387 (c 3) the chain passes to a separate map to escape excessive crowding. 

In the next two lines we get two repeated displacements in c links which return to 

normality in the third. The line 58271 is from Handke’s ultra-violet lines and is 

affected with considerable possible observation error. The formulae are continued 
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from this, but with increasing doubt as to spurious links. In fact the long succession 

of links in series in the lower part would seem to point to connection with a diffuse 

linkage. The presence of such a spurious link is shown directly also by the appearance 

of the line 27783 in two places, cols, d and g indicating a cycle. 

AuP. Pj (1) = 41172-94, P2(l) = 37357*62, P ( oo) = 70638*12. The linkage as 

shown in the map is much smaller than in the case of Ag. This is doubtless due to the 

fact that in both cases the chains start with the long series of e links. In Ag several 

of these in succession lead up to the ultra-violet region from which chains run back 

again towards longer wave-lengths. In the case of Au, however, two of these 

long e links carry right across the observed region, and if the Au linkage is analogous 

to that of Ag, the points from which linkages would run back again are beyond the 

observed. Possibly some may exist amongst Handke’s ultra-violet, but the observed 

possible errors in n are so excessive, due to the very large multiple of dX as well as to 

large possible values of dX, that it is best to neglect them. There are several links in 

the neighbourhood of 17260, where e ( — ci:) = 17264'03, and of 17258. It is possible 

these may be e links modified in some way not yet known. In the lists, however, 

the attempt has been made to explain all these modifications by displacements on the 

links in general. 

Starting from P2(l), if the first link is e without any modification, there must be 

an error d\ = 7 in the line 20100 which is hardly credible. If, however, p ( A) and 

•p { — A) in the formula have displacements — S1} the error in this line is reduced to 

dX = —‘25. The line 60270 is from Handke. As the dn — 36 d\, it is just possible 

that the link from it to the previous line might be a normal e or e (— 7:) link. The 

link 11332‘4 from 54617 is about 10 in deficit and may be spurious, and in fact it 

leads on into the X linkage. It is, however, rt(^) + '62, but this and those beyond 

have been excluded from the list. In support of this further evidence is available 

from the consideration of the D2 linkage below. A mesh with clear e ( —^) links is 

based on Px (l) and P2 (l). The formulae seem to run naturally down to 18432, which 

as in several cases ends the chain by annulling all the displacements. From 34669 a 

chain leads to the AuX map. It would seem impossible at present to determine 

where the spurious link comes. It may be noted that whilst 34669 contains 

— e + e ( — c\) there are lines on either side linked by +e and — e ( — <^). 

The curious double mesh attached to 40305 contains very abnormal links, but with 

the calculated error —'8 which the formula gives to 40305, the links from it form two 

pairs of parallel inequalities, viz., 11345'92 and 14933*8, which deviate equally in 

opposite directions from their normal values. The lines are probably really connected. 

The D Linkages. In [III] the lines, allotted to D (2) are Dn (2) = 17125, 

D21 (2) = 20858 with the satellite too faint to be observed, but giving a satellite 

separation of 82*11. Linkages start from both these lines. In addition there are the 

three lines of a D type corresponding to similar ones in Cu and Ag already referred 

to (p. 372). 
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They are 
A 

6278-37 

5230-47 
2 

506475 

n 

15923-38 

19113-50 

19738-92 

; 3815-54 

625-42 

The Zeeman patterns of two have been observed by Hartmann. His measures, 

though not perhaps very exact, seem to fit in with the D type, the Zeeman patterns 

of the first two being represented in the notation suggested by me# by 0/5 and 0/6|- 

respectively. These are the patterns for D21 and Dn, so that the set are in the reverse 

order to the usual one, and the relative intensities agree with this. This means that 

calculated as first lines in a D series they have negative values as is the case when the 

first P line is calculated from the S formula. If the limit be taken to be the same as 

for the diffuse, in agreement with its normal separation of 3815"54, the denominator 

of the VD2 becomes P492977 with a mantissa about "5 below that of Dn (2). The 

satellite separation of 625"42 is produced by a satellite difference in the denominators of 

27 Sv Starting from these, a linkage of very great length extends, requiring five maps 

to represent them. But it also contains the Dn (2) and D21 (2) lines, has connections 

with other linkages as well as possesses a certain number of false cycles. There must 

therefore be many spurious links. No attempt is made to locate them fully as was 

done in the case of silver, partly because they are more numerous and also because the 

greater difference between modified and normal links renders the entrance of spurious 

values more easy and their detection more uncertain. The whole linkage is given in 

a set of five maps in which the line at which a chain leaves one map or appears at 

another is indicated. As the origin of the set is not certain it is represented by the 

letter X. 

The satellite difference of the three lines forming the starting point is 625"42. Now 

there are a large number of lines with a difference of about 600 which look as if 

related to this in the same way as the F separations depend on the D satellite. It is 

too small to be in analogy with the general case of F series in elements of other 

groups, but a similar diminution is apparent in Cu and Ag. Many of the lines 

showing this difference are connected to v links in a peculiar way. In several cases 

lines n1, n2 differing by 600 have a line at n1 + v, nx being weaker than % and looking 

like a satellite. The difference between n2 and nl + v is 14337. Now there are avery 

large number of pairs of lines with this difference, indicating apparently the existence 

of fainter satellites (the n^v) not observed. Where such a difference occurs with a 

line in any of the maps it is indicated by a short broken line—to the right 

when added and to the left when deducted. As one example of the difference 600, 

* ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XXXI. (1916), p. 171. 
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a map Y is given starting from 18069 which is 599'41 behind 18668 in An X. i., and 

is also attached to a typical v link. No formulae, however, from this map have been 

discussed. 

In the map X. i. appears a congery of meshes, two of which seem to afford some 

support for the suggestion as to the connection between 600 and 625. The meshes in 

question may be represented as follows :— 

22253 11342-36 33595 

1493477 14935-17 

37188 11342-76 48530 

-14914-64 -14911-43 

22273 11345-79 33619 

The value 14911 would never have have been admitted were it not for the evidence 

of the numerous u, v meshes in this region. Their values may be explained as 

follows. The line 33595 depends on the d12 (i.e., the X12) sequence. The line 33619 

is 2374 greater, and this is the value of a displacement on the d12 term. If dx 

remains unchanged, and the D12, D21 [i.e., the lines depending on d12) are thus 

displaced, the satellite separation dl2—dn becomes 2374 less, i.e., about 601. In this 

case the 14911 are not modified links, but are normal v links with a simultaneous 

displacement on the d12 or VD2. The F type separation of 600 is produced by the 

new d12 and the unchanged dn. 

A very common difference found in the Au spectrum is 1000. Where it enters an 

arrow is attached to the number representing the line, to indicate its existence. If 

D (2) be the first diffuse line, VDU (2) = D ( oo) — Dn (2) = 12340 = Fj ( o°), the limit 

of one of the F series. It is noticeable that Fx( — A) — Fx = 1000‘4. The 1000 is 

therefore a link based on the diffuse sequences, the consideration of which has been 

excluded from the present paper. There are also a very large number of separations 

equal to that of the D (2) satellites, viz., 82. 

It will be instructive to write down the formulae for short regions of the X maps, but 

no useful purpose would be served by attempting to do this throughout. Starting 

from the X21 line 15923 in AuX. ii., we find the long series of d links already referred to 

(No. 4 on p. 366). It. is noticeable that the last three sum to 16905'87 = 3x5635'29or 

three exact d links. At 38457 the chain passes to AuX. iii., and 38457 is a starting 

point for the very remarkable congeries of meshes already referred to (fig. c, Plate 6). 

The formulae for only one of these is written down, but all the e links cluster round 

17257, and it looks as if they are sums of single displaced p links. The link 4612'68 

from 21201 (No. 8) has only been admitted on account of the mesh. It also comes 

naturally from the formula for 21201 by annulling displacements, viz., in the 3rd and 

4th columns of the formulae tables from — (2<^), 3— ( — <^) to —2, — 4 + ( — <^). At 38457 

also a chain links on to D21 (2) by a b link = 381378. This link, however, is one of three 
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in series 381530, 3813'7"8, 381274, the last in a mesh. They are probably real. The 

next link, 1134U38, is clearly a true u link. Of the two next + 3192'59-5635'63 to 

D21 (2) the second is a very close d, and it would appear, therefore, that the spurious 

link is 3192'59, which is about as far as possible from a modified a link. There is 

also a long chain stretching from 21558 in map (ii. b. 4) to Dn, which will be considered 

later. 

The linkage is now taken up from 21558 (i. b. 3) with a chain of a large number 

of links requiring few modifications. Nos. 14, 15, 16, are parts of two meshes, 

equivalent to parallel sets of three lines at a distance 31977. The second mesh is the 

case taken as an example on p. 367 to illustrate the reality of displacements. The 

opposite sides of the mesh are exactly equal, so that it is highly improbable that 

errors of observation enter to any extent. The values of the four a links are as far 

as possible from modified ones, and the displacements must arise in some other way, 

the lines 41325, 41320 being displaced in opposite directions from 4132274. The 

formula is given for this and the two displacements entered under d\. There is an 

analogous mesh at the bottom of col. f attached to 25813, but involving two different 

links. The sides 319979+ 4603'92 = 780372 whilst a + c = 7802'91. This region is 

a maze of links which have a look of reality, even modified links constantly repeat 

themselves in similar arrangements, for instance 11345, 14935, 17250. The formulae 

are continued from 38127 (i. e. 6) by a chain through them from which the formulae 

for the other lines can be easily written down. The chain from 18985 (i.f l) in the 

annexe is parallel to one from 18577 (i. a. 1). From the Xn line, 19113, only a 

short chain extends with a problematical link at the end. It depends of course on 

d\ instead of d'2- 

At No. 25 the X12 satellite is taken up. At 17410 on the diagram the chain passes 

from (a. 3) to (f. 2) for convenience of spacing. The part from 17410 to 41866 

appears also in the P map, and the P formulae for 17410, 28755 are Nos. 20, 21. In 

this chain it should be noted that a line—an enhanced one—is connected to 36991 by 

a link 11345'09. The Zeeman pattern, as found from Hartmann’s measures, is 0/6|-, 

viz., that of a Dn line. It is connected by the links e — u to a D12 line for which the 

typical pattern is 5/10. This relationship is certainly not to be expected, and throws 

some doubt on the link 11345'09. Formulae are given as far as 18985. The 

representation of the slightly abnormal u, v links looks artificial. The abnormality is 

clearly real, as they so frequently appear and in similar positions. It is possible they 

are due to displacements in the YD with a kind of satellite displacement, but if so 

they are too small to be accounted for by displacements. From 19738 another 

chain starts—drawn in the lower part of the map—containing again a number of the 

same abnormal u, v links. Nos. 25, 26, which are separated by a very exact e link, 

have the equal abnormal links attached symmetrically, viz., 11345'52 to No. 25 and 

—11345'09 to No. 26. The symmetry is striking, but the first leads to a connection 

with the S (3) linkage and the second is that on which the Zeeman effect has thrown 

3 H 2 
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doubt. The formulae for this chain have not been written down, partly because 

of the prevalence of the small modified u. v links, and also because a few false cycles 

show that some spurious links occur. In the X. i. map we have an example of a true 

cycle from 23354 (c. 11), viz., a + d—a + c—d—c — 0. 

AuD (2). AuDn (2) = 17125-54, AuD21 (2) = 20858'97, VDj = 12339‘64, 

VD2 = 1242175. The linkages appear amongst the X maps. 

The line Dn (2) appears in the X. ii. map in col. a. From this a chain proceeds to 

the top of the map consisting, like other D linkages, largely of p links. They fit in 

well and the formulae are simple. Another chain extends downwards into lines which 

at first sight appear analogous to those in X. i. There is, however, a remarkable 

long cycle which rather seems to indicate that the majority of the lines in X. ii. belong 

to the D (2) series. The line 28620 appears at the top of the map at (e. 2) and also at 

the bottom, shown in the inset map at (i. 4). A true cycle runs between. Starting 

from (i. 4), and supposing all the links normal, they run in the following order to (e. 2) 

d + u—a + c — b—u — d + a+v—e + v — c + d—v — a — c + b + a—d + c + e—v in which each 

kind of link is annulled. Although not an absolute proof it produces conviction that 

all the links are real. The whole series forms, so to say, the backbone of the whole 

map in which only the side out-liers may be doubtful. Assuming this it is easy to 

suggest the position of certain spurious links. For instance :— 

(a) The chain from the true X21 line (15923) joins this cycle at the line 42016 

(f. 7) by the link 3197‘66. This joins the corner of a mesh which is 

undoubtedly an X21 set. This link is probably spurious and is marked 

doubtful. It differs as much as possible from a displaced a link. 

(b) From 26303 (d. 3) a connection passes to the P map. It is the case already 

referred to in the discussion of that linkage. The connection must be 

spurious, and the false link is probably the 11332 on which doubt was there 

cast. 

(c) A long cycle also stretches from 24273 (g. 2) to (i. 8), but this is a false one. 

It only has one link in common with the other, viz., that connecting 42397 

and 47004—(g. 13) to (h. 9). 

D21(2) appears in AuX. iii. b. From it a chain runs down to 38457 which has been 

taken to be on an X chain. The links, however, all seem good from the present point 

of view. If the I)21 (2) and X lines are correctly allocated there must be a spurious 

link here. If the links are real then D21 (2) and X are not independent, and one at least 

has been incorrectly allocated. It is at least interesting to notice that the formula for 

38457 depending on D21 (2) involves no displacements and reproduces the observed 

value by d\ = —'05. From 26494 another chain is drawn upwards. The formulae 

are written down for a chain up to a terminal at 26566 from which side lines can 

easily be written down. The two long e links are naturally represented by e( — <b) 

with simultaneous displacements in other links. At 41500 (f. 3) there is a typical 
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parallel inequality correcting both the links attached to it. In this chain it is to be 

noted that the several u, v links are all normal with the exception of that between 

Nos. 2 and 7, which requires a displacement 2(5j on a d link. The X. iii. map contains 

a large number of symmetries showing meshes involving the 1000 and 14333 

separations, or the dfftuse links indicated.by arrows and broken lines—see, e.g., the 

neighbourhood of (e. l) and (f 6). A very striking illustration of such symmetry is 

afforded by the system attached to 27758 (c. 7). It is represented in the following 

scheme:— 

28755 . . 

14941-33 

43697 

997-14 

1002-22 

27758 . . . 

14936-25 

42694 

31804 

14936-44 

17263-02 . . . 46020 

1002-30 

17259-63 

1002-53 

30082 

14936-21 

. . . 45018 

The agreement in the values of each separation is very close and would be wholly 

so if 28755 were about 5 larger. As the X. iii. map contains the D12 linkage the term 

YD occurs in the formula for 27758 and the 1002 is due to a A displacement in this. 

We have in fact two parallel linkages depending on D]2(2) and D]2 ( — A) respectively. 

A similar case is seen in the neighbourhood of X. iv. k. The close equality of the 

differences between 26842 and the next lines, viz., 46'46 and 46'49, is noticeable and 

has been already referred to. Now 46'46 is caused by a displacement +4(5 on YDn and 

46T9 by —4(5 on the same. As the YD enters in the formula as a negative quantity, 

the smaller wave-number would be due to YDn ( — 4(5) and the larger to YDn ( + 4(5). 

The maps bring out certain general peculiarities quite clearly. Amongst these may 

be mentioned :— 

(1) The majority of the strong lines are connected to the e link either directly or 

by an intermediary p link. More especially so in the case of Ag. 

(2) The curious frequency with which, in a mesh involving the e link, a u or v 

link is attached at one angle. In many cases we find u or v links attached 

to an e link as if the whole of a mesh has not been observed. 

(3) The fact that where a large number of links converge on a line, that line is 

in general of small intensity—suggesting that the number of configurations 

present emitting the frequency is small, because it is only slightly stable and 

splits up into others related to it by the link relation. 

(4) The large number of^> links of normal value entering in the D linkages. 
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The evidence given in the preceding pages would seem to establish conclusively the 
existence of these links and linkages in the spark spectra at least of Ag and Au. Of 
740 lines in Au only 41 have no p, s, 1000, or 14333 links attached to them, whilst 
100 others with links have not been allocated to the linkages exhibited in the maps. 
It is noticeable also that of these 100, the majority show the 1000 and 14333 links, 
indicating that they have relations to diffuse sequences—not here discussed. Of 600 
lines in Ag only 92 show none of the p or 5 links, of which 54 occur in the first 60 and 
last 30, where the fainter lines which might complete links are not observed through 
photographic and instrumental difficulties. In addition, about 110 are not allocated 
to definite linkages in the maps. We should expect many of these—from analogy 
with Au—to have reference mainly to linkages related to diffuse sequences. 

The complete problem of the relations involved and criteria for true and spurious 

links, is one involving a much more exhaustive treatment than that given in the 

present communication. It will necessitate the consideration of the D sequence links, 

and especially of lateral displacements, the existence of which the present discussion 

has clearly indicated. The cause of the variations in the magnitude of the links 

themselves must be discovered and will require a more accurate determination of wave¬ 

lengths and of possible observation errors. These questions are reserved. 
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Notes to Plate 6. 

(a) 43720 in the AgP linkage, two meshes on one link. 

(b) 25933 in AuX (ii.) -| 

(e) 38457 in AuX (iii.) >showing complicated congeries of meshes; also see AuS (3). 

(d) 42068 in AuX (iv.)J 

(e) 39150 in AgP (ii.) 

(/) 30029 in AgP (ii.) ^showing complete cycles of links. 

(g) 21696 in AuX (ii.) J 

A similar one 19988 in AuS (3). 

(h) In AuX (ii.) shows parallelism and symmetry. 

(i) 21696 in AuX (ii.); 31967 in AuY, allp links diverging from or converging on. 

(j) 30722 in AgS (3) showing sequence -b + c-b + c- b-b. 

(k) 31494, 29216 in AgD (4) shows parallelism. 

(l) Correction to one line makes all four links normal. 
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XI. On the Photographic Spectra of Meteorites. 

By Sir William Crookes, O.M., F.R.S., LL.D., D.Sc., 6c,c. 

Received October 19,—Read November 2, 1916. 

[Plates 19, 20.] 

For several years I have been engaged on the spectrum analysis of Meteorites. Many 

meteoric specimens have come into my possession—through the kindness of friends— 

especially am I indebted to the Trustees of the Natural History Museum and t<> 

Dr. Prior, who presented me with specimens of such of the meteorites of which the 

quantity in their possession would not be appreciably diminished by the loss of the 

two or three grms. required for my experiments. 

The Research is divided naturally into the examination of meteoric stones and 

meteoric irons. I propose at present to deal with meteoric stones or aerolites. These 

wonders of the sky consist generally of one or more silicates (mainly olivine and 

bronzite), interspersed with particles of nickeliferous iron, troilite, &c. Recent 

developments have led to many original devices and modification of details in the 

working spectrograph, thus furnishing information which may be of interest to those 

engaged on this branch of spectroscopic analysis. 

As the whole value of the Research depends upon the excellence of my Spectrograph 

I propose to describe certain novel features of the Instrument. In previous papers I 

have already made brief reference to it, and therefore there is no need to describe it 

completely. It is peculiar in this respect; it has been devised and constructed in my 

laboratory for the work it was required to do, by a process of evolution, each part 

having been modified and improved as the work went on—thus in its present form it 

is the outcome of a great deal of experimental construction under working conditions. 

As an instance, I may say that the slit has been reconstructed at least six times— 

each change that the working conditions has rendered necessary making it more 

efficient until now it approaches perfection. 

The Spectrograph. 

The instrument was originally devised for the photography of the ultra-violet region, 

but was ultimately extended so as to include the visible spectrum down to the limit of 

sensibility of the commercial panchromatic plate which is in the neighbourhood of 

VOL. COXVII. A 559. 3 O , Published, December 21, 1!U7. 
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A 7000 A.U. ; the two main aims in the whole construction were, first, that the 

definition of the lines should be pushed to the highest stage of perfection; secondly, 

that the mechanical construction should be such that the adjustments once made any 

number of spectra could be obtained without uncertainty in the excellence in definition. 

When I commenced to build the instrument, I was greatly assisted by the advice and 

suggestions of the late Victor Schumann. Although the instrument is very different 

in design to any constructed by him, still the experience he had gained in his researches 

upon the spectroscopy of the ultra-violet region, which he freely placed at my disposal, 

was of the greatest possible value. 

Having decided upon the general plan, the instrument was built up, first temporarily 

in wood, afterwards permanently in iron and gun-metal—and set to work. This was 

in February, 1899, and since then it has been in continual use ; some thousands of 

photographs having been made. During this period each detail of the instrument 

has been subject to a process of evolution and reconstruction, each step leading to 

some advantage demanded by actual work. 

The parts of the instrument are all assembled upon a large truly surfaced cast-iron 

table measuring 31x51 inches ; the dispersion is given by five excellent double prisms 

made of right and left handed quartz, each double prism consisting of two halves 

made respectively of left and right handed quartz, prisms such as were first used by 

Cornu to avoid double refraction. 

The objective and collimating lenses are simple planoconvex, 40 mm. in diameter 

and 700 mm. focus. The spectrum is thrown upon a celluloid film so curved that all 

the lines are at their true focus. 

The dispersion by the five prisms is considerable, and with the collimating and object 

lenses used would involve a spectrum of some 24 inches in length. As there are both 

mechanical and optical reasons against the use of such a large sized plate it was 

decided to “build up” the complete spectrum in eight successive plates, involving a 

length of 3 inches for each step. The reason for this decision is simple ; to obtain 

perfect definition of any line it must be in or very near to the “ optical centre ” 

of the instrument, i.e., the imaginary line passing through the slit, the centre of the 

two lenses, the centres of the prisms, and the centre of the curvature of the plate : 

and it was found by many experimental photographs that the best definition over each 

three-inch film was obtained when the least refrangible line shown was in the position 

of minimum deviation. The many devices that from time to time have appeared in 

spectroscopic construction for rotating the prisms by link motion were rejected as 

uncertain and complicated—experiment having shown that the excellence of definition 

was maintained within a range of several inches on either side of the optical centre 

and position of minimum deviation. The exact “ data ’ involving the focus, position 

of the spark, angle of the plate, and position of prisms and lenses to give the finest 

definition of the photographed lines were found experimentally, and when found their 

positions were engraved upon the instrument and recorded so that for future work 
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the instrument could be quickly set to give a photograph in perfect detail for any 

desired portion of the spectrum. 

The Slit. 

The slit—of necessity one of the most important parts of the instrument—has been 

subject to more alteration and modification than any other portion. On account of 

the close proximity of my chemical laboratory I decided at tbe outset to avoid the 

use of steel for this purpose ; on this point I differed from Prof. Schumann, who was 

a strong advocate of hardened steel jaws, and all his splendid photographs were 

made with spectrographs having steel slits. I obtained good results by using rolled 

metallic cobalt—very hard and non-corrosive—ultimately I hit upon the plan of 

employing quartz instead of metal. * 

I find this substitute answers so perfectly that I cannot imagine anything better. 

At first I had great difficulty in getting the edge true. The sides and angle must 

be ground true and polished. It is difficult to fashion a knife-edge of quartz at an 

angle of 45°, because small splinters occasionally break off. Ultimately I got over 

this difficulty by putting a very narrow bevel on the front of the plate, so making 

the angle of each jaw 90°, thus (fig. l):— 

I 
i 

Fig. 1. 

Owing to refraction no light can get through the part of tbe quartz which is cut 

at an angle. The edge made in this way is absolutely black and opaque even in 

sunlight, and should bear a high microscopic power without showing irregularity. 

To prevent light from coming through the flat part of the quartz plate, the surface, 

all but the extreme edge, is coated with gold by cathode deposition. It is very 

beautiful to see the absolute opacity and trueness of edge of one of these slits when 

examined under a high power. 

Jaws made in this way have now been in continuous use for many years and give 

perfect satisfaction ; they are absolutely unaffected by the atmosphere, can easily be 

cleaned, and with common care do not wear out. 

The width of slit I use is small ; for general work I use 0'008 mm. only, but for 

years this very fine width was a source of annoyance and anxiety, the reason being 

* ‘Chemical News,’ No. 1846, vol. lxxi., p. 175, April 11, 1895. 

3 o 2 
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that it was necessary for purposes of adjustment, alignment of the spark, &c., to open 

the slit wide and then close it again. I found that even with the very best screws 

and construction there was always some uncertainty as to the absolute width of the 

slit used in any photograph—thus producing annoying variations in spectra, made at 

different times which should have been identical. During the first ten years of work 

many slits were constructed, each showing a slight improvement; even then the 

uncertainty was not completely removed and the mechanical construction had 

become deeply complicated. Ultimately the difficulties were removed by the device 

that I call the Fixed slit system. This device gives perfect satisfaction and has the 

advantage of extreme simplicity. 

The Fixed Slit System. 

Three such slits were prepared by taking brass blocks all of the same thickness, 

and upon each was permanently fixed a pair of quartz jaws set with openings of 

0'008, 0'025, and 0'06 mm. respectively—these three widths being sufficient to 

embrace all the demands likely to occur. 

The portion of the instrument upon which the slit is fixed is finished in the way 

shown in fig. 2 ; it carries two pointed pins, one of which appears marked C, a steel 

stop E, and a screw ; the whole is closed to light except for a small rectangular 

central opening 1 mm. wide and 10 mm. long. A is one of the brass blocks carrying 

the quartz jaws D ; this block can be instantly attached or removed by a slight turn 
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of the screw, and by the “hole, slot, and plane” device its position is invariable, as 

can be seen. 

In front of the slit and attached to its plate is a circular brass disc B ; this disc 

completely covers the quartz jaws D ; it is pierced with several openings, any one of 

which can, by a touch of the finger, be brought in front of the slit and held there by 

a spring which engages in a notch—-(as shown below). 

By these means light from various sources can be passed into the spectrograph 

through different portions of the slit and ultimately reaches the photographic film. 

For instance, in the particular work that forms the subject of this paper, the disc B 

is so fixed that the aperture marked Fe faces the slit, and the iron arc is projected 

upon it; then when a sufficient exposure has been given the disc is rotated so as to 

bring the aperture marked x opposite the slit, and the light from a silver-aerolite arc 

is passed in, the resulting photograph shows two spectra slightly overlapping, one of 

iron and the other of the silver-aerolite. No disturbance of the spectrograph or of the 

photographic film occurs during the operation. 

A front view of the slit plate A is shown in plan in fig. 3 ; the dotted circle is the 

part covered by the disc. 

The jaws do not wear or corrode. It is only necessary to clean and free them from 

dust by drawing between a sharply cut wedge of peg-wood.# 

Before enumerating the metallic constituents of the aerolites I wish to place on 

* Peg-wood splints are used by watchmakers to clean out pivot-holes in watches. 
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record the outcome of a research which, although not giving the expected result, 

furnishes information that may be valuable. 

In connection with the several theories as to the origin of Meteorites it was thought 

that a thorough examination of the occluded gases might possibly reveal the presence 

of some of the inert gases, or of those hypothetical elements thought to be present 

in some of the hotter stars. At the present time the manipulation and spectroscopic 

investigations of gases have reached a high state of development, and a far more 

thorough investigation of the subject is possible than was the case years ago when 

much work was done by Prof. A. W. Wright, of Yale College.* 

It is now possible and comparatively easy to separate from the gaseous mixture 

liberated by heating the meteorite, the hydrogen, oxygen, carbon compounds, &c., 

whose presence is not indigenous, and to reveal any of the non-valent elements that 

may be present. One of the most popular methods is to employ the process of 

absorption by charcoal at low temperatures—the same method that has been 

employed with so much success upon the gases contained in spring waters, &c. 

There are, however, certain experimental and manipulative difficulties that I wished 

to avoid. 

Some years ago Frederick Soddy, Esq., F.B.S., published an account of a device 

in which the absorption by metallic calcium at its volatilisation temperature was 

made to answer the same purpose.'!' 

Soddy’s vacuum furnace, although a very ingenious piece of apparatus, is too 

elaborate for my purpose—so while adopting the principle I have modified the 

details. 

The calcium cut into small fragments is placed in a small vessel of iron open at one 

end like a miniature test-tube and introduced into a similar but larger tube of fused 

quartz ; it is then only necessary to attach the quartz tube to the pump and gas 

apparatus, and by applying a Meker burner so as to heat it to full redness the 

volatilisation of the calcium and subsequent absorption of the chemically valent gases 

are entirely under control. 

By this means the gases—obtained by heating to redness each of the aerolites—- 

were examined spectroscopically at different pressures. Fig. 4 gives an outline of the 

apparatus actually used. A special and simple form of Sprengel pump was made as 

shown, so that if needful it could be replaced by a new one for each meteorite. A is 

the vacuum tube ; B the quartz tube with the iron vessel containing lumps of clean 

metallic calcium ; C, a tube of hard glass, with the powdered aerolite ; D, phosphoric 

acid to absorb moisture ; E, an inverted tube filled with mercury in which any gas 

not used could be collected. 

The procedure was to exhaust thoroughly, and well spark the vacuum tube so as 

to expel any gas occluded in the electrodes, and continue the exhaustion until the 

* ‘American Journal of Science and Arts,’ 3rd series, 1876, p. 253. 

f ‘Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ vol. 78, series A, 1907. 
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tube ceased to conduct the current. The aerolite was then heated so as to expel 

the occluded gases, the pump set going, and the spectrum of the gas examined at 

various pressures down to about 20 mm.—when the pumping was stopped. 

The calcium tube B was now strongly heated with a “ Meker ” burner ; at first the 

gauge was depressed. owing to gas liberated by the heat, and then absorption 

suddenly took place, and the gauge ran up to one or two millimetres or less. The 

spectrum was kept under examination the whole time, and for convenience the 

spectrum given by helium was thrown on to the eye-piece by means of a right-angled 

prism, so that any indication of D3, however faint, could be instantly observed. 

Working in this way no indication whatever was found of the lines of any of the 

inert gases. The absorption in each case could be carried until the tube refused to 

conduct the current. The final lines observed before the tube ceased to be luminous 

were those of mercury—generally accompanied by a faint trace of the red line of 

hydrogen. 

In each aerolite examination—-after having satisfied myself of the absence ol 

unabsorbable gases—a further quantity of gas was driven out by heat and the 

pressure adjusted to about 2 mm., the vacuum tube being sealed off at this pressure 

and kept with full particulars of its source for future reference. 

The amount of gas that could lie driven out of the aerolites by heat varied 

considerably. In some cases it was possible to expel several successive volumes of 

gas and each time to repeat the absorption by calcium ; in other cases the amount 
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of occluded gases was much less, but in all cases the calcium absorption was done at 

least twice, so that a very minute percentage of the inert gases would have been 

rendered visible. 

When all the aerolites had been examined a final experiment was made to prove 

the efficiency of the method. A little samarskite was powdered and treated in the 

same way. On absorbing the liberated gases by heating the calcium—as soon as the 

pressure had been reduced to a few millimetres—the complete spectrum of helium 

was revealed. 

The only gases recognised were the compounds ol carbon hydrogen, and in one or 

two cases only H2S ; this latter is somewhat remarkable, as at the time its spectrum 

appeared to lie novel ; the other aerolites were most carefully examined for it without 

success. 

It was found impossible to get an induction spark to pass betiveen two fragments 

of an aerolite, so attempts were made to make use of an arc. A fragment of the 

stone was ignited in a cup hollowed out of the lower carbon 

pole—the upper electrode being a carbon rod. As shown 

in fig. 5, if an arc was struck between the two carbons by 

momentary contact with a third rod of carbon, the fragment 

of stone quickly became hot and ultimately fused and formed 

a molten sphere ; the arc could then be maintained between 

this sphere and the upper carbon. Photographs were 

obtained of the resulting arc and the spectra of several 

of the meteoric stones examined. The plan followed was to 

arrange three stops or apertures that could he adjusted in 

front of the slit, and by their aid to project upon the photo¬ 

graphic film, first the spectrum given by iron; then the 

spectrum of the aerolite ignited between two poles of carbon ; 

and below that the spectrum given by carbon poles alone. In 

this way it was easy to observe any lines in the aerolite 

spectrum that did not appear in either the iron or the carbon, and thus the 

composition could be determined. This method was not altogether satisfactory 

owing to impurities in the carbon rods and the consequent uncertainty of some of 

the observed lines being due to constituents of the aerolite or to impurities in the 

carbon. I therefore tried other means. 

The aerolite was finely powdered and mixed with a metallic powder, the composition 

of which was known. The mixture was strongly compressed in a hydraulic press, 

and from the solid mass thus obtained a pair of poles were fashioned. 

Iron was one of the first metals used for experiment, but was discarded owing to 

the fact that iron is a plentiful constituent of stony meteorites. Silver was finally 

chosen because of the comparative ease of getting it pure—also because the lines in 

any part of its arc spectrum are few in comparison with the lines of iron which are 
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exceedingly numerous all along the spectrum. Moreover, the softness of silver 

makes it easy to get strongly coherent poles from its mixture with the aerolite. 

The silver powder I used was specially prepared by a method given to me by 

Dr. A. Scott, F.Tt.S. The purest commercial silver was dissolved in nitric acid, the 

solution evaporated to dryness in a silica crucible, and the solid residue fused till any 

copper nitrate which might be present was decomposed. The mass was extracted 

with water, and the filtered solution of silver nitrate precipitated by means of a 

boiling solution of ammonium formate and acetate into which the silver solution was 

slowly run. After the liquid had become brilliantly clear and the silver well 

agglomerated, the metal was thoroughly washed and dried. The aerolite in fine 

powder was mixed with an equal weight of the silver, and the mixture slightly 

damped and compressed into a block in a hydraulic press at a pressure of 250 

atmospheres. The resulting cake—after drying—was raised to dull redness, and was 

then cut across to form two poles between which to form the electric arc. The poles 

were mounted in special clips in a mechanical arrangement to enable the arc to be 

accurately focussed on the slit and kept, there during the exposure. 

The Arc Spectrum of an Aerolite. 

In order to identify the different elements present I have worked by a method 

unlike that adopted by most observers. Instead of measuring the wave-lengths of 

the lines and establishing their identity by reference to published tables of wave¬ 

lengths, I have made it a rule to obtain, first, a qualitative idea of the constituents 

present, then to photograph the spectrum of the aerolite and silver mixture in juxta¬ 

position with that of each suspected element by a device already described. In this 

way I have been able with certainty to identify every line in the spectrum of each 

aerolite examined. This removes the uncertainty due to irregularities in the 

determination of wave-lengths by different observers. I can take no responsibility 

for the accuracy of the figures by which I identify these lines ; they are copied from 

the most recent and trustworthy sources—had it been possible to reproduce the 

actual photographed spectra that 1 am now exhibiting there would have been no need 

to have printed any figures at all. The spectrum of the aerolite is easily distinguished 

from the mixed silver and aerolite spectrum by reference to a photograph of the 

silver taken separately. 

The advantage of my method becomes apparent if—for illustration—I take one 

element—nickel—common to all meteorites. In the range of my instrument there 

are no less than three hundred and forty strong lines which I have identified, and on 

the aerolite spectrum I have marked all the nickel lines that can be seen, together 

with the wave-length given in the most recent determination—but the point is that 

any line marked is actually present as found by reference to the spectrum of pure 

nickel, and does not rest upon a coincidence of figures. 

VOL. CCXVIT.—A, 3 P 
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Examination of the Arc Spectra of Thirty Aerolites. 

List of aerolites thus far examined :— 

L’Aigle (from Orne, France). 

The photographed .spectrum of this aerolite extends from X 2973 to X 5896, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 1 calcium, 23 

chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 27 nickel, 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Alfianello (from Brescia, Italy). 

The photographed spectrum extends from X 3018 to X 6643, and includes in 

addition to the lines of iron 1 aluminium, 2 calcium, 23 chromium, 2 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 40 nickel, 6 sodium. 

Aubres (from Nyons, Drome, France). 

There was great difficulty in maintaining the arc. The photographed 

spectrum extends from X 2507 to X 5896, and contains in addition to the lines 

of iron 10 chromium, 6 magnesium, 3 manganese, 6 nickel, 4 silicon, 2 sodium. 

Baroti (from Bilaspur, Simla, Punjab, India). 

The photographed spectrum extends from X 2851 to X 5896, and shows in 

addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 2 calcium, 25 chromium, 2 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 2 potassium, 4 sodium, 38 nickel. 

Barratta (from Deniliquin, New South Wales). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from X 2853 to X 5206, 

and shows in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 2 calcium, 26 

chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 29 nickel, 2 sodium. 

Bustee (from India). 

This aerolite behaves in a very similar way to El Nakhla el Baharia, and it 

was only possible to obtain one photograph. Very few lines were found, and 

these were chiefly those due to chromium and magnesium; the lines of nickel 

cannot be seen. In addition to the lines of iron the following were identified 

between X 2852 and X 4289, 2 calcium, 10 chromium, 6 magnesium, 3 

manganese, 2 sodium. 

Chandakapur (from Berar, India). 

This is a very rare aerolite, and as I had only 2'184 grm. of the material 

very great care had to be taken in obtaining the spectrum. 

The photographed spectrum extends from X 2507 to X 6643, and contains in 

addition to the lines of iron 1 aluminium, 3 calcium, 36 chromium. 7 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 43 nickel, 6 silicon, 6 sodium. 

Chantonnay (from Vendee, France). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at X 2551 and 

extends to X 5896, and contains in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 
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1 calcium, 18 chromium, 2 magnesium, 3 manganese, 27 nickel, 2 potassium, 

6 sodium. 

Chateau-Renard (from Trigueres, Loiret, France). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from X 3230 to X 5896, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 calcium, 28 chromium, 2 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 44 nickel, 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Crumlin (from County Antrim, Ireland). 

The quantity of material in this case was small, the lines in the photo¬ 

graphed spectrum extend from X 2967 to X 5896, and includes in addition to 

the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 31 chromium, 2 magnesium, 3 manganese, 38 

nickel, 6 sodium. 

Dandapur (from Goruckpur, North-West Provinces, India). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at X 3002 and 

extends to X 5896, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 1 calcium, 24 

chromium, 2 magnesium, 3 manganese, 47 nickel, 2 potassium, 4 sodium. 

Daniel’s Kuil (from Griqualand East, South Africa). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at X 2788 and ends 

at X 6634, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 1 aluminium, 30 

chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 49 nickel, 6 sodium. 

Dhurmsala (from Kangra, Punjab, India). 

The whole of the material available, 5 grm., was used and the photographed 

spectrum extended from X 2795 to X 6643, and includes in addition to the lines 

of iron 2 calcium, 28 chromium, 5 magnesium, 3 manganese, 38 nickel, 2 

potassium, 6 sodium. 

Durala (from Kurnal, Punjab, India). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from X 2975 to X 5896, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 calcium, 19 chromium, 4 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 37 nickel, 2 potassium, 4 sodium. 

Eli Elwah (Hay, Waradgery County, New South Wales), 

The photographed spectrum extends from X 3246 to X 4957, and includes in 

addition to the lines of iron 7 chromium, 2 magnesium, 3 manganese, 27 nickel, 

2 sodium. 

El Nakhla el Baharia (from Alexandria, Egypt). 

This very soft stone when mixed with silver powder and compressed into a 

block proved to be very fusible and the arc could only be maintained for a few 

seconds, three short exposures only were obtained, and these were not sufficient 

to bring out the nickel lines. 

The photographed spectrum extends from X 3466 to X 5896, and includes in 

3 P 2 
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addition to the lines of iron 9 chromium, 2 magnesium. 3 manganese, 2 

potassium, 4 sodium. 

Futtehpur (from North-West, Provinces, India). 

The photographed spectrum extends from A 2852 to A 5896, and includes in 

addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 3 calcium, 31 chromium, 4 

magnesium, 3 manganese, 48 nickel, 2 potassium, 4 sodium. 

Gilgoin (from Brewarrina, Clyde County, New South Wales). 

The lines shown in the photographed spectrum of this aerolite extend from 

A 2598 to A 5896, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 3 calcium, 

24 chromium, 6 magnesium, 3 manganese, 37 nickel. 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Girgenti (from Sicily). 

The photographed spectrum extends from A2852'2 to A 5896, and includes 

in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 2 calcium, 25 chromium, 

magnesium, 3 manganese, nickel, 2 potassium, 4 sodium. 

Gnarrenburg (from Hanover, Prussia). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from A 2714 to A 5896, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 3 calcium, 

31 chromium, magnesium, 3 manganese, 50 nickel, 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Hvittis (from Abo, Finland). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at A 2852 and 

extends to A 5896 ; it. includes in addition to the lines of iron 1 calcium, 

30 chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 31 nickel, 4 sodium. 

•Telica (from Servia). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at A 2852 and 

extends to A 5896, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 1 calcium, 

29 chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 34 nickel, 2 potassium, 4 sodium. 

Jhung (from Punjab, India). 

The lines shown in the photographed spectra extend from A 2883 to A 5896, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 2 calcium, 

22 chromium, 3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 43 nickel, 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Kansada (from Ness County, Kansas, U.S.A.). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at A 2852 and 

extends to A 4652, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 1 calcium, 

26 chromium, 1 magnesium, 3 manganese, 45 nickel, 4 sodium. 

Khairpur (from India). (See Plate 19.) 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite commences at A 2852 and ends 

at A 5896, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 3 calcium, 

29 chromium, 4 magnesium, 3 manganese, 41 nickel 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 
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Launton (from Bicester, Oxfordshire). 

The whole of the 5 grm. of material available quickly burnt out and only 

short exposures were possible. The photographed spectrum extended from 

A 3302 to A 5896, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 aluminium, 

2 calcium, 21 chromium, 2 magnesium, 3 manganese, 20 nickel, 2 potassium, 

6 sodium. 

Mount Brown (from Evelyn County, New South Wales). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from A 2599 to A 6643. 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 3 aluminium, 3 calcium, 

28 chromium, 11 magnesium, 3 manganese, 55 nickel, 6 sodium. 

Mount Dyrring (from Durham County, New South Wales). (See Plate 20.) 

The lines found in the photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from 

A 2482 to A 4652, and includes in addition to the lines of iron 25 chromium, 

17 magnesium, 3 manganese, nickel, 2 potassium, 6 silicon, 2 sodium. 

Nammianthal (from South Arcot, Madras, India). 

The photographed spectrum of this aerolite extends from A 2716 to A 4652, 

and includes in addition to the lines of iron 2 calcium, 23 chromium, 

3 magnesium, 3 manganese, 50 nickel, 2 sodium. 

Parnallee (from Madras, India). 

The photographed spectrum extends from A 2788 to A 5896, and includes 

in addition to the lines of iron 1 aluminium, 24 chromium, 3 magnesium, 

3 manganese, 50 nickel, 2 potassium, 6 sodium. 

Before discussing in detail the composition of these aerolites as revealed by their 

arc spectra it is well to record one or two points of general importance. Keeping 

the current and voltage constant the number of lines recorded in the arc spectrum of 

a compound substance depends in large measure upon the time-length of the 

“ exposure ” and the sensitiveness of the photographic plate. For instance, if in an 

exposure of say five minutes there are a mass of lines, having some that are very 

much over-exposed and some that are only just visible, by making another exposure 

of the same material for double the time the very faint lines would appear stronger, 

and others that in the shorter exposure were not visible woidd come into view, and 

so on. But in practice a limit is fixed, governed partly by the demands of the 

strong lines and partly by the amount of the material at one’s disposal. This latter 

limitation, the amount of material available, is very potent when dealing with 

such substances as rare meteoric stones. 

From an examination of the whole set of aerolite spectra it appears that the 

proportion of nickel to iron is generally constant. There is a nickel line at 

A 3619'391 and an iron at A3618'919; these two lines form a close pair, and in 

twenty-seven out of the thirty spectra they remain in the same relative intensity, 
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being’ faint or strong according to the general character of the spectrum. But in 

three, Bustee, El Nakhla, and Aubres, while the iron line shows as usual, the nickel 

line is either absent altogether or very faint.* 

In several of the aerolites in my list, it will be seen that the total number of lines 

recorded is below the average. The aerolite Bustee is an instance, t The rapidity 

with which it burnt away in the arc prevented me from giving the length of time for 

each exposure necessary to bring out many of the fainter lines. A rather interesting 

point came out in connection with this aerolite. 

In the early work my stock of material amounted only to about 2 gran—-and the 

length of time given for an exposure was necessarily short—it was noticed that 

although the stronger chromium lines came out in good intensity, the nickel lines 

were absent. Having obtained more material I was able to get photographs with 

longer exposures ; the nickel lines could then be seen, although as a whole much more 

faintly than those due to chromium. This gave rise to some experiments upon the 

relative photographic intensity of the two metals under the conditions in which I 

was working. 

The chromium spectrum is fairly rich in lines. Under the conditions prevailing in 

these experiments, in addition to a large number of faint lines there are recorded 

about one hundred strong ones, and of these there are three groups, which might be 

called the dominant lines of the element; the strongest of these groups is composed 

of the three lines at A 4254'50, A 4274'97, and A 4289'90 ; the next strong group is 

also three lines at A 3578'840, A 3593‘633, and A 3605'478, and the faintest consists of 

two lines, A 4862’02 and A 4870'9. 

Some pure chromium was taken and reduced to powder, some pure electrolytic 

nickel was prepared in the same way, and a mixture was made of silver, kaolin, and 

yttria, with 10 per cent, each of Ni and (Jr. This was pressed into a button and the 

spectrum taken as in the case of the aerolite : it was at once seen that the chromium 

groups came out in greater intensity than the adjacent nickel lines. 

The mixture above referred to is the outcome of many experiments made to find 

a material capable of carrying small percentages of nickel and chromium, so that 

when mixed with silver and formed into electrodes for the arc it should behave 

in a way similar to an aerolite ; the yttria was only used as a diluent of known 

composition.! 

An extensive series of experiments was carried out to throw light upon the 

* In connection with this proportionality between the lines of iron and nickel, I have examined the 

spectra of a number of siderites, and in the majority of instances the proportionality remains constant; 

but there are a few cases in which the nickel line is fainter than that of iron and others in which it is 

stronger. 

t Through the kindness of the Trustees of the British Museum and of Dr. Prior, three successive 

portions of this aerolite, making 12-171 grm. in all, were placed at my disposal. 

; Incidentally, I may say that this is a very convenient method for obtaining the arc spectra of the 

rare earths. 
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photographic effect of known percentages of chromium under the conditions obtaining 

in the aerolite spectra. 

Two electrodes were made as follows :— 

Yt20:i.70 

Kaolin. 10 

Nickel. 15 

Chromium. 5 

100 

And to this was added an equal weight of pure silver powder. The arc spectrum 

was then photographed under conditions similar to those of the aerolites. 

It was seen that the chromium groups were still the most prominent lines in the 

spectrum, those of nickel being comparatively faint. 

Keeping the other ingredients constant and gradually reducing the proportion of 

chromium several more experiments were made, and it was found that when the 

chromium had been so reduced that it was only 0‘16 per cent., the lines A 4862'02 

and A 4870'9 were no longer visible ; a further experiment with electrodes containing 

only O'l per cent, chromium distinctly showed the other two groups. 

These experiments show that it is easy to detect the presence of chromium 

in an arc between electrodes that contain only 5 parts Cr in 10,000. 

It is not easy to see why in subjecting the two elements nickel and chromium 

to the heat of the electric arc it should produce so much more intense atomic 

disturbance in one case than in the other—the melting-points of the two elements 

are not very different—it may be, however, that the volatilisation points differ. 

I have pursued this matter in connection with the examination of a large number of 

meteoric irons (siderites) that will form the subject of a further communication.* 

Although these experiments only make it possible to form an approximate 

estimate of the amount of chromium present in these aerolites it would seem to lie 

between 0'6 per cent, and O'l per cent. 

In the previous experiments the proportion of nickel which was kept the same in 

all mixtures was evidently in considerable excess of that contained in any of the 

* Without anticipating this communication on siderites, I desire to point out the remarkable fact that 

although the chromium lines appear, sometimes very strongly, in all my aerolite spectra they do not 

appear in any of the siderites I have so far examined—except in one instance, that of “ Zacatecas.’’ 

Although of course the nickel lines are always visible—from the spectroscopic examination of a number 

of specimens of iron, to which I had added decreasing amounts of chromium, I found that the dominant 

lines of chromium were quite visible even when the amount present was no more than 0-0175 per cent- 

This is due to the fact that chromium is absent from the nickel-irons but almost universally present in 

the aerolites in the form of chromite. In Aubres, &c., there is probably more chromite than nickel-iron. 

In the magma which produced meteorites all the Cr was converted into oxide or sulphide, giving rise to 

the mineral chromite or daubreelite and leaving no Cr for the nickel-iron. 
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aerolites; the experiments were therefore continued, blocks made in the same way 

as in the experiments with chromium were used as electrodes for the arc. The 

proportion of nickel was from 2 per cent, down to 0'04 per cent.—photographs of the 

spectrum were made under the usual working conditions. The portion of the 

spectrum taken was that containing the chromium group, A 3578'840, A 3593'633. 

A 3605'478, and the closely adjacent nickel lines ; it was found that when the amount 

of nickel was reduced to 0'04 per cent, the line 3619'391 was only just visible. 

The information gained from these mixtures of chromium and of nickel made it 

possible to obtain an approximate estimate of the quantities of these elements 

present in the three aerolites, El Nakhla, Aubres, and Bustee. A mixture 

containing chromium 0'25 per cent, and nickel 0'04 per cent, gave a photograph 

which for Cr-Ni was practically identical with that of Aubres. 

The estimation made in this way cannot be more than a “good approximation on 

account of unavoidable variations, due to intensity of light and time of exposure ; 

also to conditions of photographic development, which cannot be exactly controlled, 

but the indications given by the relative intensities of closely adjacent Ni and Cr 

lines when they occur on the same film are very much more exact, and the result 

proves that in these aerolites the element chromium exists in greater abundance than 

nickel. 

To this fact must be added that of the almost total absence of chromium in the 

familiar nickeliferous irons of the siderites. 

In a general survey of the spectrum analyses of the 30 aerolites which forms the 

subject of this Paper, the most striking fact is their similarity in composition, and 

the small number of elements represented. Making full allowance for wide 

differences in the photographic activity of the arc spectra of the elements, it is 

remarkable that we only see with certainty the lines due to some ten bodies, and of 

these ten, four only—iron, chromium, magnesium, and nickel -appear to be present 

in quantity. With three exceptions, Bustee, El Nakhla, and Aubres, the proportion 

between these elements appears to be practically the same in all. 

This suggests that these earthy meteorites must have a common origin, and that 

origin might be due to the disruption of a body in which the process of cosmial 

evolution has been completed ; in short, may we not conclude that the aerolites are 

fragments of a finished and cooled planet. It is possible that we have in our 

museums fragments of a world unrealised—a world that at one time had its place 

between Jupiter and Mars in our planetary system. 

From the results of my unfinished notes on the spectrum analyses of meteoric 

irons, to which I have already referred, it would appear that either the siderites are 

of a different origin, or that they have constituted the solid nucleus or core, from 

which by some process at present unknown the chromium and other elements had 

been separated, leaving the magnetic elements iron - and nickel as the familiar 

ferro-nickel meteorites. 
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Nickel. 

2981 652 6 _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ 4- _ — _ — _ — — + _ _ 4- 4- — — — 4- _ + — + + 
3002 492 10 - - - - + - + + 4- + + + + + - - + + + + 4- + 4- + 4- - + 4- 4- 4- 
3003 628 9 - - - — + — + + + + 4- + + + - - + + + + 4- + 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3012 007 9 - - - - — + 4- 4- + + 4- + + - - + + + 4- 4- - + 4- 4- - 4- + 4- + 
3037 940 9 - - - - + - + + + + + + + + - - + 4- + 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3050 828 10 - - - - + — + - + + - + _J_ + - - + + + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - + 4- 4- 4- 
3054 317 8 — - - + + — + — + + + + 4- + - - + + 4- 4- 4- 4- ~r + + - 4- 1 T 4- 4- 
3064 626 6 — - - - + — — — + - - — — - - - - - 4- - + - - 4- - - + - 4- 4- 
3080 758 6 - - - — + — — — + — - — - - - - - - - - 4- - - - 4- - 4- - 4- - 
3101 563 8 - + - 4- - - - — - + + _L i + - - - 4~ - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3101 881 8 - 4- - 4- — — — — — + + + _I_ i - - - + - + 4- - 1 ~r + 4- - - + 4- 4- 4- 
3134 106 10 — 4- — — — — + — — 4- + + + + - - 4~ — 4- 4- - 4- - 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 
3197 121 4 4- - 
3221 661 4 
3225 030 5 4- 4- 4- - - 
3232 945 8 - 4- 4- + - — + + + + + - - - - + - 4- + - 4- 4- 4- - - 4- 4- 4- + 
3234 658 5 - + - + - — + — - — + - - - - - + - + 4- - - - 4- - - 4- “r 4- 4- 
3243 064 8 - 4- - _1_ — - + — 4- - + + - - - - + - 4- + - _1_ 1 4- 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3315 668 7 - + - 4- - — + - + - + + + + - - + + + 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- "f 
3320 259 5 - 4- - + — — — — — - + - - 4- - - + - + 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3322 316 5 - 4- - 4- - — — - — - 4- - - + - - + - 4- 4- - 4- - 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3361 550 5 - + - + - — + — + - + + 4- + - - + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3365 771 4 - + - + — + - + - + + + + 4- - + 4- 4- + - 4- ~T + 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3366 169 5 - 4- - a- - — + — 1 

~r + 4- + + 4- + - + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3369 576 10 4- + + + + — + + + 4- + + 4- + + - + + 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3371 995 5 - 4- - + - - - + - + + + + - - 4" + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3374 637 5 - 4- - + - — + — + — + + + — - - + + 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- - - 4- 4- 4- + 
3380 577 10 - - - — - — + + — — — — — — - - - + - - - - 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- - - 
3391 051 7 + 4- - 4- + — -j- + + + + + + + + - _L i + 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 
3392 993 10 + 4- — + + 4- + + + + + + + + - + + 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3403 427 3 - 4- - — — — — — — — + 4- — + - - + — 4- + - - - 4- - - 4- 4- - + 
3414 771 10 + + + 4- + - + + + + 4- 4- + + + - + i "I" 4- 4- + + 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3423 713 8 + + 4- - + - 4- + + + + + + + + - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3433 565 9 + 4- - + + - + + + + + + + + + - + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3437 283 6 + + - + + - + + + + + + + + - - 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- _L i 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3446 263 10 + + - + + - + + + + + + + 4- + - 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- ~r 4- 4- 
3452 891 6 + 4- - + + — + 4- + + + + + 4- - - + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- “I" 4- 
3458 467 10 + + - + + - + + + + 4- + + + + - 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3461 660 10 + 4- — 4- + — 4- + + + 4- 4- 4- + — + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3467 505 5 - - - — — - — — — — — + — — - — — — 4- 4- - - - 4- - - 4- + 4- — 
3469 484 5 - - - — — — — — — — — + — — - - - - 4- 4- - - - 4- - - 4- + 4- - 
3472 545 7 + 4- - 4- + — 4- + + + 4- + + + + - 4- + - 4- 4- - 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3485 892 5 4- + - + + - 4- — -L + + 4- - - + - + + - 4- - 4- 4- - 4- - 4- - - 4- 
3492 965 10 i nr + - + + — + + + + 4“ + 4- + + - 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- T 
3500 852 6 + 4- - + - — - — + + + + - - + - + - - - - - 4- - 4- - 4- 4- - 4- 
3502 609 4 - - - — — — + — — — - + — — - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4- - - 

3510 340 7 + + - + + — + 4- + + + 4- + + - + + 4- 4- + 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
351*5 057 9 + + + 

■ 

+ + 
- 

— + + + + + 4- + + + 

1 

— + + 4- -I- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 

1 
+ means present. - means absent. 
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6 o 

/-s 
Ph 

Nickel 

(continued). 

3524 543 10 4 + + 4 4 — 4 4 + 4 4 + 4- 4- 4 _ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 r 4 4 + 4 ■j- 4 
3566 373 10 _L + - 4 + - + 4 + + + 4 4 4 4 - 4 + 4 i nr 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
3597 699 7 4 + - ~T - - + + + + + + 4- 4 4 - 4 4 - 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 + 
3610 45 8 + + - ~T~ + - ~r + + + 4 + 4 4 — 4 4 — 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 + + 4 
3612 732 7 + - - - - - 4 - 4 + + + — — 4 — 4 — — 4 - - 4 - I T - 4 - 4 4 1 
3619 391 10 4 + - - + - + + + + + + 4- 4 4 — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 
3775- 562 9 + - - + - - + - + + + + - - 4 — 4 4 - 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 
3783 51 8 4 - - 4 - - + - 4 + + + - — 4 — 4 4 — 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 ~r 

3807- 135 8 4* + - 4 - - ~r + + + + 4 4- 4 4 — 4 4 - 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 
3858 284 10 + + - 4 + — + + + + 4 + 4 4 — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
6643 657 10 — + — — — — + — — — — + 4- — — — — — — — — — — — — 4 — — — 

Chromium. 

2663 5 3 4 
2780 97 5 4 
2967 76 3 — — — — — — + — + + — — — — — — — — — 4 — — — — - — - - — - 
2971 32 2 + — 4 + 4 
2975 6 3 — — - — — — + — - + — — — — — — — - 4 — - - - - - - - — - 
2980 9 4 + 
2986 12 2 - - - - - - - - 4 + - 4 — 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 

J1986 59 3 - - — - — - + — — + — + — 4 — — 4 — 4 4 4 4 - 4 - - 4 - 4 4 
2988 78 4 — — — — — — + — — — — — — — — — — — — — 4 - - 4 - — - - — - 
3005 17 3 + 
3015 04 3 + + - + 4 _j_ + + + + + + 4 4 — - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 
3015 32 4 + + - 4 + 4 + + 4 + + 4 + 4 - - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 + 4 4 
3018 61 5 + + - 4 + + — + + + + — + 4 — — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 — 4 4 4 4 
3018 92 5 4 4 
3021 68 5 + + - 4 + 4 + + 4 + + + 4- 4 - - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 
3024 47 4 - - - - 4 - + + 4 + - + 4- 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 
3578 84 10 + + 4 + + 4 + + + + + + 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 
3593 63 10 + + 4 4 + 4 + + + + + 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 ~r 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
3605 47 10 + + + 4 + + + + + + + 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
3908 9 4 + - - + - — - - — — - — — — - 4 4 — — - - - 4 - 4 - - - - 4 
3919 3 6 + - - + - - + + ~ - - - + 4 - 4 4 - - - - - - - 4 4 - - - 4 
3963 9 8 - - - + — - + + — + — - - — 4 - 4 — — - - - - - - - - - - - 
3969 2 6 + 
3976 8 8 — - - — — — + — — + — — — — — — — — — — — — - - 4 - - - - - 
3984 0 5 4 4 
3991 2 6 - - - - — — + — — — — - - — — — 4 — — - - - - - 4 - - - - - 
4254 50 20 + + 4 + 4 + + _i_ + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 T 4 4 4 4 
4274 97 20 + + + + + + + + + + + + 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4289 90 15 + + 4 4 + + + + + + + 4 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4337 7 9 - + + + + - + - + + + 4 _L - - - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -1- 4 4 4 4 4 
4339 8 4 + + + + + - + + + + + + + 4 - - -r 4 4 4 _1_ i 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4344 

1 
i 

67 9 + + + + + — + + + + 4 4- 4 4 — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 

+ means present, - means absent. 
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09 
<D 

£ 

Chromium 

(continued). 

4351-96 10 4- + 4- + 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- Jr 4- 4- 4- - - 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 
4359-8 6 - + - + + - 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - - - 4- - 4- 4- - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
4371-45 10 - + - 4- + - 4- - 4- 4- 4- + - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
4497-03 10 + 4- - + 4- - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - - + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 
4530-9 8 — - — — - — — — — - — — — - — — — 4- 4- — - — — 4- ~ 4- — - 

4540-6 8 1 - 

4544-7 4 - - - - - 4- — — — 4- - — - - - - - + 4- — - - - - 4- 4- - - 

4546-13 8 + + - 4- + - + — 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- -L ~r - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
4591-57 6 — - - — + — + - 4- 4- — 4- 4- — - - — — - — — + - — — - — — — - 

4600-9 10 + - + 
4616-3 8 4- + - 4- + - 4- — 4- 4- 4- -L 

i 4- - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + + - 

4622-1 6 
4622-6 6 4- 4- - + + 4- 4- 
4622-9 6 4- - _L 4- 4- 4- + - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- JL 

i + - - 

4637-9 3 - 4- - + + - 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - - - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- - - 

4646•33 10 4- + - 4- 4- - + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 
4652-33 10 + + - 4- 4- - 4- 4- 4- 4* 4- 4- 4- 4- - - 4- 4- + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- l 

T 4- 4- 
5348'5 10 4- 4- 
5410-0 10 — — — - — 4- - - - - 4- 4- 4- 

Magnesium. 

2776-8 5 4- 
2778-4 5 4- I 

2779-9 6 4- 4- 4- — — 

2781-5 5 4- 
2783-1 5 4- + 
2795-6 8 - - 4- - - 4” 4- - - — - - 4- 4- - — — — — - — - - - - - - 4- - - 

2802-8 8 - - + — — 4- 4- — — — — — 4- — — — - — — — — — — - - — - 4- — - 

2852-2 10 — - + — 4- 4- 4- — — — — — 4- 4- — _ 4- 4- 4- — 4- 4- — 4- 4- — 4- 4- 4- 4- 
3091-2 5 4- 4- 4- — - 

3093-1 5 ~r + — — 

3097 • 1 8 4- 4- — — 

3330•1 5 4- 4- — — 

3332-3 4 4- — — 

3336-8 6 4- 4- — — 

3829-5 10 + - + - - 4- - — — — - 4- — — - - 4- - — — — - 4- - 4- - 4- 4- - - 

3832-5 10 + + 4- ~f* 4- 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- - 4 4- 4- + 4- 4- 
3838-4 10 + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- — 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- + 

Silicon. 

2507-00 8 _ — 4- — — _ 4- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — — — — 4- — — 

2514-40 6 4- 4- 
2516-13 8 + 4- 4- 
2519-27 6 — — + — — — 4- — — — — — _ — — — — — — — — — — — — — 4- — - 1 

2524-11 6 4- 4- 
2528-58 8 + 4- 1 4- — 

+ means present, - means absent. 
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| 

d | 
i 
1 

i 
H 

Sodium. 

3020-5 6 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4- -1- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 T 4 4 
3303-1 6 + -f - 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 "1* + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5682-9 5 + + - - - - 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 - - - 4 4 - 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 - - 4 
5688-3 5 + + - - - - 4 + 4 4 - 4 4 - - - 4 _L - 4 - - 4* - 4 + - - 4 
5890-1 100 4 4 + 4 - - 4 4 4 4 -U 4 4 4 - 4 - ~r 4 4 4 4 4 _J_ 4 4 4 - - 4 
5896 • 1 100 + + + + — — + + 4- 4 4 4 4 4 — 4 — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 — — 4 

Manganese. 

4030-9 30 4 + 4- + 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 i T 4 4 4 4 4 4 
4033-2 30 4 + 4 4 4- 4 4 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 _!_ 4 4 4 
4034-6 20 + + 4 4 4 + 4 4 4- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Potassium. 

4044-3 + — — + — — _ 4 4 _ 4 _ 4 4 — 4 l T 4 4 4 — 4 4 _ -j_ 4 — 4 — 4 
4047-4 + — — 4 — — — 4 4 — 4 — 4 4 — 4 4 4 4 — 4 4 — 4 4 — 4 — 4 

A luminium. 

3082•3 4 
3944-3 - - - + 4 - - 4 - 4 - - - - - - 4 - 4 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 - - - 
3961-6 — + — + 4 4 4 — — 4 — — — 4 — 4 4 — — 4 — 4 4 4 — — 4 

Calcium. 

3933-82 — _ _ 4 _L — 4 _ _ — — _ 4 _ _ — 4 4 _ 4 _ _ 4 — 4 4 4 _ — _ 

3968-62 - + - - - 4 4 - 4 - - - - 4 - - 4 4 4 4 - - - - 4 - 4 - 4 - 
4226-87 + + 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

4 means present, - means absent. 
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